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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965
THURSDAY, JUNE 13, 1991
Housz or. REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMIITEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
COMMMEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., Room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Hayes, Lowey, Payne,

Andrews, Reed, Roemer, Coleman, Klug, and Gunderson.
Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director; Diane Stark, legislath e associate; Gloria Gray-Watson, administrative assistant; Rose
DiNapoli, minority staff director; and Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority counsel.
STATEMENT OP HON. WILLIAM D. FORD, A REPRE.IENTATIVE IN CONGRESS PROM THE
STATE OP MICHIG.1N

Today we convene the 21st hearing of 46 that the Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education is conducting on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

Today's hearing is on Title IX of that act. Title IX focuses on identifying and providing assist/ince for students to pursue graduate education through fellowships. Title
IX also aids disadvantaged students in receiving legal training alid provides f'or clinical experiences for law students.
The witnesses before us today will present proposals for the reauthorization of
Title IX, including suggested revisions to the Harris, Javits, and National Need Fellowship Programs. We will also hear from the Department of Education about the
administration's proposal to combine all the Higher Education Act Graduate Fellowship Programs into one National Graduate Fellowship Program. Finally, we will
hear testimony regarding the general condition of graduate education in the United
States.
I look forward to hearing the comments of our witnesses and I am hopeful that
the testimony that we hear today will assist us in providing graduate assistance to
meet the needs of our Nation.

Mr. ROEMER. [presiding) This hearing will come to order. Today
we convene the 21st hearing of 46 that the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education is conducting on the Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act. Today's hearing is on Title IX of that Act.
Title IX focuses on identifying and providing assistanct, for students to pursue graduate education through fellowships. Title IX
also aids disadvantaged students in receiving legal training, and
provides for clinical experiences for law students.
The witnesses before us Aay will present proposals for the reauthorization of Title IX, including revisions to the Harris, Javits,
and National Need Fellowship programs. We will also hear from
(1)

2

the Department of Education about the Administration's proposal
to combine all of the Higher Education Act graduate fellowship
programs into one national graduate fellowship program. Finally,
we will hear testimony regarding the general condition of graduate
education in the United States.
I look forward to hearing the commenta of our expert witnesses
this morning. I am hopeful that the testimony we hear today will
assist us in providing graduate assistance to meet the needs of our
nation.
With that, I would like to ask the distinguished ranking member,
Mr. Coleman, for his opening statements.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank _you, Mr. Chairman. I do have a statement
today. If I might, I would like to go through the entire statement,
not just place it in the record, because I find the Title IX programs
and related issues to be very important. This is an area in which,
perhaps too often, we do not focus enough on because all the problems of programs in Title IV on which we concentrate much of our
attention. But I think one of the more important aspects of our
Higher Education efforts are the Title IX programs. So I want to
join with you in welcoming our distinguished guest panelists today
who will.be testifying. I certainly look forward to their testimony
as we examine the role of the klederal Government in addressing
the needs of graduate education.
I believe it is in the Nation's best interest to develop our American pool of talent as fully as possible. In graduate education, this
translates into Federal policies which promote the highest educational quality and achievement. The Federal Government has a
role to play in this, I believe, through supporting programs that
provide financial support for the most promising students, enabling
them to successfully complete their graduate work.
Secondly, the Federal Government should promote policies at the
Federal level, that will lead to institutional reform of university
policies in order to help students successfully complete their gradu-

ate work.
Thirdly, we should develop effective links between graduate and
undergraduate programs to ensure that the Nation's talent pool is
as broad as possible. Our graduate education programs produce the

people and the knowledge that this nation needs to maintain and
sharpen its competitive edge. But despite the fact that the U.S. continues to have the most advanced higher education system in the
world, and in which we all take great pride, our technological superiority is in jeopardy.
Our R&D workforce is increasingly sustained by foreign nationals as the number of U.S. citizens pursuing scientific careers declines. Some alarming statistics bear this out. In 1972, 80 percent of
the physical science doctorates awarded by U.S. institutions went
to U.S. citizens. By 1988, that percentage had dropped to less than_
65 percent. In engineering, the percentage of Ph.D.'s earned by
U.S. citizens fell from 67 percent in 1972 to 46 percent in 1988.

Foreign students and faculty in industrial sciences certainly
bring a rich array of talent with them. But it is a source of talent
which will become increasingly unreliable as the demand for their
talent, and the capacity of their home countries to support it, in-
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creases. The dramatic development of science and technology in
the countries with which we compete is evident.
Statistics show that Europe continues to overtake us in investment of civilian R&D. France, Germany, Japan and the United
Kingdom are ahead of the United States in the percentage of students who pursue engineering as their first degree. We are only
slightly ahead of Japan in the percentage of students who select
natural sciences.
It is anticipated that unless we do something, a sharp increase in
the demand for Ph.D.'s in the U.S. will outstrip supply. Because of

that, we face a shortfall, which could be by as much as 9,600
Ph.D.'s in critical areas in this country between 1995 and year
2010.

So in order to help universities, to help this country utilize its
resources better, and to increase the number of U.S. citizens earn-

ing Ph.D.'s in critical fields, during the last reauthorization, 5

years ago, I sponsored a new program, the Graduate Assistance in
areas of National Need.
That program awards three-year grants on a competitive basis to
deserving graduate departments to provide them with the necessary resources to increase the number of students educated in their
doctoral rsrograms. Under the program, institutions can receive
grants which average about $200,000, and can provide students in
return with stipends of up to $10,000 each to support the cost of
their tuition, their fees, and other program costs.
We have received a lot of support for this program, especially in
the appropriations committee. I am very proud of that, and thankful for all the work of others. I point out Congressman Vin Weber
of Minnesota who is on the Committee on Appropriations, who has
been very, very helpful in securing our appropriations needs.
Although the program started out under the past administration
with less than, shall we say, full support, we did get $7.7 million in
fiscal year 1988 that was increased to 12.8 in 1989,and 15.8 in 1990.
But last year, the Bush Administration recognized the need for
homegrown talent. They proposed, and we passed and apprortriated
close to $25 million for fiscal year,1991. I am hopeful that the Appropriations Committee will look favorably upon our request for
additional funds this year.
Those dollars that I just mentioned add up to about $60 million

total, and have enabled 350 new and continuing institutional

grants to support 4,000 students. These fellowships are for people
who are working towards their Ph.D. So I think we're making an
impact.

I am delighted to have several people on the panel today who, I
think, will reference this program. Especially Dr. Peter May from
the University of Chicago, whose testimony I have already reviewed. His story is of success at the University and what our program has been able to do for and mean to people.
Also, I want to extend a special welcome to 10r. Jerry Pollitt from
Yale, Dean of the graduate school at Yale, who I have known and
worked with now for several years in an advisory capacity. Yale
has taken the lead in trying to address some of the issues regarding graduate education. We are looking forward to hearing from
him.

(
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I am reviewing all of the information that was sent to the Chairman and myself regarding Title IX. As the Chairman recently said,
there are several proposals, not the least of which is the administration's suggestions to consolidate Title IX into a single program. I
have some reservations about that suggestion. I would like to hear
from the witnesses regarding this proposal today. I look forward to
hearing all of your testimony.
I thank you for your indulgence, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Room. Thank you, Mr. Coleman, for those excellent remarks.
Mr. Hayes from Illinois.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the interest of time, I
am not going to make any long drawn-out statement or anything of
that sort. I do want to welcome Dr. May, who is from my district.
He teaches at the University of Chicago, as well as head of the
School of Mathematics at that great institution.
I would like to express my concern, and I look to hear from all of
the witnesses today if time will permit. I am interested in the continuing decline in the number of plinority and women students
who have the chance to study in graduate courses. I realize that
and I am not trying to say it is because of gender or race. I think it
is because of the, it seems to me, the graduate courses are becoming more available for those who have money than those who don't
have money.
I would hope that as we continue to try to do what we can in the
Federal Government to support these kinds of programs, we see to
it that it becomes available to the poor and the underprivileged
which need education, too, if we are going to fight the kinds of
problems we have in terms of unemployment, which is growing.

I just heardtalked to my district this morning. Part of the

great celebration to the Bulls' victory that went on yesterday and
last night was to break into stores, and loot them as a part of that
celebration in certain areas of Chicago. This is because this is the
way some people celebrated. They see it as a chance to get some of
what is that that they don't have.
So I think this is something that certainly through education, we
could help. We can't do it by depriving people because they don't
have. I just want to say that.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Hayes.

The distinguished gentleman from Rhode Island.
Mr. REED. Mr. Chairman, I am eager to listen to the witnesses
testify, and I have no opening statement. Thank you, though.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Reed.

I would also like to ask unanimous consent that a statement

from Mr. Gaydos from Pennsylvania be entered in the record, without objection.
[The prepared statements of Hon. Joseph M. Gaydos and Hon.
Thomas C. Sawyer follow]
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Opening Statement
Joseph M. aaydos
Postsecondary Sducation Hea;ing
June 13, 1991

we currently have several different scholarship and

fellowship programs that nable students to pursue a variety
of graduate education programs.
fully understand that in the interest of simplicity,

folding virtually all of these individual programs into a
select few larger programs may seem like a good idea, however,
don't know if this is necessary or desirable.

Congress originally created the variour graduate programs
because there was, and still is, a need to assist students in
pursuing diverse areas of study -- both in the sciences and in
the humanities.

The Administration is proposing to consolidate six
graduate assistance programs into one program, call it

National Graduate rellowships, and give the Secretary of
Sducation the authority to met fellowship funding limit, for
the different subject areas based on his determination of
national need.

I agree that we need more scientists, engineers, and
mathematicians, but, I do not agree that providing assistance
tor these studies should come at the expense of studies
dealing with the humanities and social sciences.
- 1 -

Progress in both the sciences and humanities if ssential
to the well-being and furtherance of this nation.
by itself means nothing.

Technology

No must understand what we mean to

accomplish in human terms by our scientific endeavors.

if we

don't, we will never know how ffective are scientific
advances ere.

Thomas Jeffrson once said, *1 look to the diffusion of
... education as the resource most relied upon for
ameliorating the condition, promoting the virtue, and
advancing the happiness of man."
1's contented that the Administration's proposal to

consolidate six graduate assistance programs is nothing more
than an attempt to eliminate four of the programs because they

do not provide assistance in the sciences or mathematics.
slit, before 1 tell you which four programs :fa talking about,

lot me tell you about the two programs that Ere probably safe

-- the Patricia Roberts Gerrie Graduate Fellowships and the
Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need program.
In his Fiscal Tear 1991 budget, the President requested

$1.8 million more than the 1990 appropriation tor the Harris
Graduate Fellowships which are awarded to students who are
under-represented in graduate education.

Nis explanation for

the increase was to improvr educational achievement for
under-represented groups in areas of national need.

The Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need
program, which provides for fellowships through institutional

grants to nhance the teaching and research capacity in
- 2 -
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selected subject areas, is safe because the Secretary of

Education already decides which subject areas are needed and
which are nat.

In Piscal Year 1999, the Department of Sducation made 42
institutional awards under the National Need program -- of
these 42 awards, 11 were in Chemistry, 10 were in Engineering,
11 were in Mathematics, and 10 were in Physics.

The following

fiscal year, 32 new awards were made - eight each in
Chemistry, Ingineering, mathematics, and Physic..

Now let me tell you about the four existing programs I am
concerned may be completely eliminated because they do not
provide assistance in areas of national need as determined by
the Department of Sducation.

They are the Patricia Roberts

Barris Public Service Fellowships, the Jacob R. Javits
rellowships, Toreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships,
and Library Career Training.
In his Illegal Year 1991 budget, the President requested

that only continuation awards be provided for the Patricia

Roberts Barris Public Service Pellowships and the Jacob R.
Javits rellowshigs.

These programs provide assistance for

study in public service, the arts, humanities, and social
sciences.

The Administration said these programs should be

terminated because they did not address areas of national
need.

while the President did not specifically target Language
studies or Library Training for elimination in his 1991

rquest, funding for fellowship activities under these two
- 3 -
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progress may also be in jeopardy.
Currently, both of these programs are not legislatively
limited to assisting only graduate students.

The

Administration has pulled these progress from titles two and
six of the Nigher Aducation Act of 1965 and lumped them

together with the graduate programs found in title nine of the
Act.

Because the administration is already seeking to

liminate undergraduate access to these programs and because
they do not address subject areas of national need, as

previously determined by the Department of iducation, x don't

se any reason to believe that Language Studies or Library
Training will receive funding.
I'm not sure Congress wants to establish the policy of

providing graduate assistance only to students studying math
and science.

But, I'm fairly certain that Congress would not

like to abdicate its authority and let the Administration

decide the duaational priorities of this nation based on
which subject areas it ultimately believes ars important and
which are not.

4
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OPENING STATEMENT
for

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
June 13, 1991

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for convening this hearing on Title
9, Graduate Education.
As the polymar science center of the world, schools and
businesses in my district of Akron, Ohio are keenly aware of
the need to support graduate education.
The disciplines currently served through the Graduate
Assistance Program for Areas of National Need - mathematics,
chemistry, physics, engineering and foreign language provide graduate degrees that are in strong demand in Akron.
In addition, The University of Akron has received funds under
the Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowships for the past few
years.

I understand that we will be hearing suggestions today to
make some significant changes to Title 9
changes that would
consolidate these programs with other titles
change the eligibility requirements
add a new program

While I have some concerns about one of these proposed
changes, I think that the ChaiLman is right on target in his
goal to carefully examine all of the Higher Education Act and
I look forward to hearing the ideas that all of our witnesses
will present.

10

Mr. ROEMER. I would just like to make one last comment before
welcoming the distinguished panel to this morning's hearing.

I would like to welcome Coach Richard Digger Phelps to this
morning's hearing. Unfortunately, he's just left the room. Although
he doesn't deal directly with Title IX funding, he has contributed
in a very, very direct and intimate way to education in this country, having graduated every single one of the four-year athletes
that went through his basketball program in 20 years at the Uni.
versity of Notre IDame. That is a record that I think we can all look
at with a great deal of pride and envy.
We need to make sure that kind of teaching takes place at our
institutions of higher education. We see the graduation rate at
many of our colleges for athletes far below 50 percent.
I just like to take this opportunity to personally commend him
for all that he has done, including, Mr. FIayes, John Paxton who
played on that Chicago Bulls team who is a graduate of the University of Notre Dame. He sure did all i..ght last night.
With that, I would like to welcome this morning's panel, and ask
them to address many of the articulate and cogent points that this
Committee has asked for this morning.
I would like to welcome Mr. John Childers. I would also like to
welcome Dr. John D'Arms. Sitting in for Chairman Ford, I would
ke. remiss if I didn't give you a special welcome from the University
of Michigan. I would like to welcome Dr. Jerome Pollitt, Dr. Frank
L. Morris, Sr., Dr. Peter May, and Ms. Laura Shanner.
Mr. John Childers will begin the presentation this morning.
STATEMENT OF HONORABLE JOHN CHILDERS, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRUTARY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS, US. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. CHIMERS. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Coleman, Congress-

man Hayes, Congressman Reed, it is a pleasure to be here this

morning to present the administration's recommendations for reauthorizing the graduate fellowship programs of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

These important programs in the Office of Higher Education Programs serve a vital national purpose. Federal support for graduate
education is important in meeting the needs for scholars and researchers in the humanities and in the sciences and engineering
fields. We need highly trained individuals to replenish the faculties
of our colleges and universities. We also need trained researchers
in academia, business and industry, and the public sector.
As Congressman Coleman has already pointed out this morning,
we have several areas of great concern. For example, U.S. citizens
receive less than half the number of all the doctorates in math and
engineering in the U.S. graduate schools. The Department of Education programs are attempting to help correct this problem.
This year, for example, we are supporting 426 American citizens
studying for advanced degrees in mathematics. That is more than
the total number of doctorates awarded to U.S. citizens in this field
in any year from 1985 through 1990. This fall alone, we will be
star ling 205 new Ph.D. candidates in mathematics at American
universities.
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Federal support for these fields is vital if we are to producelthe
new generation of faculty and leaders to help the United States

keep ite competitive edge internationally.
Just very briefly, on the major fields and programs we currently

have through the graduate assistance and areas of national needs,
we are currently supporting 1,690 students at 78 graduate schools
the Javits fellowship program is supporting 531 fellows in arts, humanities and the social sciences.
The Patricia Roberts Harris programs are supporting over 1,100
graduate students from groups traditionally under-represented in
graduate education, including minorities and women. nie Title IV
foreign language and area studies program currently supports 610
academic fellows studying more than 75 languages.

Let me now, if I may, turn to the administration's proposals to
consolidate six current graduate fellowship programs into one national graduate fellowships program. The department proposes to
consolidate, streamline and simplify our current programs into this
one _program. We believe that the current programs have served
the Nation well, but believe that their divided nature has created
some confusion and has placed a heavy administrative burden on
institutions.
The first part of the proposal would be to simplify administration
of the program and provide more flexibility in these programs. Cur-

rently, for each grant, an institution of higher education must

abide by specific program regulations for each program. Each program has different levels of stipend support calculated under differkng methodologies. The program supported in the Office of Higher
Education programs right now are subject to six different program
rftvlations.
Institutions have to deal with six different financial reports and
six separate performance reports, submit different certifications of

student need for the six programs calculated under six different
program methodologies, and determine tuition and fee payments
under six different sets of rules and establish six accounting systems to insure audit reliability.
Additionally, each of these fellowship programs has a separate
grant period and fellowship term requiring the institution to track
students under the six programs for differing periods of time. Compounding the institutions' administrative burden are different requirements for carry-over of funds, re-obligation of fellowships, the
supplant-supplement provision of funds and student-leave approval
policies.

We feel the administration's proposal would eliminate this administrative maze. An institution of higher education would apply
under one program, prepare one financial report, one performance
report, calculate student need under one methodology and abide by
one program's regulations. Each student would receive the same
stipend and the institution would receive the same amount of institution support for a fellow in any of the programs.
Specifically, the administration's proposal would allow the Secre-

tary to des*nateand this gets to the area of flexibility and meeting natione needsthe Secretary could designate on a periodic
basis the fields of study for which applications would be solicited.

These fields could include any fields where need was ascertained in

I
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higher education. The proposal would have provisions that would
ensure that institutions seeking and receiving awards would recruit students from groups traditionally under-represented in the

field of graduate study.
The program would be institution-based, as most of our programs
now are, except for the Javits program. It would establish the same

stipend level, $10,000, for all graduate fellows. Currently, they

range in the department from $17,000 to $10,000. It would provide
the same tuition and fee payment, $6,000 per fellow to each institu-

tion. These payments currently range from $6,000 to full tuition
and fees. It would provide support to a graduate student for a maximum of 5 years.

We feel that this proposal retains the flexibility and ability to
focus national resources on fields of vital importance; however,
they will simplify the process of applying for and receiving a fellowship for everyone. The simplification would also help the department itself administer the graduate level of funds with our
limited staff to support these important programs.
One other quick point, if I might, Mr. Chairman. We also propose

to combine two other programs, the minority participation and
graduate education program, to combine that with the Ronald E.
McNair post-baccalaureate achievement program, and to create a

new Ronald E. McNair graduate outreach program. This new program would provide support to disadvantaged students from economically and culturally disadvantaged backgrounds by way of
summer institutes and other effective methods to prepare them for
graduate school.

By consolidating these two programs with similar goals, we
would avoid the duplication of services that currently exists between the programs and better assist disadvantaged students with
effective preparation for graduate study. Wo other areas affect
graduate eaucaton. The department proposes to eliminate the assistance for training in the legal profession program and the law
school clinical experience program.

As important as these programs are, we feel that the training of
highly qualified students in fields of study critical to the National
well-being should have priority over programs addressing only one
professional field of study.

Finally, we would repeal Title II of the current Act, which pro-

vides assistance for libraryacademic library and information

technology, but would fold the fellowships under that Title into the
consolidated graduate fellowships program, so that fellowship portion would be retained.

Vie believe that the administration's proposals to consolidate,

simplify, streamline and improve the graduate programs will make
the programs more efficient and effective and would benefit both
institutions and students. We feel that these proposals retain the
best features of the current programs, while allowing for greater
administrative flexibility and unified program opera' ion.

I appreciate your courtesy in listening to these proposals this
morning. Of course, after the other panelists testify, I would be
happy to respond to any questions you might have.
[The prepared statement of John B. Childers followsl
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Department of Education
Statement by

John B. Childers
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for
Higher Education Programs
before the

House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
on

Reauthorization of the Graduate Fellowship Program
June 13, 1991

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I am pleased to appear before this Committee today to discuss the

Mministration's recommendations for reauthorizing the graduate fellowship
programs of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Our higher education

reauthorization proposal, the 'Higher Education Act Amendments of 1991," was
introduced yesterday. These important programs in the Office of Higher

Education Programs serve a vital national purpose.

Federal support for graduate education is important in meeting the need for

scholars and researchers in the humanities and in the sciences and engineering.
We need highly trained individuals to replenish the faculties of our colleges and

universities as senior professors retire; we also need trained researchers in
academia, business and industry, and the public sector. For example, in 1990
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U.S. citizens received fewer than half of all the doctorates in mathematics and

engineering conferred by U.S. graduate schadd. Notably, we currently support
through the Department's fellowship programs 426 U.S. students studying for

advanced degrees in mathematics; this is more than the total doctorates awarded
to U.S. citizens in the field of mathematics in any year from 1985 through 1990.

The support we provide, in conjunction with additional support from the National
Science Foundation and other agencies, is essential if we are to substantially
increase the number of U.S. citizens receiving advanced degrees in these fields.

While the number of U.S. citizens receiving doctorates in science and engineering
increased during the decade from 191 0 to 1990, the net increase was only 208--from
13,410 in 1980 to 13,618 in 1990.

Additionally, recent projections by Bowen and Sosa note that between 1997 and

2002 there will be only eight candidates for every ten faculty in all areas of arts and

sciences, and only seven candidates for every ten vacancies in humanities and
social sciences. Federal support and more efficient use of each dollar available for
support of graduate study are essential if we are to produce the new generation of

faculty and leaders that are necessary for the United States to maintain a
competitive edge internationally in vital fields of inquiry. The support will also
enhance our ability to increase the number of advanced degree recipients in fields
of study identified as critical to the national need, and to increase the number of

advanced degree recipients from underrepresented groups.

2
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The contribution to graduate education made by the current programs has been

important Through.the Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need
(GAANN) fellowship program, we are now supporting advanced study by 1690

students at 78 graduate schoo!s in 35 states. The fields of study for which awards

have been made include chemistry, engineering, foreign languages,

mathematics, and physics. The Jacob K. Javita Fellowship Program currently
supports 631 fellows at 71 institutions of higher education in 22 states and the

District of Columbia, pursuing degrees in the arts, humanities, and social
sciences. The Patricia Roberts Harris Graduate and Professional Studies
Fellowships Program now supports 1,119 graduate students, from groups

traditionally underrepresented in graduate education, including minorities and
women. The Title VI Foreign Language and Area Studies program currently
supporta 610 academic year fellows pursuing advanced study in more than 75

languages.

Now let me turn to our specific proposal to consolidate the six current graduate

fellowship programs into one National Graduate Fellowships Program. The
Department proposes to consolidate, streamline, and simplify the current
graduate fellowship programs into one National Graduate Fellowships Program.
The fellowship programs we would consolidate are the Graduate Assistarwe in

Areas of National Need, Patricia Roberts Harris Graduate and Professional
SLudy, Patricia Roberts Harris Public Service, and Jacob K. Javits Fellowship

programs from Title DC; the Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS)

program from Title VI; and the Library Career Training Fellowship program
3
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authorized under Part B of Title II.

The Department has supported these programs and believes that the programs
have served the nation well. However, the Department believes the fractionated

nature of these fellowships programs has created some confusion and placed a
heavy administrative burden on institutions receiving fellowship grant awards.

The National Graduate Fellowships proposal would simplify administration and
would provide more flexibility in targeting funds. Under some of the current

fellowship programs, the individual student is the legal applicant; for other
programs the institution of higher education or its component graduate schools is

the applicant. For each program grant, the institution must abide by specific

program regulations and must submit separate financial and performance
reports. The fellowship programs provide different levels of student stipend

support, calculated under differing methodologies. Institutional support also

differs under the programs - some programs require institutional matching
support, some allow the institution to charge the fellow the difference between the

Departments support and the actual tuition and fees cost, while other programs
do not allow the institution to charge the fellow costs not met by the Departments

institutional support payment.

Thus, at any given time an institution of higher education may administer six
different fellowship programs subject to six different program regulations; be

required to submit six separate financial reports and six separate performance
4
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reports; submit certifications of student need fbr the six different programs --

calculated under six different program methodologies; determine tuition and fees
payments required of fellows or allowed under the six different programs; and
establish six different accounting systems to ensure audit-reliability -- all this

after having applied for the programs under separate applications.

Additionally, each fellowship program has a separate grant period and fellowship

term, requiring the institution to track students, under the six programs, for
differing periods of time. Compounding the institution's administrative burden
are the different requirements for carry-over of funds, re-obligation of fellowships,

supplant-supplement of funds, and student-leave approval.

The confusion created by six different and distinct fellowships programs also

affects the individual students. Many students are unaware of the available
fellowships. Other students do not understand the application procedures - to
whom and how to apply for fellowship assistance. And because of the programs'

separate provisions for institutional payments, students are unsure as to their
responsibility for tuition and fees payments.

The National Graduate Fellowships Program would eliminate this
administrative'maze. An institution of higher education would apply under one
program; prepare one financial report and one performance report; prepare one
certification of student need calculated under one methodology; and abide by one

5
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program's regulations. Also, the institution would receive the same institutional
allowance for each Fellow.

The National Graduate Fellowships Program would have the following specific

characteristics:

o

It would allow the Secretary to designate, on a periodic basis, the fields of
study for which applications would be solicited; these fields could include

any fields supported by the Department's current fellowship programa.

o

It would ensure that institutions receiving an award will recruit students
from groups traditionally underrepresented in the particular area of
graduate study.

o

It would be institution-based, assigning applicants the responsibility of
selecting the individual fellowship stipend recipients.

o

It would establish the same stipend level, $10,000 for all National Graduate

Fellows. Current stipend levels differ by program and range from $7,000 to
$10,000.

o

It would provide the same tuition and fee payment, up to $6,000 per Fellow,

to each institution receiving fellowship support. These payments currently
range from $6,000 to full tuition and fees.
6
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o

It would provide support to a graduate student for a maximum of five years,
including a year for the completion of the dissertation. The length of

support currently ranges from three to five years.

These features of the consolidated National Graduate Fellowships Program retain
the flexibility and cogent characteristics of the current fellowship programs.
However, they also simplify the process of applying for and receiving a fellowship

for everyone. Graduate schools will no longer need to maintain or complete

multiple applications for these programs. Our proposal is based on our belief that

Federal funding is a vital resource for America's graduate institutions and for
the student pursuing advanced degrees in fields critical to the well-being of the

Onited States. This simplification would also help the Department administer its
graduate-level funds, with its limited staff and with total appropriations of
approximately $65 million, more efficiently and effectively. Current program
feflaws would receive continuation awards, based on current Fellowship
provisions, and would receive priority for support.

We also propose to combine the Minority Participation in Graduate Education

Program with the Ronald E. McNair Post-baccalaureate Achievement Program

under a new Ronald E. McNair Graduate Outreach Program. This new program
will provide support to disadvantaged students from economically and culturally
disadvantaged backgrounds with effective preparation for graduate and doctoral

study by means of summer internships, seminars and other activities. By
7
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consolidating the two current programs, we would avoid the duplication of
services that currently exists between the programs and improve our ability to
provide disadvantaged students with effective preparation for graduate study.
This proposal is in line with our general objective of simplifying delivery of

services and reducing the administrative burden for participating institutions of
higher education.

Our reauthorization proposals for the Higher Education Act also would also

increase resources available La graduate students through the Supplemental

Loans to Students (SLS) Program. Our proposl would increase the SLS current
annual loan limit of $4,000 for graduate students to $10,000. The limits for

graduate students would remain the same under the Stafford Loan program.

I would now like to discuss other reauthorization proposals that affect graduate
education. The Department proposes to eliminate the Assistance for Training in
the Legal Profession Program and the Law School Clinical Experience Program.
We believe that the training of highly qualified students in fields of study critical to

the nation's well-being should have priority over programs addressing need only
in a single professional field of study. Finally, we would repeal Title II of the

current Act, which provides assistance for academic library and information
technology enhancement However, as mentioned above, the Library Career
Training Program authorized under section 222 of the current law would be
concolidated into the National Graduate Fellowships Program.

8
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We believe that our proposal to consolidate and thus simplify, streamline, and
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the Department of Education's

graduate fellowship and graduate outreach programs would benefit both

institutions and students. The McNair Graduate Outreach Program would help
disadvantaged students prepare for graduate studies and ensure their success in

pursuing graduate degrees. Our National Graduate Fellowships Program would
intensively concentrate our resources and more precisely target our efforts to

meet the nation's most critical needs for highly trained individuals. Those
proposals retain the best features of the current programs while allowing for

greater administrative flexibihty and unified program operation.

I would be glad to discuss our proposals in more detail or to answer any of your

questions.

9
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Mr. Rozmiso. Thank you very much.
Before I introduce Dr. D'Arms, I would just like to say that all of

your statements will be entered into the record in their entirety. If
you would like to highlight or specifically focus upon different aspects of your testimony or address some of the preliminary remarks made by the committee, you are welcome to do so.
Also, I would just like to say, Coach Phelps, welcome this morning. You missed my remarks about you. You'll have to read the
record to catch them. Again, we salute your accomplishments in
both athletics and academia. Keep up the good work.
Dr. D'Arms.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. D'ARMS, VICE PROVOST FOR ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS AND DEAN OF THE GRADUATE HORACE H. RACKHAM
SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Mr. D'Ams. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I

want to thank you for the privilege of testifying this morning. My
name is John D'Arms. For the past 6 years, I have been dean of

the Rackham School of Graduate Studies at the University of
Michigan.

Chairman Ford came actually to our Rackham building just a

few_years ago, and addressed members of the universit community. We acknowledged then, and I am happy to do it again now, the
division and the commitment and the leadership which he is Chairman along with you, his colleagues, are providing for higher education on behalf of our nation.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify on the Department of Education programs, which support graduate edutation. I
want to emphasize at the outset that I speak first as the university
administrator who is partially responsible for developing and implementing the University of Michigan's policies governing graduate education.
But I speak also as a professor of classics and history with an interest in archaeology, one who has had the satisfaction of actually
teaching more than one Javits fellow; and, indeed, the satisfaction
of coming to know personally as well as professionally many of the
Michigan students who have benefitted from all four of the major
programs included under Title IX.

It is fitting, I think, that graduate students are at the forefront

of consideration this morning, because these talented and dedicated
young people are too often of morainal status, even in university
discussions of educational policy. They are sort of left-over under-

graduates and not yet faculty members. The graduate student,

therefore, is too easily left to one side. They deserve strong national advocacy for they are among our nation's most precious human
resources.

Some of today's capable and highly-motivated graduate students,
like Laura Shanner, who will be speaking for herself a little later
this morning will be the faculty members of tomorrow. They will
be generating the new ideas that have always fostered growth
within our society. Outside the academic sector, as well as within
it, strong graduate training is powerfully connected to the quality
of the Nation's research effort in every field.
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For these reasons, many of us have a stake in securing a strong
future for graduate education and of acting together in partner-

ship. The partners include very conspicuously universities and the
Federal Government.
Now, if my focus this morning is on the role of the Federal Government and, of the Department of Education in particular, I do
not thereby mean to imply that the Federal Government is expected to be the senior partner in this national enterprise, or that universities have any less of an obligation to contribute and to collaborate.

Collaboration can mean rather different things to different

people, as I was reminded when I saw a recent advertisement in
the London Times, which read: "Man with own knife and fork
would like to meet man with own steak with view to mutual collaboration."

Some may think that there are academicians these days who
appear to conceive of themselves as the holders of the knife and
fork, with the Federal Government as .providing the steak. That is
not, I think, the prevailing attitude in the universities. We are
strongly committed within our institutions both to the increased financial difficulties of our !graduate students and to reevaluating
and improving our academic practices as they affect graduate students.

This, you will be hearing about later from Dean Pollitt of Yale,
who is a fellow member of a task force of the Association of Gradu-

ate Schools, which issued last year a major statement on institutional policies to improved doctoral education, a copy of which I
presented to Congressman Coleman this morning.
So it is in the spirit of genuine collaboration that we in universi-

ties seek the help and support of the Federal Government in sustaining and improving the quality of graduate education. Though
in many respects, our graduate programs in ti e United States were
regarded as the envy of the rest of the world, we all need to worry
about these three disturbing trends. The percentage of U.S. citizens
earning Ph.D.'s has steadily declined over the past 20 years.
Second, women in minorities, women in some fields, minorities in
virtually all fields are seriously under-represented in master's and
doctoral education. Absolute numbers of black students has actually declined during the past 10 years. This occurs at precisely ths
same time as national demographic trends are proving that
overall work force is coming to be peopled increasingly by membt.s.6
of these groups.

Third, recent analyses of academic labor markets project that
current trends in Ph.D. supply and demand will result in serious
shortages of Ph.D.'s by the end of the 1990s. But meanwhile, our
strongest international competitors are expanding their investment
in science, technology, and research. I ask: Can we as a nation
afford to reduce our investments in human capital, our graduate
students, while our competitors are increasing theirs? So we seek
the support of the government to help us meet these challenges.
The Federal role in graduate education is two-fold. First, to increase market incentives to assure the development of the human
resources, the talent pool, which is sufficient to meet the Nation's
needs. Second, to pick targets cfzefully to provide special incen-
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tives to students who are not participating in or are under-represented in graduate education and, who, therefore, willwithout
those incentivesinevitably remain under-represented in the careers to which this education provides access.
The Department of Education can compliment the graduate pro-

grams of the other Federal agenciee, principally through the programs included under Title I.X. My colleagues this morning will
speak to these in specific detail, and I don't intend to elaborate
here. But I would like to reemphasize the principles upon which

our recommendations are based, f'undamentally.
First, the department needs to provide expanded access to graduate education for the most talented in all fields. The Javits and the
National need programs provide effective incentives to potentially

achieve this. The department also needs to target the populations
currently under-represented. The minority undergraduate internships and Harris graduate fellowship can help to achieve this.

But second, as the programs in Title IX go forwardand this
principle, too, is criticalthey can and should go forward in a

manner that will enlist the cooperation of the universities themselves in the improvement of their own programs. The Department
of Education and the universities, graduate schools, in other words,
need to work together in that spirit of genuine collaboration, each
sensitive to each other's objectives and needs. Such genuine collaboration is, I firmly believe, attainable. And its beneficiaries are
going to be the talented young adults who have the capacity to contribute so much to our nation's future.
Thank you very much for the opportunity t o testify.

I am sorry, Mr. Ford, that you missed my nice remarks about

you at the beginning.
[The prepared statement of John H. D'Arms follows:]
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REAUTHORIZATION OP THE HIGHER EDUCATION Aril
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee, I am
John D'Arms, Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Dean, Horace H. Rackham School
of Graduate Studies, University of Michigan. I am pleased to have this opportunity to
testify on Department of Education programs supporting graduate educetion as you
consider the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Let me state at the outset that
I strongly endorse the recommendations for the Title IX graduate education programs
submitted on behalf of 12 higher education assodations by the American Council on
Education; I request that the attached paper discussing those recommendations be
placed in the record along with my written statement. The attached paper presents
recommendations for both grant and loan programs supporting postbaccalaureate
study. In my remarks, I will discuss the Title IX graduate grant programs from the
point of view of a university administrator centrally involved in the development and
execution of university policy governing graduate education and research.
The discovery, dissemination, and application of knowledge are critical
components of our capacity as a nation to maintain a competitive edge in the
international marketplace and in our national defense. They are equally important for
our internal capacity to advance ourselves as a society by fostering economic well-being
at home, by developing effective solutions to the nation's physical and social ills, by
enriching our culture, and by expanding access to the best that our nation has to
offerin health, in economic and social opportunity, and in our values as a people.
Graduate education develops the human resources upon which all of these activities
depend.

Although the graduate education carried out in this country is widely regarded as
the best in the world, there are several trends that should concern us deeply: (1) the
percentage of U.S. dtizens earning Ph.D.s has steadily declined for the last two decades,
(2) the underrepresentation of minorities and women in postbaccalaureate programs
persists as a serious problem with increasing costs as the dependence of the workforce
on these groups increases, and (3) there is strong evidence indicating that under these
current trends, demand for Ph.D.s will outstrip supply by the turn of the century as the
large number of faculty and industrial and government scientists and engineers hired
during the enormous post-Sputnik growth spurt leave the workforce. At the same time
that our skilled workforce diminishes, our strongest economic competitors rapidly
expand their science and technology investments. We are already losing ground in the
international marketplace; can we afford to shrink our investments in human resources
while our competitors are increasing theirs?
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The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provides an opportunity for the
Administration and Congress to adjust the Department's legislative mandate for
graduate education so that it can meet national needs more effectively. The Department
of Education can strengthen its graduate education programs by focusing on two
principal postbaccalaureate objectives: (1) enhancing the quality and diversity of
college and university faculty through fellowship and traineeship programs leading to
the Ph.D. and academic careers, and (2) expanding individual opportunity through
support provided to students from groups underrepresented in careers requiring
master's and professional degrees.
QUALITY AND DIVERSITY OF FACULTY

The Department's current Title IX programs provide a matrix of support that has
the potential to enhance the quality and diversity of college and university faculty: the
Javits and National Need programs provide effective incentives for some of the nation's
most talented college graduates to pursue doctoral education in all disciplines, and the
minority undergraduate internships and Harris graduate fellowships support students
from groups underrepresented in graduate education. Among the recommendations
we have made for strengthening the capacity of these programs to support the
education of future faculty are the folic ving:
expanding the minority undergraduate internship program (Title IX, Part A) to
include women in fields such as science and engineering, in which they remain
severely underrepresented,
reorganizing the two Harris fellowship programs (Title IX, Part B) into two
equally funded programs, one supporting postbaccalaureate study in Ph.D.
programs, the other in master's and professional programs; thc ;-larris Ph.D.
program would provide tp,o years of initial support, followed by a third year
of support at the dissertation stage contingent upon satisfactory progress to the
degree,

adding a requirement that academic departments receiving grant funds
through the Harris Ph.D. program or the National Need traineeship program
(Title IX, Part D) commit to providing at least one year of supervised teaching
for students supported on these grants.
As my colleague, Jerry Pollitt of Yale, will discuss in more detail, our
recommendations for supervised teaching as a condition of grant acceptance and for the
provision of dissertation support provide mechanisms by which federal policy can
mesh with policies already underway on university campuses to improve doctoral
programs.

2
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EXPANDING INDIVIDUAL OPPORTUNITY

To complement Department support of doctoral study leading to faculty careers,
the Department should expand individual opportunity in two ways: (1) through
ca of the Harris fellowship program to provide grant support for students
modifition
from groups underrepresented in careers requiring muter's and profeuional degrees
(see previous page), and (2) through the provision of adequate loan capital for all
postbaccalaureate study.

I would like to anus two points with respect to the proposed Harris
master's/professional grant program. First, it should be funded at a level equal to that
of the Harris Ph.D. program. Alt1.-41 the shorter duration of muter's and
professional programs relative to doctxal programs and the generally seonger labor
market for their graduates may lesser the need for grant support for many of these
students, minorities and women remain undenepresented in careers requiring master's
and professional degrees. Grant tn.pport targeted on these students is fully justified to
expand their career opportunities. Moreover, this program can increase access to
doctoral programs for many minority students who may be reluctant to conunit to the
daunting prospect of doctoral study directly after undergraduate education, but who
gain the interest and confidence for further study after completing a master's program.
Second, the principal criterion for allocating grant awards in the
master's/professional programs should be the success of competing academic
programs in enrolling underrepresented students in and graduating them from master's
and professional programs, and placing them in subsequent professional careers. Many
historically black colleges and universities and predominantly master's institutions
would compete effectively under such criteria, and the program would reach a broad
range of institutions and students.

/Am
Virtually all master's and professional students are heavily dependent on loans.
As is well known, loan indebtedness is a growing problem at the undergraduate level;
postbaccalaureate borrowing only increases that indebtedness. Nonetheless, graduate
and professional students must have access to loan capital in ordei ii., fmance their
education. The higher education community has made a number of recommendations
for increased loan limits coupled with flexible repayment options which would provide
great benefit to graduate and professional students.

I wish to call your attention particularly to the hither education community's
recommendation for a direct loan program. I believe that a direct loan program holds
great promise for providing improved and simplified loan assistance and substantially
reduced cost. I hope that youi committee will give careful consideration to its merits.
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

Program Administration

Virtually all of the Department's graduate programs have been afflicted with
serious administrative problems. Confusing and poorly cormnunicated changes in
regulatory procedures have caused considerable difficulty for campus administrators
trying to understand and adhere to compliance requirements. Vaguely defined
eligibility requirements have unintentionally discouraged eligible students and
academic departments from applying for grants.
One of the most serious problems has been the Department's chronic inability to
conduct competitions and announce awards in a timely manner. The Department's
graduate programs must adhere to schedules that fit academic practices. This is not an
indulgent request from the ivory tower but a simple recognition of reality:

since graduate programs recruit students for the following year in the fall and
early winter of the previous year, there is simply no way that a $150,000
traineeship grant awarded to an academic department in April can accomplish
its intended purpose of allowing that department to enroll a larger number of
top students into its program;
if students must commit to a graduate program by April 15 for a program they
will begin in the fall, them is no way that a portable fellowship announced after
that date can benefit that student's decisionmaking about what program to
enroll in.

Because of poor administration of the Department's graduate programs,
exacerbated by a lack of effective communication with university graduate
departments, the Department has undermined the potential effectiveness of these
programs. The fault for this problem does not lie primarily with the Departmental
personnel who administer these programs. By any reasonable standards, the Title IX
programs are severely understaffed. Three actions could dramatically improve the
quality of program administration: (I) increase the number of professional and
especially support staff assigned to administer the programs, (2) consolidate the
administration of the programs into a single, integrated unit, and (3) provide an
"excepted hire" authority that would allow the Department to bring in campus
administrators experienced in administering graduate fellowship and traineeship
Programs.

4
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Financial Support

Department of Education graduate stipends are currently capped at $10,000. That
level is too low for the programs to accomplish their objectives, particularly since
authorizing levels extend over a five- or six-year period following reauthorization.
Congress should make the necessary legislative changes to permit stipends to be set at
levels necessary to accomplish the goals of attracting highly talented students into
doctoral programs and making it possible for them to complete those programs. The
talented college graduates who enroll in doctoral programs must forego income and
incur additional expenses for extended years of advanced education leading to the
Ph.D. If the disparity between what those students can earn as college graduates and
what it will cost them to earn a Ph.D. is too great, we will lose the very students these
programs are designed to attract into graduate education.
The question of financial need analysis is a vexing one. Virtually everyone is in
agreement that, at the undergraduate level, the federal government should focus on
expanding access and choice by the reduction of financial barriers and that this is best
accomplished by allocating financial assistance based on financial need. At the
graduate level, there is a compelling national interest in attracting some of 3ur most
talented college graduates into graduate programs; I am concerned that need-based aid
can reduce the effectiveness of federal assistance to accomplish that objective. The
current Title IX graduate programs allocate awards competitively based on judgments
of the academic merit of students and graduate departments. However, in each of these
programs, the amount of support allocated to individual students is determined by
financial need analysis. There is good reason to question the effectiveness of this use of
need analysis at the graduate level. Virtually all graduate students are financially
needy, and most students qualify for the maximum stipend. The principal result of the
use of need analysis, therefore, is not an effective apportionment of federal resources
but an administrative burden on students, institutions, and the Department that delays
the allocation of awards, adds uncertainty about the level of support students can
expect, and in some cases places unintended hardship on students.

There may be strong arguments for preserving some form of need analysis at the
graduate level. But I ask you to examine the current process carefully to see if there
isn't some way at least to modify the process, if not to abandon it, to better fit the
different circumstances of graduate students and to reduce the delays and
complications that need analysis imposes on program administration.
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Administration's Proposal for Program Consolidation

The Administration has proposed to consolidate all of the Department's graduate
fellowship and trahteeship programs into a single, competitively funded traineeship
program. It is my understanding that part of the motivation for this proposal is to
address the administrative problems discussed above through the simplification that
would result from combining these programs. To this extent, the Administration's
proposal is certainly well intentioned. But far too much is lost in the simplification. A
single program cannot provide what the current programs with our proposed
modifications would provide:

portable fellowship support in the arts, humanities, and social sciencesnow
the onlj national program of this kind in existence;
support for expanded graduate education by the nation's strongest graduate
departments in areas of critical national need;
the encouragement of teaching, the provision of dissertation support, tailored
to specific graduate programs;
a vertically integrated set of programs expanding the pool of undergraduate
students from groups underrepresented in postbaccalaureate programs who
are prepared for and interested in graduate study, and providing fellowship
support for some of the best of the students in that pool who enroll in doctoral
programs;

expanded individual opportunity for students underrepresented in careers
requiring master's and professional degrees.
The answer, of course, is that a single program cannot do all these things. As we
have suggested, there are ways to strengthen the impact of these programs and improve
their administration without sacrificing the range of needs in graduste education that
the current programs serve.

The recommendations for reauthorization of the Department's graduate programs
are the result of long discussions by campus administrators familiar with graduate
education. The community position reflects extensive consultation among individuals
an(' organizations representing institutions ranging from research universities to
historically black colleges and universities and master's only institutions. We believe
that these recommendations will provide the Department of Education with the tools
necessary to enhance the quality and diversity of college and university faculty and to
expand the individual opportunity of students pursuing the full range of careers
opened up by postbaccalaureate education.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify and for your consideration of our views.
6
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Mr. FORD. [presiding] Mr. Pollitt.
STATEMENT OF JEROME J. POLLITT, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF YALE UNIVERSITY

Mr. PoulTr. Mr. Chairman, I am Jerome J. Pollitt, Dean of the
Graduate School of Yale University. I am grateful to have this opportunity to testify on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act. I would also like to express my thanks to Congressman Coleman for the generous advice that he has given to my institution
and to me and my colleagues over the past several years.
I would like to describe to you steps that have been taken by my

university to remedy one of the problems that currently afflict
graduate education, particularly in the humanities and social sciences, but as I do so, I would like to emphasize that the problem of
which I speak is a national one and that all major research univer-

sities are facing it.
In fact, a task force of the Association of American Universities
has recently prepared a document that makes proposals on how to
deal with it. That is the document that Professor D'Arms gave to
Mr. Coleman just a short time ago.
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, if I might, since it has been mentioned twice and I have looked at it before, I would like to put this
in the record. It is a very, I think, worthwhile study and really lays
out a lot of the issues in graduate education if that is permissible.
Chairman FORD. Would you like to put it in at the end of his testimony?
Mr. COLEMAN. I'll put it at the end of Dr. Pollitt's testimony.
Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Without objection, it will be entered.
Mr. Pourrr. The problem to which I refer is the ever-increasing

time it takes to get a Ph.D. Among those who graduated at Yale
between 1985 and 1990, the average time that it took to earn a doctorate in humanities was 7.8 years; in the social sciences, the figure
was 7.5. Although these figures may seem high, I should point out
that they are somewhat below the National average, which, in the
humanities, has been as high as 8.4 years.
Between 1975 and 1978, by contrast, the average time at Yale
was 6.5 years in the humanities and 6 years in the social sciences.
In other words, our average time to iegree has increased by 20 to
25 percent in about a decade. That these are not just aberrant figures result from the distorting effect of a few unusually protracted

dissertationsthat is, the proverbial 25-year dissertationit is
clear form other indicators.

For example, at Yale, our official period of candidacy for the
Ph.D.that is, the maximum amount of time the student is supposed to take to earn the degreeis 6 years. There have always
been people who took more time than that, but in 1970, 63 percent
of the students in the humanities and 66 percent of the social sci-

ences and 92 in the physical sciences finished their degrees in 6
years or less.

By 1989, this was true of only 17 percent of the students in the
humanities and 35 percent in the social sciences. Even in the physical sciences, the figure had dropped to 65 percent.
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One might ask, as some of the graduate school critics at Yale

have asked: What is so bad about this? Who cares whether a Ph.D.
takes 7 or 9 or 20 years, for that matter, to finish?
My response is that it is unreasonable to ask some of our brightest citizens to spend as much as a quarter of an adult working lifetime simply acquiring the credentials to practice their profession,

and to expect them during this long period to live on very little

money, often to accumulate large debts, a to find themselves, as
adults, relegated to a largely dependent stauus.
Such a condition can only have the effect of discouraging many
of our best young minds from going into college-level teaching and
advanced research. My guess is that it must have a particularly
discouraging effect on members of minority groups who are contemplating careers in higher education.
Clearly, both universities and the country as a whole would be
better off if, after a reasonable period of training, graduate students got their degrees, found jobs and had an impact on society as
independent professionals.
In this brief statement, I can't go into all the reasons that have
led to the current inflation in time to degree. In part, it is simply a
reflection of a new ethos among students and faculty that began to
develop in the 1970s. But at Yale, at least, it seems to be explained
to a great extent by the fact that students have been continuing to
serve as teaching assistants for a much longer time than was the
case Prior to the 1980s, and that the time and energy which have
gone into teaching have inevitably come at the expense of work on
their dissertations.
Much of this additional teaching has been done by graduate students who are in their later years of study, and it has been under-

taken not because the students need more training as teachers
they have already had an ample amount by that timebut simply

because they need the mor.ey.
Last year, in an effort to reverse this trend, we took steps to pro-

vide increased financial aid for graduate students who are at the
dissertation stage and also to tighten up and monitor more closely
the progress of students toward their degrees.
The keystone to this initiative is a new program of dissertation
fellowships, which make it possible ft... advanced students to devote
all their time to finishing their dissertations. Needless to say, the
students are not permitted to teach while they hold these fellowships.

In view of the very substantial cost of the new program, we naturally want our students to be able to derive the maximum benefit
from these awards when they become eligible for them. We have
accordingly taken steps to insure that they are making steady
progress towards their degrees at all stages of study. Hence, we
now require that, except in exceptional circumstances, students
complete all their pre-dissertation requirements within 3 years.
We have reaffirmed our traditional expectation that the degree
be completed in not more than 6 years. A student who does not
complete the requirements in the allotted time, incidentally, is no
longer permitted to register at the university.
As you might guess, these stricter requirements which hold both
students and faculty to more demanding standards of academic
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achievement have not been universally popular. We have also done
our best to convince the faculty that the scale of dissertation topics
should be such that the student has a realistic chance of completing the work in 2 to 8 years. We feel that a doctoral dissertation
should demonstrate that the student has mastered the techniques

of the field, and has made an original contribution to it. But it
need not be the major work of that student's entire lifetime as a

scholar.

Annual dissertation progress reports, which must be completed
by the faculty advisor and the director of graduate studies as well

as the student are now required. These help us to determine

whether a student is ready for a dissertation fellowship and also to
determine if the student for one reason or another is falling by the
wayside and needs more supervision.
I should also add that we have created a new officer called the
Director of the Teaching Fellow program, one of whose tasks it is
to see that even though our graduate students may be teaching
somewhat less, they still get systematic and thorough training as
teachers.
The point of my recounting what Yale has recently done is not to
give my own university a parochial pat on the back, but rather to
assure the subcommittee that the graduate schools of all major research universities are prepared to deal with their own problems
and commit significant amounts of their own resources to solving
them. This year, we spent at Yale $650,000 alone on dissertation
fellowships. We expect that figure to be greater next year.
But like most of our sister institutions, our financial aid budget

is now stretched to its limit and the shortfall between what it
would take to help all of our graduate students meet the cost Of

living and what we can afford to give them is still very substantial.
Hence, the Javits fellowships, the Patricia Roberts Harris fellowships and other Federal programs, both those now in existence and
those that are under consideration are vital to us as we carry on
our task of producing the best possible teachers and research scholars of the next generation.
I am grateful to the committee, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to make this statement. I would be happy to answer any questions as they come up.

[The prepared statement of Jerome J. Pollitt with attachment

followsj
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittett

I am Jerome J. Pat:, Dean of the Oraduate School of Yale University,
and I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify on the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.
I would like to describe to you steps that have recently been taken by my
university to remedy one of the problems that currently afflict graduate
education, particularly in the humanities and social sciences, but as I do so, I
would like to emphasize that the problem of which I speak is a national one and

that all mejor research universities are facing it. In fact, a task force of the
American Association of Universities has recently prepared a document that
makes proposals about how to deal with it.

The problem to which I refer is the ever-increasing time it takes to get a
Ph.D. Among those who graduated between 1985 and 1990, the average time that
it took to earn a doctorate at Yale in the humanities was 7.8 years; in the social
sciences the figure was 7.5 years. Although these figures may seem high, 1 should
point out that they are somewhat below the national average, which in the

humanides hu been as high as 8.4 years. Between 1975 and 1978, by contrast, the
average time at Yale was 6.5 years in the humanities and 6 years in the social
sciences. In other words, our average time to degree has increased 20% to 25%
in about a decade. That these are not just aberrant figures, resulting from the
distorting effect of a few unusually protracted dissertations, is clear from other
indicators. For example, at Yale the official period of candidacy for a Ph.D. (that
is, the maximum amount of time that a student is supposed to need to finish the

degree) is six years. There have always been people who took more time than
that, but in 1970 63% of the students in the humanities, 66% of students in the
social sciences, and 9 2% of students in the physical sciences finished their degrees
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In eh' yews or km. By 1969 this was Mae daily 17%$ students in the

kmanities Ind XS in the social ackaus. And was k the physical sciences the
ligure had dropped to 65% .
Om might ask, as some of the &ideate School's critics at Yale have, what
is so bad shoat this? Who owes whether a Ph.D. Modest takes seven, or nine, or

tweety yews to finish? My response is that k is unreasonable to ask some of our

briskest citisens to speed as much as a quer* *Can adult s voicing lifetime
simply acquiring the credentials to practice their profusion and to expect them

during this long period to live on very little money, often to accumulate large
debts, mad to find themselves, as adults, relegated to a largely dependent status.

Such a condition can only have the effect of discouraging many of ow best young

minds from going into college-level teachisr

advanced research, and my

guess is that k must haw a platicularly discouraging effect on members of
minoeity groups who are contemplating caroms in higher education. Clearly,

both universities and the country as s whole would be better off if, after a
reasonable period of wining, graduate students got their degrees, found Jobs, end
bad an impact on society as independent professionals.

ln this brief statement I cannot go into all the reasons that have led o the

current inflation in time to degree. In part it is simply a reflection of a w w ethos
among students and faculty that developed in the 1970s. But, at Yale at Irmt, 't
seems to be explained to a great extem by the fact thst students have been

continuing to serve as Teaching Assistants fly a much longer time than was WI

use prior to the early 19801, and that the time and energy which have gone into
teaching have inevitably come at the expense of work on their disseetations. Much
of this additional teaching has been doe* by graduate students who are in their
later years of study and Ms been undertaken not because the students need more
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training as teachers (they have already had ample training by that time) but
simply because they need the money.

Last year, in an effort to reverse this trend, we took steps to provide
increased financial aid for graduate students who are et the dissertation stage and
also to tighten up and monitor more closely the progress of students toward their
degrees. 'rhe keystone to this initiative is a new program of dissertation
fellowships, which make ft possible for advanced students to devote all their time
to finishing their dissertations. Needless to say, students are not allowed to teach
while they hold these fellowships.

In view of the very substantial cost of this new program, we naturally want

our students to be ready to derive tbe maximum benefit from these awards when
they become eligible for them, and we buys accordingly taken steps to ensure that
they am making steady progress toward their degrees at all stages of study. Hence
we now require that, except in exceptional cIrcumstinces, students complete all
their pre-dissertation requirements in three years, and we have reaffirmed our

traditional expectation that the degree be completed in not more than six years.
(A indent who does not complete requirements in the allotted time is no longer

permitted to register in the Graduate School) As you might guess, these stricter
requirements, which hold both students and faculty to a more demanding standard
of academic achievement, have not been universally popular.
We have also done our best to convince the faculty that the scale of
dissertation topics should be such that the student has a realistic chance of

completing the work in two to three years. (We feel that a dissertation should
demonstrate that the student has mutated the techniques of the field and has made
au original contribution to it but that it need not be the major work of the
student's entire lifetime as a scholar.) Annual Dissertation Progress Reports,
which must be completed by the faculty advisor and Director of Graduate Studies
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as well as the student, are also now requhid. These help us both to determine
whether a student is ready for a dissertation fellowship and also to determine if a
student, fcr one reason sr another, is falling by the wayside and needs more
supervision. I should also add that we have crested a new officer, called the
Director of the Teaching Fellow Program, one of whose maks is to see that, even
though they may be teaching lees, graduate students get systematic and

ocemetrated training as teachers.

The point of my recormtlag wha Yale has ince* done is not to give my
own university a parochial pat on tire back but rather to assure the Subcommittee

that the graduate schools of all the major seseach univenitles are prepared to
deal with their own problems and to commit significant amounts of their own
resources to solving them. This year we spent about $650,000 on dissertation
fellowships alone, and we expect the figure to be greater next year. But like most
of our sister institutions, ow financial old budget Is now stretched to its limit, and

the shortfall between what it would take to help all of ow graduate students meet
the cost of living and what we can afford to offer them is still very substantial.

Het= the hvhe PellewehiPe, the Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowships, end other
'federal programs, both those now in existence and those which are under

consideration, are vital to us as we carry on ow task of producing the best
possible teachers and researcl scholers of the next generation.
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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION Acr:
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

The nation's programs of graduate and professional education produced
approdmately 34,000 Ph.D.s, 309,000 master's degrees, and 71,000 professional degrees in
1989. The talented students who complete these programs are a rich resource for the nation.
Doctorate recipients become the sdentists, teachers, and scholars responsible for the discovery
and dissemination of new knowledge and the preservation and interpretation of our
intellectual and cultural heritage. Master's education, one of the MOM rapidly evolving
educational sectors, provides advanced training in a wide may of fields tailored to changing
work force and public sector needs, as well as preparing students for further advanced study.
Professional programs train people in medicine, dentistry, and other health professions, in law
and theology, providing skills and knowledge critical for improving the health of our citizens,
protecting their civil liberties, and sustaining and developing their values.
Because graduate and professional education serve important national needs, the
federal government plays a significant role in their support. The Department of Education is a
central component of that role. The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provides an
opportunity for the Administration and Congress to adjust the Department's legislative
mandate for graduate and professional education so they can meet national needs more
effectively.

The careers and career advancement which postbaccalaureate programs make possible
provide substantial incentives for students to,enroll in those programs. The federal role in
supporting postbaccalaureate education should be first, to augment market and other
incentives as necessary to assure the development of human resources sufficient to meet the
nation's needs and second, to provide targeted incentives to students from groups
underrepresented in postbaccalaureate education and the careers to which it provides access.

The Department of Education's postbaccalaureate programs address both the nation's
human resource needs and the expansion of individual opportunity. In considering how the
Department's programs might be strengthened during the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act, these programs should be assessed in the context of programs administered by
other agencies and departments of the federal government and in terms of the projected
national needs over the period covered by the legislation.
Because of the importance of science and technology to the nation's economic
competitiveness, the health of our citizens, and the strength of our national defense, the
federal government invests substantially in the production of scientists and engineers
through the National Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, and the mission
agendes which are dependent on a strong national R&D enterprisethe Natidnal Aeronautics
and Space Administration and the Departments of Defense, Energy, and Agriculture. The .
graduate students supported by these agendes pursue careers in industrial and government
laboratories as well as in the academic sector,
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The Department of Education can complement the objectives of these agencies and
contribute to the strength and continuity of the nation's education and research programs by
by enhancing the quality and diversity of the college and university faculty that are the core of
our system of higher education and resew& The faculty of the nation's colleges and
universities teach more than 12 million college students annually. These faculty conduct a
major share of the nation's basic sdence research, and they are the primary source of
scholarship in the arts and the humanities. They educate the succeeding generations of
teachers, scientists, and scholars on whom our education and research programs depend.

One of the Department's two principal postbaccalaureate objectives should be to
enhance the quality and diversity of college and university faculq, through fellowship and
traineeship programs leading to the Ph.D. and academic careers.' Quality can be enhanced by
allocating funds competitively based on the merit of the students and programs supported as
judged by representative panels of faculty with the knowledge and experience to make such
judgments. Diversity can be enhanced by expanding incentives and support for students from
groups underrepresented in the nation's faculties. Particular emphasis should be given to
support for graduate study in the humanities, which receive no support through other federal
agencies.
The second objective of the Department's postbaccalaureate programs should be the
expansion of individual opportunity. This can be carried out in two ways. First, grant
support should be provided to students from groups underrepresented in master's and
professional programs, complementing the program for students underrepresented in
doctoral education, described above. Among the groups underrepresented in
postbaccalaureate programs are some of the fastest-growing sectors of our population. It is an
urgent practical imperative as well as a social concern that their partidpation in
postbaccalaureate programs be increased.

Second, adequate loan capital should be provided for all postbaccalaureate study on
terms feasible for these students, most of whom are adults foregoing earned income to pursue
advanced education, and many of whom have already accumulated substantial
undergraduate indebtedness.
Programs supporting doctoral study will be especially important over the period
covered by the reauthorized legislation. A number of recent studies have expressed concern
about the adequacy of the supply of Ph.D.s over the next 25 years. In a thorough analysis of
the academic labor market for arts and sciences disciplines, William Bowen and Julie Ann
Sosa have shown that, absent intervention, current and projected trends in Ph.D. supply and
demand will result in substantial shortages of Ph.D.s beginning in just a few years and
extending well into the next century. According to their projections, between 1997 and 2002
there will be only eight candidates for every ten faculty vacancies across all arts and sciences
disciplines; over that same period, only seven candidates will be available for every ten
1. Fellowships ate grants awarded directly to students by the granting agency. Thineeships are blodc grants
awarded to institutions or departments; departments use the funds to suppott students they select. Both
types of programs can allocate resources competitively based on equally rigorous judgments of quality the
difference is whether the students or departments are the unit of odmpetition. Allocating grant support
based on judgments of quality directs funds to time most promising students and most productive
departments.
2
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vacancies in the humanities and social sclences.2 Shortages in high-demand fields such as
computer science, engineering, mathematics, and business are already occurring.2

A Ph.D. shortage will pit colleges and universities against industry, government, and
other Ph.D. markets in an intense competition for scarce human resources. Competition
among sectors for talent is normally beneficial. But a severe Ph.D. shortage will place colleges
and universitieswith their more limited resourcesat a competitive disadvantage with
industry and other sectors in recruiting Ph.D.s.
The Department's existing postbaccalaureate programs contain most of the elements of
an effective strategy for enhancing the quality and diversity of college and university faculty
and for expanding individual opportunity for graduate and professional study. The
legislative proposals described below will sharpen the focus of these programs and improve
their interconnections, thereby strengthening the Department's capacity to carry out its role in
meeting the national needs served by graduate and professional education.
ENHANCING ME QUALITY AND DIVERSITY OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY FACULTY

I.

These programs should be designed to meet two broad objectives:
I. increasing the number of talented U.S. students in all disciplines who pursue
faculty careers,

2. attracting into doctoral programs larger numbers of students from groups
underrepresented on college and university facultiesBlacks, Hispanics, and
Native Americans in virtually all fields, and women in science and engineering.
The Department of Education can accomplish these objectives through expansion and
modification of the following Title IX fellowship and traineeship programs: Grants to

Institutions to Encourage Mitwrity Participation in Graduate Education, Patricia Roberts Harris
Graduate Fellowships, Jacob K, Inuits Fellows Program, and Graduate Assistance in Areas of National
Need.

General Provisions
There are five recommendations that apply to Title IX graduate programs collectively.
Their implementation would strengthen the Department's administration of the programs and
enhance the programs' capacities to attract talented students into graduate education.

2. Bowen, William G. and Julie Ann Sow, Prospects for Faculty in the Arts and Sciences (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1989).
3. El.Khawas, Elaine, Campus Trends, 1989, American Council on Education Higher Education Panel Reports,
No. 78 (July 1989).
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Reorganization o f Graduate Programs

The current Title IX programs are administered by different program officials under
different procedures and schedules. The lack of common procedures compatible with
academic practices impairs the utility of the programs. The Title IX programs share the
procedure of awarding grants through competitive processes which require skillful
administration and informed, objective evaluation. They should be administered as a unit by
a common staff with a working knowledge of all programs, using a shared pool of faculty
reviewers knowledgeable about graduate education. By separately organizing the programs
within the Department similar to the organization of the Title VI International Studies
programs or the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, the Department
could expand and coordinate staff support and develop common procedures compatible with
academic practices.
To fully cepitalize on such a reorganization, Congress should take two additional
actions related to program staffing:

I. assure that the Department provides adequate staff support to administer the
programs effectively, perhaps by providing explidt salaries and expenses funding
through the appropriations process, and

2. provide an "excepted hire" authority similar to that provided to the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education, to enable the Department to draw
experienced graduate education administrators from campuses to assist in the
administration of the Department's graduate programs.
Prost= Schedules

The Department has had chronic difficulty in allocating awards on a schedule that
permits the programs to achieve their full benefit. Some of this difficulty arises from delays in
the appropriations process. Much of the difficulty is due to inadequate staffing by the
Department If the Department's programs are reorganized as suggested above and provided
with adequate staffing they should then be able to operate according to schedules compatible
with academic practices.

Graduate schools begin recruiting new students almost a year before their scheduled
enrollment, during the fall and winter of the prior year. Traineeship programs such as the
Harris and National Need programs should therefore be announced no later than January for
traineeships that will begin in the fall of that year. Announcing awards later than that date
impairs departmental planning and undermines the recruitment value of the traineeships.
Fellowships should be announced no later than mid-March for support that will begin
the following fall. Since fellowship awards are made directly to students, their announcement
can be made later, but announcing awards later than mid-March diminishes the benefit to the
student. Students must make commitments to graduate programs by April 15, and they need
to know before that date if they have received a fellowship in reaching their decision of what
program to attend.
4
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Use of Financial Need Analysis in Graduate Grant Programs

Although all Title IX grants are awarded competitively, they all currently employ some
form of need analysis to determine the stipend level. There is certainly some appeal to this
hybrid policy of awarding grants based on merit and determining the level of support based
on financial need, since its objective is to support the most promising students but not in
excess of their financial need. There are both policy and practical reasons for rejecting such a
procedure. The procedure may undermine the policy of providing sufficient incentives to
attract into graduate education highly talented students whom the nation needs for teaching
and research but who have many other osreer options. At a practical level, the administrative
burden on campuses and on the Department to carry out the requisite need analyses results in
little or no difference in the size of stipends bemuse the financial need of graduate students
generally exceeds or approximates the maximum stipend level.
It should be noted that the Department of Education is the only federal agency that
subjects graduate stipends to a financial need analysis.
Stipend kroels

The talented college graduates the nation needs to earn Ph.Ds are adults with many
options before them. Those who choose to enroll in doctoral programs must forego income
and incur additional expenses for extended years of advanced education leading to the Ph.D.
When the disparity between what those students can earn as college graduates and what it
will cost them to earn a Ph.D. makes doctoral education an economically irrational choice, the
students behave rationally. Department of Education graduate stipends are currently capped
at $10,000. That level is too low for the programs to accomplish their objectives, particularly
since authorizing levels extend over a five- or six-year period following reauthorization.
The Department should eliminate specific dollar ceilings on stipends and substitute
legislative language directing stipends to be set at levels necessary to accomplish the goals of
attracting highly talented students into doctoral programs and making it possible for them to
complete those programs.
Cost-of-Education Allowances

The Harris and Javits programs provide a cost-of-education allowance to the institution
of $6,000 per year per student. Actual institutional costs exceed $20,000 per student. The
disparity between institutional allowances and actual costs should be reduced. For the period
of reauthorization, the legislation should specify an initial institutional allowance of $10,000
with an annual inflationary increase.
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Program Recommendations
Grants to Institutions to Encourage Minority Particiption in Graduate Education (IX-A)

The Department's undergraduate internship program is a proven model for increasing
minority graduate enrollment through summer research internships and additional
educational enrichment programa for talented minority undergraduates. Such programs are
highly effective in interesting students in and preparing them for graduate study.
I.

aeldUm!
theproer.mtolndudewotenInfielda1nwhIchthyare
underrepresented: The Department should expand its mino-ity undergraduate
research internship program to include women. Partidpation by women in most
sdence and engineering fields remains extremely low. Early exposure to sdentific
research could significantly expand the number of female undergraduates
interested in academic careers in sdence and engineering fields. Special attention
should be given to recruiting minority women through the program.

2. gliminate or modify the financial need provisionsvverning internship stipends:
The current financial need constraints discourage many undergraduates who
would benefit from the program from partidpating because the stipend support
they receive is so much less than the money they need to earn through summer jobs
to help meet the coming year's college costs. If the stipend provided by the
program is a barrier to partidpation, the purpose of the program is undermined.
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Department should collect information from grant redpients on student interns and
their fields of study. This will allow universities seeking to increase their graduate
enrollments of minorities ant' women to recrui'; from this pool of students.
4.

Provide an authorization level_of525 million for the program: Continued progress
on increasing the number of underrepresented students who pursue graduato
education will require a substantial expansion of the pool of female and minor Ity
undergraduates who are candidates for graduate study. The Title IX internship
program has demonstrated its capadty to enrich the educational experiences of
talented undergraduates and encourage them to pursue graduate study. The
higher education community has responded enthusiastically to the program,
generating far more worthy proposals than can be funded with available funds.
Furthermore, if the program is expanded to include women and if the financial
disincentives to student participation are eliminated, the pool of undergraduates
who would benefit from the program will be greatly expanded.

Patricia Roberts Harris Graduate Fellowships (IX-R)

The Department's graduate programs include two Harris programs with a broad
mixture of overlapping provisions. The programs have provided valuable assistance to
colleges and universities in attracting underrepresented students into postbaccalaureate
programs. The Harris Graduate Fellowship Program awards grants to institutions and
6
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departments to support the postbaccalaureate study of students from groups
underrepresented in master's, doctoral, and selected4 professional programs. The Harris
Public Service Fellowship Program supports primarily master's and some doctoral study in
public administration.
Both programs should have as their central purpose increasing the participation of
students from groups underrepresented in postbaccalaureate programs. However, the
programs would be more effective if they were separately focused on the two proposed
objectives of the Department's potstbaccalaureate programs. The Harris Graduate Fellowship
Program should be designed to increase the quality and diversity of the faculty by
encouraging and enabling underrepresented minorities and women to pursue academic
careers. The Harris Public Service Program should be substantially expanded to support the
postbaccalaureate study of students from groups underTepresented in careers served by
master's and professional programs (see section II below).
The Harris Graduate Fellowship program should be the major federal program
encouraging talented minority and female students to pursue academic careers. To
accomplish this critical objective, the program should be modified to provide up to five years
of federal-university support as follows:
I. Focus the program on doctoral study leading to facultt careers through the

provision of tworars of support for entering graduate students and an added year
of dissertation support contingent upon satisfactory progress to the dissertation
stage: Two years of fellowship support for entering graduate students will provide
an effective incentive for students to enroll in doctoral programs. The provision of
a third year of dissertation suppori will reduce attrition and shorten time-to-degree
by filling a gap in doctoral support that is especially critical in the humanities and
social sciences. Making such support contingent upon the student's making
satisfactory progress to the dissertation stage will provide an extra incentive to
students and departments to complete doctoral study in the minimum time
necessary.

Increasing the number of minority and female faculty will have a ripple effect of
providing strong role models for undergraduate students moving through the
pipeline, enhancing the direct effects of program support.

2. AdsLaimiversity matchingrequirement to provide trainees with up to two years of
university-funded support. including at least one year of supervised teaching
experience: Departments which receive program funding should provide
assurances that they will provide up to two years of support including formal
teacher training to carry trainees to the dissertation stage.
3. Pmvidean_authorizaticm leveLof150 million for the program: The Harris program
needs an authorization level commensurate with its proposed role as the federal
government's primary federal program supporting minorities and women
pursuing academic careers.
4. e.g., the program supports graduate study in law and business but not medicine.
7
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Jacob K. *fits Fellows Program (DC-C)

The Javits fellowship program is the only federally funded program that has as ib
express purpose supporting graduate study in the arts and the humanities, and is one of the
few programs providing a small amount of support in the social sdences. Since it was first
funded in FY 1985, the Javits program has encouraged some of the nation's most gifted college
graduates to pursue graduate study. The projections of Bowen and Sosa cited earlier show
that faculty shortages will be especially &cute in the humanities and social sciences. The Javits
program can play a critical role in averting those shortages by drawing increased numbers of
talented students into academicdireers in the arts, humanities, and social sciences.
The Javits program was intended to be the complement among federal fellowship
programs to the prestigious National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship Program; the
current authorizing language states that the "stiperd levels established by the Secretary shall
reflect the purpose of this program to encourage highly talented students to undertake
graduate study and shall provide a level of support compatible to that provided by federally
funded graduate fellowships in the science and engineering fields." However, for FY 1992, the
NSF program will support approximately 3,000 new and continuing students with stipends of
$14,000 annually. The Javits program supports fewer than 5,10 students with stipends capped
at $10,000.

Assuming that the level of support pr.- 'ed by individual fellowships is increased in
%in the "General Provisions" section), the
accordance with recommendations made ea
following changes should also be incorporated into the program's authorization:

1. Specify thatjhe program should award 600 new fellowships and support up to
2A00 new and continuing fellows annually: Although this number of fellowships
will lesve the Javits program below the NSF program, it will increase significantly
the number of high-quality students pursuing academic careers and will help
reduce the projected faculty shortages in fields served by the program.
2. Provide an authorization Jevel of 850 millionlor the program: This authorization
level is necessary to accommodate the proposed increase in number of students
supported and the amount of support provided by each fellowship.
Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need (IX-D)

This program was added to Title IX in the Higher Education Amendments of 1986 and
first funded in FY 1988. It has enabled high-quality graduate departments to expand their
programs to respond to national needs primarily in science and engineering.5

5. In its first three years of funding, the program provided traineeships in physks, chemistry, math, and
engineering in FY 1991, foreign language and area studies were added as eligible fields.
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The program should be modified in accordance with the proposed mission of the
Department to support the preparation of academic faculty:
I.
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ma Manpower projections should not be used as precise allocation mechanisms
but rather as a guide for determining funding priorities. The Secretary should
select eligible fields on the basis of the projected need for faculty due to
replacement demand, enrollment shifts, and emerging fields.
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unlversltv-fundedsupervtsed teaching experience: Departments which receive
program funding should provide assurances that they will include formal teacher
training in the graduate programs of trainees.
3.

Clarify that students who have received master's degrees from a different

illtillhali011.112.1lllikkhrillostamader_thunigrain: Although the current
legislation states that departments "shall make commitments to graduate students
at any point of their graduate study," the legislation should make explicit that
students who have enrolled in a doctoral program after receiving a master's degree
at another institution are eligible for support.
4.

IL

Provide an authorization level of 550 million; Faculty shortages ant projected in
virtually all arts and sciences fields by the end of the decade; shortages in
high-demand fields already exist. The funding for this program will have to be
substantially expanded to help increase the supply of faculty to meet increasing
demand.

EXPANDING INDIVIDUAL OPPORMNITY

In addition to a mission of enhancing the quality and diversity of college and university
faculty, the Department should support a complementary objective of expanding individual
opportunity. This objective should be accomplished in two ways: a grant program for
students from groups underrepresented in master's and professional education, and the
provision of adequate loan capital for all postbaccalaureate study.

Grant Support
The Department should administer a competitively funded program providing grants
to institutions to support students underrepresented in selected careers requiring master's or
professional degrees. Such a program could be established by either expanding the current
Harris Public Service fellowship program or establishing a second program component to
provide grant support to women and minorities in master's and professional programs
leading to careers that serve a public interest and in which they are underrepresented,
including academic careers.

9
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The program should have the following additional characteristics:
. 1. t
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nasinAnashishihcatundutemnentsb The PrineiPal measure uf esPanded
individual opportunity should be career access and advancement. For example,
although students pursuing Ph.D. degrees are generally better advised to enter
doctoral programs directly, evidence that master's students supported in this
program subsequently emoll in doctoral programs should also be considered
favorably.
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Two years of support should cover all or most professional and master's study,
since these programs are shorter than doctorui programs.

3. Provide an authorization level of 150 million for thesrogram: Because both
women and minorities are underrepresented in most master's and professional
programs, the program needs to receive substantial funding to achieve its objective
of expanding individual opportunity.

Lon Support
Loans provide a critical source of financial support for postbaccalaureate study. Loans
are often the primary source of support for students in professional and master's programs,
but they are increasingly necessary as a source of supplemental support in doctoral programs.
Direct Student Loan Program

The credit reform provisions of the Budget Recondliation Act of 1990 provide a unique
opportunity to develop a direct student loan program that could improve financial assistance
for students, simplify administrative procedures for institutions, and reduce costs to the
federal government.

Due to credit reform changes, the costs to the federal government of Guaranteed
Student Loans and direct loans will now be determined in the same way. Only the costs of
obtaining loan capital and providing loan subsidies will be counted in the federal budget; the
volume of loan capital itself will no longer be counted. This opens the door for a direct loan
program that could have an entitlement status equivalent to the current GS!. program. The
government could generate loon capital through the sale of government securities. The
volume of loan capital could be determined by student demand as in the current Stafford
program. However, a direct loan program would eliminate or reduce the role of banks and
guarantee agencies and the attendant costs to the federal govenunent of securing private
capitaL Such a program would therefore be simpler and cheaper than a comparable Stafford
program.

10
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A number of questions remain to be answered concerning the implemeMation of a
direct loan program. But its potential for providing improved financial asaistance at reduced
cost warrants atreful exaniinatiost by the Congress during reauthorization.
Ilse of base-year vs. atimatedirear bworne for determining financial need

The use of base-year incomethe income earned in the year before enrolling in an
academic programpenalizes a large proportion of postbaccalaureate students who have
worked for a year or more after completing their undergraduate education. Financial aid
administrators have authority to exercise professional judgment and me projected current
year income when they believe it would provide a mom appropriate determination of a
student's expected contribution. However, since me of base-year income is inappropriate for
so many professional and graduate students, use of current year estimates should be the nde,
with professional judgment applied to the exceptions where bast-year income would be more
appropriate.
Inclusion of costs related to postbacagaureate activities in federal student aid budgets

Students in professional and certain graduate programs often incur activity costs which
are directly related to those programs and are essential to the completion of educational
objectives. Although not legislatively proscribed from student budgets, Department
regulations prohibit the use of federal financial aid to meet such costs as fees for licensing
exams. Consideration should be given to modifying need analysis legislanon to include
explicitly such costs in determining student budgets.
Loan limits

As with other higher education sectors, graduate and professional education costs have
risen considerably in recent years. Particularly in professional programs, the combination of
high coet and length of study have pushed students to their annual aggregate loan limits well
before total educational costs are met. Consequently, students must borrow from
unsubsidized, higher-interest loan programs, which substantially increases their indebtedness.
Increasing the annual loan limits on subsidized loans would reduce students' dependence on
higher-cost loan programs, resulting in more manageable debt levels and reducing the
financial barriers to lower-paying careers that serve society's poor and disadvantaged.
Loan deferments

Somc professional school graduates must continue their training to gain practical
experience in their chosen field or specialty. Medical residents in particular must train in a
hospital or health care facility for three to seven years or more. In recognition of the difficulty
in making loan repayment during continued training, the Title IV statute provides a two-year
deferment of Stafford and Perkins loan repayments during such extended training. However,
many residents must continue in a training program beyond two years. An extension of the
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deferment period to three years would bring policy into doser accord with reality and help
alleviate the indebtedness barrier to expanded access to health professions education.
Incentive grants to institutions for the establisInnent of loan repayment programs

Congress should consider establishing a program of matching grants to institutions for
the development of loan repayment programs that would encourage and assist graduates to
enter low-paying carters serving underprivileged populations. Some institutions have begun
such programs on their own: a medical school provides loan repayment for graduates who
choose to practice primary care medicine in rural, underserved areas; a law school provides
loan repayment for graduates working in public interest law; a business school provides loan
repayment for nonprofit or public service management work by its graduates. A federal
matching program could enable a larger number of institutions to adopt such programs.
CONCLUSION

Graduate and professional education provides access to careers critically important to
the nation. The Department of Education can play a distinctive federal role in supporting
graduate and professional education by focusing on enhancing the quality and diversity of
college and university faculty and expanding individual opportunity at the postbaccalaureate
level.

The recommendations presented in this paper will provide the Department with the
tools to fulfill this mission. The Title IX fellowship and traineeship programs provide
complementary forms of support at the graduate level, as do the Pell Grant Program and
campus-based grant programs at the undergraduate level. The proposed modifications to the
undergraduate internship program would substantially expand the pool of students from
underrepresented groups who are prepared for graduate education, and the fellowship and
traineeship programs would provide multiple entry points into graduate programs for these
students, accommodating the multiple paths leading to the Ph.D. The matching ruquirement
for university-funded supervised teaching added to the traineeship programs would
encourage the development of both the teaching and the research dimensions of academic
careers.

The Department's capacity to expand individual opportunity would be substantially
increased through the creation of a comprehensive grant program for master's and
professional study for students from groups underrepresented in careers to which those
programs provide access. In addition, the improvement of loan support through the creation
of a new direct loan program and the strengthening of existing programs would provide
valuable finandal resources for students in all postbaccalaureate programs.
By administratively consolidating the Department's graduate and professional
programs and providing the means to recruit campus administrators to assist in managing
those programs, the Department would be given the staff capacity to manage this
strengthened portfolio effectively and productively.
March 29,1991
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Introduction
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doctoral education, talented students maser the advanced
conosTptshrojtparticular Reid of intellectual inquiry and develop the

capacity to make independent contributions to knowledge. The quality
of students entering our doctoral programa, after a period of decline, is
now showing sire of recovery; some (though not enough) of our most
Warted U.S. wilege graduates are enrolling in doctoral programs, and
these prograrns draw some of the best students from foreign countries as
well.

Closer examination, however, reveals several disturbing trends:

The proportion of U.S. students earning doctoral degrees has
been declining for two decades, and the absolute number of
U.S. doctorate recipients has been declining for more than a
decade.
The proportion (Abe very strongest students enrolling In
doctoral programs has been declining for more than two
decades;1 It Is not clear whether recent signs of recovery ere
the beginning of a sustained reversal.
Many of those students who do enroll are taking too long to
complete their degrees: in 1988, the median registered
time-to-degree was 6.9 years.'
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Institutional and Individual Differences and the
Nonacademic Environment

Attrition appears to be disturbingly high; although national
data are not available, estimates place the average attrition
rate at SO percent, and It is often higher in some fields of the
humanities.

Graduate education is organized in diverse ways In this coursYs
research universities. Institutions and departments van" In their
traditions, practices, size, and comprehensiveness. Academic fields
differ in disciplinary ethos, programmatic requirements, and funding
patterns. We have sought to provide clear descriptions of current
problems and to offer recommendations for Improvement. But we
recognize and stress at the outset that institutions and departments
experience those problems to differing degrees and will need to
implement our recommendations in ways appropriate to their particular
circumstances. We are aware that a number of institutions have
established or are developing policies that incorporate some of these
recommendations.

The well-documeoted projections of severe shortages of Ph.D.s
beginnir9in just a few years make these trends in doctoral education all
the more disturbing.3

The Charge
Because of their concern about these projected shoetages and the
trends in doctoral education which are impeding Ph.D. production, the
member presidents and chancellors of the Asociation of Anwican
Universities (MU) asked the Assodation of Graduate Schools (AGSL
comprising the graduate deans of their ingkutions, to recommend
institutional policies which can improve the effectiveness and efficleitcy
of doctoral programs.

moreover, we understand that graduate students differ greatly In
their capacity for effective self-direction and their need for advice and
support. Our recommendations an intended to promote an educational
environment that will better inform choices by graduate students;
obviously, these recommendations will prove more useful to some than
to others.

The ACAS Executive Committee appointed a task force of graduate
deans to carry out this request A draft report prepared by that group
was discussed by the AGS graduate deans at their 1990 annual meeting.
A revised report was submitted to the MU presideres and chancellors
for their consideration at their fall meeting. Changes recommended by
both groups have been Incorporated Into this tem, whkh contains the
joint views and recommendations of MU and AGS.

Further, our report restricts itsel to the academic environment. We
do not thereby intend to imply that such problems as housing, health
care, child care, and socialization into the university community are
unimportant. Indeed, these issues take on increased importance with the
Increasing diversity of our graduate student bodies. The mixture of
students of different races and cultures enriches the intellectual and
social context of our graduate programs but adds new challenges as
well. Although the resources available to meet even bask academic
needs are limtted, we believe that universities should strive to provide a
supportive environment for all graduate students, one which enables
them to confront their academic challenges with minimal distractions
and therekxe with better chances of success.
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Institutional Policies Governing Doctoral
Education: Problems and Recommendations

We believe that the reduced participation In doctoral programs by
U.S. students Is caused In pan by the cm and risks reflected in long
times-to-degree and high attrition rates. Moreover, we see ampte
evidence that lax practices and unenforced policies within universities
contribute to high attrition and prolonged completion times. We
recognize that there are clear limits to what can and should be done
about these problems: not all students who enroll In doctoral programs
should complete them; some of those who do not Annie nonetheless
benefit from graduate study; many factors which may extend
time-to-degree reflect legitimate academic considerations; some of NI
Quin of attrition and emended completion times are beyond the
control of institutions and their faculty. The severity of these problems
varies greedy by discipline, Institution and departmere. The task for
university administrators responsible for doctoral education Is to identify
those contributory factors over which we can exert corer°, and to adopt
policies that will minimize their impact.
No set of policies, however carefully crafted, can succeed without
the active participation of the faculty who carry out graduate education;
to bring about the program Improvements that are needed, it is
Imperative that administratois secure the understanding and support of
the faculty.

Teaching by Graduate
Students
Problems
Since virtually all doctoral students, whether or not they enter the
academic sector, will be engaged In not only the creation but the
dissemination of knowledge, the skills acquired In learning how to teach
will be fundamental to their future work. Yet in far too many programs,
effective teachers are produced by happenstance rather than by design.
Greduate students often Leech too much but are not sufficiently emitted
in becomirts effective teachers; we find this both ironic and
unacceptable.
The primary reason why graduate students should teach Is to
prepare them to be effective teachers. Graduate studentt constitute an
appropriate and important component of the teaching personnel of
reseerch univenities, but far too many departments have become
dependent on graduate students to meet their teaching requirements.
Because departrnents have financial and other Incentives for maintaining
a heavy use of graduate students as teachers, graduate students often
become caught In a financial vice, with teaching as their sole source of
support Extreme examples, reported from several campuses, Include
creating new undergraduate course sections, not because they make
good educational sense but because they provide convenient financial
support for graduate students.

We believe that excessive teaching is a ma)or contributor to
prolonged time-to-degree. It is unlikely that any true educational
purpose is served by teaching more than three years as a graduate
student. Other sources of support should be sought for students who
have reached this limit.
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At the other extreme are students who leach too little or not a all.
A student who has sufficient financial support from fellowthips, research
meistannhips, or other sources may do no teaching during his or her
entke doctoral program unless it Is specifically required.
The issue, here as elsewhere, is one of balance: some students may
need to teach more than is necessary for pedagogical reasons In order to

generate needed financial swat; some itudenn planning nonacademk
careers may teach little. We recognise that teaching can have a
powerfully reinforcing influence on a student's commitment lo
completing the doctorate. On balance, we are ttrongly committed to
two objectives: first, that all students should do some teaching; second,
that no students should substantially extend their completion times by
teaching.

Recommendations
Departments and programs should assure that their graduate
students receim instruction In leaching methods, with
assessments and feedback on teething performance and, If
possible, with a progression of increasingly advanced
teaching experiences indudine significant in-class teaching.

Departments and programs which do not require teaching
should review the objectives of their graduate programs and
seriously ask themselves why some teaching Mould not be
required of all students.
universities should limit the number of tenns graduate
students are permitted to teach; other sources of support
should be sought for students who have reached that limit.
Course sections should never be offered when Me principal
justification is to pecwide financial suppott for graduate
students.

Research
Problems
Graduate students form an Integral part of the academic research
e nterprise, conducting a large portion of university research and infusing
It with fresh energy and creativity. But the principal purpom of graduate
student research remains pedagogical: greduate students need to ;own
how to perform reward% demonsaate that ability in their dissertations,

and then move on. In the natural sciences and engineering, researdt
assistantships provide graduate students simultaneously with financial
support and with research evidence as apprentices to faculty
invedigators. Such support falls short of is potential when research
assistants condnue to be used as low.level assistantsthereby falling to
acquire increasing experience in research methodologyor are obliged
to work In areas far removed from their own emerging areas of Interest.
we know of Instances where faculty investigators have prolonged
the time graduate student; have spent in their laboratories chiefly
because of their value so the faculty mamba's research. In other cases,
a graduate student may seek mdended research work In order to learn
new techniques or generate more publications. However, students we
aknoet always better off expanding their research expertise as faculty and
nonacademic professionals after having received their doctorates rather
than prolonging their apprenticmhips as graduate students.
In the humanities and the humanistically oriented social sciences,
as currently pracri.:ed, the major problems are twofold: the absence of
mechanisms (owing to different traditions and patterns of research) for
Involving graduate students early and often as active participants in
mmarch, and the absence of financial support for the research they do
perform. The timeto-degree in the natural sciences Is consistently
shatter than in the humanities and relased social sciences. Where the
data are available, attrition rates are shown to be significantly lower In

the naturel sciences as well! There is strong reason to believe that the
collaborative research model that characterizes facultyibident
relationship in the sciences is a key tutor in the generally more
efficient doctoral programs in thou disciplines.

Dissertation: For most doctoral dudent% the preparation of the
dinertation constitutes the most critical period in doctoral
education, the period most difficult to initiate and to complete. The
two principal problems with dissertation work are flu, the difficulty
many studentsparticularly In the humanities and social
scienceshave in developktg a dissertation topic, and second, the
excessive scope of some Falun.
We suspect that the increasing complerdly of academic sulffields
may be largely responsible for the first problem, and that the recent
sluggishnen of academic labor markets (when an exceptionally
comprehensive thesis is seen as indispensable in competing
successfully for available positions) contributes significantly to the
second. nut conditions have changed, and we believe it is time to
reaffirm that the primary purpose of the dissertation is to
demonstrate a student's capacity for independent work; it need not
go beyond that demondration!

Posnioteorai Ielossehipe Poadoctoral work is a rapidly growing
dimension of the academic environment that is not well organized
on most campuses. Although postdoctoral appoinamms occur
primarily in the sciences, they are inaeasing in the social sciences
and humanities as well. It is unclear to what extent this increase
reflects the growing compirdty of research and the concomitant
need for more research training, the need for eholding pattern in
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the tight Job markets that continue to exist in many fields, or the
desire to increase one's publication record to Improve employment

There is enormous variation by Aeld in the proportion of doctorate
recipients who pursue poetdonoral training and in the role that
training plays In the professional education of persons entering a
discipline. In some disciplines, postdoctoral work Is !linked
primarily to individual requirements for additional specialized
training. In other fields, the growing array and complexity of
research techniques has made poodonoral work an almost etrential
component of advanced education for most students, so much so
that it ngght reasonably be Included in computing the
time4o-clegree.
At their best, postdoctoral fellowships provide a valuable
opportunity ix students to expand their research skills, and the
presence of postdocs in research laboratories is beneficial to faculty
apinduroaltuate sextons alike. However, the increasing frequency of
al appoinanents (posidocs are often taken successively se
two different institutions) may in some cues have the unintended
effect of dingnishing the significance of the dissertation as a
demonstrarion of appropriately broad research capability and
thereby of extending doctoral education unnecessarily into
postdoctoral work.
Although conclusive data are not presently available, colleagues on
some campuses express concern that faculty investigators are
supporting postdoctoral fellows rather than graduate research
assistants on research grants because postdocs may be less costly,
have more advanced skills, and can devote more time to research.
We urge that faculty and administrators examine the roles of
postdoctoral fellows and graduate students in their departments and
programs to provide assurance that both groups are appropriately
integrated into the institution's rematch and educational functions.

Recommendations
Graduate modems should be encouraged es bftin eady to
learn the mearch and scholarly techniques of their disdpline
and to begin preparing for and carrying out dissertation
research as early as or:edible; faculty should not permit
students' research to prolong unnecessarily the

timatadegree.
Research aesistantships should maintain a dual purpose of
supporting the conduct of research and of providing students
with instruction and financial support.

Depanmenu and imerdisdplinwy progrwns in the humanities
and related disdplines should develop ways for faculty to
involve their students actively end early In research prefects
or comparable initiatives that will provide apprenticeship
research training analogous to that provided in natural
science and engineering &Ms.
Departments and progams should develop mechanisms such
as research seminars, laboratory work, and student-advisor
consultations that lead to the timely development of
dissertation topics.
Advisors must usume more mponsibility In cenifying that
the dissertation topic is a realistic project that can be
completed in a reasonable period of time; departments may
wish to consider esublithing a recommended upper limit to
the length of the dissertation; In those cases where a
dissertation of exceptional scope is being considered, the
advisors should make certain that the student is making a
fully informed choice.
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Universities and depanments should make every effort to
assure that students have sufficient finandal support to permit
full-time attention to their dissertations once the work is In its
final phase.
Departments should consider organizing seminars or other
appropriate group diwussions which provide feedback to
students working on their distertations,

Graduate schools should work with departments and
programi to develop effective procedures for monitoring the
progress of students working on their dissertations; this might
be eccomplished by use ol progress reports during the
dissertation stage, generated by or shared with the student,
which could be submitted annually by the faculty advisor to
the Department Chair and forwarded to the Dean of the
Graduate School.
University administrators should review the number and use
of postdoctoral fellows to assure their effective incorporation
Into the missions of e--0

Faculty Teaching and

Mentoring
Problems
In addition to formal teaching, advice and support from faculty
mentors are critical to students' success In their doctoral perarns.
While this observation is sarcely novel, current features in the
university environment make its reaffirmation extremely important.
Teaching a graduate students ranges from formal classroom Instruction

viduelized mentoting. Graduate student mentoring l often a
'hidden° effort, usually unreported and uncounted in offlcial
666471111671b of facuhy ditto. Given the competitive pressures for

spewed sesearch funding; even new commitments to undergraduate
teaching; given the Increased upponunity foe interdisdplInary research
and** demands which this imposes; given, finally, the increased
opportunities for faculty leave time available for guiding graduate
students is often inadequate. M a result, effective faculty advising
frequently occurs only at the initiative of unusuelly consciertious
professors or persistent students Whet than es it central mnpanets of
regularly recurring faculty responsibilities. To restore balance and to
guarantee sustained and predictable advising, we believe that
departments should designate feculty advisors foe an graduate soder*
and Mould mute the maintenance of advising during scheduled faculty
absences. Beyond the specific student-advisor relationship, faculty
adviting in the broader sense is properly she responsibility of all the
graduate faculty with wttom a student works.
In addition to advising students on the core activities al their
graduate programs, fsculty should, through both Ramat seminars and
informal advising, instruct students in the broader Owes of professional
responsibility and ethical behavior in teaching, research, and
scholarship.'

Recommendations
Departments should establish explicit expectations and
enforce explicit requirements for those faculty who advise
graduate students.

All gradume sudents thould have a deelentlad flicuitY
advisor at all stages of their programs and should be made
aware of the impedance of * careful choice of the
dissertation advisor.
listitutions and departmeret should recognize and
appropriately reward the fun range of faculty machine and
advising of graduate 0/111Wits.

The schedule of anadpated faculty leaves and absences

should be publicized within the graduate student commit'',
and departments should awe the continuity of adviling
during absences as well es a knovm schedule foe the teething
of 'key graduate courses.
Faculty advisors should mats students to:
select coursework that matches the students' needs and
interests, and recognize that currkuler options witich

broaden academic experience may also extend the ler* of
graduate pressen*:
participate early In seminars, laboratory work, or other
activities that sngage students in research and assig them In
the expeditious development of dissertation topics;
define dissertation topics of realistic scope that can
demonstrate a student's ability to make independent
contributions to the field without encouraging projects of
excessive magnitude, requirine several years to complete;

develop a clear sena of profesional respondbility and
ethical standards of conduct in teaching, research, and
scholarship,
6. Its se seiceilero &summon ol pxd peace in 6se *Worm* boeveso rs6,0e studies
en1 steer ssseesch auseMsors, see Ileseedt Sheik and Supervisor, pubillsoi
Cowed of endure Schools (One (Alpert Cede, 74,W., Wee 430, Week." D.C. maw
11711.
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that all students receive the breadth of learning necessary for
a comprehensive grasp of the discipline.

Curriculum

Students should be adequately advised about preparation for
qualifying examinations; the examinations should not be so
open.ended that students are driven into excessive
coursework in preparation for them.

Problems
We believe that in many cases the content, shape, and focus of the
graduate curriculum warrant fresh examination. The cumulative effects
of curricular changes through simple accretion are a poorly integrated
st of courses and a proliferation of requirements. The emergence of
new and specialized subfields can undermine faculty agreement as to
v..hat constitutes the essential, substantive basis of many disciplines and
lead to an accumulation of new 'options' in graduate study. If
unchecked by faculty counsel and departmental guidelines, students can
postpone their advancement to candidacy through excessive coursework
or through a real or perceived need to demonstrate mastery of several

Evaluating Student Progress
and Performance
Problems

subfields.

We recognize that selecting students who have the ability,
motivation, and discipline to complete doctoral programa is a difficult,
inexact, and often highly subjective process. The objectives of doctoral
educationmastery of a field and the ability to make independent
contributions to it.require the development of aptitudes that cannot be
directly evaluated by prior activities Of accurately predicted by
quantitative indicators.

At the same time, curricular requirements should have sufficient
breadth that ail students emerging from the program are well versed in
the fundamental aspects of the discipline necessary for both teaching
and research.

Recommendations

Because of the difficulties of selection, it is imperative that doctoral
programs evaluate students' progress, identify those students who should
make other career choices, and help students who are experiencing
correctable problems. When attrition occurs unnecessarily, students
have been mistreated. When attrition occurs unnecessarily deep into the
program, students, faculty, and institutions are expending resources to
little or no good purpose.

New courses should be appropriately Integrated rather than
simply added to the existing curriculum; where possible, new
courses and seminars should displace other components of
the curriculum. The addition of new courses and the
emergence of new subfields will require periodic redefinition
by the faculty of what constitutes 'he coherent core of the
discipline.

We believe that early and effective assessments of student
performance and periodic monitoring throughout doctoral programs can
be valuable tools for improving those programs and student performance

Course requirements should provide sufficient flexibility to
match coursework to expected career paths while assurkg
14
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in them. Nowa% we dz not Mond to adwmate the development of yi
another set of repots that comibute to the accumladon of paper but
not to the knprovement of education. Institutions and *penmen's
timid design ammement procedures that but it their circumsences. in
some cases, an wool setevalustion by astisrth with an
accompanying COMMnt by the famIty &Moor may be desirable; in
other cases, it may be preferable for faculty to ppm evaluations.
Wirt we recowenend is the developmeM of Swam of meessniert that
will produce meaningful Information which will be used to good effect
while minimizing bureauastic inuusiveness on faculty and students.
Both fairness and efficacy require that evaluation procedures be
accompanied by well-publicized expectations for student performance,
grounds for ditmisal, and procedures for appeal. Students who are
being evaktated have a righ to know in advance what Is expected of
them and how to dsallenge the judgmeres meth of them.

Departments also should gather and make available data an octal
performance and should adopt procedures to bring &Mal and expeded
standards into accord; If a program's announced time-m-degree is four
years and the actual lapsed time is seven yeam, the program has created
false Awaising that undetmines student performance and faculty
expeditions.

Recommendations
Depaivnents should develop and publicize, Wong with
curricular requkernents, reahific expectations for
performance, including nom* foe time-to-candidacy and
time-wdegree.

Deparmients should require a wvitten simmer* of
peelormsnce at the end of a student's fiat yew, and should
conduct an annual review or some other form of formal
evaluation of progrem throughout the studere's program; sudi
assessments might be prepared by students or their advisors

"6e:0N.

but thould be shared with both; appropriate actions Amid
be taken an die basis of these niessfillmb to bring axial and
expected performence into accord.

a Universities should have explicit, well-publicized &NMI
and appeal procedures.

Postscriph Funding for
Doctoral Study
Although the purpose of this paper has been to recornmend
improvements In instiewional policies, we would be reMils not to point
out the critical role of financial suppon for students pursuing doctoral
degrees. Particularly In the face of the prgeded sheaves of Ph.D.s and
dee need to increase substanBally their numbers, the provision of
adequale, reliable financial support is necessary to Mad talented

Wudereswho have many other career options available to themInto
doctoral perboirecan;:. The form such support takes can have a profound
through their proven*. Students who lack
effect on
form of fellowships, tralneethiee, and teaching
subsidized eupportPleifir
and research assistantships must rely on loans, work, or personal

finances to pay for their education. A heavy reliance on loans Is
Inappropriate for *vases who are adults (o*en with dependens), who
fiequendy are already burdened with Indebtednees from undergraduate
loans, and who are embarking on extended courses of medy at a point
when mow collage graduates begin regutsf employment. Students who
must rely on work outstde their arAdemic program as their pantry
meens of swoon wIN Amok unavoidably emend their timesiodsgree.
Excessive reliance on seedling auistentehips for Arundel supped also
may emend completion times. Recant data Indicate that, al those who
complete their dissolutions, students supported on fellowthips,
traineeships, and research assistantships have the shonest
17
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Dr. Morris.
STATEMENT OF FRANK L MORRIS, SR., DEAN OF GRADUATE
STUDIES AND RESEARCH, MORGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. MORRIS. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Coleman, Klug, Gunderson and Congressman Hayes and Roemer. Congressman Hayes,
we know and go back some time.
I also want to thank you for this opportunity to testify on the
issue of graduate education. I happen to represent a historically
black institution, one of the premier historically black institutions,

Morgan State University, but I think that we identify with the

problems that I want to address are across all of American hie- er
education.

One of the things in my statement I noted is that over time, we
seem to be losing the battle for equal graduate education in spite of
the efforts of this Committee and in spite of the efforts of the Federal Government over the years. In the past, I also noticed that we
tried to argue that this was a moral cause. That doesn't seem to
have made much impact. In the mid-1980s, there was Publication
of a number of major studies.

I am sure everyone was familiar with themthe Third of a

Nation Report, the Workforce 2000. It showed that as we approach
the next century, that our workforce would be more dependent on
African-Americans, Hispanics and other minorities, women, than it
had been at any time in the past.
So we thought that this argument would really make it clear to
all America that it wasn't just a moral issue. This was an issue of

interest. But in spite of those reports, we find trends that really
show that we are losing the fight. I am going to really give you
some evidence of that.

I want to also identify very strongly with Representative Coleman's remarks about how we are, in fact, for many of our graduate
programs, that non-American citizens are predominant here. Now,
they make a great contribution, but I want to just show you in contrast what is happening to some, especially American minorities. I

am going to focus on African-American minorities, because our African-American situation is worse than other American minorities
when we look at aspects of' graduate education.
The data from the annual reports, the American Council of Edu-

cation, their eighth annual report, showed that from 1978 to 1988,
you found a 47 percent decline in the number of African-American
males receiving doctorates in the United States. This was a staggering figure. At the same time, you saw a number of non-American citizen doctorates increasing by 63 percent.
Now, you say: What do those two things have to do with anything and each other?
One of the things which is important is that other studies have

shown that financing is very critical as to whoas Congressman

Hayes noted, who gets doctorates and who doesn't? So let's look at
the role of the Federal Government in terms of funding who gets
doctorates.
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Our National Science Research Council, the National Academy
of Sciences, in their 1989 report, for the first time from a survey
showed how American doctorates and non-American citizens doctorates get their primary funding. It noted that the Federal Government, us, you and I, are responsible for about 9 percent as the
primary resource for funding of non-American citizen doctoratee.

Now when we translated that into actual numbers, then it
means that the Federal Government accounted for the primary
source of funding for about 828 non-American citizens doctorates. I
said for a minute that this was important, because if we look in
contrastlet's say look at African-Americans, that same study that
shows the African-American doctorates of where the Federal Government was primarily responsible for funding of about 8.3 percent. That translates in 69 Mrican-American doctorates where the

Federal Government was the primary source.
Other financial information was also critical. It showed that African-Americans more than any other group was primarily responsible forused personal funds to finance their doctorates for almost
60 percent of the cases. For those who received doctorates, the primary source of funding for African-Americans was almost 60 percent. For non-American citizens at American universities, it was
only 15 percent that have to use their personal funds. So there are
trends, which should really reinforce the real need for funding and
for increasing our focus in supporting our own in terms of funding.
Now, I want to also note that over the period, there is significant
drops in African-American muter's, too. Thirty-four percent from
1978 to 1988, and 34 percent for African-American males; 31 percent for African-American females. This is important for doctorates, too, for African-Americans, because many African-American
surveys that I look at my own institutions, Morgan and Howard,
almost two-thirds of our faculty who get terminal doctorates have
received master's degrees at a different institution than their doctorate degree.
So our master's supply is very important in terms of increasing
our doctoral supply. So I am going to be pointing out that one of
the remedies of this is the tremendous increase and in the emphasis and policy, which we hope that this Committee will see toward
the Harris program as one example in terms of the new direction,
which we want to support.
The new direction, not only in terms of magnitude, but one of

the things that I hope we will start to all think about is not just
look at programs in terms of incremental amounts of money, but
ask the questions: How do these address the need? Where is this

ever talk.ed about? What is the need and how is what we are proposing, what we are doing, addressing the need?
The figures which I am showing you now is that, as the need is
going great, or getting worse for certain American citizens and
American minorities, we have notit doesn't seem to be part of
the equation in terms of the justification for the funding levels. So
I am asking that you reallythat we really reconsider that, and
take that into consideration for a much :::reater magnitude of the
policies that we'll undergo with these prons.
One of the things that is really importent are that emphasis
that African-American students, who are likely to become Ph.D.
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programs, have important role models. Some of the programs

which we are asking you to support really encourage institutions to
provide mentors, and to really reinfOrce. The minority summer programs are tremendously important. The McNair fellowships are
important. These kinds of programs arP vital.
One' of the proposals that is being pu n the board by the admin-

istration is the for instance, the co. ining of the trio and the
McNair. We ne;d both. That is what I w mt to emphasize. That the
need is so much greater for so many of these programs that we
talk about either incremental gains or incremental losses or consolidations when we do not focus on how they are meeting the
need? I em hoping that you will ask that question, and that that

becomes a fundamental aspect of determining the policy around
the programs.
Let me just simply say that one of the other things that I fully
support is the increaseand women as eligible recipients for the
summer research programs. We are talking about a two-phase in-

crease in thetwo-phase reconstitution of the Harris program

one that will focus entirely on Ph.D.'s. And that needsI can show
you if you like justification for $50 million for that alone, a similar
kind of component increase for the consolidation of the public serv-

ice programs into master's programs, widening the eligibility of
that.
Once again, the need is just really so great that these programs
need to be significantly expanded, and, in fact, broadened. I,
myself, am a person who took a master's program, a different
degree at a different place from my final institution. In my case, it
was MIT and Syracuse.
One of the other kinds of Vsues, which I really want to bring
here is to make two final points. One is that one way to really increase the supply of minority students is to look at ways of increasing the capability of historically black institutions to offer graduate
programs. This can be done either by expanding activities in Title
III or possibly a new initiative in Title IX. This needs to be focused
on if we are really looking at the supply.
The other question is the question of need. One of the ironies of
the cUscussion on need is the assumption that by having a needbased requirement, that that increases the likelihood of minorities
getting some of these fellowships. The irony is that it doesn't. Undergraduate and graduated education, the fundamental question of
needs-based determines who gets assistance and how much. Gradu-

ate education, since all graduate students are independent stu-

dents, it doesn't really impact upon who.
So in terms of simplification, if simplification is one of the goals
as Mr. Childers saysand it should be one of the goals, the needs

based criterion isand the red tape and other things around, I
would just urge you to consider really eliminating that, because
that really isn't the impact. It doesn't impact on the skill and the
magnitude.
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What will impact greatly on the magnitude and the access of minorities is to have a policy that first starts to address the question
of the need and the relationship, accountability of our programs as
to how close we are coming or not coming toward making that
need. I thank you very, very much for this opportunity to make
this explanation.
[The prepared statement of Frank L. Morris, Sr. follows1
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I would like to bring greetings to Chairman Ford and other members of the Committee
on Education and Labor from the President and Regents of Mown State University, one of
our premier urban state universities. At Morgan we are pmud & our tradition of being one of
117 historically Black Colleges and Universities in the United States.
In the past, we Black or African AMeriCalls have urged Congress to expand educational
opportunities, including graduate educational opportunities, for Africith Americans because it
was the morally right or correct thing to do. African Americans in this country have had a
long history of discdmination. Today that history continues to haunt millions of African
Americans, and to place great obstacles before them as they atsençt to claim their share in
such basic American opportunities as education. As a nation, we have recognized the
inequalities that remain for African Americans and have attempted, as a matter of social
policy, to redress them.

However, as this committee is no doubt aware, arguments for African American
educational opportunity based upon morality or equity are often not persuasive to a majority
of Americans. Even if the moral argument for expanding graduate educational opportunities
for African Americans seems to some inadequate, we are also faced with other, more
practical reasons for continuing to provide the kind of SUppOrt that ethical considerations
demand. I refer to the drastic thaw In the
ic m&aup of this country discussed
in the Third of a Nation Repon and the WorkfdoernclecrOstgreports. These reports gave new
hope to African American educators in the early and mid 1980's, because they provided
statistical evidence for our already-held assumptions that in the coming decr&ss, African
Americans and other minorities would play an increasingly important role in the shape of our
nation.
These documents, based on census profections, noted that our American woddorce early
in the next century would have a higher proportion of African Americans, Latinos, and
women than any time in the past. Other reports also noted the decreasing ratio of working to
retired Americans. These reports wowed us that it clearly was in the interests of all
Americans to be sure that every Amtvican was educated to his or her capacity so that they
would be a vital part of making our counoy as a whole more productive. This was an
Americaninterest argument, not a moral argument for educational equity.

Another piece of evidence to suggest that we must, for practical reasons, do a much
better job of providing African Americans and other minorities with opportunities for graduate
education is our current dependence on foreign students to fill graduate programs. Mile the
many talented foreign students pursuing graduate study in this country provide a valuable
resource for both education and research, we should guard against an excessive dependence
on any foreign resource; it is unwise national policy to rely so heavily on foreign students and
faculty to be the prdessors, scholars and industrial leaders of the future.

Our
on foreign talent is especially troubling in light of its stark
contrast with the pi*
of American minority students, who either ale making no progress in
increasing their
ipation in graduate education or, in the case of Black males, are losing
ground. Let's look at some facts. Data from the eighth annual report of the Committee on
Minorities of the American Council on Ed:cation notes that from 1978 to 1988 the number of
doctorate degrees earned by U.S. citizens declined while during the same time period,
non-U.S. citizens received considerably more. The decline in Black male doctorates was
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especialb, severe at 47%. Conversely, non-U.S. citizens posted a 63% increase in doctorates
during Ns same perIod. It is essential that the Congress take at least the minimum steps to
assure that Americans of color begin to move to some degree of parity in graduate education
with international students who are not American CitlieltS. The recent April 1991 report of
the National Science Foundation shows that over the decade of 1980-1990, while African
American male doctorates declined by 35% the number of doctorates awarded to
non-American citizens increased from 12 to 23% of all doctorates awarded by American
universities. The 1989 report ci the National Research Council points out that the federal
government is the primary source of support for 9% of the doctorates earned by foreign
students. This means that approximately 847 foreign students received significant support
from U.S. government sources. Yet only 828 African Americans earned docwrates, and the
federal government was the primary source of support for only 8.3% or 69 African American
doctoral students. (National Research Council 1989 Report, page 26). Furthermore, almost
60% of Black doctoral recipients reported providing primary support for doctoral studies from
personal funds while in contrast, less than 15% of non-American citizens reported similar
support patterns. left any wonder that African American doctorates are declining while
doctorates to non-American citizens are doubling over the decade
The situation is almost as bad for African Americans receiving master's degrees. Once
again, from 1978 -88 the number of master's degrees earned by African Americans decreased
by 31.8% overall and 34% for African American males. In addition, African American
women experienced a 30.5% drop at the master's level. The master's degree also has
significance for African Americans in helping to explain the decline in Black doctorates.
When I examined my faculty at Morgan and at Howard, I found that two out of three African
American scholars who had received a Ph.D degree at those,institutions had also received a
master's degree at an institution that was different from the institution where they had
received their doctorate. The bottom line is that if you really want to increase the number of
African Americans getting the Ph.D degree, you must support considerably more African
Americans obtaining the master's degree. Our reauthorization proposal, which I will discuss
in more detail in a moment, helps to address this situation by significantly expanding and
strengthening the master's component of the Patricia Roberts Harris Graduate Fellowships
program.

ft is with pleasure that I support the reauthorization proposals of the higher education
community; these recommendations will strengthen the capacity of the Department of
Education to address the terrible situation that African Americans face in graduate education.
Numerous studies, especially the rigorous ones sponsored by the Graduate Record
Examination Board, note that inadequate financial support is a maior constraint for minorities
such as African Americans seeking greater access to graduate education. The
increase in the authorization level of the Harris programs from the current levePInZ)bsOdut $30
million to a total cf $100 million is an important step in the right direction. A substantially
expanded Harris program will allow more minorities in more fields to benefit from a graduate
education, and will provide a crucial resource for the country as it struggles to bring more
minorities into a range of professions, including college-level teaching.
The higher education community's reauthorization proposal suggests a restructuring of
the Harris program that will strengthen it at both master's and doctoral levels. There are
currently two components in the program: one for minorities in doctoral, master's and some
professional programs; the other for minorities pursuing careers in public service. We
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propose an expansion and restructuring oi this two-tiered system. In our plan, the Harris
Graduate Fellowship program will be solely for doctoral students, and will cover three years
of suppott, including a dissertation year. It also will include a two-year university matching
requirement, of which supeMsed seedling must be a part..A total of five years of support,
including Intensive teaching experience, is hence achieved. Lei me lay a few words about
the advantages of this pottion of our propose!.
The Graduate Record Examination Boerd studies provide some relevant data. They
point out that African American graduele students lend to be at a disadvantage In university
doctoral departments when they are funded only through fellowships. When this is the case,
they often miss the mentoring and bonding possibilities that come from holding muhi-year
research and teaching auistentthips within university departments. Thus, in this proposal we
are urging three years diadem, support to leverage 4-5 years ci Weil doctoral support for
minority students. The HWY'S fellowship would provide students with the first two years of
full time fundift. This is normally long enough for students to complete most of their
coursewark andpossibly prepare them for their comprehensives. Wstudents needed more
time, they would receive one to two years of funding as teaching or research assistants. The
final year of federal funding would be reserved for students woNng on their diesettations.
Because these changes would insure suppon and faculty involvement for the full tenure of
graduate audio, they would have a major positive impact on African Americans and other
minority students.
The second component of our proposal is to expand substantially the public service
fellowship program to include a wider range of master's and professional programs. Students
would be given funding for two years of master's or professional education- . As in the case of
its docwral counterpart, the authorized level of this component should increase to $50
million. Once again, I want to add a few words of support for these proposals.
I mentioned above that most African Americans who receive Ph.D degrees first receive
master's degrees at an institution different from where we recektd our doctorate. I am a
personal testament to that fact. I did not start my doctoral training at MIT until 8 years after I
received my master's degree from Syracuse. Please help us reverse the downward trend of
Black mastees degrees by supporting a strengthened Harris prram with a powerful
component of master's degree education. I only support the reduction of master's degree
support from three to two years because it will increase by approximately one third the
number of master's degree students who will be supported.
In addition to the Harris programs, I want to express my support for the minority
undergraduate internshipprogram, Grants to Institutions to Encourw Minority Participation
in Graduate Education. This program, which provides support for Won American and
other minority undergraduates to participate in summer research internships on university
campuses, does a wonderful job of interesting talented minority students in academic careers.
Its primary purpose is to attract minorities into graduate programs, in order to increase the
numbers of minorities who become college professors. tt is-enormously important for African
American and other minority students to have professors who are themselves minorities.
Minority professors become role models for their minority students, and help to make college
a more rewarding and fulfilling experience for minority students.
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The Administration has proposed to consolidate the Title IX minority internship program
with the TRIO McNair fellowships. Although the programs have similar objectives, there are
enough differences to warrant continuing both programs. First of all, the programs serve
overlapping but differing populations of student& The TRIO programs are limited to students
whose family incomes are 150% of poverty or less and/or who are first-generation college
students, but they serve all students who meet those criteria, not just minority students. The
Title IX program is limited to minority students but is not limited by Income or first generation
college attendance and therefore includes minority students in all income brackets. The
purpose of this inclusiveness is to provide the program with access to the entire pool of
minority undergraduates-which, unfortunately, is disproportionately small-to increase the
likelihood of attracting students who will become tenured faculty members. Moreover, the
Title IX program emphasizes summer research internships, while the McNair program
emphasizes in-school academic counseling and educational enrichment.
The principal point is that early identification programs are sorely needed to get at the
root causes of underrepresentation. The Title IX program and the McNair program address
this critical problem with sufficiently different approaches that both should be continued.
I should note that the higher education proposal would add women as e'hgible recipients
of undergraduate summer research internships. Many women are steered awa rom careers
in science and engineering by the sex-stereotying that still occurs in our society.
female undergraduates into research labs can draw many of them into scientific caleers.
I also want to point out that one of the most obvious and most effective ways to increase
the access of minorities to graduate education is to strengthen Historically Black Colleges and
Universities by helping them develop and offer many more graduate and doctoral programs
than they offer at present. This could be done by greatly expanding the number of HBCU
graduate schools eligible for funding under Title III or by developing a new initiative to
strengthen graduate infrastructure at HBCUs.
Last but not least I must address the issue of requesting dropping the need-based
criterion. On the surface because African American students come from households who are
at least two thirds less wealthy than white households and receive almost 45 % less earned
income, we instinctively oppose dropping need based criterion because we inherently feel it
must be to the disadvantage d African American students. The reality is different. Virtually
all graduate students are needy. Minority students in particular are sensitive to financial
uncertainties in financing their education. The application of financial need analysis at the
graduate level results in little or no change in the level of support granted to minority graduate
students-virtually all of whom run up against the current $10,000 cap-but the prospect of
need analysis adds a degree of uncertainty that is troublesome to many. Providing
predictable, multiyear support at a specifiable level is an important tool in recruiting minority
students into graduate programs.

There is so much more that I would like to discuss but I am looking forward to
answering your questions.
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Chairman Foan. Dr. May.
STATEMENT OF J. P. MAY, CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
MATHEMATICS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Coleman, Mr. Klug, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Hayes, Mr. Roemer, thank you very much for this opportunity to testify.

Over the next decade, the Nation faces a critical shortage of

people entering mathematics and the sciences. The shortage would
already have reached catastrophic proportions had it not been for
the influx of foreign students. The National Need Program is playing a very major role in attracting young Americans into these
fields.
It is directed at the need for more and better graduate students,
but this need should be addressed through multilevel programs
which simultaneously address the broader national need for the
productive trEening of .7.r.lientists at all levels, from pre-collegiate to
post-doctoral.
The National Need Program offers very significant advantages
over others. Most importantly, proposals to it are judged on the
overall educational merit of departmental programs and it funnels
support to those departments that are doing the best educational
job. Another advantage is efficiency. The block nature of the National Need Program makes it very cost effective.
From the point of view of mathematical sciences, the National
Need Program is a large one with meqor impact. For comparison,
while 1,100 new NSF graduate and minority graduate fellowships
were awarded in 1991, only 36 of these were in core mathematics,
13 in applied mathematics and 6 in statistics. The National Need
funds the same number of graduate students in statistics
in the University of Chicago's Department of Statistics alone than
the NSF graduate fellowship program funds in the entire nation.
Because the NSF graduate program is so small, there ware many
talented undergraduates who would not fmd support in strong departments of mathematics without the National Need Program.
Chicago attracts its share of NSF fellows and our national need fellows are the same high quality. The effect of the National Need
Program on individual departments of mathematics is enormous.
It is helping to stave off disaster at Berkeley, which is threatened
by California's deficit. It has given Stoney Brook a strong group of
US graduate students in contrast to its earlier alliance on foreign
students. It has had a strong effect at the Universities of Wisconsin
and Michigan where it has led not only to the expansion of the
graduate population, but also indirectly but very defmitely to the
creation of new junior faculty positions.
The funded departments all have greatly increased clout at their
universities. More resources are going hit° mathematics as a
result.
A brief description of the program in mathematic at the University of Chicago may illustrate the value of the National Need
Trainingships. In 1989-90, the University of Chicago paid $700,000
in stipends to suppOrt 71 graduate students in mathematics and it
supplied full tuition to all of theee students. This is a large and un-
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sustainable expenditure in a period of entrenchment. Without the
National Need Program, we would have had to cut back. With it,
we have been able to expand.
Our students typically complete their Ph.D.'s in 5 years. They
have no teaching duties in their first year, serve as apprentice
teachers in their second year; and teach, at most, one small class
per quarter in their third, fourth and fifth years. Thus, students
have both a solid mathematical background and training in practice and teaching before they serve as stand-alone lecturers. This is
educationally effective, but it is also very expensive.
The National Need Program has allowed us to expand to 95 graduate student.. next year. The expansion allows us to give our advance National Need fellows a year of relief from teaching, allowing them more time for research. Dr. Pollitt has eloquently addressed the value of this.
Thirty of the 48 first and second year students are American, but
only 26 of the 52 advanced students. The increased proportion of
Americans is due to the National Need Program. Only 36 of the 95
students will serve as teachers. By itself, the University of Chicago
could not possibly fund a program of this size.
There are no more than 25 students in each of our undergraduate classes, and we offer about 60 undergraduate courses per quarter. This labor-intensive mode of teaching is by far the most important reason for the unusual effectiveness of our undergraduate programs. Mathematics majors now account for a startling 5.3 percent
of Chicago's undergraduates or a full 6 percent of double mRjors
are counted. Moreover, nearly half of Chicago's undergraduate and
math majors go on to graduate stud!. in mathematics and nearly
half of these are women.
In an innovative new program, our graduate and undergraduate
students and some undergraduate students recruited from historically black colleges are helping to teach gifted Chicago-area 7th
through 12th grade students. Over a hundred students from more
than 50 schools have signed up for this year's program. Nearly half
of them are African-American and half are women. Students are
attracted by word of mouth by the urging of Chicago-area high
school teachers. Many of Chicago's public high school teachers
have themselves been taught calculus in another of our summer
programs.
Most of the students attend a follow-up Saturday morning academic year program in which National Need fellows serve as the
counselors and tutors.
Hardly any African-Americans are now going into mathematics
and science. There are only nine Afriran-American Ph.D.'s in
mathematics in 1988-89, up from six the year before. I-rograms
such as ours can have significant impact if they attract just a few
young people into mathematical or scientific careers. There is no
shortcut to meeting the National need of attracting under-represented groups into mathematics.
The !stational Need Program is fundamentally sound. I agree
with Dr. Morris that a very minor flaw is the requirement of need
analysis to determine stipend levels. That, in practice, is a pointless bit of red tape. Another point is the National Need Program,
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like the rest of the Title IX programs, is ureler-publicized. Modesty
is not a virtue in a government agency doing its job well.
The most important advice I can give is to stay the course, to
continue; and, if at all possible, expand this program. The need is
there, and the program addresses it effectively. You may have seen
some recent publicity about the lack of jobs for new Ph.D.'s in
mathematics. The phenomenon is real, and it is tragic. However, it
ought to be temporary since it is a result of recession-driven cutbacks and since there are a great many retirements in prospect.
The major danger is that the job limss will be cut permanently to
the detriment of education. In fact, that is exactly what is now
happening in many schools. Post doctoral positions are not being
refilled, and retirees are not being replaced. As a result, class sizes
are increasing and courses are being dropped. Good mathematical
education requires manpower. The National Need Program is
giving recipient departments the clout to fight for that manpower
at their schools. The program is an excellent example of effective
governmental action.
Mr. Chnirman, I would be happy to take any questions, and
thank you for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of J.P. May follows1
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A Report on the Graduate Assistence In Mess of National Need Program

of the Depadmerit of Education
Testimony before Vie Subcommittee an Postsecondary Education
of the Nouse Committee on EduosVon and Labor
J. P. May, Chaisnan of the Department of Mathematics at the University ci Chicago
June 13, 1991

Over Vte nod decade, Vie nation faces a Mad shortage of people entedng
mathematics and Vie **noes The shortage would dreedy have readied catastrophic
proportions had it not been for the triad of foreign *dente. The National Need Program is
paying a major role in attracting young MINIONS Into these fields. ft Is *sated at the need
for more and better 'actuate seidents, for people who WI became educators who are both
creative research sdentists end dedicated teachers. This need should be addressed through
well kitegrated midlevel program that eirmdteneously address the Wieder national need
for the productive training of scientists at all levels, from prboolleglate to postdoctoral.

There is no shist cut to the recruilmentinto mathematics end science of pea* tram al
portions ci the nation's population. People must be shown the attradIveness d these fields
at the Wiest possible stage, and researdi edentate should lead &sway b/ dred hands-on
work with as many young people as they can reach. The Naticnal Need Program Is fordng
departments to rethink their programs In positive ways, and k has had great dyad on the
departments that are funded. My report will focus on mathematics, but its basic thrust should

be applicable to the other swotted Ilelds.
The Natant Need Program offers significant advantages over other programs. Most
importer*, proposals to k we judged on the overall educational mad of depubnentel
progrerns, and It firm* support to those departments that are doing the bed educational
lob. These we often but not necessarily the best research departnents. Funding through
individual kwestigator's grads rewards the quality of research of the relayed scientists, and
&Wird support given on that basis may or may not reach people in the mod educationally
effective progrwns. MOM' advantage Is stridency. The clew target and biodc mare of the
National Need Program make It very cost effeckve.

From the point d view of the mathematical sciences, the National Need Program is a
9 one with maks Irma& For amparlson, while 1100 new NSF Graduate and Minority

le Fellowships were awarded in 1991, only 36 of these were in core methematics, 13
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in *plied mathematics, 6 In statistics, and 6 in operations research. The National Need
Program funds the same number of graduate studeits in statistics in the University c4
Chicago's Department of Statistics alone that the NSF Graduate Fellows* Program funds in
the entire nation. Because the NSF Graduate Fellowship Program Is so small, there are
many talonted undergraduates who would not find support at strong depvtnents of
mathematics without the National Need Program. Chicago attracts its share of NSF Fellows,
and our National Need Fellows are of the same high quality as ow NSF Fellows.
The effect of the National. Need Program on indMdual departments of mathematics is
enormous. It is helping to stave off disaster at Berkeley, which is threatened by California's
deficit. It has given Stony Brook a strong grow of US graduate students in contrast to its
earlier reliance on foreign students. It has had a strong effect at the Universities of Wisconsin
and MicNgan, where ft has led n4A only to the oupansion ci the graduate population but also,
indkectly, to the creation of new junior faculty ,,csitions. At Michigan, entering graduate
students hays tradlticnally had to teach, to the detriment of both the graduate and
undergraduate programs. Next year, for the first time, no American first year graduate student
will teach art Michigan. The funded departments aN haw greatly increased clout with their
universities. Even when one can't point to a strict quid pro quo, there is no doubt that more
resources are going into mathematics, wee beyond the mab:hing requirements d the
Program. For exands, at Chicago the space allocated to mathematics graduate eudents
has been greatly increased over the last few years, end renovation of that *ice was
occepleted last year at a cost to the Uniwraity of more than $200,000. The renovation was
completed mu:h more rapidly than had been protected Wore ws received funding from the
National Need Program.
Perhaps a brief description of the program in mathematics at the University of Chicago
can serve to iNustrate the value of the National Need trainees**. In 1989-90, the University
of Chicago paid nearly $700,000 In stipends to =wort 71 graduate students, and ft supplied
full titian to ail of these students. It also paid nearly $100,000 to undergraduate math maiors
who assisted in the teaching of lower Nivel undergraduate courses. This Is a large and
Lmsustainable egienditure in a period of rekenchnent. The University of Chicago has long
teen subsidizing precisely the need that the National Need Program is designed to address.
Without the National Nesii Program, we would have had to cut back. With It, we have instead

been atfe to **and.
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Ow studenb typically =Vete their Ple's in live years, and we unconditionally
aclenc your utcliort, assuneng satisfactory performance. We
Womb* flue Mrs of
also ear full sumer wort, which comes from individual investigator's grants of the NSF.
That leaves Ittle If any NSF funding to be used for academic year stipends. Our students,
whether domestic or foreign, have no teaching bales in their fat year, serve as soprerece
teachers in their second year, and teach independently at most one small class per quarter in
their tikd, fourth, and fifth years of residence. Thus *dents have both a solid mathematical
background and training and practice in batting before serving as stand-alone lecturers.
This is educationally effective, but It is deo expensive.
.

Our first year prOgrafri Is nkihiy strucbsed, consisting d an kgensive common core of

basic courses. The prawn Is sufficiently Moult that even those studenb with very strong
mathematical backgrounds seidom place out d lt, but it is near enough to the foundations
that bright students naming from relatively week backgramds are able to thrive. First year
students are encouraged to work together and teach each other in a noncompetitive spirit ei
cooperation and collaboration. The atnoephere helps accowd for ow low attrition rate.
Second yew students attend canes and study mathematical topics intensively with
particular faculty members. They also assist in teaching undergraduate courses taught by
faculty mutters, sitting in on duns, holding office hours, oorxerothg problem and review

sesubb, and teaching ocomional dupes under supervision.
Advanced students work contimously on their research, witlx3ut wisher treaks, until
their thesis is complete. The National Need Progrwn has allowed us to expand to an
mg:looted 95 graduate students next year, and the *mansion allows us to give ow advanced
National Need Fellows a yew c4 relief trom teaching, allowing them more time for research.

W coed to have 43 first and mond yaw gabble students next year, 30 of them
American. We expect to have 52 advanced students, 26 of them American. The increasing
proportion of Miericans is due to the National Need Progrwn. Only 36 of our 95 students

will be stand-alone teachers. By itself, the Whiney of Chicago =id not possibly fird a
prograrn of Ns size.
There are no more than 25 students in each undergaduate dass, and we offer about
60 undergraduate courses each quwter, a Mee over het d them taught by graduate students.
This labor-intensive mode of teaching correlates with ow relatively large graduate tudent
population, and ft is by far the most important reason for the unusual effectiveness of ow
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undergraduate program. Despite the national trend towards decking anroliment, from which
other top depwbvents have not barn exempt, mathematics majors now a000unt for a startling
5.3% of CMcago's undergraduates; double majors In mathematics and some other subject
bring this up to a full 9%. Moreover, newly halt of Chicago's undergraduate math majors go
on to graduals school in mathematics. Of last years' 817 graduating seniors, 43 were math
majors and I were cbuble majors; 19 co the mathematics majors went on to graduate Wady;
*kingly, 9 d ths 19 were vromsn. A key impact of Chicago's undwgraduate program is its
bitingly* use of math majors as Mors In kitroduolory courses and as hammock graders.
This use of undergraduates to truth undergraduato greatly enhances the teaching provided
to non-math majors, and it helps to recruit math majors into the teaching profession.
A otos* related part of our role ea a Mather of teachers Is to provide a stimulating
rasearch etwirorment and a rewarding teaching an:swims for or many postdcos and
nontenured faculty. There ere around 25 such prods each year, the same as the number cf
%inured faculty. Their postdoctoral work is a funciwnental part of their training as research
mathsmalidans. They teach many d our mid-level undergraduate courses, and they play an

important role in the Normal teaching otgraduate students. Our research level courses are
attended by a mixtwe of senior faculty, junior faculty, and advanced graduate studanb.

Our krior faculty NO train ow graduate and widergraduate *Wants, our graduate
students help train ow undsrgraduates, ow advanced undergraduates help train ow starting
wdergracksatee, and, In an thnovative now program, both gradual!' and undergraduate
skolents help Vain glIted Chicago area meth through %with grade studenb. Last stsrrner,
71 students, nearly hal: of them black and he tomato, were enrolled in the program. Most of
the students attended a follow ip Sabirday morning academic year program. Over 100
students from more than 50 Wawa schools, ranging from public schools in inooverishad
areas to the pashas! d Chicago's private schools, have signed to for this summer's program,
and we we reluctantly having to tum others away. interestingly, although this is primarily an
inner city progrwn, suburban students we also clamoring for admiseion.
Students ere attracted to these programs by wud of mouth and by the urging of
Chicago area high Eitel tsachers. Many ol Chicago's public high school teachers have
themselves bean taught calculus by a facutty mentor in another of our Departnunt's
surnrner progrwns. Six Chicago faculty members taught in the 1990 warms: programs,
moral others gem special timbres, and stli others wIN parNcipate this sumer.
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Problem sessions and dscussion grows are led by undergraduate afxl graduate
students from the University d Chicago and other schools; the undergraduates take moaner
eraidonent cotrses at their own level. We have nonsked undergraduate counsellors from
historically black colleges, In part through the University of Chicago's large Scanner
Research Opporkinlbes Program. Several cf the NO school participants have entered the
University of Chicago as undergraduates. Mimi Need Fellows serve as the counsellors
and Mors during the academe* year Saturday sessions.
Hardy any black Americans are now going kit* mathematics end science. There were
ordy 9 black PhD's In mathematics last year, imp from 8 the year before. Programs such as
ours can have signifier* Impact If they attract Pet a few young mopes ft° mathematical or
adagio careers. There is no shortcut to meeting the national need of attracting underrepresented groups fito mathematics. In the long nal. Vie kind of program that I have just
described Is likely to be one d the most realistic ways of meeting this need.
The National Need Program Is fundamentally sound. A very minor flaw is that the

recakament of need analysis to &tombs sepend levels Is in oracle's a pointless bit of red
tape. Another pdrit Is that the National Need Program, Ike the rest of the The IX programs, is
underpubecteed. Modesty is not a virtue in a government agency doing its hob well.

The most flimflam* advice I can give is kr slay Vie course, to continue and ti ',cube
expand the program. The need is there, and the program addle'se it effedvely. You may
have seen some recant publicity about the lack d )obe for new PhD's in mathematics. The
phenomenon is real, and tragic:. However, ft ought to be hertexelY shoe ft le a
recession-driven cutbacks aid since there ere a great MUT/ retiremerda In prospect. The
mehor danger Is that job lines will be cut permanently, to the detriment of education. In fact,

that is axe* what Is now happening at many schools: postdoctoral positions are not being
refilled and retirees are not being replaced. As a react class sizes are increasing and
courses are being dropped. Good mathematical edwation requires manpower. The
National Need Program is giving recipient depedmenma Vie dout to light for that manpower at

their schools. The Program is an umbra exam* d effective °marionette! adlon.
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Chairman Foam Ms. Laura Shanner.
STATEMENT OF LAURA SHANNER, GRADUATE STUDENT AND
JAVITS FELLOW, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

Ms. SHANNER. Mr. Ford, Mr. Gunderson, Mr. Coleman, Mr.
Hayes, Mr. Roemer, Mrs. Lowey, and Mr. Reed, thank you vary
much for your time.
On behalf of my peers and fellow graduate students, I am delighted to have this rare opportunity to speak with the people in a
position to actually set the policy that affects us so greatly.
I am a recipient of the Javits Fellowship. I am currently in my
fifth year of graduate work at Georgetown University, where I am

writing my dissertation in philosophy and ethics in medicine,
which is a newrather new multidisciplinary field. First of all, I
would like to say that I owe you an incredible and sincere amount
of thanks for making the Javits Fellowship possible. Without it, I
would not have attained the degree of professional competence that

I have at this point. I would not have been able to do what I do
best, and I certainly wouldn't have been able to do what I enjoy the
most.

Georgetown University has one of the few and by far, the best
program in bioethics available. But at the time that I applied, I
was already over $17,000 in debt from my undergraduate education, and I very nearly accepted a better financial offer to another
institution. The Javits made it possible for me to go to the best
place for my work.

A substantial multiyear grant is essential to encourage people to
study in the humanities. As a number of members of this panel
have already remarked, to do this kind of work takes years of sacrificing regular income. We may accumulate tens of thcoids of
dollars in debt, and the income prospects for humanities majors
just aren't very good compared to income aspect or prospects for
scientists and people in the social sciences. You have to be either
incredibly passionate or somewhat masochistic to take this one,
and I don't think that is what we want to encourage.
It is also very important that the grant remains portable. Graduate studies are highly focused and specialized, which means that
some programs may off the best institutional resources for a particular student's program even if the department or program overall is not one of the best-ranked in the Nation. This is clearly the
case for me at Georgetown, whose bioethics program is unparalleled, but whose general philosophy program is well-regarded but
not yet stellar in national reputation.
If a grant had been made available to philosophy departments directly or to universities, I probably would have been left out.

Finally, the Javits fellowship currently emphasizes academic

merit and student potential. I think this is one of its great

etrengths. Academic excellence and the diversity of the projects
which students engage in have to be protected from any limitations
or interference for expediency on political reasons. As a bioethicist,

I recognize that Chz humanities are essential to the well-being of
individuals and to our society, although these benefits are often not
immediately clear.
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The natural sciences tend to receive the greatest amount of support because scientists develop technology and make interesting
little widgets that can be sold on the market. Economists and social
iences often receive secondary importance because they set identifiable policies. Those of us in the humanities are often treated as
expendthle luxuries. That is a mistake. People like me study what
it means to be a human being in the world; literally the humanities. Without that as a basic understanding, any work in the natural or social sciences becomes a waste of time, and sometimes, becomes dangerous.
My work in bioethics focuses on the dangers and misuses of tech-

nology. We have to ask some basic questions. What is the purpose
of the technology we are developing? Is progress simply anything
that is different l'rom what we have done before or is there something that we are working toward? In socioeconomic policy, what is
that are the needs and desires of people that need to be met, and
how do we go about doing that? Without asking those questions,
other fields' work becomes misguided.
In bioethics, again, I focus primarily on biotechnological applications, and the abuses and problems are rampant. We need to worry
about problems like people whoee rights and needs are overlooked

because researcher are too excited about the next discovery to

worry about the practical effecta of their work.
Sometimes, medical practitioners are so enamored of technology

to keep a person alive, that they lose sight of why it is important
for that person to be there. Sometimes, a patient is ready to let go,
and set, the technology is not. It takes someone in the humanities
to step back and ask why we are doing this, and how it can be
better.

Beyond society's need for a few gadflies to challenge our assumptions, there is a basic need for every member of our society, especially people in a democracy to be able to respond to some basic
funftmental questions about what it means to be human and what
is the point of living? More importantly, to have the skills that the

humanities teaches, of expressing our experiences, of thinking

clearly and of making good decisions within the context of a broad,
historical perspective.
We need to be able to do this to be good voters, to select people
who will represent us in a reasonable and helpful way. We do need

some experts to act as teachers, to encourage others to develop
these skills, and we need some people who are talented enough to
focus on difficult problems that others may not have the inclination or the time to try to puzzle out. The best and the brightest
minds in this country should be recruited to fill these roles, because I believe that they are vital. Without it, we may get ourselves into serious trouble.

Currently, the Javits Fellowship is the only national level program, which encourages students to work at high-level humanities
studies. For this reason, particularly, we simply cannot afford to
abandon it.
As a beneficiary of the Javits Fellowship, I feel a little bit ungrateful in suggesting that there may be some room for improve-

ment in the program, but as a student, I have sometimes been
rather painfully aware of some of the limitations. So I would like
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to offer my observations in an effort to make the program even
stronger. Me main limitations of the Javits Fellowship come from
basing the award on the student's estimated financial need combined with restricting opportunities for work and outside income.
The structure is intended to allow the student to focus without
distraction on work while saving the government money, which is
a good goal. Unfortunately, it often traps the adult student in an
inadequate income bracket, with no opportunities to better the situation. This is ultimately frustrating and then counter-productive
to the goal that you are trying to reach.
As Dr. Morris noted, the need analysis does not determine who
wins the Javits Fellowship, but merely restricts the amount of support available to the student. The financial aid calculation is generally spartan. There is no room included in it for journal subscriptions, professional memberships, conference attendance, summer
education, internships or even travel that is part of one's research.
As a result, I have spent $850 for tuition for a summer French language program which was necessary for my degree.
I have lost possible summer income because of internships as
part of my degree program, and for field research. The student's
option under this situation seem to be either to do incomplete and
inadequate, which isn't the point of the funding or to take on more
debt, which sometimes digs us into a serious financial hole.
A further squeeze is applied by the 1986 tax code revisions. The
Javits disbursement is based on the estimated need, which eliminates us from further consideration for financial assistance. After
taxes, however, my net take-home pay was roughly 19 percent
below the estimated need, and that was already on a Spartan calculation. Because the Javits prohibited outside work, I couldn't
even make enough money to meet my estimated expenses, let alone
the luxuries.
One of the results of this is that I have been unable L receive
therapy for chronic back pain, and I have gone 8 months without a
dentist appointment for a cracked filling. k'rankly, it is disturbing
one's work to have to try to concentrate on a project when your
tooth hurts or your back aches. It seems to me a limitation like

this is ultimately counter-productive to the work that you are
trying to allow me to do.

Finally, the restriction on outside income prevents a student

from taking teaching opportunities which may be essential to getting an academic appointment, the main source of employment for
humanities mWors. I have taught without compensation for my
work. I think, frankly, this is unfair. But it seemed to me better to
work without pay than never to have worked at all, so I took the

job.

So for financial reasons, professional reasons and the goal of
streamlining the program and making it more efficient, I strongly
suggest that you eliminate the need-based analysis and lift the restriction on outside work activities, especially for jobs that are directly related to the student's professional and academic developmen t.

Overall, my PICT- :,rience with the Javits fellowship has been a resounding success. I thank you again for your confidence in me, for
your support of my work and for the opportunities that you have
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made available for me. I intend to repay your investment in me. I
see my role as teaching others to continue the work of the humanities, to apply my tr.ing to some difficult problems in bioethics,
and occasionally to act as a gadfly to challenge the assumptions in
our health and social policies.
I need other people like me to help me take on these jobs. Your
continued support of the next generation of humanity scholars is
vitally needed and is sincerely appreciated. Again, I thank you for
your time, and would be happy to answer any questions you may
have.

[The prepared statement of Laura Shanner followsl
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee,

Thank you vay much for yorr time. My name is Laura Shanner, and I am speaking to
you today as a recipient of the Javits Fellowship and curratt graduate student in the humanities.

It is a pleasure to testify before you today and to represent the Association of American
Universities (AAU), an organization of 58 research universiees with preeminent programs of
research and graduate and professional education, and the National Humanities Alliance (NHA)
and its membership of seventy scholarly and professional associations, organizations of museums,

libraries, historical societies, higher education, and state humanities councils, and others
concerned with national humanities policies. (MU and NHA membership lists are attached).

The Javits Fellowship has funded four of my five years of work at Georgetown
University, where I am currently writing my.doctoral dissertation in philosophy and medical

ethics. My fifth year of work (calendar year 1990) was funded by a grant from the ITT
Corporation, awarded through the Fulbright Scholarship competition, which allowed me to
conduct my dissertation research on ethics and new reproductive technologies in Melbourne,
Australia.

My testimony today will focus on three points: the strengths of the Javits Fellowship

program; the importance of continued and increased support for graduate studies in the
humanities; and some limitations of the current Javits program from the point of view of a
recipient, with some suggestion for improving the program.

EILILICSat
First of all, I owe an enormous and sincere thank you to the Congress am the Department

of Education for funding and administering the Javits Fellowship.

Without your support, I

simply would not have been able to pursue my studies at Georgetown, and would almost
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certainly not have completed the amount of academic and practical work which has been integral

to fly Program.
When I began my undergraduate studies at Knox College in Illinois, I intended to major
in biology and pursue a career in medicine. Because Knox emphasizes a broad education in the

liberal arts, I was immersed in the humanities in addition to the laboratory sciences. Although
I enjoy the sciences and have published work done on an electron microscope, I discovered that
the ethical problems in research and medical care are vitally important, enormously fascinating,

and largely unresolved. These issues are better addressed, and my talents are better used, in the
humanities than in the sciences.

To my knowledge, Georgetown has by far the best program in bioethics in the world.

In addition to many staff members in the Philosophy Department, the Kennedy Institute of
Ethics, and the Center for the Advanced Study of Ethics who focus on issues in applied ethics,

Georgetown is the home of the National Reference Center for Bioethics Literature, and the
source of the international database, Bioethicsline. Washington also offers unique opportunities
to observe top-level research at the National Institutes of Health and health policy in Congress.
Although a number of universities offer fledgling programs in medical humanities, there simply

is no other program of Georgetown's caliber.
Were it not for the Javits Fellowship, I would have had to forego studying at Georgetown

University for financial reasons. The teaching fellowship offered by Georgetown was roughly
half of the scholarship offered by my second-choice institution, Boston University. Financial

responsibility was important, as I already owed $11,000 in Guaranteed Student Loans and
approximately $6,000 to my parents for my undergraduate education. (Since my parents are
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retired and not wealthy, I am expected to repay my loans to them in the near future). These debts
wet' e incurred even with the one-year support of a National Merit Scholarship. I was therefore

about to accept Boston's offer when I received notification that I had won the Javits Fellowship,

and would be able to attend the school of my choice instead.
A multi-year grant is essential for all but the wealthiest students to consider graduate work

as a reasonable option. It is a daunting proposal to forego regular income and work experience

in the attempt to earn a graduate degree, and even more frightening to accumulate tens of
thousands of dollars in loans. One must delay gratification in the present, and must often
mortgage one's future, in order to conduct graduate study. A multi-year award makes it possible
to commit oneself to the program and expect to complete it within a reasonable number of years.

Four years of full-time study would be the minimum for a Ph.D. program, and five is often
considered the norm.

In my case, as for many other students, is was essential that the grant was portable.
Graduate students, or at least the best and the brighten of them, are quite unlike undergraduate
students.

Undergraduates often do not know what they want to be when they grow up, but

attend college 13 the usual next step after high school. To forego a steady income and to assume

the burden of years of further study, however, requires careful thinking and commitment upon

the part of the graduate student. Undergraduate work in a field gives the successful graduate a
good sense of the direction he or she intends to pursue; one does graduate work in a particular
period of history, a specific type of philosophy, or a certain school of art, rather than generalized

work in a field as was done during the undergraduate major.

The specificity of graduate interests means that certain universities will offer the ideal
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program kiibiLitiskini, even when their program overall may not be the best in the country.

This was clearly the case for me: Georgetown has a good, but not yet stellar, reputation in
general philosophy, but it is unparalleled in bioethics. Grants awarded to philosophy departments

or to universities would likely have gone to more highly ranked programs, and I would not have

been able to conduct my studies in the best available setting. If the goal is to support the work

of the best qualified students, it is imperative that the program allow them to work in the
department which best meets their needs vvl interests.

The lavits program curmitly supports a number of projects, some of them potentially
controversial, in s broad range of disciplines. This is exactly as it should be. I am concerned,

however, by the implications of the recent Supreme Court ruling in Rust v. Sullivan. which
restricts discussion of abortion in family planning clinics which receive federal Title X fluids,
and the recent debates regarding the content of projects funded by the National Endowment for
the Arts. Although Rlislinlulliyan made a specific exception of governmental control of speech

in federally supported universities, the breadth of this exception is not clear. Could Javits
Fellows be restricted from pursuing such studies as Marxist theory, a philosophical defense of

abortion, or other legitimate lines of inquiry which may run counter to the Administration's
position? It should be made very clear in the reauthorizing legislation that Javits Fellowships are

awarded on the basis of the student's talent and the academic merit of the proposed project, and

not on political grounds. Criteria for appointing the selection committee members, and criteria

for evaluating candidate's researth proposals, should clearly protect academic integrity rather
than political agendas.

The benefits, both direct and indirect, of the Javits Fellowship have been enormous. It
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has enabled me to foams my full attention on my studies and to complete my course work and
qualifying exams faster than most students working on a teaching fellowship. It has also allowed

me to spend many hours in clinical internships, which have been integral to my studies in
bioethics. Finally, winning a prestigious national award creates a snowball effect for future good

fortune; I am convinced that having received the Javits made me a stronger candidate in the

national competition for the Fulbright/IT1' Scholarship, and it is a significant asset on my
curriculum vitae as I beE in my job search. With the loss of the Mellon Fellowship, the Javits

remains the last and only national competition in the Humanities, and its influence on its
recipients' careers should increase significantly.

TheaMPerhulee of the Humid',
As a bioethicist, I recognize that continued and increased attention to the humanities is
fundamental to the well-being of individuals, to our nation, and to human beings generally. This
benefit is often not immediately obvious; it seems that philosophers, historians, writers and artists

have little to offer to a market economy. With the exception of the entertainment value of
literature or the decorative arts, we make no widgets to sell, we command little power, and we
broker very little money. Our society is technologically oriented, and has little concern for those

perceived to dwell in an ivory tower. Thus the natural sciences receive the greatest prestige and
support, the economic and political sciences are ranked second in importance, and the humanities

are often seen as expendable luxuries or even a waste of time.

The work of the humanities, however, is vital. People like me study what it means to

be a human being in the world

literally, the HUMAN-ities. Literature and the arts give

expression to the complex experience of being human: our hopes and fears, our joys and grief,
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our vision of the good life and the agony of torture or abandonment. We are unable to
communicate without languages, and are unable to think coherently without the discipline of
philosophy. History is necessary to help us escape a confusing existence in an eternal "now";

we have no past without an understanding of history, and thus little sense of the future. We

become disconnected, frustrated people without a sense of our human nature and historical
context.

The natural and political sciences simply do not, and perhaps cannot, capture the

meaning of being human.

The humanities provide the starting point for any human pursuit, including politics and
science. What is the purpose of the technology we develop? Is "progress" simply anything that

is different from what we have known in the past, or is there some goal which we are striving
to attain? What is it that human beings need and want? How would these needs and desires best

be met in the structure of a state or government? Work in the natural and political sciences is
a waste of time without some prior understanding of what it means to be human, and what goals

are to be achieved by one's work.
It would be bad enough if scientists and social leaders were simply ineffective when they

lack the insights of the humanities. What happens more often is that, because of a narrow focus

on a problem without a broader consideration of the problem's context, people get hurt by the
actions taken. Interestingly enough, the humanities are necessary even to recognize a disaster

for what it is, and to warn when one is imminent. History reveals patterns of human behavior

and the mistakes we often make; as the plaque at Auschwitz warns, those who do not know
history are doomed to repeat it. Philosophers can challenge the assumptions behind a program

or project, and attempt to reason through the implications of possible results.
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eloquent expression to the suffixing of those who are, or who might be, affected by a decision.
No action exists in a vacuum; everything we do affects human beings in some way, and we are

dangerously mistaken if we ignore the human element of any pursuit. Without the humanities
to guide us, we may very well forget what it means to be human. Human living may then cease

to be worthwhile, or worse, may cease to be possible.
Our technological society is fascinated by the magic of science, inebriated at times by our

feeling of mastery over our environment, and all too often shott-sighted in our evaluation of
benefits and harms. Bioethics focuses on injury caused to people by overzeslous spplications of
technology

the trampling of human rights in Nari experimentation, the nightmare of a patient

ready to die but kept alive on ventilators, and the absurdity of using expensive and invasive
technology to remedy injuries which could have been prevented by simpler and cheaper means.

Our nation must wrestle with Itag-range problems, including cur responsibility to maintain a
humane and healthy society for future generations, our accountability to people of other nations

as we use mote than our fair share of limited resources, and the threat to our own survival
through environmental damage. I believe it is impossible to work in pure or applied science

without tiling serious ethical concerns, and yet the sciences do not teach the skills needed to
resolve these dilemmas.
Similar problems arise in politics and social sciences, which are often perceived to be of

intermediate importance between the scimices and the humanities. No one can deny the value
of understanding social and economic structures, or the importance of organizing a society so that

it functions smoothly. These activities are impossible, however, without prior philosophical
grounding in the nature of freedom and justice, the legitimacy of power, and the human needs
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and desires to be met through the social order. Governments cannot reach their goals unleu the
leaders first have a clew sense of the goals to be achieved. It is also unfortunately common for

political leaders to wreak havoc for the people who live under them. How can people who

successfully achieve and maintain power be persuaded that some expedient actions are
unacceptable? It would seem that the humanities offer the (AY way to express the suffering of

the oppressed, the masoning to identify unjustified authority, and the history to verify the
dangers of careless leadership or unchecked tyranny. The humanities allow people to step away

from the pursuit of knowledge or power to ask why we are pursuing it, and what we hope to
gain from it.
The need for exposure to the humanities and the skills they develop extends beyond the
need for

few experts to act as gadflies in society. Every person asks basic questions about the

meaning of life, whether we are alone in the world, and what can give us hope and strength

when living is hard. The arts express these thoughts, philosophy and theology search for
answers, and history provides the comfort of perspective. Furthermore, every person, and
especially every citizen in a democracy, needs the skills of careful reasoning and of viewing
actions in a broad context in order to make good daily decisions and to vote for good leaders.
We are all at risk for injury through environmental devastation, medical mismanagement, war,

and social collapse.

The ability to think clearly about needs, goals, and the adequacy of

proposed policies is hardly a luxury; it is a necessity for every person.
We do need some experts to act as resonrces, to focus on difficult issues that most people

would not have the time or inclinatien io pweie, and trs serve as teachers for the rest of our
society. The best and the brightest mind: should be recruited to fill these roles, as they are
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essential to the well-being of our society and ourselves. The Javits Fellowship is one of the very
few programs which encourages clear-thinking people to apply their talents toward the study of

the humanities for the betterment of society . For this reason, the Javits program should most
certainly be continued. Because of the important role the humanities play in our lives, I believe

the Congress ought to take a stronger position in supporting the study of the humanities, both
financially and symbolically. Expanding the Javits Fellowship program, and providing greater
publicity and visibility for the program, would be a good start.
Limitations of the Javits Fellowship
As a beneficiary of the Javits program, I feel somewhat ungrateful in suggesting that there

are limitations to the program and room for improvement. As a student, however, I am
sometimes painfully aware of the difficulties and sacrifices which interfere with my studies, and

arn often frustrated by my inability to change the situation. I am committed to the belief that
the Javits Fellowship serves an invaluable role in promoting graduate work in the humanities,

and that it enables some of the most able students to develop their talents for the benefit of
society. I therefore offer my observations, experiences and suggestions in the hope that future

generations of students will profit even more than I have from the generosity of the program.

My primary frustration with the Javits program has resulted from the combination of

limiting the amount of the award to a calculation of the student's financial need, and the
restriction on outside work or income opportunities. On the face of it, such a program would
seem ta meet the goals of allowing talented students to work on their graduate degrees without
distraction, while avoiding spending public funds unnecessarily. Unfortunately, this structure

also traps the student in an inadequate income bracket, with no options for meeting legitimate
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needs. As adults who have foregone full-time employment in order to pursue graduate work,
we find such an arrangement frustrating and often counter-productive.

First of all, the calculations from the financial aid offices are generally spanan. The
estimate of need for a single person allows living in a dormitory or shared accommodation, one
or two round-Dip visits out of state, and food, utilities, and book expenses within a rather strict

budget. In my case, the Javits awards based on financial aid estimates of need were as follows:
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89

$ 7,240
7,878
9,500

Fall 1989/Spring 1991

10,000

For comparison, Georgetown University's estimated expenses for the 1991-1992 school year:
Room and Board
Books and supplies
Personal expenses
Travel - local and interstate
TOTAL

$7,000
623

2,400
11,000

There is no recognifiun in the Financial Aid calculations of the reasonableneeds of people

in their 20's and 30's to acquhe assets for their own and their children's futures (IRA's, college

savings funds, down-payments for property, etc.), or even to acknowledge that living like a
college student becomes increasingly unpleasant with age and accumulated years of such
experience. It is frightening to realize that I am 27 years old with a debt of $22,000 (and

mounting), with no savings and few assets, and with little chance of earning a high salary as a
humanities professor. It is also frustrating to realize that I could have corrnleted law or medical
school by now and be looking forward to a relatively high income for the rest of my career, that

I could have earned a full-time salary and benefits for the past five years, or that I would even
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have earned more money working at McDonald's or rect:iving unemployment compensation. If
the goal of a program such as the Javits is to e ncourage qualified people to pursue study in the
humanities, it must make this career choice sin attractive option, and it should ensure that such

a decision does not jeopardize the scholar's long-term financial health.
Although likely an unforseen and unir tended result, the tax code revisions of 1986 have

been devastating to students, and I think qiiite unfair to them. I recognize that revising the tax
code is beyond the scope of this committee s jurisdiction, but you may ameliorate the effects of

the tax bite for students on the Javits program. (1 encourage you also to raise the issue of
student taxation in other appropriate committees i Congress). Before 1986, scholarships and
fellowships were not considered taxable income; my first year of Javits support in 1986 was tax-

free under the grandfather clause. The remaining years have been taxed, however, which in the
District of Columbia results in a net loss of approximately 19% of each paycheck. The estimates

of need from the financial aid office, however, do nsg take into account that scholarship or
fellowship funds will be taxed. The result for the student is that the actual support received will

fall far below the estimated basic needs calculated by the university, and the Javits program
prohibits outside income to make up the shortfall.

An example of the taxation's effect in my experience is as follows:

In 1988-89,

Georgetown University estimated my financial need as $9,500 for the school year, to be paid at

the rate of $1,055/month. The Javits Fellowship disbursed a check in the amount of $9,500 to
meet this calculated need, and because the need estimate had been met, I did not qualify for
Guaranteed Student Loans or other funding assistance. After taxes, however, my take-home pay
was $855.65

significantly below the estimated cost of living. I was prohibited from working
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to earn the remaining $200/month needed to meet regular expenses, and clearly had no room to
budget for luxuries or emergencies.

To make matters even worse, the expenses of being a full-time student are to my
knowledge nis tax-deductible as business expenses.

A professor is able to deduct journal

subscriptions, travel to conferences, books, computer supplies, moving expenses to accept
a job

in another city, and even some utilities if the home is used as an office, As
a student, however,

one may not deduct travel between one's family home and the university, supplies

such as books,

journals and computers, or the costs of an in-home office (which, since universities generally do

not supply offices to graduate student, is the only place we can work).

If a Fellowship is

perceived as income for the work of being a student, and is taxed as earned income, then it is

unfair not to allow dedueons for the expenses such a job entails.
The financial limitations of the award have resulted in my being unable to receive regular

chiropractic care for chronic back pain, and I have had to work with a toothache for 8 months
because my budget did not allow a dental appointment. Other medical necessities which are not
covered by my student health insurance, such as prescription drugs and co-payments, mean that
medical care must be foregone or paid with borrowed money. I find it hard to believe that relief

for pinched nerves, damaged fillings and ear infections should be considered a luxury, and yet

it is.

It is quite difficult to concentrate on one's research while distracted by pain, making the

limitations of support ultimately counter-productive. There should be room in one's budget to
remedy unexpected problems which interfere with the work being supported.

There are further aspects of graduate study which are essential to the student's
professional development, but which are luxuries far beyond the scope of the current award
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structure.

Talented students and professionals-in-training are expected to participate in the

professional discourse of their field. This participation requires membership in professional
organizations (in my case, the American Philosophical Association and the Society for Health

and Human Values); subscriptions to scholarly journals; and attendance at professional
conferences. There simply is no room in the budget for membership fees, journals, or travel and
registration fees for conferences to present papers or to hear the most recent work in one's field.

Even when a $300 conference registration fee is discounted to a $50 student rate, the budget
rarely allows the extra $50 to be spent.

Further, the Javits program does not offer extra funding for summer work, which I have
undertaken at my own expense ($850 tuition for a summer French language class, required to
pass the language requirement of my program), and at loss of summer employment income (due

to clinical internships in New York and Norfolk, Virginia during the summer of 1988). The
only mechanism to pay for such opportunities is to borrow money; my debt to my parents has
soared to $11,000 because of uncompensated graduate school expenses. Finally, much high-level

resmirch requires travel to libraries and archives for materials unavailable at one's institution, or
to interview people with information integral to one's thesis. The expenses of travel and lodging
again stress the limited budget beyond the breaking point.

The only options seem to be to do

incomplete work because of financial limitations, or to incur significant debt in the attempt to
do the best work possible
It seems truly counter-producthe to limit the options of the best qualified students to save
perhaps a few thousand dollars per year. I wonder, in fa,t, whether enough money is saved by

calculating financial need for each student to pay for the bureaucratic costs of conducting such
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an evaluation. If the savings are not significant, then it is a waste of taxpayer's money to pay

for bureaucratic analysis rather than to fund the students who are the intended recipients of the
support. It might be reasonable to consider a one-time financial analysis during the first year

of the student's support, in order to prevent providing federal funding to independently wealthy

students. The vast majority of us, however, are struggling just to make our monthly payments,

have accumulated debt from our undergraduate work, and have very few assets to use in the
pursuit of our academic degrees. You will fail to meet your goal of enticing talented people into
the field if you do not provide adeqeate support during the long years of study. AD but the most

passionate, or perhaps most masochistic, of potential humanities students will choose more
reasonable and financially rewarding careers.

Finally, the restriction on outside income prevents the student from accepting teaching

positions, which are important for career development. The main employment option for
humanities scholars is teaching, with academic research.

Competition for these positions is

intense, and evidence of teaching ability is often a requirement to win an interview, If a Javits
Fellow is unable to accept part-time teaching positions during the graduate program, the student
may well complete the academic portions of the degree quickly, but may not be qualified to teach

a course at the university level. It is unfair to the students to allow them to gain teaching

experience only if they are not compensated for their work (as I have done at Georgetown
University Medical School), and it is counter-productive to the student's career not to allow them

to teach at all. For both financial and professional reasons, I strongly suggest that the restriction
on outside income be Hfted, or at least be lifted for work related to the studies and professional

preparation of the Fellow.
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There are a few other administrative complications of the Javits program which have
caused some measure of frustration for me, which would not be difficult to improve. Some of
these include the following:

First, the program needs greater publicity and visibility in both the undergraduate and
graduate settings. I received the application only because the Dean at Knox College happened

to see me and pass along the application packet just before our winter break. No one on the
campus had heard of the program or recognized the level of competition it entailed, and in my

experience it still has little name recognition compared to the Mellon Fellowship, Fulbright
Scholarship, National Science Foundation Ferowship, etc. As the sole remaining Fellowship
for graduate studies in the humanities, it deserves to be recognized by the general public as the

premier opportunity that it is,

Notification of awards must also be made earlier in the year. As I described above, I
very nearly signed a commitment letter to attend Boston University before receiving notification

about the Javits Fellowship, which was dated M? I 6, 1986. A student is under a deadline to

accept and reject various offers from graduate scnools, and must have as much information
available as early as possible in order to make a reasonable decision. (The usual acceptance
deadline is April 15, but I received an extension from Georgetown and Boston due to Boston's
offer of a special scholarship). It would have been a heartbreaking, career-altering mistake if I
had in fact committed myself to attending the wrong school before I received my notification.
It would also be helpful if the stipend were given directly to the student in a lump sum,
rather than allowing the university the option of funnelling it through the payroll system. In my

case, Georgetown's financial bureaucracy caused enormous frustration and numerous financial
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crises. My fellowship was misdirected each of the five times they had to process it; delays of
the first month's stipend ranged from two weeks to two months. As expenses are greatest at the
beginning of a semester, a delay in processing is particularly damaging at that time. My studies

were disrupted by the time and frustration expended in tracking down the lost paperwork, and
I was forced to borrow money and become delinquent on rent and utility payments. Since the

problems were within Georgetown's business office, the Department of Edwation had no
authority or assistance to offer, except far sympathy. Javits Fellowship recipients are adults who
have made significant sacrifices and commitments to further their education, and it does not seem

unreasonable to trust that they would be capable of budgeting themselves. Further, any interest

earned from placing the funds in a savings account for part of the year would be needed by the

student far more than by the university.
Avoiding the payroll maze does not mean that the Department of Education would lose
assurance that the student is progressing in his or her program. The legislation may simply make

it standard procedure for the university to accept the funds and verify the student's good
standing, and then pass along the total stipend to the student without further delay.

If this

proposal is unacceptable, then the law should at least include a provision which is binding upon

the university to process the fellowship in an accurate and timely manner. Currently, there is
no incentive for the university to process the funds, and the only person who is held accountable

in the system is the. student unable to make payments. The student is the intended beneficiary

of the Javits program, and so should be protected from bureaucratic mistakes as much as
possible.
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Overall, my experience because of the Javits Fellowship has been a tremendous success.

Again, I thank you for your confidence in my abilities, for your support of my work, and for
the opportunities you have provided me during the past five years. I really would not be where

I am now without this program. I believe -ty skills are needed in this society, and I intend to

repay your investment in me by working through some difficult problems in bioethics, by
stimulating public discussion on values and technology, and by teaching others to carry on the

work of the humanities. Your continued support and encouragement of the next generation of
scholars is vitally important, and is deeply appreciated.
Thank you for your time, and I wish you the best in your deliberations.
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Association of American Universities
Member Institutions, 1991

Brandeis University
Brown University
California Institute of Technology
Carnegie Mellon University
Case Western Reserve University
The Catholic University of America
Clark University
Columbia Universky
Cornell University
Duke University
Harvard University
Indiana University
Iowa State University
The Johns Hopkins University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

McGill University
Michil3an State University
New York University
Northwestern University
The Ohio State University
Pennsylvania State University
Princeton University
Purdue University
Rice University
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Stanford University
The State University of New York at Buffalo
Syracuse University
Tulane University
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University of Arizona
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, San Diego
University of Chicago
University of Colorado
University of Florida
University of Illinois
University of Iowa
University of Kansas
University of Maryland
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri
University of Nebraska
University of North Carolina
University of Oregon
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh
University of Rochester
University of Southern California
University of Texas
University of Toronto
University of Virginia
University of Washington
The University of Wisconsin
Vanderbilt University
Washington University in St. Louis
Yale University
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beacon Society for Aesthetics

Midwest Modern Languaoe Association
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Murton Society for Theatre Research
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Northeast Document Conservation Center
Philological Association of the Pacific Coast

Association of American Law Schools

Popular Culture Association

Association of Pierian University Presses

Shakespeare Association of /vertu

Center for the lumanities

Society for the listory of Technology

Vesleyan University, Conecticut

Society o: Ardbitectural Interiors

College English Association

Society of Christian Ethics

Coomonwealth Ceeter for Literary and Cultural

South Central Modern Language Association
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Chairman FoRn. Thank you very much.
Mr. Childers, you have Wen known to this Committee for a long
time and in other capacities. So my comments, I want you to know,
are not directed at you individually.
I strongly suspect that you have been at least slightly subverted

by the bureaucrats over there, because what I heard coming
through your statement herewhile I wasn't in the room, I read it
beforewas kind of a general, "This isn't very much money, it is
not very many people, but let's change it all around because it
would be a little more convenient for us."

I find nowhere in your statement that the initiative to combine
these programs has anything to do with anything, except administrati,e tidiness. In ,your official capacity, can you tell me if you suspect that this combination is going to either increase the number
of people we reach, the number of people we train or in any other
way improve the program? Or is it simply going to make it easier
on your bookkeepers over there?
I find it hard to believe when we totaled it up. There is about
4,000 people in thy combination of these fellowships. We have your
department over there trying to audit aid to more than 6 million
people at any given time. Four thousand out of 6 million doesn't
seem to me a bookkeeping chore that should drive a whole lot of
tension in a 6 million person operation.
What would we have that we don't have, other than tidiness, if
we were to take the administration's proposal?
Mr. CHILDERS. Mr. Chairman, I think we would also have the
second point that I mentioned in my statement this morning. We
would have the ability of the department to have the flexibility to
target resources on areas identified as important national areas
where more graduate students are needed.
For example, this past year, after a survey of higher education
associations, other government agencies and outside people in the
graduate assistance and areas of national need program, traditionally, we have supported mathematics, physics, engineering and
chemistry. But the consensus of a number of people was that foreign languages were also in critical demand by our government in-

telligence agencies, Ptnong others, as well as in the ...cademic world.
We added a small portion of national need this last year in foreign
languages.
Chairman FORD. Let me see if I understand this. I asked you how
we would improve over the status quo. What you suggest to me is

that it would give the department, i.e., the &cretary and/or his

designee more ability to focus these programs on where the Secretary from time to time thotight the greatest need was.
Now, if we listened to Mr. May, these would all be mathematics
fellowships. If, on the other hand, he had a delightful daughter or

niece like Laura Shanner, it might all end up in humanities.

Perish the thought that we ever suggest to math people they have
this extraordinary ability to believe that the entire world depends
upon how many mathematicians we create, although it existed for
most of its time without any mathematicians. But it wouldn't be
very difficult in the time of anxiety for the Secretary to decide that
everything had to go into one kind of fellowship.
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What we have is an array of fellowships because from time to
time, people have identified a need. In the case of the fellowship
that Laura has, we created that fellowship in 1980 and then named
it in 1986 for Jake Javits because it was shaping up to be the kind
of fellowship that we thought was most typical of the kind of
person Jake Javits was. I am sure that if he was here, still with us,
he would have been very pleased to see a student like Laura Shanner as one of the people pursuing humanities.
Javits was one of the few politicians around here who evidenced
over any long period of time a recognition that there was something called humanities. We have people who come and go and
spend their entire career on one weapons system, and become absolutely expert on B-2s or F-15s or whatever it might be, and never
notice that the flowers are not blooming and the birds are falling
or that the water is polluted.
But people like her are trying to remind them. Jake Javits was
kind of a gadfly, you ought to know. I claimed him as a better
Democrat than he was a Republican. I claimed him as a better
Democrat than many of the Democrats that we had. The Republicans claimed him as a moderate Republican who was more typical
during his time here than he might be today. But he had an idea
that we needed gadflies.

I think that if we put these all together right now, it would
invite too much direct meddling. I think it is a symptom of something that is beginning to come through to us, that someplace
during the Reagan administration, people at the Department of
Education started to think they were in a State Department of
Education, where they administered education and dictated the

form of education and dictated the priorities in education. That is a
long way from where we started 25 years ago.
We have argued, and I have argued from this table for 25-27
years now, that there should be nothing in what we do with education policy that establishes that a nuclear physicist is more valua-

ble to America than somebody studying pre-Columbian art or
music at Julliard. That may no longer be in vogue, but for years,
we prevented the Department of Education from making these
kinds of decisions.

I have to tell you that I have fear that what you are suggesting
here is consolidation a .9 a part of its root the idea that the Department has some wisdom that isn't now being adequately shared by
the rest of the country. I am not so sure I want to give you that.

But I would consider harmonizing, if you will, some of the seemingly conflicting factors in these several programs. I think we could

work toward that end if we all got our heads together, so that it
would seem to make a little bit more symmetrical sense between
programs and determining people who are participating in them,
for example, and institutions that are participating in them in a
more across-the-board way.

So I think there is room for some change, but I have to tell you
anybody at that table to write it for you because in their testimony,
you will notice that they all have, as they should have, a focus of
their own. Dr. Morris, for example, in making the comparison between American Ph.D.'s and foreign Ph.D.'s, I am afraid you over-

that I really can't go as far as you want to go nor would I trust
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looked something very dramatically true that we don't like to
admit.
A very large part of the foreign Ph.D.'s earned here are fully
paid for by the government and the country from which those
people come, or by the business community of the country from
which they come. None of them under the programs of this Com-

mittee can be paid for with any of our money, because they are not
American citizens.
You left an impression that I want to correct on the record. None
of the Higher Education Act programs are available to foreigners.

We can argue about whether that is right or wrong, but I don't
want the impression left that the scarce dollars that we are able to
seek out here are being shared with foreigners who are eating our
lunch in terms of what they are buying in this country in education.

Our institutions are running after them with higher tuition all

the time. If the government of Taiwan is paying your tuition, what
difference does it make what the tuition is?
So I think, intentionally or unintentionally, you have left on the
record the impression that we are somehow short-changing Americans to educate foreigners.
Did you want to say something about that?
Mr. MORRIS. Yes, sir. There is a report from the National Sciences Resources Center, which shows of all the graduates how they
were primarily funded. It pointed out that 8 percent of those grad-

uates who were non-American citizens received their primary

source of funding from the Federal Government, from the U.S. Fed-

eral Government sources. Now I didn't say that it was directly
from these programs. It could be hidirectly through research assistantships or other things, but it is from Federal money.
The point I was making is that for African-Americans, only
about 8 percent, and the figures are in my testimony, did theyof

our students, have been primarily funded from the Federal Government. Sixty percent of African-Americans have their primary funding from their own personal resources and family resources, which
is greater than any other groups, sir. So I didn't say it was your
program.
Chairman FORD. Do you remember when President Carter froze
the Iranian assets when our hostages were taken? Do you remember the first relaxation of that freeze of their assets? We discovered
we had 32,000 Iranians in this country in cur colleges and universities being fully paid while they were going to college. Then if we
kept the assets frozen, we had 32,000 ur employed, unpaid for
people to deal with.
So the very first relaxation of that freeze was to permit the payment from American banks of Iranian funds to colleges and universities educating Iranians. That is but one example ir. z-,cent years
of the magnitude of foreign government expenditures in sending
students to our schools.
The one big thing that we export from this country is higher edu-

cation. There is not a country in the world that doesn't try to get
people here to take home what they perceive to be the one thing
that we still do better than anybody in the world, and that is to
provide a higher educational opportunity.
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Mr. MORRIS. I would just make one more comment, sir. When
you look at the foreign doctorates as to how they were funded, the
majority of them were not primarily funded from their foreign governments, according to the Survey of American Doctorates.
Chairman FORD. Well, what American source of funding is going
into them?
Mr. MORRIS. There is a variety. Some of it from American universities. Some are probably research assistantships from Federal
research projects and other projects that are funded by the Federal
Government and numerous others. There is a breakdown in that
survey which showed that for those who got the doctorates.
Chairman FORD. Would you submit a copy of that survey for the
record?
Mr. MORRIS. Yes, I certainly will.
Chairman FORD. So we can pursue their sources.
Mr. MORRIS. I certainly will.
Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr, Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, the National Need program, which

has been in operation now for 3 years, is an attempt to not prohibit
the matriculation or pursuit of a Ph.D. by foreign nationals. But it
is an emphasis on American citizens, which, I think, is not a mutually exclusive situation.
The concern we had was the too few American students in graduate programs receiving graduate degrees in relationship to the foreign nationals who, in many instances, statistics show, do return to
their native land. When they get an engineering degree, they go
back and build bigger and better Toyotas which compete with the
Detroit Big Three automobile manufacturers with which we are
concerned with on this committee from time to time.
That is the point that we are trying to make. We want to make
sure that there are American engineers, Ph.D.'s receiving degrees
from our institutions that are going to build cars that will compete
with the Japanese models. That is, I think, a very important point
that we want made.

The concerns, Mr. Childers, let me start with you and just go
down the panel. We made rather broad in the language, the authorizing language, designating areas of national need with the
advice of not only NAS, the National Academy of Sciences, but also
with the endowments of the arts and humanities. So there is a
little flavor there.
But we spelled out some things like mathematics, physics, biology, chemistry, engineering, computer science, geosciences, and foreign languages as neces; .rv areas of study. So I don't know that
any new law needed to be 4ritten to give you the flexibility to do
that, because that is how the current law reads. The Secretary
takes those subjects that we referenced into consideration, but we
still left it up to his discretion to determine which areas of study
should, indeed, be funded under this program.
There have been those who wanted to extend this into the humanities. I believe that is what the Javits program is all about. I
would love to, also, except we have restricted funding. And I think
we have to identify where our most critical needs are. To me, and I
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think to most people, the scientific fields and foreign languages
play a role in that category.
We have got to continue to isolate, focus on, and direct our attention in those areas first. Perhaps we can address other problems
later on, that is why I have some concerns with your proposal,
which may be the opposite of what the Chairman's concerns were
at the same time.
How many peoplehow many institutions applied for the National Need Program last year? Do you recall?
Mr. CHILDERS. By field, there were 41 institutions applying for
awards in mathematics. I don't have the summary right in front of

me, but I canthere were--

Mr. COLEMAN. I mean total applications for the program.
Mr. CHILDERS. About 250 institutions applied for awards in the
GANN program, sir.
Mr. GOLEMAN. To fund how many fellowships for students?
Mr. CHILDERS, We are this fal! funding 1,146 new Ph.D. candidates.
Mr. COLEMAN. How many applied? That was my question.
Mr. CHILDERS. How many?
Mr. COLEMAN. How many applied? Within the institutions that
applied, how many does that represent in individual fellowships applied for?
Mr. CHILDERS. Oh, it is at le ist double that.
Mr. COLEMAN. So if the competition is pretty keen, and then you

are funding less than half of the applicants; I would think probably
even fewer than half of the applicants. How are you sending out
that message? One of the people here, I think it was Dr. May, said
that it is a kind of well-kept secret to a certain extent.
How are we publicizing this program even though there are a
number of institutions that know of it? And they have the associations that represented them here? How are we publicizing it, so
that if nothing else, students might start getting the institutions
interested in doing things on their own behalf?
Mr. CHILDERS. We work directly with the institutions, Congressman, as well as their representatives here in Washington, the various associations. Every year, the Ofilce of Higher Education Programs sends out to each president of every institution a letter and
a catalogue of the programs for which their institution would be
eligible to apply during the coming year. We try to also send it to
multiple officials within the same institution. We send it to dean of
the university as well.
I will admit it is a problem, and, indeed, we have major universities who come by my office from time to time who are really not
very familiar with this and the other graduate programs. This dissemination of information is a matter that we constantly have to
work on.
Mr. COLEMAN. I note in Dr. D'Arms' testimony that some of the
scheduling of the awards, or allotting of the awards could be im-

proved. }lave you had a chance to look at that? You are not

making any suggestions, or are you making suggestions along those
line% as well? I am looking at page four of his testimony.
Depending on how students are recruited, the enticements of
these types of awards could be there, but maybe the effects have
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been lessened because of the schedule that the Department is on. I
don't know if that is something that is a major problem with you.
It seems that we want to make this as important of a program as
possible. Perhaps Dr. D'Arms might-Mr. D'Ants. 'Yes. I think, and my colleagues would corroborate
this, I think, we feel that there really is an inconsistency between
the timing in the department and the times in universities when
award decisions need to be made.
If, for instance, students have to commit to a graduate program
by April 15th for a program they will begin in the fall as the department, there is just no way that a portable fellowship which is
announced after the date of April 15th could help the student's decision-making about which program to enroll in. So I think this is
what I meant in my oral testimony about greater coordination between the universities, who are the main beneficiaries of these programs and the department.
Mr. COLEMAN. Also, I note in your testimony, you are suggesting

adding a university matching requirement so that recipient individuals have at least one year of university-funded, supervised
training teacher experience.
Could you tell us as the president of the association organization:

Isn't it true that one of the real problems we have is that people
may be brilliant scientists, but lousy teachers? I assume your suggestion is going to make sure that our dollars are spent in trying to

make them better teachers. Could you elaborate a little bit on

that?
Mr. D'Ams. Yes. We had long discussion in our task force on institutional policies about this very point. We believe that education
is truly the responsibility of all the persons getting a Ph.D., whether they are aiming for careers in research and industry or in business or academic life. Clearly, those aiming for academic life must
be better prepared to teach. But we believe that the need to communicate well is a central obligation to all Ph.D. students.
Mr. COLEMAN. Let's talk about communication, because part of
the overlap problem that we have is that a number of foreign nationals who are in our Ph.D. programs, and in all of your institutions, teach some courses. Some of them are not the best English
language speakers.
Have you had any surveys or response from your students who
have felt that there is a language problem and that you are forced
into sometimes using these people as teacher's assistants, and, yet,
it is far from desirable communications-wise.

In other words, here we have again, because we don't have

American students in these positions, a situation of relying on foreign nationals, who don't even speak our language very well, who
are training our next generation of scientists.
Jerry Pollitt, do you want to comment on that?
Mr. Pow Tr. Well, .that is a problem. It has been a problem for
us, and it has been a problem around the country, as you know. It
is not just true in the sciences; it is also true in economics in which
there are a great many students. We recently made some effort, at

least to address this problemI don't know how successfully,

partly by raising the requirements in TOEFO, Test of En7lish as a

..-:10k."ter."7/-
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Foreign Language, for admission; and then a second tier of achievement before a student is eligible to be a teaching assistant.
We also, alas, put some more money again into a program which
provided cost-free training in English as a foreign language at Yale
for foreign students. Previously, we had had such courses available,

but the students had to pay for them. Many of the students who

have this problem are from China. They are Asian students,
anyway, and didn't have the money to afford this kind of training
in English as a foreign language. We now pay for it.
The problem we have had once we did all this was inspiring the

faculty advisors to insist that the students go down and start
taking these courses right away. If they didn't do that, they would
come to a point where they would have to take a test before they
could be assigned as laboratory assistants or teachers of any kind.
Many of them ended up failing. But that seems to be the most we
can do as long as we are going to have a significant number of foreign students teaching in these capacities. I think that every university needs to address that. It is a very serious problem.

The undergraduates and their parents go out of their minds
whenparticularly in a place like Yale where the tuition is not insignificantwhen they pay that bill and then they find that their
child is being instructed in a subject by someone who is barely intelligible. It is obviously dismaying to them. We are doing everything we can to try to rectify that.
Mr. MORRIS. We do have that in historically black institutions,
too, with the sciences.

Mr. COLEMAN. Dr. May.

Mr. MAY. I'd like to say that our program goes, in fact, a little
further. As of this fall, every entering foreign student in the sciences must show up on campus 2 weeks early, must take an exam
in Englisha very thorough exam. If it is not passed, he must take
2 weeks intensive English as a foreign language training, and be
retested. If he doesn't pass that, then there is a university-funded,
intensive English as a foreign language course that he must enroll
in. There is no latitude. He must pass before he is allowed to continue his graduate training, let alone teach.
Mr. COLEMAN. Dr. Morris, let me ask you: Is there an informal or

a formal relationship between the historical black colleges and
graduate programs, in general, or is it pretty much all ad hoc on a
recruitment basis and so forth? Do you have any suggestions to
assure that the graduate programs in the country, and we have
talked a lot about the sciences, which you also talked about.
Is there enough connection between your finewell, say the University of Chicago, as an example, sitting next to you and the ability to recruit out of where, I think, 70 percent of the black students
in the country are probably going to school?
Mr. MORRIS. Are more in the sciences.
Mr. COLEMAN. In sciences in historically black colleges.

Mr. MORRIS. There is an organization, CIC, of the Big Ten, and
the University of Chicago, which has some very incrasing effective
networking kinds of relationships. I see Mr. Hayes here. One of the
things that increasingly is happening that has been encouraged by
Defense Department relations and NAFIA, have been agreements
or are sort of joint working agreements.
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We, for instance, at Morgan State, have one with the University
of Illinois in Chicago, numerous of others of our graduate research
institutions. Howard and others and Jackson State have, in terms
of summer relations b national research labs. So we are beginning
to get some of these linkages.
But I think that more is important. It is really important. One of
our most important linkages can be strengthened, and that is between the graduate departments and some of the granting institu-

tions and our graduate departments and our undergraduates, for
instance. We would like to cite the figure between 76 and 86,
almost 10 percent of all the black undergraduates have majored in
physics on our campus. I don't think that was widely known.

The other thing that can be done is part of the relationships as

we strengthen graduate education in historically black schools with
additional these linkages and specific kinds of infrastructure, development kinds of things. All of these things can be done, Representative Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. They are being done, and you feel-Mr. MORRIS. I am not satisfied with the last, for instance. I don't

think we have really been focusing enough on strengthening the
historically black graduate kinds of capabilities. I think we are
making great progress in the linkages, in many of the linkages, especially the defense and energy and other kinds of related in the

sciences. But so much more needs to be done. The glass is half full,
but, really, we can all do a lot better.
Mr. COLEMAN. M8. Shanner, thank you. You had very fine suggestions about some of the limitations we are goinif to be sure we
review. I don't have any specific questions for you, but I think your
testimony, obviously, was well-thought out and took a lot of time. It
doesn't look like you had a tooth ache when you wrote it. It should
be all right.
Dr. May, let me make one final comment. I really do appreciate
your allowing me to ask all these questions, it is the only time we
address graduate education in 5 years. Knowing that, we ought to
spend some time on it. I want to explain why this isn't just an elite
type of interest that we have here.

Take mathematics Ph.D.'s, truly the pipeline issue here is that
we don't produce our own Ph.D.'s in mathematics, many of whom
would go into the college classroom as teachers and become practical mathematicians, but also related to the classroom, they would
end up teaching people in undergraduate positions who then go
into our high schools and our elementary schools as teachers.
That's how this committee spends much of its time wringing its
hands and working with the administration on projects 2000. The

goal is to encourage literacy and to ensure kids get all of the

basics. Boosting our efforts in K through 12 is extremely important.
But if we don't have people in those classrooms that are welltrained? Thety should at least have the ability to go on and get
those advanced degrees in order to be able to be in those classrooms. It is a pipeline issue. We cannot lose sight of that fact.
Mr. MAY. In the long run, there is a danger of having enough
peorle in the classroom, period. Our dependents on foreign Ph.D.'s
is v ery unstable where the flow of people from China, for example,

-e
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has to be stopped and is being stopped now. Over one-third of the
new Ph.D.'s on the market are from the People's Republic. Without
them, there would not be enough people to fill the open jobs.
It is also extremely important that we have you as role models. I
would like to emphasize that this program, although it is directed
at graduate studenth, is really forcing departments to rethink their
role. It is important that it comes from the Department of Education find is departmentally fundld, rather than portable and individual. It plays a different and important role.
The linkage of programs at different levels, I think, is critically
important. I don't think anybody is doing a good job of training African-American in mathematics. After all, I told you there were
nine Ph.D.'s the year before, six the year before that. Over a period
of 3 years, there were 19. These numbers are minuscule. We have
got to attract people into the mathematics and the sciences at an
earlier age.
I think programs, such as our department that involve research
mathematicians not in their own elite specialty solely, but actually

engaged in the community and in direct hands-on teaching of
people at a younger level, is going, in the long run, to be morethe

only, I think the only effective way that we are going to reach
people.

We can't start it at the elite graduate level. It doesn't do anybody any good, least of all the students involved, to throw them
into a program where they are over their heads. We have to reach

out, and we have to have those graduate students that we are
training have contact with people at all levels. That is why we

want to engage our national need fellows as teachers in our high

school program.

Mr. COLEMAN. I think that is absolutely correct. I think you
should be very proud of that program. You have seen the pipeline.
It is us, and you are shortening it by allowing people to be exposed
to the needsand while we are talking about role models, they are
out there teaching even before they get their degree. Another gen..
eration comes through, they teach them. That generation is supposed to be the new role models. They are making that role model
connection two generations quicker. I think that is outstanding.
Mr. Childers, I hope that when we find things like this happening, they are passed on. That you send such information out with
your letters. That you can show the university administrators that

there is more to it than an "X" number of Ph.D.'s. I think that

would be great if you could do that, and find out how they would

use that. I didn't know about it until this morning, and I keep
pretty close tabs of what is happening out there in this program.
I'd like to hear more anecdotes like this, more experiences that

everybody can use, because if it works in Chicago, it will work anywhere. I think it is something that we need, and the administration
and the department would be a great clearinghouse for that opportunity.
Mr. CHILDERS. Sir, I just wanted to respond to a couple of points

you made during your questions. One, for the record, the institutions and the National need program applied for 303,066 fellowships this year. We are funding 1,146. So the ratio is closer to three
to one, than it is of two to one, of applications to funded students.
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Secondly, we are very conscious of the needs of the university
community. These discussions on timing are not new. We had a
couple of unfortunate incidents this year. Funding prevented us
from reading one of the programs earlier in the year. We weren't
able to get engineers to read our national need to the engineering
panel, which delayed the whole thing.
But for next year, we are trying to move up the award dates and

all these graduate programs to as early in the academic and fiscal
year as possible. For example, the proposal from the Office of
Higher Eflucation programs for next year hasn't been finally ap-

proved in the department, yet, but would be to make all the
awards by the end of January, which I think would respond to

some of the people of this panel today. It would help them in their
admissions and recruitment and selection process.
But all these programs we are going to try to move early into the
fiscal year next year.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Coleman.

Next, the Committee will hear from Mr. Hayes. We congratulate
him on his role in the triumph of the Chicago Bulls last night.
Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Please remember that the

Bulls are only a minority in our society. Some of them have

reached great heights that we all dream about. I want to acknowledge, beforP making any comments or raising any questions, the
presence among our audience of the President of the Chicago State
tJniversity, Dr. Cross. She made available her facilities at that uni-

versity for a most recent oversight hearing that we had on this
very subject in Chicago.

But I also want to say that we also had a hearing at the Univer-

sity of Chicago. They let us use their facilities.
I am bothered, and I am directing some of my questions toward
you, Mr. Childers. I am not picking on you personally.
The question of access and opportunity for higher education rest

heavily on my mind. When you notice a decline in the number of
kidsI am not just talking about graduate students; I am talking
about those who would like to go to college and get a higher education, but economically cannot go.

I don't know in the program that you have outlined in your

statement, particularly as it, relates to the fellows program, from

the numberwhen you talk aboutOur Chairman, I noticed, he

mentioned some 6 million students are part of that whole consortium of students who are now going into these institutions with only
about 4,000 of them actually being helped financially.
Still, that means a greater number of them don't have the opportunity. What is the Department of Education doing? Many minorities, I know, in the undergraduate pipeline, which are declining,

are already too over-burdened with debt to pursue a graduate

degree.

What is the department doing specifically to ease this problem?

Mr. CHIMERS. Congressman Hayes, you are absolutely right. This

is not just a question of graduate education. It starts a long time
before that. That is one of the reasons why Secretary Alexander is
so focused on K through 12 education and improving it, because
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unless that is improved, there will be no undergraduates or graduate students for the future.
At the undergraduate level, as you have already heard from the

Secretary before this committee, we would like to increase the
amount of grant assistance to theto poorer students, which would
help more of the disadvantaged in our society. We would like to in-

crease the maximum awards for that to enable them to complete
their undergraduate education.
The office that I head in the department, the office of higher
education programs, our higher priority, the programs that we
spend the most money on are access and retention programs for
disadvantaged students. I believe you'll be having a hearing on
that in this Committee next week, but we are very specifically focused on that as to getting an economically, disadvantaged and
first generation students through elementary, secondary education
and into postsecondary education at the transition from undergraduate to graduate school, sir.

We have the Ronald McNair Program, which is to help preparethese students, minority students, disadvantaged students
you are talking about, to help them prepare for graduate students.
So we have a whole panoply of programs.

Of course, the department as a whole, we go through K all the

way through graduate school. In my office alone, we have programs

that start in the seventh grade and go all the way through the

Ph.D. degree. I absolutely agree with you. It is a continuum. We
cannot just isolate one part, but we have to work with these young

men and women throughout the whole process.
Mr. HAYES. Would you, by the way, favor the current Pell Grant
Program becoming an entitlement?
Mr. CHILDERS. I think Ithat is not my specific area within the

department. I think I better stick with the Secretary's point of
view at the moment.
Mr. HAYES. But if you could talk to the Secretary along these
lines, it would be helpful.
Mr. CHILDERS. Yes, well, I will certainly let him know of your
comments this morning, Congressman.
Mr. HAYES. All right.

Now, Dr. May, in your testimony, you discussed your summer

program primarily focused on inner city students. Does that
summer program center on science and mathematics?
Mr. MAY. Yes.

Mr. HAYES. How long has it been in existence?

Mr. MAY. This is its third year this summer. It is a program of
our department, so it primarily is mathematics and related areas
of physics. You are cordially invited to come to it. If you are in Chicago, it is an experience. It's fun. You should come.

Mr. HAYES. All right. I'll be glad to maybe arrange it in my

schedule.
Mr. MAY. Thank you.
Mr. HAYES. You mentioned a fact .3st year that there were only
nine African-American Ph.D.'s in mathematics and science.
Mr. MAY. In mathematics. I don't have the figures on science.
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Mr. HAYES. In mathematics. What do the numbers look for mas-

ter's degrees, as well as Ph.D.'s for minority students at the Uni-

versity of Chicago?
Mr. 1V1AY. Our undergraduates, there is a good proportion of Afri-

can-Americans. Our graduate students, there are very, very few. I
think two at the moment. It is very hard to find people who have
the qualifications who have had seen enough mathematics and who
apply it. We have very few African-American applicants, and this

is true, unfortunately, of all the major research departments in
mathematics.

I don't really understand how we address this. We send bro-

chures to the contacts with the historically black colleges. For example, we recruit for our summer program with direct contacts.
There is no easy solution.
Mr. HAYES. We have heard testimony. You know, we have had a
series of hearings here on this whole question of authorization of
the Higher Education Act. We have had a panel, as I remember,
some corporate entitiesI am talking about the biggies in corporations.

I heard the testimony from one who indicated that when it

comes to math and science, you can hardly find students in America. They have to go overseas in order to find students that have

been trained in the area of math and science, who have degrees
that they can use in their employment and their positions.
The thing that really disturbs meI wonderand I am not just

directing this to you, but the rest of you on the panel.
Do you see the need for the intensification of our efforts to offer

great opportunity for our own American students to enter in the

field, particularly math and science, which we are so low in our enrollment generally. In fact, one, I think he was from IBM, one of
the executives made it quite clear that in order to even be eligible
for even getting into the program, you have to have at least 2 years

of college. So they can't find them here. It isn't that they aren't
here. They are here. I have got people who live inwho graduated
from high school, who live in public housing in Chicago, who just
don't have the chance or opportunity. I think it is in our interest.
I'll make this statement: One of the best defenses that this great
nation of ours could ever have is to educate its people; not so much
in whether or not we develop MX missiles or things of this sort
where we are prone to make our priorities as to how we spend our
money.

I'd like to have your reaction. How can we do that? What can we

do to take advantage of our own unused talent that is out there
who want to enter into the field of math and science, but don't
have the privilege? What can the universities do to reach out for
these students?
Mr. MAY. I think the most important thing is to ittract the students to want to go into mathematics and sciencespeople in your
district, in our district. That is not the first career. That is not the

first thing they think of what they want to do or what they think

of as an opportunity for them.

Some of them who have participated in our summer program
have since enrolled at the University of Chicago, and at other undergraduate schools as undergraduates majoring in mathematics.
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With luck, 4 years from now, some of them will go into graduate
school. There is no shortcut to it. You are not going to be able to
just start at the graduate level.
Mr. HAYES. Dr. Morris.

Mr. MORRIS. One of the thingsthere are a couple of programs
that we are doing that really starts to focus on earlier ansi earlier
intervention. You probably have may seen our 2000 Project with
Dr. Spencer Holland. It has got a lot of where it gets some of the
models, the African-American men male models, who are in corporations, who have used mathematics into the elementary schools to
do mentoring. This hes gone on in Washington. It has gone on in
Baltimore. It has gone on in Miami, Minneapolis and some other
places.

We have what is called an ACE program, Academic Champions
of Excellence, which includes from the levels of grade 6 through 12,
science and math supplementary education. It has been funded by
Carnegie; it has been funded at a statewide level. There is increas-

ingly much more attention being paid to earlier and earlier intervention. That is going to have some pay-offs that is going to lead
into some of the programs that we are talking about here, some of
the summer programs for university mentoring.
What has happened is that it has been ignored for so long that
when you start the intervention programs earlier, it is going to
take some lead time to fully reflect it. I think we even need more
resources of those programs and greater emphasis. But I think that
that is one of the things that must be done. We are beginning to
finally focus on some of the earlier intervention.
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Childers.

Mr. CHILDERS. Congressman, I anticipate your hearing next week

a little bit, but I would like to note at this point that since you
have asked that the Upward Bound program, one of the trio programs, this summer is starting special summer math and science

enrichment institutes which are around the country in the various
regions to bring young men and women in for special math and science.

These are high school schoolsspecial enrichment during the

summer, which then will be carried over into their regular academ-

ic high school years to attempt to stimulate the interest and support of these high school students in math and science and hope
that they will go on to college in these fields in later years.

So at the department, we have specific secondary school pro-

grams to do exactly this as well.
Mr. HAYES. My final question is one directed to you. This is a

procedural question. So I will be very clear, so I can explain it to
some of my constituents who are inspiring to get an education.
As I understand it, your fellows program, which your government contributes money to, the Federal Government; that goes to
the school. Right?
Mr. CHILDERS. All of our programs, graduate programs, except

Javits, which you have heard this morning, are institutionally-

based. The funds go to the institution, which selects the fellowship.
Mr. HAYES. That is my next question. Then it is up to the institu-

tion to select those who are eligible for the recipients of that fellowship program, is that right?
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Mr. Cmuntas. That is correct.
Mr. HAYES. Does the government do anything to police that?

Mr. Outman. Well, we get performance reports on an annual

basis as to students selected, whether or not they are making satisfactory progress toward the degree. A number of these programs
are so new, such as the graduate assistance and areas of national
need, that we don't have a track record that enables us to say that
X percent after so many years are actually getting their Ph.D.'e,
because, this, of course, was one of the programs from the last reauthorization. So I don't have a great history to report to you, but
we do have annual reports and are tracking the progress.
Mr. HAYES. Without skating on this thin ice of being accused of

maybe thinking about quotas, I just want to say that what I am
seeking is a greater participation on the part of the Federal Government in terms of more money, but at the same time, let's do
what we can to increase the participation of women and minorities
in these kind of programs. I think they are entitled to do it. That's
all.

Mr. Cniums. I would just like to note for the record that the

legislative proposal, that the administration is putting before you
today, calls for this consolidated graduate prwram to seek out and

fund groups traditionally under-represented to the maximum
extent feasible. Some of our current programs only have language,

such as institutions should seek, or try to find. I think this even
strengthens that commitment and language to combine with the
academically talented thrust of these programs as well. But we are
very much committed to this area, Congressman.
/dr. ComdAN. If the gentleman would yield?
Mr. HAYES. Go ahead.

Mr. COLEMAN. I think that is a very important comment. In the
current law that we put in effect 5 years ago in the National need
program, one of the things that the university has to dothe applicant here, is to set forth policies and procedures to assure that, in
making these fellowship awards to individual students, they will
seek talented students from underrepresented backgrounds. That is
in there, and that is how we are trying to help that situation.
I thank the gentleman.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you all for your patience here this morning, especially for
that second panel who hasn't even gotten up here yet.
I don't mean to rain on anybody's parade, but the reason that I
stuck around for the Q&A section is that I thought it was impor-

tant to share with you that there are some on this panel who are
deeply disturbed by the state of graduate education in this country.
I think that we are falling behind drastically in the needs of graduate education for the 21st century.

I think that we spend too much money on too few students. I
think our institutions, unfortunately, are doing a better job at exporting graduate education than they are at preparing people here
at home. I think we spend too little money on graduate education

in areas of critical need. I think we have a distinct racial and
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ethnic and gender problem in graduate education that we are talking about but are not succeeding in doing much about.
We have seen the cost of graduate education far exceed the rate
of inflation. We talk about the Federal Government raising the
cap. That is only one small part of that particular problem. Frankly, we do almost nothing for the nontraditional students who are
part-time graduate students in this country. We talk about becoming a nation of students, and frankly, I see nothing in anything any
of you have suggested from the department on down that will contribute to becoming a nation of students in the graduate area.
I am really tempted, as I listen, and not picking on any of you in

particular; I am very tempted that what we ought to do is we

ought to extend Title IX for one year. We ought to create a commission on graduate education to determine the needs and strategies of meeting graduate education in 21st century America. We
ought to come back here next year, and start all over.
I say that, because I am struck by the willingness to continue the
present programs while we acknowledge that they are failing miserably in every area of our goals and interest.
Let me start with you, Mr. Childers. In your reformsand I am
not totally critical of the administration's reforms, because at least,
you are doing something different. At least you are willing to say

that business as usual is not the way we need to go. But I am

struck by the fact that you are going to limit your proposal to only
full-time students in graduate education.
How does that coincide with the secretary's proposal for a nation
of students?
How does that coincide with the concern that everybody in this
room raises that we have too few students attending graduate education programs today, because they can't afford them?

Mr. CHIMERS. This particular program is basically oriented
toward getting more American citizens into the Ph.D. track and
completion, as you have heard also this morning, the link to the
Ph.D. is so exceptionally long, that we really wouldthis particular focus is on getting students to the Ph.D. degree in areas of national need, hopefully, as quickly as possible.

We do have a concern for the Nation of learners at all levels. I
think the secretary is making proposals to involve nontraditional
students, part-time students more in our higher education. This is,
as you have noted, a smaller program, but it is focused on trying to
get students to the Ph.D. on a full-time basis.
Mr. GUNDERSON. But I don't understand that as an educational
goal. If we don't have enough students in graduate education; and
we don't have enough money to get them there; then probably
what we ought to do is we ought to take some of that money and
spread it out among a higher number of students, and we ought to
say it is okay to do graduate education at nights and on weekends.
I mean isn't that a legitimate common sense strategy to solve the
problem we have?
Mr. CHIMERS. Yes. I would agree with you. We need to get more

people into graduate education at all levels. This proposal is, as I
say, focused on the full-time students.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. Bat I am trying to get from you I don't under-

stand why it is. I mean it seems to melet me expand the rest of
that.
What percentage of your graduate students at your institution
are part-time students?

Mi. MAY. :',10 I answer?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure.

Mr. MAY. With all respect, I think the training of mathematicians and scientists, it is vitally important, really, to try to make it
possible for as many as possible to be full-time rather than parttime students.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Why?

Mr. MAY. It is hard to become a mathematician or a scientist.
deal to learn. These are subjects in which
You have a very
people traditionalFeat
y do their very beat work at a very young age.

F'or example, the mikjor prize for mathematics is restricted to
people under 40 years of age. People should be geared up as rapidly

as possible to make the greatest possible contribution to the field
and to the educational program in the United States.
Mr. GUNDERSON. In all due respect, Mr. May, that is a terribly
elitist answer.
Mr. MAY. It is not intended to be so. The idea is that it is expensive to be a graduate student, and that is part of what you are addressing, of course.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Which none of you bring up and talk about. I

mean you can't just come to the Federal Government, and say

you've got to spend more money on the education because the cust
of graduate education is expensive.
VVe have got to deal with why is it expensive and how do we
solve that?
Mr. MAY. It is expensive because it is manpower intensive.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Why don't we take some of these best college

kids in math and science and put them into the high school and
design a graduate program for them on a part-time basis to solve
the problem that Mr. Hayes has, to solve the problem that you
have in finances, to solve the problem you have in getting a diversity in your graduate programs and in meeting our national needs.
I mean what is so crazy about that idea?
Mr. MORRIS. Can I help?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure.

Mr. MORRIS. Congressman Gunderson, I think that some of the

things you Ere saying are not either/or, but both/and. For instance, the Wee of a commission to look at graduate education
makes a great deal of sense. The idea of some support for part-time

students is the needwe don't have enough for the full-time students and there is a need for a lot of part-time student support.
A number of my studenth are part-time. Often, in part-time, you
find many of them are in areas of professional degree--MBA and
other programs. Sometimes you can find their employers can reimburse. I find that in our professional educators, they can get em-

ploymenttheir employers can reimburse some of their funds. I

find that in MBA program, that they can get reimbursed.
When you are in the humanities, you often don't find the same

kind of employer support for part-time students. But I think the
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idea of funding for part-time students is, of course, very important,
too.

So many of the things that you are sayingwe need a commis-

sion. We really do to really focus on graduate education.
But one of the advantages for one who has, in my own graduate

training, had time for both part-time and full-time. The full-time
really gives you a much greater dimension of different kinds of
things you can do. You have more time to interact with other students, with peers. You have time to engage in professional organizations. I had time to volunteer teaching the prisons on the side
when I was at MIT. There are things that you can do that can give.
It gives you the opportunity to give more.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me use my brother as an example, who just
completed a graduate program. He took half of it as part-time, and

then quit work and went full-time to complete the second part.

Now, he did it for economic reasons. He could not go full-time immediately. When you deal with all these other questions, we ought
to be encouraging other students to do exactly what he did.
Go ahead.
Mr. D'Ants. I want to endorse a good part of what you said. I do

think there is a little inconsistency between what I also think is
true that Congressman Ford remarked earlier about graduate edu-

cation being one of the few commodities that the United States exports successfully. I think we really do. I think if the international
world is so anxious to get the benefits of it, there are some things

that I think within graduate education that we are doing reasonably well.

On the other hand, your point, for instance, about our failure to
really address the needs of nontraditional students, partictdarly in
certain areas; I think that is absolutely right. The fastest growing
13ortion of this country's population are women 40 and older. We
just aren't very good about changing our ways in universities to accommodate persons who could come for part-time work and weekends or at nights. We need to do better at that.
But I also think that a group of us, a group of our institutions

really are beginning to wrestle with this. I think, too, that the

flavor of the statement on our own self-criticism of our institutions
that Congressman Coleman has a copy of now is worth looking at. I
mean we are the persons who wrote that statementpeople like us
at this table. We are taking a critical look at ourselves. So I agree
with much of what you said.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Laura, you wanted to say something?

Ms. SHANNER. Yes. In my own experience, going as a full-time
student is sometimes difficult enough to get through the program. I
have already spent 5 years full-time, and I expect another year to
finish my dissertation because I will be teaching part-time.
I know from my own experience that trying to handle even parttime work with studies interferes both ways. It is very hard to con-

centrate and get through the program and learn as much as you
could learn if your attention is scattered. Some of my colleagues
hold down full-time jobs, raise families and go to school part-time. I
don't know how they stay awake in the day.
What I am afraid, although I encourage older students and non-

traditional students and part-time students to have these opportu-

-of
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nities, I am a little bit concerned that we may look at that as a
better economic possibility, which will ultimately cut back full-time

support. I want to make sure that full-time support is encouraged
and enlarged, as well as enlarging part-time support as well.

Mr. GUNDERSON. The only caution I have for you, Laura, is that
we have to deal with not just an ideal situation.
MS. SHANNER. I understand that.
Mr. GUNDERSON. We got to deal with the reality of what is going

on, and that is why I think that we need to expand this. In the

interest and deference to my colleagues who are patiently waiting
for questions, I would like to simply ask you all to consider submitting for the record your thoughts on how we can modify present
Title IX or other programs to deal with the nontraditional student?
Also, your thoughts on how do we deal with the realty that the
Federal Government cannot keep up with the pace in the increase
of attending graduate programs?
It is a difficult one. I asked the same question of, frankly, the
regular postsecondary pregraduate degree programs as well. We
are in a Cdatch-22 there. I don't know the answer, and I am looking
for someone to give us a strike of lightning out of the sky, and say,
here is a way we can begin to deM with the costs so that we can
keep at least pace on the percentage of the cost that we at the Federal level or through industry, elsewhere, might support.
Mr. MAY. May I address one point?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure.

Then I am done, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAY. I just would like to interject one statistic. In 1989-90,
43 percent of the new Ph.D.'s in mathematics were U.S. citizens,
only 48 percent. But 56 percent of the students in the pipeline were
U.S. citizens. I think the only really changing factor that accounts
for that improvement is the National need program.

I don't think it is a terribly expensive prof ram. I think there is
real evidence that it is succeeding and increasing the croportion of
Americans, the number of Americans going into mathematics and
science, which is the goal of that particular program.
Mr. GUUDERSON. The only thing I will interject to you, Dr. May,

is that my brother, who went to school part-time and then full-time
to complete his graduate degree, went to the University of Chicago.
Mr. MAY. I am very pleased.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. I would like to yield to my colleague, Representative

Lowey and Representative Reed, who were here before I arrived.
Thank you.
Mrs. LowEv. You are such a gentleman, Mr. Payne. Since I have
to leave for another meeting, I am most appreciative.
First of all, I would like to welcome Delores Cross here, too. New
York's loss was Chicago's gain. I am well aware of your outstanding contributions to New York State. We miss you. I wish you lots
of good luck in your new position.

I, too, want to thank the panel for their comments in particular
regarding the shortage of scientists and their focus on women and
minorities and math and science. It is clear to all of us, as was expressed today, by you and my colleagues, and specifically, in so
1
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many of your statements, that we have a real potential crisis. It is
here now and it is growing. What is it? By the year 2000, I believe
we are going to be short 750,000 scientists. We are all looking at

that, and seeing how we can face the reality of the workforce
today. What is it? Women constitute 50 percent of the professional
workforce; yet, 13 percent of our scientists and engineers. We all

know the statistics. African-Americans constitute 10 percent of
total U.S. employment, and 2.6 percent of our scientists and engineers. We have all heard that this morning.
I have introduced a bill, H.R. 2142, to encourage more women

and minorities to enter the fields of science and mathematics. It
amends several aspects of Title IX, plus other titles in the bill. We
have heard many comments today. I wonder if any of you would
care to elaborate further on any other ideas that you have for us.
Or, I would be most grateful, if you would submit to us in writing
some comments on how you would either amend my bill or other
suggestions.

I just think that this is an absolutely critical need, and we have
to address it. We have to, also, as my colleague, Mr. Gunderson
said, look at the real world. Look at the realities today. Many of
our students just can't afford to go full-time to school. So how do
we deal with the reality of our workforce? How do we deal with the
reality of encouraging people?
It is my firm belief that we have to start early, as you can see by
my bill. VVe just can't wait to the college level. We have to make

youngsters feel in the earliest level that they have an expertise in
math and science. In particular, women.
I can remember being a participant in u roundtable discussion,
and Cal Gilligan, one of the experts in this field, stressed to us that
at the same time that women are reaching the age ofgirls, excuse
me, are reaching the age of 13, they lose their self-confidence. They
lose their self-confidence in their ability to go forward in math and
science. So perhaps if anybody has anything else to add todayI

know we have stressed it a great deal, I would welcome it now.
Any other comments on my bill or any other ideas?
Yes, sir.
Mr. D'Aards. Simply one aspect of a recent study that was done
within graduate programs at the University of Michigan. It
showed, not surprisingly, I think, that the success rate to the Ph.D.
on the part of women graduate students was considerably higher if

there was a critical mass of women in those graduate programs.
That is, if there are only very few, the success rate is poor. More
a greater, much greater success rate.
What it means is that women simply have to be part of the climate in graduate programs, not simply in science and engineering,
but in the other fields where they are better represented as well.
We need good numbers to make a real mark.
Mrs. LOWEY. It sounds like women in Congress. If we had more
than just 29, can you imagine the heights to which we could soar.
That is an interesting comment. I appreciate that.
Anybody else? Yes, sir.

Mr. Pouxrr. I just wanted to call your attentionyou are probably familiar with it, but this also would follow up questions that
Mr. Hayes was asking. As a model for getting minority students
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into higher education in the sciences, specifically in engineering,
there is one excellent program that functions very well--the GEM
program, graduate efigineering for minorities, which used to be just
a master's program but now is a Ph.D.
Believe it or not, it is not funded a single penny, I believe, by the
Federal Government. It is funded by private industry and universities working together. The GEM program, the businessescorporations that participate in this provide a certain block of money,
which not only provides part of the fellowship support for students
but also gives them a summer internship and a job, if they want it,
in some engineering field.

The students can be enlisted into this program, at least preliminarily, before they have gotten their bachelor's degree. They are in
college, but they are at least at that level. So it is a great stimulus
for them to go into graduate education. It is also a way of providing

them with financial support in a science where we are terribly
under-represented not only by minorities and women, of course,

but even just by American citizens.
The GEM program could at least be a model, I think. You were
asking for ideas that you might want to look at to see if under Federal auspices, that could be bolstered, or at least if something similar to it might be developed.
Mrs. LOWEY. Do you think a GEM program on the college level is
soon enough, or do you have to replicate that kind of program ear-

lier on to encourage women and minorities to enter these fields?
Mr. Pounr. I think you do. I think that is the great flaw thus
far. Although I think the GEM program is very good, I think you
really even have to start farther back if you are trying to develop a
pool of students and motivate the students to go into these fields. It
seems to me it has to go back to at least high school level.
At least as far as I am aware, we don't really have anything that
is very effective at that stage; although it is conceivable that the
GEM model could be translated one stage back into the high school
level with the cooperation of industry and possibly the Federal
Government.
Mr. MORRIS. I will send you information on our Academic Cham-

pions of Excellence program and our workand our Project 2000
program, the elementary and earlier intervention. It has been very
successful for young women and minority students.
Chairman Foam Would the gentlelady yield for me at that point?
Mrs. LOWEY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Foitn. I am sure that everybody at the table is familiar
with the study_ that Carnegie Foundation did a few years ago on
the effects of Title IX on female participation in obtaining graduate degrees. There is one very startling graph in that book that
points out that in the first 10 years after the beginning of its implementation, the number of gracluate degrees by women was increasing. But it wasn't increasing uniformly.
In education and nursing or health skills, it went down very dramatically. In these areas there was a higher percentage of male to
female. I3ut MBA, law, medicine, architecture, engineering, all
went si.noting by the end of the 70s. They were shooting right
throw. t1.3 ceiling.
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Now given the opportunity, half of the American population

started making choices about graduate education the same way the
other half had always been making it--on economics. Somebody

there has talked about the shortage of candidates. A female

member of my family with an engineering degree applied for graduate school at one of our major midwestern universities. She was
in the top 8 percentile of applicants and much to my surprise was
just barely accepted, because the MBA program is over-crowded.
They can never accommodate the number of people who want to
go up for an MBA. It was the same school where she got her engineering degree. If she had wanted to go on in the graduate school
of engineering, they had plenty of room for her.
Now one of the things that I think is being lost here in this discussion is the human element of how many people do want to get a
graduate degree in something as narrowly focused as Dr. May is

talking about. The chances are that if you check women right

nowand this may be something that will pass as faddishness, and
I suspect you are going to find it with minoritieswho successfully
reach the stage of going to graduate school, they are more likely to
be attracted to the graduate disciplines that are saleable on the
market out there.
A woman, or an African-American, with an MBA on top of some
other degree is a hot ticket right now in America. It is pretty hard
to get them to think about going on to get a Ph.D. and be a college
professor, when companies are eagerly grabbing them and putting
them in big figure compensation.
What is your response to that?
Mr. MORRIS. Chairman Ford, you are absolutely right. But one of

the reasons of that, at least for African-Americans, is that many
times they are coming out, our students are coming out with very
high loans on undergraduate loan obligations. With the very high
loan obligations, they see as an interest that they have to try to
look to the more lucrative kinds of opportunities.

Also, I found that African-American students oftenyou know,
the professorate as an entity, what it really does, the satisfactions,
the time, the influence over student, is not something that comes
by osmosis, that unless that mentoringship is there. Often, I think
that we do ourselves a disservice in academia. I'll just talk about
ourselves. I mean oftentimes, as faculty members, we will be in
class.

Instead of talking about why we are there, we will talk about
why our salary is low and some of the other kinds of things. Our
students herewithout the compensating offsetting factors of the

meaningfulness it does, or the beauty of having your students
coming back to you, and saying for many, many years, and the
flexibilitr of being able to spend all of your time on the things
which you know the best. So I think that you are absolutely right.
But part of that is tied into financing, the heavilywhat the students see as having to deal with a very high, undergraduate loan
obligation, and the fact that it is just not clear to all the students
who couldI won't speak out to minority students, especially African-Americans, who could get graduate degrees, that you could get
that graduate degree and have funding fully available.
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If you are a superstar, if you are an undergraduate grade point

average of 4.0 or from 3.5 to 4.0, you might have that kind of confidence. But if you are between, maybe say a 8.0 and a 3.5, who could
succeed in the program, you don't have everybody going after you.

You don'tthe NSF grants, not the cream of the crop. These are

the students who are missing. These are the students who we could
not guarantee that there is going to be funding available for them.
So we are missing. We are missing many because of those reasons.
Chairman FORD. Well, Dr. Morris, acknowledging that there is a
terrible under-supply of African-American successful graduate students, what about the phenomenon of the average big city public
school in this country that can show you on their roster a whole lot
of graduate degrees held by African-American males in administration and nobody in the classroom?
Mr. MORRIS. Chairman Ford, I think you are hitting a nail on the
head. It is very important. One of the things that we are trying to
do now, and I speak as a member of an African-American fraternity as well as our graduate dean, is to recognize that there is a need
for mentoring programs. The mentoring programs increasingly
things which we can do ch.rselves as African-American men and
other African-Americans to reach in to impact on those children
are becoming very successful.
I mentioned Spencer Howell and Project 2000 and more. There
are many of these that are going around. Increasing, we are begin-

ning to give our students tutoring programstutoring programs

from our college students going into our inner city schools. We are
doing these things. We are beginning to getwe ne -4 to do more of

them, but I think the realization of what you are sayingthe fact
that we need to maketo develop these linkages is becoming much
more common, at least in our community.
The trouble is that I don't think we have enough of our successful males that are out there. We are losing too many in the prisons
and in the drugs and the other kinds of things. But those of us who
are out there recognize that this is a challenge that we are beginning to move to do, often without Federal programs. We are doing
these as voluntary kinds of things on our own.
Chairman FORD. I apologize to the gentlelady and the other
members for taking so much time. I yield back to the gentlelady.
Mrs. LOWEY. In the interest of time, I'll conclude. I just want to

thank the panel. I look forward to hearing from you with specific
proposals. I am aware that ACE has specific proposals. I hope that
we can work together to make this a very strong bill.
Just one word to Laurie. I want to thank you for your particularly eloquent testimony and the important points which you have
mentioned. I hope you will be available as we garner support for
this bill to work with individual members, so that they can see an
outstanding example of the use of our Federal funds.
I particularly want to comment on your statement on page four,
which talks about the criteria for appointing the selection committee members and the criteria for evaluating candidates' research
proposals on specific issues. You make the point that they should
particularly be attentive to academic integrity, rather than political agendas. In light of current debates that have gone on, I think
t
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that is a particularly important point and I want to thank you very
much.
MS. SHANNER. Thank you for bringing that up. I was worried

that perhaps that point didn't come across clearly in my oral testimony. It is very important to me, again, especially because I work
in bioethics which is rooted in controversy.
It terrifies me to think that people coming behind me might not
be allowed to study Marxist philosophy or a defense of abortion or
some other politically hot topic even though they are very strongly
qualified. I Eim concerned that we protect academic integrity and
merit rather than political expediency.
Thank you for recogni.Ping that.
Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you, rind thank you for being here.
MS. SHANNER. Also, I would be delighted to work with anybody
in the future if I can 13,3 of any assistance in this.
Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Reed.

Mr. R. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would also like to thank

Mr. Payne for graciously yielding.

Mr. Childers, I just want to explore for a moment some of the
rationale underlying the proposal to consolidate these programs.
You mentioned in your testimony a couple of factors. First, is the
timing of the various programs. Aren't these timing issues principally administrative, and haven't you indicated you are going to
take aggressive action to have a better timing sequence next year?

Mr. CmLnEas. Yes, sir. That is administrative. I did mention that
we want to improve the timing of these programs for the benefit of
colleges and universities. The main reasons that I stressed for the

consolidation were improvements in administrations for institutions. Also, the flexibility, the ability of the Secretary of Education
after consultation with other agencies and institutions of higher
education to, either as we have heard this morning, either focus or
broaden the areas that the Federal Government, that the department would be supporting in fields of graduate education; but
would enable the department to respond to needs of faculty replenishment in the future, areas that we thought needed particular ei
phasis.

So it is a flexibility to move funds to areas of high priority,
whether that be the humanities or the physical sciences or whatever area. It was more that flexibility and administration of the
program, not so much timing that I was stressing.
Mr. REED. Let me just ask a couple of other questions about the
administration of the program.
Right now, as I understand it, the institutions are the applicants,
except for the Javits fellowship. Is that correct?
Mr. Qum:as. That is correct.
Mr. R. Would you propose changing that?
Mr. CHIMER?. The proposal of the administration is that awards
would be institt tionally based.

Mr. R. SO the Javits fellowship would no longer be a national
con atition of individual scholars?

M. ;Vilma& It would not be a national portable fellowship.

That is correct.
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Mr. REED. With respect to institutional support, you mention in

your testimony that there are various different municipal pro-

grams, some which require matches by institutions. What is your
proposal? Do you propose one standard, no matching or matching
by every program?
Mr. CHILDERS. Well, the standard proposal right now is the proposal is for a stipend of $10,000, which could be moved up in future
years. But that would be for the student. The proposal is an institu-

tional allowance or an institutional payment of $6,000. At the

present time, in various programs, that ranges from about $6,000 to
full tuition and fees, which could be as much as $17,000 or $18,000
in some cases.
Mr. REED. So, essentially, your proposal with respect to the institutional report aspect would be to raise from $7,000 to $10,000 the

stipends to the individual students, but to lower from anywhere

from $18,000 down to a maximum of $6,000 for the tuition support.
Is that a cost-savings technique?
Mr. CHIMERS. If the institution wanted to take the funds to support these fellows, they would have to be willing to accept the institutional payment of $6,000. That is correct.
Mr. REED. When you start lowering the awards you are going to
pay people, some people might decide not to participate in the program. Is that a possibility?
Mr. CHILDERS. Yes, but, it would go the way we are operating
now. It would enable us to support more graduate fellows, if that
was the case. Right row, one of the considerations is that there is a
widely varying cost to the Federal Government of graduate fellowships at the present time, based solely on the cost of the institution.
The foreign language and areas fellowships program, it canin
some institutions, it is a stipend plus $6,000 to support the student.
In other cases, it is a stipend plus $17,000 to support a student. So
there is widely varying cost to the government at the present time.
Mr. REED. One perception I have is that some of these administration problems are indeed administration problems, which can be
and should be corrected immediately by the department, in terms
of timing and in terms of other programmatic responses. It seems,

then, that the thrust of the proposal is as you indicated in your

second point, to provide the secretary more flexibility to change, as

he feels or she may feel in the future, what programs are important.
I guess that is a question of policy, whether it should be the secretary's prerogative or perhaps the prerogative of the Congress to
do that, by maintaining these programs.

I would be curious what the other panelists might have to say
with respect to these goals. I don't think they are all wildly enthusiastic about all of themperhaps some of them.
Sir?

Mr. MAY. I think the present diversity has very great merits.
Laura ra;led the value of affordability in a specific program, and I

think that is a very general point. There are individualthe National competition, I think, is a very good Cling. I also think. that
the institution-based funding program for the National League
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serves a venv great purpose. I don't think it is an improvement to
eliminate either.
Mr. REED. Sir?

Mr. MORRIS. I think I would simply say I think the programs
need much more viRibility, as well as funding, and also some conti-

nuity. There is institutional memory that is useful and experienced. I would think that in the individual administration, it could
possibly be lost in the consolidation. I hope that doesn't happen,
but I would just simply say that the emphasis is on much peater
visibility and the emphasis on much greater capability. That is
where the real problems are, much more than the-Mr. REED. Dr. D'Arms, in your testimony, you suggested that
there are some specific administrative responses that could be undertaken in terms of increasing the amount of people who are actually administering these programs, and those types of things which
can or may be done immediately or subject to the least appropriations.
Would you comment on that?

Mr. D'Aitzts. I would yield to other panelists on this. I think I
would stand by my testimony. I think the real focus should be on
how to make the programs as they exist more user friendly for the
people they are designed to serve. Obviously, the department has

the best sensehas one very strong sense as to how that can
happen.

But I think we really need to work with those of us in universities on questions like timing and announcements and making sure
that the funds are reaching the people making the decisions, that
the review of proposals, applicant's proposaW takes place in a
timely fashion, so that awards can be (pven at times for students to
make good choices when the fellowships are portable by where to

go and so on.
Improving the effectiveness of the programs, as they sit, seems to
me to take precedence over consolidation, by which much would be
lost in my view.
Mr. REED. Just, Mr. Childers, it seems to me that this process of

reauthorization will take many, many months. I would hope, or at
least I would not hope, rather, that needed administrative improvements would be delayed pending consideration, at least, of this consolidation. That you and the higher education community would
work diligently and immediately to streamline and to satisfy perhaps to a great degree the administrative problems, rather than
waiting for the reauthorization.
Would that be done?

Mr. amnia Yes, sir, it can. I mentioned that a little earlier.

We have developed a schedule, which hasn't been finally approved
yet to award fellowships in all these programs at a much earlier
stage in the next fiscal academic year, next year, to meet precisely
these concerns to award the graduate assistance in areas of national need. For example, providing fellowships in January, which
would be earlier than this year to enable the universities to plan
better on their recruitment.
A couple of times this morning, members of the Committee and
panelists here have also mentioned the problem of dissemination
and information about these programs. That has been the subject
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of a specific hearing in another committee a couple of months ag. o.
I would just like to note that there is no separate budget for public-

ity or dissemination in the department as there is in the Defense
Department. There is no advertising budget, such as, "Be all you
can be."

To advertise the program or to publicize them, I have to take
money out of people's salaries. I have to take it out of the salary
account to literally publicize these programs. So it is not an easy
call on those matters, because I feel that these programs are understaffed administratively as well. So to further go into that creates
other problems. So it is just a problem I would like to note.
Mr. Rem Well, duly noted. I guess it begs the question of whether or not such publicity was in the secretary's budget that went to
the OMB. Did it emerge from OMB and come to the Congress?
Mr. CHILDERS. I don'twe just don't have an advertising budget.
Mr. REED. Two other points I would like to raise. The first is with
respect to your proposals to essentially zero out Federal support for
legal clinical training. I would note that the law profession is an
interesting one. It is the only one that has got Lenin and St. Luke
to agree that when the millennium comes, the first people to be
dispatched are the lawyers. Any group of people that can unite

such different philosophies needs somemaybe not encouragement, but at least recognition.
One thing I would like to point out is that I would hate to see
that this proposal to eliminate clinical support was motivated by

the fact that these young lawyers to be tend to be activists in terms
of going to courts and assisting people. Many times, poor people
that don't have access to any type of legal representation. It seems
to me the rationale that they just don't want to support one profession is not borne out by the fact that we do support the education
of doctors and other people.
So I would hope, and I would be very, very disappointed, that
this was motivated by any attempt to limit the valuablenot only
educational experiencebut an experience that has high social
utility in many places.
Mr. CHILDERS. Yes. I think the rationale, Congressman, is more
that with limited resources, what are the areas of higher priority?
There seems to be not nearly the deaith of candidates applying to
law school these days as in other graduate professions.
Mr. REED. Well, it seems to me that there is one issue with respect to whether you are going to support law and education, in
general, and that is a different argument. This is a particular component.
Mr. CHIMERS. That's right. But it is a component that I believe
the ABA requires all law schools to have as part of the curriculum.
They have to have some professional skills opportunities and law
schools. We are basically supporting a basic core curriculum component of law school* The question is: Is that the most appropriate
use of Federal funds?
Mr. REED. Duly noted again. These are somewhat reminiscent of
arguments we hear about lAgal Service Corporation, about how we
shouldn't fund to support them. I am somewhat skeptical.
A final point, and just a point I would like to make is that you
are also proposing to eliminate, effectively, support for academic 11-
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brary technology, which, to me, seems to be not the wisest invest-

ment, unless I have misread your testimony. That that type of
technology is a critical aspect of higher education. Indeed, it is a
type of capital investment, which will serve us a long time, and I
tlfmk would be attractive to the administration.

Am I correct in your i:vroposal?
Mr. CHIMERS. No. That is correct. That title, except for the fel-

lowships portion for library training, which would be combined
into the consolidated graduate program is proposed to be eliminat-

ed in this program.
Mr. Run. Just a conclusion. It is my sense that that type of capital investment has a multiplier effect when it comes to graduate
training. I don't know if any of the panelists would like to confer,

but unless we have that type of access to information, and that
type of technological edge in graduate training, particularly, we
vrill fall further and further behind.

I would go out and listen to graduate deans and many people
who bemoan the fact that at one time we had the laboratories th.at
were the best in the world for scientific research and the libraries,
et cetera. My concern is a long-term mistake. Indeed, we need the
human capital, the students and the teachers, but if we don't have
the libraries and the laboratories, maybe we'll lose our edge in exporting talent throughout the world because they won't come here
any more.
They will go to the universities and the businesses in other countriei. So I would hope that you would reconsider seriously that proposal.
'Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Reed.

Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNN. Thank you very much. I certainly will not take up
too much of your time, but I also would like to acknowledge Dr.
Cross, who was acknowledged by the gentleman from Chicago since
she is the president of Chicago State University, the first woman
and first African-American woman to become president of that uni-

versity. Representative LoweT mentioned her also because of her
activities in higher education in the State of New York.

But all of it would have been iznpossible without the public

school system in Newark, New Jersey, where I am from and went
to a high school before she did, but in the same town. So we from
Newark New Jersey, are extremely proud also of Dr. Crass.
It is iood to see you here.
I would lust like to say briefly that I am sorry that I missed all
of the testimony, because I went out at 8 this morning to an Air
Force Stealth technology review. I was kind of interested in all of
that technology. I didn't see any of the parades that we had the
last few days. But I did want to see what we were talking about as
it relates to our future capacity. They had a really excellently prepared booklet here that gives you a lot of information.
I looked at the F117, the F7-117. It was only the second generation Stealth. The ACM is a third generation, where they have been
successful in integrating the aerodynamic efficiency in Stealth into
a small vehicle.
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They talked about the B-2, and this was the fourth generation of
Stealth, where they were able to blend the Stealth technology in
large aircrafts with the high aerodynamics efficiency with a large
payload. That was important.
The F-22, which is our optimized air to air operation is going to
be operational by the year 2003. It is going to make the F-14s and
F-16s and Tomahawks and Stealth 117s all look like child's play.

because when I read here
The only reason I mention that
about the fact that there will be a combining of the early identification program that will take the program of grants to institutions
to encourage minority participation and graduate education, and
they are going to merge it with the McNair program that would
lose $300,000 with the merger.

We look at the fact that your parts of the goals of Title IX are to
enhance and the diversity of university faculty through fellowships
and trainerships, and to support individual opportunities through
supporting under-represented people in careers; and the fact that
the Pat Harris program will probably not be funded at any higher
level. I assume it will also be merged with something else, which
will end in another reduction.
I just get confused when we talk about how do we maximize fulltime students and part-time nontraditional students. As you know,
40 percent of the undergraduates are now nontraditional, but it is
said that in math and science, it is best to have full-time students.
If we pit the two against one another, as the gentleman was bringing out, that he felt that we should look at nontraditional students,
but we don't have the funds to do it.
The reason I bring up all of this business about my early morning trip that made me late to get here is that, the priorities of this
nation, believe me, are so upside-down that it shocks me. To talk
about the 8-2, which started at $660 million, but now it is $850
million because of a little over-runs. But it is going to move into a
billion a piece if we don't build a 175, because the reduced number
to 75 will increase the cost by 20 percent. Therefore, making, eventually, one B-2 bomber costing $1 billion each.
I went and sat in the thing. Cramped, tuo people of your size, Dr.
Morris. Two of us couldn't have ..ven made it.
But it is $1 billion a piece. It is insane. It makes no sense. They
are starting on a plane, the F-22, which will fly in the year 2003,
2003, $40 billion to start. It will be billions and billions of dollars.
And we are sitting here, becoming a second-rate country, having to
depend on foreign countries to send their people and then taking
our technology back from universities that we fund with our taxpayers' dollars.
They come in and pay the tuitions. It is not a bad deal, as a
matter of fact, because they are not putting all that money into research and technology and having universities come in and get
large grants. They are taking it back. Pretty soon, the University
of Tokyo that will make MIT or Stanford or Harvard look like
child's play. As you know, they replicate very well. Look at the car.
We invented, and, now, they sell them all.
So I wonder where we are going. I mean it doesn't make sense.
Of course, all of you people on the right certainly have nothing to
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do with it, nor do I expect being an assistant commissioner of education.
But I guess it is not even a question; it is more of a statement. It
is that our nation has got to really wake up or there won't be any
need to wake up, because we will become a second rate country.
We will fall to bad times, like Great Britain. Of course, their biggest spur of feeling good was the defeat in the defense of the Falkland Islands.
So we better be careful that we don't find a little place that we
can feel igood about in 30 days as having a tremendous victory. The
Falkland Islands did not make employment any better in Great
Britain. As a matter of fact, I hear there is a move to change the
name just to plain Britain.
We need to really be careful that we don't continually cut and
cut and cut in areas that are so important. We spent $8.5 trillion in
10 years on that stuff. It is going to be that much more in the next
ten. I thought it was a great idea when I came to Congress. I only
been here a while and this is just the beginning of my second term.
So I don't outrank anyone, but our acting chairman there.
But I thought I had a great idea about some demonstration
schools. We cut it down from five to four. We thought we would
have them in four parts of the country. We were asking for about
$10 or $12 million over a four-year period for four schools in four
regions of the country. I was chastised by the leadership. "Don't
you know? How can we afford $12 million for some idea you have
for a four-year period in four parts of the country. Don't you know
we've got a budget problem?"

So that was the extent of my creativity, but it doesn't make

sense. Perhaps the only question is: How will we change the imbalance of minority studenth with the merging together, which is then
under-funding these programs that are supposed to improve the situation, and yet we hear that there are so few Ph.D.'s in math.
Then, even on top of that in your department, we have a fellow
that comes up to say that the Fiesta Bowl couldn't give $100,000 to
Louisville, because they just could not give money for minority students only because that violates the Civil Rights Act of 1965, which
I am still trying to understand. But that is for another day.
Where are we going? How do you see education for minorities in
the future? Do you see it improving? Or do you think it will decline
under the current circumstances?
Mr. CMLDERS. Congressman, it is one of the mAjor concerns we
have and one of the major areas we are attempting to focus on at

all levels in the department, not just in graduate education. The
Office of Higher Education has programs that now reach down to
the 7th and 8th grades to try to get minorities and under-represented people more interested in completing high school. That is a
key factor right there. We will have no college students in the
future if they don't ever get out of high school. That is a particular
problem for Hispanic Americans and African-Americans and

others.
I administer in the Office of Higher Education Programs the pro-

Fams in the department specifically designed to get minorities
into undergraduate and then into graduate school in the higher
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education through a variety of programs. It is one of our highest
priorities.
Specifically, on the graduate area, I would note that a number of

the graduate programs right now have no affirmative mandate to
seek out under-represented groups of minorities in graduate educa-

tion. For example, the Harris program, of course, does. But the
graduate assistance in areas of national need says that universities
shall seek, but that is all.
The Javits program is silent on the subject.
Our proposal from the administration would be to apply uniformly through this to seek groups traditionally under-represented in

graduate education to the maximum extent feasible. In other

words, there would be an affirmative mandate on all of these graduate fellowships that groups traditionally under-represented, be actively sought and awarded fellowships. So that is another factor, I

think, that would indicate that we would like these programs to
serve more traditionally under-represented students. B:ut it can't
just be in these smaller graduate programs; it has to be in all the
programs across the department at all levels.

I think that is what Secretary Alexander realizes in the K

through 12 area. That is where he is putting a great deal of focus,
because we will have no graduate or undergraduate students, particularly, from population groups you are concerned about unless
we start at the elementary-secondary level as well.
Chairman FORD. Would the gentleman yield to me at that point?
Mr. PAYNE. Yes.

Chairman FORD. John, that explanation of the administration's
pwition is about as schizophrenic as anything that has been said
here for a while. You say that a very high priority is supporting
graduate schools heretofore under-represented minorities. You just
said that is number one.
Your testimony today says, "The department proposes to eliminate the assistance for training and legal profession program and
the law school clinical experience program." These are the operative words. "We believe that the training of highly qualified students in fields of study critical to the Nation's well-being should
have priority over programs addressing need only in a single professional field of study."

Who is it that we are going to cut out of this program? Assistance for training and legal professionI am not reading from the
statute. "The Secretary is authorized to make grants or enter into
contracts as public and private agencies and organizations, other
than institutions of higher education, for the purpose of assisting
individuals from disaavantaged backgrounds as determined in ac-

cordance with the criteria prescribed by the Secretary to undertake
training for the legal profession."
All right. The purpose of that Act, when we enacted it, was to
provide from the pool of disadvantaged people in this country a
group of people who could seek successfully a legal education on
the assumption that a large number of them would be motivated to
return from whence they came and help the people who need it
most.

It is always, as Mr. Reed said before he left, been a bone of contention between members of this Committee and several adminis-
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trations about whether poor people ought to have a lawyer. We
have argued that they should. During the Nixon administration, it
was a Republican on this Committee, who came up with the gimmick of creating the Legal Services Corporation to get legal services away from the poverty program, which Howard Phillips was
hired to assassinate early in the Nixon administration.
To save that program, we adopted a proposal by a Republican
from Wisconsin that became the Lwal Services Corporation. Over

many years, it has been the absolute maximum return to us in
terms of doing something practical to get poor people out of the
streets and into the courts to settle their grievances. Yet, the administration characterizes that program as a program that is not,
obviously, critical to the Nation's well-being.
I suggest to you that you have exposed here one of the very basic
philosophical differences between what you have been asked to
bring us and what I suspect the majority of this Committee, on
both sides, is going to accept. CLEO, as it is called, is going to testi-

fy on the next panel. They can defend themselves. But perhaps
somebody didn't warn you over there that the Chairman of this

Committee is a lawyer and takes a little umbrage at academics
who think that lawyers are some kind of second-class citizens.
I am not a rich lawyer--although I was well on my way to being

one until I was diverted to public service. Academics are not the
only underpaid people in this country. There are a lot of us in this
Congress who could make as much a month as we make in a year.
But I take umbrwe. So I sit up and take notice when you go
after the lawyers. loThen I looked at that, it caused me to go back
into my mind and say, "When did we do this and why?" So then
the staff gives me the statute and I am reminded why. It vas contemporaneous with trying to save legal services. It was to pl.ovide a
supply of people, who, when they finished their law ec ucation,
would not be headed for general counsel of General Motors, but
would be headed out there into the police courts to defend poor
people and headed out there into the legal services programs to tell
poor people what their rights were under leases, rental agreements
and all kinds of mundane sort of things that are complete mysteries in our society to people in the lower socioeconomic class of this

still very class-conscious system.

I think it is very important that Mr. Towns elicited from you
what he did about the priorities. I submit to you, without attrib-

uting to you any suggestion of hypocrisy, that if it is not hypocriti-

cal by the administration to say that a number one priority is
better involvement by people heretofore under-represented in

higher education, and then give us a proposal that goes in exactly
the oppoeite directionif it is not hypocritical; it is at least schizophrenic.
I thank the gentleman from New Jersey.
Mr. PAYNI. Thank you very much.

I really don't have any additional statements or comments, but I
do feel that the basic problem is simply under-funding if we are
really going to take on this crisis in education with a great deal of
interest. I just don't think the administration sees that it is important to many of us, especially to me as a former teacher, I just
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can't understand why our priorities are not where they ought to
be. I don't feel that education is funded highly enough.

I think that our future is tied up in how we are preparing our
young people. They are not being prepared properly. We will respond to emergencies when we have to. As we indicated, we spent a
billion dollars a day at the height of the Persian Gulf situation.
But if we talk about really true funding_ for education, it is really
going to get to the point where we talk about student loan defaults,
which really tend to put a negative connotation on a young person
as they move througli life, because many of them are grappling
with the whole question of repaying student loans.
We see that there is a disproportionate increase in the number of
defaults in student loans, which is a direct proportion to the decrease in the amount of student grants and the increase in making
loan programs back in the early 1980s from grant programs.
There were a tremendous amount of successful persons in this
country around the 1950's because they had the GI Bill of Rights,
which basically paid for everything. So you didn't have any defaults. They all were successful, they started out, moved up, left

townsthose who were allowed in. They were very successful
people.
We strap our young folks today with the student loan, and it
plagues them and follows them through their lifetime. I am not

surprised that you have the increase of student loans to the proportion that they are today; because if you look at, the reauthorization

when in the late 1970s, early 1980s, you started to change grant
programs to loan programs, the number of defaults is the decrease
in grants. I mean you don't have to be a mathematician.
Anyway, it is just the frustration of not having education as a
priority, and I don't think we are going anywhere with the reau-

thorization, unless there will be some significant changes. Unfortunately, I don't see it in the reauthorization yet. Those are simply
comments.
Yes, Mr. Morris.
Mr. MORRIS. When you are finished, I just wanted toI am going
to accept the challenge of the chairperson to give him some data. I

just wanted to share it with you. You said, for instance, in our
export of American education, that our international or foreign

students were over here paying a tuition. I am going to point out to
you that that is not true, that an African-American graduate doctoral fellow will be three to ten times more likely to be paying that
tuition than an international student.
Now, the point is not that there is something wrong with the
international students. The point is that we are not providing the
kinds of financial incentives to our own. I will share that with you.
From those who have actually gotten degrees in 1989.
Mr. Pou.n.r. Could I make a follow-up comment, too.
Mr. PAYNE. Yes.

Mr. PoLurr. It is on the same line as Dr. Morris'. I think I heard
him in the question you asked, and also in your earlier dialogue
with Mr. Ford, the assumption that foreign students who were admitted especially in the sciences are paying large amounts of tuition. I think there is an underlying mercenary motive. I know that
is certainly not true at my institution. I doubt that it is at others.
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Most of the foreign students, in fact, are supported by us with
our own fellowship money or with faculty reeearch grant,. Particularly from the Far East, very, very few pay anything at all. So our
motivation in having as many foreign students as we do in engineerhig, for example, where at my institution, it is over 50 percent,
may be demented, but it is not mercenary.
I think there is a problem. I think that we should start thinking
about the balance and how we want to allocate those resources. We

may not be doing what is in our national interest or even in our
institutional interest. But we are not doing it just to make money.
At least, that is really true, I believe, in all of our cases.
Mr. MORRIS. I guess one follow-up or another important pointI

am sorry Mr. Gunderson isn't here to say itthat relates to the
need for part-thne students. One of the things that I found with

many African-American students and my graduate students who
are part-time is the fact that because we are in a high-cost area, in
BaltimoreI just had a study that shows what it costs for poor
people to live there and the lack of available housingso, increasingly, American students, especially who have any family obligations.

And if you have high, very high loan, undergraduate loan obligations, have to work for a part-time over even graduate assistantships. Our graduate assistantships are up to $4,000 now. %me of
thesethese are, of course, the nonFederal ones. That we are not
supporting graduate education at a level that is either capable of
providing the means necessary to support American students in
graduate education. I am not just talking about Federal funds.
So that is why this commission to really look at graduate education is really an important kind of concern. We are facedwe are
all told, maybe, maybe everyone elsewe are told that we are
faced with the constraints of really looking incrementally what
happens. That is how the budgeting process works.
But there is a real need for a radical overhaul. There really is. I
would hope that as an authorizing committec at one time, that you
might accept both. Don't throw out the limited amounts of the inadequate programs that we have, but recognize that there is a
need. I will submit in writing some of these other kinds of recommendations.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much.
Yes?

Ms. SHANNER. I would just like to add on to Dr. Morris' comments that the situation for people who have families, which interferes sometimes with graduate studies, that is a particular concern
for women in higher education who still shoulder most of the responsibility for raising children.
So if there is any draw on graduate students' abilities to work,
women would very likely be more affected than men. If our goal is
to increase women in higher education, we need to address child
care issues as well. So I think a radical overhaul may be necessary
on broader issues than just education to effect this.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you. Thank you very much.
Mr. Aramtzws. Thank you, Mr. l'ayne.
One question for Mr. Childers. I have two concerns when I read
the administration's proposals as outlined in your testimony. One
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is that the administration identifies the problem of insufficient

numbers of American students getting graduate degrees. But then,
as the Chairman said earlier, it seems that these proposals speak

only toward maximizing existing resources by making the programs run more efficiently, which is laudable, but doesn't even ad-

dress the issue of finding ways to expand the resources; and not
necessarily ways of expanding the resources by spending more Federal money.

There is no consideration, for example, of incentive programs
that would have private employers and corporations become more
actively involved in financing graduate education. There appears to
be no consideration of linking a national service concept with
higher availability of graduate education.
For example, I represent the City of Camden, New Jersey. It is
very much like the City of Newark, New Jersey represented by Mr.
Payne. The AIDS crisis is qualitatively worse in our cities than it is
in other places. We have empirical data, which would suggest to us
that broader access to health education will significantly reduce
the number of AIDS cases; which then, in turn, significP.itly reduced Medicaid outlays for persons with AIDS.
What I would like the department to think about is why doesn't
it make sense for us to invest some more dollars in graduate education so people go into the medical fields and healthy education in
exchange for a commitment that they will work in and be employed by agencies that do health education in places like Camden,
New Jersey and Newark, New Jersey, with the idea being that we
can help fund the expansion of the availability of graduate education through the cost savings and other offsetting areas. So I would
like you to respond to that, but let me make the second point. Then
I will permit you to respond.
The wond point is that on page 67 of your testimony, you talk
about the new consolidated national graduate fellowships program
would allow the Secretary on a periodic basis the fields of study for
which applications would be solicited. These fields could include
any fields supported by the department's current fellowship programs.

I think the debate that we have heard over the law school clinic
experience is an excellent argument against this delegation of authority to the secretary to determine which fields the scholarship
funds go to. Clearly, there are some of us here who believe that a
continuation of the law school clinic experience is in the National
interest. And there are some of us, I am sure, who do not.
Why is it that the Secretary should make that decision in his or
her discretion, and not the elected representatives on this Committee and the rest of the Congress?
Mr. CHILDERS. Two thoughts, Congressman. On your first point
about health activities, the department really doesn't support specific programs that are health-related. That is more .7ithin the purview of the Department of Health and Human ServiJes, other than
we have generic loan programs. But our specific graduate programs
focus are not in the medical areas.

We do have other programs. I certainly agree that we want to
focus more on involvement of others, including the business community, in general. We do have other programs in which we do try
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to involve business community and others in the community. I
think that should be looked at in all of our programs to see where

we can better and more involve other people in our activities.
Mr. ANDREWS. But that is not an area that is addressed in this
bill. Is that correct?
Mr. CHIMERS. No. That is not addressed in this bill. As to the

flexibility given to the Secretary to deal with these matters, we
have hadit has been interesting this morning. I thought at times
that one or two people thought that this might enable the Secretary to narrow the focus of fields that would be supported.

One or two others seemed to think that it might broaden it
beyond the most vital areas of national need. It is an attempt to
give the secretary in consultation, as we did last year with the
graduate areas of national need program, to consult with other cabinet agencies, with the Congress, with institutions of higher education, as to where the department should focus its limited resources
in the most important ways. That is the proposal. It is a method to
enable limited resources to go to important national areas.
Mr. ANDREWS. I appreciate that. I guess I would just note that
the more recent history of the department's efforts in implementing the 1986 Act certainly gives rise to some skepticism as to what
is going to happen. A grant of broader discretion, I always inter-

pret as saying, well, you have donenot you personallybut the
d.epartment has done a good job taking the authority it has been
given for the last 5 years. Now, we want to let you have more flexibility within that.
There is a lot to argue the opposite is true. The failure to establish the National data bank being the most persuasive example. I
mean it is more of a rhetorical question than anything else. Why
should we vest the Secretary with more flexibility to make these
substantive decisions not only about the fields of study for which
these dollars will provide opportunity, but also the relative rank
and priority of outreach efforts to the under-represented, to minorities and women? Because I understand that there is an across-theboard standard, but that is a standard that is now in the mix.
Instead of having a separate program whose statutory purpose is
to go out and broaden opportunity, we will now have a general program. One of the guiding principles of that will be outreach to
those who are underrepresented. But that vests the Secretary with
flexibility that I think some of us feel is inappropriate. Why should
we place that trust?
Mr. CHIMERS. I think if you look at the more recent history of
higher education in the last few months, I think you are going to
see a tremendously high energy level coming out of the deprtment. I think Secretary Alexander has these concerns that have
been expressed this morning veu much at heart. He is going to
make a very energetic effort to address them. I think you are gioing
to see a tremendously changed department. The energy level is already much higher. R zwulations are going to get promulgated in a
timely fashion.
Mr. ANDREWS. I would share that conclusion, having had the
privilege in meeting the Secretary and having him here. I guess

my comment is less an observation about the present incumbent
than it is some concerns about the institutional arrangement. None
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of us knows that Secret .,ry Alexander would be here at the end of
the authorization cycle. We all presume it will be a Secretary appointed by a Democratic president, for example. But there is something in the water here, obviously. At any rate, that was the purpose of my observation.
Mr. COLEMAN. Could I end on a little more positive note?
Mr. ANDREWS. Certainly a more realistic one, probably, too.
Mr. COLEMAN. I think we have kind of ganged up a bit on Mr.

Childers today. I guess I didn't pile on. I was one of the first ones
to question him. I commennd the Bush Administration because we
had to fightI say this as a RepublicanI had to fight the Reagan
Administration every step of the way to get any funding for what
is now the largest expenditure in Title IX, the National need program.

We got some. They wanted to zero it out. We fought that. But
this administration came forward with their request to fully fund
as much as they could to get the program moving at $25 million. I
want to commend them. I think their heart is in the right place. If
they want to make some suggestions that we don't want to enact
into law, that's fine.
I think there are some suggestions they made, that we talked
about, that we probably can adopt, but as far as the structure goes,
that is important. I think the desire is there because they put their
bucks in their budget. That is the bottom line around here. I want
that to be said.
Mr. ANDREWS. We thank the gentleman.

We thank the panel for this very important contribution.
Just to touch on one of the Chairman's earlier point, that you
were invited to submit further material to elaborate on any of your
answers to any of today's questions. We thank you for your participation.
The second panel includes Dr. Thomas Cole, President of ClarkAtlanta University in Atlanta, Georgia; Dr. Richard Hope, Vice
President and Director for Minority Advancement of the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship Foundation in Princeton, New Jersey;
Ms. Denise Purdie, Executive Director on the Council on Legal
Education Opportunity in Washington, DC; and Ms. Betsy Levin,
Executive Vice President of the Association of American Law
Schools in Washington, DC.

I note that Dr. Hope is accompanied by Robert Goheen, former
President of Princeton University, Director of the Mellon Fellowships in Humanities of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation.
We welcome you to the Committee. I would note that copies of

your written statements have been distributed to the members of
the subcommittee. Without objection, it is ordered that those are
made a part of the permanent record of these proceedings. We
would invite you to highlight and summarize your written comments, so that we may proceed to a questions and answers.
We'll begin with Ms. Levin. Did I pronounce your name correctly?

Ms. LEVIN. You are one of the few people, Mr. Congressman, who
has. Thank you.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Well, I practiced it at home before this. Thank
you.
Ms. Levin.
Ms. LEviN. I appreciate it.
STATEMENT OF BETSY LEVIN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT OF
THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS IN WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. LEvIN. I am Betsy Levin, Executive Vice President of the Association of American Law Schools. I am the former dean of the
University of Colorado, School of Law. On behalf of our association,
I want to thank this committee for the opportunity to submit our
recommendations concerning the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act.
I will sveak _specifically to the three programs currently contained in Title IX. As the first general counsel of the Education Department, I can't resist commenting on Secretary Childers' testimony. I certainly share his concern for ease of administration of programs with a small staff. I am sure, when I first came in as general
counsel, we had an even smaller staff.
But the important thing about the Federal dollars, it seems to
me, is that as limited as they are, they get their impact from targeting, not from consolidation. We would like to focus on that and
emphasize that.
Another concern that we have about consolidation and allowing
the department to decide which are areas of high priority is the
lack of stability for students who will not know from one year to
the next when an area will be funded by the government. If they
are to plan and think about careers back when they are undergraduates, they need to know that there is some source, of funding for
graduate education, particularly when they are low-income, minority, disadvantaged students.
As I develop more fully in my written testimony, we as a society
need to insure that we provide not only access, but choice for postbaccalaureate education for all those that desire it and are quali-

fied for it. But we have to make special efforts to address the

groups who have been significantly under-represented in graduate
and in professional education.
Speaking specifically of the legal profession now, it is essential
that we have a more diverse legal profession to represent what is
becoming an increasingly diverse society with increasingly complex
needs. The Federal role in this area has been particularly impor-

tant. It is even more critical today than it has been in the past.
Let me state at the outset that the Association of American Law
Schools strozvly supports reauthorization of the three programs

contained in Title IX that affect legal education. Each of these programs, though relatively modest in terms of dollars, is of great im-

portance to legal education, and, in particular, to students from
groups under-represented in legal education and the legal profession.

I would like to say a few words about the law school clinical experience program that was discussed a bit earlier this morning.
This program provides funds to law schools. It is not a financial aid
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or fellowship program, as the others are, but enables students to
gain experience as professionals under intensive faculty supervision.

A statement has been submitted to this subcommittee from the

dean of American University law school describing from his

school's perspective what the clinical experience program has enabled law schools to do. It helps develop more competent, more ethical practitioners, and the Federal Government has helped to make
those programs available to a larger number of students.
It is an invaluable part of the student's training, not unlike the
clinical experiences that medical students receive. The Federal program has We. n particularly valuable in helping initiate new, experimental clinics and helping the law schools expand those clinics
that they would not otherwise be able to do.
Just to giye you an example: In many of these cases, the experimental clinics have been started by the Federal program and then

are fully funded by the law school when it becomes more en-

trenched and is less experimental. A statement that has been submitted to this subcommittee by the dean of Georgetown University
Law Center pointed out that with the Title IX funds through the
clinical program, an experimental program was begun that deals
with the victims of spousal abuse. The clinicis now the major provider for victims in the District of Columbia. So, cotrary to what
Mr. Childers said, it is not just funding experiences for corporate
lawyem.

The law school of American University also started the first pro-

gram that focused on training students to deal with veterans
issues, primarily representing disabled veterans before the Veteraxis Appeal Board. For a long time, the faculty and students of the
school were the only ones representing these veterans.

A small, new tax clinic has been startedand I am just giving

you these as illustrationswhere students represent working

ople with regard to very small amounts of money before the Tax
Court who, otherwise, would not be represented at all. Those are
the people whose needs have not been met. We hope that we are
training a broader group of students, a more diverse group of studenth, to meet those needs.
Although Denise Purdie, who is the Executive Director of CLEO
which administers the Assistance for Training in the Legal Profes-

sion Program will testify, I want to say something about the program from our perspective, representing the law schools that participate in it. I can speak not only as the executive director of the
Association of American Law Schools, but also as a former dean of
the University of Colorado, about how important that program
was.

It has had a significant impact on the number of persons from
disadvantaged bacicgrounds, particularly minorities, entering legal
education and ultimately the legal profession. Through this program, over 5,000 minority and disadvantaged students have been
helped to complete law school in the 22 years that CLEO has existed.

I think it is important to note that the law schools themselves
absorb more than half the cost of the summer institute programs,
plus pi ovide additional funds to support the students when they
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are entering law school, in addition to the small stipend that comes

from the Federal Government. So if one looks at the amount of
money generated, it is really almost a three to one ratio, the Federal Government has stimulated the law schools to reach out to minority and disadvantaged that they otherwise would not have been
able to do.

The regional institutes for which recruitment takes place nationwide enable law schools to have access to and to evaluate the potential of minority and disadvantaged students that they otherwise
would not have a means of evaluating. This has been very important. We are concerned that the department has decided to eliminate the program.
The department's earlier position was to balkanize it, so it would
diminish its effectiveness, making it a fellowship program only. It
is not simply a fellowship program, although it does prnvide some
stipends to students to assist them when they are in law school.
But the important thing is that it helps prepare them for legal
education, and it helps evaluate their potential, which does not
show up in the traditional indicators of performances to determine
whether they were being overlooked. The law schools as individual
schools do not have a way of doing this. We need a national federally-funded program that will allow this to be done.
Although it was earlier pointed out by Secretary Childers in response to Congressman Ford, that there was no dearth of applica-

tions for law schools, ,here is a dearth of minorities and lowincome people in the profession and in legal education, and certain-

ly, of minority law teachers. If we cannot get them to k w school
through some of these programs, we cannot have them on the faculty. And you do not have role models. You do not have people
with diverse perspectives training the people who have to go out
and serve a diverse population.
With regard to the Patricia Robert Harris Fellowship program, it
is ironic that the department has made special efforts, which they
then retracted, to limit it to Ph.D. candidates by setting that as a
priority that would exclude law students. I say it is ironic because
Patricia Roberts Harris was a lawyer, and at one time, was the
dean of Howard University law school. To have this program exclude minorities, low-income, and women from legal education is
indeed ironic.

It is a small program. In fiscal year 1990, only 31 out of 218 of
the new Harris fellowships went to law students. That is 14 per-

cent. But I think Lhe statement submitted by Assistant Dean
Chaim at McGeorge School of Law illustrates the tremendous
impact of the program. I hope that the members of the subcommit-

tee will take an opportunity to look at the first few pages of the
Exhibit that he has attached to his testimony, which lists the individual students who have received Patricia Roberts Harris fellowships at McGeorge and where they have gone on from that; what
they have done with that opportunity. In many cases, they have
gone on to public service, serving in the state attorney general's
office, serving as public defender, serving in Legal Aid. All have
gone on to have very successful and significant careers.
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So I think that, again, the Federal overnment's impact is not
only in making available fellowships generally, but in targeting
areas that are important to our society as a whole.
We urge that the legislation for this program be strengthened by
providing assurance that the priorities that are currently in the
statute are the only priorities, so that it is not able to be shifted as

the Secretary of Education attempted to do last fall.
In my written testimony, we have commented on other parts of

the Higher Education Act, but I assume that there will be an opportunity at some other time to comment further on those areas. I
want to thank the subcommittee very much for affording the Association of American Law Schools this opportunity to testify and
provide our comments.
[The prepared statement of Betsy Levin followsl
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STATEMENT OF BETSY LEVIN ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN LRW SCHOOLS CONCERNING THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcosmittees
I am Betsy Levin, Executive Vice President of the
Association of American Law Schools and former dean of
I am
the University -.)f Colorado School of Law.
testifying toduy on behalf of the Association of
American Law Schools.
The Association of American Law Schools (AAL3)
appreciates the opportunity to submit its
recommendations concerning the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 and, in particular, with
regard to the role of the federal government in graduate
and professional education. These recommendations were
developed in consultation with and are shared by the
American Bar Association (ABA) and the Law School
Admission Council (LSAC). Together, our three
organizations represent 176 accredited law schools
throughout the United States and over 127,000 students
enrolled in these institutions, as well as thousands of
law school applicants.
Legal education serves a national need as well as
providing opportunities for individuals, and the federal
government must play a critical role in its support.
Our society has become increasingly complex: it is in
the process of undergoing great changes, trying to cope
with complicated social and political problems about
which there are conflicting views. In the past 30
years, we have vastly extended the civil rights of
Americans in areas such as education, housing,
employment, and voting. We regulate businesses in a
variety of areas hitherto untouched, including the
safety of their products and the extent to which they
are permitted to impact adversely on the environment.
Thus the law operates in a society that is no longer
simple and where we cannot easily reach a consensus on
clear, simple rules. The vary nature of a federal
system of government adds to this complexity. The
tension created by our overlapping systems of federal,
state, and local laws and regulations is a necessary
tension, despite the fact that it results in
jurisdictional and procedural complexities. It is
important that those who negotiate this complex legal
system on behalf of their fellow citizens, helping to
bring order to and regulate our social and political
system, represent the entire spectrum of our society and
Lawyers play an important
not just the privileged few.
role in making our very complex society work better.
Lawyers also play a role in ensuring that the many
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levels of government that have power over the lives of
individuals act in a fair and impartial manner rather than
.arbitrarily. We must be able to attract the best people to
enter the legal profession without regard to their financial
ability, and we must develop a more diverse profession to
represent more adequately the needs of an increasingly diverse
society.
The AALS believes the federal role in higher education is
essential. Without federal student financial assistance,
graduate and professional education would be beyond the means of
many students. The Higher Education Act of 1965, and its
subsequent amendments, has enabled millions of Americans to have
opportunities that otherwise would not have been available and
that, in turn, have greatly benefitted all aspects of our
society.
Some changes in the existing structure of federal
support are, however, desirable. The changes that we hope
Congress will consider would involve only modest costs to the
federal fisc, but would be greatly beneficial to achieving these
goals.
On behalf of the Association of American Law Schools, I
would like to express our strong support for reauthorization of
three programs contained in Title IX of the Higher Education
Act.
These programs, though relatively modest in terms of
dollars, are of great importance to legal education and, in
particular, to those students from groups underrepresented in
legal education and the legal profession. We strongly hope that
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act will renew the
federal commitment to assuring access and choice for all.
Although we have been asked to comment on the programs
relating to legal education contained in Title IX of the Higher
Education Act, the Association shares the concern that federal
student aid at the undergraduate as well as the graduate level
has seriously eroded in recent years. The erosion in federal
student aid has led to greatly increased indebtedness at the
undergraduate level which, in turn, impacts adversely on the
decision to pursue graduate and professional education. This is
especially true for low-income and minority students who are
significantly underrepresented in these areas. We are also
concerned that the increasingly high debt burden accumulated by
most graduate and professional students who do complete the
program has a substantial effect on their career decisions
following graduation.
This is of particular concern within the
legal profession. The reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act should be an opportunity to address these concerns as well
as others. A summary of our recommendations follows.
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agamary_jajlacownslationa
(1) W. support retention of and reasonable increases in the
authorization levels of the Law School Clinical Experience
Program, Title IX, Graduate Programs, Part V.
(2) We support retention of and reasonable increases in the
authorization levels of the Assistance for Training in the
Legal Profession (ATLP) Program, administered by the
Council on Legal Education Opportunity (CLEO), Title IX,
Graduate Programs, Part E. We also support clarification
of the intent of the legislation that the ATLP Program is
intended to assist individuals from disadvantaged
backgrounds, including students from minority groups underrepresented in the legal profession; that the program be
national in character: and that potential grantees be
representative of both the practicing bar and legal
education.
(3) We support retention of and reasonable increases in the
authorization levels of the Patricia Roberts Harris
Fellowships, Title IX, Graduate Programs, Part B, and
assurance in the legislation that the two priorities
currently in the statute remain the only priorities in the
award of these fellowships.
(4) Although not part of Title IX, we also support
increases in the annual loan limits (and concomitant
increases in the cumulative borrowing limits) for Stafford
Loans.

(5) Finally, we support the adoption of provisions that
would make all education loans (private in origin as well
as federal) non-dischargeable in bankruptcy'in order to
enable private interest rates and insurance fees to be set
as low as possible.
The Law School Clinical Exoerience Proarams. Although
(1)
the Law School Clinical Experience program, Title IX, Graduate
Programs, Part F, does not provide financial aid directly to
students, it provides funds to law schools to enable students to
gain experience as professionals prior to graduation and under
intensive faculty supervision, not unlike the clinical
It is an invaluable part
experiences medical students receive.
of the student's training, helping to ensure that he or she is
equipped to provide high quality legal services to the public
upon graduation. Clinical programs give students hands-on
experience in interviewing, counseling, drafting, negotiation,
and pre-trial and trial procedure; develop a sens of
professional responsibility and an understanding of and
appreciation for competence in client representation: and often
3
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furnish an ssential public service by providing legal services
Clinical programs complement and reinforce the
for the poor.
theory that is learned in the classroom.
The Significant changes in the practice of law that have
occurred in the last decade or sO require expansion and
improveaent of law school clinical programs; federal support is
an essential contribution to this process, and should be
expanded.

The current authorization limits the amount any single law
school can receive in any fiscal year. This should be raised to
at least $250,000 to reflect the significant increase in the
cost of a basic live-client clinic operation over the past 14
years. In addition, law schools cannot afford to create new or
expand existing clinical programs each and every year under
Title IX. The authorizing language should be revised to permit
schools to continue good programs as well.
Assistance for Trainina in the _Leaal Profgssion
(2)
proarag. The Assistance for Training in the Legal Profession
Program, Title /X, Graduate Programs, Part E, is a modest
program that has had a significant impact on the number of
persons from disadvantaged backgrounds entering legal education
and ultimately the legal profession. This program has proven to
be an extremely important vehicle for preparing disadvantaged
students, particularly minorities, for law school and assuring
that they have an opportunity to obtain a legal education. The
program originated in 1968, when the Association of American Law
Schools joined with other organizations representing legal
education and the legal profession to create the Council on
Legal Education Opportunity (CLEO) to address the problem of
underrepresentation of minorities and other disadvantaged
persons in the legal profession. In 1972, the Higher Education
Act was amended and this program was incorporated in Title IX.

In 1968, when CLEO was established, only 1% of the nation's
lawyers were members of minority groups. Today, while that
figure has increased somewhat (to about 6%), the number is still
far too low. Without the help of this program, however, the
number of minorities and low-income persons practicing law would
In 1968, the percentage of minorities making up
be far lower.
the law school student body nationally was only 4.6%. By the
fall of 1990, the percentage of minorities had increased to 14%.
/n its twenty-two year existence, the CLEO program has helped
over 5,000 minority and disadvantaged students complete law
school. The Association continues to support and endorse this
program because of its value to the nation, the legal
profession, and the minority and disadvantaged groups it serves.
The present program, as operated by CLEO, has two central
components of direct service to students -- summer institutes
for prospective law students and annual fellowships for those
4
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graduates of the summer institutes that attend law sdhool. The
Itipends of students who are in law school uust be increased to
keep pace with increases in the cost of legal education, moaning
that an increase in the reauthorization levels is essential. It
is important to note that the law schools themselves absorb more
than half of the cost of the summer institutes, both through
cash contributions and through the contribution of the services
of faculty and teaching assistants.
Since the Assistance for Training in the Legal Profession
program was developed and is intended to assist individuals from
disadvantaged backgrounds, inciudinsLitagantLismiinstrita
It
ion, the
authorizing legislation should reaffirm that commitment by using
the underscored language.
The heart of the CLEO program is the summer institutes
which provide an opportunity for those who might not otherwise
be admitted to law school to demonstrate that they are prepared
for the graduate study of law. One of the great strengths of
the CLEO program is that the program is consistent nationally,
operated with a reasonably consistent curriculum, under
reasonably uniform standards, and draws on a national pool of
students that can be placed at law schools across the country.
Thus, law school admissions committees can make decisions based
upon an applicant's experience in a summer institute without
significant uncertainty as to whether the standards and training
of one summer iastitute are likely to be similar to that of
It is extremely important that the programs conducted
another.
under awards from the Assistance for Training in the Legal
Profession Program be consistent across the country, and
important that they be coordinated by an organization that is
familiar with, and representative of, legal education and the
legal profession.
It is also important that the program be recognized not as
a program the primary purpose of which is to provide financial
assistance to individuals who would have no problem in being
accepted by law schools, but who might not be able to attend
because of inadequate funds.
Rather, it is a program that
evaluates and orepares students who otherwise might not be
accepted at a law school, but in spite of their disadvantaged
background, may have the potential for success in law school.
Thus, unlike other grant programs, this program has always
envisioned aggressive recruitaent of "individuals from
disadvantaged backgrounds for training for the legal
profession," post-suemer institute placement of students in law
schools, and the provision of the necessary aciAaamic as well as
financial support to enable them to succeed in law school.
The Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowships Program.
(3)
Unlike the Law School Clinical Experience and the Assistance for
Training in the Legal Professions programs, the Patricia Roberts
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Harris Fellowships Program, Title IX, Graduate Programs, Part 8,
Nevertheless, it has
is far from exclusive to legal education.
been an important source of grants to aid minority and
disadvantaged students to attend law school. AAL8 has long been
concerned with the very small number of minority faculty.
Unless minorities are assisted to attend law school, there will
continue to be a very limited pool from which to select faculty
members. Although the percentage of minority faculty has
increased from less than 6% in 1981 to nearly 9% in 1990, law
schools have a long way to go. The educational objectives of a
minority presence in law school -- both student and faculty -encompass more than increased understanding of minority groups.
There is also a need to increase effective communication across
Thus all the reasons that one could
racial and ethnic lines.
outline emphasizing the importance of increasing representation
of minorities in law school student bodies apply with even more
force to increasing the nunber of minority teachers in the law
A minority teacher brings a perspective and a presence
schools.
to the classroom that cannot be acquired by any other means.
The authorizing legislation for this program currently
contains two priorities: for individuals who plan to pursue a
career in public service, and for individuals "who demonstrate
financial need and are from groups traditionally
underrepresented in graduate and professional study areas." The
legislation should prevent the creation of other competitive
preference priorities that would undermine these two objectives
and effectively eliminate professional students from program
eligibility as the Secretary of Education proposed last fall.
While it may appear at the outset that there is some
overlapping between the ATLP and Harris programs, that is not
The ATLP Program is designed to prepare
actually the case.
minority and disadvantaged applicants for the legal education
experience. The Harris Program, on the other hand, is designed
to guonort well-qualified law students from underrepresented
segments of society who have substantial financial need during
their legal education.
The Annual Stafford Loan Limit. Although graduate and
(4)
professional students- bear the primary responsibility for paying
the cost of their education and related costs, it is important
that the federal government bear the principal responsibility
for closing the gap between the tuition and fees, living
expenses, books, equipment, and related costs, and the amount
that students can pay. Although appropriations for student aid
generally -- unde-graduate as well as graduate and
professional -- have increased substantially, the value of
Increasing the annual
student benefits has sharply eroded.
Stafford loan limit to $10,000 would involve only modest costs
to the federal fisc, but would be greatly beneficial to all
graduate and professional students. A Stafford loan of $10,000
6
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in 1992 will not purchase in terms of cost of attendance at
graduate and professional schools what $7,500 purchased in 1987,
assuming that the 9% growth rate in tuition and costs continues.
We thus join with our colleagues who not only represent medical
and dental education and the nation's graduate schools, but all
of the major higher education organizations, in supporting an
increase in the annual Stafford loan lteit to $10,000 for
graduate and professional students. In addition, we propose
that the annual insurable limit be adjusted automatically to
reflect inflation. We also support increasing the Supplemental
Loans for Students (BLS) limit to $10,000.
(5)
anKonr_Disobargsabla_inasiggnaaln. The AALS, and
its colleagues in legal aducation and the legal profession,
support the adoption of provisions that would make all education
loans (private in origin as well as federal, and for
undergraduate as well as graduate and profassional education)
non-dischargeable in bankruptcy in order to enable private
interest rates and insurance fess to be set as low as possible.
Students who acquire a life-long valuable asset should be
required to repay the costs of its acquisition out of the
returns they earn in the future. Current bankruptcy rules,
which do not embody this principle for all private loans,
adversely affect their availability -- not only denying
important aducational opportunities to scam, but also increasing
the pressure on federally-funded programs.

In conclusion, on behalf of the Association of American Law
Schools, I want to thank you for this opportunity to express our
views on reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. We look
forward to working with Congress and other interestad parties to
achieve our mutual goals.
fergesookmilatestimon
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much.

We are going to next go to Dr. Cole, who I understand has a

flight we are going to try to help him catch.
Dr. Cole, we'll ask for your testimony, and then if any members

are here at that time, we'll ask you questions so you can be on

your way.
Dr. Cole.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS W. COLE, JR., PH.D., PRESIDENT, CLARK

ATLANTA UNIVERSITY, ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED NEGRO
COLLEGE FUND

Mr. Cout. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I am here on behalf of the United Negro College Fund, its 41

member presidents and almost 50,000 students in our distinguished
faculty and staff who are dedicated to academic excellence, access
and success.

I am President of Clark Atlanta University which is an institution that you may not be too familiar with since it was ,just created
3 years ago by the consolidation of Clark College and Atlanta University, two historically black institutions, each of which is more
than 120 years old.
I

cite that reference because Clark Atlanta University and

Howard University are really the only two private comprehensive
historically black universities in this country that offer academic
programs of study leading to the doctorate in several fields.
In all graduate programs in which we offer mAjors, and award
doctorate degrees, between Clark Atlanta and Howard University,
are about 10 percent of the Nation's total production of Ph.D.'s.
In the interest of time, I will only give highlight of my written
testimony. A lot of information is provided, much of which was rehashed with some of the issues that were raised this morning. But
we speak to the importance of a Pell Grant entitlement; reduction
in the loan burden for undergraduate and graduate students.
But my message is really very simple. The colleges and universities in this country have done a dismal job when it comes to education and graduation of minorities at the graduate level, both mas-

ter's and doctoral. You heard the statistics this morning, and I
won't repeat them. What I will do is cite just one indication.

For African-Amer'. lns, the statistics are especially dismal. In
one ten-year span fr. 1979 to 1989, the actual number of Ph.D.'s
awarded to African-Americans declined by more than 23 percent.
The only category of people in higher education for which that ex-

perienced such a precipitous decline.
There are many reasons for this, and many of which were part of
the discussions with the earlier panel. I want to cite our interest in

two programs that would be of interest to the United Negro College FundPatricia Roberts Harris fellowship program and the

Ronald C. McNair post-baccalaureate achievement program.
We believe that one of the best methods to increase the number
of African-Americans with Ph.D.'s is to both create a larger pool in
undergraduate colleges and universities and increase Federal sup-

port for doctoral study. In that regard, I would like to make one
recommendation to this subcommittee.
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I am sorry Congressman Owens is not here. He was here earlier,

and he has been very helpful and supportive of a program that I

would like to recommend. It is called Program of Augustus F. Hawkins fellowships in honor of the former House Education and Labor
Committee Chair, Augustus F. Hawkins.
Hawkins fellowships would be awarded to faculty from historically black colleges and universities and other African, Asian, Hispan-

ic, and Native American Ph.D. candidates who agree to return to
their host institution or any other associate baccalaureate degree

granting institution with a significant minority enrollment, to
teach for 2 years for each one year of fellowship assistance received.

The fellowship program would include the following basic elements: A $15,000 Federal fellowship for current historically black
college and university, or tribally controlled Indian community college faculty, or minority faculty at other institutions with signifi-

cant minority student enrollment; and minority baccalaureate

degree holders, who are African-Americans or Asian Americans or
Chinese, Japanese, or Korean, and so forth. It would also include
Hispanic Americans and Native Americans.
Additionally, a required waiver of the graduate school's tuition
by the receiving tuition, except in special circumstances would be

coupled with the provision of an assistantship from that institution.

The third element would be the provision by the receiving institution of a minimum of a $2,000 stipend to the Hawkins fellow

from the private noninstitutional sources, which would be a way of
leveraging Federal dollars to get resources from the private sector.
The fourth element would be the requirement that the Hawkins
fellow teach at his or her host institution after receiving the degree
for at least 2 years for each year of fellowship assistance received.
Mr. Chairman, we are convinced of both the necessity and the
efficiency of proceeding in this way to increase the representation
of minority faculty who are in the professorate, but also to increase

the number of minorities who obtain graduate and doctoral degrees. We will not only expand the reach of limited Federal dollars
by matching them, as has been outlined, but we will also improve
the student persistence.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Thomas W. Cole, Jr. follows:]
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GOOD MORNING MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
I AM THOMAS W. COLE, IR., PRESIDENT OF
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION.
CLARK ATLANTA
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY IN ATLhNTA, GEORGIA.
UNIVERSITY REPRESENTS THE CONSOLIDATION OF TWO PROUD HISTORICALLY
BLACK INSTITUTIONS -- CLARK COLLEGE AND ATLANTA UNIVERSITY, EACH

OF WHICH WAS MORE THAN 120 YEARS OLD.

WE ARZ PART OF A SIX

INSTITUTION COMPLEX INCLUDING SPELHAN COLLEGE, MOREHOUSE COLLEGE,
MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE, THE INTERDENOMINATIONAL THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY,
THE MOREHOUSE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE WHICH COLLECTIVZLY IS CALLED THE
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY CENTER.

CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY, CREATED ON JULY 1, 1988, IS A
HISTORICALLY AFRICAN AMERICAN, PRIVATE, URBAN, COEDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTION OF UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION.

CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY INHERITS THE HISTORICAL MISSIONS AND
ACHIEVEMENTS OF ITS TWO PARENT INSTITUTIONS, ATLANTAUNIVERSITY AND
CLARK COLLEGE. FOUNDED IN 1865, ATLANTA UNIVERSITY IN 1929 BECAME
AN EXCLUSIVELY GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL INSTITUTION, THE FIRST
WITH A PREDOMINANTLY BLACK STUDENT BODY. FOUNDED IN 1869, CLARK
COLLEGE WAS THE FIRST METHODIST AFFILIATED COLLEGE ESTABLISHED TO
SERVE AFRICAN AMERICANS. EACH OF THESE SCHOOLS BEGAN MODESTLY BUT
WITH FIRM COMMITMENT TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF INTELLECTUAL AND
RESPONSIBIS ACHIEVEMENT. THUS, BY 1888 CLARK COLLZGE HAD DEVELOPED
THE INDEPENDENT GAMMON THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, AND ATLANTA UNIVERSITY

WAS PROVIDING BLACK TEACHERS ANO LIBRARIANS THRCCGH THZ SOUTH.
OVER THE YEARS THZ PROGRAM OP CLARK COLLEGE EVOLVED FROM ONE WHICH
CONCENTRATED ON TRAINING TEACHERS AND MINISTERS-TO A DIVERSIFIED
PANOPLY OF DISCIPLINES IN THE SO2IAL AND NATURAL SCIENCES AND THE
ARTS AND HUMANITIES; ATLANTA UNIVERSITY DEVELOPED SCHOOLS OF
SCIENCE,
AND
BUSINESS
EDUCATION,
SOCIAL
WORK,
LIBRARY
ADMINISTRATION IN ADDITION TO THE SEVERAL DISCIPLINES OF THE SCHOOL
OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY INHERITS ALSO FIRM COMMITMENTS SHARED
BY BOTH ITS PARENT INSTITUTIONS. ONE SUCH comermENT IS TO CLOSE
COOPERATION wITH ITS CONTIGUOUS SISTER INOTITUTIONS INT HE ATLANTA
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE, MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE,
UNIVERSITY CENTER:
SPELMAN COLLEGE, THE INTERDENOMINATIONAL THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, AND
THE MOREHOUSE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE. ANOTHER CONTINUED COMMITMENT IS
TO SERVING THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF STUDENTS OF DIVERSE RACIAL,

NoT ONLY DOES CLARK
NATIONAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS.
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY CONTINUE THE SPECIAL CONCERN FOR STUDENTS FROM
AFRICA, THE CARIBBEAN AND OTHER COUNTRIES OF THE THIRD WORLD, IT
ALSO HAS A SPECIAL INTEREST IN DISCIPLINES RELATED TO DEVELOPMENT
AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS. ABOVE ALL, THERE IS THE CONTINUED
COMMITMENT TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS oF RESEARCH, TEACHING AND
PUBLIC SERVICE DIRECTED TOWARD AMELIORATION OF THE INJUSTICES AND
SUFFERING OF HUMANKIND.

I
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I APPEAR TODAY ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND
(UNCF), ITS 41 MEMBER PRESIDENTS, ALMOST 50,000 STUDENTS AND OUR

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY AND STAFF WHO ARE DEDICATED TO ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE, ACCESS AND SUCCESS IN HIGHER EDUCATION, AND TO
ASSISTING THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CARRY OUT ITS GOAL OF EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION.
UNCF MEMBER INSTITUTIONS HAVE TAKEN SERIOUSLY, OVER THE YEARS,
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S STATED COMMITMENT TO EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN

HIGHER EDUCATION AND WE HAVE PROVIDED "ACCESS," "CHOICE," AND
"QUALITY" TO BACCALAUREATE-DEGREE SEEKING YOUNG PEOPLE WITH THE
INTEREST, DESIRE, AND ACADEMIC POTENTIAL TO SUCCEED IN COLLEGE.
SIXTY-ONE PERCENT OF ALL UNCF STUDENTS RECEIVE PELL GRANTS, 33
PERCENT

RECEIVE

(SEOGs),

37 PERCENT RECEIVE COLLEGE WORK STUDY

SUPPLEMENTAL

EDUCATIONAL

OPPORTUNITY
(CWS),

GRANTS

AND 51

PERCENT RECEIVE STAFFORD (GUARAYTEED STUDENT) LOANS, WITH MOST OF
THEM RECEIVING MULTIPLE FORMS OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID AS WELL AS
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT AND STATE GRANT ASSISTANCE. ALTOGETHER, 90
PERCENT OF UNCF STUDENTS RECEIVE FEDERAL STUDENT AID. THIS FEDERAL
AID HAS SPURRED ENROLLMENTS AMONG TRADITIONAL COLLEGE AGE AFRICAN
AMERICAN STUDENTS. DURING THE PAST FOUR YEARS, 31 OF OUR 41 MEMBER
INSTITUTIONS HAVE EXPERIENCED ENROLLMENT GAINS AVERAGING 16 PERCENT
- - AND THE SAME NUMBER REPORT TWO PERCENT INCREASES FOR AY 1989
OVER AY 1988.

IT IS THE 51 PERCENT FIGURE -- THE DRAMATIC GROWTH IN STUDENT
BORROWING -- THAT MAKES THE SUBJECT OF TODAY'S HEARING SO CRITICAL.

MY UNCF PRESIDENTIAL COLLEAGUES AND

I,

VIEW WITH ALARM AND

TREPIDATION, THE FACT THAT THE NUMBER OF STUDENT BORROWERS IN THE
GSL PROGRAM AT UNCF INSTITUTIONS HAS ALMOST DOUBLED FROM 11,000 IN
1982-83 TO ALMOST 22,000 IN 1988-89. INCREASINGLY, UNCF STUDENTS - LIKE MANY OTHER LOW AND MIDDLE INCOME STUDENTS THROUGHOUT HIGHER
EDUCATION -- ARE BECOMING INDENTURED SERVANTS, VIRTUAL SLAVES TO
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S FAILURE TO KEEP FAITH WITH OUR NATIONAL
COMMITMENT TO GRANT ASSISTANCE FOR LOW INCOME STUDENTS.
THAT
COMMITMENT WAS FIRST ARTICULATED BY PRESIDENT DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
(AND SINCE ECHOED BY EVERY PRESIDENT, BOTH REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRAT,

EXCEPT RONALD REAGAN), WHEN HE SUBMITTED THE NATIONAL DEFENSE
EDUCATION ACT TO CONGRESS: "...WE MUST INCREASE OUR EFFORTS TO
IDENTIFY AND EDUCATE MORE OF THE TALENT OF THE NATION.
THIS
REQUIRES PROGRAMS THAT WILL GIVE ASSURANCE THAT NO STUDENT OF
ABILITY WILL BE DENIED AN OPPORTUNITY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION BECAUSE
OF FINANCIAL NEED." SINCE THAT TIME EVERY PRESIDENT, EXCEPT RONALD
REAGAN, HAS WORKED WITH CONGRESS TO PRESERVE AND ENHANCE "ACCESS"
AND SOME MEASURE OF "CHOICE" IN HIGHER EDUCATION.

THIS BURGEONING LOAN INDEBTEDNESS NOT ONLY ADVERSELY AFFECTS

ACCESS TO COLLEGE AND COLLEGE PERSISTENCE, BUT IT ALSO AFFECTS
CAREER CHOICE.
IT IS THIS ADVERSE IMPACT ON cAREER CHOICE THAT
LINKS THE NEED FOR A PELL GRANT ENTITLEMENT -- AND LESS RELIANCE
ON STUDENT BORROWING TO FINANCE A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE -- TO THE
SUBJECT MATTER OF TODAY'S HEARING - GRADUATE EDUCATION.
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LOAN INDEBTEDNESS NOT ONLY DETERS MANY QUALIFIED MINORITY
STUDENTS FROM CONSIDERING PURSUIT OF A GRADUATE DEGREE, BUT ALSO
DISCOURAGES THEM FROM ENTERING THE COLLEGIATE PROFESSORATE. AS THE
PRESIDENT OF THE FIRST (AND FOR MANY YEARS THE ONLY) BLACK GRADUATE
INSTITUTION -- I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT FINANCING A Ph.D., AFTER
ACCUINULATING MORE THAN $10,000 IN LOANS AS AN UNDERGRADUATE,
REPRESENTS A REAL CHALLENGE!

BLACKS /N GRADUATE SCHOOL -- A PIPELINE Pounganz
ACCORDING TO THE MOST RECENT DATA, AFRICAN AMERICANS MADE
LITTLE PROGRESS IN INCREASING THEIR DEGREE AWARDS BETWEEN 1987 AND
A MARGINAL GAIN OF 2.5 PERCENT IN BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
1989.
AWARDS WAS THEIR LARGEST INCREASE DURING THIS TWO-YEAR PER/OD,
ALTHOUGH
FOLLOWED BY A 1.5 PERCENT RISE IN MASTER'S DEGREES.
SMALL, THESE GAINS ARE THE FIRST /NCREASES AFRICAN AMERICANS HAVE
EXPERIENCED IN DEGREE WARDS AT THE BACHELOR'S AND MASTER'S LEVELS
HOWEVER, THESE GAINS DID NOT OFF-SET THE
SINCE THE LATE 1970S.
THE TOTAL
DEGREE LOSSES THE GROUP SUFFERED DURING THE 1980S.
NUMBER OF BACHELOR'S AND MASTER'S DEGREES AFRICAN AMERICANS
RECEIVED IN 1989 REMAINED FAR BELOW CORRESPONDING FIGURES FOR 1981.
AFR/CAN AMERICANS WERE SUCCESSFUL ONLY 1N STOPPING THE DOWNWARD
AS WITH COLLEGE
SLIDE IV VEGREES AWARDED AT THESE LEvELS.
ENROLLMENT TRENDS IN GENERAL, AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN MADE MORE
DURING THIS
PROGRESS IN DEGREE AWARDS /HAN AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN.
TWO-YEAR PERIOD, AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN MADE A MODERATE GAIN OF 4.7
PERCENT IN BACHELOR'S DEGREES AND A SLIGHT GAIN OF 1.8 PERCENT IN
MASTER'S DEGREES. THE NUMBER OF BACCALAUR.:ATE AND MASTER'S DEGREES
AFRICAN AMERiCAN MEN RECEIVE.D REMAINED APPROXIMATELY THE SAME IN
1987 AND 1989. SIMILARLY, AT THE ASSOCIATE LEVEL, AFRICAN AMERICAN
THEY NETTED AN 8.1 PERCENT LOSS IN
MEN DID NOT FARE WELL.
ASSOCIATE DEGREES, COMPARED WITH NO CHANGE FOR AFRICAN AMERICAN
BECAUSE OF LOSSES SUSTAINED BY AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN,
WOMEN.
AFRICAN AMERICANS EXPERIENCED A i PERCENT DECLINE IN ASSOCIATE
AWARDS OVERALL.
AFTER MORE THAN A DECADE OF PROGRESS IN FIRST-PROFESSIONAL
AWARDS, AFRICAN AMERICANS FELL 9.3 PERCENT IN THE NUMBER THEY
BOTH AFRICAN AMERICAN MEN AND WOMEN
RECEIVED AT THIS LEVEL.
IN 1989, AFRICAN kMERICAN MEN RECEIVED IN 12.4
SUFFERED LOSSES,
PERCENT FEWER FIRST-PROFESSIONAL DEGREES THAN IN 1987, WHILE
AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN EXPERIENCED A 5.8 PERCENT DECLINE.

BASED ON 1989 DATA FROM THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, LITTLE

CHANGE TOOK PLACE IN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DOCTORATES AWARDED TO
BECAUSE OF A
AFRICAN AMER/CANS IN 1988 (805) AND 1989 (811).
CONTINUOUS DECLINE FROM THE LATE 1970S THROUGH THE 1980S, THE

NUMBER OF DOCTORATES RECEIVED BY AFRICAN AMERICANS IN 1989 REMAINED
FROM 1988
SMALL COMPARED WITH THEIR AWARDS DURING THE MID-19705.
TO 1989, AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN DROPPED SLIGHTLY IN DOCTORATES FROM
THIS COMPARED WITH A 3.9 PERCENT GAIN FOR AFRICAN
494 TO 488.
AMERICAN MEN.

47-527 0 - 91 - 6

ntogtigvm
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PROM 1988 TO 1989, AFRICAN AMERICANS INCREASED THE NUMSER or
DOCTORATES THEY RECEIVED IN PHYS/CAL SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, LIFE
SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, AND EDUCATION. DESPITE THESE GAINS, THEY
REMAIN
TREMENDOUSLY
UNDERREPRESENTED
IN
THE
SCIENCES
AND
ENGINEERING.
THEY EXPERIENCED THEIR LARGEST DECREASE IN
PROFESSIONAL/OTHER FIELDS -- 30.8 PERCENT, OR 24 FEWER DEGREES.
IN THE HUMANITIES, AFRICAN AMERICANS RECEIVED 6.5 PERCENT FEWER
DEGREES, CONTINUING THEIR DOWNWARD SLIDE IN THIS AREA._1/

MINORITIES IN THE WOFESSORATE

I BELIEVE THAT IT IS PAIR TO SAY 7HAT ACADEME'S ATTEMB TO
DATZ TO RECRUIT, EMPLOY, AND RETAIN MINORITY FACULTY -- ESPECIALLY
AFRICAN AND HISPANIC AMERICANS - - IS A DISMAL FAILURE. EVEN WORSE,
WHEN VIEWED FROM ONE PERSPECTIVE, IS 7HE HIGHER EDUCATION
COMMUNITY'S ALMOST SMUG ACCEPTANCE OF THE STATUE QUO, I.E. THEY
APPEAR "SATISFIED" WITH THE PROGRESS MADE IN AFFIRMATIVE EFFORTS
TO EMPLOY AND RETAIN MINORITY FACULTY._2/

THE FACTS, HOWEVER, SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES:

BLACK

Ina

1221

1.111

19,957

19,227

18,973

8,311

7,704

7,506

HISPANIC

ACM...MING THEN TOTHE MOST RECENT DATA FROM THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION
-BASED
INFORMATION
ON
WHAT THE
INSTIUTIONS, THEMSELVES, REPORT TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT -- THE
NUMBERS OF AFRICAN AMERICANS AND HISPANIC AMERICANS IN THE
PORFESSORATE ARE DECLININQ, WHILE AMERICA DEBATES ABOUT "QUOTAS"
AND WHETHER OR NOT BLACKS AND LATINOS ARE REPLACING WHITES IN THE
WORK PLACE.

I
WOULD ACKOWLEDGE THAT THERE IS AN "AVAILABILITY POOL"
PROBLEM AND OUR PROPOSAL TO YOU TODAY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT SIMPLE
FACT.
THAT AVAILABILITY POOL CAN BE AND WILL BE ENHANCED
SIGNIFICANTLY THROUGH CONGRESS' ENACTMINT OF THE AUGUSTUS F.
HAWKINS FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM.
THIS WOULD REPRESENT, IN OUR VIEW,
THELAST LINK IN THE CHAIN (COUPLED WITH THE PATRICIA RABOERTS
HARRIS FELLOWSHIP) DESIGNED TO MOVE MINORITIES INTO COLLEGE AND

THROUGH THE DOCTORATE DEGREE.

HAWKINS FELLOWS HAVE THE ADDITIONAL
ADVANTAGE OF THEN RETURNING TO THE CAMPUS AND INFLUENCING OTHER

MINORITY STUDENTS TO BOTH SUCCEED gap

TO ENTER THE TEACHING

PROFESSION OR THE HIGHER EDUCATION PROFESSORATE.

fL3
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YOU MAY ASK WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE MINORITIES IN THE
WELL
AS
IN
IMPORTANT
AS
PROFESSORATE,
HIGHER
EDUCATION
ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS. A GREAT DEAL OF RESEARCH HAS BEEN DONE,
IN PARTICULAR, ON THE IMPORTANT ISSUES CONTRIBUTING TO THE SUCCESS
OF BLACK STUDENTS IN BLACK VERSUS WHITE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.
JACQUELINE FLEMMING, IN HER SEMINAL WORK Aidacisg_IILS,Salara HAS
CONTRIBUTED IMMENSELY TO OUR UNDERSTANDING OF WHY BLACKS SUCCEED
AND PERSIST IN HISTORICALLY BLACK VERSUS TRADITIONALLY WHITE
IN THE PAST, WE HAVE SURMISED
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION.
AS
BLACK INSTITUTIONS,
FEWER RESOURCES
OF
THAT IN SPITE
INSTITUTIONS, WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ACADEMIC SUCCESS OF BLACK
BLACKS IN COLLEGE SHEDS ADDITIONAL
AND OTHER MINORITY STUDENTS.
LIGHT ON THE REASONS FOR STUDENTS SUCCESS IN THESE ENVIRCaMENTS.
IN FACT, WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED IS THAT THE ABILITY OF FACULTY AND
STAFF OF THE SAME RACE OR NATIONAL ORIGIN AS THE MINORITY STUDENT
CONTRIBUTE TO CREATING THE PROPER ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT WHICH LEADS
AND
EDUCATIONAL
STUDENT PERSISTENCE
SUPPORT,
ACADEMIC
TO
EXCELLENCE.

TWO OTHER GRADUATE-.ORIENTED PROGRAMS IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION

THE PATRICIA ROBERTS
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM AND THE RONALD C. MCNAIR POST
BACCALAUREATE ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM (SECTION OF TITLE IV), ARE OF

ACT ARE OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO UNCF.
HARRIS

CRITICAL IMPORTANCE IF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS TO ASSIST IN
EXPANDING THE NUMBERS OF BLACK AMERICANS AND OTHER MINORITIES
IN
OBTAINING TERMINAL DEGREES AND ENTERING THE PROFESSIONS.
ADDITION, PROVIDING TOP QUALITY BLACK FACULTY AT HBCUS AND AT
MAJORITY Il..5TITUTIONS DEPENDS nFON OUR ABILITY TO CREATE MORE
FELLOWSHIPS FOR MINORITIES TO ENPER AND COMPLETE GRADUATE SCHOOL.

UNCF BELIEVES THAT THE BEST METHOD FOR INCREASING THE NUMBER
OF AFRICAN AMERICANS WITH PH.D.'S IS TO LOTH CREATE A LARGER POOL
IN UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, hND INCREASE FEDERAL
IT IS
ON THE LATTER POINT,
SUPPORT FOR DOCTORAL STUDY.
DISCOURAGING TO NOTE THE DECLINE IN FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR DOCTORAL
EDUCATION OVER THE LAST 20 YEAR3 PARALLELED BY A DECLINE IN THE

NUMBER OF DOCTORATES EARNED BY U.S. CITIZENS FOR MORE THAN A
IN 1969, FOR EXAMPLE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FUNDED 60,000
DECADE.
FELLOWSHIPS AND TRAINEESHIPS; WHILE TODAZ IT FUNDS ABOUT 12,000.
AWARDED BY AMERICAN
IN
1972,
83 PERCENT OF ALL DOCTORATES

UNIVERSITIES WERE RECEIVED BY U.S. CITIZENS; BUT BY 1987, THE
PERCENTAGE HAD DECLINED TO LESS rHAT 71 PERCENT.
THE PATRICIA ROBERTS HARRIS PROGRAM CAN HELP SOLVE THE
IN FY 1989, HARRIS FELLOWSHIPS WERE AWARDED TO
SHORTAGE PROBLEM.
1,007 STUDENTS AT 183 PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS, WHICH ACTUALLY
REPRESENTS A DECLINE IN THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING FELLOWS FROM
THTS DECLINE IS DUE, IN PART, TO A
A PEAK OF 1,4J0 IN FY 1986.
MANDATED INCREASE IN THE FELLOWSHIP AWARD LEVEL AND THE ABSENCE OF
SUFFICIENT FUNDING TO SUPPORT THAT INCREASE.
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SOLVING THE MINORITY PROFEsSoRATE PUZZLE
AS CONGRESS AND THE NATION SEEK TO EXPAND EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL AND TO DESEGREGATE AND

DIVERSIFY MAJOR/TY INSTITUTIONS, THERE WILL BE AN INCREASING NEED
TO EMPLOY AND PROMOTE AFRICAN AMERICANS AS PART OF THE PROFESSORATE
AND IN HIGHER EDUCATION.
SINCE THERE IS ALREADY A SHORTAGE OF
MACK PH.D.s, I WANT TO RECOMMEND THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INAUGURATE
A NEW PROGRAM TO PRODUCE MORE Ph.D.s TO ENTER THE PROFESSORATE.
WE SUPPORT THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION'S EFFORTS TO MERGE THE TITLE IX,
PART A PROGRAM WITH THE RONALD C. MCNAIR POST-BACCALAUREATE
ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM IN TITLE IV. IN ITS PLACE, THE CONGRESS SHOULD
AUTHORIZE A PROGRAM OF AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS FELLOWSHIPS, IN HONOR
OF FORMER HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE CHAIR AUGUSTUS F.
HAWKINS. HAWKINS FELLOWSHIPS WOULD BE AWARDED TO HECU FACULTY AND
OTHER AFRICAN, ASIAN, HISPANIC AND NATIVE AMERICAN PH.D. CANDIDATES

WHO AGREE TO RETURN TO THEIR HOST INSTITUTION OR ANY OTHER

ASSOCIATE OR BACCALAUREATE DEGREE GRANTING INSTITUTION -- WITH A
SIGNIFICANT MINORITY ENROLLMENT --TO TEACH FOR TWO YEARS FOR EACH
ONE YEAR OF FELLOWSHIP ASSISTANCE RECE/VED.
WE BELIEVE A MMORMODIFICATION IN THE NATIONAL CONSORTIUM FOR
EDUCATIONAL ACCESS, INC. PROGRAM WILL ACHIEVE WHAT WE BELIEVE IS
A SHARED OBJECTIVE.
UNCF HAS MODIFIED DR. LEROY ERVIN'S PROGRAM
(SEE ENCLOSED DRAFT BILL) AND WE RECOMMENO IT TO YOU FOR INCLUSION
IN THE SENATE'S HIGHER EDUCATION ACT REAUTHORIZATION BILL.
THE
PROPOSED AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS WOULD INCLUCt THE
FOLLOWING BASIC ELEMENTS: (1) 1. $15,000 FEDERAL FELLOWSHIP FOR
CURRENT HBCU, TRIBALLY -CONTROLLED INDIAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE FACULTY,
OR. MINORITY FACULTY AT OTHER INSTITUTIONS WITH SIGNIFICANT MINORITY
STUDENT ENROLLMENTS, AND MINORITY BACCALAUREATE DEGREE HOLDERS WHO
ARE AFR;CAN AMERICAN, ASIAN AMERICAN (CHINESE, JAPANESE, KOREAN,
ETC.), HISPANIC AMERICAN (MEXICAN AMERICAN, CUBAN AMERICAN, PUERTO
RICAN), NATIVE AMERICAN (AMERICAN INDIANS, ALEUTS, NATIVE ALASKAN,
NATIVE HAWAIIAN); (2) A REQUIRED WAIVER OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL'S
TUITION BY
THE
RECEIVING
INST/TUTION
(EXCEPT
IN SPECIAL

CIRCUMSTANCES) COUPLED WITH THE PROVISION OF AN ASSISTANTSHIP BY
THE INSTITUTION; (3) THE PROVISION BY THE RECEIVING INSTITUTION OF
A MINIMUM $2,000 STIPEND TO THE HAWKINS FELLOW FROM PRIVATE, NONINSTITUTIONAL sOURCES; ANn (4) A REQUIREMENT THAT THE HAWKINS
FELLOW TEACH AT HIS/HER HHOST" INSTITUTION AFTER RECEIVING THE
DEGREE FOR AT LEAST TWO YEARS FOR EACH YEAR OF FELLOWSHIP
ASSISTANCE RECEIVED.
MR. CHAIRMAN, WE ARE CONVINCED OF BOTH THE NECESSITY AND THE
EFFICIENCY oF PROCEED IN THIS WAY TO INCREASE THE REPRESENTATION
OF MINORITY FACULTY IN THE PROFESSORATE. WE WILL NOT ONLY EXPAND
THE REACH OF LTMITED FEDERAL DOLLARS SY "MATCHING" THEM WITH
INSTIUTIONAL AND PRIVATE DCLUARS, BUT WE NILL ALSO IMPROVE STUDENT
PERSISTENCE.
400/COLETEST
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LET ME CONCLUDE, MR. CHAIRMAN, W7

THREE RECOMMENDATIONS:

PART A PROGRAM WITH THE

O

MERGE THE CURRENT TITLE I)

o

INCREASE THE AWARD-LEVEL FOR PATRICIA ROBERTS HARRIS

RONALD MCNAIR POST-BACCALAURE7TE ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM IN
TITLE IV, SECTION 417D(d), CRTATE THE AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM FOR MINORITY STUDENTS WHO SEEK TO
ENTER THE HIGHER EDUCATION PROFESSORATE;
k2LIOWS FROM THE CURRENT $10,000 TO A MINIMUM OF $15,000,

WHILE MAINTAINING OR EXPANDING THE CURRENT NUMBER OF
AWARDS; AND
O

GIVE CONSIDERATION TO MERGING CR ELIMINATING SEVERAL OF
THE REMAINING FEDERAL FELLOWSHIP PROnRAMS /N TITLE IX
(UNCF BELIEVES THAT THE JAVITS FELLOWSHIPS COULD EhSILY
BE MERGED WITH THE NATIONAL NEEDS FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM AND
THAT THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND MINING FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS
COULD BE MERGED AND/OR ELIMINA1ED.

I WOULD BE PLEASED TO hNSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.

ENDNOTES

_1/ MINORITIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION, Ninth Annual Status Report,
and
1990, American Council on Higher Education, Reginald E. Wilson
1991) and "Higher Education
Deborah J. Carter, p. 9 (JanuaryAction,"
Dlack Issues /n Richer
Faculty Satisfied With Affirmative
Education, Vol. 6 No.19 (December 7, 199C).
African American and
_az AFFIRMATIVE RHETORIC, NEGATIVE ACTION:
Hispanic Faculty At Predominantly White Institutions, Report No.
2, School of Education and Human Development, George Washington

University, 1989; see also FACULTY EMPLOYMENT INFORMATIOU from the
Race and Sex
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
Employment Data.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Doctor, thank you very much.

Congressman Payne, Dr. Cole is going to be leaving us. If you
have any questions, we thought we'd do that now.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much.
I certainly appreciate seeing you, and listening to your testimony. I won't hold you, because I-100 percentsupport the Augustus
F. Hawkins scholarship, and will be working very closely with
Major Owens who chairs a subcommittee on which I sit, Select
Education, to move it along. I think there is no question about the
fact that we need to have special programs to encourage AfricanAmericans to go on to college-leveldoctoral programs and master's programs.
I think that one of the problems that we have is that when African-Americans finally get that bachelor's degree, they are so anxious to get out into the workforce, because they have been struggling or their parents have struggled, that they put off the graduate education.
I ran into that problem with myself when I received my bachc

lor's degree many years ago, but found that my daughter, who
in education when she graduated from Kean College in New
Jersey, decided that she wanted to start teaching, even though I
tried to impress upon her to go on and get her master's immediately because once you get out of that loop, it is hard to get back in. I
failed to persuade her to continue on.
So I know that even in my household, where there was really no
real economic problem, it was just her anxiety and anxiousness to
get out to be on her own. She had been dependent for so long, and
just wanted to reach out. So we need to have some additional as-

graduated and qualified for an outstanding scholarship for master's

sistance. I couldn't agree with you more.

Also, we will have Ph.D.'s and people with master's degree in
math and science stay in the pool once we can get a pool of them
around. You know, they are so rare that when they get their Ph.D.,
and if they are in education, especially in math or science, they are
plucked out by industry because they are a rare commodity. It is
something like Larry Bird and basketball. But because of the
rarity, they get scooped up.
So, once we have more of these strange creatures with a Ph.D. in
math or science who are African-American, and male at that, I
think that then ,ley will be able to have more of a normal career
path than today where they are such oddities that it makes it very
difficult. They simply get offers they can't refuse.
But I just appreciate your testimony, and will not delay his departure.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Payne.

Dr. Cole, thank you for your excellent proposal named after
Chairman Hawkins. I know that all of us are looking forward to
working with Congressman Owens to try to make that a reality.
Thank you.

Mr. COLE. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. We are next going to hear from Dr. Richard Hope,

Vice President and Director of the Minority Advancement, Wood-

row Wilson National Fellowship Foundation in Princeton, New
1
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Jersey. He is accompanied by the former president of Princeton
University, Robert Goheen. Mr. Goheen is now Director of Mellon
Fellowships in Humanities for the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.
Welcome.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD 0. HOPE, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
WOODROW WILSON NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION; AC-

COMPANIED BY ROBERT F. GOHEEN, SENIOR FELLOW IN

PUBLIC AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AT PRINCETON, AND
DIRECT OF THE MELLON FELLOWSHIPS IN THE HUMANITIES
IN THE WOODROW WILSON NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP FOUNDATION

Mr. HOPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. With your permission, I
would like to begin with Bob Goheen, who accompanies me on this
propmal.
Mr. GOHEEN. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I am privileged to be

here and have the opportunity to speak with you. I am Bob
Goheen, formerly both president of Princeton University and
United States Ambassador to India. My interest in both higher

education and international affairs remains very strong.
I am here with Dr. Hope today to try to urge upon this subcom-

mittee Federal support for a program or programs that would

bring more minority students into preparation for professional careers in public and international affairs. My interest in that began
in 1986 when I conducted a study of the then 13 graduate programs
that are specifically aimed at developing professionals in interna-

tional affairs. Those institutions constitute now an association

known as APSIA, the American Professional Schools of International Affairs.
If the Committee would be interested, I have that study should
they want it.
Mr. ANDREWS. We'd like for you to submit that for the record of

our proceeding, Ambassador. Thank you.
Mr. GOHEEN. All right. Now, these 13 schools are not cut to the
same mold at all; but as I looked into them, I Ivcame very strongly
impressed how successful they were in develop4.ng graduates well-

equipped with both knowledge and skills to operate effectively in
this complex shifting inter-dependent world that we now live in.
The single greatest flaw that I found through the institutions of
the APSIA association was how very few minority students they
were managing to bring into their net, much as they were trying to
do by more traditional means. One of my mAjor recommendations
was that the institutions individually and the organization collectively should be ceased of that problem and seek to make greater
headway.
I am glad to say that the APSIA institutions in the subsequent
in collaboration with the
years have made substantial headwayFoundation
that Dr. Hope
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship
been
joined
in
that
by a very imand I represent today. They have
of
Schools
of
Public
Policy and
portant third party, the Association
Management, known as APPA, which have previous experience in
this are with Sloan Foundation support. I am glad to report that at

I

S
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least three of the graduates of that Sloan Program are in the audience here today, I notice, and seem to have been very happy with
it.
Just now, working with important help from the Ford, Rockefeller and Philip Reed Foundation, the Woodrow Wilson Foundation,
and these two organizations, are now carrying on a program that
does offer to minority students, starting in the junior year of college attractive summer institutes, internships and support in the
initial years of graduate study to bring students into graduate
study for preparation for careers and pubic and international affairs.

In brief, a ttAted and effective model is operating now, which
does attract able minority students into education to become careerists in public and international affairs. It seems to me that
there is no doubt at all that in the modern world, this country
needs greatly increased minority representation in these fields of
endeavor and service. We believe that the existing program developed collaboratively, I have said, should be expanded and that,

ideally, it should be made to reach down to somewhat lower educational levels.
Our great problem, however, is not with the program but is the
fact that it lives on short-term foundation funding. The future of it
is very uncertain.
My colleague, Dr. Hope, who is the vice president of the Woodrow Wilson National Ftllowship Foundation, is director of the current minorities program. He can speak more in detailed to it, and I
would like to turn the microphone over to him
[The prepared statement of Robert F. Goheen follows:]
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Testimony of Robert F. Goheen
to

The Subcommittee on Post Secondary Education
of the
U.S. House Committee on Education and Labor
in support of
A Program to Support and Enlarge the
Recruitment and Preparation of
Minority.Students for Careers in
Public Policy and International Affairs
June 13, 1991

Mr. Chairman.
Goheen:

Members of the Subcommittee...My name is Robert F.

I am a former President of Princeton University and a former

U.S. Ambassador to India.

Currently I both serve as a Senior Fellow

in Public and International Affairs at Princeton and am Director of
the Mellon Fellowships in the Humanities in the Woodrow Wilson
National Fellowship Foundation.

I am here today alongside my colleague Dr. Richard O. Hope, to
urge on the Subcommittee the desirability of support from the Federal
Government for a program or programs designed to attract more
minority students into preparation for careers in public and
international affairs.

My particular interest in such an enterprise began during the
academic year 1986-87 when I was commissioned by two charitable
foundations to carry out a comparative study of the 13 American
graduate programs directed to the preparation of students for careers
in the international arena.

Together these institutions constitute

the Association of Professional Schools of International Affairs
(APSIA).

(If you would be interested in seeing this study, I would

be happy to submit iut as an attachment to my testimony).

These schools are not all cut from the same mold, but as I got on
in my investigations, I. became very favorably impressed by their

1111M7'
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success, individually and collectively, in turning out graduates well
equipped with both knowledge and skills to operate effectively in the
kind of complex, changing, interdependent world of nations,
enterprises, and peoples in which we now live.

The most glaring flaw I found in them--and I considered it very
serious--was how very, very few Blacks, Hispanics, and American
Indians they were managirg to attract to be their. students.

proportion of minority faculty members was similarly low.

The

A major

recommendation of my study was that the Schools individually and
APSIA as an organization should make strong efforts to rectify these
deficiencies, and especially so in the recruitment of students as it
can be a somewhat quicker process than the development of faculty,'
In the subsequent years, I am glad to say that APSIA has moved

firmly in this direction in collaboration with the WWNFF that Dr.
Hope and I represent.

And they have been joined by an important

third party, the Association of Schools of Public Policy Analysis and
Management (APPAM), so that with critically important help from the
Ford, Rockefeller, and Philip Reed Foundations, the WWNFF is now
working with a consortium of 31 graduate institutions to offer to
minority students, starting in the junior year of college, attractive

summer institutes, internships, and (eventually) support in the
initial years of graduate study.

In brief, a tested, effective model has been established to
interest able minority students in preparing to become careerists in
public and international affairs.

1

There is no doubt but there is

An excerpt from my study, Education in U.S. Schools of
International Affairs, relating to student recruitment and
especially minorities is attached.
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need for greatly increased minority representation in these fields of
endeavor and service,

We believe that the program which the WWNFF

has developed in collaboration with the 31 institutions of APSIA and
APPAH can and should be expanded and,

ideally, made to reach down to

somewhat lower educational levels.

My colleague, Dr. Hope who is Vice President of WWNFF directs the
current program and can speak more directly on its operations and to
its potential.

May I suggest that he make his presentation now.

Then we shall, of course, both be happy to respond to questions.
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MINORITY REPRESENTATION IN THE APSIA SCHOOLS:.

(Source:Education in U.S. Scools of International Affairs,Robert F.Goheen,pp.57 ff)

The APSIA Schools do not get such young.people entirely by chance.
Nine of the Schools have at least one: staff member working on student
recruitment, and six have two or more persons so employed.
As shown in Attachment #6, women amounted to 502 of the 1986-87
enrollment at only one School, but no where did they constitute less than
302. Foreign students filled roughly half the places at two institutions, but constituted as little as 132 of the enrollment at two others.
With respect to members of minority groups, whether as students or
as faculty members, the Schools have done much more poorly. This is
apparent in the following Table, i4. The paucity of minorities is, of
course, not a phenomenon peculiar to the APSIA Schools. It characterizes
most of American higher education's selective institutions, and has
proved extremely difficult for them to overcome. Yet, clearly this is a
problem of which the APSIA Schools must, as the Quakers say, continue to
be seized.

Minority Representation in the APSIA Schools
Graduate
Students

Institution

Mid-Career
Students
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Additional fellowship money sight make it possible for more minority
students to consider graduate study leading to international scrvice.
Since, however, few qualified minority members have been presenting
themselves as applicants from among the graduating classes and recent
graduates of our colleges, the place to attack the problem is very likely
at an earlier stage or stages of education. A model may be the Summer
Program in Policy Skills for Minority Students, currently funded by the
Sloan Foundation at sone eight public policy institutions. Between the
junior and senior years of undergraduate study, minority students are
brought to those campuses for a program of study designed to help
prepare them for graduate study and eventually careers in public policy
and public management. The early exposure seems to have produced results
in subsequent minority graduate enrollments; this, at least has been true
at Princeton.
Others, however, would argue that even greater success might be
achieved if comparable steps wake taken to capture the interest of
minority students in internationiraffairs between the junior and senior
years of high schools. APSIA Schools which conduct undergraduate
_program in international affairs might most appropriately reach down
into the high schools that way to bring minority students into their
orbit snd expose them at an early age to the interest and challenges
inherent in the study of international affairs. A model here is the
Upward Bound program now functioning in a number of the traditionally
black colleges.

kr.4
4
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EDUCATION IN U.S. SCHOOLS OF /NTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
A Survey of the APS1A Schools
PREFACE

The origin of this survey lies in program interests of the Exxon
Education Foundation and the Pew Memorial Trusts, who have as wall
provided its funding.
Both grantors have been, and continue to be,
involved in support of vario's activities of the country's colleges and
universities relating to public policy and international affairs. Among
the institutions which are natural targets for these philanthropic
interests are the schools of international affairs lodged in universities
and aimed specifically to develop international affairs practitioners and
Grouped now in a loose association called the Association of
careerists.
Professional Schools of International Affairs (APSIA), these institutions
now number thirteen and are the object of this survey.

Alphabetically by university they are -The School of International Service (SIS), The American University.
The School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA),
Columbia University.
The Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific Studies
(IR/PS), University of California at San Diego.
The Graduate School of International Studies (GSIS), University
of Denver.
The Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service (SFS), Georgetown
University.
The School of International Affairs (SIA), George Washington
University.(1)
The School 1.f Advanced International Studies (SAIS), The Johns
Hopkins University.
The Graduate School of PublLc and International Affairs (GSPIA),
University of Pittsburgh.
The Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs
(WWS), Princeton University.
The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy (FSLD), Tufts University.
The School of International Relations (SIR), University of Southern
California.
The Henry H. Jackson School of International Studies (JSIS),
University of Washington.
The Center for International and Area Studies (CLAS), Yale
University.
For brevity, they will usually be referred to generically as Schools and
individually by the name of the host or parent university; sometimes,
however, the name of the School has seemed preferable.

1

Until 1987-88, the School of Public and International Affairs.

!79
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In sponsoring the survey, the foundations' intent has primarily been
to be helpful to APSIA's members by stimulating them to self-study and by
easing their sharing of practice, xperience, and thought. If I. the
surveyor, could mark out some clear lines of direction for them, so much
the better, but I did not start with any such obligation; nor can I say
that I have achieved that sort of vision.

What the APSIA Schools mainly have in common are a commitment to the
education of men and women to be knowledgeable and effective actors in
lines of service and employment with international dimensions and certain
large questions of curricular content and balance that arise from that
commitment. Within these commonalities, however, there prove to be many
differences. A uniform pattern of education for international
But if I had foreseen
practitioners was the last thins any of us sought.
the bewildering diversity which characterizes the field -- ranging from
size and nature of student body through status of faculty, relation to
parent university, concern for foreign language competence, historical
perspective, analytical skills, notions of a curricular core, methods of
instruction, involvement in research, to definition of mission -- / would
have been, if not less willing to undertake the study, certainly much
less confident as I started on it.
To some extent all this diversity corresponds to tho variety of
needs and opportunities for service and employment presented by the
complex, changing, interdependent world of nations, enterprises, and
peoples in which we live. But these external pluralities make it all the
more difficult to establish solid normative criteria for measuring
educational performance or to plot optimal lines of development. My
principal effort, therefore, has been to lay out for inspection
significant elements of the institutional diversity and to draw
I have not
comparisons which I hope will prove informative and useful.
avoided entirely, however, the temptation to offer normetive comments
from time to time.
An initial query to the Deans and Directors asked them to identify
the major problems, trends, and opportunities facing their schools now
The two concerns most commonly
and over the next five to ten years.
voiced were: (a) some shifting of the principal markets for their
graduates to the private sector, coupled to (as it was seen) inadequate
appreciation of PSIA "products" there, and (b) an undermining of the
development of liberally educated generalist graduates, good for the long
term, by increasing external demands for specialized and immediately
Also recurrent but less prominent was tho
applicable competences.
importance of undergraduate preparation, especially with respect to
language skills, that would permit students to go out well equipped for
work of an international cast ofter a normal two-year run to the Master's
These are three themes that will reappear, more than once, in
degree.
the body of tho report.
Indeed, whatever this survey has by way of substance derives in
largo measure from the APSIA Deans and Directors and their administrative
associates, who have been generous with their time, attention, and good
counsel. We conferred collectively for several hours at last fall's
I or my associate, Thomas Putnam, have talked with all of
APSIA meeting.
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them at soma length individually and also with faculty members and,
usually, students on their home ground.
The Schools have completed two
lengthy and rather complex questionnaires that we imposed on them.
There
have been many lesser exchanges by phone and letter to clarify particular
points.
Finally, I wish to acknowledge the invaluable assistarce of Thomas
Putnam, a second-year student in Princeton's Woodrow Wilson School during
1986-87.
Not only is he responsible for fastening together many of the
nuts and bolts of this survey in the form of its comparative tables; he
has also contributed important perceptions and ideas throughout the
course of the study.

Focus and galling:

This survey is centered on graduate education in
While it looks at PhD and mid-career
programs, the principal subject is terminal Master's degree programs
designed to develop graduates capable of acting knowledgeably and
effectively in occupations with international dimensions.

:Male of international affairs.

Even so, it is gratifying to observe in passing signs of broadening
public concern for international affairs and international affairs
education. A recent survey by the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations
has discovered that among the general public since 1983 "a greater
...The public's concern for
sensitivity to foreign affairs has occurred.
foreign policy, as opposed to domestic economic and social issues, is
(Foreign Policy, 066, Spring, '87, p. 41.)[2] In
more evenly balanced."
education, the APSIA members which offer undergraduate majors in
international relations all report strong upward pressure on enre.lents,
and most have had to place a cap on the number of undergraduate
concentrators they can accommodate. Following a time of national
inturning and amid continuing elevation of individual self gratification,
these indications of revived international interest and concern are
surely heartening.
To this silver cloud there is, however, a dark underside -- namely,
the reductions in recent years of the Federal Government's financial
underwriting of the country's foreign affairs functions. The contrast is
the subject of a short, telling essay by Peter Krogh in the R1,21-1_12f
the Dean, 1986: Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service, Georgetown
University, pp. 9-10. "Coincident with the heartening increased interest
(of students) in the School," he writes, "the country, through its
elected representatives, has reduced its official capacity to conduct
2

A contrary trend was outlined as recently as the 1985-86 winter
issue of Foreign Policy by Thomas Hughes in an article entitled "Tbe
Twilight of Internationalism." Moreover pockets and strands of a
rabidly conservative nationalism, of course, continue to exist
across the country and surface sometimes even at high levels of
The only APSIA-related activity that seems to have
government.
drawn frontal attack, however, is Denver's Center for Teaching
International Relations, a pre-collegiate teachers' training unit of
the university's Graduate School of International Studies.
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international affairs by 202." His observations, to be sure, exclude
both the country's military buildup and a less patent factor not readily
measurable. It is the broad extension through the Federal agencies of
But if one believes
international involvements and responsibilities.131
that diplomacy and related activities should be the nation's first line
of defense, or that in a highly interdependent, multipolar world, they
are essential to the sustaining of the country's global interests and
responsibilities, then one must feel grave concern at the deep cuts in
their funding made over the past decade and especially in the last three
years. Are our priorities right, one may ask, when as a percentage of
GNP, the United States' finannial commitment to its international affairs
agencies ranks below that devoted to comparable functions by all of its
principal allies?

/

3

The latter phenomenon is looked at on pages 23-24.
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I.

OVERVIEW

While it has become a truism to say that we live in a highly
interdependent world, the fact nevertheless remains. Most Americans need
to recognize and learn to deal with it better than we commonly do. The
American economy is now tied into not only the economies of western
Europe and Japan but also those of the developing nations in what amounts
to a global set of interlinkages. Big power politics still makes its
muscle felt, but alongside it now demanding attention and often carrying
collective weight are the aspirations and rising capabilities -- and too
often also the weak economies and indebtedness -- of 130 or more lesser
powers, linked together both in the United Nations and in various
regional groupings.
Modern high-speed communications have shrunk the globe temporally
Whether Pakistan
and spatially -- and so, too, have ballistic missiles.
has or has not developed an atomic bomb cannot Lhasa days be of concern
only to her neighbors; it has grave implications for world peace. So has
the Iran-Iraq war as it bears on the oil resources of the Gulf.
On a
lesser scale, the corn farmer in Iowa benefits from poor harvests in the
Soviet Union, and the coffee grower in the Nilgiri Hills of South India
prospers when frosts hit the coffee-growing areas of Brazil. In Iceland
a plant near Reykjavik processes bauxite froa Africa and ships aluminum
La numerous ways, large and
Examples proliferate.
all over the world.
small, the affairs of every nation now impinge on every other nation,
while industrial pollution raises threats to the durability of "spaceship
earth" as a vehicle for human life.
An all too ironic fact is that the bringing of the world's peoples
closer together in time and space has not in many cases generated greater
Instead, it has often generated
amity or even tolerance among then.
friction and disagreement because of competing interests, OCOL4mic
disparities, inter-cultural differences and misunderstandings. In this
sort of tense, shrunken, and interdependent world, tho United States
cannot stand aloof, unaffected by what goes on out across the Atlantic
and the Pacific. The problems and the promise there are not just on our
doorstep; they reach into our homes and into our offices, as the
country's enormous trade deficit and the U.S. hostages held in Lebanon
both forcefully illustrate.
All this calls for determined and extended educational effort in
America to develop knowledgeable citizens who can understand such
complexities without being intimidated or "turned off" by them and who
also can appreciate cultures other than their awn, including how they may
It is when we can understand
lead to different points of view than ours.
and even respect such differences that peaceful, negotiated settlements
The obverse, parochialism, more often than not spawns either
are likely.
short-sighted indifference or excessive bellicosity.
This is no new call. Since World War II, it has been sounded by a
number of studies and national commissions -- most notably in the
foundation-backed Morill Report of 1961, Education and World Affairs, and
the 1979 Report of the President's Commission on Foreign Language and
International Studies, appointed by President Carter (more commonly known
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as the Perkins Report, for its chairman, James A. Perkins), entitled
Strength Through Wisdom: A Critique of U.S. Capability. Shelf-loads of
l000ks and monographs on aspects of internacional education.are now to be
found in university libraries across the country, and educational
journals contain a plethora of articles on the subject. More
importantly, with the aid and encouragement of several of the major
foundations in the 1960's and the Title VI grants of the Federal
Government since the late 1950s, the capacity of the nation's
universities and colleges in trained faculty and library resources
relating to international affairs and non-western cultures has made a
quantum leap forward compared to conditions prior to World War U. As
the Perkins Report firmly documents and makes eloquently clear, however,
American higher education has a long way to go before it will be
adequately preparing the major portion of its graduates to understand the
nature of the Larger, international world in which they will live and
work.

Striking in all the literature mentioned drove, is the dearth of
studies that bear directly on that small, but significant part of the
American educational scene with which we are concerned in this survey -namely, the quasi-professional schools that seek to turn out
practitioners broadly prepared to operate in the arena where
international and national, public and private interests interact and
commingle.
Enrolling altogether some 3,300 graduate students and producing some
1,100 holders of advanced degrees each year, the thirteen member
institutions of APSIA represent a small fraction of international
education in the United States. Yet, they are singular and significant
in their principal commitment -- the preparation of men and women to be
knowledgeable and ersctive actors in lines of service and employsent
with international dimensions.
Gone are the days when a high-ranking diplomat did not have to be
conversant with complex matters relating to economics, technology, end
social change. So, too, are the days gone when a leading commercial
banker was well served with knowledge only of the domestic econoe7 or
could ignore the political implications of international financial
The education offered in the APSIA schools is therefore
balances.
heavily multidisciplinary in order to prepare graduates for a world in
which issues seldoa present themselves tidily or exclusively as economic
In this respect their graduates will be better
or political or social.
adapted to the "real world" of action and affairs than are their many
more numerous contemporaries holding degrees in a single academic
international
discipline. And while some business schools now include an
component -- one or two have put a special emphasis on it -- the much
larger numbers of MMA's issuing from thee, generally, do not benefit from

Si
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as broad or as deep an exposure to international affairs and foreign
cultures as do the APS/A graduates.(1)
In brief, although the APSIA schools educate a small proportion of
the nation's graduates, they turn out the sort of graduates needed by
more and more organizations both public and private in today's world of
interdependent nations and enterprises.
Their alumni are the prototype
employee of the future -- prepared to face problems and make decisions
that are cross-disciplinary and set in an international framework. They
thus bring to work of an international cast a comparative advantage that
needs to be better articulated by the Schools and better recognized by
potential employers.

These generalizations characterize the APSIA schools looked at
As previously indicated, when one seeks to draw
comparisons among them, they display many differences -- and not the
least in how they pursue the general objectives at which we have just
been looking.
collectively.

Most of the Schools, for example,
include in the instruction they
offer substantial work in policy aLalysis and choice, but three (Denver's
SIS, Washington's Jackson School, and Yale's CIAS) proclaim themselves as
centers for International Studies, rather than Affairs or Relations or
Service.
The varied nomenclature may mainly reflect historical vagaries,
but at the Master's level the designation "Studies" in these Schools
seams in some measure to reflect concern for academic learning as such as
against attention to policy analysis, contemporary issues, applicable
There is, to be
knowledge, and the processes of decision making.[21
sure, no clear-cut dividing line between these emphases, and none of the
Schools leans exclusively to one extreme or the other.

Again, in two of the Schools just mentioned (the Jackeon School and
Yale's CIAS), there is a heavy reliance on, and deliberate engagement o!,
This is particularly
other Schools and Centers of the rwo universities.
so for practftal knowledge desired by their students as, for example,
In
about business practices or in applied developmental ecouomics.
contrast, at George Washington until the spring term of 1987 literally
all courses taken by SIA Master's level students were in the liberal arts
Under the reorganization in process, some graduate courses
departments.
In
-%re now offered by SIA itself, but most remain in tha departsents.
most of the other Schools the instructional program is more
self-contained, although electives may be pursued in other parts of the

For those Sc....As which include concentrations in domestic public
affairs, 2rinceton's Woodrow Wilson School and Pittsburgh's Graduate
School of Public and International Affairs, one can add familiarity
with governmental processes as an additional advantage.
2

The new School at UC San Diego seeks to have it both we/8 in terming
itself the Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific
More detailed comparisons of the practices of the 13
Studies.
Schools in this end other respects are drawn in the sections that
follow on Curriculum and Pedagogy.
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university, and faculty from arts and science departments may be involved .
in teaching within the School.

Some Schools (most notably Georgetown and SAIS) have far stiffer
foreign language requirements and offer their students more assistance in
swains them than do the rest. Such, too, are the plans and preparations
at San Diego. Elsewhere the elfferences in what the several Schools
require and provide with respect to foreign languages runs the gamut from
nothing to a great deal.
Columbia's SIPA and Washington's Jackson School each incorporate a
battery of very strong interdisciplinary Area Studies centers or
institutes which historically preceded their International
Affairs/Studies Master's programa. The former provide the latter a
particularly rich cultural context. Host of the other Schools offer
concentrations in a half-doxen or so foreign countries or regions, but
their weight within the Schools is less striking. American, while
permitting reeional specialisation in its M.A. in International Affairs,
encourages students with area competence to earn deerees reflecting
functional specialization -- i.e., an M.A. in International
Communication, an M.S. in International Development Management, a joint
J.D./N.A. degree, and a PhD in International Relations. Meantime, two
Schools (Pittsburgh, Princeton) do not provide for foreign area
concentrations other than as electives taken outside the School.
That peculiarity reflects the fact that Pittsburgh and Princeton
enroll students to concentrate on either domestic or international public
affairs, and neither offers the split, two-track curriculum of Columbia's
S/PA leading to distinct NIA and NPA degrees. Whereas they face no
foreign laniptsee requitement, students at Pittsburgh and Princeton
electing to roucentrate in international affairs are generally exrected
to bring some foreign language competence with them at entry and are
encouraged to maintain and advance it an route to the degree.(31
In the tame Schools, students believe that they gain from greater
exposure than La the other Schools, both in and outside the classroom, to
domestic public issues as well as from an emphis4s on the acquisition of
analytical tools useful regardless of geography and culture. But these
differences again are matters of degree. In all the Schools some
deliberate Meatiest appears to be given to the bearing of the U.S.
politicw-econemic system on its foreign policy and to the frequent
interaction of domestic and international affair:.
Several of the Schools (notably, Georgetown, Princeton, Yale)
restrict their admissions severely in order to insure relatively small
entering classes, close faculty-student interaction, and very high
standards of student performsnce. This is not to imply that the latter
two characteristics mark only those three institutions but is rather to
point up an important variation at American and George Washington. While

.-Ta
3

In the body of the ecndr, curricolAr requirements reported
Pittabu4k aoot PrLocatwn wilt be tttlec faced by concentrators in

incomtiooll ffatra.
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still admitting only about one out of four applicants, they have
deliberately opened their doors to part-time students and thus can serve
much larger numbers of able aspirants than could manage or afford
full-time enrollment.(41
The
The locations of the institutions lead to further differences.
four Schools located in the District of Columbia can and do much more
e asily involve in their instruction experienced practitioners (many
holding advanced degrees) as adjunct faculty and part-time lecturers from
agencies of the Federal Government than can the Schools located
Similarly, Washington's Jackson School and the new School at
e lsewhere.
San Diego set their sights principally on the affairs and constituencies
of the "Pacific Rim." Yet, it is not conversely true that the east coast
Third
Schools any longer center their attention primarily on Europe.
World and East Asian concerns tend to be among their prominent interests.

All this diversity, and more, presents certain obstacles to tidy
As suggested
analysis; yet, the differences are not entirely haphazard.
e arlier, in terms of study, they reflect the many kinds of knowledge,
inquiry, and analysis required to comprehend fully the complex,
demanding, shifting world of nations, enterprises, cud peoples in which
WI live. And in terms of action, they esbody the need in international
affairs for persons who not only possess broad awareness but also are
able to manage one or more substantive or functional capabilities.
A broad, multidisciplinary and cross-cultural perspective is
nornell.y an asset in dealing with international problems, but beyond
thac, some tasks "out there" require more familiarity with law, others
with economics, others with international political relations, others
with business methods, others with a particular foreign culture, and so
No tvo- or even three-year curriculum can prepare all students to
on.
cope with the full gamut. And since no student is going to be equally
gifted or adept across such a spectrum of possibilities, it is right that
he or she should be able to develop suitable sorts of special competence
alongside a desirable measure of breadth.
In fine, the needs and opportunities which the international arena
holds out to those who would exercise in it (end earn a living) ars
They call for the engagement of a wide range of interests and
varied.
The differentiated offerings of the APSIA schools serve the
talents.
overall requirements better than could common, homogenized programs.

4

The extent to which a School is "tuition driven" also bears on the
American
extent to which it can or cannot limit its enrollment.
University and SAIS are two places where the need for tuition income
to maintain existing faculty and programs dictates.a somawbat larger
student body than the deans, faculty, and enrolled students would
prefer.

1
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MISSION, CURRICULUM, TLME TO DEGREE, AND MARKETS:

The four subjects of this chapter all intersect and, to a degree,
condition one another. With that recognition in mind, they will be
treated seriatim.
1. Mission:

Well-established professions such as engineering, law, or medicine,
possession of a
(1)
are senerally characterized by three features:
large, complex, but well organized body of knowledge; (2) certain well
developed methods, techniques or skills for the application of that
knowledge; and (3) some certifying procedures indicating that
institutions are adequately equipped to offer good training in these
matters and that individuals are sufficiently versed to be trustworthy
practitioners.

Against this measure, the APS/A schools are at most partially
International relations in its political, economic,
professional.
social, and cultural manifestations does, indeed, constitute a large,
It is
complex, and now quite highly developed body of knowledge.
probably not much sore internally fractured into discrete intellectual
disciplines than are engineering or medicine, and significant
interdisciplinary and cross-cultural bridles have been and are being
built that help pull the field together. In terms of their subject
matter, then, the APS/A schools can probably be said to be
"professional."
Very notable in the APSIA Schools are the differences in the degree
and manner of concern displayed taward imparting to students the methods
and techniques for applying prevalent theory and accumulated knowledge to
"real world" situations. While educational programs and methods are by
no means uniform in any of the established professions, none of the APSIA
Schools appear to inculcate the techniques of practice as intently and
thoroushly as do most schools of business engineering, law, and
medicine. This is so despite now widespread recognition that the skills
entailed in quantitative analysis, micro-and macro-economic training, and
elements of business and organizational management are broadly
serviceable for practitioners in both the public and private sectors of
Illustrative are San Diego's decision to
international affairs.
incorporate accounting among its core requirements and the number of
students who have perceived accounting's utility and have elected to add
it to their repertoire when it is not an institutional requirement. The
same can be said for the more utilitarian elements of economics.
On the other hand. students and faculty in the APSIA Schools who
have also experienced traditional professional education, as in law,
find a different, more spacious intellectual atmosphere in the schools of
They
It is a difference many of them appreciate.
international affairs.
welcome a more flexible curriculum and the opportunity to tackle big
questions pertaining to matters such as national security, world order,
the causes of wars, and the grounds of peace.

S
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In the realm of instruction there is growing recognition, which
pre-dates but now is being greatly stimulated on five of the campuses by
the Pew Charitable Trusts, that rollevlaying aimed at policy analysis and
decision making can help to prepare those who intend to be doers as well
Both
as knower., actors and not only analysts, in international affairs.
among the APSIA Schools and even within them, however, no consensus
exists on either a methodological curriculum or a favored method of
instruction. So, by commonly accepted standards, professionalism must be
aid to'remain inchoate in the APSIA L.asools. As a consequence, any
notion of institutional accreditation procedures is highly premature and
may, indeed, never prove fruitful.(1) However, some periodic process of
review may be useful to sake both the APSIA Schools and the broader
public concerned with international affairs education aware of trends and
differynces among the .chools.

Host of the APSIA members state their purposes in ter= of the kind
of learning ety seek to impart, the sorts of graduates they aim to turn
out, and the types of employment for which the latter have proved to be
well equipped. The statement of SAIS is comprehensive and illustrative:
The School of Advanced International Studies--SAIS--of The Johns
Hopkins University in Washington, D.C. provides graduate training to
men and women planning careers in government, international public
service, business, banking, journalism, teaching and research.
Since its founding in 1943, SAIS has pursued three primary goals:
To provide a professional education that adheres to the
highest standards of scholarship end is et the same time
relevant to contemporary problems in international affairs.
To conduct scholarly research that addresses the concerns of
the United States and its public and private institutions in
their relations with the governments and institutions of other
countries, and to disseminate the research findings to a broad
audience concerned with foreign relations.
To offer mid-career educational opportunities for those
already working in international affairs.
SAIS is neither a vocational school nor a purely scientific or
liberal arts school dedicated to the pursuit of learning for
It seeks to relate academic learning to the
learning's sake.
expanding variety of private and public activities involved in
relations among governments and national societies.

1

An interesting historical sidelight is provided by the catalogues of
Princeton's Woodrow Wilson School which from 1961-62 through 1976-77
offered categorizations of professional education, against which it
judged that education for public and international affairs had not
LIE achieved professional status. Since 1977-78 references to a
professional standard have been dropped.

'AS
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Not all of the APSIA Schools have either the commitment to research
or the involvement in mid-career education that SAIS does, but a number
emphatically do. Other schools make more explicit what is implicit in
the SA1S statement--namely, that a central aim is to turn out
generalists, equipped with knowledge and skills that will prove
applicable over a variety of career', rather than narrow specialists.
In virtually all of the Schools, nevertheless, a certain degree of
tension exists in this aspect of their mission.
Decreases in the number
of jobs in the public sector coupled with the rise of more lucrative job
opportunities in the private sector -- especially in investment banking
-- have heightened the tension.
We shall come back to this matter of
altered marketz. Here, it only needs to be noted that both alumni in the
private sector, now cultivated as openers of employment doors, and
students with sharp eyes toward personal advantage are putting heightened
pressures on many of the Schools to include more instruction that will be
immediately useful in the commercial marketplace.
Overall, curricula show some shifts in that direction, both in terms
of internal offerings and by the cultivation of relations with
professional schools inside and outside the parent university.
Columbia's SIPA, for example, now offers combined degree programs with
SAIS has reached out for combined degree
six professional schools.
programs with Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Business, Stanford's Law
School, and Hopkins' School of Public Health and Hygiene, while Princeton
offers combined degrees with the Columbia and NYU Law Schools. Roughly
one-quarter of the course work of the students in Yale's CIAS now goes on
within Yale's School of Management. Of a normal entering class of 70
students at Georgetown, 15 are enrolled in joint degree programs in
either the University's Law School or its Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences.
Much longer established are cross registration arrangements at the
Fletcher School with Harvard's professional schools, which go back to the
former's start 50 years ago. Fletcher students today regularly
cross-register at Harvard's Law, Business, and Kennedy Schools.(21
American University's international master's programs are somewhat
distinctive with respect to the tension between generalization and
specialization. Therm it appears to have been resolved less toward the
production of generalists than elsewhere. Specifically, $IS offers four
Master's degrees of which three are quite specialized, focussing on
communications, development and development management. A joint JD/MA
with American's Law School is also part of the bill of fare.
A second tension within the APSIA schools has already been touched
It is the extent to which the School is aimed at producing knowers
The SAIS statement quoted above expresses well the golden
or doers.
mean, the ideal balance and desirable interanimation, between academic
learning and practical activities -- between "the highest standards of
scho arship" and "relevan(ce) to contemporary problems in international
on.

2

The balance of trade, with Harvard registrants at Fletcher, is
reported to be roughly equal.
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affairs."13j All the Schools would claim this goal, presumably, but in
fact some slant more toward producing graduates who are well versed in
learning concerning international matters, while others more deliberately
aim to equip their graduate to be knowledgeable doers in the
international arena.

A striking duality in the relatively new International Studies
Master's program at Washington's Jackson School reflects this
mission-related tension.
To achieve applicable capabilities each student
is expected either to be pursuing a degree in one of the University's
professional schools or to already have such a degree or professional
background.
Within the IS program itself, the emphasis is all the other
way.
In the words of its Director, "The interest here is not in decision
making but in why the world is as it is."
Among the other Schools, the duality formed by learning and
application is not nearly as dichotomous, but the tension is there.
Gradations in the degree of attention accorded the traditional learned
disciplines on the one hand, as against the effective application of
knowledge on the other, are treated more fully later on in the sections
of the study dealing with curriculum and pedagogy.
But, again, no School
has chosen to renounce entirely one side of this polarity for the other
-- to pursue learning regardless of use, or use regardless of learning.
A collective characteristic of the Schools is their embrace of both
missions, albeit in varying measures.
2.

Curriculum:

The great variations from School to School in curricular
requirements, organization of the course of study, and range of
instructional offerings are probably best grasped through the comparative
They cover admission requirements
Attachments that follow the text.
core requirements (028 and 03), fields of concentration offered or
Foreign language and foreign area study
required beyond the core (A).
offerings and requirements are grouped in Tables 02 and 03 of Chapter
Columbia's Catalogue offers one outline of a comprehensive
curriculum for the development of a knowledgeable and effective
international affairs practitioner: -Every student of international affairs, regardless of specialization
or ultimate career interest, should have graduate-level training in
international politics, law, policy formulation and economics. The
student should also be familiar with the history, society, and
politics of at least one major foreign country or region of the
world. A professional in international affairs should be trained to
apply the analytical tools of political science, economics and the

3

A (monde's classicist may perhaps be permitted to point out that
Aristotle's doctrine of the mean does not call for pursuit of the
path of least resistance but rather for a creative resolution of
tensions.
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Every professional should also be capable of conducting and
evalueting statistical analyses.
law....

Some might quibble about the concept of "training" or about the term
"professional in international affairs", but, those !hinge aside, it is
all there: methodological skills, functional competence and/or
specialization, understanding of a foreign region.
Conjoined to a
'multi-disciplinary approach featuring the social sciences, these form the
main framework of scat of the APS/A curricula.
Even at ColuMbia, however, the faculty is apparently unwillina to
demand of students such scope, and indeed, for students to encospass it
is not always a simple matter. The required field of specialization
permits a choice between a functional concentration (e.g., economic end
political development, international security studies) and a
concentration on a foreign region. Students may bridge by means of
electives or by choosing courses that serve both purposes (e.g.,
contemporary African Politics, Latin American Economy, etc.) and many at
Columbia do so. Thus, in the 1986-87 academic year, 420 M/A candidates
there produced 374 enrollments in 12 possible functional specializations
and 292 enrollments in the eight available regional concentrations.
That works out to an average of 1.5 concentrations per student, with
44% of the total being regional concentrations and 662 functional.
Even these numbers, the Dean's office holds, do not fully reflect the
eztent to which by choosing dual purpose courses and other relevant
electives Columbia's MIA students graduate with both regional knowledge
and some functional competence.
Both phenomena appear common. The required course of study, as
illustrated in Chart 01 which follows on pages 17-18, offers students a
Many studcas
choice between a functional and a regional concentration.
nevertheless disperse their course selections wisely and more broadly
than the faculty requires to gain some competence along both lines.

The existing APSIA curricula suggest that if it could be capacious
enough, an ideal curriculum would consist of the three principal
elements, or kinds of learning, mentioned above, with a sizeable number
of subjects to be included within each element.
The paradigm that emerges looks like this:
1.

Special tools or methodologies, such as:
Quantitative analysis (statistics,
computer literacy)
Economic analysis (micro- and macro-)
Accounting
Management techniques
Political and organizational analysis
Public policy analysis and program evaluation
Foreign language competence
Techniques of social science research

Historiovaphy
Etc.
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2.

Functional competence, as in:
International Relations (and Diplomacy)
International Political Economy
International Economics, including Finance and Trade
International Law and Organizations
International Business
Economic (and Social) Development
Comparative and Cross-National Studies
National Security Issues
International Science and Technology, Policy and
Management
History of United States Foreign Policy
Etc.

3.

Foreign area understanding or familiarity,
including ideally the chosen region's:
History
Political system
Economics
Foreign relations
Culture

A few broad comments on this paradigm.[4] First, the study of
history and the social sciences is offered both within and as background
to these curricular elements, but the social sciences gain much more
consistent attention than does history. Second, among the special tools
or methodologies, those near the top of the listing (above foreign
languages) seem to appear more prominently in Schools committed to policy
issues and decision making, while those listed lower are featured more
where scholarship and area studies are dominant influences. Third, it
should, of course, be recognized that there are general skills, distinct
from the methodologies listed, to whose cultivation many of the Schools
Important among them are the ability to
explicitly give attention.
4

The former Dean of Denver's GSIS points out that this paradigm
formed from existing PSIA curricula reflects the empiricism of the
He would prefer a definition of an f.,:al model grounded more
1960s.
Accordingly
on the theories that now govern international jtudies.
he would give primacy to philosophy, r4isteorlogy, rnd history and
His commenta
would play down the mastery of tools 4:nd methodology.
highlight the tension between theory and practice, learnedness and
activism, that we have seen to uxist within and among the APSIA
Schools and particularly strongly at the level of their Masters
degree programs.
Also to be noted is that this paradigm is based on the international
affairs/studies Master's degree-track of the APSIA Schools, not the
specialized degree-tracks that may run alongside it -- e.g.,
Security Policy Studies at GWU, International Communications at
American, etc.
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write, speak, and think clearly about complex, even messy issues -- and
not only when at leisure but also under tight constraints of time. Here
again, attention to the honing of such abilities appears most
characteristic in the policy oriented Schools.
To traverse a curriculum as comprehensive as the one just outlined
would doubtless take even a very well prepared student upward of ten to a
Even if it were a desirable undertaking (which is
dozen years.
doubtful), it is beyond belief that such a program would be salable.
Choices have had to be made -- constricted and constricting choices -- to
shape actual, serviceable, marketable courses of study.
To compare the choices made, with their often very different
emphases, we have drawn up the rather complex chart that follows on pages
It seeks to put in compact, visual
17-18, entitled Curricular Rudiments.
form comparisons which are laid out more fully in the Attachments
There
previously referred to. A number of highlights are noteworthy.
philosophy
at
American
emerges, for example, a liberal academic
University, reflected in few specific academic course requirements and
maximum flexibility for student choice. in contrast is Georgetown's more
conservative battery of nine required core courses, which insures for its
graduates greater breadth of background and a large body of shared
San Diego's course requirements are even more numerous, but
knowledge.
not because of a pedagogical conservatism as much as to encompass all the
tensions that have pulled other, older curricula in diverse ways.
Quantitative analysis and foreign language competence, history and social
science, functional concentration and foreign area concentration, breadth
and specialization: they are all there. And to be on the safe side with
respect to the hoped-for business and financial "markets" for its
students, accounting appears among the required tool courses -- the sole
(The quarter-system of UCSD, of course,
case, so far, where that is so.
permits the inclusion of four more courses per year thar does the
semester-system of most of the other APSIA Schools. Greater
comprehensiveness, however, also means, that each subject comes in a
smaller dose.)
Another phenomenon that emerges from this chart is the emphasis
tiven by Pittsburgh and Princeton to the inculcation of methvdological
skills (like quantitative analysis, administrative theory, political and
otganiaational analysis, micro- and macro-economics) that they consider
will be serviceable for their graduates in a variety of circumstances,
public or private, at home or abroad. A consequence is less attention to
history and less breadth in the social sciences, than at such other
schools as Columbia or Denver or SAIS.

47-527 0 - 91 - 7
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Chart 01

COMPARISON OF CURRILTEEF-EMENTS AS REQUIRED
OR STRESSED IN THE APSIA SCHOOLS

-2 siiquired academic discipline or major division of learning.
requirement of a field of concentration (usually optional
in content but not in number).
*
required semester or quarter course.
c
required 'somber of optional courses within chosen discipline or
field.

2

FL

field competence tested by examination; number of courses
indefinite.
indefinite number of course requirements in field or discipline.
foreign language requirement:
(0)
Nona, but usually looked for and encouraged.
(1) - (5)
level of required competence, generally along FSI
standards, but down-graded where only reading
ability required.
PSIA

Tools/Methods
FL

Functional

f E, f F

American Univ.,
SIS

option
USCD,
IR/PS

For. Area

Imur

r5iNiais

**

Columbia Univ.,
SIPA

fR

option
f ccc

(3)

(3)

X
X
X
f

c, X c
cc, X cc
cc
ccgcc

f cegece

option
U. Denver
GSIS

Georgetown Univ.,

ccc

(2)

(3+)

SFS

George Washington
univ. SIA

(2)

X **ccc, X **ccc
A **cce
ftece
f
or
*****
option

X **, X * *
**, X *
f cc9cc
option
X i, X i
f**E, f**E

f

f cccpc

f ccE
f**E
option
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PSIA

Functional

For.Area

FL

Eciatences

TaaTU-

(4)

X E. :t E, X E

Tools/Methods

Johns Hopkins Univ.,
SAIS

0 E
0 cccccc

0 ccecc

a

option

U/Pittsburgh
GSPIA

****

(0)

0 cccccc

Princeton Univ.,
WWS

****

(0)

0**E

**

(2)

Univ. So. Cal.
SIR

**c
or
ccc

t E

option

X cc,
1-2
1-2
1-2

(26 3)

Tufts Univ.
FSLD

X
*
*
*

cc, X
+ 1-2
+ 1-2
+ 1-2

cc
c
c
c

ccc

option
U/Washington
JSIS

**

*** (core)
E (prof.)

(2)

Icce

ccc

option
Yale Univ.
CIAS

X cc, X cc, X cc
0 cccccccc

(3)

0 cccccccc

option
ROTA BENE:

This chart is confined to IR programs and does not include
1.
joint-degree programa or separate, collateral Nester's programs, such
as International Communications or Regional Area degrees.
The chart also ignores admissions requirements; nor does it take
2.
into account electives outside the number required (c's) within
field and disciplinary requirements.
The division between methods and functions is, of course, not
3.
The distinctions here
absolute, and Area Studies can include both.
seek only to represent relative emphases in the various PSIA's.

In

)
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The views were earlier expressed that a high measure of diversity in
the offerings of the APSIA Schools finds a match in the manifold
character of the off-campus world of international affairs, and that for
prospective students to have wide choices in finding programa of study
well suited to their particular talents and interests is a good thing.
Yet, one say wonder whether there should not be some common body of
knowledge to provide holders of vaster's degrees in international affairs
with a broad and shared plane of reference -- comparable, say, to the
organic chemistry, anatomy, and physiology that all budding physicians
must master.

An external coamittee that in 1981 examined the educational
philosophy and curriculum of the Norman Paterson School of International
Affairs of Carleton University, in Ottawa, concluded that, at least for
that School, there should be "a common professional and intellectual
base" established for all etudents.(5) Specifically the comaittee
proposed that it comprise "compulsory courses covering such basic areas
as International Economics; International Politics; International Law and
Organisation; Modern Political and Diplomatic History."
To date the Norman Paterson School has not accepted this
recommendation -- which in its case would require extension of the
Master's program frost one year to tvo. Nevertheless, the proposal makes
good intellectual and pedagogical sense. The APS/A Schools that do not
now approach it might do well to consider such a step seriously. A
systematic address to the foundations and content of the modern
international order and system would, as the Canadian report argues,
preclude what are often fundamental gaps both of aubstance and of
perspective in what graduates take with them as they enter the actual
world of international affairs.

A serious problem with the institution of a required base of this
type is to find the faculty who will teach it with enthusiasm year after
ykar. American academia is littered with the remnants of once vital,
broad, required distribution courses that have lost their spark, largely
because they have passed into the hands of a second generation whose
interests and commitments lie elsewhere -- usually now in more
specialized sorts of learning.
SAIS, it appears, is experiencing some of this difficulty with the
courses offered in its core subjects, which somewhat parallel the
Canadian proposal, so that the whole idea of that core is under
reexamination. The institution and maintenance of a broad common
intellectual base of the sort outlined should not, however, be beyond
accomplishment where there is the will for it.
Indeed, the Fletcher School's curriculum is organized in four
"disciplinary divisions" that correspond quite closely to the topics
proposed in the Canadian report as a conmon base, and Fletcher students
are required to select two courses in each of three of the divisions.
5

Report on the Norman Paterson School of International Affairs:
Its Present and Future, (Ottawa, september 30, 1981) pp. 2246.

Pr?
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The core requirements at Columbia and Yale also approach the proposed
Canadian model in conception, although there, as at Fletcher, the base is
perhaps less firm because it is built out of elective rather than
required courses in the several specified subject-matter areas.

3. Time-to-the-degree:

Almost all of the APSIA Schools are firmly wedded to a two-year
Master's degree, and an effort to detersine differences between
advertised length of ftourae and actual average timi to the Mister's
degree failed to show ratable lags.(6)
The usual two-year program necessarily imposes constraints on the
amount and range of the instruction APSIA students can be expected to
absorb. When, for example, Princeton makes four required methodological
courses its curricular "core" and there are concentration requirements as
well, not much room is left either Cor study of a foreign region or for
building the broad substantive intellectual framework discussed a few
moments ago. The constraint of time forces trade-offs.
For students who enter with strong preparation in international
studies or extensive personal experience relating to another part of the
world, these constraints are less limiting, of course, than they are for
others. And many o the students the APSIA schools attract do seem to
carry these advantages. Since American University, for example, admits
only about one out of four applicants, it can expect and largely require
thst those who enter will have had a good grounding in international
It
affairs, including 80.4 foreign area exposure prior to enrollment.
therefore can concentrate on helping students to hone soma functional
skills and thereby point them toward productive outcomes. In the
judgment of its Dean, two years are sufficient to do that well enough to
satisfy prospective employers. A third year would be sUperfluous.
As noticed
Decanal opinion is by no means unanimous on that.
earlier, the Jackson's School's new International Studies master's
program already normally runs to three years in order to permit
simultaneous enrollment in a profess4lnal school. Princeton, which can
be equally selective in its admissions and San Diego, which also certainly
will be, are both aware that to send out graduates who are competent in a
functional specialization and also have more than a glancing familiarity
with a foreign region and its language may often call for a third year as
a programmed feature in the Haster's degree.
Individual students may, of course, lengthen their study beyond the
announced rwo academic years or less. Common reasons for their doing so
are the need for extra time to meet the language requirement (where it
6

In reporting, the Schools uniformly excluded time students may have
spent away from the School to earn money or gain foreign language
competence or get over illness whil en route to the degree. So,
measured in quarter-or semester-hours of study, the listed and the
actual time to the degree ended up being the same.
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exists) and the necessity of earning money to meet educational expenses.
As already indicated, however, we failed to track down the frequency of
these delays.
Such lags and the three exceptions noted apart, the APSIA Deans and
Directors seem quite unprepared to countenance an extension in time for
the Master's degree. Initial queries put to them included these: "Given
the complexity of world affairs and the apparently increasing demands
for various sorts of specialized competence, can a two-year degree
program still be thought to provide adequate 'professional' preparation
for persons seeking degrees in international affairs? Even if a
three-year degree might be preferable, is it marketable other Lhan as a
joint degree program with, say, business or law"?

Responses revealed no disposition to consider a self-sufficient
three-years Master's program except as noted above.
The reason in most
cases was strictly utilitarian. Lengthening the degree would divert to
MBA programs too many of the ablest young people interested in working in
international business and banking. Moreover, the employment record of
most Schools looks very good; so, they also do not perceive a
market-dictated need for longer, fuller degree programs.[7]
This sense
of being in competition with the Business Schools and an expectation that
that competition will intensify were encountered repeatedly.
4.

Markets:

A problem felt to be immediately serious by sone APS/A Schools, but
less pressing by others, has arisen from a decrease of job opportunities
in the foreign affairs agencies of the Federal Government over the recent
years and the need that APSIA graduates are now likely to face to compete
with the graduates of business schools for jobs in the private,
for-profit sector.(81
All but three of the APSIA Schools had their otigin in the increased
international responsibilities thrust on the United States in the

7

See p. 27.
8

An informative, if perhaps somewhat overdrawn discussion of this
problem and of its implications for the Schools and their graduates
appears in EA article by Roger S. Leeds, "Graduate Education in
International Affairs: A Discipline in Transition," SAIS Review,
Fall, 1986, pp. 205-218.
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A new and dynamic era of expanding
aftermath of the World War II.(91
international interests and obligations called for the development of
persons competent to serve these interests and obligations as
In the universities the
knowledgeable and effective practitioners.
relevant established disciplines of learning were generally too abstract
and theoretical to meet the needs for applicable knowledge and a
Among
practical outlook suited to the conduct of international affairs.
the important responses of the universities waz an upgrading of the few
existing schools of international affairs and, elsewhere, on various
campuses the establishment of new ones to stand alongside, but distinct
from, both the traditional arts and sciences,disciplines and the
established professional schools of business, journalism, law, and the
like. Often these creative responses were stimulated and encouraged by
distinguished public servants and other concerned citizens of the World
War II generation who also helped them gain the support of wealthy
individuals.

Initially, the Federal Government and particularly its Foreign
Service was the principal employer of the graduates of these new Schools,
and it was toward service there that the Schools very largely shaped the
education that they offered. Through the 1960's and into the 1970's this
continued to be so. Meantime, the overseas interests and obligations of
the U.S. Government continued to grow and require additional
international servants. Even while decolonization brought dozens of new,
sovereign nations onto the international stage claiming attention, th4
internal international-service needs of the Government grew and spread
far beyond the conduct of traditional diplomatic and rtnsular relations.
They extended, for example, into large-scale and widestread development
assistance, public diplomacy, international science tuul technology,
issues of energy supply, the resources of the ocean, world population
In
problems, the health of the global environment, and many other areas.
the APSIA Schools, faculty interests and curricular offerings tended to
broaden and reach out accordingly. Correspondingly, too, a number of the
Schools (particularly American University, SAIL USC, and Fletcher),
permitted enrollments to rise markedly with a view to meeting rising
student interest, funding more extensive faculty capabilities, and
servicing an enlarged variety of international public service needs.
Private sector employment seems never to have been entirely outside
the purview of the AIWA Schools. From the start both business and the
big foundations with international interesta attracted some of their best
But in the decades since World War II, American businesses
graduates.
9

The School of Foreign Service at Georgetown was founded in 1919,
Princeton's Woodrow Wilson School in 1930, Tuft's Fletcher School in
The last of these three was the first school to be
1933.
exclusively devoted to graduate study in international affairs, and
Fletcher was for many years the only School graduating significant
numbers of students with master's degrees in international affairs.
Generally, the emergence of the APSIA institutions as significant
graduate schools is a post-World War II phenomenon.
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and banks have, like Government, also found many reasons to become
progressively more engaged around the world, and some at least have
recognized the advantage of employing persons with international
expertise. Consequently, larger proportions of the APSIA graduates have
been finding employment in American financial houses, banks,
corporations, consulting firms, and other for-profit organizations.
Using apparently 1983 data, Roger Leeds found thet in five
well-established eastern Schools, the largest numbers of graduates were
entering careers in the private sector rather than in government.(101
Since Marshall Plan days, when roughly 102 of the Federal Budget was
committed to international relations activities, that percentage has
steadily decreased. By 1983 it had fallen to 2.32.
In 1987 it had
further been reduced to about 1.72. The impact of this negative trend on
thc manpower of the country's principal foreign affairs agencies (State,
MID, and USIA) has obviously been severe, althoush its effects on new
hires and staff-levels in exact numbers are not readily available.
Over the same period, however, the line between public and private
in furthering pUblic policy purposes has become blurred. MUch of the
public's work is now being carried out by private organizations -- e.g.,
consulting firms, law firms, defense contractors, public/private
partnerships in economic development, etc. -- and the opportunities these
have provided have proved highly attractive to APStA graduates.
The growth of employment opportunities in such organizations and
e lsewhere in the private sector has unquestionably been a lifesaver for
many of the APSIA Schools.
Not only has there been the shrinkage in
positions in the traditional foreign affairs agencies, but also, many of
the ablest students in the APSIA Schools no longer look on entry either
into the once prestigious diplomatic corps or into other parts of the
Washington bureaucracy as challenging and desirable.
Many now look
instead to opportunities in the private sector and do so not simply
because of the lack of jobs in government, but rather because they see
busines4 and banking to be where the challenging "action" is. There,
too, lie greater chances to contribute to decisions and to policy at
e arlier stages of a career than in government. In addition, the pay is
usually much better, even for a beginner.[111
An important partial exception to the preceding generalizations is
provided by the Presidential Management Internship Program.
Initiated by

10

R. Leeds, 2E. cit., p. 209, p. 213. Princeton was the only
exception to isa finding; the other Schools surveyed were Tufts'
Fletcher School, Columbia's SIPA, Georgetown's SFS, and Johns
Hopkins's SAIS.
11

There are of course exceptions. Some recent graduates who had
accepted the lure of the private sector have found it less
challenging and psychically rewarding than advertised.
For them
work in government has taken on fresh appeal.
This "word" may be
beginning to get around.
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President Carter to attract into Government fresh talent trained for
public administration, PHI was reorganised in 1982 by the Reagan
Administration to cover much wider forms of preparation for government
service. It nov annually brings into a wide spectrum of the Federal
agencies 200 highly motivated, very able, carefully screened, and
rigorously tested young men and women. More of the agencies each year
have been using it to get their professional entrants because of the
tested quality of the PMI's.
Since 1982, students in the APSIA Schools have proved to be
increasingly interested in the PRI Program and also increasingly
Thus in the 1987 program year, of 92
successful in securing internships.
degree-granting programs that produced the 202 winners and 22 alternates
chosen, 352 have come out of ten APSIA Schools, as follows:
American
Columbia
Georgetown
George Washington
Ropkins/SAIS
Pittsburgh
Princeton
Tufts/Fletcher
Washington
Yale

8
14
10
2
7
6
12
5
4
1
69

winners
winners
winners
winners
winners
winners
winners
winners
winners
winner
winners

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

alternate
alternate
alternate
alternate
alternate
alternate
alternate
alternates

FilWiTliTe";

The Chief of the PMI Program reports that the Federal agencies look
at interns first to see if they have trained skills relevant to the
particular agency, but since many Federal agencies now have some form of
international involvement, the international education possessed by the
APSIA interns gives them a competitive advantage in many cases.
The PMI's of APSIA origin now serve in a wide variety of Federal
positions, as do the APSIA graduates who have entered Government service
For example, the first jobs of the
by other routes in recent years.
Master's graduates of Georgetown and Princeton from the years 1983-86
The fact demonstrates that, as
were distributed in 27 Federal agencies.
previously suggested, even while employment opportunities have shrunk
drastically in the traditional foreign affairs agencies, like State, AID,
and USIA, other of the Govenment's agencies have experienced increased
need to have on board per-ons prepared to tackle the international
dimensions of their work.
Within both the public and the private sector, it is to be noted
parenthetically, special problems appear now to be arising for graduates
interested in employment in the area of economic and social development.
Like the government agencies the PVO's are looking fol previous overseas
Unless candidates have
experience and often for extended periods of it.
had Peace Corps experience or some such other special earlier hands-on
opportunity, employment in international deveLdment activities appears
to be a narrowing gate for graduates just emerging frou the APSIA
Schools.

A
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Striking for the writer has been the number of students with sn eye
out for the business market, at least as the place of first employsanr.
Often by means of elective courses they had 1024 wall beyond their
Schools' requirements for quantitative analysis and econoalcs in order to
e quip themaelves with skills and knowledge likely to make them attractive
to recruiters for corporations and banks. The students also, quite
rightly, perceive that most American companies, even those with extensive
international involvements, usually weigh business-related skills much
more heavily than they do international expertise when looking at
candidates for eaployaent. This is not to say that possession of an
e ducation in internationa affairs is totally irrelevant in the hiring
practices of international businesses and banks, but it is almost always,
at heart, a secondary consideration.(12)
Another factor pushing APS/A students toward work in the private,
for-profit sector le the indebtedness many have acquired to meet
e ducational costs. Among those interviewed, an indebtedness of $20,000
for the graduate school years alone was not thought aberrant. Average
indebtedness, where data were available, ranged from a low of $4000 at
Washington's Jackson School to $12,7C00 and $12,914 at Georgetown and
Columbia.(13) Clearly such obligations are directing scow students with
a strong inclination to public service into lines of employment that
promise to be much more lamedietely gainful.
Even so, happily, that is not the whole story.
Quite a number,
while lookine forward to initial employment in some aspect of the
private, for-profit sector, expressed the view that they would not
necessarily stay there for good. The first job would be a tasting
ground, not an enduring commitment. They hope and expect to go on to
success in business, but they also like to envision themselves as later
moving laterally in and out of government.

Roger Leeds' article previously citei suggests that the APSIA
Schools at which he looked were facing an identity crisis, occasioned
mainly by the market shift that we have been discussing and the
competition offered by business schools. Hot only do the latter turn out
a far greater number of graduates, their graduates are all specifically
tooled to meet the initial employment requirements of private sector
business.
Our experience was somewhat different.
The concern was a prosinent
one at a number of the larger schools, sost notably at Columbia. At some
other places, such as SAIS, the need to service banks and businesses was
felt to be pushing the curriculua toward overly narrow specialisation and
to be steering students' selection of their courses that way. A number
of the Schools have introduced either Business or International Business
or variants thereof as optional functional concentrations within their
12

Interviews with APSIA career services officers and see also below,
p. 29 ff.
13

The statement excludes the Woodrow Wilson School where the extent of
the funds available for student aid largely relieves students of the
need to borrow.
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Georgetown, for example, requires all students to take
Master's program.
two terms of work in International Trade and Finance, and in fulfillment
of a concentration requirement, some 322 of its students now elect to
study In Georgetown's Landegger Program in International Business
Diplomacy, established Io 1978.
Some Schools have established joint degree programs with one or more
Originally such
(See Table #1, which follows.)
professional schools.
programs seem to have been established mainly to capture some of the very
most able and adventurous students, while coupled to that interest was a
recognition that a professional degree, especially in law, could serve as
a long-term "career base" for individuals willing to take risks in the
course of their careers by running for office, accepting a political
appointment, etc. Such appears to remain the rationale at SATS,
Princeton and Yale. As observed earlier, a more directly utilitarian
purpose appears to have guided the requirement of a professional degree
as a component of the Jackson School's new International Studies program.
Coluthia's SIPA features six distinct joint degree programs: in
business, journalism, law, planning, public administration, and public
health; and the School's leadership seems to be intent on pushing these
bridge programa to enhance the competitiveness of the SIPA graduates.
Table #1

KNOWN APS/A JOINT-DEGREE ENROLLMENTS
AND DEGREES CONFERRED*

Law
American
Columbia
Denver
Georgetown
George Washington
Hopkins/SATS
Pittsburgh
Princeton
USC
Tufts/Fletcher
Washington
Yale

50(5)
8
12(2-3)
50(15)
12(2)
4(1-7)
15(5)
17(11)

Business
8
40

26(5)

Other Professions
10

5(1-2)

2(0)

8(5)
80M8

9(1)

6(1)

5(0)

1

1

1

80M0
6-8(2-3)

Nowhere do such joint programs yet enroll large numbers of students,
probably because of the additional time and expense entailed, but the
numbers of students actually bridging an international affairs degree and
another professional degree are certainly greater than those recorded In
our survey. The frequency cannot be measured, but deans and studwnts
often referred to people who were pursuing two degrees consecutively, at

Lead number in column indicates average recent enrollments. Number in
parentheses indicatPs average number of joint degrees conferred in recent
years.

21.'
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their own pace, not as registrants in a joint degree program. Some had
come into the APSIA Schools with a professional degree in hand; others
intended to pursue one sUbsequent to the international Master's degree.

The general conclusions, that emerge, then, are (a) that the "crisis
of idsntity" occasioned by an altered market place is not critical and
that (b) the APSIA Schools have been adapting quite effectively, and in
various ways, to the shifts that have been occurring in external markets.
Such data as we were able to assemble on the employment of their Master's
graduates in rec-at years apPear to confirm this conclusion. Of eight
Schools providing useable information, only one reported as many as 102
of its June 1986 graduates unplaced in December 1986. Career placement
officers report almost all graduates end up being well placed by the
second year after graduation.
The following table gives the career breakdowns of sample Schools,
by percentage, for the class of 1986.
**

*

Public
American
Columbia
Georgetown
Hopkins/SAIS
Princeton
Tufts/Fletcher
Yale

37
28
41
25
52
34
30

Private

Non-Profit

Academia

30
53
39

23

10
16

47
25

13
9

13

35

9

6
15
14
17

25

20

25

5

Obviously, one must be cautions in drawing large conclusions from
just one class, but with that caution in mind, look at the Public-Private
distinction.
It appears that both Georgetown and the Fletcher School
have fairly even breakdowns, 41-39 and 34-35. Columbia and Ropkins/SAIS
have slightly higher percentages of students entering the private sector
than the public one; however, both schools also have high numbers of
students entering the non-profit sector. Finally, noticeably more
American, Princeton, and Yale students entered the public rather than the
private sector.
Longitudinal comparisons are available from only five schools.
again show that different Schools show diffe.ent trends.

Includes governmental and international organizations
**

Includes business/banking and professions

They
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Public

Private

Non-Profit

Academia

Georgetown
1981
1986

55
39

n/a

n/a

41

5

6

33
25

20
42

10

29

9

19

41

33
25

9

52

9

17
14

37
34

29
35

22

11

9

17

9
14

50

1

40

54

1

31

25

Ropkins/SAIS
1975
1985

Princeton
1981
1986

Tufts/Fletcher
1981
1986

Washington
1981

1986

Since these percentages come from simply comparing two years chosen
randomly, they can easily overstate or understate larger trends. Looking
solely at the direction of the available numbers, one sees that
Georgetown has experienced a marked increase in the number of students
entering the public sector. At SAIS there appears a shift away from the
public sector and academia and toward the private sector. At Princeton
Fletcher's numbers show a shift to the
that trend is exactly reversed.
private sector and a big drop in non-profit career entries; the 1981
figure for the latter is, however, apparently aberrantly high. Finally,
Washington shows a decline in academia and an increase in the public
sector.

In summary, when the Schools covered by the two foregoing tables
are considered together, there appears to be no massive surge toward the
private sector, though it is certainly a significant market for the
graduates of all of the eight Schools. Rather, each School has its own
placement pattern, which is probably most influenced by the type of
courses it teaches and the type of students who choose the School from
the beginning.

Part of the adjustment process in the APS/A Schools and a
significant factor in their success in placing their graduates well are
the career services offices that are now built into at least eight of the
APSLA Schools.(141 Where in other cases the Schools have to rely on a
centralized university service, they appeared to be closely and
effectively tied into it.(15] The in-house career services offices are
generally well-staffed with people who are knowledgeable, able, and
They tend to begin offerIng career counselling guidance as
dedicated.
soon as a new class arrives on the campus. They have developed contacts
14

American
APSIA career counselling and placement officers (FTE);
(0), UCSD (2), Columbia (3), Denver (0), Georgetown (2), George
Washington (0), SAIS (1), Pittsburgh (?), Princeton (3).
Tufts/Fletcher (2), USC (0), Washington (1), Yale (1).

15

E.g., American University, and George Washington.
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both in the most relevant government agencies and with the recruiting
offices of businesses. Well before graduation they have helped students
to sort out their employment interests, learn how to present strong
resumes, and meet effectively with representatives of suitable employers.
Also important in the successful placement of graduates at s number
of the Schools are well-developed Alumni Associations and/or less formal
linkages with concerned and helpful individual alumni. The career
services officers generally are in close touch with them, and, indeed,
part of their responsibility is to cultivate end extend the help that can
thus be gained. Students at the Fletcher School especially cited its
"network" of alumni.
It had helped their predecessors get well placed
and would, they were confident, not fail them. The networks serving
Columbia, Princeton, SAIS, and Georgetown are probably no less effective.
There is, however, a darker side to this picture.
It accounts for
the serious concern expressed in some of the Deans' and Directors'
offices, as previously noted. The problem is that many companies, even
those with extensive international involvements, do not usually look to
the APSIA Schools to provide them employees with internationally oriented
capabilities. They look rather at how well the candidates are equipped
to enter a business or a business training program. The reputation of
the particular School for providing quality education and its track
record of turning out successful graduates will probably also weigh in
heavily. However, the fact that the graduates also know much about
international affairs or particular foreign areas very frequently does
not.
Consequently, in approaching companies with overseas involvements,
the competitive advantage that APSIA "products" might be thought to have
as trained internationalists -- and properly should have -- most often is
not there. Relative reputations of the Schools aside, the APSIA
graduates are instead, in fact, often competing with the MBA's on less
than equal terms.
Heads of career services offices on several campuses told of having
encountered such hiring myopia in the representatives of firms. At the
last APSIA meeting, concern on this score led Columbia's Dean, Alfred
Stepan, to propose to the assembled Deans and Directors that they should
combine to mount a "trade fair" and take other measures designed to
convince more of the executives of leading international companies that
the APSIA graduates really do have something distinctive and important to
provide internationally active business firms and banks.
These concerns are more than confirmed in a study conducted by
Professor Stephen J. Kobrin of the Graduate School of Business of New
York University and published under the title International Expertise
in American Business, (New York:
Institute of International Education,
1984).
Dr. Robrin deals only with very large American-based
international corporations and banks, but his survey of prevalent views
and practices among them, by means of structured interviews and a
questionnaire, elicited data from 223 managers in 126 companies.
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Among Professor Kobrin's findings are the following:
Only 10Z of those surveyed felt international expertise
was a major factor in hiring people for international business jobs
and in promotion decisions. While another 43% felt that
international experience was important, they judged it not critical
Thirty-nine percent characterized international
for success.
experience as "nice to have," but felt one could obtain what was
needed when it was needed. A small minority (6Z) went so far as to
regard'international expertise as of no importance and sometimes
even a negative influence.[161

&inks were the only firma encountered that routinely hired new
graduates for overseas jobs and uniformly regarded international
experience as critical or important.(171
Adaptability was often cited as important in international
business, but usually it was regarded as a character trait, not
something that "may result from developing international
xpertise."(18]
Most managers acquire international expertise through business
"Education, whether graduate or undergraduate, is not
experience.
perceived to be a significant factor."(191
Despite these practices, many American firma ha.re become heavily and
successfully engaged in international business in the last three decades.
Many now see themselves less as U.S. companies doing some business abroad
Professor
than as multinational companies servicing worldwide markets.
Kobrin's findings point up two further, somewhat paradoxical results. On
the one hand, there has been increased reliance on foreign managers,
which has meant a reduction in the number of Americans in overseas
positions. At the same time, over two-thirds of the companies reported
an increase in the number of American employees involved in international
"Many jobs that were
business travel and cross-border transactions.
considered domestic, now entail international responsibilities and
interaction."(20]

Thus the opportunities for Americans to develop international
expertise by service overseas are decreasing at the same time that the
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Kvbrin, p. 18.
Kobrin, P. 19.

Kobrin, p. 25.
Kobrin, pp. 37-38.
Kobrin. p. 44.
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need for international expertise is rising.(21] The solution, an
Professor Kobrin argues, is for the corporations to look more to the
international preparation of their managers through education, end for
students who aspire to careers with internationally active firms to
acquire the technical and/or functional skills that are the first
requirement of business employsent. Together with this writer, however,
Dr. Sibrin believes students will not be well prepared if they have not
also added to their armory some foreign language competency; a systematic
understanding of the differences in politico-econovic systems, patterns .
of behavior, world views, and cultures that exist beyond our borders; and
II
an ability to analyse and wynthesize on his or her own," in facing
international differences.[221
Increasingly the APSLA Schools have been providing such
opportunities where students can combine acquisition -f the skills wanted
at the entry level of business and banking with an education in
international affairs which is at once broad and searching. Increasingly
the students have seen the advantage of acquiring the skills as well as
the broader education. A question remains whether both can be
encompassed adequately in a tvo-year span, particularly when importance
is attached to foreign language competence, unless the student brings
with him or her strong previous preptration in either the technical or
the substantive aspects of a complete program of study.
Noteworthy is the Mister of International Busiuess Studies program
at the University of South Carolina which requires two and, for Japan,
three calendar years. It has been functioning successfully since 1974.
The school-year begins in June. Students are engaged in the program
continuously, without summwr breaks, for 24 and 36 months depending on
the country on which they are seeking to gain expertise. The first
summer is devoted to intensive study of the country's language. The
aecond is directed to intensive study of the country and its culture plus
further languagi, study. There follows a sever-month internship spent in
a company in the country.
Students working on Japan experience, in
addition, two semesters in a Japanese university, working further on the
language and cultural understanding, prior to their internships. Despite
the added time and cost, the program appears to have had no difficulty
attracting able students. Potential employers have been equally
forthcomirs in uuderwriting internships and employing the program's
graduates.
Those who have become Lipan specialists are especially in
demand,

21

lobrin, pp. 49-50: "The change is qualitative as well as
quantitative:
domestic positions have become internationalized, and
in many firms, virtually every manager can expect some sirnificant
croas-border interaction during his or her career. In fact, the
firm itself has becose a microcosm blending nationalities, cultures,
and languages.
Effective management within the organization
requires sensitivity to these differences; it requires international
e xpertise."
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The foregoing discussion has been based on the assumption that any
School concerned with turning out practitioners in international affairs
must give attention to their finding employment. Most but not all the
APS/A Schools properly put considerable thought and energy into this. A.
suggested earlier, however, it also must be recognised that the needs and
opportunities presented for personal engagement by the complex, shifting
world of peoples, nations, and enterprises in which we live are of a
deeper texture and extend well beyond what employers perceive to be their
immediate needs. Moreover, as the records of past graduates show again
and again, the graduate's first job is very often not his final resting
Over a lifetime he or she well may be called on to function in
place.
both the private and public sectors, and to serve in both domestic and
international contexts.
Immediate market pressures bear on the APSIA Schools, but even as
they consider them, the Schools should keep in mind these other needp for
people who possess breadth of international understanding, a measure a
empathy for others who are culturally different, an ability to deal with
complexity, and adaptability to various potential callings. If these are
not highly marketable characteristics early in a career, they are likely
to prove of increasing worth as responsibilities mount.
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III.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES, AREA STUDY, OVERSEAS RELATIONS

As noted earlier, the foreign language requirements of the APSIA
Schools vary from none to very intense, and in most of their curricula a
student has to make a choice between concentration on a foreign country
or region and on a substantive or functional specialty. Also observed
has been how in individual cases a student's previous study or overseas
experience and a judicious use of elective study opportunities often
serve to bridge over these deficiencies.
This chapter looks at four ways in which the American students in
the APSIA Schools are assisted to understand other cultures and
appreciate other points of view.
1.

Foreign Language Requirements and Assistance:

The table which closes this sub-section summarizes the offerings,
hopes, and demands of the several APSIA Schools with respect to foreign
language competence.
SAIS stands out in having an internal faculty group of seventeen
engaged solely in language instruction. Teaching points toward
operational rather than literary goals, and claims three hours in the
middle of each day when no other courses can be scheduled. The level of
competence required for the SA/S Master's degree is comparably demanding.
Georgetown and Yale follow in making attainment of a high level of
foreign language proficiency, both oral and visual, an essential aspect
of the Master's degree.
In the policy-oriented Schools which lack the in-built language
faculty of SAIS or the closely parallel School of Languages and
Linguistics of Georgetown, a common problem seems to be that foreign
language instruction has most often to be sought in Departments of
Language and Literature.
Here Literature is the dominant partner, and,
beyond the elementary level, there is usually little instruction designed
to help students deal with economic or political affairs.

The State Department's Foreign Service Institute has advanced quite
far in pioneering work to develop more functional language training. And
it is said that in various universities across the country a new tribe of
"pedolinguists" has begun to emerge who are experimenting with new and
quicker ways of imparting functional foreign language competence and also
with ways of helping to maintain it once achieved.
Recognition of the importance of such endeavors and of the need to
reinforce, pool, and advance the best of them has recently led to the
establishment of a National Foreign Language Center funded by some of the
major foundations. Tied into The Johns Hopkins University and located
within the SA/S complex, it should start to provide enhanced direction
and impetus to the sorts of foreign language teaching and maintenance
that will be useful for international practitioners, whether in the
public or private sector.

2
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In American University's Department of Languages and Foreign
Studies, language instruction includes the study of politics, history,
and culture, as well as traditional methods. To date, however, few of
the APSIA Schools appear to be in position to tap these newer, more
functional forms of language learning. While our examination of them on
this score was not exhaustive, it suggests that, besides the three
exceptions cited, only Columbia is making a determined, albeit still a
very limited, effort to move in this direction.
At San,Diego the
appointment of a full-time, tenured Language Coordinator and a plan for
required language-maintenance study, however, appear also to point
strongly this way.
At the other extreme from the high and central impJrtance given to
foreign language proficiency at SAIS, Georgetown, and Yale is the lack of
any foreign language requirement at Pittsburgh and Princeton.
As
previously observed, the latter pair, as schools of public and
international affairs, enroll students who may have little interest in
international matters and little need for a foreign language. At both,
however, students plannIng to concentrate on the international side are
normally expected to bring some foreign language competence with them on
entry and are encouraged to maintain and advance it while enrolled.
In these Schools and within some others as well, faculty members are
to be found who argue that people can become highly skilled operators in
international financial markets or highly competent analysts of such
matters as security policy, U.S.-Soviet relations, or the foreign affairs
of Indonesia without commanding any of the relevant languages other than
English. After all, they say, the latter is now a global lingua franca.
International transactions of all sorts are carried out in it. A largo
store of both scholarly and journalistic literature now exists in English
to inform one on virtually any international relations topic of which one
can think. Why then bother about foreign language competence? Why take
the time? Or demand the effort?
A second objection to required foreign language competence is that
those who enter international service in either government or in business
are likely to find themselves working in parts of the world where few, if
any, will speak the language so laboriously learned at an earlier time.
Both argvments are in some measure valid. Yet, there remain a
number of things to be said for the importance of mastery of at least one
foreign language -- if not of requiring it.

Most basic is that immersion in a foreign culture through its
language is, finally, the best antidote to what Clark Kerr once described
as "the typically Amtrican feeling that if we make clear where we sit,
all reasonsble people everywhere will agree with the correctness of our
policy stance instead of 'stubbornly' holding to their own."
"Only by sitting in another's place," he went on to say, "can we
learn that there are real and legitimate conflicts of values and
interests among the peoples of the world, as well es a common core of
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humanity and of concern about our mutual planetary home."[1] Henri Peyre
once made much the same point more succinctly by declaring that foreign
language study is "the least costly and most effective way to protect
ourselves from what others perceive as the arrogance of power."[2]
There are also, of course, more immediately utilitarian advantages
that accrue to those who are competent in a foreign language. Just as we
are usually more at ease with those foreigners who can talk to us in
English, and feel that we understand them better; so do Americans gain
acceptance and negotiating aids -- provided we are otherwise competent -when we can talk to non-Americans in their languages.[3]
Likewise, those whose job it is to analyze the political and
economic affairs of another country will gain deeper insights into them
and the social factors that bear on them when they are privy to what its
reporters, editors, statesmen, scholars, and tycoons are saying in their
own language to their own people.
There are, however, two additional reasons beyond the measure of the
immediate utility of foreign languages which speak to their value in the
education of would-be internationalists. The first is that nationally we
need all the people we can turn out who can help the rest of us
understand such puzzlement. and subjects of myth-making as, for example,
the Arab world or the Soviet Union. Some APSIA graduates may do this in
government service, others as journalists, others in working at business
and banking -- and all of them as a part of their ordinary social and
civic activities. The insight and understanding that those who have
penetrated other cultures can and do contribute to the rest of us in
ordinary times are salutary; in times of crisis they can become critical.
Secondly, as those who come to know another culture with some degree
of intimacy through its language often discover, the kinds of empathy and
transference so gained have a broader reach than just to the single other
culture. The doors of sensitivity and understanding to the diversity of

1

Quoted by Shirley Hufstedler in Education For The World View
(Council on Learning publication, 1980) p.-71.2

"On the Humanistic Value of Foreign Language Study," Profession 80,
p. 29.

3

The survey results from 108 U.S. corporations doing business in
Japan, contained in the report Japanese Expertise in U.S.
Corporations, (Strategic Information Research Corp., July 1985)
makes this point several times. Viz., "Among companies that supply
training in Japanese language and culture to their employees, 85
percent report an increase in Japanese business over the last five
years" (p. 7)...11In principle, the sample was almost unanimous (81%
yea) that U.S. corporations should attempt to get more Americans
with a working knowledge of the Japanese language and cultige into
business positions..." (p. 12). See also "Even the British find it
pays to learn languages," The Economist, Mey 16, 1987, pp. 87-88.
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cultures are opened thereby.(10 Alongside its utility for people who may
have to work in a variety of cultural contexts, this aspect of foreign
language mastery ties back into and reinforces its civilizing role as
highlighted in the earlier quotations from Clark Kerr and Henri Peyre.

TABLE #2

Com arison of Foreign Language
equirments and incentives

American University, SIS:
No entrance requirement, but familiarity
with one foreign language at entry is generally
expected. No academic credit for language
study.

For Nester's degree there is an option
between "translating proficiency" to FSI level
3 for European (FSI level 2 for non-EUropean)
languages and mastery of statistics or computer
methods as a research tool.

UCSJ IR/PS:
No entrance requirement. MPIA requirement
is FSI level 2+ in Spanish or 2- in Chinese and
Japanese -- from which students are expected to
be able to make further progress without
classroom instruction. Students with weak
language preparation are to use middle summer to
gain competence through intensive language
study.

During academic year a special two-unit
language maintenance program is required of all
students. A Language Coordinator on the
School's staff will help students design
appropriate language study programs, monitor
students' progress, direct the language
maintenance program, etc.
Columbia University, SIPA:
Some familiarity with at least one foreign
language is normally required at entry.
Normally no academic credit for study of Western
European languages. Up to twelve points credit
may be given for intermediate and higher level

The point is also made in Kobrin, op. cit., p. 35; "The value of
language capability may be greater thargeing able to communicate in
French, German, or Japanese. Learning even one language may well be
a very effective way to sensitive individuals to international
differences, to make them aware of what is important in
cross-cultural dealings."
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courses in Eastern European and non-European
languages.
SIPA is. introducing SOON new functional, as
distinct from literary, lanpsge instruction on
the FSI pattern, starting with Spanish and
Mexico and expecting to move into Russian and
then French. Degree requirement is "B" or
better in 2nd. semester of Intermediate foreign
language course and covers oral as well as
reading proficiency.
Denver

GSIR:
No entrance requirement. Academic credit
for up to fifteen quarter hours may be received
for study to meet the Master's degree
requirement, which is a "reading knowledge" of

at least one foreign language appropriate to an
individual's program.
Georgetown, SFS:
At least 2 years of college-level language
study required for admission. Academic credit
given for post-proficiency, advanced language
study only.
Acceptable proficiency'defined as "ability
to speak a major language with sufficient

fluency to participate Itilapalz in general
conversation and to discuss particular
professional interests with reasonable ease" and
is tested by oral exam before t 3-person panel.
George Washington, SIA:
No entrance requirement. No academic
credit for language study. Basic Master's
degree requirement for International Affairs
students is "reading proficiency" which equates
In some other
to a second year college level.
degree programs, statistics can be substituted
for language; in the foreign area studies degree
programs, language requirements are obviously
much higher.
Johns Hopkins, SAIS:
Foreign-language competence preferred but
not required at entry. Language instruction
directed toward political, conomic, and
political topics is important component of MIS
and employs 17 full time faculty members.
Proficiency requirements are high, with
'teria including "the ability to understand
ersation, a command of the spoken language
1.ent for the exchange of ideas in
Ation with a native speaker, and the
.y to read primary sources and other
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materials in the international field with
accuracy and relative speed."

PittsburghGSPIA:
No entrance requirement. No credit for
language study. No degree requirement. But
foreign languages may be pursued through
eloctive courses in University's foreign
language and literature departments.
Princeton, WWS:
NO entrance requirement, but preferred for
students intending to concentrate on
international affairs or development.
NO academic credit for language study, but
sometimes some assistance for language
maintainence ia offered. No degree requirement.
For possible middle year abroad see p. 39.
USC, SIR:

No entrance requirement. No academic
credit for language study.
Neeter's degree requires passing a "USC
Skill Examination....at fourth semester
competency."
Tufts

FSLD:
Looked for but not required for admission.

No instruction within FSLD, but available
elsewhere at Tufts and at Harvard. Academic
credit only for intensive study of non-WesternEuropean languages.
Nester's degree requirement is limited
working proficiency in speaking and general
professional proficiency in reading.
Washington, JSIS:
No entrance requirement for IS program.
Academic credit granted but not toward the
minimum credits required for the degree.
Nester's degree requirement is practical
proficiency in reading a foreign language,
equivalent to two or three years of
college-level study depending on the language.
Yale

CIAS:

Three or more years of college-level study,
or the equivalent, are preferred for admission.
Foreign language coapetence is given high
importance for work in international relations,
and courses in the University's various language
departments may be taken for credit.

`1.144"1111
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2.

Foreign Area Studies:

As previously noted, Columbia's SIPA and Washington's Jackson School
incorporate a number of highly developed Regional Institutes that
pre-date the Schools and remain strongly influential elements within
them.
At George Washington's S/A, the Institute for Sino-Soviet Studies
is responsible for Master's degtee programs in both Russian and East
European Studies and East Asian Studies. Most of the other APSIA members
offer the option of a concentration in one of a variety of foreign
countries or regions. Usually, however, a substantive or functional
concentration can substitute, and in most Schools students appear to be
selecting considerably more of the functional specializations than the
regional ones.
Comparative and cross-cultural studias are emphasized at Denver and
Georgetown, rather than in-depth regional concentrations. Moreover,
regional studies offered within the APSIA Schools generally tend to focus
on the recent and contemporary rather than on more profound historical
and cultural perspectives. This accords with the purpose of equipping
potential international practitioners in a brief period of time.
Exceptions are to be found where semiautonomous Area Studies programs or
institutes exist within the APSIA Schools, and in most of the other
Schools elective study in other elements of their universities permits
some deeper cultural explorations. This is true, for example, at
Pittsburgh and Princeton where the Schwas accept no direct
responsibility to help students achieve a coherent or comprehensive view
of other societies and culture and at American where foreign area studies
are stressed only through MA comprehensive examinations. Princeton is,
however, exploring development of an option under which students would
spend the middle year of a three-year Mister's program in one of two
nations of the developed world -- Japan or France -- or in one of the
developing countries of Latin America or Francophone Africa where English
is not a second official language.
The following Table presents for more detailed comparison the
several Schools' expectations and offerings in foreign area studies.

TABLE 3
Availability of Foreign Area Studies.
In Connection With APSLA Master's Programs
American/SIS:
Foreign area study expected preNo composiee foreign area
admission.
study programs but courses may be taken
in the School or elsewhere in the
University relative to Latin America,
ME and N. Africa, Western Europe, East and
South East Asia, USiR, and Africa.
Foreign area scudy may be elected as 1
of 2 required comp:.htasive fields.
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UCSD

IR/PS:

At least 3 courses relating to a
selected Pacific area are required
together with practical command of its
language.
Columbia/SIPA:
Within SIPA, study of at least 6
courses in I. of 8 Regional Institutes
(Africa, East Asia, East Central Europe,
Soviet Union, Latin America and Iberia,
Middle East, Southern Asia, Western
Europe) forms an optional way of
meeting specialization requirement.
Denver/GSIS:
----------Tchool emphasises cross-cultural
rather than area studies, but students can
form a concentration in 1 of 6 areas
(Africa, East Pala, Latin America, Middle
Easz, Sovlot Union and Eastern Europe,
Western Europe) through a combination of
GSIS courses and those of other units of
the University. This can meet the
specialization requirement.

peorgetown/MSFS:
Comparative and regional study is
one option in a requirement of 3 fields of
concentration. Available regional concentrations are Africa, Asia, Contemporary
Arab Studies, Germany, Latin America,
Russia.
George Washington/SIA:
Study in 1 of 9 Regional programs
within SIA can meet a field of
concentration requirement for the IR
Master's.
Separate Master's degrees are also
offered in 4 SIA Regional Stadles programs:
East Asia, Latin America, Middle East,
Rustla and East Europe.
Johns Ropkins/SAIS:
A concentration/ amounting to 4 to 6
courses spanning two or more disciplines,
may be pursued with respect to Africa,
Canada, China, Europe, Japan, Latin America
and the Caribbean, the Middle East, or the
Soviet Union, as an alterngtive to A
functionvl concentration.

21S
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Pittsbureh/GSPIA:
No foreign area studies within GSPIA
but students may by use of electives
achieve certificates in Asian, Latin
American, Russian and East European,
or West European Studies in the
University's Center for International
Studies.

Princeton WW1
No foreign area studies concentration
in WWS, but a few courses regularly center
on foreign areas (e.g., China's political
and economic development, international
relations in the Pacific rim).
Students
may pursue electives in East Asian, Earopean,
Soviet, and Middle Eastern Studies elsewhere
in the university. Some MPA candidates do so
each year.
USC/SIR:

A concentration in Asia and the
Pacific, Middle East, Soviet Union and World
Communism, or Latin America and the
Caribbean may be pursued as 1 of 3 required
fields of specialization.
Tufts/FSLD:
A concentration of at least 3 courses
in the diplomatic history and foreign
policy of Asia, Communist Areas, Europe,
Southwest Asia and Islam, or the Western
Hemisphere may be pursued within FSLD as
1 of 3 fields required. Students may
and often do pursue electives and exotic
languages in Harvard's area studies
programs.

Univ. of Washington/JSIS:
In the IS program, as an option in the
requirement of 3 fields of study,
students may enroll in at least 3
courses, which must cover at least 2
disciplines, in one of the following:
China, Japan, East Asia, Middle East,
South Asia, or Russia and Eastern Europe.
JSIS also offers interdisciplinary
Regional Studies Master's degrees in these
same regions plua Korea.
They require a
high level of language mastery and
generally require 3 to 4 years.

1 la -el:
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Yale/CIAS:

Students may meet the requirement
of a field of concentration by taking
8 to 10 courses in Africa, East Asian,
Latin American, Russian and East
European, Southeast Asian, or Western
European Studies -- instead of pursuing
a functional concentration (e.g.,
economics or law).

The following sections focus on three areas in which cross-cultural
skills and sensitivities are often enhanced for American students in the
APSIA Schools over and beyond their formal studies.
3.

The Contribution of Foreign Students:

APSIA schools have a strong and increasing tradition of including a
substantial number of foreign nationals as part of each entering class.
Foreign students, indeed, constitute 252 or more of the Master's level
enrollment at seven of the Schools and amount to 202 or more at all but
two of them.
(See Attachment #6).
This commitment is intended to enable talented and deserving foreign
students to benefit from graduate education in the U.S. and so augment
their professional growth.
In the APSIA Schools they encounter a broad
spectrum of views on international policy and become familiar with
certain tools useful for international policy discussions.
But an
important added benefit is the wealth of information and distinctive
perspectives that these students bring to the Schools they attend,
insights that vary from management styles in Japan to growing debt in
Brazil, or from agricultural reform in Western Africa to the student-led
push for democratization in the People's Republic of China.
In most cases foreign students enroll as full time students in the
two-year Master's program and a smaller number come as PhD candidates.
The Parvin
Some Schools have special short-term programs as well.
Fellows program at Princeton and the Hubert H. Humphrey North-South
Fellowship Program at American University and Cle Fletcher School are
designed for groups of men and women from developing countries to spend
an academic year as non-degree graduate students. Participants in these
programs work in development related fields and are drawn from government
They
service and other occupations connected with public affairs.
generally receive a year.4 sabbatical.from their employers in order to
Once enrolled, they design individual programs a
attend the program.
study and become an important part of many of the development courses.
Interaction with other students is on many levels, from formal
interaction in class, or working on group projects, to more informal
interactions during coffee hours inside the school or pot-luck suppers
The insights shared during these interactions are an invaluable
outside.
source of information and new ways of thinking about poli-v problems for
both foreign and American students.

: '
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4.

Experiences Abroad:

Many Schools en:ourage students to live, study, and/or work abroad
as part of their Master's programs. These experiences usually take one
of two forms: enrollment in comparable foreign institutions or working
internships in foreign countries.
Study Abroad: Johns Hopkins SAIS is perhaps best known for its
extended linkages with first rate overseas centers involved in
international relations.
Its program with the Bologna Center in Italy
has been running since 1955 and is known for both its quality of
instruction and its collegiality -- bringing Americans and non-Americans
tosether. Of the 125 students, roughly half are Aaerican; the other half
come primarily from Western Europe with a few from Eastern Europe, Latin
America, Africa, and Asia. Most of the American students and some of the
non-Americans spend their first year of the prograa in Bologna and
complete the second year of the program in Washington. Courses are
taught in English and are classified in three general categories:
International Economics, European Studies, and General International
Studies. Intensive language programs in French, German, Italian, and
English are also available.

In 1986, SAIS opened up the Hopkins-Nanjing Center for Chinese and
American Studies in the People's Republic of China.
Under the
administration of SAIS, the center will teach Chinese and American
history, economics, political science, international relations, and other
subjects to Chinese and American graduate students who will live together
on the new Center's campus.
Georgetown
A number of Schools have less structured programs.
"encourages its students to study abroad." Its Master's programs will
accept up to twelve elective transfer credits (four courses) from another
institution, and the School has sister-institution relationships in
Austria, Canada, People's Republic of China, France, Germany, Kuwait,
Republic of China, Netherlands, and Jordan. American's SIS has semester
abroad prograns for graduate and undergraduate students in Beijing,
Brussels, Buenos Aires, Kingston, London, Rome, and Vienna.
Columbia has exchange arrangements with the Graduate Institute of
International Studies in Geneva and with the Institut d'Etudes Politiques
Students can either obtain credit toward their MIA degree or
de Paris.
The
under certain circumstances obtain degrees from both schools.
Fletcher School has a formalized academic exchange'of students and
faculty with the Graduate Institute of International Studies, which each
year enables a limited nuMber of Fletcher students to study in Geneva.
The Fletcher School also has more informal programs with Keio University
in Japan and the Institute of International Relations at National
Chengchl University in Taiwan.
Denver has developed formal links with the University of Chile in
Santiago, the University of eubingen in West Germany, the University of
Paris, Liaoning University in China, and the University of Port Harcourt
Most of'these arrangements include students exchanges but
in Nigeria.
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some also involve faculty exchanges, joint syspdsia, and research
projects.
Pittsburgh has established reciprocal programa of student exchange
with the School of Public Administration of the Gitullo Vargas Foundation
in Rio de Janeiro, Brasil and the Institute of Social Studies in the
Hague, the Netherlands. USC/SIR students ere encouraged to take part of
their coursework in the School's M.A. Program in London and Cambridge.
San Diego's IR/PS plans to sake use of the University of California's
extensive network of overseas centers and relations which serves the nine
campuses and fairly well spans the globe.
Exchange programs at the Jackson School focus mainly on language and
Programs in Chinese are available through the Stanford
cultural study.
Center in Taipei or through Beijing University. Language study is also
available at the Inter-University Center for Japanese Language Studies in
Tokyo, the Leningrad Russian Language Ptogram in the Soviet Union, the
Center for Arabic Study Abroad in Cairo, and the American Institute of
Indian Studies in New Delhi.
Internshi s: Internships have become an important learning
*spar once for many Master's students and an intensely effective use of
Only Princeton
the summer months between the two academic years.
requires its students to undertake a.summer internship (as well as
providing financial support to those students who take non-paying
positions.) SA/S has structured internships in Brasil and Japan, and
there as at Fletcher and Georgetown, while they are not required, summer
internships are encouraged, financed, and promoted to the point that
nearly all students hold internships within the two years. A. one
Fletcher student put it "While it may not be required, it's simply
expected that that is what most students do over the summer."

Typical overseas summer jobs include positions as analysts with
projects of the Agency for International Development, as interns with
U.S. embassies and missions abroad, with major development banks and
commercial banks, and with multi-lateral organisations of the United
Nations.
Internships serve students in three important ways. They gain
needed practical experience in the field, which also allows them to apply
the knowledge and skills they have recently acquired in rhe first year of
their programs and helps focus their questions and research for their
Secondly, these experiences help students to "test
coming second year.
the waters" before they begin to make important career choices in the
Finally, an overseas internship gives the student first
following yeer.
hand contact with another language, people, culture, and government -and how these factors may combine to form a policy-oriented setting.
Insights so gained make for more perceptive interpreters and actors in
international affairs.

We have been concerned here with summer internships and especially
It should also be recognized that
those involving work overseas.
in-term, off-campus internships are a common feature in many of the
Schools and often carry some academic credit as well as providing
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valuable, practical learning experiences. Columbia's SIPA is one of the
mmst active Schools in this respect.
It enables virtually all its MIA
students interested in such opportunities to gain one-day-a-week
internships with international businesses, banks, the UN, and other
internationally involved organizations. Washington, of course, is
another metropolitan area where opportunities for internships with an
international dimension are prevalent. There American's SIS, for example,
reports that more than half of its Master's candidates hold in-term
internehips as part of their degree progrems.
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IV.

THREE ASPECTS OP APSIA PEDAGOGY

Method and content in teaching international affairs aro not
entirely separable, and it has proved convenient to group three acts of
issues here: the multidisciplinary Character of the instruction offered
by tho APSIA Schools; the tension in them between teaching the social
sciences and their application; and methods of classroom instruction. In
this last category, we pay particular attention to caso-studios and
role-playing methods as they relate to 'he education of those who are
intended to become effective actors in, as well as informed analysts of,
internatione. affairs.
A distinctive feature of the APS/A Schools is what their catalogues
It is an important aspect
generally call an interdisciplinary approach.
of tho Schools, since those who work in public and international affairs
have constantly to grapple with concrete situations that are
intrinsically complex. Economdc, political, social, and cultural factors
intertwine. Policy decisions, if they are to be well directed, may need
to take into consideration several or all of those elements, and persons
dealing with policy issues need to be sensitive to the possible relevance
of these various factors in any given set of issues.
In their endeavors to develop internationalists who are at once
knowledgeable and effective, the APS/A Schools therefore all seek to
expose their students to the methods of the several social sciences
(including history and statistics) which can assist in the understanding
and analysis of international affairs and international policy issues.
When, however, one looks at how they do it -- at the sorts of
instruction they provide -- to term their efforts multidisciplinary
rather than interdisciplinary would be more accurate. The normal pattern
is to require students to take courses in at least two, usually more,
social sciences so as to gain some grasp of their methods of analysis.
These requirements aro usually embedded in the School's "core
curriculum. In a number of institutions there is, as well, a required
spanning of at least two disciplines in the chosen field or fields of
concentration (See Attachment i3). In this way most APSIA students
perforce got a working grasp of a number of relevant social science
disciplines.
The task of integrating this knowledge, of effecting
interrelationships among the different approaches, is, however, largely
loft up to tho student. There are, to be sure, individual professors
whose courses venture into matters beyond their particular disciplinary
specialities. Some explore boldly whore disciplines intersect. There
aro also occasional instances of team teaching which seek to bridge and
interrelate across disciplinary boundaries; but team teaching is both an
expensive fora of instruction and not the way in which many faculty
There is also the field of Political Economy.
sombers prefer to work.
Several Schools (e.g., Columbia and USC) offer field-toncentrations in
Where it approaches being a disciplinary specialty, it is usually
it.
practiced by political scientists, rather than by economists; whore it is
a field of concentration, it generally involves selected politics and
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economics courses pursued in parallel rather than an exploration of their
interrelationships.
More notable exceptions, where instruction is structured to assist
students to combine differing disciplinary approaches, are to be found in
the two relatively new western schools. The new International Studies
program at Washington includes in its core requirements three seminars,
two of which emphasise the interrelationship of politics and economics,
while the third brings together concern for cultural and economic matters
in studying change and stability among nations. In the course of study
projected at San Diego, a three quarters sequence titled "Comparative
Policy Environments" is a first-year requirement for all students. It is
intended to be heavily inter-disciplinary in examining "how differences
in culture, political institutions, and economic systems influence policy
outcomes" in various areas ranging from finance and taxatimi to social
welfare and labor relations. A comparable exception in thl. East is a
year long, team taught, required course at Georgetown, "Foreign Policy
Decision Making and implementation," desigrad to help students pull
together and apply knowledge previously gained in a multidisciplinary
manner.
Students who are required to take part in policy workshops, as at
Georgetown, Pittsburgh, and San Diego -- and those who may take them as
electives, as at American, Columbia, or Princeton -- are often made to
grapple with issues that are embedded, and have to be assessed, within
concrete, complex, "real-world" contexts. Depending on the demands
imposed by the instructor, students are individually and collectively
challenged to bring to bear what they have previously learned of
statistics, economics, politics, sociology, and history. So, here, too,
an integration of the disciplines may be assisted, not simply expected.
At Princeton, interdisciplinary integration has been made part of
the examination process in a manner that seems limited to that School
alone. A two-day, role-playing policy exercise, termed the IPE
(integrated policy exercise), mid-way in the first year of study forces
students to apply the statistics, micro-economics, and methods of
political and organizational analysis which have made up the required
"core" studies of the first semester. A qualifying examination at the
end of the first year (QE1) also involves a simulation exercise and the
application of a battery of disciplinary methodologies. The examination
is graded by an interdisciplinary team consisting of an economist, a
political scientist, and a statistician.
There is purpose as well as convenience in the lead role given to
the academic disciplines in the instructional programs of the APSIA
Schools.
Academic disciplines command prestige in United States'
universities and so tend to attract the intellectually ablest faculty.
It is also generally within the disciplines that the most rigorous and
precise analytical methods are to be found. To be sure, in their
fascinatiot with the con.emplation and development of analytical theory,
faculty in he disciplines often stand at far (even imperious) remove
from the needs of the APSIA Schools.
In several Schools that do not
either appoint their own faculty or have sufficient resources to
condition faculty appointments shared with arts and sciences departments,
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getting sufficiently applicable economics taught is reported to be a
serious and recurrent problem. At Georgetown, difficulty in getting
statistics well taught for the purposes of the School had become such a
constant problem that for 1986-87 the School waived a long-standing
requirement of a term's study of quantitative analysis.
Where, however, disciplinary specialists have found interest in
substantial issues of public and international policy and in the
application of theory to such issues, faculty experts in particular
disciplines have such to contribute in understanding and rigor to the
education of APSIA students. If disciplinary preoccupations can be
overly narrow from the standpoint of the needs of APSIA students,
interdisciplimarity can too readily become superficial and loosJ.
Meantime, excessive concern for what is applicable in the immediate
here-and-now can lead to short-term solutions with adverse long-term
consequences.
What needs to be sought is some measure of balance -- ideally also
some active interaction -- between dispensin6 the methodologies and
So
theories of the social-sciences and axplorins their applicability.
also, between exposing students to the specialised powers of the several
disciplines and cultivating in them the broader, integrated understanding
desirable for those who will help make policy or otherwise deal with the
complexities of international affairs. The Schools differ in how they
seek to combine these requirements. A partial measure of the varied
balances achieved is to be found in the right-hand column of Chart #2
which closes this chapter.
The use of historical examples and of prepared case-studies as
instructional tools, to illustrate the interplay of forces at work in
situations of record or to illuminate the applicability of general
concepts to specific situations, is standard and common in the APSIA
Schools. Much less frequent have been simulation exercises and
role-playing case studies. The dominant methods of instruction are those
of the arts and sciences, rather than those of the business and law
schools. Lectures accompanied by discussion sessions and seminars
involving the preparation and presentation of short research papers are
Explanatory instruction, inviting some
the norual stock and trade.
student feedback, has held and still holds precedence over participatory
learning pointed toward what to do next -- i.e., toward choices and
decisions.[1]
In five of the APSIA Schools -- Columbia, Georgetown, SAIS,
A program
Pittsburgh, and USC -- this situation is in process of change.
"Pew
Initiative
in
launched by the Pew Charitable Trusts,[2] entitled the
Diplomatic Training," will over a five year period lead to the
development of 150 new case studies that require students to assume roles

1

Sometimes called "discussion pedagogy." See C.R. Christensen and
A./. Hansen, Teaching and the Case Method (Harvard Business School,
1987).

2

The International Peace Academy is another participant.
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and seek resolution of conflict situations.(3) As role playins exercises.
the Pew-sponsored case studies can be said to be generally patterned on
the experience developed at the Harvard Business School, and faculty of
the latter have been helpful in introducing faculty of the involved APSIA
Schools to their well-tested methods. But the APSTA participants are not
about to line up in lock step. Already on moveral campuses differences
are emerging in how faculty members perceive the use of case-studies in
the classroom.
\In Januakv 1987, participants fron the r4x institutions were
gathered in Philsielphia by officers of the Pam Memorial Trusts for a
nid-course assevuent of the program. Reports on accomplishments made,
problems encountered, and experience gathered ware accoupanied by an
\ often lively exchange of views. Consideraolc agreement emerged on a
number of general points.
Despite sone continuing skapticion about the ;method among
faculty colleagues, involvement in the developeent of cases and
testing them in classroom situations were producing strong interest
in the Schools. Some procent spoke of a shift in the "pedagogic
culture" from description to involvenent and from a concentration on
theory toward experience and application.

While the original aim vas to develop classroon materials for
teaching diplomacy and negotiation in a way that would feature
alternative strategies in the context of "real-life" situations, the
promulgation of the case-teaching eethod as a pedagogical device hod
become a more domioant ain both for the sponsors and the
participants.
As a teaching method, advantages were seen to lie in
heightened student classroom involvement; greater student curiosity
and inquiry extending beyond the confines of the given assignment;
deeper understanding and empathy on the part of students "who hay,
to get inside the heads" of casw-figures from other cultures;
accustoming students to look for alternatives and to seeking the
resolution of conflicts through negotiation while exposing them to
the actual contexts and processes of diplomacy and negotiation.
While the concreteness of cases and the dramatic opportunities
in role-playing can obscure attention to relevant theory and
history, that need not be. Providing the ambiences of history and
theory in which the case should be considered is important both in
the writing up of cases end in the work of the instructor in the
classroom.
A young Columbia professor described her conversion to the

3

The title is misleading, as the scope of the exercise has been
expanded to cover almost any kind of serious negotiation or
consideration of alternative etratesies to resolve conflict, not
simply formal dirlomacy.
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method after having remade and taught a course she had previously given
Besides
for several years on a straight lecture and discussion basis.
generally heightened interest, students showed they, too, wanted to know
what cases meant besides representing particular occurrences. That is,
they also wittiaa theory. The introduction of participatory case studies
clearly made more students ask for follow-up reading on matters mooted in
the course than in her previous experience. The general formula that
proved effective for her purposes was to lead as an authoritative figura
about 602 of the time and to open about 402 of each session to
role-playing and discussion. The example is cited not only because it
seems to represent a learning experience which worked well from th:
standpoint of both teacher and students, but also because it suggests
that the case-method can be effectively adapted and combined with other
It is simply one more means of
pedagogical instruments in various ways.
instruction but one well suited to the practical objectives of the APSIA
Schools.
A mid-course evaluation of institutional progress with the Paw
Initiative by two experienced outsiders has reported the new cases as
as background reading for lectures,
being employed in three main ways:
as preparation for student-run simulations, and as a basis for
interactive classroom discussions. Th: third mode, which is the most
demanding of the instructor, they held to be perhaps the most productive
as a learning experience; to data, however, they found it to be the least
utilised.
Much remains to be done in the five participating APSIA Schools to
test and develop cases further and to experiment with varying ways of
applying the case-method to the teaching of international affairs.
Already, however, the challenge and opportunity presented by the Pew
Initiative seem to be having an appreciable impact on the learning
As a method it
experiences available to students in these five Schools.
has introduced greater attention to the assessing of options and to the
applicability of concepts that often otherwise seem to students quite
/t thus advances the objective of helping prepare students to
abstract.
be effective agents as well as knowars.
Schools which have not had the benefit of the Pew Initiative in
Diplomatic Training should know that good case-writing is difficult, and
that good case-method teaching can be highly demanding of the teacher. A
representative of the Harvard Business School asserted that it takes two
or three years to make a traditionally trained economist or political
That is probably an
scientist into a really good case-method teacher.
Since
their
objectives
are
different
and rather broader,
exaggeration.
it seems unlikely APSIA Schools or faculty members are going to want to
commit themselves strictly to the Harvard Business School style. Yet,
any significant adoption or adaptation of the case-method and its
"discussion pedagogy" is going to represent change in the teaching habits
with which most APSIA faculty members are comfortatle.
The 150 cases, complete with teaching guides, that will result from
the Paw Initiative are to be printed and become available for general use
once they have been adequately tested and proved suitable. The extent to
which other faculty members will be interested in more than occasional
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use of cases that they themselVes have not had a hand in designing or
developing remains arsuable. But if other of the APSIA Schools become
inclined to move on their own tOward broad use of the case-method, they
should be aware that doing so is highly demanding of faculty time and
therefore of money. Nor is it always easy to engage in the preparation
of cases those faculty members who have the most to contribute in the way
of knowledge and experience. The dominant ethos of the faculty runs to
expounding.
The ablest members are usually those already most heavily
committed to other activities.
.

The following chart on "Master's Program Pedagogy" that closes this
chapter presents in compressed form a comparative record of methods of
instruction in the APSIA Schools that call, in varied ways, for heavy
student participation.

The right-hand column of the chart, T/N--PA/DM, requires
explanation. The letters stand for theory, history, policy analysis,
decision ma:ing. The pairs are envisioned as forming a spectrum of
;amp pe &logical and curricular concern, ranging from the traditional
academic disciplines on the left to more policy oriented, action oriented
.study on the right. The number 1 designates the purest concern with
theory; the number 5 designates maximal concentration on application.
In
the values assigned to individual inititutions, the first number
" represents the assessment of the Dean or Director of the balance in his
School on this scale of 1 to 5. The number in parentheses indicates
where he would lika that-balance to be.
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V.

ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY, STUDENTS
1.

Relation to the host institution:

As in other matters, variety narks the way in which the APSIA
Schools relate to their host or pareLt universities. At Johns Hopkins
and Tufts, SA1S and the Fletcher School have a high degree of autonomy,
as does GUS at Denver. They appoint their own faculty embers, admit
their own students, raise their awn money -- and, at least in the social
science disciplines have rather greater public visibility and prestige
than do the departments of the host universities.

'

At Columbia one finds a contrasting model. The School is tied much
more closely into the University's central administration; all but four
full time faculty appointments are, de Ism, solely in other departments
or schools whence they may become associated with SIPA in various ways;
the School thus capitalises heavily on the long established strength and
prestige of the University's arts and sciences departments. The
situation in Yale's CIAS is unique but rather similar. It has no faculty
of its own, but controls eight professorial chairs situated in
departments.
The other APSIA Schools tend toward one or other of these two
prominent patterns.
The proportion of its full-time faculty that is in-house, not shared
with outside departments, is a fairly good measure of tail extent to which
a School Is self-directing, able to define its mission and organise its
instructional program in the ways that it wishes. (See Attachment 05).
In the eight institutions with largely internal faculties, that
independence is perceived to be a significant benefit. One of the Deans
put it this way, "We could not have a meaningful program without the
ability to name faculty and grant tenure. It is tremendously iaportant
in insurins depth of curricular coverage where we need it and for program
continuity."
While clearly true for the particular School, where it also reflects
rather greater academic strength within the School than in what sight
have been its feeder departments, there are marked exceptions to the
general rule. Columbia's Dean is not as entirely bound by the
University's strong tradition of departmental primacy as the nuabers
might suggest. Through aggressive fund-raising he has secured direct
control of about 12 faculty positions, and he also sits or
university-wide committee of deans that has a major say in the Allocation
of positions. Likewise at Georgetown where 232 to 352 of the full time
faculty is shared, the Dean and Associate Dean of the Welsh School of
Foreign Service are tied into the central management of the social
sciences portion of the Graduate School in such ways that they have a
very considerable influence on all relevant faculty appointments and the
allocation of faculty time. At Princeton a large endowment assigned
solely to the Woodrow Wilson School permits it to influence materially
faculty appointments shared with departments, as most of thee are. It is
thus generally able to achieve in each new appointment which it helps
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finance the combination of high disciplinary excellence and deep policy
interests that it seeks.
Interesting is the transition in process at George Washington
Organisationally SIA has been a place where p. r has been
University.
the most widely dispersed and decanal authority has been at or near the
Currently, with strong encouragement and pupport from the
minimum.
University's central administration, a new dean is yn the process of
pulling the parts closer together, reclaiming authority from the social
science departments, and establishing a substantia In...house faculty.
From 12 in 1986/7, the number is expected to reach 27 by 1990. This
transition is not being accomplished without oppos tion from within the
departments, some of which fear that the School's new strength will be
But the transition to greater internal
disadvantageous to them.
coherence and a more clearly defined sense of purpose goes on.
2.

School leadership and faculty:

In 1982 Marten van Meuven, a Foreign Service Officer, produced an
excellent short study of the APSIA Schools for the Foreign Service
Among aspects singled out for special comment were the nature
Institute.
and quality of their leadership.
"The outstanding feature," he wrote, "Is the central role
To be sure,
played in many of the schools by the deans.
none could operate without a broad measure of explicit or
tacit support from the faculty. But it is remarkable to
see how the deans are putting the imprint of their approach
.At
and their style on the operation of the schools.
any rate, today's deans and their administrative staffs
seem to be operating at the center of the typical
managerial functions of planning, organising, staffing,
coordinating, reporting, budgeting, and representation."(1)
.

.

Although a number of the incumbents have changed since 1982, ny
observations square with van Heuven's. Almost without exception, the
Deans and Directors appear to be able, energetic, forvard-looking,
purposeful individuals. As is necessary in higher education, they lead
by example and persuasion, and recognise the importance of the long view
and perseverance.
Significant changes are unlikely to be achieved overnight. If,
however, they are not to await the retireeent of existing faculty -- a
process that generally won't begin to accelerate until the mid-1990's in
America's universities -- to accomplish significant change and
development, a Doan and Director must reach outward to raise the funds
needed. In the currently strained conditions of most universities'
budgets, they often must also seek the resources simply to sustain in
their Schools such things as student fellowships, library purchasee, and

1

"Old Fields and New Furrows: Graduate Edutation for International
Affairs," A Case Study by Marten A.M. van Heuven, Twenty-Fourth
Executive Seminar, FSI, March 1982, p.
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general operating funds.
So, fund-raising is accepted as an important
responsibility by most of the Deans and Directors. Sous of them, it is
clear, have bacons highly adept in that art.
(See Table #6, p. 69.)

We noted earlier some areas in which Schools that do not themselves
control the requisite faculty appointments have experienced difficulty in
getting for their students the sorts of instruction that will meet their
operational objectives. The available microeconomics and quantitative
analysis have tended to be too theoretical, and the available foreign
language teaching of too literary a cast.
Today, far and away most faculty nembers holding full-tine, tenured
appointments in the APSIA Schools come out of academic backgrounds and
hold PhD credentials or equivalent professional degrees. An exception
was Pittsburgh, where the faculty was mainly constituted of experienced
practitioners drawn out of careers in public and international affairs.
Heightened intellectual expectations have brought change. New faculty
appointments, it is reported, are younger people with strong academic
backgrounds who then are encouraged to gain practical experience as
consultants either to government agencies or corporations.
.

In a nueber of Schools, practicality is introduced into the
instructional program through the use of part-tims teachers drawn from
government and business.(2) Often these practitioners themselves hold
advanced degrees and are highly qualified academically as well as through
possessing relevant kinds of working experience. In the Schools of the
Washington area particularly many of the part-tins faculty appointmetts
represent long-term relationships.
"Rsal world" experience and attention to the application of
knowledge hive been and are a part of the APSIA Schools in another way,
and that is through regular members of the faculty who have in the past
held positions in government or who now serve as consultants for federal
agencies.
Specific numbers are not available, but more than a few of the
senior APSIA faculty members have worked for periods of time either in or
for the Federal Government, and it is common for younger faculty to be
encouraged and helped to gair such experience. Students repeatedly
indicated appreciation of such contacts. They liked being taught by
those who brought actual working experience into some of their teaching
and who could also offer it to students as they consider future careers.
One final set of generalizations on the APSIA faculty. Those who
serve in self-sufficient Schools tend to have somewhat better perquisites
than colleagues in parallel departments outside the same Schools, where
some envy is detectable. Whether the lot of the in-house faculty is
actually better, or they are happier, than faculty members holding joint
2

Here again disparate terminology in the APSIA Schools can be
misleading. Most places term their part-time practitioner teachers
"Adjuncts." SAIS calls them "Professorial Lecturers," because its
"Adjuncts" are full-time senior faculty for whom there happen to be
no tenure positions. Princeton terms its part-ciners "Lecturers"
and "Senior Fellows." There is no consistency.
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appointments is uncertain. What is clear is that the latter often
e xperience split loyalties and some resultant sense of personal strain.
Not only may the School and the department make competing demands on the
individual's teaching time; they may also have rather different ideas
about what constitUtes the sort of significant research that wins a young
faculty member a promotion. Nevertheless, for the faculty member
In
interested in policy analysis, the School is a congenial environment.
addition, for some, simultaneous membership in a department offers
e qually desired intellectual challenges, while in the eyes of others it
confers an added measure of prestige or status.
Institutional data on APS/A faculties are grouped in Attachment #5.
3. Students

Reported graduate enrollments in the active APSIA Schools in 1986-87
totaled 3294, which represented an increase of about 540 over five years
before.[3] Of the total, 2698 were master's degree candidates, 427 were
PhD candidates, and 169 were short-tero students in mid-career. Degrees
awarded in 1986 were 1007 at the Master's level, 38 PhD's, and 71 one-year
MA's for mid-careerists -- or a total of 1116.

All but 750 of the 2698 Master's degree candidates, or 722, are
full-time students, while the relatively few part-time participants are
heavily concentrated in two of the Schools of the Washington area,
American and George Washington. About 12.52 of the SAIS enrollment is
also part-time, and outside the District of Coluabia smaller
representations exist at Columbia, Pittsburgh, and Washington.
Unfortunately, several Schools have only very recently begun to
assemble statistical data on their students and graduates. Thus
longitudinal comparisons to trace changes over time are restricted. But
as indicated, graduate enrollments in the 12 active APSIA Schools, appear
to have increased by about 16.52 in the past five years. The growth has
been most marked at American, Columbia, Denver, George Washington, SAIS,
it reflects a
and Washington. In at least four of these six institutions
high degree of tuition dependency, but it is also clearly a response to
pressures for admission from increasing numbers of able, well qualified
applicants.
Nationally in recent years, a substantial proportion of college
seniors have been taking a year or more after college to explore options,
paths
or simply to enjoy a change of pace, before settling on the career
APSIA
This
has
also
been
the
case
with
they wish to pursue.[4]
applicants, and on their part, the Schools have for some time looked for
e xternal experience and the maturit:' it brings in selecting their
available data, none reported
students. Of the eight Schools reporting
of
more than 552 of their recent admissions as having coma directly out
The
average
under
302.
college, while in one case that percentage was
3

4

See Attachment 06.

Education Section, New York Times, 10 November 1985.
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age of students entering the ten Nester's programs reporting on this item
was 25 to 27 years in eight Schools, and 24 years in two others.

Available measurements of student quality are limited and largely
impressionistic.
Only nine Schools could provide average General Records
Examination scores of entrants, and only six could do so over a five-year
span. The spread among institutions ranged from average GRE scores in
the verbal 580's and quantitative 550's at the low end of the spectrum to
those in the verbal 680's and quantitative 700's at the high end. The
scores reported, however, show no significant shifts over the last fi.e
years, and altogether they correspond to the degree of selectivity the
Schools can exercise in admission -- which is a function in part of their
financial situation and also of the prestige that has come to be attached
to their degrees. The last is the product of various insredients, but
not the least is the record of accomplishment of notable graduates.
None of the Schools feel a compulsion to admit more than one out of
three applicants to their graduate program; in most cases the ratio is
higher.
Excluding Tale, which is atypical in many ways, the mean for the
other 11 active Schools is 5.5 applicants for each admitted student.
School sugpsted tilat its students fell below the standards of those in
the comparable departments of their universities. A number judged that
their students shone brighter.
.

Generally, students everywhere drew high marks for intelligence and
purposefulness even where aspects of their preparation -- for example, in
foreign language competence and an ability to WitO clearly and concisely
-- were faulted. One must assume that those with whoa we met were mostly
pre-selected to impress. For certain, they bore out the foregoing
complimentary faculty assessments. Yet, we would like to think that they
were representative, for they gave us many lively and candid insights
it'a the programs they were pursuing, the faculty under whom they were
studying, and the varied career options they saw lying before then. To
use the vernacular, their heads appeared to be well screwed on, and their
attitudes were at the same time up-best.
The APSIA Schools do not get such young people entirely by chance.
Nine of the Schools have at least one staff member working on student
recruitment, and six have two or more persons so employed.
As shown in Attachment 06, women amounted to 502 of the 1986-87
enrollment at only one School, hut no where did they constitute less than
302. Foreign students filled roughly half the places at two institutions, but constituted as little as 132 of the enrollment at two others.
With respect to members of minority groups, whether as students or
as faculty members, the Schools have done much more poorly. This is
apparent in the following Table, 04. The paucity of minorities is, of
course, not a phenomenon peculiar to the APSIA Schools. It characterizes
most of American higher education's selective institutions, and has
proved extremely difficult for them to overcome. Yet, clearly this is a
problem of which the APS/A Schools must, as the Quakers say, continue to
be seized.
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TABLE /4

Ninority Representation in the APSIA Schools
Mid-Career
Students

Graduate
Students

Institution

a

4

Ii

3

we

A
U

American
Columbia
Denver
Georgetown
GW Univ
Hopkins/SAIS
Pittsburgh
Princeton
rsc
Tufts/FSLD
Washington
Yale

C.

m

III

al

15
19

10
23
3
8
20
10

4
1

8
7

21
10
5
10
1

P4

hi
4

4
3

3

C

44

A

D.

4,

-2

30
47

41.1

.

4

--

2

7

na
na
na
na

na
na
na
na

na
na
na
na

*1

4

*

er

1

3

--

na

2

4

14

na
na
na

17

1

6

5

2

--

1

?

na

na
-na
na
na
na

na

na

4

1

5

2

--

na
na
na
na

na
na
na
na

---

2

9

2

5

na
na
na
na

1

2

---

-2

--

7

--

0
---

3

I.

P4

14

m

?

4

..4

I
.0

Faculty

1

1

5

3

--

2

1

2
3
4

na m Not applicable

Additional fellowship money might make it possible for more minority
students to consider graduate study leading to international service.
Since, however, few qualified minority members have been presenting
themselves as applicants from among the graduating classes and recent
graduates of our colleges, the place to attack the problem is very likely
at an earlier stage or stages of education. A model may be the Summer
Program in Policy Skills for Minority Students, currently funded by the
Sloan Foundation at some eight public policy institutions. Between the
junior and senior yeah, of undergraduate study, minority students art,
brought to those campuses for a program of study designed to help
prepare them for graduate study and eventually carters in public policy
and public management. The early exposure seems to have produced results
in subsequent minority graduate enrollments; this, at least has been true
at Princeton.
Others, however, would argue that even greater success might be
achieved if comparable steps were taken to capture the interest of
minority students in international affairs between the junior and senior
years of high schools. APSIA Schools which conduct undergraduate
programs in international affairs might most appropriately reach down

The figures represent numbers of individuals.
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into the high schools that wzy to bring minority students into their
orbit and expose them at an early age to the interest and challenges
inherent in the study of international affairs. A model here is the
Upwaild Sound program now functioning in a number of the traditionally
blac colleges.

We looked earlier at the indebtedness undertaken by many APStA
students and its influence on initial career decisions.
tt reflects
greatly inadequate student aid funds at all of the APS/A Schools except
Princeton and, to a lesser degree, Yale. At the other institutions, in
most instances available fellowships cover no more than the cost of
tuition; and in several of the Schools there are very few of even such
limited awards. Consequently, it is common for fully enrolled APSLA
students to work to earn money for as many as 20 hours a week.
When they
are lucky enough to gain a research or teaching assistantship, that can
often contribute to their learning.
But those awards are in even shorter
supply than fellowships in most of the Schools.
On several occasions
faculty members and students expressed concern about the strain isposed
on learners when they have to work 20 hours a week on top of a full
course-load.
Their studies, it was felt, almost inevitably suffered;
yet, when quizzed, the morale of several such students and their interest
in their studies seemed high.

3'0
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VI.

LIBRARIES /N APSIA SCHOOLS

Of the nine Schools that responded to our litrary questionnaire,
fnur have discrete libraries and five do not. Evidence from catalogues
suggests that 'among the twelve functioning Schools six have their own
libruies, and six do not. However, even those which have in-house
Libreriai srresa the importance of the main campus library for major
research. Adequate treatment of the research collections of main canpus
libraries is beyond our reach. V. shall therefore focus here on those
. Schools with discrete libraries in their awn buildings.
Many of these discrete School libraries are the first step in a
student's research; however, they are primarily intended to service the
School's teaching program. They comprise fairly reasonable collections
averaging Shout 90,000 volumes (Fletcher, ISIS and Pittsburgh) and
anywhere from 300 (Fletcher and Pittsburgh) to 900 journals (SAIS).
However, some like Coluibia's Lehman Library serve as the gain
international affairs library for the entire university and thus contain
many more volumes. (At Columbia the numbers are 295,000 volumes, 150,000
microforms, and 1400 journals.)
The general subject boundaries of the collections relate closely to
the current fields of study within each School. Nose School libraries
have developed written collectiona policies in consultation with
appropriate faculty members. Generally they encompass the recent works
of the more important writers, selections from the works of secondary
writers, a variety of representative journals, and the reference tools
Emphasis is to works
needed for fundamental bibliographic searches.
written or translated into English, as the in-School libraries are
usually too small to keep up collections in other languages.
Periodicals represent a significant budgetary commitment. Current
domestic and foreign newspapers are also an important investment and
change with the times. Librarians within these discrete School libraries
are invariably connected closely to the main campus library and its wider
VISOUTCOS.

light of the nine Schools reporting subscribe to the Foreign
Broadcast Inforsation Service for area news reports throughout the vorld,
both paper copies and on microfiche. Six Schools are members of the
On-Line Computer Library, OCLC, which gives access to materials fres over
Three Schools,
4,000 libraries in U.S., Mexico, Canada, and Europe.
(Columbia, Princeton, Yale), are members of the Research Libraries Group,
RIX, a consortium of 24 libraries covering the U.S., whose members grant
one another priority interlibrary loan privileges, and whose database of
library holdings serves the same purpose as OCLC.
At Princeton and at Columbus, a new information retrieval system,
The Public Affairs
PAIS on CD-RON, is currently being tested.
Information Service (PAIS) Bulletin, which lists journal articles,
government documents, conference proceedings, has long been a logical
In the 1970s, the ameba.:
starting point for public affairs research.
version brought library users the advantages of computer literature
However, database searching almost always required the
searching.
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services of a trained librarian and was costly, with an
average charge of
$10 to $50 per search. The new computer systema
that use high-density
storage compact disks allow users without technical knowledge
or
searching experience direct access to the database without charge,
since
libraries pay an annual subscription fee for unlimited use of the
system.
Several other indexing and abstracting services (e.g., Psychological
Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts, National Technical Information
Service) are also available on CD-ROM, but none includes
as many years of
indexing as PAIS. /f the new system lives
up to expectations, PAIS on
CD-ROM should prove an important aid to both faculty and student
research
in the APSIA Schools.
We asked each librarian to list the largest gaps in their
collections and to suggest on how these might be remedied. Not
surprisingly, the largest problem far schools of international relations
is getting current works from the countries that are being studied
in the
classrooms. The biggest reported gaps are in the following
areas:
primary source materials published in countries under study, documents
from international organisations, European regional and dialect
publications, Third World publications in general, and the problem of
"gray literature" which we shall deal with below. These gaps usually
exist not only in the discrete libraries but in the central university
collections as well.
Since the acquisition of much of the material desired is difficult
for all Schools, these deficiencies can be solved only partially by means
of interlibrary loan.
Schools close to Washington have an advantage in
the multiple facilities there, especially within international
organisations and the Library of Congress.
Elsewhere, it has been
suggested, critical gaps might be remedied by having each School select a
specific area or areas for concentration and then building for those
areas collection' from which the others could borrow. The Schools would
need to agree to fora some type of consortium that would allow students
and faculty easy access to the various collections.
Ideally, Schools
could then specialise in certain areas in which their faculties are
strong, and rely on other APS/A members to fill in the gaps.

Since, hawc7er, the stocking of university libraries tends to follow
faculty research and teaching interests -- and is expected by faculty
members to follow where the latter lead -- it is hard enough to control
in systematic fashion on individual campuses. The problems of developing
and then implementing any inter-university acquisitions policy must
therefore be recognised to be formidable. If the APSIA Schools become
inclined to move in this direction, they should do so with open eyes.
Where the formation of such a consorted endeavor might be
particularly useful, if it could be managed, is with the type of fugitive
published materials commonly referred to as "gray literature." The term
designates ephemeral materials issued by such groups as political
parties, interest groups, splinter religious bodies, and research
organisations.
Experience has shown that the most effective way of
securing items of "gray literature" outside the United States is to send
curators and bibliographers to collect them -- a step normally beyond the
means of most APSIA Schools.
The next most successful way has been to
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establish blanket orders vith reliable local dealers. A final ansvtar is
to make arrangements with specialist dealers and collectors. The whole
process requires close and knowledgeable attention and the ability to
commit resources for which there are usually competing demands. This,
then, presents itself as an area where an explorations of greater
cooperation among the Schools and their parent universities commands
itself and where foundation grants might be used to develop a better
system of collection that would serve the battery of APSIA Schools.
As vas pointed out to us in one questionnaire, other interesting
options are the reception from other countries of direct news reports via
satellites and of news-subscription services on video tapes. Roth of
these services are currently available for national television in the
USSR, both in the Russian language and with English voice-overs. They
are service,J obviously relevant for Schools which concentrate in Soviet
studies an4 are being so exploited at Columbia. Encouraging this type of
television archiving for to other parts of the world might be a useful
APSIA undeitaking.
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VII.

PhD PROGUMS AND ORGANIZED RESEam
177135.11771-ilas

Ss000 of the APSLA Schools offer the PhD degree: American, Denver,
Fletcher, SAIS, Pittsburgh, Princeton, USC; and at UCSD a PhD program in
International Relations has been authorised. At Denver an enrollment of
128 candidates in the PhD program is nearly double that at the Master's
level.
At USC, PhD candidates somewhat outnumber Master's candidates. In
the other five Schools, in terms of student enrollments and also,
apparently, allocation of faculty time, the PhD Proem is distinctly the
junior partner.
(See Attachment 06 for numbers.)

In the Schools not offering the PhD, each year a number of Master's
graduates appear to settle on academic objectives and transfer into
relevant disciplines to pursue the PhD. Th12,18 partially reflected in
tables on pages 44 and 45, but as those numbers under "Academic" include
students saving into professional schools, accurate assessment cannot be
made of those in pursuit of the PhD degree.
The Schools offering the PhD report normal time to the completion of
the degree as between four and six years from the beginning of graduate
study.
tn most of the Schools, some students are admitted as PhD
candidates at the start, but more appear to transfer onto the PhD track
following completion of the Master's program.
Generally, the requirements for the PhD degree
besides
independent research and writing a dissertation -- involve more advanced
study of the methodologies and subject.orea fields featured at the
Master's level. Often, special attention is given as well to research
design, and greater foreign language competence is usually demanded.
For example, at Princeton course requirements beyond those for the MPA
degree include two terms of advanced organisational management analysis,
four terms (including a seminar) in research design, and five additional
courses in the student's chosen field of concentration.
Meanwhile, at
MIS, students going on to the PhD face a year's work in quantitative
analysis and gaining further foreign language competence, in addition to
participation each semester in a workshop in International Relations,
Comparative Politics, or Economics.
At American, PhD students are
subject to substantially more rigorous selection criteria (only 13 of 130
applicants ware admitted in 1987). Their curriculum includes four
semesters of intensive seminar work, each focussing on a different
substantive area of international relations.
On other campuses, as at Denver and the Fletcher School, emphasis is
put on broadening the student's command of international affairs by
requiring PhD candidates to assume responsibility for an additional field
of concentration. In all instances, before oral defense of his/her
thesis, the PhD candidate faces a stiff battery of "general" or
"comprehensive" examinations spanning the fields or subjects in which he
or she is required to show competence in the particular School.
In answer to the question of what is distinctive about PhD
dissertations in their School, as compared to those written on
international topics in traditional disciplinary departments, the answers
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unanimously were that theirs tended to be more interdisciplinary and also
more often focused on policy issues. A less frequent characteristic was
involvement of practical, hands-on experience as part of the research.
However, none of these characteristics reflected a requirement -- which
is to say, they are typical but not essential marks of APS/A PhD
dissertations. /f a candidate wishes to do a largely theoretical
dissertation and can find the right faculty adviser, he or she can do so
in any of the six Schools offering the PhD. The fact illustrates again
the duality of focus, the T/H--PA/DK tension of Chart 2, that
characterizes the APSIA Schools.
Another query put to the Deans and Directors was whether they saw
their PhD programs as shaped to produce especially one or more of the
college and university faculty,
following sorts of "products":
non-academic researchers and analysts, future leaders and shapers of
policy. Only two Schools disavowed the development of policymakers, but
all but one of the others rated it third, and none rated it as a prima
objective of its PhD program.
The infusion into government and business of people capable of
serious research and rigorous analysis on international issues was seen
as the prime purpose of the PhD in all but one of the Schools. The
exception was Denver, which has far the largest PhD enrollment. There
the development of international relations faculty is the first of the
three aims; in the remaining six Schools, that ranka as a fairly strong
second purpose.
With the growth of interest in the study of international and world
affairs at the undergraduate level that now appears to be widespread
across the country, the employment opportunities in higher education for
holders of PhD degrees in international studies and international affairs
are said to quite favorable. Unfortunately, however, only two of the
Schools could give us figures on the proportion of recent PhDs who have
obtained academic positions. At American University the figure was 142
in 1986 (contrasted with 712 of its PhDs in public service, and 102 in
business and the professions); American expects that proportion to
increase when all the 1987 count is in. At the Fletcher School, 202 of
the PhDs (16 of 79) granted from 1980 to 1965 have taken teaching
positions in colleges and universities.
2.

Research in the APSIA Institutions

As today in all American universities worthy of the name, holders of
regular faculty positions in the APSIA Schools are generally expected to
be engaged in advancing knowledge and understanding, as well as in
imparting.received information and thought to students. Exceptions do
Highly able purveyors of needed functional
occasionally need to be made.
skills may lack a scholarly bent, while scholars of distinction may prove
to be wretched purveyors of basic, applied skills. So, one finds at SAIS
17 full time foreign language instructors whose sole task is that.
Elsewhere special provisions are sometimes made to insure a sufficiently
applied edge to instruction in statistics and accounting. Likewise, the
benefit of having a full-tims experienced former practitioner or two in a
School's faculty may entail the appointment of persons whose written
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contributions and modes of analysis, while reflecting seasoned
experience, do not meet the analytical styles or standards of academic
research.
On the whole, nonetheless, the regular as distinct from the
part-time faculty members of the APRA Schools are where they are because
the advancement of knowledge and of learning is important to then. For
their students, the active involvement of teachers in research news that
a spirit of inquiry is likely to infuse the instruction, to encourare
critical and reflective thought in place of the passive reception and
regurgitation of professorial obiter dicta. In other words, when the
exercise and cultivation of criaria lia-Zreative intelligence are parts
of a teacher's temperament and aim, learning becomes a lively and
enlivening process that can never be matched by authoritarian
pronouncements and rote learning.
This is not to say that all
significant acholars are splendid teachers. It is to say that activity
of the searching, scholarly mind can have a profoundly beneficial
influence in the classroom.
As in their host universities, much of the scholarship and research
of APSIA faculty members is carried out by individuals working on their
own.
Some may get, st best, small infusions of institutional research
support and benefit from periodic leaves. At the same time, in most of
the Schools, research sponsored by external donors, public and private,
has cone to be an important sctivity, and the pursuit of such support
from foundations, corporations, and govern.lent agencies has become a
recurrent occupation both of School adminisvmtors and research-minded
faculty members. This development has been in many cases paralleled in
the Schools by the establishment of research centers or institutes
focused on particular regions or particular broad areas of inquiry of
concern to groups of faculty members. Very few of these centers possess
endowments; most of the research they undertake is heavily dependent on
external sources of funding.

Table 5 following this page summarizes sponsored research
activities of the APS/A Schools as reported in response to our
questionnaire. Mot apparent in the listings is that the research spans a
great range of international issues from human rights to arms control.
It ranges also fram the highly applied to work of a distinctly
theoretical cast.
A striking, and far the largest, example of the former
is the Fletcher School's Niger Integrated Livestock Project being
conducted with a $7.6 million USAID investment expendable over the period
At the other extreme, Columbia reports a one-year grant of
1983-88.
813,900 supporting a study of Politics, Gender, and Enterprise in Latin
American and the Caribbean.
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Table #5

Sponsored Resa7M-71-APSIA Schools

Organized
research units

Institution

1.

American

2.

UCSD

3.

Columbia

.

None

Five regional;
One functional.
Five functional;
Eight regional

Sponsored research
projects and their
total $-volumm for
1986-87

Two
$200,000
n/a
a)

b)

4.
5.

Denver
Georgetown

Four
One

6.

George Washington

Two

7.

JII/SAIS

Three, functional;
Five, regional.

8.

Pittsburgh**

One

9.

Princeton**

Two

10.

USC

Three

11.

Tufts/Fletcher

One

12.

Washington

Ons

13.

Yale

Four

Under SIPA
auspices:
Twelve.
$870,000
In depts., but

involving SIPA
faculty:
Twenty-one.
$1,126,500
None listed
Three
$350,000
Eleven
$337,000
Four
$649,5000
(Total; duration
of grants not clear)
Three
$325,000
Eleven
$1,543,500
Six
$342,000
Three
$1,586,000
Eleven
$475,000
None listed

* Included here are research centers or institutes functioning under the
School's auspices or closely associated with them.
For multiple year grants, dollar amounts were calculated for the year
by dividing reported totals by the number of years of the grants'
reported duration. All numbers have been rounded to nearest $500.
**Domestic public affairs research excluded.
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That some members of the APS/A faculties should be more interested
in advancing learning as an end in itself and others in what can usefully
be gained from it is in keeping with the dual focus we have previously
seen to inhere in all of the Schools. Dean Stokes of Princeton has,
however, suggested that the two aims, basic understanding and applied
use, may often profitably he cothined. An example of some weight at
Princeton is the Office of Population Research, where population change
is under investigation both as a process that challses understanding at
a most fundamental level and as a ro em with imme.se and urgent
implications for national and Internet *nal policy. Similarly,
Princeton's Research Progria in Development Studies sees economdc growth
both as a mess to he understood through fundamental research (for
which one me
r of the faculty received a Nobel Prise) and as an
immensely complicated problem, of raising much of the world's population
above the poverty line and assuring.growch for all nations. Probably
comparable examples can be found in other of the APSTA Schools. None,
however, as embrasive of both discovery and application, of theory and
practice, were brought to our attention.

2.15
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VIII.

FUNDING OF THE APSLA SCHOOLS
1.

Truncated Overview

The financial informetion we requested came in such varied and
incomplete forme that very few meaningful generalizations can be drawn.
All but two of the Schools report having some endowed funds assigned
specifically to the Schools, but only.four report endowments of over $10
million. Existing endowments range from $650,000 at American
University's School of International Service to something that must now
be far in excess of the $35 million book value of Princeton's Woodrow
In the middle range are Georgetown ($11
Wilson School's endowment.
million), SAIS ($15.75 million) and Fletcher ($19 million).
The instructional programs of most of the Schools appear to be
substantially subsidized by the parent university. But SAIS instead of
receiving any sul,eidization from Johns Hopkins pays an annual "tax" to
its central administration for services. As previously noted, at both
SAIS and American University, the tuition that the School draws in is of
such importance to its functioning that it has to admit more students and
run larger classes than some faculty and students would wish.
Seven of the Schools have developed alumni associations that are
In the eight Schools
active in fund raising as well as in job placement.
reporting alumni giving for the three years 1983/4 to 1985/6, receipts
ranged for the telendid high of 0,472,638 at SAIS, through $438,330 at
the Fletcher School, past $60,000 at Columbia, to a low of $1000 at
American University. Columbia's SIPA, however, also has a "Friends"
organization, and it was considerably more productive than the alumni
association, having brought in some $332,500 over the same period. SAIS
is the only other School to have reported gifts from non-elumni
individuals, and here again it is a leader, with $813,936 listed from
this source.
We have previously glanced several times at the effort expended by
most of the Schools to raise both research and operating funds from
corporations, foundations, and relevant concise of government. The
record of achievement of those providing the information for the same
three Years, 1983/4 to 1985/6, is summarized in Table 16.
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Table 06
External Support for APSIA Schools,
1983/4-1085/6
Corporations
10,000
55,000
-1,976,983
245,324
2,418,583

Alumni
American
Columbia
Denver
Georgetown
GWU
SAIS
Pittsburgh
Princeton
USC
Fletcher
Washington
Yale

48,000
8,760
246,030
60,000
3,472,638

30,000
17,031

438,330

2,340,912
272,019

9,000

Foundations
323,970
814,173
2,634,897
172,600
5,256,933
52,686
3,226,886
317,700
4,064,601
1,375,832
353,600

Federal Agencies
30,000
3,009,003
132,000
452,688
763,261
1,791,568
4,175,000
528,228
1,985,452
2,823,465
1,923,407

The data received do not distinguish between annual giving
and contributions to capital campaigns.
SAIS again leads the pack followed by the Fletcher School and the
Woodrow Wilson School.
Unfortunately, the information received does not, as we had hoped,
permit classification of these funds by purpose. We had hoped to learn
for each donor-category how much was made available as unrestricted money
and how much for student aid, instruction, research, etc. Apparently few
of the Schools keep their books that way, and so most could not readily
provide the information. A rough impression arising from the available
numbers is that considerably sore of the corporation and foundation money
coming to the APSIA Schools may have been unrestricted, or was for
general purposes, than has been the general pattern in corporate and
foundation giving to universities over the past several decades. Most
support from those sources has had to be solicited for very specific
purposes. We can offer no good reason for why the APSIA Schools should
be so favored, if, in fact, they are.
2.

An Enhancing Federal Role

At Columbia, Fletcher, Georgetown, SAIS, USC, Washington, and Yale,
a significant portion of the federal support received comes to them under
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Title VI of the Higher Education Act, as follows:
International
Studies Support

Columbia
Georgetown
Hopkins/SAIS
USC
Tufts/Fletcher
Washington
Yale

$140,534
122,600
42,184
102,507
163,447
116,906

Foreign Language
and Area Study
$1,304,983
89,668
58,000
18,226
36,291
934,827
622,332

Title VI supports various educational activities of an international
character including graduate fellowships, faculty and doctoral
dissertation research abroad, intensive summer language institutes, as
well as campus-based foreign language and area study centers.
With
recent appropriations of only about $311 million annually, the program
provides limited support to some 93 campus-based centers, 81 of them,
dealing with a particular world area.
The average grant, it has been
calculated, now covers only about 3E of a center's costs -- far less than
when Title VI was launched in the late 1950s as part of the Government's
response to Sputnik. Even so, it has been the aim of the current
Administration in every budget since 1981 to eliminate funding under
Title VI.
Only institutional pressure and Congressional insistence have
maintained the program.

Such are the facts, even while heightened concern in business and
government about the country's "International campetitiveness" is again
underscoring the importance of understanding foreign languages and
cultures, and while cabinet-level departments such as State, Defense, and
Commerce are all calling for greater expertise in foreign languages and
international studies.
Stimulated by a request of the Department of Defense, the
Association of American Universities in October 1986 issued a report
entitled To Strengthen tha Nation's Investment in Foreign Languages and
International Studies: A Legislative Proposal to Create a National
Foundation for foreign Languages and International Studies. Paralleling
the National Science rouodarion and the National Endowments for the Arts
an4 the Humanities, such a foundation would be expected "to formulate a
coherent policy on international education" for the government and also
would aim "to assure comprehensive, high quality language and area
competency across all world areas; to encourage stable, long-term
funding; and to foster effective linkages among academic scholers,
government policymakers, and international business executives."
A legislative amendment sponsored by Senator Paul Simon in the fall
of 1986 has called upon the Secretary of Education, in consultation with
the Secretaries of State and Defense and the Directors of USIA and USAID,
to study the feasibility of establishing a National Endowment for
International Studies. The organisational concept matches that of the
Subsequently, the AAU and a veriety of scholarly and educational
AAU.
associations, business leaders, and others have formed a Coalition for

',
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the Advancement of Foreign Language and International Studies. its
purpose is "to seek broad agreement on a specific agenda for action and
on the organizational structure most likely to promote 'high and broadly
based competence in languages of the world and knowledge of the cultures
and social arrangements of those with whom we both cooperate and compete,
often simultaneously."
Much of the last three paragraphs is a paraphrase of an excellent,
compact discussion in William G. Rowan's Report of the President,
May 1987:
International Studies at Princeton.[1] We draw attention to
it because, concisely and with eminent good sense, it points into an area
of concern and oropportunity. that was raised with us at only one of the
APSLA Schooir.--ga have found it disturbing that so little interest has
been displayed in this new, developing, potentially national initiative
that might do for study and training in international affairs, broadly
conceived, what Title VI did for foreign language and area centers in the
early 1960. -- namely, give them a strong and far-reaching upward lift.
Moreover, as the two statements of purpose quoted in the preceding
paragraphs illustrate, it is all too likely that the historic division
between area specialists on the one hand and social-scientists on the
other may vitiate the broad vision needed and leave international affairs
As it is, members of the International Studies
programs out in the cold.
Association (the primary scholarly association for international studies
as a whole) active in earlier efforts to gain increased Federal support
of international studies feel that the then leadership of the APSIA
Schools did not distinguish itself by standing aloof from those efforts.
However that may be, inactivity now could only work to the disadvantage
of the APS1A Schools and their common enterprise.
Surely, the broad initiative sponsored by the heads of the leading
research universities, which constitute the membership of the AAU, is
something in which the APSIA Deans and Directors should individually and
collectively become engaged. Indeed, they should roll up their own
There are also lots of their graduates out
sleeves to help advance it.
there in influential places in government, business, journalism and other
productive occupations who might be alerted to help champion the cause.

1

The Association of American Universities' draft legislative proposal
can be secured gratis from the organization's office at 1 Dupont
Circle, Washington, D.C. A more discursive look at the needs to be
met by such a national foundation for international studies and what
it might be expected to accomplish is Points of Lavera e, written by
Richard D. Lambert (New York, Social Science Research Council,
1986).

2
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EPILOGUE

Part of the mission assigned was to encourage and assist the APSIA
There is reason to believe that our
members toward self-study.
questionnaires and visits have had some of that effect -- if not
universally, yet in a good number of instances. A collateral objective
was to make easier the sharing of prenctice, experience, and thought among
the member institutions. V. believe that the comparative data assembled
and discussed in the foregoing chapters will help to do that.
Under the headings of
The advice we have offered has been limited.
curriculum and instruction, the recommendations that we have implied are:
Every international affairs master's graduate should have had
some substantial exposure to the study of a foreign region and
its culture and have acquired at the minimum an FSI level-2
reading and oral competence in its language.
Where the curriculum does not already include a broad, shared
base of studies treating international politics, international
economics, and modern political and diplomatic history,
consideration should be given to the importance of that kind of
literacy both for the graduate and the country.
Masters-level students should be encouraged and assisted to
acquire the quantitative skills and aspects of econonics that
will permit then to function effectively at an entry level in
either the public or the private sector.
For students who do not have adequate advance preparation along
one or more of the foregoing three lines, a three-year Master's
program should be offered as normal procedure.
The case-method involving role playing is an instrument that
can help advance the education of students who intend to be
actors in as well as analysts of international affairs. It
should be exploited, but not to the eclipsing of instruction in
theory and history.
In a number of Schools, more attention might be given to
helping students integrate the disciplines in which thex are
required to study, but interdisciplinarity should not be
pressed at the expense of a grasp on the analytic tools of the
disciplines.
Finally, APSIA as an organization can, we believe, serve its members
and help advance their common interests more fully than it does now.
Possible areas of cooperation include:
At least an annual exchange and collation of data on such "nuts
and bolts" items as student enrollments, degrees granted,
placement of graduates, faculty size, normal teaching load,
(In some instances this
volume of organized research, etc.
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will require the development of considerably better databases
than are now in place.)
Regular sharing of information among the Deans and Directors of
new curricular and instructional developmsnts and possibly also
of major new research endeavors in the various Schools.
(Included, importantly, might be arrangements to share on a
continuing basis information, including syllabi and
evaluations, of truly interdisciplinary educational experiences
available to, or planned for, students in the various APRA
Schools.)
Joint sponsorship of new case-studies in which scholars in
APSIA institutions would collaborate with international affairs
experts in foreign countries to develop composite or closely
parallel.case -studies covering selected critical international
events or issues.
(Such studies could provide a valuable added
dimension to the study materials available to APSIA and other
advanced students of international affairs).
Reactivation of the students' arm of APSIA with the provision
of sufficient support so that at least two students from each
School could attend a week-end meeting at a central location
and perhaps also develop an APSIA students' news-letter.
Exploration of a common summer program, to be based at perhaps
2 or 3 of.the Schools, designed to attract and prepare more
minority students as applicants to the APSIA Schools.
Exploration, in company with university libraries, of
collaborative ways of collecting and having on call for APSIA
faculty and students fugitive or "gray" literature of foreign
countries.
Vigorous and combined effozt, involving also AFSIA graduates,
to uphold the interest of the APSZA Schools in the proposed
National Foundation (or Endowment) for International Studies
and to bring about its establishment.

T TIE END
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Attachment 1
PRINCIPAL AND COLLATERAL INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS/
STUDIES MASTER'S DEGREES*
American:

Master of Arts in International Affairs
Master of Arts in International Communications
Master of Arts in International Development
Master of Science in Development Management

UCSD

Master of Pacific International Affairs

Columbia

Master in International Affairs

Denver

Master of Arts in International Affairs

Georgetown

Master of Science in Foreign Service
--MSFS/MA in Economics
--MSFS/MA in History
--MSFS/JD
--MA in Arab Studies

George Washington

Master of Arts in International Affairs
Master of Arts in East Asian Studies
Master of Arts in Latin American Studies
Master of Arts in Middle Eastern Studies
Master of Arts in Russian and East European
Studies
Masters of Arts in Security Policy Studies
Master of Arts in Science, Technology and
Public Policy

Johns Hopkins/SAIS

Master of Arts
Master of Arts in International Relations
(Bologna)

Pittsburgh

Master of Public St International Affairs

Princeton

Master in Pablic Affairs

USC

Master of Arts in International Relations

Tufts/Fletcher

Master of Arts in Law & Diplomacy

Washington

Master of Arts in International Studies
Master of Arts in East Asian Studies
Master of Arts in Middle Eastern Studies
Master of Arts in Ruasian and European Studies
Master of Arts in South Asian Studies

Yale

Master of Arts in International Relations

Collateral degrees are indented.
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Attachment 2A
ADMISSIONS REQUIREMIINTS

X denotes requirement

P denotes preferred

American
UCSD (IR/PS)
Colunbia
Denver
Georgetown
George Washington
Johns Hopkins/SAIS
Pittsburgh
Princeton
usc
Tufts/Fletcher
Washington
Yale

LANG

GRE

BA
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

MATH

P
X

SOCIAL SCIENCE
X
P
P
P

P
P

X

X
X
X

X
X

P

X

r

X
X

P

X

X

P

X
I
X

r

r

P
P

X

X

Attachment 11211

SUBJECTS IN TN! CORE CURRICULA
(These are approximate headings, used to demonstrate both commonalities
and diversity among the Schools. See Attachment 03 for exact requirnents.)

I

I 3
0

el

is
Anerican
UCSD
Columbia
Denver
Georgetown
George Washington
Johns Nopkins/SAIS
Pittsburgh
Princeton

I

7.5.

I.

141e

:41i

XXXXXX
XX7XX
XXIX
XXXXXX
x

X
X

X

XI

253

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

1I

X

X

USC

Tufts/Fletcher
Washington
Yale

Ea"

to

3

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Attachment 13

CORE REQUIREMENTS BY INSTITUTION
American

5 to 8 courses in 1 Master's degree
program out of 4 offered.

UCSD (ZR/PS)

3 courses in Economics
3 coure in Comparative Policy Environments
3 courses in Management
2 courses in International Relations
1 course in Comparative Cultural Environments
Foreign Languase
Quantitative Methods
Policy Workshop

Columbia

1 course in International Politics
1 course in Foreign Historical and Political
Processes
2 courses in Economics
1 course in Statistics
2 courses from the following 3 fields
(1 course per field):
--International Law, Gonflict Resolution,
and Hunan Rishts
--U.S. Poreign Policy
--International Policy Analysis and Manasement

Denver

Requires 3 methods courses (statistics, research
design, history research methods, tc...
quite a wide range.)

Georgetown

Nine Required Courses:
2 terns of International iconosy and Analysis
2 terms International Societal Relations as
Historical Process
2 terms Foreign Policy Workshop
2 terms foref-p Policy Decision Makins and
Implementation
1 term Quantitative Methods for Decision Making

George Washington

No required core courses

Johns Hopkins/SAIS

Passing a proficiency exam at the end of
2 years required in 3 of the following:
--Evolution of the International System

--Theories of the International SW..
Comparative National Systems
--America and the World Since 1945

25 4
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An oral exam in International Economics is
required at the end of the second year.
Study of a foreign language, unless student
passes proficiency exam in the beginning
of program.
Pittsburgh

1 course in Quantitative Analysis
1 course in Public Policy Analysis and
Program Evaluation
I course in Research Methods
I course in Administrative Theory
I course in Theory and Practice of
International Affairs
Tvo classes in thm following:
- -International Policy Economy
--Foreign Policy Process
- -Seminar in International Security
- -Diplomacy and Negotiations

Princeton

1
1
1
1
I
1

term
term
term
term
term
term

in
in
in
in
in
in

Political Organizational Analysis
Quantative Analysis
Microeconomics
Macroeconomics
International Politics
International Economics

Integrated Policy Exercise - end of first term.
Qualifying Exam 1 - end of second term.
/n both of these exercises studenti are given a
policy problem in which they must integrate the
core (economics, statistics, and politics) into
a memo "due at 5:00 to their boss" generally an
undersecretary of a government department.
USC

Two core courses:
--International Relations Theory
--Philosophy of Science, Epistemology
and Research Design

OR
--Policy Evaluation
Tufts/Fletcher

Minimum of 2 courses in 3 of 4 following divisions:
- -International Law and Organization
--Diplomatic History and International
--Political Relations
--International Economic Relations
--Political Institutions and Systems

Washington

3 quarter series of courses on International
Issues and Institutions
2 quarters "practicum" on research nethods
1 graduate level course in Economic Theory

255
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Yale

History:

1 course on
1 COUVIG on

Politics:

1
1
1
1

Economies:

course
course
course
course

on
on
on
on

major world power
major 'geographical area
I. L Theory
Comparative Politics
Macroeconomics
International Economics

l'.;!.`4,1,..
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Attachment #4
CONCENTRATIONS AND FIELD REQUIRSMENTS BEYOND THE CORE
American

12 semester hours in each of 2 fields
and 2 written field exams:
- -International Relations
--International Communications
--International Development
- -International Economic Policy
- -International Law and Organizations
- -Comparative and Cross-National Studies
--Regional International Systems
--United States Foreign Policy

UCSD (/R/PS)

3 courses in a Career Specialization from one
of the following fields:
--International Management
--international Relations
--Comparative Public Policy
3 courses in a Regional Specialization
- -East Asia

--Latin America
--SE Asia and So. Pacific Columbia
Columbia

6 courses in one of the following Functional
or Regional Specializations:
Functional:
Economic and Political Development,
Human Rights and International Law,
international Business, international Economics,
Media and Communications, International
Political Economy, International Security Policy,
Policy Analysis and Public Management.
Regional: Africa, East Asia, East Central Europe,
Soviet Union, Latin America, Middle East,
Southern Asia, Western Europe.

Denver

Three Fields:
International Politics: 2 requiied courses,
3 electives in field.
Comparative Politics: 2 required courses, 2
electives in a geographical area, 2 electives
in comparative politics.
3 required courses,
International Economics:
3 electives in field.
Four Concentrations:
1 to ) required courses plus 2-5 electives
within a concentration:
--Global Conflict
--Development Studies

7

'`?E
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--International Technology Analysis
end Management
--Human Rights

Georgetown

Choice of one Field required:
- -U.S. Foreign Policy and Diplosacy
--International Trade, Finance. and
Business Diplomacy
--Comparative Studiea and Regional Studies

George Washington

Johns Hopkins/SAIS

Students must choose one general field (below),
2 or 3 other fields, and span et least
2 disciplines.
General fields:
Politics
- -Comparative Politics
--International Economics
- -Modern Political 'Leary
2 of the following, fields must be chosen of
which one oust be International Economics.
--International Economics: equivalent of
4 "basic courses" plus advanced study
6 courses beyond
--International Relations:

core
--Social Change and Development:
6 courses beyond core

Choice among 8 Regional/Geographic
usually 3 or more courses beyond
Fields:
core and language requirement
Pittsburgh

Princeton

A minimum of 6 International Affairs courses
in an area of student's choice.
One Field required within which 2 courses are
required plus relevant electives:
- -International Relations
--Development Studies
- -Economics and Public Policy
Three field courses from among:
- -International Politics and Diplomacy
- -International Political Economy
- -Foreign Policy Analysis
- -Defense and Strategic Studies
- -Regional Subsystems

USC

25
47-527 0 - 91 - 9

N"hlgract

;.*
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Tufts/Fletcher

Minimum of 3 courses in 3 of the following fields:
- -Public and International Law
- -International Organisation
--Private International Law
- -Law and Social Change
--Diplomatic History and Foreign Policies: U.S.
- -Diplomatic Nistory and Foreign Policies: Europe
- -Diplomatic Nistory and Foreisn Policies:
Communist areas
--Diplomatic Nistory and Foreian Policies: Asia
Bistory and Foreign Policies:
Western Hemisphere
--Diplomatic History and Foreign Policies;
Southwest Asia and Islamic Civilisation
- -Civilisation and Foreign Affairs
- -International Information and Communication
--International Trade and Commerce
- -International Monetary Theory
- -Development tconomics
--International Business Relations

--International tamp and Resources
--International Nutrition Food end Agriculture
- -Political Systems and Thoory
--International Socurity
--Coeparative and Developmental Political Analysis
Washington

Choice of 2 Fields (3 courses each) msong the following:
leglosal Fle/dst East Asia, Middle East, South Asia.
Russia, and Eastern Europe.
Professional Fields: Courses in a Professional School
(Currently a professional degree
can count here.
or enrollment in a professional school is
recoemended.)
Topical Series: Advanced Topics in
nternational Studies.

Tale

courses minimum and 10 maximum in one of the following
Fields of Concentration:
- -Ristory
- -Economics
- -Political Science

Management
- -Area Studies

--Law
- -Public Health

--International Security/Arms Control
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Attachment P5

APSIA FACULTY DATA

1.

American
a.

b.

c.

2.

3.

SIS

In-house appointments:
Joint w/departmants:
Full time:
Pert tims:

d.

FTEs:

e.

Normal teaching load:

23

4

32

3 courses per master

30

Academics: 50
Practitioners:

Columbia

58

f.

Faculty/student
ratio: 1:52

d.

FTEs:

e.

Normal teaching load:
4 courses per
academic year

f.

Faculty/student
1:10.5
ratio:

12

SIPA

a.

In-house appointmsnts:
Joint w/departments:*

b.

Full time:
Part time:

c.

Academics: 148
18
Practitionars:

DCSD, /a/PS

34
132

132
34

141

(Plan for 1991/92)
35 (excluding affiliates)

a.

In-house appointmsnts:
Joint w/departments:
Affiliates

30
20
30

d.

FTEs:

b.

Full time:
Part time:

70
10

e.

Normal teaching load: 4-5
courses per yr. In a qtr. system

c.

Academics:
Practitioners:

70

f.

Faculty/student
ratio: 1:22

10

iot

At Columbia and Tale all regular appointments are solely in departments,
joint in a technical or da jj setae. Numbers here indicate faculty regularly
associated with school's program and so de facto shared with the school.
*
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APSIA FACULTY DATA

4.

Denver. GSIS
a.

In-house appointments: 26
Joint w/departments: 0

b.

Full time:
Part titbit:

16
10

d.

e.

FTEa:

20

Normal teaching load:
4 quarter-length

COWS** per year
d.

5.

Academics: 26
Practitioners:

f.

0

Faculty/student
ratio: 1:6

Geor etown, SFS
a.

In-house appointments:
62
Joint w/departments:
20

d.

FTEs:

b.

Full time:
Part time:

52
30

e.

Normal teaching load:
3 courses per semester

C.

Academics:
Practitioners:

50

f.

Faculty/student
ratio:
1:17*

32
**

6.

George Washington, SIA
a.

In-house appointments:
Joint w/departments:*

b.

Full time:
Part time:

c.

Academics:
Practitioners:

52
56

d.

FTts:

78
30

e.

Normal teaching load:
3 per semester, university wide;
5 per year on average in SIA

78
30

f.

Faculty/student

55 overall,
22 for MAIA program only

ratio:

1:11

/n core curriculum
**

At SIA, all full time appointments but two ere joint.
However, S/A exercises
budgetary control over 22 now, with the expectation of controlling 27 by 1990.
Fifty-six are budgeted solely in departments.

2

1

MR011
tt

9
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APSIA FACULTY DATA

Johns Sophia., SAIS

7.

a.. It-house appointeents: 104
Joint w/departments: 0
b.

c.

full time:
Part time:

32

IlIs:

s.

Normal teaching load:
2 courses per semaster

f.

Faculty/student
ratio: 1:6

d.

Fits:

72

Academics: 42
Practitioners:

52***

d.

62

Pittsburgh, GSPIA***s
a.

In-house appointmants:
Joint a/departments:

b.

Full time:
Part time:

c.

Academics: 9
Practitioners:

Princeton

9.

a.

c.

Os**

*

9

. Normal teaching load:

9

6 courses per academic
year, but 8 in soma cases
f.

Faculty/student
ratio:

1:9

1,818****

13

In-house appointments:
Joint it/departments:

b.

9

Pull times
Part time:

24

FlIs:

e.

Normal teaching load:
3 courses pet
academic year

12

Academics: 33
Practitioners:

15.75

d.

23

f Faculty/studunt
3

Plus 17 FTI Language Faculty

*
faculty excluded
** Domestic Public Affairs

ratio:

1:4
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APSIA FACULTY DATA
10.

USC, SIR
In-house appointments:
Joint 4r/departments:

a.

Full time:
Part time:

b.

11.

12.

13.

19

Tufts

d.

FTEs:

e.

Normal teaching load:
4 smstr. courses per yr.

f.

Faculty/student
ratio: 1:10

1

Academics: 19
Practitioners:

c.

19

20

1

1

FSLD

a.

In-house appointments: 38
1
Joint v/departments:

d.

FTEs:

b.

Pull time:
Part time:

e.

Normal teaching load:
2 courses per semester

c.

Academics: 38
Practitioners:

f.

Faculty/student
1:8
ratio:

24
15

1

29.75

Washington, JSIS
a.

In-house appointments: 17
19
Joint v/departments:

d.

FTEs:

b.

Full time:
Part time:

10
26

e.

Normal teaching load:
4 qtr. courses per year

c.

Acadmalcs: 36
Practitioners:

f.

Faculty/student
1:6
ratio:

d.

FTEs:

e.

Normal teaching load:
4 courses per year

f.

Facul07/student:
1:4
r%tio:

Yale
a.

CIAS
Lis-house appointments:

Joint v/department:*
b.

C.

* SIM

22

Pull time:
Part time:

15 (est.)

68

68

Academics: 68
Practitioners:

footnote as on p. 1 of the attachment.
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Attachment #6
ENROLLMENT 1986-87

MASTER'S STUDENTS:

American
UCSD (IR/PS)
Columbia
Denver
Georgetown
George Washington
Johns Hopkins/SAIS
Pittsburgh
Princeton
USC
Tufts/Pletcher
Washington
Yale

2

Full
Time

Part
Time

467

175

292

432

262

466

420

70
122

--

46
--

506
402

192
353
82
95

502
302
412
442
422
352
302
462
432
342
332

202
532
272
132
302
202
132
232
342
252

Total

112
95

314

49
30
0
--

71

71

223

223

0

125
39

106
39

19

2698

1948

13.6

Ph.D. STUDENTS AND MID-CAREER:

0

2
Female

Foreign

482

ENROLLMENT 1986-87.

AND MID-CAREER
(one-yr. programs)

Ph.D. STUDENTS

Total

American
Denver
Georgetown
*
Johns Hopkins/SAIS
Pittsburgh
Princeton
USC
TUfts/Fletcher

Full
Time

Part
T154

Total

4

71
6

62
-8-10
58
--

18

--

13

--

26

64

16

128

(ca. i

48
ca. I)

-86
10
18

15

98

98

23

23

TF7

Includes Bologna

re
There are in addition 25 students in mid-career enrolled in Fletcher's regular
2-yr. Master's degree program.

BEST COPY AVAkARE
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Attachment 07

COMPREMENSIVE COMPARISON OF MASTER'S PROGRAMS
School of International Service
University Affiliation:

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

Year Established:

1957

Degree Titles:

Master
Master
Master
Master

Listed Duration of Program:

2 academic years

Current Enrollment:

467 Masters; 64 PhD; 62 mid-career

Size of Faculty:

Total: 62
FYI: 29

Faculty Appointments:

In Nouse

Recruitment Staff:

0

Career Placement Staff:

0

Core Requirements:

No core requirements (5 to
optional
couzses expected within selected
degree program.)

Field Requirements
(beyond the core:)

12 semester hours in each of 2 fields
mid 2 written field exams
--International Relations
--International Commumications
--laureation:a Development
--International Ecoammic Policy
--International Law and Organizations
--Comparative and CrossNational Studies
--Regional International Systems
--United States foreign Policy

Recent Masters Graduates:

Public:
37%
Non-profit: 23%
10%
Unknown:

of
of
of
of

Arts in
Arts in
Arts ia
Science

International Affairs
International Communications
International Development
in Development Management

Private:
30%
Academia:
10%

1,.11;,-,
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Attachment 7
School of International Relations and Pacific Studies
University Affiliation:

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SAN DIEGO

Year Established:

1986

Degree Title:

Master of Pacific International Affairs
(M.P.I.A.)

PhD in International Affairs
Listed Duration of Program:

2 and 3 years (Master's degree)

Current Enrollment:

nil

Size of Faculty:

35 FTE planned for 1991-92

Faculty Appointments:

Planned:

Recruitment Staff:

1

Career Placement Staff:

2

Core Requirements:

3
3
3
2
1

30 School only and 20 joint

courses in Economics
courses in Policy Environments
courses in Management
courses in International Relations
course in Comparative Cultural Environments

Foreip Language
Quantitative Methods
Policy Workshops
Field Requirements
(beyond the core):

3 courses in Career Specialization
from one of the following fields:
- -International Management
- -International Relations

--Comparative Public Policy
--3 courses in an appropriate
Regional Specialization
Recent Masters Graduates:

no track record as yet
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Attachment f7
School of International and Public Affairs
University Affiliation:

COLUMBIA UNIVERISTT

Year Established:

1946

Degree Title:

Master of International Affairs (M./.A.)

Listed Duration of Proarals:

2 years

Current Enrollment:

466

Size of Faculty:

166 (FTE, 141)

Faculty Appointments:

De kir. all in departments;
de -flan shared.

Recruitment Staff:

2

Career Placement Staff:

3

Core Requirements:

1 course in International Politics
1 course in Foreign Bistorical and
Political Processes
2 courses in Economics
1 course in Statistics
2 courses from the followins 3 fields
(1 course per field)
- -International Law, Conflict Resolution,
and Susan Rishta
- -U.S. Foreign Policy
--International Policy Analysis 6 Management

field Requirements
(beyond the core):

6 courses in one of the following
FOnztion or Regional Specializations:
Functional: Economic and Political
Dove opmant, Munan lights and
International Lam, International Business,
International Economics, International
Finance and Slaking, International Media and
Communications, International Political
Economy, International Security Policy,
Policy Analysis and Public Managament.
.

Regional:

Africa, East Asia, East Central
zurofs Soviet Union, Latin America,
Middle East, Southern Asia, Western Europe.

2 f; 7
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Recent Masters Graduates:

Public: 242
112
Non-profit:
22
Unknown:

26S

452
Private:
Acadeaia: 192
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Attachment 17
Graduate School of international Studies
University Affiliation:

UNIVERSITY OF DENVER

Year Established:

1964

Degree Title:

Master of Arts in International Affairs

Listed Duration of PrOSTIM:

2 years

Current Enrollment:

70 Masters; 125 PhD

Site of Faculty:

Total 26; RES 20

Faculty Appointments:

La House

Recruitment Staff:

1

Career Placement Staff:
Core Requirements:

Requires 3 methods courses (statistics,
research design, history research
methods, etc...quite a wide ranee.)

Field Requirements
(beyond the core):

Three Fields:
International Policies: 2 required courses,
3 electives in field.
Comparative Politics: 2 required courses,
2 in eeographical area, 2 electives in
comparative politics.
International Economics:
3 required courses,
3 electives in field.

Four Concentrations:
I to 3 required courses plus 2-3 electives
within concentration.
--Global Conflict
--Development Studies
--International Technology Analysis

and MAIMOVOnt
Susan Rights

Recent Masters Graduates:

2 f;

data not available
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Attachment 07

Walsh School of Foreign Service
University Affiliation:

GEORGETOWN

Year Established:

1919

Degree Title:

Mester of Science in Foreign Service

Listed Duration of Program:

2 years

Current Enrollment:

122 Masters; SO JD/MSFS; 8-10 aid-career

Site of Faculty:

Total 82; FTE4

Faculty Appointments:

3/4 In House; 1/4 shared

Recruitment Staff:

1.5

Career Placement Staff:

2

Core Requirements:

Field Requirements
(beyond the core):

Recent Masters Graduates:

Nine Required Courses
2 terms of International Economy
and Analysis
2 terms International Societal Relations
as a Historical Process
2 terms Foreign Policy Workshop
2 terms Foreign Policy Decision Making
and Implementation
1 term Quantitative Methods for
Decision Making

Choice of one Field required:
- -U.S. Foreign Policy and Diplomacy
- -International Trade, Finance, And
Business DIplennny
--Comparative Studies and Regional Studies
Public: 412
SI
Non-profits

210

Private: 392
Academia: 62

264
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Attachment 7
School of International Affairs
University Affiliation:

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Year Established:

19664

Degree Title:

Master of Arts in Intdrnational Affairs
Master of Axes in East Asian Studies
Master of Arts in Latin American Studies
Master of Arts in Middle Eastern Studies
Master of Arts in Russian and
last European Studies
Master of Arts in Security Policy Studies
Master of Arts in Science, Technology and
Public Policy

Listed Durstion of Program:

2 academic years

Current Enrollment:

506

Size of Faculty:

Total 1081 Pita 55

Faculty Appointments:

All but 2 Joint appointments

Recruitment Staff:

2

Career Places:

0

Staff:

Core Requirements:

No core requirmants

Field Require:manta
(beyond the core):

Students must choose one general field
(below), 2 or 3 other fields, and span
at least 2 disciplines.

Gnerallrields:
--ThIiatitiatonal Politics
- -Coeparative Politics
- -International Economics

--Modern Political Theory
Recent Masters Graduates:

Public:
411
71
Non-profit:

Private:
332
Academia: 61

Established as School of Public and International Affairs, 1966.
Separated out and reorganised as SIA in 1987.

271
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Attachment 07
School of Advanced International Studies
University Affiliation:

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Year Established:

1943

Degree Title:

Master of Arts (M.A.)

Listed Duration of Program:'

2 years

Current Enrollment:

386 Masters; 86 PhD; 58 mid-career

Size of Faculty:

24 regular; 8 full-time adjunct;
79 part-time; 17 languade

Faculty Appointments:

All In House

Recruitment Staff:

2

Career Placement Staff:

2

Core Requirements:

Core exams must be passed in 3 of the
following:

--Evolution of the International System
....Theories of the International System

--Comparative National Systems
--America and the World Since 1945
An oral exam In International Economics
is required at the end of the second year.
Study of a foreign language, unless student
passes proficiency exam in the beginning
of program.
Field Requirements
(beyond the core)

Recent Masters Graduates:

2 of the following fields must be chosen
of which one must be International Economics.
equivalent of 4
--International Economics:
"basic courses" plus advanced study
6 courses
--International Relations:
beyond core
--Social Change and Development: 6 courses
---birfaCcore
--Choice among eight Regional/Geographic
usually 5 or more course
Fields:
beyond core and language requirement
Public:

241

Non-profit: 142

481
Academia: 14%
Private:
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Attachment #7

Graduate School of Palle tad International Affairs
University Affiliation:

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

Year Established:

1937

Degree Title:

Master of Public and International Affairs

Listed Duration of Program:

20 months

Current Enrollment:

112

Size of Faculty:

9

Faculty Appointments:

In Nouse

Recruitment Staff:

1

Career Placement Staff:

1

Core Requirements:

Field Requirements
(beyond the core):

Recent Masters Graduates:

1 course in Quantitative Analysis
1 course in Public Policy Analysis and
Program Evaluation
1 course in Research Methods
1 Course la Administrative Theory
1 course in Theory and Practice of
International Affairs
Two classes in the followins:
- -International Policy Economy
--Foreign Policy Process
--Seminar in International Security
01
- -Diplomacy and Negotiations

A minimum of 3 additional International
Affairs courses in an area of student's
choice.
Public
Min-profit

273'

321
SE

Private
Academic

162
142
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Attachnant 07

Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs
University Affiliation:

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

Year Established:

1930

Degree Title:

Master in Public Affairs (M.P.A.)

Listed Duration of Program:

2 years (including summer in between)

Current EnrolLmant:

Master's 95; PhD 18; mid-career, 13

Size of Faculty:

Total 36; FIE* 15.75

Faculty Appointmanta:

2/3 Joint; 1/3 In Roues

Recruitnent Staff:

2

Career Placeuent Staff:

3

Core Requirements:

3 areas are defined as the core of the MPA
progran vith required core courses
--Political and Organisational Analysis
--Quantitative Methods
--Economic Analysis

Field Requirements
(beyond the core):

Recent Masters Graduates:

Concentrators in International Relations
face a secondary required core of 1
course in each of International Politics
and of International Economics.
322
Public:
Non-profit: 92

International Affairs faculty only.

271

Private:
252
Academia: 172
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Atrachment 07

School of International Relations
University Affiliation:

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Year Established:

1924

Degree Title:

Haste. of Arts in International Relations
(M.A.I.R.)

Listed Duration of Progran:

2 years

Current Enrollment:

71 Masters; 98 PhD

Size of Faculty:

20

Faculty Appointments:

All In House

Recruits:mint Staff:

0

Career Placenent Staff:

0

Core Requirements:

2 core courses:
--International Relations Theory
--Philosophy of Science, Epistomology
and Research Design
OR
Evaluation

Field Requirements
(beyond the core):

12 semester hours in each of 2 fields
and 2 written field exams from among:
--International Relations
--International Communications
--International Develop:ant
--International Economic Policy
--International Law and Organizations
--Comparative and Cross-National Studies
--Regional International System
--United States Foreign Policy
Public:
372
232
Non-profit:

Recent Masters Graduates:

275

302
Private:
Acadenia: 10:

;`,":.MWA4V111
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Attachment 07
Fletcher School of Law amd DiplonmeY
University Affiliation:

TUFTS UNIVERSITY

Year Established:

1933

Degree Title:

Master of Arts in Law 6 Diplomacy
(M.A.L.D.)

Listed Duration of Program:

2 years

Current Enrollment:

223 MALD; 23 PhD; 26 mid-career

Site of Faculty:

Total 39; FM, 29.73

Faculty Appointments:

All In House but I

Recruitment Staff:

2.3

Career Placement Staff:

2

Core Requirements:

Minimum of 2 courses in three of following
4 divisions:
--International Law and Organisation
- -Diplomatic History and International
Political Relations
--International Economic Relations
--Political Institutions and Systens

Field Requiresents
(beyond the core):

Minimum of 3 courses in 3 of the following
fields:
- -Public and International Law
- -International Organisation
- -Private International Law

--Lay and Social Change
--Diplomatic History and Foreign Policies:
U.S.

--Diplomatic History and Foreign Policies:
Europe
--Diplomatic History and Foreign Policies:
Communist areas
--Diplomatic History and Foreign Policies.:
Asia
- -Diplomatic History and Foreign Policies:

Wstern Hemisphere
--Diplomatic History and Foreign Policies:
SW Asia/Islas
--Civilisation and Foreign Affairs
- -International Information and Communication

2 7 (;v
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--International Trade and Commerce
- -International Monetary Theory
--Development Scone:ace
- -International Business Relations
--International Energy and Resources
- -International Nutrition Food and
Agriculture
- -Political Systems and Theory
--International Security
--Comparative and Developmental
Political Analysis
Recent Nesters Graduates:

277

Public:
342
92
Non-profit:

Private: 332
Acadenia: 172

11;
.

K

',,
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Attachment #7

Mem M. Jackson School of International Studies
University Affiliation:

UNIVERSIFT OF WASHINGTON

Year Established:

1984 (Masters Program)

Degree Title:

Master of International Studies

Listed Duration of Program:

2 years (for students already holding a
professional degree), 3 years otherwise.

Current Enrollment:

30

Size of Faculty:

Total 36; FTEs, 22

faculty Appoinmsents:

In Rouse and Joint, ramose half and half

Recruitment Staff:

1/2 FTE

Career Placement Staff:

1/2 FIE

Core Requirements:

3 quarter series of courses on International
ISOU4S and Institutions
2 quarters "practicue on research methods
1 raduate level course in Economic Theory

Field Requirements
(beyond the core):

Recent Masters Graduates:

Choice of 2 Fields (3 courses each) amons
the following:
Regional fields: Lest Asia, Middle East,
South Asia, Russia, and Eastern Europe.
Professional Fields: Courses in Professional
(Currently a
School can count here.
professional degree or experience or
enrollment in a professional school is
required.)
Topical Series: Advanced Topics in
International Studies.
142
Public:
12
Mon-profit:

Private:

541

Academia: 312
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Attachment 07
Center for International and Area Studies
University Affiliation:

YALE UNIVERSITY

Year Established:

1961

Degree Title:

Master of Arts in International Relations

Listed Duration of Program:

2 years

Current Enrollment:

39 ('86/417); 60 (47-'88)

Size of Faculty:

Total 68; FTEe, 13

Faculty Appointments:

De larl all in departments;
de facto all shared.

Recruitment Staff:

0

Career Placement Staff:

1

Core Requirements:

History:
- -1 COULOIR

on a major world power

I COUrse on a major geographical area
Politics:
--1 Course on
- -I course on
Economics:
--1 Course on
.I Course an

Field Requirements
(beyond the core):

I.R. Theory
Comparative Politics
Macroeconomics
International Econosics

8 courses minimum and 10 maximum in one
of the following Fields of:
- -History
- -Political Science

--Management
--Area Studies
--Law
- -Public Health
- -International Security/Arms Control

Recent Masters Graduates:
(approx.)

Public: 302
Non-profit:
202

232
Private:
Academia: 232

*AIM

,
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NAM OF INSTITUTION:

(NA.: Schools weevil's both domestic public affairs sad Latermatiosal
affairs programs please exclude in so far as possible data relating to the
former.
If this is mot possible, please be sure to iadicate that public
affairs data are included and giVe us an estimate of the percentage of
enrollments, appointments, etc., whicb they may represent.)

PANT A:
1.

Cameral statistics:

Faculty:

a)

b)

c)

2.

Students:

a.

b.

Full time (total):
Academics:
Practitioners:

C

)

Part time (total):
Academics:
Practitioaers:

C

)

Full time equivalents (total):
Academics:
Practitioners:

1-71z
Misters

Current enrollment:
Full time
Part time

)

Surollment - 1982/3:
Full time
Part time

)

c.

Applications:
for 1986/7
For 1982/3

d.

New admissioos:
For 1986/7
For 1982/3

a.

Degrees awarded:
In 1985/6
In 1981/2

f.

Percentages:
Women

Ph.D

r---T
)

Mid-career

Total

---r--i--

r---y

)

r---y
)

Now
Now

5 years ago
5 years ago

Direct entrants into
Masters program from college

Now

5 years ago

Average age of entrants?

Now

5 years ago

b.

Average time to Masters degree?

Now

5 years ago

i.

Average indebtedness of Misters
students at graduation:
Percentages of Masters students:
1986
1986
1986

)

T---T
)

braise

late:Wing public service at entry:
Seeking public service after degree:
Entering public service after degree:

)

5 yrs. ago
5
yrs ago
5 yrs. ago

)

447.
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3.

4.

S.

6.

Student services:
a.

Financial aid available
Fellowships (number and amount):
TA's:
RA's:

b.

Internships:
Row many students have them?
Row active is School in placing interns?

c.

What are your staff resources for:
(1) Student recruitment?
Total
(2) Student career counselling
Total
and placement?

Per student capita
Per student capita

Alumni Association
a.

Yes

b.

Active in fund raising?
Active in placement?

; No

.

Endowment designated for School:
a.

Yes

b.

If yes, approximate amount:
If yes, general purposes?:
If yes and restricted, to what?:

; No

.

Outside support, each
of last 3 years:

1983/4

a.

Alumni:
TrY--ieneral purpose
instruction
(2)
(3)
research/publications
(4)
equipment/bldg.

b.

Corporations:
(I)
general purpose
(2)
instruction
(3)
research/publications
(4)
equipment/bldg.

c.

Foundation grants:
general purpose
(1)
instruction
(2)
(3)
relearch/publicaticcs
(4)
equipment/bldg.

d.

U.S.
I

(2)
(3)
(4)
e.

overnment:

geneariarpose
instruction
research/publications
equipment/bldg.

State lovernment:
TI)
general purpose
(2)
instruction
(3)
research/publications
(4)
equipment/bldg.

.28:1

1984/5

1985/6

Total

'IS1,74411VOAFx

L.Iiiiri71;.140,70ktigAL04
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7.

Career breakdown of
recast graduates
Mow
a.

Ph.D'

NA-Level
U.S. A Camadian citizens:
Geveremeat:
Interaatimial orgenisatioa:
Academia:
business asd Seeking:
Professions:
Mos-profit public service:

Romig' studeats:
Government:
Iateraatioeal oreanisation:
Academia:
Ausimess sad Baaking:
Professions:
Sea-profit public service:

S.

%

IMMUNE
MA-Level

MA-Level

%

%

%

U.S. and Canadian citiseas:
(1) % employed in international related activities:
(2) % employed La other jobs:

(S) % pot employed:
b.

Pb.D's

---11

%

Graduates of last 2 years:
a.

Pb.D's
----t-

%

Mew
b.

MA-Level

Foreiga studrats:
(1) % employed in iaternational related activities:
(2) % employed La other jobs:
(S) % aot employed:

2S2

----%
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RANI OF INSTITUTION:

PAR? 111: Self-contained, two-year Masters-level Program:
(If there is more
please list others on a separate sheet and indicate for each where
requires:eats differ.)

I.

(program title)
a.

Degree awarded:

b.

Admissions requirements:
I)

2)
3)
4)

c.

Bachelor's degree or equivalent?
CMS's?
Foreign language?
Mathematical/quantitative training,
and if so, how much?

3)

Social science background,
and if so, how much?

6)

Other:

Curriculum:
1)

Required credit hours and equivalent
academic years:

2)

Required core courses, and/or field requirements:

3)

Field Requirements:

4)

Required economic analysis competence?
Yes

5)

;
No
&-iTiihe:

Required statistics/quantitative analysis?
Yes

;

No

DescirgeT

23
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PART B-1:

(Cont'd.)

6)

Required study of administration or organisational management/

Yes

No

;

Describe:

7)

Required foreign language competence?

Yes
Oral

No

;
;

Level of Proficiency:

8)

Regional or ares study:

Optional?
Required?
If latter, alrand how much?

9)

Cross-eultural study:

Optional/
Required?

If latter, Mrand how much?

10)

Field-work: Definitely a big part of the program but not
required. (?)
internships:
work study:

11)

; required
; required

optional
optional

Teaching methods in use:

some
none
common
(1 seminar or colloquium required)

Case studies
Simulations
Policy workshops or
conferences
Other -12)

Thesis or major research paper: required

13)

kaminations Required:
Comprehensive Final
Qualifying essainatioom in core?
If yes describe

2

yes
yes

,1

; optional

so
no

.278
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NAM OF INSTITUTION:

PART 11-2:
1.

Joist Masters Programs
Title of Program:
a.

Degree Avardjr---

h.

Normel enrollment:

c.

Name of Other Participatiag School or
Columbia

d.

Normal time to degree:

e-1.

Normal time amd/or number of semester courses in your
school:

e-2.

Normal time and/or author of semester courses in other
school or tutltution:

f.

Added comments:

(Comparable information for each joint program.)

S5
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LW dr IIISTITUTION:

?ART C:
1.

Advasted education amd orgeeised research

Ph.D Pro ran:
a.

Normal span of time to Ph.D:

b.

Course requirements beyond those of the Master's degree:

c.

Fields of conceatration:

d.

Other requiromests (if any) besides a dissertation:

e.

(1) field-work or learning derived from hands-os engagement in a
policy issue, (2) an orientation to policy issues and problem
solving, and (3) inter-disciplinary dimensions are all ways in
which Ph.D dissertations might differ from those in the
traditiosel disciplines.

Which if say of these characterise dissertations in your
school end is any one, or more, of then a requirement?

f.

Do you sem your Pt.D proerem as being deliberately aimed to
provide?
1)

2)
3)

S.

2.

college and university faculty:
son-academic researchers
sad asalysts:
future leaders and shapers
of policy:

Tee

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

If you can distinguish the extent of the influence of the
above objectives on the shape and coataat of your Ph.D
program, to which would you give the most weight?
; and the least?

Research Institutes or Centers connected with PSIA:
a.

Naos:
Principal research foci (if not clear from name):

Number of PdA faculty normally involved:
Number of MIA students normally involved:
b.

Mame:.

Principal research foci (if oot clear from
name):

*umber of PS A faculty normally involved:
Number of !MIA students normally involved:

,7,VueWep
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PART C:
C.

(Cont'd.)
Nana:
Priocipal research seri (if not ctear from name):

Silber of MIA faculty normally involved:
Number of PSIA students oornslly involved:

3.

d.

/nstitute of Iier amd Peace Studies.

e.

Regional Institutes:

Researsb !selects:
a.

Please name and describe briefly the major collaborative
research projects new underway or impeadiag under the
uspices of your PSIA. Indicate source, novae of funding
and duration of project.

b.

Please indicate significant individual research projects
being undertaken with external fundin
Indicate .ource,
.

amount, and exp.cTduratiea of project.

4

,

':7
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NAM Of IIISTITUTIOM:

PAW D:
1.

Hid Career Programa imvolvios intormatimul &than"
Inrellmeste:

Mow

5 Yrs. sae

Number es 1-yr. Masters candidates
Number mea.degree candidates

Maher foreign
2.

%MR:0...MM

Origim ef mil career studeats in intonational affairs:
fee
U.S. lowerement agouties
U.S. business or btakiag
U.S. media
fereiga sevemseats
foreigs private enterprise
Intermatiosal organixatioas
Other

LMItilE
%

%

%

%

%

%

3.

Qualificatioes for admisaiea:

4.

To what intent is each student's program shaped to his/her
particular professional seeds and interests?
Partially

5.

?

Largely

t

latirely

t

Degree requirements, where relevant:
a.

Are there specific course requirements.

If so what and how

mane
b.

6.

iequired research or policy analysis paper?

Are some fields of study markedly more in demand by your aid career
students than others? If so, which ones?
Administration and management
business
Sconimaics

Diplomacy
International relations
Law
Political institutions
and systems

U.S. foreign policy

2L
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MASI OF INSTITUT/0M:

PART 1:

SuoplementarY questions for discussion:

Given the complexity of world affairs aad the apparently increasing
demands for various 80Vt8 of specialised competence, can a two-year
degree program still be thouslit to provide adequate professional
preparation for persons Seeking careers in international affairs/
Even if a threeyear degree might be preferable, iS it marketable
other than as a joint degree program with, say, business or law?
I.

2.
low about regional or area studies? Can 8 two-year Masters program
hope to produce, under normal circumstances, graduates who both have some
understanding in depth of a foreign region or culture and possess
requisite analytical and functional skills?
If mot, what would be a feasible norm for the acquisition of
such dual competeace?
SVGA if not, should there be within the context of the two-years
Masters degree some inimal requirement of cross-cultural or foreign-area
study? If so, how would you define it?
3.
Given the constraints on time, where do you think the major
curriculum emphasis should be: Analytical and functional skills?
Trans-national studies? Area studies? Comparative studies?
4.
Do you think current students are as sood as those five or ten years
ago? Can you make comparisons of quality over the past five years on the
basis of nunbers of Phi Beta Kappa and sums graduates, GRE scores, or
other objective measures?

5.
Would you say that soot of your current students are more oriented
toward public service careers than those five yeara ago, or less?
If
there has been a change, to what do you attribute it?
6.
At most PSIA's tuition charges are high and getting higher while
financial aid for students remains Scanty. Does thia mean education in
them will increasingly be accessible only to those with personal means?
What is being, or can be, done to encourage and assist webers of
inorities and others with very limited resources to undertake eduction
for ca eeeee in the international arena?
7.
Do you see joint degree programa with other professional schools
becoming a more frequent or less frequent option for your students?
Do
you expect to expand or encourage such options?
If so, in conjunction
with what professions particularly? And, how genuinely joint in concept
and execution are existing joint degree programs as against being merely
study in parallel for two degrees?

6.
How tall do you consider your School (Program) to be integrated into
your University in the sense of being able to draw upon, and receive
active reinforceeent from, the faculty of otler departments and schools?
What about joint faculty appointments,
course opportunities
outside the School for credit, etc.
9.
Conversely, how important is it fo. a PSIA to have its own faculty?
To what extent is your faculty based eithea entirely or primarily within
your School (Program)?
10.
What do you envision to be the principal job markets for your
graduates in the next 5 to 10 years? Any marked changes from the current
pattern?
Are there new job markets that you are trying to serve?

11.
How much and in what ways will, or should, the market for graduates
direct new faculty hires and/or curriculum development? What shifts in
staffing patterns do you envision?
E.G., will you be drawing on
practitioners more?. or less?

25

,

7tW,
:141,
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PART E:

(Cont'd.)

Would you say that your Master's program is aimed to produce mainly
a) competent necialists in aspects of international affairs or
international affairs generalists; b) mid-level public servants and
private sector managers or eventual leaders and CEO's?
How, if at all, do these aims bear on the shape and content of your
on your admissions policy? on your staffing?
curriculum?
12.

What if any shifts or new developments do you envision in your
E.G., Will the curriculum become more
years.
curriculum over the next
specialized, or less? W.,l it include more attention to history and
culture, or less? Will it point more to commercial as against public
service interests, o: less? Etc.
13.

In this connection, has economics had a onre prominent place in your
14.
curriculum over the last 10 years? If so, in what ways?
Likewise for mathematics, quantitative analysis, and/or statistics?
Likewise for organizational analysis and public policy studies?
If all the above represent trends, have they peaked or will they
continue to be on the rise?
Beyond economics, political science, and quantitative analytical
tools, what do you regard to be the most important subjects for
incorporation in an international affairs curriculum as electives if not
as requirements? Foreign Area Study? Comparative Politics? History?
Administration or Management? Diplomacy? Law? Science/Technology
Policy? Conflict Resolution/Negotiation? U.S. Foreign Policy?
International Organizations?
National/International Security?
15.

How about cultural relations and sensitivity to the qualities and
16.
differences of other cultures? /n a world shrunk by rapid means of
transportation and communication, does attention to cultural relations
seem to you of more, or a lessening, importance in education for careers
in international affairs? How is it best worked into the preparation of
Masters-level graduates?
Foreign language competence: How important is its attainment? Who
needs it? For what objectives? How can it best be cultivated in tha
context of professional education for international affai 0 What
particular steps is your school taking to encourage or advance it?
17.

What specifically are you doing, or you think should be done, to
18.
foster productive interaction between teaching, research, and public
affairs engagement? As regards faculty? As regards students?
To what extent does, or should, study and research in your School
19.
And is there any
deliberately focus on major contemporary policy issues?
effort to contribute thereby to the on-going public debate?
Conversely, how important is a sense of historical perspective for
international affairs practitioners? What is, or should be, done to
insure that your students either have or acquire it?
20.

To what extent and in what ways do you see domestic
politico-economic issues, structures, and processes to be relevant to
international affairs education? How is consideration of them best
incorporated in the curriculum?
21.

How imrartant to student 4evelopment is practical experience either
22.
What means of acquiring
before or wnile enroute to the Masters degree?
it do you encourage?
Are thore certain teaching methods or tools, especially well suited
for international affairs education? If so what are they? 4,.e there new
methods, or other mixes, deserving greater attention? What
changes do you envision?
23.

47-527 0 - 91 - 10
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PART R:

(Cont'd.)

24.

Are there particular library needs facies your School?
If so, what
are they? Whet computerised data systems does your library
use?.
Are
there forms of inter-institutional library cooperation that should be
encourssed among the schools of internatioaal affairs?
15. Does internatiosal affairs research face special
problems or needa
beyond t4ose of tke social sciences?
If o what are they and how are
they to be sett
16.

Whal: do you see to be the hallmark of s professional education/
To what extent are tkay features of education is your se
1? And
are there criteria by which ore could say that educstios in one PSIA
is more "professioaal" them is &mother?
27.
Apart from unrestricted support (which all imatitutioaa want and few
donor agencies like to ive) im what area or areas do you think
foundation and corpurstion givins could be most appropriately and
effectively applied at your School? E.g., what would be your priorities
among financial aid, curriculum development, library development, project
research funding? Or do you have more favored targets than
any of those?
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Mr. HOPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, Mr. Payne.
We appreciate the opportunity to speak to you today on behaif of

a program that has a demonstrated track record. It is a program
that works. It has a track record of over 15 y ears, I would say, of

practice. I would like to speak a little bit about this program.
I am Richard Hope, currently the vice president of the Woodrow
Wilson Foundation and Director of their program in public policy
and international affairs, which is designed to encourage minority
student to enter careers in these fields. This program identifies 150
talented minority students each year and brings them into the educational pipeline starting at the junior year of college and supports
them through the master's or the doctorate.
I am here today, as my colleague, Dr. Goheen has indicated, to
ask the subcommittee to consider support of a program, which is
designed to expand minority representation in domestic policy and
international affairs. As we know, minorities are severely underrepresented in both the professorate, in positions of higher responsibility and international affairs.
The program, which we represent, promises to improve the pipe-

line of students entering studies leading to international affairs

and public policy careers. It is a program, which offirs great benefits to minority students and to the Nation's representation to the
world.

The current program is administered by the Woodrow Wilson
National Fellowship Foundation and supported by the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation and the Reed Foundations. This
is after, now, 10 years of development by the Sloan Foundat:on.
As presently configured, the program has three major compo-

nents. They are: 1.) the junior year summer institute for college
and universiv students, which are 6 to 8 weeks in length, and pro-

viding training in micro and macro economics, statistics, calculus, a
wide range of communicative skills and public policy.
Secondly, a senior summer program for students who successfully completed the junior summer institutes, which provides a wide
range of options, including summer language institutes. For example, at the Monterey School of Language, as well as the Johns Hop-

kins School for Advanced Studies. In addition, the senior year of
summer provides internships for students in a variety of positions.
In fact, we have quite a few here in Washington this summer and
around the country.
Finally, and most importantly, graduate programs are supported
for the first year by the Woodrow Wilson fellowship, and that in
tandem with the graduate schools who have agreed to participate
in our program for the second year.
We also provide two-year fellowships for students enrolled in the
Ph.D. program, generally in economics and political science with
specializations in international affairs. In addition to these current
components, we recommend expanding the fellowship program to
include community colleges and freshmen and sophomore years of
four-year institutions. The extension of the community colleges
would allow us to identify students at an earlier point in their academic years. We have been talking about the issue of the importance of the pipeline in graduate education.
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The proposed extension of our program would help to increase
the transfer rate of these students to four-year institutions, which
would enlarge the pool of eligible students in these career fields.
We anticipate making outreach to high schools as well through distinguished practitioners and scholars in public service areas who
will serve as guest lecturers. They could serve as excellent role
models, who will also serve later as mentors of these students entering college as they progress through graduate school.
Our program is one that works. It has an established track
record or highly-trained minority students who are Woodrow
Wilson fellows; now teaching in universities and working in many
aspects of public policy and implementation in urban areas
throughout the United States.
The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation continues

to network the new minority fellows with its illustrious Hot of

Woodrow Wilson fellows who were supported for the doctoral ciagrees in the 1940s and 1950s. Many of these fellows are in leadership positions as presidents of universities, CEOs of corporations
and political leaders at the Federal, state and local levels.
We, therefore, recommend that CAingress support this program to
insure: 1.) the uninterrupted resources of support necessary for the

progression of minority students through the educational pathway
for each year. And secondly, to increase the recruitment of minorities in international affairs careers.
In so doing, the program will have a significant impact on talented minorities entering these fields, which will ultimately have a
positive effect on the relationship of the United States, and, in fact,
the world.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Richard 0. Hope followsl
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Testimony of Richard 0. Hope
to

The Subcommittee on Post Secondary Education
of the
U.S. House Committee on Education and Labor
in support of
A Program to Support and Enlarge the
Recruitment and Preparation of
Minority Students for Careers in
Public Policy and International Affairs
June 13, 1991

Mr. Chairman.

Members of the Sub,ommitteeMy nane is Richard 0. Hope.

Currently / serve as Vice President of the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation and Director of our program in public policy and international
affairs which is designed to encourage minority students to enter careers in
these fields.

This program identifies 150 talented minority students each

year and brings then into the educational pipeline starting at the junior year
of college and supports them through the master's or doctorate degree.
I am here today, as Dr. Goheen has indicated, to ask the Subcommittee to
support a program which is designed to expand the representation of minorities
in public service for both domestic and international affairs.

As we know,

minorities are severely underrepresented at present in both the professoriate
and in positions of higher responsibility in both domestic and international
foreign service.

The program which we represent promises to improve the

*pipeline" of students who are entering studies leading to international
affairs and public policy'careers; it is a program which offers great bene.tts
to minority students, and to the NIO-ion's representations to the world.

The current program is administered by the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation, and supported by The Ford,

Rockefeller and Reed

Foundations, after 10 years of development by the Sloan Foundation.
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presently configured, the program has three major components.
1.

-

These are:

Swell simlniyitrgiraArastenraute_a_for
e and

,

which are six to eight weeks in length, providing training in micro.
and macro economics, stgaistics, calculus, and a wide range of
communications skills and policy issues.

2. Senior-Year Summer Programs, for students who successfully complete
Junior-Year Sunner Institutes, which provide a wide variety of
options, including sumner language institutes at the Monterey
Institute and Johns Hopkins' School of Advanced Studies (SAIS); and
internships across a broad spectrum of government and private
agencies.

3. Graduate Programs, providing Foundation funding for first-year
fellowship aid for master's degree studies in public policy and
international affairs, with participating schools funding the second
year of study.

We also provide two-year fellowships for students

enrolled in Ph.D. programs in economics and political science, with a
specialization in public policy or international affairs.

In addition to these current components, we recommend ext:nding the
fellowship program to include community colleges and the freshman and
sophomore years at four-year institutions.

In doing so, we will increase

career incentives through earlier exposure to opportunities and resources.
This will, in turn, help to reduce the college drop-out rate for minorities,
which is significantly higher than the rate for majority group members (for
example, between 1964 and 1989, the college completion rate for AfricanAmerican students dropped from 45 percent to 36 percent.

Rates for other

minority groups in urban areas rhow similar declines).
The extension to community colleges will allow us to identify students

9 (!r...,
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at an earlier point in their academic careers.

It is significant because many

minority students begin their academic work at these schools, which are
frequently in or near their home communities.

The proposed extension of our

program will help to increase the transfer rate for these students to fouryear institutions, which will enlarge the potential pool of eligible students
for public service careers.

We anticipate making an outreach to high schools and secondary schools
as well, through distinguished practitioners and scholars in the public
service area, who will serve as guest speakers for high school programs.

In

doing so they will be excellent role models, and may also serve later as
mentors as these students enter college and progress to graduate school.
Our program is one that works.

It has an established track record of

producing highly trained minorities who are Woodrow Wilson Fellows (or Sloan
Fellows) now teaching in the universities, or working,

in many aspects of

policy development and implementation in our major urban centers throughout
the United States.

More than 2,000 minorities have participated over the last

thirteen years of its history.

The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation ccltinues to network
the new minority fellows with its illustrious list of Woodrow Wilson Fellows

who were supported for the Doctoral degrees in the 40's & 50's.

Many of these

fellows are in leadership portions as presidents of universities, CEO's ot
corporations, and political leaders at the federal, state, and local
governments in America.

Wc, therefore, recommend the Congress fund this program to ensure:
1.

Uninterrupted sources of support necessary for the progression of
minority students through the educational ?athway each year.

290
2.

Increased recruitment of minorities choose careers in
international affairs and public policy.

By doing so, the program will have a significant impact on talented

minorities entering these important fields which will ultimately have a
positive effent on the relations of the U.S. around the world.

If time

permits, Dr. Coheen and I will be happy to discuss the costs of this program.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much, Dr. Hope.

Our final witness is Denise Purdie. Ms. Purdie is Executive Direetor of the Council on Legal Education Opportunity, located here
in Washington.
Ms. Purdie, welcome.
STATEMENT OF DENISE W. PURDIE, ESQUIRE, EXECUTIVE DI-

RECTOR OF THE COUNCIL ON LEGAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. PURDIE. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Payne.

My name is Denise Purdie and I address you today in my capacity as the Executive Director of the Council on Legal Education Opportunity known to everyone as CLEO. The CLEO program was
formed in 1968 by the Association of American Law Schools, the
American Bar Association, the National Bar Association and the
Law School Admission Council; in 1972, the Hispanic National Bar
became a sponsoring organization. In 1990, the National Association for Asian Pacific Americans became a sponsoring organization
as well.

CLEO was designed to serve educationally and economically disadvantaged student who, but for a program like CLEO, would have
little chance to attend an ABA-approved law school due to economic and admission credential limitations. CLEO is unique in that it
is the only Federal program that provides access to legal education
for disadvantaged students and assists them in gaining admission
to the Nation's law schools.
It has been suggested by the current administration that other
fellowship programs, such as the Jacob Javits fellowship, the Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need, Foreign Language and
Area Studies, and the Patricia Roberts Harris fellowship are sufficient to provide fellowship opportunities for students interested in
pursuing a career in law. These programs, however, are merit-

based and would exclude on that basis the students that CLEO
serves. Further, it has been suggested that the CLEO program will
duplicate the fellowship opportunities to be provided by the proposed Ronald McNair fellowship program.

In light of the fact that the McNair program is a new iorogram
that would require establishment of relationships with all of the
Nation's law schools to effectively assist students in gaining admission to those law schools, the viability of that program in the law
school arena is questionable. While many of the Nation's law
schools have established summer orientation programs for minority
students, modelled upon the CLEO Summer Institutes, these programs are primarily designed for student already admitted to those
law schools. Accordingly, the law schools do not serve high-risk,
disadvantaged students who may not have yet gained admission to
a law school. In contrast, CLEO serves those with less than standard predictors (LSAT, GPA) who, through their performance in the
CLEO Summer Institutes, show the motivation and potential to
succeed in law school.

The program also provides a significant fellowship for living expenses, and counseling both prior to and during law school. Repeal
of the legislation authorizing this program, as recommended by the
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Department of Education, which shut the door in the face of those
students who need the aasistance most.
The CLEO component has twoexcuse methe CLEO program
has two components of direct service to students, which are the Regional Summer Institutes for prospective law students and living
stipends, this year, in the amount of $3,750 each for 3 years of law
school.

This summer, the seven CLEO Summer Institutes are being

hosted by the following law schools: Georgetown University Law
Center; Dickenson School of Law; the University of Missouri-Columbia School of Law; Capitol University School of Law; Santa
Clara University School of law; the University of Mississippi College of Law; and the University of Arizona College of Law.
The Regional Summer Institutes were designed to provide training and evaluation for minority and disadvantaged students who
demonstrated their potential for success in law school in spite of
their lack of traditional admissions criteria.
As educators are generally aware, there exists a direct correlation between low scores on standardized tests, such as the LSAT,
and low socioeconomic status. CLEO serves students who are generally from low socioeconomic backgrounds. The typical CLEO participant comes from a background of cyclical poverty and is a firstpneration graduate student, whose college grades may indicate
initial difficulty in adjusting to the rigors of college-level studies,
indicated by an upward trend in GPA between the freshman and
senior year.
A large number of CLEO student have also, because of their disadvantaged background, attended undergraduate colleges that are
less demanding academically than the more prestigious institutions
that furnish candidates for law school.
The 23-year history of success of the CLEO program is without
question. Since 1968, it has assisted over 5,000 individuals in graduating from law school by providing them with preparation and a
fellowship. Many CLEO fellows have entered the public sector.
Some have become law professors, law school deans and judges.
Some have entered into private practice. The commonality of the
success of these individuals is that the Nation's law schools relied
upon CLEO's recommendations and were willing to take a chance
in granting them admission to a law school.
The need for an expanded CLEO program to serve the interesta
of its student participants and law schools alike is immediate. In
1991, CLEO received 2,500 applications for its 210 seats available
for this summer's program.
The current authorized funding level of $2.928 million severely

limits the number of students served, as there are at least 400
more candidates fully qualified for academic assistance. However,
please keep in mind that the meretrovision of financial aid to disadvantaged law students is not su icient to ameliorate the underrepresentation of disadvantaged, low-income individuals in the

legal profession.
1Vithout the academic training received during the summer prior
to law school, many CLEO participants would not otherwise gain
admission to law school. The thrust of the CLEO program in 1968
was to remedy the under-preparedness of disadvantaged students to
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enable them to cope with the rigors of law school, graduate and
pass the bar exam. Without this two-prong program design that
has a proven track record of success, the Assistance for Training in
the Legal Profession funding is rendered meaningless.
The provision of the Regional Summer Institutes and the living
expenses stipend has created a dream come true for over 5,000 lowincome individuals. In an era of diminishing commitment to education and a trend toward funding science and engineering, we ask
that the service profeesions of this society not be forgotten. It is not
a coincidence that the great majority of CLEO Fellows now serve
their community of origin in many ways, and CLEO continue to be
the sole vehicle for entrance into the legal profession for many disadvantaged students.
Unfortunately, despite the demonstrated record of success of this
program, this year the Department of Education has engaged in a
systematic course of conduct under the guise of program supervi-

sion, designed to accomplish what they have ultimately recommended to you: the elimination of this program. Open competition,
as attempted by the Department of FAucation, for the funding appropriated under this part is not the most effective method of accomplishing the goals you articulate in this Act. I submit to you
eight reasons to retain this program:
First, CLEO was created through a consortium venture of the
general legal community.
Second, CLEO is the must cost-effective way to achieve the goals
that you expressed in the enactment of this legislation.
Third, CLEO has established long relations with the legal education community.
Fourth, a competitive process currently exists within the CLEO
programmatic structure.

Fifth, CLEO has excellent relations with the Nation's law

schools.

Sixth, the CLEO program provides a model for academic excel-

lence.

Seventh, CLEO provides a supportive educational environment
for all of its participants.
And eighth, CLEO has a demonstrated track record of success in
preparing students for law school as evidenced by graduate and bar
passage rates.
The Department of Education has already prejudged what Congress will do by prohibiting the expenditure of any 1991 funds
toward the recruitment of students in preparation for next year's
program in anticipation that no program for next year will exist.
By reauthorizing this program and incorporating the recommended language into the Act, you will make clear your intent to
support the CLEO program. Due to the great economic need, as
well as ihe dectease in other Federal financial aid available to law
students, CLEO respectfully requests reauthorization of this ply gram.
I thank you very much for your time and your patience in listening to me.
[The prepared statement of Denise W. Purdie follows:]
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STATEMENT
of

DENISE W. PURDIE, ESQ.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
on behalf of the

COUNCIL ON LEGAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY
before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
of the

EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE
of the

UN/TED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
pertaining to the
REAUTHORIZATION OF THE

ASSISTANCE POR TRAINING IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION
TITLE IX, GRADUATE PROGRAMS, PART E
FELLOWSHIPS FOR OTHER PURPOSES
of the

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965, AS AMENDFD
JUNE 13, 1991
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CLIO RACKGROUND
CLEO was formed in 1968 as a joint projent of the Association
of American Law Schools, the American Bar Association, the National

Bar Association and the Law School Admission Council; in 1972, the
Hispanic National Bar Association became a sponsoring organization,

and in 1990, the National Asian Pacific American Bar Association
became a sponsoring organization as well.

CLEO's program has been

designed specifically to serve those educationally and economically

disadvantaged persons who, but for a program such as CLEO, would
have little chance to attend an accredited law school because of
economic and admission credential limitations.
1968 were concrete:

The concerns of

less than 1% of the lawyers in this country

were Black and in some states there were more than 30,000 Black
Many people realized then that

residents for each Black lawyer.

riots and other troubles in our society would not be solved until

all segments of the populace had ready access to the means of
peaceful

dispute

resolution

through

the

legal

system,

and

representation in substantial numbers within the legal profession.

While the concerns of the 19908 are not readily visible, CLEO
continues
profession

as
for

the ole vehicle for ntrance
many disadvantaged

students.

into

legal

the

Repeal

of

the

legislation authorizing this program, as recommended by the U.S.
Department of Education, would shut the door in the face of those
students who need assistance the most.

The present CLEO program has two cntral components of direct
service to students in addition to its services to the law schools.
1
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The two primary student components are Regional Summer Institutes

for prospective law students,

and annual

fellowships

(living

expenses stipends) of $3,750 each to the successful graduates of

the Summer Institutes who attend law school.

The law schools

individually absorb more than half the costs of hosting the Summer
Institutes, and provide tuition scholarships, as well as financial
aid to CLEO Fellows.

It is extremely important to realize that all

appropriation requests of federal support for this program

are

matched in cash and services for the Summer Institutes from the law

schools, at a time when legal education is in a difficult fiscal
situation.

Over 145 ABA-approved law schools currently enroll CLEO

Fellows.

The CLEO Regional Summer Institutes were originally designed
to

operate

largely as

a

screening process

for minority and

disadvantaged students who would not otherwise be admitted to law
school, focusing on students who had the potential for successful
entry into the legal profession despite their lack of traditional

admissions criteria.

This focus has changed slightly and

is

changing further as we learn more about the educational process
generally, and legal education in particular.

the most efficient means of

A bit of history is

explaining how this

change has

occurred.

Prior to the post-World War II education boom, the traditional
approach to law school admissions was to enroll nearly all students

who could pay the tuition (except at those institutions that were

admittedly discriminatory) and weed out the non-lawyers on the
2
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basi:3 of law school performance, particularly at the end of the
first year of law study.

In that era, admission to the profession

subject
was determined almost solely by performance in law school,

The vastly

to limited further evaluation by bar examinations.

increased number of law school applicants in the post-war era gave

rise to the Law School Admission Test (LSAT), which was first
administered in 1948, was in widespread use in the mid-1950s, and
in almost national use by 1960.

In the 1960s it became a dominant

factor in the admission process for most law schools.

As the

schools sought to increase their minority enrollments, it became
apparent that the LSAT was standing as an obstacle to this endeavor

and the legal education community sought an alternative admissions
device.

The Summer Institutes of CLEO were conceived to perform

this service.

It seemed feasible for CLEO to revitalize the concept of
performance as a means of determining legal aptitude, at least with
regard to minority and economically disadvantaged applicants.

The

Summer Institutes offered six-week courses in substantive law along

with legal research and legal writing.

Initially,

largely experimental and varied in program format.

they were
Some were

primarily remedial, some attempted only to identify students who

showed promise of succeeding in law school, and others aimed at
orienting students to the study of law.

While the Institutes still

reflect a combination of these elements, their format and primary

aim has solidified.

In general, greater emphasis

is placed on

orientation of the students to law school methodology and on
3
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evaluation of the law aptitude and potential of the student, while

remedial aspects are minimized.
its

evaluation

of

the

The National Office ot CLEO, by

successes

and

failures

of

differont

approaches, gives critical educational advice to the directors and

faculty of the Regional /nstitutes, assuring that the Institutes
provide the best possible experience for the students.

The second component of the current CLEO program is the
provision of fellowships to the students who continue on from the
Summer Institutes to law school.

These fellowships are provided

under Title IX of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as Amended, and

are currently set at $3,750 per year.

These :ellowships are to be

used exclusively for living expenses.

Each law school admitting a

CLEO student makes a commitment to provide tuition, sometimes in
the

form of

a tuition rebate,

sometimes through the use of

otherwisk. available scholarship funds, and more frequently through
the

use

qf

federal student

loans.

Since tuition

is

now at

extremely high levels (a number of private law schools will be
charging over $16,000 in tuition this year), this represents a
substantial additional investment by the law schools.

The typical CLEO participant comes from

a background of

cyclical poverty and is a first generation college graduate.

These

students are able to borrow at best only limited additional funds

for their law school ducation.
reali:ing that the $3,730

Therefore,

the law schools,

is not adequate to pay all

living

exoenses, often make additional scholarship aid avaiLable to CLEO
students.
4
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In

by

administered

the

to

addition

CLEO,

the

Summer

Institutes
Office

National

and

fellowships

prepares

course

materials, has operated an Application-Sharing Project by which
promising but unsuccessful candidates are referred to other law
schools,

serves

admissions,

as

a

cooperates

catalyst
and

innovative

for

shares

information

projects
with

in

special

admission programs operated by individual law schools, provides
intensive counseling to current and prospective law students in

regard to the admissions process,

and generally serves as a

repository of data and information about legal education and the
disadvantaged.
The CLEO program has also published, in conjunction with Ocean

Publications,

Inc.,

two major hard-bound works of particular

interest to legal educators and scholars.

The first publication,

DeFunis v. Odeaaard and the University of Washington, is a threevolume set containing the complete records and briefs of the case;
the second, Bakke v. Regents of the University of California, is a

six-volume set similar to the DeFunia work.

CLEO also published,

in cooperation with Howard University School of Law, a special
edition

law review containing selected papers from a two-day

symposium which commemorated CLEOls Tenth Anniversary.

Finally,

CLEO authored chapters in the publication Towards a Diversified
Iisaal_Education, published by the National Conference of Black
Lawyers.

5
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TEM CONCEPT OW DISADVANTAGSD
CLEO recognizes that the concept of economic and educational

disadvantage in the face of a baccalaureate degree is not married
to the concept of race.

"Traditional" admissions criteria have had

the effect of excluding many disadvantaged persons from law school
regardless of race.

Frequently, the CLEO is one who, by reason of

cyclical poverty and attendant educational deficiency, may have
experienced initial difficulty in adjusting academically to the
college environment.
however,

His or her cumulative grade point average,

may reflect an upward trend characterized by marked

improvement during the third and fourth years of undergraduate
college.

A large number of CLEO students have also, because of

their disadvantaged background, attended undergraduate colleges

that are less demanding academically than the more prestigious
institutions that furnish candidates for law school.

When these

factors are produced by membership in an isolated group, whether
minority or White, in ethnic terms, the student fits the concept of
disadvantaged.

In response to its own thought processes and the needs of
society, CLEO broadened its concerns several years ago to encompass

disadvantaged White students.

One readily identifiable target

population of disadvantaged White students from which CLEO draws
can be found in Appalachia.
ratio

of

minority

Yet, it comes as no surprise that the

students

in

the

CLEO

program

remains

overwhelmingly high.

Of course, CLEO is mindful of the uncertainty that the U.S.
6
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Supreme Court's opinion in Dakke V. Regents of the University of
California had engendered among the administrators of law schools,
as well as federal and state legislators. CLEO's program operation

and admission process has been fully reviewed by the Office of
It was

General Counsel in light of the Court's opinions in Dakke.

determined that, in its most narrow view, Dakke appears to have no
direct impact on the academic or administrative operation of CLEO.

Because CLEO utilizes economic factors initially in determining

and then race or ethnicity as only one

program eligibility,

variable within a unitary admissions process of final participant

selection, the CLEO program appears to be squarely within the
Court's permissible structural parameters.
The

argument

is

often

heard

that

no

person

with

a

baccalaureate degree can be considered disadvantaged, since he or
she has an advantage over a large portion of the population.

What

should be remembered, however, is that this same person can be
disadvantaged with respect to other college graduates attempting to

enter the legal profession.
kept

disadvantaged

groups

The patterns that have in the past
seriously

underrepresented

in

the

socially and economically powerful institutions of society and
prevented their ready access to the mechanisms for peaceful dispute

resolution through the legal system will continue as part of the
cyclical poverty to which this program is addressed.

This is the

concept of disadvantaged with which CLEO is now working, a concept

that recognizes the potential of disadvantage of both Whites and
minority groups.
7
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CLIO PIRPORNAMCI DATA
Thus

far,

the overwhelming majority of

Summer Institute

participants have met the challenge presented by CLEO and have
complied

an

impressive record

of

achievement.

Indeed,

the

available CLEO pel.formance data is encouraging, with respect to law

school, bar and employment performance.

However,

it should be

noted that, while data on the three-year law school performance of
CLEO Fellows is readily available from the law schools via academic

monitoring and reporting requirements of the Program, additional

data on post-law school bar and employment performance has been
difficult to obtain. This has resulted primarily from a failure of

CLEO Fellows to remain in contact with the National Office and is

further compounded by the typically transient nature of the law
school graduate seeking employment.

MARAUD MIND FOR CLIO PROGRAM BIRVICES
The need for an expanded CLEO program to serve the interests

of it student participants and law schools alike is immediate.

CLEO now annually reviews over 2,500 applications for the 210
available seats in the program.

Although the current authorized

funding level of $2,468,000 severely limits the number of students
served,

there are

at

least an additional

four-hundred

(400)

candidates fully qualified for

academic assistance under the

present CLEO admissions policy.

Because many law schools are

relying more heavily upon CLEO certification, in light of the Bakke

decision, for admission of their disadvantaged student applicants,
8
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the inability of the CLEO program to expand the number of students

served may result in a significant drop in the overall number of
minority and other economically disadvantaged students admitted to

law schools.

Current law school enrollment data may help in

outlining the scope of the problem.

While total minority student enrollment in ABA-approved law
schools has increased dramatically during the twenty-three years of

CLEO's operation,

from 2,933

in

1969

to

the present

17,330

students1, overall enrollment over the same period has also kept
pace, from 59,498 in 1968 to the present 127,261.

The increase in

minority group student enrollment in law schools is attributable,
certainly,

to the efforts

individual law schools and the

of

organized bar alike in broadening the opportunity for law study.

This increase was also brought about, however, by the catalytic
effect of CLEO's success in bringing into the process students with

lesser numerical predictors, put with no less true performance
potential.

It should also be noted that the large increase in

minority enrollment in the law schools is partly attributable to

the dramatic increases in Asian or Pacific Islander and Other
Hispano American student enrollment, while the enrollment of Black,

Mexican American, Puerto Rican, and American Indian students has
stabilized at 8.2% of total law school enrollment.2

lit Review of Leaal Education in the United States. Fall 1990.
Reauirements,
American Bar
Law Schools and
Bar Admission
Association, Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar,
(2991) page 68.
2Ibid., page 66.
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The

impact

of

the

Dakke decision

on

educationally

and

economically disadvantaged student enrollment is difficult to
determine.

Some law schools have revamped their admission policy

in compliance with Justice Powell's opinion and in the process,

have returned to a greater reliance on numerical predictors to
determine student selection.

At the same time, several of these

schoo]s have taken cognizance of CLEO as an alternate admissions

variable and require CLEO certification for selected students.
While this process may help to achieve diversity within the student

body, which is essential to a full and meaningful legal education
for all students, an over-reliance on CLEO (given the 210 students

served annually) may also exclude students who may be able to
achieve beyond the indications of conventional predictors.

An expansion of the number of students served through CLEO

should assist in stabilizing adverse impact from adjustment to
Dakke, while simultaneously allowing schools to maintain a diverse
student body by one of several constitutionally permissible means.

CLEO STIPEND ASSISTANCE
Unquestionably,

the

value

of

the

$3,750

living expenses

fellowship has been affected negatively by the recessionary cycle
affecting the country at large.

With respect to loan program, the CLEO student typically is
alreaiy heavily in debt and is not in a position to borrow for all

of his/her law school needs.

For most CLEO students, the $3,750

stipend plus the corollary tuition scholarships and loans provided
10
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by the law schools mean the difference between attending or not
attending law school.

In the final analysis, therefore, there is

an acute need for increased CLIO stipend assistance merely to
maintain the original thrust of the program.
The federal government has made a major commitment in the last

decade to the cause of increasing educational opportunity for the

poor and disadvantaged groups within our society.

This is an

important commitment not only in terms of fairness, but also in
terms of wise allocation of resources. The legal profession is one

of the most direct means by which these groups can be fully
incorporated into the frame work of this society and participate in

its advantages and benefits.

Recognizing that there are current

demands on the federal purse that call for fiscal integrity,

we

nevertheless believe that the very small amount of money required
for CLEO can bestow huge dividends for the future.

11
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Mr. ANDREWS. We thank you for your time and patience, and br
the testimony of all those on the panel. It was excellent.
Congressman Payne and I are not surprised that there are great

ideas emanating from New Jersey from our representatives here

from Princeton today.
I just have one brief question, and then I am going to turn to my

colleague, Mr. Payne, and ask him to conclude the hearing in the
Chair. We heard testimony earlier this morning from the Department of Education, indicating that it would like to take the Title
IX, by and large, and consolidate them; and vest in the Secretary
discretion to identify which fields of study will be the recipient
fields of study; vesting the Secretary with discretion as the allocation of those funds within those fields.

I hear at least two problems being raised with that. One is

within the field of International Affairs. It is the fact that this is

an area, which may not receive its just due. Given the present paucity of students in that area, it would seem to be a major concern.
The second is a much more specific one about the law school programs. I say as a law school graduate who had an opportunity to
participate in a clinic experience, that I think it was invaluable not
only as a teaching tool to learn how to be a good lawyersome of
my clients may disagree whether that sunk in.
The second is that in a profession where there are lots of incentives and subtle pressures to go to Wall Street or to go to a large
corporate firm and make a lot of money, the one countervailing experience in law school that said perhaps there is a fulfilling career

one can have representing the indigent and the underprivileged
and the disadvantaged tended to be that clinic experience where
one could see another kind of life for an attorney.
My question for each of our four witnesses is whether or not you

or your organizations would be supportive of a program which
would vest the Secretary with discretion in determining which

fields of study would be available for graduate study?
We begin with the Ambassador.
Mr. GOHEEN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I feel very strongly about this.

I must say I have a vested interest. I am a humanist by training. I
run the largest private graduate fellowship program in the human-

ities that exists today, and I am reminded of the fact that the

Javits program never came up for recommendation of funding from

the Reagan Administration. It was this Committee that kept him
alive. It is a tremendously important program. So I would much
prefer to rest on the judgment of the Committee, rather than of the
Secretary.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you. I would also point out that this kind

of exchange can take place in an authorization. It will not necessarily take place in an internal administrative decision-making

process. Dr. Hope.
Mr. HOPE. I feel also that the kind of discretion that is being proposed here would be simply very difficult to do. It seems to me that

there is a need for a much broader range of support in our area,
particularly in the minority concerns. I don't see that happening. I
don't see that level of sensitivity, shall we say? It seems to be it
would make a rather difficult situation even worse with that proposal.
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Mr. ANDREWS. I appreciate that. Ms. Purdie.

Ms. PUP.DIE. Clearly, that kind of discretion would not be in the

interest of my program. I think that, as someone who is new to
interacting with the administration on issues where discretion is
allowed, my experience over the last 9 months has been that I
would prefer to see this body determine who was supposed to be
the beneficiary of the funds that had been allocated. There has
been no indication to me that that discretion would be exercised in
a way that adequately polled the true needs of the education community.
Mr. ANDREWS. Valor is the better part of discretion. Okay.
Ms. Levin.

Ms. Lzvng. Yes. Both the law school clinical program and the

CLEO program, the Assistance for Training in the Legal Profession
Program are not really fellowship programs. They are quite differ-

ent. So to consolidate them and to treat them as if they were just
another way of getting students funds who would otherwise have
the credentials to attend graduate and professional education, but
just do not have the support, it is mixing apples and oranges. You
just can't mix those different xograms, so that I don't think by
(giving tlib Secretary discretionand we have had two secretaries
in 2 years, or less than 2 rarsthat you would have the stability
or the priorities that this Committee and Congress as a whole has
set.
Mr. ANDREWS. I thank you very much. I would yield to my more
senior and wiser colleague.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much. A sophomore taking over
from a freshman, so you don't have too much up here. I would like

to commend the gentleman from New Jersey for the leadership
that he has taken with his short time here in the U.S. Congress.
We are very pleased. We know that he had a tremendous amount
of experience in local government and brings that local sensitivity
to the Federal Government. I think that bodes well for our delegation in New Jersey and for your career in Congress. I would like to
commend you for your conduct.

You know, we up in North Jersey sort of look down to South
Jersey with a little trepidation, but now that we have a governor
from South Jersey, the state is in good shape.
Mr. ANDREWS. The South shall rise again.

Mr. HAYES. I certainly will not delay the hearing much longer. I
would like to certainly commend the witnesses for your patience.
Our hearings do go long. They become fairly thorough, as you can
see, but they are very important with the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.
I would certainly like to say, Mr. Ambassador, as a youngster
during the time that you were president at Priaceton Univeniity,
your reputation certainly precedes you before coming here today. It
is a pleasure for me to have the opportunity to hear you in person.
We have a number of people from your program. I remember Dr.
Liverstack who was running the Woodrow Wilson Program, I be-

lieve, or Eagleton Institute, I know one of the two. And Bob
Curven, who is a chap I grew up with in the Newark who came out
of the Princeton experience and the program. And Richard Roper,
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who was also another Newark person. We are very proud of all of
them. I really commend your p

ri2l7 ago, I was involved in
We have Wen involved, actiyears

YMCA work, and still continue on. About 10 years ago, we started

a YMCA model of the United Nations program, where we were
able to take Newark youngsters and expose them to a regional
meeting of the middle Atlantic states of a high school program
where tlney involved themselves in world problems and took on the
various countries, and had a role model, role-played the situation
with those countries as related to international problems.

From that program, we were able to get several young people
from Newark interested in foreign affairs, and have gone on to careers in foreign affairs. We would be very interested because we
are going to reinstitute the program in conjunction with the close-

up program, which is a program for high school kids who are

highly motivated in the area to get more involved in international
affairs again.
I think that the U.S. has a resource because we have such a mul-

tiethnic population. With the majority of the world's countries
bein? nonwhite countries, I think that it would do well for us to
tap into the resources that we do have that many other western
countries do not have. So we will be on a high school level attempt-

ing to get young people interested in programs like the one that
you have talked about, which certainly will be helpful as a continuum.

I am glad to hear you talk about the community colleges, be-

cause, as you know, Dr. Yambud, Essex County Community College, is doing an outstanding job of turning that college around. We
would probably like to talk to him about getting more involved in
the program.
So it is good to see both you, Ambassador, and Mr. Hope.
'hist sort of as it relates to community law clinics, we at Rutgers

had a very outstandingwe called it CLAW. They were serious,
too. They would chew up the wrong and the bad people. When I

was in local government on the county level and the city level, we
worked very closely with that organization. I feel they certainly
have a tremendous amount to offer when we are indeed supportive.
Finally, Ms. Purdie, we cerctala would like to work more closely
program is not done away with.
with you to ensure that the
This administration does not have discretion. They ought to call it
indiscretion, because it seems like everything they do is wrong.
When it comes to education and when it comes to programs that
will actually ensure that those who are shut outI mean it is clear
that minority students have done much better once they have entered an institution, became acclimated, had some remedial and
mentoring, once thoy are able to get into the flow, they have been
able to achieve very well.
If we did everything on competitive scores, then we would find

that, just as there is talk of a national test to find out where we
are as a country, we could save that money. because I could tell
them where the highest scores are going to come out. The school
districts around Princeton University, the ones up in Short Hills in
my neck of the woods. The wealthy communities will indeed have
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the highest scores in the inn( r cities and Appalachia and the rural
parts would have the lower scores.
We don't have to go through a national testing costly system to
I could tell them that, and let's roll the money into making rural
and urban schools better rather than waste money on a national
test, because we could almost anticipate what the conclusion is
going to be.

But I think that we certainly need to give opportunities to minority and rural people, foreign-born. I think that the CLEO programI have heard about it for many years. Indeed, many of my
friends, who are successful attorneys and in the legal profession,

have actually done very well because of it. So we will be fighting to
keep that program afloat.

Mr. RontER. Once again, I certainly would like to thank all of
you for your very valuable testimony. We look forward to continue
working with all of you. Thank you very much.
At this time, I declare the meeting adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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June 12, 1991

STATEMENT OF DEM JUDITH AREEN IN SUPPORT OF REAUTHORIZATION OF
TITLES /V AND IX OF THE HIGHER EDUCATIirN ACT OF 1965, AS AMENDED
I am Judith Arson, Executive Vice President of Georgetown
University and Dean of the Law Center, 600 New Jersey Avenue,
Nal., Washington, D.C. 20001. This statement is submitted in
response to your request for information from schools that have
benefitted from the educational programs sponsored by Titles IV
and IX of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.
T
appreciate the opportunity to comment on these programs because
they have had a significant positive impact on our students and,
we believe, on society at large.

The Clinical Education portion of Title IX has been particularly /*portant to legal education and to the nation. Clinical
programs play a key role in preparing students for the practice
of law and typically proVide legal services to disadvantaged
mesbers of our society at the same time.
Georgetown University Law Center (GULC) has received Title
IX grants on two occasions.
Our experience with both illustrates
the value of the program.
One purpose of the program is to help schools to develop new
clinical programs. Georgetown now operates the largest in-house
c]inical program in America, with over two hundred faculty,
graduate students, and law students representing indigent citizens of the District of Columbia in ten different programs.
This
was not always so. Early in the history of our program, we saw
the need to expand the work of our gender discrieination clinic
to provide assistance to victims.of spousal abuse. Each new
clinic program is an experiment. It is difficult to designate
tuition dollars for experimental prograls. Our request for Title
IX funds to attempt this experiment was granted. Now, almost ten
years later, that clinic is not only a successful educational
program, but is soon to be the major provider of legal assistance
to victims of spouse abuse in the District of Columbia.
Title IX clinical education funding also enables schools to
expand existing programs.
GULC now funds the majority of its
clinical programs from tuition dollars. Clinical education,
although it is firmly a pert of our curriculum, must compete for
funds, therefore, with other educational needs within the law
school. We cannot simply raise tuition to meet all of those
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Currently, GULc spends over $2 million annually on
ftainical education, but we still cannot meet all of the student
demand for clinical education courses nOr the demand for service
from the commInity. Schools like GULC need Title IX not to
create new clinical programs, but to continue to expand existing
programs. This year, faced with a demand from state legislatures
Imtionwide for additional assistance, we applied to the Department of Education for funds to expand our state legislation
clinic.
Recognizing GULC's commitment to clinical education the
Depaftment of Education awarded us a grant.
needs.

The immediate benefits of Title IX are clear. The secondary
and unseen benefits of Title IX are the ways our graduates enrich
the quality of justice in their home communities. Indeed, a substantial number of our graduates who participated in a clinical
program continue to set aside a part of their working lives to
better their community. We believe that Title IX is a major
cause of that commitment in law schools and in communities all
over the country.
Title IX also provides funds for the operation of the
educational programs sponsored by the CounCil of Legal Education
Opportunity (CLEO). Georgetown has been a supporter of and
participant in the CLEO program from its inception. We have
periodically served as a training site for the program and are
doing so again this summer. We always have a number of CLEO
graduates in our student body. There are a total of 10 at the
present time, and we haVe had.as many as 19 in the past. CLEO
remains an extremely important and highly effective program. It
increases the pool of qualified students from ducationally
disadvantaged groups and, over the two decades of ita existence,
it has contributed significantly to diversification in the legal
profession.
The need for CLEO has not ended and we at Georgetown
strongly support its reauthorization.

The Title IV programs, specifically, the Stafford, SLS and
Perkins Loans, provide the basis of financial support for our
financially needy students. The College Work Study Program,
although smaller in scope, is nonetheless a critical component
for those participating in the work opportunities the program
creates. Title /V programs supplement students' resourcs and
Georgetown's aid, enabling our students to obtain the financing
they need to attend law school.
Although Georgetown Law Center has committed a substantial
portion of its budget to financial aid we are nonetheless unable
to meet all of our student demand for financial aid. During the
1991 fiscal year, we devoted more than $3 million of our funds to
financial aid.

During that same year, approximately 1,600 Georgetown Law
Center students borrowed another $14,750,000 from the Stafford
and SLS loan programs.
This was supplemented by $900,000 from
the Perkins Loan program, which provided aid to some 385 stu-
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dents.
students, who earned Wages Of 6250,000.
Without these federal funds, many needy students would be
unable to attend laW school. The result would be a return to an
economically homogeneous student body at Georgetown and at other
law schools, because only those who could afford to pay the
If this
education costs out of pocket would be able to attend.
occurred, our long record of improving access to legal education
for students of all backgrounds would falter. The legal profession and the judiciary would become even less able to represent
the interests and needs Of our inkireasingly diverse nation.
Georvietown University Law Center strongly supports continuation of and renewed funding for the programs sponsored by Titles
I
re, and IX of the Nigher !education Act of 1965, as amended.
appreciate the opportunity to comment on these important programs
and would be happy to provide additional information or assist
you in any other areas related to the reauthorization of the Act.
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STATEMENT OF DEAN ELLIOTT S. MILSTEIN E4 SUPPORT OF
REAUTHORIZATION OF TITLE IX
I am Elliott S. Milstein, the Dean of Ametican University, Washington College of Law,
4400 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016. We have received grants 'from
the Clinical Legal Experience Program in nearly every you since its inception. Because I
believe that the benefits obtained by the use of this money in our school typifies what has

occurred throughout the country, I will describe them to illustrate the important effect this
prognim has had on the improvement of the system by which the United States educates lawyers.

Our law school currently offers six different in-house cent-contact clinical programs,
serving approximately 75 students. Four of those programs were started and a fifth was
substantially improved with grants from the Title DC program. In each case, except for the
program for which we are currently receiving federal funds, the law school continued the
program with its own funds after an initial period of receiving federal funds.
An in-house client-contact clinical program is one in which students represent real clients
in real legal matters in the context of a law school operated law office, supervised and taught
by faculty members. Because the faculty-student ratio in such programs is necessarily small,
usually no more than 1:8, and because such progrars have the additional costs incidental to
running a law office, clinical legal education is substantially more expensive than the traditional
forms of legal education. However, because the direct benefits to students (and to the indigent
clients whom they represent) are so manifest, we have endeavored to find ways to increase the
availability of clinical education at our school.

Although it has not always been so, it is now nearly universally accepted among legal

educators that clinical education plays a critically important role in completing the legal
education we offer our students. Increasingly large numbers of employers, in-Liding
government agencies, large law firms, legal services organizations both civil and crimnal,
prosecutor offices and solo practitioners, prefer to hire students who have benefitted from
clinical education. Every national study of the role of law schools in producing more competent
and more ethical practitioners has identified the expansion of clinical programs as essential.
Nevertheless, the high cost of these programs has prevented nearly every law school from
making such a program universally available to its students. At our school twice as many
students want to enroll in a clinic than there are spaces.
Even so, we hke to think of our clinical program as a laboratory enabling the law school
to examine the practice of lafl. That research at our law school and throughout the country has
led to a range of curricular reforms that have benefitted our entire educational program and also
has permitted clinical teachers to offer ideas to the legal profession to improve the practice of

law in the same way that professors of medicine have traditionally done for medical
practitioners. Thus, in addition to the direct benefits to the students enrolled in clinical
programs, there are indirect benefits to all of our students and to the profession at large.

In order to illustrate the kinds of educational programs Title IX has produced and
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continues to support, I will describe the program at our school. In all of the peeping students
ale assigned and given full respeasibility for their owe clients. They MON individually sad in
teams with a faculty mamba on an intense besis throughout the lib of tbe cue. Cum are
chosen for their education' value and Case loads are kept quite small. The intensity of the
supervision mires the competent, of the representation and also permits the supervisor to Mach
about a range of issues that derive from but tnismend the individual cue. Became we believe
that this first pogessiceal experience is quite formative and basic protemionel values begin to
be shaped, issues relating to professional Emponsibility and the lawyerelient relationship
predominate in the supervision. Of course, =ay other twice are dealt with u well but non
are as important as teaching students appropriate ethical guidance at this critical time in their
development

Each If the programs also futures a weekly semi= which ocneetrates on the

development cf ibc lawyering process and a law finn meeting which enables etudents eg share
their experiences on cues and to learn h om each otivz. The lawyerine process cufficulum
includes interviewing, commeling, strategic platuthig, tumbling cue theories, fact investigadon,
negotiation, oral and written advocacy, and trial skill! such as diming arguments and direct and
cross examination.

The Criminal Justice Clink involves students in both sides of the cruising' justice

system. In one semester students defend criminal cases and in the other they prosecute. Title
IX hinds were used to improve tLe teaching on the prosecution side of the program and ambled
us to hire an experienced prosecutor to join the teriching team and to create teaching materials
to accompany that experience. This program is now hilly !Untied by the law school. Graduates
of the programs have become prosecutors and public defenders, as well as private practitionees,
throughout the country. A number of large district attorney offices actively recruit the gradnates
of our program.

The Public Interest Law Clink, which was created through the support of a Title IX
grant, has students representing veterans, mostly in disability cages, before the Board of
vetetans Appeals. Faculty and students horn our program woe, until recently, among the few
lawyers appearing for veterans in such cases. Our clinic has dooe, among other things,
pioneering work involving Post Traumatic Stress Disorder in Vietnam veterans. This program,
too, is now fully fUnded by the law school.
Our Women and the law Clink, also once suppotted by Title IX and now by the :aw
school, involves students in the representation of women in spouse &use, support, and child
neglect cases in the D.C. Superior Court In addition to providing top quality representation to its clients, the students and haulty involved in the program have misted in improving
practice and procedure in family court. Studeets in this program not oat learn how to handle
these difficult cases but also examine the role of women in the legal system.
The Appellate Advocacy Clinic enables Atudents to brief and argue cases before the U.S.

Courts of Appeals for the Fourth and the D.0 Circuits and before the Maryland Court of
.
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Special Appeals and the D.C. Court of Appeals. The judge' of those courts continue to
compliment our faculty for the consistently high quality of the students' oral and written
advocacy. As in all of our clinics, we do not charge fees either to the clients or to the courts.
This clinic was also started with federal funds and is now supported by the law school.
The International Human Rights Clink, beginning its second year and supported by
Title IX with a three year grant, is an exciting new program which brings together the strengths
of our international human rights curriculum with that of our clinical program. Students
represent clients who have been victimized by human rights abuses in other counties in cases
before the Inter-American Human Pights Commission and in political refugee and asylum cases.

We have also started a Tax Clinic. We were able to start this clinic because we
benefitted from another federal program. The Treasury Department awarded us an attorney-inresidence for the past academic year. This enabled us to free up a tax professor from other
teaching duties to initiate this new program involving students representing clients before the Tax
Court. Each of these cases hwolved small amounts of money for working people who otherwise

would have been unrepresented. We are now searching for grant support to enable us to
continue this successful program.

These programs typify those created in the nation's law schools with the help and
encouragement of this very useful and relatively inexpensive federal program. I am confident
that the deans of law schools from nearly every state can tell a similar tale. Accordingly, I urge
the reauthorization of Title IX of the Higher Education Act. I also urge the continuation of the
recent change in the program which permits three year grants, enabling law schools better to
assess the programs and to try to assemble the resources necessary for their continuation.
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On behalf of McGeorge School of Law (of the University of the
Pacific) it is a privilege, a pleasure and an honor to provide this

testimony in support of re-authorization of the Patricia Roberts

Harris Graduate and Professional Study Fellowship Program -- as
originally authorized by Part B of Title IX of the Higher Education

Act of 1965,

as amended -- before the Subcommittee on Post-

Secondary Education of the Education and Labor Committee of the
United States House of Representatives.
I should like to think that this task falls to me for reasons

that extend beyond the arbitrary.

and our testimonial

Permit me to introduce myself

strategy briefly.

As Assistant Dean at

McGeorge, with administrative responsibility for minority affairs,
I

have been the Patricia Roberts Harris

(PRH)

Institutional

Director here since the inception of the Program in 1978.

With

assistance from faculty and other administratorn, / have drafted
all of our PRH proposals -- eleven of thirteen of which have been
successful; and I have had primary responsibility for recruitment,
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counselling and supervision of the fellows

in residence.

For

further detail about my educational and experiential background,
the reader is referred to my curriculum vitae, which is attached to
this narrative testimony in the EXHIBIT on pages A-120-121.

not a lawyer,

Though

I as keenly aware of the vast disparity between

ethnically proportional representation and the past and current
composition of the practicing bench and bar, of the desperate need

for enhanced representation in the profession of lyw by underrepresented segments of our society. This is the raison d'etre for
the PRH Program (in law as well as in other disciplines), and our
commitment

educational

to

it

manifests

affirmative

our

action

institutional
generally.

commitment

While

to

complete

statistics are not available for all of the years of the existence

of PRH, the numbers that are available indicato that McGeorge
School of Law has been one of the most successful institutional

participants in the Program.

We are extrsMely proud ot the

successes of each one of cur PRH Fellows.
Those successes and that pride are clearly articulated in our
grant proposals.

Hence, accompanying this narrative testimony, as

an EXHIBIT, is a copy of our "Application to Participate ..." for
the upcoming,
1991-92
academic year,
along with selected
appenitices.

The Subcommittee is respectfully urged to peruse that

EXHIBIT, for it details each and every aspect of the PRH Program at
McGeorge School of Law; this narrative will mshe specific reference

to it throughout.
While the Program was originally conceived as the Graduate and

Profeseional Opportunities Program (or G*POP) and so existed for

,fer
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several years before Secretary Harris's name was given to it, we

would take the liberty of reminding the Congress, at the very
outset, that the language, 'and Professional,

has manifested an

integral aspect of the original Congressional intent and should
remain so.

While the American cof,lunity of lege education does

not take issue with the national need for enhanced numbers of
graduate degrees to be awarded to members of groups traditionally
under-represented, we respectfully assert that the concomitant need

for enhanced numbers of Juris Doctor degree recipients, emanating
from these selfsame groups, is no less pressing.

For statistical

and other verification of that need, see pages 26 through 33 of the
EXHIBIT.

By far,

the sturdiest and most convincing arguments for

continued nurture of minority law students under the auspices of
the PRH Program are the successes of those who have been supported
by it.

Each of the PRH Fellows represents a net increase in the

number of law students nationally, representative of the Program's
"target groups" (see EXHIBIT, pp. 19-22), insofar as the financial
need test, which is a prerequisite to participation, indicates that

the fellows could not have attended McGeorge were it not for PRH.

The EXHIBIT's

"Introduction"

(pp.

i-v)

detail about the fellows as a group.

provides some dramatic

The roster of twenty-nine

fellows who have attended, or are attending, McGeorge (pp. ii-iv)
tells an even fuller story; the biographical a..tail--from admission

to law school to advancement to the very pinnacles of the practice

of law--articulates a lucid record of success.
The truly remarkable success of the PRA Program at McGeorge is

32
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further detailed in the seCtion that relates to passage on
professional admission (bar) xaminations and placement (pp.
29).

210.-

A 95% passage rate on the tough California Bar Examination

for Black and Hispanic PRH Fellows and a placement rate of 100% of

those admitted to practice has exceeded the expectations of even
the most optimistic.

For these

reasons

and

others

detailed

in

the

attached

proposal, the Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship Program should be

re-authorixed under Part B of the new Higher Education Act.

3
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EXHIBIT

UOP McGeorge School of Law
Application to Participate
in the
Patricia Roberts Harris
Fellowship Program
Spring, 1990-91

Robert A. Chaim
Institutional Director

McGeorge School of Law
University of the Pacific
3200 FIFTH AVENUE SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA 95817
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The McGeorge School of Law, of the University of the Pacific, is pleased
to submit this application for Fellowship assistance under the Patricia Roberts

Harris (FRB) Fellowship PrOgram, as authorised by Part 8 Of Title IX of the
Higher Sducation act of 1965, as amended. Since the School of Law is the only

entity within the University that seeks participation in PAH, we apply based
solely on the past and present efforts made by McGeorge School of Law to achieve

the Prograws stated objective: to increase access into professional education

leading to employment by serving members of minority groups that have
traditionally been underrepresented among the recipients of the professional law
degree. At the outset, it is stated that the "target groups" focused upon by this

application are Hispanic-Americans and slack-Americans.
This application serves a dual purpose. On the one hand, it seeks renewal
of five (5) Fellowships which were granted for, and began, during the 1989-90 and

1990-91 academic years. On the other hand, it is an application for ten (10) new
Fellowships.

It is imperative that the Secretary and the other evaluator.

understand that this is not an inflated proposal.

McGeorge currently has ten (10) PRH Fellows in residence and has awarded

eighteen (18) Fellows the Degree of Junin Doctor eince the inception of the
Program. Five of the ten Fellows in residence are expected to receive the Degree

of Juris Doctor on May 25. 1991, which will bring the total of McGeorge Harris
alumni to twenty-three (23) at that time.
so fax as we are able to ascertain from the annual reports released by the

Department of Sducation, UOP McGeorge school of Law has been tbe single most
successful participant in the PRI Program among American instituticos of lagma

education. That is to say that we have recruited, educated and graduated more
members of under-represented groups into the legal profession through PRA then

.L1
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any other institutional participant. And beyond the confines of the discipiine
of law. the degree of succes nausea br initially-recruited Fellows at litoderip

compasse very favorably with all othsr institutional participants in P. Ms
.believe that thin record of gnomes prasents, by far, the single most coepOlting

arguaant in favor of the award of additional PIO Fellowships to McGeorge School

of Law. With the ncouragement and assistange of the School of Law, the
overwhsLeing saiority of our Wallows has transformed Pen support iron mem
dollars into unique patterns of individual accomplishment and revelation of
professional goals, goals unattainable absent that support. mare it not tor space

constraints, we would liks to provide here a full biography for each of the
Fellows. Out since that Le not feasible, we introduce than' to you in summary on
Table No. 1 as follows:
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evident from this table Ls that:

Fellows- -or 961 --progreseed or

(1)

25

of the 26 McGeorge.

are progressing satisfactorily through their

academic programer (2) le have earned the degree of Juris Doctor/ an additional
five are anticipated to receive theirs in Nay of 19911 (3) the advanced fellows
have experienced a diversity of curricular, co -curricular and extra-ourricular
activities while in law school! (4) severe/of the Fellows (most notably Mglish.

Maass and Pompa)

bays rims to the highest of

law school aoadericeobievemeater

and, (5) all of those Pellows who have been admitted to the bar are bow engaged
in the active practice of lam.

Another noteworthy bench mark of the success of the Harris Program at
McGeorge occurred during 19419. one of the throe first Fellow that we recruited

rose to the very summit of success in the legal profession- -only eight years
tfter graduation end admission to practice.
Serene inglish was elected by hie
senior collesgues

to the

position of Partner in the highly prestigious law firm

of Pillsbury, Madison and sutro, ths ninth largest La the United States. This
contribution by Pam to ths minuscule number of Slacks that participate in the
leadership of the nation's premier law firms is nothing short of remarkable.
minority programa at MP-McGeorge School of Law are relatively
modest in
terms of raw numbers but are committed, vigorous and enthusiastic in content.

We

are pleased and proud to stand upOn our record of success im this Application for
the additional support that is crucial to sustain the
success of the Patricia
Roberts Harris fellowship
Program at UOP-NcOeorg school of Law.
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PAST ASO MUM
Codification of institutional commitment to minority goals took place at

McGeorge during 1972. During the fall of that year, Dean Gordon D.

schaber

charged a Task Farce on Minority Affairs

to survey the existing program and to make reccemondations concerning
the future handling of recruitment, admissions, advancement, educational
programs and financiel assistance'
with regard to minority students. While the establishment of this Task force does

not mark the genesis of our affirmative action efforts, it does constitute a

significant landmark in the volution of institutionally-coordinated efforts
designed

to increase the flow into the practice of law of attorneys who ars
identified with, and will hopefully serve and/or provide leadership and

encouragement to, minority groups in a general population which now
suffers from lack of legal representation within their ranks.2

While the ubstantial recruitment efforts of McGeorge School of Law are to be
discussed inflection (8) below, other manifestations of inetitutional commitment

to the above-stated goal will now be addressed.
(1) Minority Admissions

as a direct result of the Minority Affairs Task Force final report, issued

PebtAry 2, 1973 (and included as Appendix 1 in this application), a Minority

Affairs Committee was establimhed, whose charge and jurisdiction extend to
matters of recruitment, retention,

financial aid and placement. One of its

primary responsibilities is to review applications for admission which are
submittei by minority students. All applications are initially screened by the

regular Admissions Committee according to an admissions procedure which is
described on Pages 28-32 of the current McGeorge School of Law Catalog (Appendix

2). Those applications that are

identified

as

having come from minority

candidates which are not accepted by the regular Admissions Committee are
automatically forwarded to thia Minority Affairs Committee for further, more

task Pump ea Minority Affairs (.rask Force.), McGeorge Scheel at Law, February, 11173.

MR lona

3 ()

V' .."114
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830
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thorough review, irrespective of numerical credentials.
The Minority Affair. Committee (MAC)

two administrators and three stvdents.

is composed of six faculty members,

The carittee thoroeghly examinse each

applicant's file, looking especially to indication, of maturity gained and
industry damonetrated in area. of pursuit other than educatiossal ones and to
indication's of educational or sooboolio dimOdvabtooO or both. Seaton, ohabioodl by

the MAC, which may have escaped th attention of the regular Admismices
Committee, include employment history, cosmunity involvement, military service
ands:sera-curricular leadership. TheMAC directly contacts individual applicants

in pursuit of additioeal information to be considered in the Committee'e
deliberations. Most frequently, this °onto* is made by the student member of the

COmmittee who shares ethnicity with the applicant.

When Oho committee has completed its review of the application, it makes
written recommendation to the regular Admissions comeittee. Ristorically, the
Admission's Committee has acted favorably on 100% of those MAC recommendations,

ultimately resulting in dosens of offers of admission each year that would not
otherwise be exteneed.
The inotitutionel coamatment of McGeorge School of Law to meet the needs
of minority students it also manifested through varicum forms of reaching out to

undergraduate and younger students. members

of tbe faculty have formed a

apothems' pool that is drawn upon by ectiscational

institutions (often, grammar and

high schools), public service groups and otbere. Minority Affairs boomattos
owebess bake themselves available to speak on issues of particular interest to

potential minority applicants, ucb as constitutional law topics, the need for

enhalamlivpmentation in the legal profession by underrepresented groups end-ey courcocoportunities in law tor minorities.
Outreach to thome who have decided to apply to law school but who say not
know about orbs oonsidaring McGeorge is also extremely important. Th! LAMP School

Admission service, through its Candidate Referral Service, offers each yoar to
member schools computer-generated searobes tor potential law whool applicants
who have indicated that they would like to be contectedby law scbools interested

in receiving an application. Rack year, Nothoboo subscribe. to the candidate
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Referral Service to identify qualified minority candidates throughout the United

states. The School's catalog,

application,

scholarship and financial aid

handbook, and other informational materials are forwardad to those so-idantified,

along with an accompanying letter encouraging thir consideration of McGaorge.
Thus, through every available resource, McGeorge attempts to identify and reach
all qualified minority applicants in the United States.

(2) headman, Financial and Social Surgort

OOP -McGeorge school of Law has long been cognisant of the fact that
attraction and admission of minority students mark only the initial steps in
assisting members from underrepresentad groups in entering the Profession of law.

Tht provision of academic, financial and social support is at least of equaliimpmrtance.

Candidates admitted,

but disqualifiad bacause of

sub-standard

academic performance (for whatever reason) contribute little toward the goals

statad by the Patricia Roberts Barris Fellowship Program. Sy the same token,

students who are inadequately preparad for success on bar examinations and
subsequent **mission to practice cannot enhance representation. McGeorge has
manifested ite awareness of, and concern for, such special needs through the
provision of formidable programs of acadamic assistance.
Academic assistance attaXieorgehas come to be a joint venture of students,
faculty and administrators.

At its center is a Student Coordinator ani a group

of advanced, honor students who serve as Academic assistants, but intimate

involvoment and direct participation by the faculty are essential to the
Program's suecese.

academic yaw,

be

it is administered by the Assistant Dean for Students. Sack
appoints

a

Student

Coordinator,

selecting

fros among

individuals who have demonstrated commitment to the Pregram--notably acadmaicand

social leaders, often from the minority student body --with aufficient time,

talent and dedication to contribute to the Program.

in turn, the student

Coordinator, in consultation with and with the approval of the Assistant Dean,
recruits a staff of Academic assistants. all assistants and the Coordinator are
paid, at the rate met for faculty resaarch assistants (a rate higher than tether

etudent employees on campus),

for their preparation and presantation time.

31),1
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support ervicee ar also provided by the Office of Student Services. While the

original (first generation)

Minority Tutorial Program was operated almost

rolueively by students, it ham evolved substantially sinc it. inception and it
continues to mature.
Reflection upon the hietory of that evolution reveal, the level of commitment

at McGeorge to academie aseistance as an imperative and essential ingredient of

affirmative notion amg to affirmative ction itself.

During 1983 am ad hoe

committee was assembled to review and make recommendations concerning the
Minority Tutorial

Program.

The

cormittee

consisted

of

faculty members,

adminietrators and minority student.. It broadened the soups of the program,
added exclusive eligibility requiremento, and generally enhanced it -under the
new rubric, the Minority Academic Assistance Program (MAhP). While those (second
generation) Ouidelines are reproduced in appendix 3, they were eupersededby vote

of the full faculty on March 1,

1991 when it approved new (third generation)

Guide/lase for the Minority Academic Assistance Program, guideline. which are
attached hereto as Appendix 4.

These new Guidelines manifest the product of two years of assiduous study,
vigorous debate and careful deliberation.

This revision process was initiated

in the Spring of 1988 at the request of the Llan of the School of Law, partially

because the.program had cot undergone thorough review for fifteen years and
partially in response to MNOM adverse reaction to the Program by a few non minority members of the student body.

In short, th Dean urged the faculty to

revisit the whale issue of minority academic assiotance.

To produce this "third

generation" program, the Minority Affairs Committee appointed a second ad hoc
committee to review, evaluate and re-draft the Guidelines..

That committee, too,

was composed of members of the faculty, the administration and the student body.

Its mobbfrishiP, though, included representation by non-minority- -as well as
minority --students.

The new Muidellnes, which the secretary is urged to review carefully, enhance
the program even further.

viret, they re-affirm exclusive eligibility criteria,

but look to the profeesion

(i.e.,

339

the ABA),

rather than the census,

for

333

definition of target groups,
Second,

they

relying upon hietorlcal under-representation.'

increase active participation

by the

faculty,

espousing

a

cooperative teamapproach.& Third, they more clearly define the peer asillatance

that is provided by upper-division students.'

Throughout, they increase the

institutional resources that support the program, both human and financial.

In the midst of the current, national trend of retrenchment and general
diminution of vigorous affirmative action efforts, our faculty's policy decision

has been courageous and aggressive. It has been said that affirmative action at

the admission threshold that is not sustained through academic support can be
more detrimental than no affireative action whatsoever.

MoOeorge's commitment

to academic assistance sanifests, above all, its dedication to contributing to
diversity in the profession.

Though not voluminous, the academic and vocatioval

attainments& of our minority students and alumni seem to suggest that our
faculty has chosen the proper path.

AAA! sessions are designed to sharpen analytical. skills through small group, participatory review of all subject. that are taught during the first Year

of law school; one-on-one assistance is offered as supplementation.

Sessions

meet regularly on the campus, typically on weekends in order to provide maximum
access to student, from both the Day and livening divisions. Faculty mho teach in

the first-year curriculum contribute to these sessions, both by leading them
themselves and by conferring with advanced studants who load others.

PAN Fellows

have also been deeply involved with MAAP, hoth as participants and as leaders.
During 1,82-83, Paulette Garcia, a O*POP (i.e., Harris) Fellow, nerved as codirector of the Minority Tutorial Program. It was directed by Kr. oenaro Ramirez,

another WIPOP Fellow, during 1983-86. Othello Curry III, still another Harris
Fellow, served as Student Coordinator of mAhr during 1987-88; and this year's

3
amidst/SOO got 06,44NorityAvadsoloAssiltases Program at Unlyyzilley of Om lealfla mosserp. School
of Lay (.aulds1ines.), adopted by the ?sanity Swim, I. lit.
4

auldelisss, Instifts V-11. C. a d .
cussessasv, seo. TV 5 2.

balm.

Tos noble aura* owe lbws WW1 'ci) boimissios te Pasetle, altassist and unglormeas Opportunities'
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Student Coordinator, third-year Harris Fellowdinger Ortiz, is playing a key role
in the Program'a transition.

The Harris Fellowsmany of whom have demonstrated

academic superiority, great industry and a special commitment to MAAR --have
obviously been major contributors to the Program.
In anticipation of faculty approval of the proposed (now currents Guldelimes,

the Program has been directed this year (1990-111) according to principles
manifsted in the new draft.

Professor Brian Landeberg, the chair a MAC, hes

been the of Faculty kdvisor, shoring duties with Professor John Myers.

Nis

invaluable participation has extended frceoffering tutorial sessions himself end

advising Student Coordinator ortia to working with the Assistant Dean on ths
transition of the Programos Administration.

Together, the Assistant Dean, the Faculty Advisor, other memkers a the
Minority Affairs committee and the Student coordinator have =minted the moat
thorough and diverse program of academic assis

y in the history of MAAP.

announcement and schedule of small-group sesuw..

fhs

for rho Winter Quarter of 1990 -

111 is attached as Appendix 8; attendance rosters and regularly conducted student

evaluations indicate a high degree of satisfaction with the Program.

continues to evolve; most recently, a pilot,

Yet it

faculty !bantering program...an

additional enhancement - -has keen sponsored by the McGeorge Black Law Students
ASSoCiation.

It

if currently being considered by the committee for formal

integration into NAAP.

In short, the combination of institutional commitment,

vigorous and creative faculty support and enthusiastic student participation has

resulted in the continuous refinement of MAAP into what may become a model for
effective academic aesistance in legal education.

effective written expression has long been recognized as a particular
academic area that is problematical for many minority students. nearly fifteen
years ago, the school of Law initiated a unique response to this problem. This

programa academic assistance involved the hiring of an individual with acadeeic
credentials in anglish composition to complement the law faculty. Ths School of
Law has thus assured the availability of a member of the professional taff to

deal specifically with problems that students have in preparation for and the
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writing of both law school and bar examinations.

Through a number of postings

and bulletins, this individual's availability is made known; many students

consult with him voluntarily, while others ars referred by members of the
substantive law faculty.

A major facet

of

academic assistance

at

modeorge involves writing

workshops. These are regularly scheduled during the academic year, meet wesh/Y,
and concentrate on the perceived needs of the participating students. Theprimary

area Of focus is upon the writing of law school examinations. The academic
assistance faculty leads these relatively informal workshops. Even though they
are offered without academic credit, participatioe has been good.

During a typical workshop, a single gemination question Le analysed. Thia
analysis may take a variety of forms. Since all past feraainations are Mot on
file as &matte. of policy in the Law Library at McGeorge, the workshops have no

dearth of material for ihslysis.
One approach is to examine-a "fact pattern' and discover alternative avenues

of response to the questions posed. Another approach is to analyse critically
both successful and unsuccessful attempts at responses to those °fact patterns."

Still another is to attempt to edit and revise an unsuccessful attempt, in a
cooperative effort, in order to discover traps nnd pitfalls that other students
experience

in responding to examination questions.

In short, the writing

workshops are designed to provide insights into the anatomy of the examination writing process and - -more generally - -the thinking processes involved in legal

problem-solving. During the past five years, additional writing workshoPer
available exclusively to minority students, have been scheduled as integral parts

of the minority Academic Assistance Program.

AS with the MAAP and the individual counsellne program, response to the
writing workshops has been positive at McGeorge School of Law. It is far from

coincidental that the individual described

above, with the background in

expository writing, was chosen to be the Institutional Director of the PRI!
fellowship

Program at the

School

of

Law.

A discussion

of hls general

responsibilities and the role that he plays with the PRN Fellows follows in
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Section (0).

While McCeorge School of Law has been highly successful in attracting and
retaining qualified minority students (as will be demonstrated in SeCtions (0),

(11) and 04), the overall percentage that they represent in the student body,
while near the national median, is not as high as we would like it to be. The
primary reason fOr the relatively low percentage of minority students registered

at Nodeorge is very simple: it is a matter of money. As a division of the
University of the Pacific, a private institution of higher education, N40morge

met levy

relatively high tuition: approximately $13,400 for the 159I-92

academic year.

In the context of competing for highly qualified minority

students, this tuition figure present. a particular impediment,

especially in

light of the fact that mcdeorge shares the state of California with the four
public law schools of the University of California system, which are able to
offer strong programs of legal education at a rate of approximately one-fifth of
ours.

In order to buffer this cost differential

and to make

law training

economically viable for as many as possible, Nodeorge has mounted one of the
largest and most comprehensive financial aid programs among all law schools. The

following figures (for the 1909-50 academic year) represent the most recent
complete available summary:

TAMAN SO. 2

FINANCIAL AID sum=
Overeateeil student leans
watiesal Blzset Otedeat lases

Mork st

Federal:tan
Mufterle and hew, Share
NoOmergs VuLtLea emeietabee
academie Asideressat.Sebolaroblps
011trrlwate21 Plaselod ichoW45424
taxiiiery sad Other Lusa
22152. comets. scsbitaastss, Lah'S a 50OZ 212DT

$1,711,470
2,230,114
445,577
224,247
150,70e
234,554
573,054

GAIL=
814,717,715

The figure for "Other Privately Funded Scholarships" in Table No. 2
i4eludes proceeds from the Legal Education endowment Fund (Lis?). The proceeds
fros a corpus of $1,000,000 are used to offer and award scholarships to entering

first-year etudents with superior credentials. This fund is designed to provide
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assistance to Lmmmaing students and an additional incentive for applicants tO
select McGeorge as their law school. The proceeds from this Fund have ;marbled
about $85,000 par year, and Dan Schaber mandated that fifteen percent of LIST'S
annual proceeds are to be allocated specifically to first -year Il.garitta students,

to he administered and awarded directly by the Faculty Committee on Minority
Affairs (including its three 'Mating student representatives from AALSA, MBA and

the Latino Law Students Association).
Additionally, at the urging of our Dean, the University approved, prior to
'90-9/,

a

new

$50,000

per

year

budget

institutionally fundedl minority fellowships.

line

for

permenently endowed,

These funds too, are adainistered

by the Faculty Ccemittee on minority Affairs, and they currently support
full-tuition, three-year fellowships

for embers of underrepreaanted groups,

two
with

the residue of the fund allocated by the committee for scholarship support for

advanced

minority students.

Tuition assistance and academic achievement scholarships, as listed Iflovel

ars additional grants-in-aid for advanced students that range from five to
sementy-five percent of tuition.
The records of the Office of Financial hid, which is staffed by four full -

time professionals,

indicate that

a substantial percentage of the above

assistants goes to minority students. Further, Us above total of Financial Aid
monies compares very favorably to the total of tuition income for this 1989-90
aca4mmtcyear (including graduate and overseas progress), which was 912,670,573.
-

Tible No. 3 details the funding of PAH Fellows at mcosorge during the 19619-90

academic years

IMMO

=LE NO. 3
or MOMS FOLLOWS AT MOM= WOOOL Or LUI
2969-90 ammo: Uhl
:1111111 :::=NraNe

IsitIss ost Stipend

Mum

$103,322
71.33%

842.538

2.01%

Natia
8151.821
100.004

As the cost of providing a premier legal education continues to rise, se
naturally will tuition.

And as tuition continues to increase, McGeorge has

budgeted to continue to increase its level of supplementation of Rarris

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Fellowships; we are fully prepared to expend a projected $68,140 if the requested

number (15) of fellowships is funded by the Secretary for the 1991-92 academic
year.

Another manifestation of McGeorge's commitment to meet minority student needs

is the social nvironment sustained by the school of Lew.
learning"

environment on

the McGeorge campus,

faculty and

The 'living end
administrative

availability to students, and institutional support of student organizationes all

Contribute to a sense of professional community at McGeorge. Three or four years
is

vary short period during which to make the transition from student to

profeeeional life.
transition.

An appropriately professional nvironment facilitates that

Both the Latino Law Students Association (LLsA) and the Black Law

Students Association (HLSA) are provided with on-campus office and meeting space.

Both the LLSA and BLSA have pernenently-endowed scholarship funde, supported
by gifts, bequest. and the proceeds from the annual scholarship banquet of mech.
Both organisations have their own scholarship committees, and dozens of Black and

Hispanic law students have been assisted by awards from the proceeds of these
funds.

During 1980-99 and 1989-90, Dean Gordon Scharer allocated two 510,000

contributions to each of these funds from unrestricted gifts that he personally
solicited from private donors.

The BLSA Endowed Fund made the most remarkable strides over the past two
years.

Long-time interest crystallized in the formation of a Bleck Alumni

Steering Committee, which set for itself a $1 million fund-raising goal to be
reached by the year 2,000.

Supported by the Office of Development, Alumni and

Public Relations, this campaign was dramatically "kicked off in early 1991 with
bequests from within the Committee's membership totalling over $200,000.

Both ELSA and LLsA are academically and socially supportive of their
membership.

For example, each sponsors annual scholarship banquets.

featured speakers hews included the Honorable Henry Ramsey,
California Superior Court

(Ret,d.),

Recent

Judge of the

Past President of the Council on Legal

Sducation Opportunity (CLEO) and Dean of the Howard University school of Law, and

the Honorable Cruz Heyman), former Associate Justice of the California Supreme

31;
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Court, currently a Professor of Law at UCLa.

PIN tellow Preftricka Moore is the

immediate past SLIM President, and charlene Lopes, another PRI Pgllow, is a
former President of LLSA. Tbe current leadership of our LLSA includes a Patricia
Roberts Barris Yellow as its Vice President.

The Institutional PUN Director at

McGeorge also servee as Faculty Advisor to the Latino Law Students Association.
The modest sine of our minority populatiln and the high degree to which we share

interests and goals tend to maks um an intimate group.

The School of Law has made substantial efforts to include members of
underrepreeented segments of society in its faculty and administration.

Tbe

full-time and adjunct faculty currently includes three Slacks, three Nispanics,

one Asian and one Native hmerican.

It is imperative that the Secretary (and

other evaluators) recognize that such a minority population exceeds the national
average.

Unfortunately, minority representation on law faoulties nationwide is

extremely limited, even less satisfactory than in the practicing bar as a whole.
Only about 6.15 percent of law school faaulty members (including Reian-Amaricane

and those at historically slack schools) are minoritise, the percentage at
McGeorge is 5 .24.

applicants,

The pool of minority law faculty candidates, like the pool of

needs to be enhanced.

The Institutional Direator at McGeorge

speCifically encourages those MN:Fellows and other minority students, whnexcel
in their studiee to consider careers Ln law, teaching. The infusion of Silleke and

Nispanics into the ranks of law teaching should remain a PRN priority.
The School of Law also engages in affirmative action recruiting efforts at
the Association of American Law Schools annual recruitment confersameand through

a variety of publications such as the AATIMICIVIO Asclon Aoglacer and the
Chronicl of Nigher Sducacion.

There can be Little doubt that more work needs

to be dons in this area nationally; the PRN Fellowship Program has the potential

of contributing a start toward the resolution of this Unbalance.
other evidence of the MoCeorge Commitaset To Meet Minority Issas

(1)

Two other McGeorge programs provide additional,

7

inS

solid evidence of the

A Artier At 46,14A Musation la elm Malted States (A.M.A. gegmLAa aS Weal gigAsstum

kdoissicAts to tIke Bar, ralL, 1987).

3 lf;
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commitment of the School of Law tO meet the needs of potential law students who
are members of minority groups underrepresented in the profession of law.
For the past nine years, Walleorge has offered a summer Pre-Law Prograa. This

six-week session is designed tor undergraduates and graduates who want to eample
the law school experience before committing themselves to the pursuit of
&career
in law.

An undergraduate student may earn up to mix semester hour. of undergraduate
credit during the summer pre-law session.

one is

Three classes are offered each summer;

legal method course; tha second covers a portion of a traditional

substantive course in a manner typical of firet-year COUSIN, work; and the third

is structured to provide a imulated clinical experience. Mach class meets three
day.

week during the morning hours for one hour and forty-five minutes.

/n an experience paralleling that of a beginning law student,

pre-law

students begin to acquire a new vocabulary and a newway of thinking about facts,

iesues, problems and solutions--all under the instruction of the faculty of tha

School of Law.

Students in the program receive three hours of undergraduate

credit from the University of the Pacific for each course successfully completed.

Thie program, fully described in Appendix

6, has provided an excellent

vehicle for introducing minority candidates to law study and for assisting those

candidates in gaining admission to institutions of legal education. Well prior

to the summer of 19614 when applications for the first Summer Pre-Law Program
were being received by the school of Law, it was administratively decided that

this program would provide an excellent avenue of exploration for members of
minoritiee interested in legal education.

Therefore, through the admissions
process and through several campus-based scholarehips (beyvnd those listed ln

Table SO. 2), the school of Law made a concerted effort to include

high
percentage of minority candidates in the program. Intentionally small enrollment
averages about twenty-five 'students per summer.

Over a five-year period, of the 120 students who were enrolled in this
program, 41 (or 34 percent) have been members of minorities underrepresented
in
the practice of law.
Over that name period, the total of

tuition and haulm;

ir'
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scholarships awarded to those minority students was 922,487.

That figure

represents over one-quarter of the total anticipated proceeds from tuition, plus

over onesixth of the total anticipated proceeds from housingr and it manifests

another tangible fiduciary commitment on the part of the School of Law to
e ncourage and recognise the special needs of prospective minority law students.

To onr kir:sledge, no minority applicant has ever bees preveeted from attending

this

mops&

doe to a lack of funds.

itudetts who attend the Summer Pre-Law Program are urged to maintain contact

and make use nf whatever assistance we might provide by way of letters et
recommendation and further guidance as they pursue law school admission.

It has

been our hope that knowledge about a student's potential, obtained La this
simulated law school experience, would have an impact on at least some admissions

decisions.

That hope has been realised in fact from the Program's very

inception.

Ons minority student from ths 1980 program, who had *naiad for law school
admission tor the fall of 1920 and been denied, was able to demonstrate aptitude

tor legal study.

Be received the Juris Doctor Degree in 1984 from raftorge.

Subsequent contact with former sunrer Pre-Law students indicates that at least
tem of those students have gained admission to law school as the direct result
of their participation in the Stammer Pre-Lew Program.

McGeorge school of Law has also aotively

supported

the Council of Legal

E ducation Opportunity (MVO), which is eponsewed jointly by the American Say
Association, the Association of American Law Schools, the Nispanic National Mar
Association, the Law School Admission Council, and the National Say Aesociation.

CLRO annually holds Summer Institutes.

The purpoes of the Institutes is to

prepare soonomically and educationally disadvantaged students for law school by

e xposing them to an intensive eix-week course of logal analyeis, writing and

mearoh.

The

Institutee,

sponsored

and

staffed

in

cooperation

with

participating law, schools, in effect give the students a *preview" of Law school,

thereby alerting them to the vigorous demands of the first year of law study.
In addition, they serve to evaluate the law, oebool potential of each participant.

'-?0491-61-04

"
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Because Of diminiehed federal funding, CLIO has sought an elevated level of
financial support from individual law schools. Secause of its commitment tamest

minority needs, McGeorge has responded, as one of the most generous of the
institutional supporters in its region.

For the summer of 1990, for memple,

McGeorge contributed to the CLIO Institute with a $4,000 check.

There

is

no

exaggeration

involved

in

stating that

members

oi

the

administration and the faculty at McGeorge School of Law share a deep commiteent

to increasing the number of currently underrepresented minorities
profession of law.

in the

On a national scale, perhape even more significant than his

appointment ot the 1973 Task Force on Minority Affairs at McGeorge ham been the
role that Dean Gordon D. Schaber has played in the governing body of the America

Bar Association Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the ear.
been a member of its governing board for twelve years.

Be has

During the early ,S0,e,

that governing body, the council of the Section, began to advocate an amendhent

to the American Bar Association Standards for Accreditation of American Law
schools, known am Standard 212, which is reproduced herr4ith,
Censistent with sound educational policy and ths Standarde, the lam school shall
demoastrate, or have carried out and maintained, by poocrete anise, a commitment to
providing full opportanities tor the SUM' of law and emtmy into the profeseien by
qualified embers of groups (notebly racial and ethnic sineticlas) which Mve Mee victim
of discrimination ln various fares.
This caemitment would typically include a special
concern for determining the Petential of Ouch applicants through the admission process.
special reettnitaftt efforts, and
program, which
in meeting the unusual financial
naiads of many such students...

mists

In the wake a the Sakko reverse discrimination decision of the U.S. Supreme
Court, this Standard is considered by many to be the most aggressive step toward

affirmative action in American higher education during the past fifteen years.

This Standard was passed by the House of Delegates of the American Bar
Association while Gordon D. schabsr, Dean of McGeorge school of Law, held the

offices of Chair-sleet of the council and Chair of its Standards

Review

Committee. Hie efforts were instrumental in the promulgation and passage of this
important standard, and - -given his position at our helm- -those efforts must be
recognised as representative of the ,..cmmitment by the faculty and administration

of McGeorge to increase the

flo,-

f

underrepresented minorities into the

profession of law.
Gordon Schaber has the longest tenure as Dean among all dean, of American law

RI%
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lancets.

Se continues to serve the Counci/ of Legal Education as its Secretary,

&ad.-despite

a

threatening

atmosphere

of

contrary political

treeds--his

commiteent to affirmative action in legal education has not flagged.

The value

of this level of commitment at the top of the administration cannot be overestimated; anyone familiar with the politics of higher education knows as much.

ROCMUITalif

(I)

As a private institutioa of lagal education with a national student body and

continua/LIP-growing reputation for academic excellence, McGeorge school of Law

expends substantial time and effort,
efforts.

as well as money,

in its COOrdibdedh

During the 1999-90 academie pear, we expended over $290,000 on

recruitment.

since efforts at attracting members of undiarrepresented minorfty

groups are eade both in ths general recruiting and the minority recruiting
prOgrana, thine will be discussed saparately below.

The School of Law maintains that its participatioh in

a substantial

recruitment program is vital for a variety of reasons, the most obvious of which
inOludel

1.

tb expand the ethnic. Natal and geographical revmesatatioa el tha student bodyf

3.

to improve the everail quality of tha *trolled Oldest body,

3.

4.

Te communicate the geasca/ character and quality ot all Phonon 03 our Protract
To derelop &emplacement garhatof

S.

te armadas am faummi basal ann.

4.

ft identify thee. persons whoherndemenetratedtheir hstearo in eettinasotherthan
What edecatioe aad thlwo persons with menial made that should be aommodased by
Us Soso& of Law. ( ler settlage include, tar szamela. ammealtv Lavolvemet.
gowernmintal activities. tad other varumi backgretada sod emperusuogo opined to is
aignitieent in the preparation far the study er low.
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General Roornitmsnt
ROGruitMent efforts are coordinated by the Office of the Dean of Students.

The process begins with an initial mailing to pre-law advisors and others at
undergraduate colleges and universities across the nation.

This year, that

distribution went to approximately 1,000 of those pre-law advisors.

The

distribution package includes the current McGeorge School oi Law Catalog and a
number

of

auxiliary

pamphlets

that

include:

PrO-Law

R*4141017

List

and

Opportunities for MlnorIty Students.
The Opportunities brochure, which was recently redrafted by a team consisting

of deans, faculty members and minority students, is included herein as Appendix
7.

Note the prominence with which the Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship Progrem

is described in the Catalog and the oppartunities brochure.

All of the literature described above is carried and distributed by the
recruitment staff.

That staff consists of administrators, faculty members,

recent graduates hired particularly for the purpose of recruiting, and currently

enrolled students.

The minority student organisations on campus are also

actively involved in recruitment activities, especially at events sponsored by
minority student organisations on undergraduate campuses.

Schedules permitting,

minority law students are often funded to return to their undergraduate alma
meter to recruit.

During the past ten years, recruitment by McGeorge has taken

place at well over an average of 125 schools per year.

Recruiting visits occur

within one of three general formats: individual visits by recruiters to one
school; attendance at school-sponsored pre-law or graduate school days; and area -

wide pre-law days sponsored by pre-law advisor associations and the Law School
Admission

Council

(LSAC),

drawing

students

and

pre-law

advisors

from

undergraduate schools within a broad geographic area%

For an individual visit, arrangements are made by the Dean of students,
notification of the recruitment viSit is posted on campuses and run in student
newspapers, pre -law advisors and pre-law clubs are contacted, and then the school

is visited. Whenever possible, the entire membership of pre-law clubs is invited

to sttend a presentation.

A typical presentation includes addressing small
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groups, after which the floor I. opened to a question-and-answer session.

pre-law advisors prefer to schedule

individual

interviews

Sone

with potential

candidates, and, in that event, they ars accommodated.
Pre-law and Graduate and Professional Carter Days are sponsored by a number
of

major

undergraduate

schools

the

throughout

country.

During these,

representatives from McGeorge and other major law schools are invited to answer

questions raised by students drawn from the host school as well as from other
colleges and universities in the general area.
A third type of recruiting visit draws together members of regional pre-law
advisor

associations

(e.g.,

Midwest,

Rt

Southeast).

these

meetings,

representatives from McGeorge and other law schools not only meet with students
from undergraduate schools in the area but also have an opportunity to talk with
pre-law advisors.

Participation in these growing, pre-law advisor associations

has permitted McGeorge to provide information to a number of smaller colleges
which otherwise might not be feasible to contact.
During all recruitment visits, vigorous appeals are made to applicants from
uLderrepresented

They are advised

groups.

of

minority

fellowships

and

scholarships (including, of course, PRN), the Minority Affairs Ccemittee and the

role that that.Committee plays in the admieslons process. Mese whowirh further

information or guidance are invited to write or telephone a student -Maher of
MAc, the minority Recruitment coordinator or the PIM Director.

During the 1900 to 1990 academic years, approximately 220 schools were
visited la the general recruitment program.

A complete list of those schools,

by state, may be found in Appendix I of this application.

Minority amormitment

(21

In

addition

to

the

substantial

efforts

made

to

recruit members of

underrepresented minorities in the context of its general recruitment program,
maGeorge School of Law asserts itself in ipeolallaed efforts to recruit members
of these groups.

Faculty members on the Minority Affairs committee and students

from the Sch001's Latino and Slack Law Students organisations are active
participants in these epecialiaed recruiting efforts, as is the Pea Institutional

'
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Director.
r.

The School of Law participate. in many minority recrititment days held by host

colleges and universities throughout the nation. Minority law student represent
the School at many of these specialised recruiting programs.

This year. under

the supervision of the Dean of Students, various member. of the Faculty Committee

on Minority Affairs and various minority student-leaders conducted recruiteent

focused upon members of minorities underrepresented in the legal profession.
Members of bath the Blank and Latino Law Student, associations have participated
in recruiting trips during ths 1990-91 academic year, most recently to a minority

Pre-Law Day sponsored by the Northern California law schools on Saturday,
November 17, 1990, at the University of California at Berkeley.

Various Black and Hispanic pra-law societies ar contact. at a number of
colleges and universities.

This year, the staff also attended minority pre-law

and graduate and professional programs at such schools as the University of
California at Irvine, Riverside and Davie; Stanford university; California State
University at Fresno, Ban Jose, Hayward and Sacramento; and the University of Ban
Francisco.
sites,

Further, we participated in Washington, D.C., area Days.

At distant

members of our minority alumni assist us with recruitment whenever

possible.

The commitment which McGeorge has manifested in its minority recruitment
efforts is partially substantiated in Appendix 9, which list, representative
colleges and universities where minority recruitment hae taken place during the
past seven years.

in addition to the above recruitment program, the Admissions

Offi6:. cooperates with our minority student organisations in a program whereby
appl1cants to the School of Law are contacted personally by minority law students

to provide further information, encouragement and a personal, on-campus contact
to whom the applicant can address questions.
Both the Dean of Students and the PAH Institutional Director have established
informal, but extensive, networks of contacts with minority faculty members, per-

law advisors and others at undergraduate schools across the nation to enhance
mcceorge's minority recruitment efforts.

) .'3a

For example, the Career counselor at

'
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U.C. Irvine, Pot Comes, has helped to identify numerous Hispanic candidates; and

an ROTC Cadre Leader at Michigan State University was instrumental in the
recruitment of one of out Igee-go Harris Fellows.

The value of these networks

ie not to be underestimated.
Not

fully discussed here are those affirmative

action programs with

recruitment potential, such as our faculty speaker pool, various contacts with
minority youngsters from our neighborhood,

the Summer Pre-Law Program and high

school visits, because they ars addressed elsewhere in this proposal.

Tn fact,

though, these programs represent some of our most creative and imaginative
recruitment efforts, which, over the longer term, may prove to be our most
effective efforts ae well--if not for enhanced representation at McGeorge, for
enhanced representation in legal education generally.

(C)

MIT =UMW OF UnDIRREPRISINTIO STDDIDITS AT HoMPOROS
With appropriate cautionary notations, McGeorge Cas already begun to

recruit

for 1991-92

academic year Fellowships

(which this application is

requesting). The current catalog of the School of Law carries, on Page 31 and 36,

a description of the Fellowships, as well as a photograph picturing seven of the
Fellows.

Our new opportunitlea for Minority Students brochure (Appendix 7)

carries a fuller description of the Program, the Institutional Director's direct
address, telephone number and a solicitation of inquiries and applications.

this writing, he is receiving inquiries nearly every day.

At

Further, McGeorge

recruiters carry copiem of an information sheet entitled "Federally Funded
Minority Fellowships at McGeorge," which ie included as Appendix 10 in this
application. In pertinent part, it reads
While there i no guarantee that McGeorge will receive new fellowships to sward tor the
1531-52 aoadeaut year, our history of success Indicates a strong likellhoed that we will.
It is stimated that McGeorge will leara of its award for 155141 during May of 1501.
Students applying tor consWerstion on this contingency basis day haw. their application
fee waited upon rImmest by the Director.

This

information

sheet

is

accompanied

by

a

poster

titled

"Graduate

Fellowships for Minorities in Law," whiCh is also displayed by recruiters (and

included in this application se Appendix 11). on both the poster and the
informational sheet,

students are invited to write or call directly to the

35.1
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Institutional Director. in turn. the Institutional Director has made

seven*

policy of waiving the required application fee tor studanta who mish to applyto

the Program a contingency basis, even it theywish also tossing an application
tor regular admission. Postareand informational sheets are well circulated among
undergraduate institutions.
These publicity efforts ars designed to attraot applicants who may not be
able tO consider McGeorge School Ot Law absent the availability of fellowship's
hence,

these

efforts

are

designed to

help

assure

a

net

increase

of

underrepresented 11w ettdents here. These mailings have resulted in numerous
inquiries and applications, over one hundred tor example during 1989 -90.

Given

our experience with the 1111 Program, we can categorically state that award of
fellowships will result in a met increase of students from the underrepreeented

groups designated by this application because, ae noted above, the coot of

attending Montero* has proven the singlet

most eigeitLaint

impediment to

increasing the percentage of underrepresented minorities in our student body.

The net increase attributable to Fee fellowship, was especially borne out
daring the 1985-86 academic year (one of two years during which we were awarded

the greatest single number of new fellowships (five!)
participation in the Program.

in our ten years of

Of the 21 Slack applicants that were accepted for

admission for the 1985-86 academic year,

10 enrolled. Of the 38 Hispanic

applicants accepted, 12 enrolled. rive of those 22 !minority first-year students
could not have attended 00P -McGeorge school of Law without the support provided

by PR! fellowships. in ssence, then, the fellowship Program created

29.4

perceet net increase of minority students in our riret-tear class during the
1985-06 acadmeic year.

Sven exceeding the 1185-86 experience was one that transpired at the
beginning of the 1988-89 academie year. Owe again, we were allocated five new
Fellowships which we, in turn, awarded to three Blacks and two Hispanics, all

women. Aside from the Fellows, there wars five Slacks and seven nispanics
enrolled intim! first-year class. Therelloodapawards, them, repreeacted a set
increase of 37.5* Slack and 25.6% MispeaLo stedsate in our first-year close. te
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a combined net increase of 41.7% in Slack and Hispanic minority enrolLment.

Of course, the actual percentage of net increase of enrolled minority
Students varies from year to year. Given an average award over thirteen yearn of

2.2 new Fellowships per year and a relatively constant flow of minority
applicants, the net increase directly attributable to FRB has averaged at
approximately 20 percent per year, a formidable gain. A clear inference that can
be drawn from, these figures is that the net increaseof underrepresented students

is directly peoparnianal to the number of PRI fellowships awarded in any given
year.

That gain, though, is better measured in persons than in percentage.. The

reader is invited, once again, to reflect upon Table Ho. 1 (pages ii through iv

above) to note the individuals who are undertaking or have undertaken a legal
education thanks to the PRH Fellowship Program. Better, note the seventeen Black
and Hispanic alumni of the PRH Programwho are now attorneys, practicing law from

Ban Franciteo to san Diego,

in large firms and small, in private and public

service, as a direct result of the net incresse of minOrity students at
McGeorge School of Law.

-

Though the raw numbers are modest, the personal and

societal gains, significant.
This reality aleo admits, unfortunately, of a negative side. Bach year, there

remains a number of applicants who are unable to attend McGeorge because of the
limited availability of funding. This further guarantees, in our estimation, that

the award of PRH Fellowships will continue to result in net increases.

Hone of the !allows at McGeorge would have been able to attend McGeorge
without fellowships, ind nearly all transform support into success.

Mary Aguirre,

one of the fellows most recently admitted to the Bar,

represents a superb example of the human and social dimensions of "net increase."

A native of Stockton, California, Mary was only able to enroll in and graduate

from college because the university of the Pacific awarded to her a full
(privately-funded) cholarship, based upon a remarkable high School record.
Consistent with her demonstrated promise, and, based upon academic exCellence, ohs

was elected by the faculty of the College of Pacific as one of its outstanding
graduates.

At an awards luncheon, where HoGoorge's PRH Institutional Director

.")
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was present (to repreeece the law school), NO. Aguirre remarked that her plans

inOluded eadertaking a legal education. Meese immediately, her applLoation to
Nogeorgo wee reviewed thoroughly, and Mary was recruited into cospetition for a

lfti-S7 Pet Fellowship. A. fabl No. 1 deonstrates, ms. Aguirre graduated from
Molsorga Lamy 111$0, was admitted to the California tar in Nerember, and has now
realised the Witg.time 'Ambition of prosecuting cases for the district attorney's

office in her base town.

The District Attorney of tan Joaquin County, another

acamsgs alumnus, faced with a large number of qualified applicants, may have
been moved to select nary because of the personal urging of her--and his --law
school dean.

Now a busy D.A., ma. Aguirre finds (i.e., makes) time to visit her

hil01 echool--endl others in Stockton,s several, depressed Hispanic neighborhoods--

to convey the message Si, a* puedei (Tel, you cani).

In fact, Mary embodies just

that message.

Meant Marcie support, this goal would likely have remained lust beyond her
reach --if not completely, at least for the several years that it would have taken

her to finance a legal education.
Standing all of four feet eleven inches tall, Mary personifies the enormous
implications of the "net increase° that is the dynamic of the Harris Program as
administered by McGeorge.

should she contemplate ultimatly to ascend to the

bench, her drive and industry will stand her in excellent stead. All involved-Ks. Aguirre, McGeorge and the administration ci justice in Stocktonwill be the

direct beneficiaries of the 'net increase° attributable to the PRE Fellowship
Program.

Of course, none of the other institutional or federal programs of support

have been or will be diminished because of the PRN Programj in fact,

all

institutionally-funded programs have been enhanced in recent years, even aside

from the new, ndowed minority scholarship fund.°

(0) INSTITOTTONM PON DrIOCTON AT NoONOSICS

sax taa Imm tosismise *Tole MOW !Ws." above.
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When, in spring of 1978, McGeorge school of Law made its first application

to the Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program,

it designated its

Institutional Director as Dr. Robert Chaim. Hie currif

A vitae is attached to

this application as Appendix 12. Though not a limy*

Dr. Chaim is a voting

member of the full-time faculty at the School of Liv., was appointed as an
Assistant Dean prior to the 1981-82 academic year, and continues to serve as the

Patricia Roberts Harris Institutional Director. Among his administrative duties

are his responsibi:ity to sit on the committees of Financial Aid, Honors sad
Awards, and Minority Affairs; to serve as the Student Affirmative Action Officer
for the school of Law; to supervise the Minority Academic Anal:mance Program; and

to provide non-academic student services.
His primary academic responsibility is academic assistance to students with
perceived needs, primarily in the area of linguistic skills. While he does teach
one course for academic credit each term, "Plain tnglish for Lawyers," the great
majority of his academic assignment (approximately 79%) is designated to be spent

in the provision of academic aesistance, the substance of which is discussed in
Section (A)

(2) above.

As previously stated, effective written expression has

been demonstrated to be a particularly problematical area for many minority law
students.

As a writing export, he directly assists the Fellows in maximising

their returns on law school exams.

Dr. Chaim has established a routine of visiting with the TRH Fellows at
frequent intervals.

He meets with them individually to discuss the entire

spectrum of transitional

patterns that tend to occur as students immerse

themselves in the strenuous process of legal educatioL. Since the first year is

typically the most difficult, Dean Chaim meets with ,:he first-year Fellows at
weekly intervals, at least intially.
leach meeting is devoted to the discussion of some particular facet of legal

education, though casual exchange of impressions and ideas is encouraged.
Academic topics for discussion vary. For example, earlier in the year the
meetings are largely concerned with taking of class notes and writing of case
briefs. me routinely examines the preparation materials of each of the Fellows.

,
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As the year progresees, the meeting, are concerned with the organization of
complex class materials,

processes of review,

and the assembly of course

outlines. As the terms proceed toward examination periods, the Fellows write
practice exams and submit them to De&A Chaim. He responds with evaluation. In
fact,

samples of all of the Yellows, work- -no matter the source of the

assignment - -are reviewed and commented upon by the Institutional

Director.

Combining an informal atmosphere with challenging academic expectations,

in a

setting of genuine concern, creates a strong and close bond of collegiality
between the Director and the Fellows. This mentoring relationship may be
ignificant contributor ro the remarkable history of SuCCOS of the PRN Fellows
at McGeorge.

In the regular course of his duties, Dean Chaim frequently solicits the

participation of substantive law professors to.assure meaningful analyses of
student work. other faculty members at McGeorge cooperate in this effort; all are
cognizant of the identity of the Harris fellows, and they keep the Director well -

apprised of the Fellow, performance in their classes.

Thus, the PRM Fellows

receive special assistance not only from the Director of the Program, but from

other key faculty members as well.

Your of these key faculty members are

Professors Landeberg, Myers, Morris and Yelpeala; each is described in the
McGeorg Catalog (Appendix 2), and their roles with respect to minority affairs
are discussed briefly under 'Quality of Rey Faculty° Ln Section (I), below.
In terms of having sufficient authority to assist the Fellows in all aspects

of the eduoational program, it is important to note that Dean Chaim is a line officer, who contributes to institutional policy and reports directly to Dean of
the SchOol of Law.

Given this combination of responsibility and authority, his

position is nearly optimum for a PAN Director.
In addition, Dean Chaim enjoys access to all student records,

not generally

available to faculty, in order to wining his ability to respond to tudent
needs.

For exmxple, tha Registra.: routinely forwards confidential evaluation

reports to him, and the Director of Financial Aid jeep* him well abreast of any
spacial needs of minority students.

3
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Further, Dean Chaim eupervieee the Office of Student Services and maintains

clogs contact with the Office of Career Development and the Business Office in
relation to the Pell Fellows.

In short,

the Fellowship Director at McGeorge

coordinates the School's concern for the Fellows with the goals that the Program

repreeents. Each term, he carefully reviews the @cores received by all of the

Fellows on their examination. to keep abreaet of their progress. it i a rare
week during which he doee not meet, at least caeually, with all of the Fellows
in residence.

Unfortunate bouts of illnese, one with mononucleosis and the other with
asthma, caused two recent Fellow. to diminish their course loads and to extend
and alter their programs at the School of Lam. In these cirommetances, Dean Chain

helped to redeeign the Fellows' curriculum. TUrther, mince there has recently

been imposed an absolute throe-year maximum upon PRE Pellowehip upport, he
aesisted in pursuing alternate sources of support for the additional year of law

study required for theme two fellows.
While one of theme two, me. Monica Sennett, rebounded well and received her

Sari@ Doctor Degree upon recovery, the other, Me. Njoki Mnkesa, wae forced--at
least temporarily-- to leave the School of Law. Though Ms. Sukenik departure from

mcaeorge without a degree represents a serious ource of concern fOr the
Inetitutional Director, he aseerts with confidence that every mingle available

resource for recovery and success was placed at her disposal, including 010OG
supervision by a particularly committed member of the full-tioe faculty. Since

he clearly has the requisite aptitude for success, the Director can only draw
the inference that perhaps an interval of intellectual and academic maturation
is required before she ie able to return to legal education to realize her goal.

Ms. Bennett's remarkable "turnabout," on the other hand, could not be more
heartening.

With

the

single

exception of

Me.

Mukasa,

all

of

the

Fellow.

are

progreseing--or have progressed--quits eatiefactorily toward their profeseional

goals. in the context of a rigorous program of legal education, a accoon rate

of 97 percent among minority candidates is incredibly tromp in fact, it ie

3.f
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superlative.

if this level of aoadssio success, bar passage and subsequent employment

(discussed infra.) Of the PRS Yellows provides a fair indicator of the
effectiveness of the PIS institutional Director, he has been successful indeed.

Were properly, of course,

that success is attributable to the aptitude,

cOmmiteent and diligence of the Yellows themselves.

After dispatching his

recruitment and selection duties, the Director can only stimulate and encourage
the personal talents of the relir.ws to help pave the way to success by careful
attention to them as whole persons.
Dr. Chaim is also active with :TRH on a national level.

When he became aware

that participation in th prngram by law schools might be diminished by
"priority" mechanism favoring Ph.D. programs, he played a key role in mounting
campaign to protect the law schools, fair share of the Program.

ue mustered

nation-wide support through a joint task force of the A.S.A., the Association of
American Law Schools and the Law School Admission Council, a task force on which
his Dean serves.

in fact, he drafted a lettere! objection that, in edited form,

was ultimately addressed to the Secretary of Education by the Joint Task FOtell.
Dean Chaim's draft and the final letter are .,.ncluded herein as Appendices ISA and
les.

While we ars not insensitive to the pressing need for enhanced representation

among holders GC the Ph.D.

(and,

even mere,

among college teachers), our

Director's activism demonstrates, we think, our level of commitment to PRE as a

vehicle for desperately-neaded enhancement of representation in the profession
of law--enhancement that was clearly

part of the Congressional intent behind

the Patricia adberts Harris Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program.

in short, the Institutional Director at somergs applies himaslt diligently
and industriously toward making the most of the Program.

(2) ADUMAsIOM TO PUMA, PLACIOMMMT AND inamormin OPIPOMEDWITISS
Since

admission

to practice

ia

36 1

a necessary prerequisite

to

legal

,
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employment,

high degree of wucoess by McGeorge tudents on bar examinations

creates excellent potential for the placement of minority graduates fraet4c0earge
School of Law.

Given the well-known difficulties that Minority candidates have

had on bar examinations (and specially the California Ear), this contribution
by the School is a major one in striving for better representation by minorities

in the profeesion.

Eighteen of nineteen PAM fellows who have taken the

California Bar Examination have passed it.

Anyone who knows anything about

minority success rates on that tough examination knows that a 94.7% pass-rate is
extraordinary.

Among recent minority graduates at the School of Law, moot are in private

practice, several are on the bench from the municipai court to the appellate
court level,

some are with the offices of the district attorney and public

defender, and still others are working with governmental agencies.

Annually,

MCGeorge School of Law conducts a survey of its graduating class within 90 days
after the completion date of bar examinations. Of the responding graduates of the

19t9 graduating class, 97 percent of those eligible for positions in tha legal

profession were either employed or pursuing an advanced degree. The areas of
employment were as follows: Private Practice, 71%; Government, 16%; Judicial
Clerkships, 3%; Public Service/Public Interest, 2%; military (JAG corps), 2%. Ths

average annual beginning salary seas $39,473 for that Class.

During the late ,70es, the Young Lawyers Division of the A.B.A. created the
Minorities in the Profession committee.

During 1981, that Committee published

the following commentary on the sta*us of minority participation in the legal
profession, a situation that

unfortunately remains the status quo.°

Although their number. have increased, minority lawyers raftain essentially in the sass
ponition MIT were in 1,68, to wits a witty powarlsos group. Although minority individuals
were 'allowed' te enter law sonael 'lively,* the privileges of being a lawyer wars not
extended &cross the board to the minority lawyer population. What do we mesa by that lest
statement? messes simply that minority law stUdants/lawyara believed that they would have
an opportunity to participate in all sagmsnts of the legal profession --namely, anti-trust
law, corpnrate law. banklag law, tax law and adaliatmativa law--ln addition to the more
traditional UM. of practice sat aside tor them, criminal law, low-grade matrimonial and
instead, minority lawyers save toned that atm doors
Personal injury and title VII mark.
to Matra:ULU:mg law tires closed toting'. Isportut goverment sad onsporata lobe closed

299/.

A.S.A. Toung Lawyers Pivillion, minorities in the Profession Committee, A.e.A./T.t.D.,
(Emphasis added.)
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This limitation of opportunities for minority law graduates hes aliply not

beer the case fey graduates of the McGeorge School of Law.

Asong our Kerrie

alumni, Jevons English turned down the offer of a position with the United states

Attorney General'. Office (am °impotent government jib") in !to Anti-Trust
Department in favor of a position with one of the nation's most treditiosal lee

firm, Pillsbury, Madison and eutro.

As a partner, he practices &AU...treat law

exclusively.
Another traditioaal firm, Ahern and Mooney, became Ahern, Mooney, Rodrigues

and Weis when Joseph Rodriguee became a partner.

loth Michael Laohuk end

Paulette Garcia are retained by major corporations, the high-tech Morthrup and
Ticor, a major real property finamoe concern.

The public sector is well represented by the sae Frani:limo city Attorney
(Geraldine Roeen) and the San Diego County (Carlos Chavarria) and San Joaquin

County (Mary hoarse) district attorneys. These are positions of choice. Three

additional of the Fellows have undertaken prestigious clerkships with high
courts.
These highlights, drawn from Table mo. 1, are representative of the diversity

of professional legal positions occupied by the alumni ot the Patricia Roberts
Kerrie Fellowship Program.

In short, contrary to recent public, outcries about

there being "too many lawyers," minority lawyers are too few by far/ and
opportunities forimminingful employment in all segments of the proteseime remain

plentiful for McGeorge graduates.

The McGeorge Office of careerDevelopment, the institutional Director and
the Dear of the School of Law have all participated actively in helping to place

PRP fellows immediately upon graduation and &dolma= to praotioe. Morrow'
letters of recommendation have been written and personal contacts explored to
salaam their employment opportunities. The School of Lei/considers such efforts

to be part and parcel of its affirmative action commitment.

further note from Table No.

The reader will

1 that three of the five Fellows scheduled to

graduate two months free this writing hew* already sevoredlegal employment, to
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members of underrepresented grOups

for

iks is vident from Tabl NO. 1, it opens

dbors to employment in precisely those kinds of firma, officio and agencies that

ars most in need of minority representatioo.
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disgracefully and unacceptably low. The demographic history of the bench and bar

provides ample evidence of historical underrepresantation.
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Current demographics indicate that the growth trnode in the U.S. population at
large are rapidly outdistancing the diminutive gains that have Mee reaLiSed over

the past half-century.

This past decade has seen only minor enhancement.
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dramatic disparity, with over twenty percent
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the population
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represented by under four percent of the legal profession, demands attentioe.
minority representation in the legal profefision La California is unao0eptably
low when covered with our population as whole. Zn 1980, Slacks made up 7.74

of the california population" hut represented only 2.42% of the Statees
civilian labor force of attorneys and 2.57% of employed attorneys." Hispanic.
Meetioane were also severely underrepresented in California. Hispania*
represented 19.2% of the Iltate's population but only 3.54% of the civilian labor
force of attorneys and 3.5104 of eeployed attorneys. 1t is clear that not only
are Slacks and Hispanics grossly underrepresented in the legal profession, but
more Slack and Hispania attormeys are unemployed than their white counterparts.

unemployment for Slack attorneys is 3.0Ity for Hispanics it is 2.211 whil
unemployment for white attorneys is oak 1.23t." This is largely due to the
problems that minority candidates have had with passing the California Bar
lixamination, but note the bar passage and employment rates of NW Yellows at
McGeorge as demonstrated on Table No. 1.
Since McGeorge is located La Sacramento and many of ite students are drawn
from the Sacramento area and end up practicing law here, it is helpful to examine

the level 01 enderrepresentation of minorities in the profeseion in the
saoramento area. while Blacks made up 7.3811 of the population of the sactaaento
area, only 1.98% of the attorneys were Black." Also, while Hispanic. made up
9.72% of the Sacramento population, only 3.231 of the attorneys there were

CeesUe of the PopulatIna, desersl Population

Chasootoriatioo--Califorola, p. 4-42
(eines 1040 figurer are the neat recent available for
the California practicing bar, thee* rill he
used throughout the Wanes et this *notice Ls order to
esintain statistical integrity.1
13

Casnue f ooputotior, supra, ridge 217 p. 1-453, p. a.asa, p. 6423,
14
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Hispanic."

While McGeorge

has contributed

to some

small

gains

in

the

community, minorities in the Sacramento area remain severely underrepresented in

the legal profession.
(0)

MORNS 07 =ZONAL IDDID POR WAN= SZPRISNSTATIOS
IN LAW NT SLAM AND SISPANICS
Statistical analysis indicates that in California the ratio of attorney, to

the total population is approximately 1 to 373. While attorney representation as

a whole in the State of California is somewhat better than that of the nation,
minority representation in California ie grossly inadequate. There is only one
Black attorney for every 1,113 SlAckm in California. In addition, there is only

one Hispanic lawyer for every 2,091 Bispanics in the Stets."
The situation locally is better, but not a great deal.

In the Sacramento

area the ratio of attorneys to total population also points clearly to the need

for better minority representation in the legal

profession.

The ratio of

attorneys to residents in the Sacramento area is one attorney per 250 residents.

Tor every Black attortsy, there are 933 Black residents and for every Hispanic

attorney there are 751 Hispanic residents."
In addition, in the Sacramento area, as of 1980, there were only 15 Black

ludges and no Hispanic judges at the Municipal

ow.:

superior Court level."

Today, one Hispanic iudge sits on the Municipal colart.

Increased minority representation in law schools in the Sacramento area is
essential

in order to alleviate the gross underrepresentation of minority

attorneys who practice here. It is absolutely unacceptable that only 1.98% of the
attorneys practicing in the Sacramento area are Slack. It is equally unacceptable

that only 3.23% of the attorneys in this area are Hispanic,

especially in light

of the fact that California's Hispanic population is one of the highest in the

17

1980 Commis of Population, supra, MIA's' for Urbanized &read.
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United States. To allow thu State more fully to serve its minority populatIon,
and to assure emote diverse and representativ bar, it is essential to encourage

students representing these minority groups in the legal educatiOn process to
e nter the practicing bar ot California.

Hispanic and slack students remain grossly underrepresented in law schools

nationwide, despite the pressing need tor the bar to retlect our national
diversity. 21

small.

The percentage of minority students in Law school is painfully

In 1985, national law school enrollment totaled 129,698.22

For the

1989-90 academic year, enrollment of Black Students wa 6,791 (5.24%); HesicanAMeriCan students numbered 1,663 (1.28%): and other Hispanic-Americans accounted

for 2,580 (1.99%).22

It is important to note that during 1988, Black, and

H ispanics represented 12.3% and 8.1%, respectively, of the American population.
Thus,

while the Black and Hispanic populations nationally have

increased

dramatically, current nrollment in legal education program promisee little
cognisable gain toward equity for these minority groups.24

Am the minority

population grows at an increasing rate, the need for minority representation in
the bar increases proportionately.
These tig l.

take on more moaning when examined in terms of the ratio of

Lawyers to tho population as a whole. both ajority and minority.22

The ratio

of attorney, to the total population in the united States was 1 to 340 in 1988,

for Blacks this ratio was

1

to 2,094; for Hispanics,

1 to 1,441.

It

is

21

See generally C. Jaffin, Minority Quotas In Lay end Medicin (1977) and 16. Leonard,

B lack Lawyer (1977).
22

A.B.A. Section On Lnai nducetion and Admissions to the mar.
*ovary of Loyal
leueettoe In the united restos, Pall, 29119 (adials& of Loyal Moe-alb:me) (chicane, A..A.), p. 69.
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Statistloal Almatifota, 1990.
put mote thee no internees ebet/d be tram suspects,
thet slums, ter example, ebould be represented only
by Olson learyare or Mites by mutes, ice tlia%
mattes.
bather. gimes %be sLialgiesat public relss that Logan play la mix 'misty (e.g., as
ofttoers et tee moans, as mdssu aild as penmen efeleials), the
profses/os timid reflsot the
tiveraity et shapes/at/se. moss, it seem is ever Wan te be appreachee,
the msletsame of
rele-medels bar a6aselty yeeskesst be sdT se best satetasttsi frapertaare. vbe susroative...ose
Shot se have Mem te fear..is the heritage et sa Arista:my of mrsooarmostle lawyers, judges end
palls fusetiesarlse.)
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lawyers to the population as a whole, both majority and minority.25

The ratio

of attorneys to the total population in tha United States was 1 to 340 in 1989;

for Blacks this ratio was 1 to 5,137; for Hispanics,

1 to 3,544.

It is

therefore clear that increased diversity in the legal profession is needed on this
national level, not only for the purposes of ensuring adequate representation by

each minority group, but for the good of the profession as a whole.

(M) TUE MLITT Or TSB ACADZMIC PADOMAM AT mantomme sce0OL Or LAM
Any adequate summary of the academic program at COP-McGeorge School of Law

womld be too lengthy for this application; hence, in its stead, readers are
directed to the current elcOsorge Catalog (Appendix 2), which contains a summary

of programs, most specifically on Pages 33 and 1 through 8.
The required curriculum for the three-year program of legal education leading

to the Juni* Doctor Degree is attached to this application as Appendix 13. The
electives offered during the 1990-91 academic year, including those required for
graduation, are listed in Appendix 14. Appendix 15 lists the indostantial clinical
offerings at HeGeorge School. of Law. Through this neat blend of the required, the

elective and clinical realities, McGeorge is steadily building its reputation as

one of the leaders in national legal education.

Perhaps the beet evidence of this is the ability of )4cGeorge graduates to

gain admission to practice and subsequent employment as discussed above in
section (It).

The most prestigious and exclusive organisation in the American community of
legal education, ite Phi Beta Kappa, is the Order of the coif. The English Order
of the Coif was the most ancient and one of the most honored institutions of the
Common Loy.

It is thought by some to have antedated the Merman Conquest; in any

event, it was more ancient than Westminster Mall or the oldest of the Inglish

Is
(Gut note that no inference should be drawn suggesting
Statistical Abetracts,
that earth, for example, should be represented osly by Slack Lawyer. or whites by Whites, for that
Gather, given the 1)&9'1UL:sent public roles that lawyers play in our society (e.g., GS
matter.
officers of the 0oUrte. as 3udgee and as government officials), the profeagion hould reflect the
further, lf &Pity is ever going to be approached, the existenc of
dlvertity of the ;ovulation.
role-ecaels tor minority youth must be deemed taboo! substantial importance, The alternative..one
that we hove coition to fear- -2.8 the heritage of an aristocracy at mcnochrceatic lawyers, 'Judges aid
public functlonaries.1
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cOurts in which the Common Las of England, se we knew it, was fashioned. It was
an aseociatioe of lawyers, never large in number, from whose members exclusively

the Judges of tee Court of common Pleas Were appointed, &Mute for centuries had
the sole right to appear as barristers in that Court.
The American Order of the Coif is ths outgrowth of an earlier society known

as Theta Kappa Mo. This 'moiety was founded at the university of Illinois in 1902

for the purpose of promoting scholarship among American law students. Election
of law students to the Order ie restricted to those Schools with chapters of the

Order and to the ten percent of each sanior class who have attained highest
academic rank. Only 73 of the 175 American law schools approved by the American
Bar Association have chapter. of the Order. During January of 1982, the Brecutive

committee of the Order approved the application for the granting of a chapter in
the order to the University of the Pacific, Mcgmorys School of Law. That approval

was ratified by a unanimous vote of the then extant Chapters.
JerOn English, one of the first gePOP Fellows, was inducted into the Order,

as was Genera Moires, a 1906 graduate of the McGeorge Patricia Reberts Barris

pellowship Program. Two of ighteen alumni ot the Pee Program to have been
elected to Coif speaks very highly of the Program's level of success at McGeorge.

while there L. no official rating or ranking of American law schools that is

aanctioned by their accrediting agencies,

The Gourman Report",

rates the

McGeorge program 4.25 on a 5-point ecale *strong") and ranks McGeorge 36th out
of 174 institutions.

The school of Law is undertaking, at this writing, the

arducum task of preparing a comprehensive self-study

in anticipation of its

seven-year sabbatical inspection for re-accreditation by the A.B.A. and the
A.A.L.S.

Our self-study team will ecrutinise every aspect of the educational

program to assure that we maintain oar standard of excellence in the pursuit of

our mission, a summary of which is printed on the inside cover of our Catalog
(Appendix 2).

CC

DC. rreakeoszsaa (alms csw. mi., ice Ancellist National 246mgelona1 Itand&rds. Ittp).
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(I) CiaaLlf! Ct MST MOUT
The McGeorge School of Law faculty has grown significantly in numbers, depth

and variety of experience since 1167-6e, the first academic year in which the

SCh001 of Law faculty instructed both a full-time day and part-time evening
curriculum. Recruitment and selection ot highly qualified faculty members have
contributed signifiCantly to that growth. The teculty has increased in lase from

nine full -time and ixteen adjunct members in the fall ot 1969 to 61 full-time

and 33 adjunct professors in the spring of 1190.

Thus, over the past twenty

academic years, the full-time faculty haw increased by over SOO percent while tha

student body has increased by only 123 percent.
Tightest. members

Coif and,

of

the full-time faculty hold membership in the order of the

of course, the awarding of a Chapter in the order is the highest
During the past few academic

possible accolade of a law faculty as a whole.

years, three professors have received particularly distinguished he/norms
MAW. D. filokose isa funlaMRMI by the all-university fmmtltywithinobnimmaivrot the

Pantie Distimpann Wmielty Amen. MA award is band ins tonnes offeetinans.
seholarly and prefeenaan asalewmmets asd *marine/4mm le the Wailmweitynemmity.

Ilsaffropoos olootod km the lateral, asombly of the Wilted Ilistieso taint as
ne United stem mem of the mined Patine tatereationl Law Conisona (SaO).
stable C.

Profanes NeCadfrey_was 'laminated as tbett.g. esonnts by

frooldost amiale wpm an

noretery of Statealseasear saig. The itC is a Wenn: grown ssct5 lb iatenational
law 'mica Orly' treatise on topics refund to it by the Oa. 51511.1 kesably. The
Comalsoles nett thinnans a yosr (Nay Mena nlyl at the Veiniest-Less seaegeastere
in One's, Switeselead. Professor Mennen MOO elected tor a fice.yeas tenet seise he

ionsqlosso

serves
sower Seethe for which he has me seaman aseimemite. met self wts
Protases's, mcsiteey appeinted to a sassed tiwm.year term, bct be wee Wee sleeted aa the

Chainn et the tie Mang s paried tkat the intonational pries ban tooted as the son
Inventive ewer Ls the history 02 the Cosensies.
ger the ninth
far. itetios Asthenia. smeseep, a former Cadge of the U.S. Court
Circuit, has taught the mistral nurse la Cesstitutionsl Lae 2M ea
tett Mane et the
President Ronald
MOGOOrse Paster ihmr_emit two decades. Profaner Reenowqmall Onianed

Reagan en nOnSireed by the Le. sotate Gs as associate notice of the Supreme Cent of

the nine States. Junes &mama/4 oontinade to teach for engorge Cann Oar Summar
Sestina, whea the Court is La /geese.

Pour additional members of the faculty are especially key to the PR Writ.
Program by virtue ot their involvement with minority affairs at the School ot
LAN:
ealas Imilabire Wed Mee 4. O. ewe, beta Professore ef Lem, are the Penult Cb-edvisere
to the muffin Seedeeeldeietenlie Program.
Prefeeeer Laudable
ritfisS Clint et
the Civil Righte Womb of the W. s. beparbent of Justin, xfte has published intensively

is

in the

&nos of sossittutimool imam can/

eights. Wedowee *Me, see alse ems panties

smeninnwith she Diponooso ft Pasties, is the tenser sittommuref the teem Coster ter
the seediesppee of Salt isks City. sis ettelerseip. chin ie smanosted is tenni boots
ase dosses of washes, femme. sues the rights et 01111direir eseseis//y the hewed.
Professes Zeiesesre shale, the Pelty Canteen es Ninentioseriatuasse pretense Myers
Ls the Penny Aerie*, te 04C 401044CMCi0G0 LOW etiologist

I
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adds &orris, Professor op Lave

im the faculty Advisor to our Sleek tar Students
eseesietiee, as a blank woman, Protseeor ;anis is adosolaily genitive to the need tor
seellastiasties of minority stadeata to thm law sense& environment. She has also written

Oa Waage of @timidity,
Interdierip/iaary

masfseal MOO Aar

most meetly 'Racial

tnegmality in Ammriaan citiogi An
0 which appears in volume timo of the Tulsa. edition ot the

MS 'WWII in

e Masse= et sae. A native and samba of the bar cd Ghana, hs joined
the etfakeree Welty le 1581 after earning the poet's of Juridic*/ $IMMS Nam from the
Usiveraitf of Ifteseaela. 'Mega eel $ eeress of the Miserity attain Conittee, Professor
velpeale tee made staleceatiel metribetioes to the limarity Academic assistanes Program.
swamp velmatassed several time to emadest tarfread rwtsafte session% be is this year
devalapisg
pilot program of wanly skille-developmsat asssioma. Using first.year and
aeseas-vear webers of the Sleek Law *toasts Asaosiaties es Us teat roup, Preieseor

felpeake is be/pieg etteleete te refine tkala strategies of analysis sad systamis og case
lee.
so initial prmweetetios et %his proposed arm aspect of tha NAAP Program was well
reedit"' by the Committee.

The strength and diversity of the backgrounds of the 61 full-time members of
the faculty is indicated by diversity of teaching roles, achievement of advanced

degrees, bar admissions and experience.

Thirty-five are full professors, four

are ssociat professors, two hold tha rank of aeeiettgt professor,
scholar in regidenea and seven are lecturers in left= instructora.

one is a

Thla Clinical

faoulty =notate Of three clinical professore one alla0diatm clinical profesoor,

and two clinical staff attorneys. The faculty collectively holds 50 bachelor
degrees from 37 different universities. It holds 60 first professional degrees

is law from 28 different law schools, as well as 24 masters and doctoral

law

degrees from 16 schools. It holds 72 bar admissions free 28 jurisdictions. The
average age La approximately 46. Members of the faculty, on average, have had 15

years of teaching experince and 12 years of experience in law practice since
obtaining their first law degrees. The faculty is more fully described on Pagea
44 through 62 of the Catalog (Appendix 2).

tach year, the Academic Vice President of the University solicits from the
faculty a summary of their publications, speaking engagements, public service

activities and participation in professional organisations for the year just
past,

a summary of the 1991 submission of the law faculty is attached hereto as

Appendix 17.

During 1988, wa received a site visit concerning the MB and one other
program sponsored under Title IX from the U.S. Department of education.

Our

Program was adjudged to be in full compliance by William L. Garrison, Regional
Representative for Higher education Programs of the U.s. Department of education.
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.1) ADEQUACY Or MOOR=
The relationship between the University of the Pacific and MW4kmarge School.

of Law provides that all funds generated from the School of Law through any
means--inoluding tuition, grants, gifts and bequests- -will. be used only for the

support and benefit

of the School of Law.

Surplus funds not needed for

operational expenses are thus placed in genera/ reserves at the law WAMM21. All
law school funds are deposited in Sacramento. That arrangement further provides

that the University of the Pacific may not use law school surplus funds for
general University purposes. Rather, the University is obligated to eupport law
school programs from the general University funds in the event the School of Law,
from all sourtls, should not generate sufficient funds for its operating expenses

to maintain a law program sufficient to merit full approval by the American Bar
Association. This generous agreement on the part of the University of the Pacific
guarantees the School of Law adequate resources for the conttnuation and constant

improvement of I Superior academic program.

fifty miles distant from the University's main campus in Stockton, the
McGeorge campus is used exclusively for law training. In that regard, the law
school has made a conscious effort to provide a comfortable living and learning

environment for all those connected with the legal education process here. All

buildings on the campus surround a landscaped quadrangle. The 26 buildings
contain

20

classrooms,

varying

from

auditorium

to

aeminar

room

sise,

administrative and business offices, 64 faculty offices, clinical law offices,

research facilities,

student housing,

parking areas,

lounges,

recreational

facilities and a raimming pool, in addition to tha law library complex, which
includes

state -of -the-art computer skills center (the "LawLab°). The Law

Library currently housme over 325,000 volume-equivalents of legal materials in
both book and non-book form.
Th41 law school campus occupies 21 acres. Its buildings, which contain over

300,000 square

feet

of

throughout to provide an

floor space,

are climate-controlled and carpeted

atmosphere conducive to professional study aod

performance. The facilities of the School of Law are further described on Pagee
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17 through 22 of the McGeorge catalog, which is attached to this application ad,

Appendix 2. The campus has been recognized as one of the finest in the nation,
widths nationally-acelaimed "courtroom of the Future" has proven itself a major
contribution to courtroom design.

(X) SPECIAL CRISNIATIGNS AND ISPERIXOCIS

Because of the formidable support structures of the School of Law,
including, but not limited to, academic counseling, personal counseling, writing

workshops, clinical programs, internships, externships and minority academic
assistance, there is not a great deal that could be provided tor Patricia Roberts

Harris Fellows that is not already provided by McGeorge for all minorIty and
ducitionally disadvantaged students. Nevertheless, as stated in Section (D), the

Institutional Director bears primary responsibility for overseeing the Program
here. A significant aspect of this responsibility is the provision of personal
guidance. At the very outset of the academic year, the new and continuing PIIN
Fellows meet with the Inetitutional Director. During that meeting, the Director

and advanced Fellows stress the importance of daily diligence in the processes
of legal education in the context of providing a special orientation for the new

Fellows. Activitie undertaken during, and the frequency of, the continuous
meetings between the Director and the Fellows are fully described in Section (0).

It ia probably worth mentioning again, however, that the Institutional Director

makes himself available to the Fellows at virtually any time of any day.
Luncheons,

for

example,

have

been

held during which

subjects

for

conversation included casual discussion of progress, arrangements made for living

quarters and transportation, and plans for the future. special assistance has
been extended to PRB Fellows in the obtaining of appropriate lummer clerkships.
For example, the Institutional Director, with the assistance of the Dean of the

School of Law, helped one of the Fellows in obtaining a summer internship with
the Honorable Stanley mosk of the California supreme Court. more recently, the
Director and the Dean assured a Sumner Clerkship for Mr. Carlos Chavarria, the

former policeman, with the public agency of choice, the California District

vs-s-
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Attorney. nwring the summer of 1915 , Goner* Ramirez was provided an externally
with Justice Crus Rsynoso of the California Supreme Court.

During, the summer of

1990, several other summer clerkships were arranged (as described in Table Ko.
1.).

Six Fellows--Rosen, Pryce, Vaughne, Mukasa, Thompeon and Lepes--attended
MCGtorge's European Summer Session in Salzburg, Vienna, and Budapest, supported

hy institutional scholacmhip funds.
with the assietance of the Institutional Director the Fellow. have also been

intimately involved in co-curricular and other activities at the School of Law.
Four of the Fellows have served as coordinators of the Minority Tutorial Progreep

another served as the Chairman of the Moot Court Honors Board and still another

as a member of that Board. PRR Fellows have also been active and served as
officers in both the Black Law Students Association and Latino Law Students
Association on cantles. Despite a long waiting list, the Director has been abl
to provide on-caepes housing for all of the PRH Fellows who wish it.
McGeorge's le not a deal-treck program.

it is made clear to all the Fellows

at the outset of their legal education that should they have any needs Mor
special assistance, those needs should be brought promptly to the attention of
the Institutional Director.
Again, the demonstrated success of the Fellows pro;rides the best measure of
orientations and exper'ences provided for them and for the success of the. overall

Program.

(L) NIONASION PCIR INS DeNONSTIATION OF FINANCIAL NESD

Should the School of Law receive Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship. to
begin during the 1221-92 academic year, it plans to use the standard "GAPSFAS'

form for the analysis of the students' financial need. One exception to the
formula used by the Graduate and Professional School Financial hid Service is
contemplated, and that is to accept an Affidavit of Non-support from the parents
of a prospective Fellow, if warranted. Financial need will be computed according
to the standard fore produced by the School of Law, entitled "Maximum educational
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Allowmnos, which Ls attached to this application a Appendix 16.

(M) 00MOLMMOMS
The School of Law rests content that its past actions have damomstrated the

precise kinds of oomitment that are sought by the PM-stated criteria. That
commitment hag boon objectively manifested by:
(1) The reeruitment efforts of McGeorge 5chool of Law:

(2) Its admissions procedurs, and, more particularly, the role of
the minority Affairs Oommitte0;
(9) Ite programa of academie asOLOtaliCel individual counseling,
minority academic assistance, and writing workshops;
(4) The history of acadmmic success, subsequent bar admission, and
placement in industry, the bar and the banch oi maebers of
underrepresantad groups in the profession;

(5) Tha commitment and authority of the PM Institutional Director
and ths vigorous role that he plays in the Program; and
(6) The fine record that the PRR Fellows at McGlone School of Law
have achieved thus far on bar examinations and in practice.

oivon these features, then, we respectfully urge that tha Secretary give
most careful consideration to this application for the continuation of five (5)
Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowships in progress and award of ten (10) additional

Fellowhips.
We thank you for your consideration.

P1 7'
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1.

Gordon D. Schaper, Dean, Memorandum, "Task Force on Minority
Affairs" (February, 1973)

2.

1990-91 McGeorge School of Law Catalog

3.

(1983] Guidlins for the Minority Academic Assistance Program

I.

Guidelines for the Minority Academic Assistance Program
Approved by the Faculty 3/1/91

*5.

Minority Academic Assistance Program Schedule, Winter Quarter,
1990-91

*6.

"7re-Law Summer Program" Pamphlet

*.

"Opportunities fqr Minority Students" Pamphlet

8.

Colleges and Universities Visited by McGeorge School of Law
during 1980-90 Academic Years

9.

Colleges and Universities Visited by McGeorge School of Law
for Minority Recruitment

*10.

"Federally-Funded Fellowships at McGeorge School of Law"
Information Sheet

* 11.

"Graduate Fellowships for Minorities in Law" Poster

* 12.

Curriculum Vitae of Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship Program
Director

13.

Required Curriculum at McGeorge School of Law

14.

Elective Offerings at McGeorge School of Law

15.

Clinical Programs at McGeorge School of Law

16.

McGeorge "Maximnm Educational Allowance" Table

17.

Scholarly Activity of the Faculty of McGeorge School ot Law

*18A. Robert Chaim, "Draft Letter of Comment in Opposition to
'Notice of Proposed Priority' to the U.S. Department of
Education," October 1990

* 189, Ans/A9A/LsAC Joint Task Force, "Letter of Commit in
Opposition to 'Notice of Proposed Priority' to the U.S.
Department of Educs. In," October 23, 1990
*SELECTIONS INCLUDED
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TO:

NcONOVE SCOWL OP LAW PACULTY. STUMM
ADNINIEVOATICM AND irriturrzo Writs

!ROMs

CORDON D. SCUM, DEAN

MTN,

PINSOAAV, 1071

On September II, ISM 1 prepared U 43 page report and historicai background os the subject
of minority affairs at the Neieorge Scbcol of Low mud established a task force with the

instruction that 412 talla FON' WILL OUPAIS MS TIN ASSOMPTION TUT TUX MGM= SCNOOL
Of LAW AM TIgh a:MUTT OF !NE PACISIC DD NOT COWISIPLITS ANT REDOCT20111 IN TNT 20111
CCORIININt TO aN =NATIONAL 111002ait FOR tiihohles $20141911.° 2 indicated, however. %tat
the tie* had come for a re.evalualtion ef our 'atlas alserity *Mire program.
The charge to the Task Perot was to survey the emistisg program and to make recommendations
concerning Use (eters beadlial of recreltdemt. admislions, Divestment, educational programa
and financial assists's.. The Task farce was to /Delude faculty aeltbart. admisistraters.
alumni representatives of misority interests and the highest scholastic ranking stodeat from.
each of the mioority grasps stew enrolled.

It vas my remote te invite Ca segments I. beams itterested in
vital minority affairs
program to promote s better and more effective pragram te teeth yecmg ben and roma to enable minority oesstaLties, long without adequate raggeenstatiom, to have effective lawyers
return to Molt commueities and to give motility 0! Ostia' to the umber thereof.
In the interim. the tutorial programa, admissios. scholarship. nominal aid, recruiting
and reoelnitico of ainority groups as oncamput orgialsations vas temporarily re 00000 ned
to emitting administrative staff and adminiserative-folosity committees.
The Task Torea vas vomposed of the do/loving !acuity nominees Claude Aohwer. ab chairman,
John Lewis, John Ryan, Don auger, Donald Prise, end Donald Carper. Dennis warren, President
or the Student air aseeeteitica, served as a somber.

The &twat were aapreaabtao by okorneye Clarence Irma, Thomas Shigesoto and Judge Eduard
Garcia of Ms lavramsnto Mcnic.441 Conn.
Me student saftlin Mare Daniel martinet. 1.sril Bahasa and ?ash Yamamoto.
The final report of the Minority Task Toros is attached hereto dated rebruary I, 1072.
I am sure that all of um are grateful fox the long bouts of thoughtful deliberation by the
2 istend tst discuss the :upon wirifteally with the faculty
st a reguiarly schedelod meeting and, sabjeet to ocmaiderations received there sad tree

moan of this sash Peres.

other interested parties, 2 WU the mon should be adapted as a policy for Cho future.
This mill regain eceatieuting a sew minority AMU'S Tate Pores Sod proeeeding with the
uremia aad vital usk of isareamiag ths flow ints practice of UN of attorneys h.e an
identified with and will hopefully serve end provide lesdership and eneousagasent to
minority groups to ths general pepulacios which may nov suffer from the lsok of legal rapes eeeee tion within their ranks.
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The following recOmmendations re submitted by thO Task force on Minority Affairs.
tame
where specifically noted, these reeommendations represent the unanimous opinion of the
resters of the Task Forte, each of whom has had the opportunity to royfew this report.

3

MINORITY AtrA/AS COMMIX
The aohool should create
new Minority Affair. Committee.
This Committee shall make a
determifultiOn, based upon the guidelines set forth herein, as to the Minority status of all
applicants and enrolled Students who seek to be identified as Minority student/ for purposes
of admission, financial aid, tutorial assistance, end/or participation in selection of
Minority Affairs representetives.
It shall also ake decisions on applications for admission from persona who ere identified as minority students. It Shall not have arv involvement in the allOCation of financial assistance to minority students other than
designating which individuals are properly identified as minOrities.

This cormittes shall be composed of seven 01 members consisting of four persons *elected by
the Dean from the faculty or administration and one student frOM efiCh of the following three
minority student groups.
al Slacks; (2) Chicanos and Native Americans( and (3) Asians. all
minority students enrolled in the school shall have the oppOrtunity to vote by secret ballot
in May of each year to select the student representative from his group for the iollowing
academic year. Such selections shall not be made by any student organizatiOn or organsrations
The persons serving on this committee must be imp
information the committee will review.

d with the confidential nature of the

TI

ADMYSSIONS
The Task Fore* reviewed the present basil' for decision on admissions of minority applicants
to the schOol. It was concluded that there should be no significant charm made in the
approach being used.
It is understood that this involves giving consideration to the grade
point, LSAT, background and maturity GI each applicant and admitting all who appeer to have
a reasonably good chance of survival in this school. The Task Force concluded that the
academically weaker applicants should continue to be admitted only for the evening program
or a similarly limited four year program. While consideration should be given to factors
which could be expected to contribute to a mediocre undergraduate grade point or LSAT.
special admission consideration should not be denied because an applicant's background was
not economically or ducationally deprived or because he had not expressed a desire to
practice Where he would be of direct service to his ethnic group.

nen Martinez !resented the view of
number of Chicano students that minority admissions
should be lim ted to highly qualified students in order to reduce the attrition rate of
minority students in the school.
It was concluded that this would result in admitting only
students who would have been afforded an opportunity to obtain
legal education an any event
and would defect our purpose of providing an opportunity to students who might not be able
to obtain a good legal education elsewhere. ft was unanimously concluded that the school
should continue to accept the higher risk applicants. Clarence Brown noted that he was not
imp 99999 d with attrition statistics bet wanted to give people in opportunity te demonstrate
their motivation.

II!

12.31%_Ncrakla
The allocation of financial aid to minority students should be handled by the Scholarship
Committee without any student participation. The eligibility of minority students for
aisiatance should be determined solely on the Miele Or need and the need Criteria should be
the sane as that used in the general scholarship and financial aids program. pen CerTer
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MONTT MAUS TUX MRCS REPORT
xplaieed the new methods whieh will be used to detestime einasoial aid and made it clear
that this msy rseliit in e Ostersaaation that am individual student's seed may not be as
it wee agreed that this is the wsy the program should
treat es be minimal estimated.
operate.
Toe Task Peeve also agreed with the Scholarship Combittee philgeOPhY that a
student will be expected to etiiits available loaas frOM the lOan prOgran in addition to
or in lies of lebOlarahlp &satsuma.

Om Scholarship CtOmittee shell be guided by the detarstnations of the Minority Affairs
Cemmittee with mend to which evident. are classiffied as minority studenso.
In the event
ere lnadeqsate. the Scholarship CoMmittee shall grant tuition assistance an seeded
to &teasels who are beyond the first year sad shall thereafter allocate the malaise funds
te entering students in preperties to their seed.

twat

With the expansion of the categories of students who would be eligible for minority scholar/ Dila if this warm ls asOpted leeimatted to Laclede Mises and non-Chicano Latin-hmericane).
the fast Force urges that the tOtal amount of scholarship aid for nioosity students be teenaged so that them) studeate is the emiltieg program do Rot suffer an overall redaction
of sveiloble aid. Leery Wheaa expressed his
first year aid could be Mused
to token amount!).
definite mend for all sincerity students
Aides &Asia meted that there is
to be willine to work tedether and share if @Meta, is neoessary. St if not the recommendation of the Task Pura that seen increased aid be a coedit-ten precedent to expanding the
definition of minority students.

owes= that

The Tash force wae strongly opposed to any
assistance to tudants for repeat work.

change

in the

rule that denies financial

There was Considerable discussiOn et the prospect of using additional financial aid to
attract and/or retain very highly qualified minority etwieats to the School. There was
considerable sentiment in faver pi giving highice aid than would otherwine be Available to
It was noted.
highly qualified Students who might otherwise be attracted to other schools.
for inStance, that NUMerone benefits could result from having sthertty students who would
write for law review or other publications.
The Task Force concluded that the avalleble funds designated tor etserity student mid should
not be depleted by giving additional aid to etudesta who ample tall into this category. If
special aid I. to be provided for very highly qualified minority students. it Should not
ease frOm the regular *inanity aid fund at the expense of students with demenstraggs need.
It was also noted that students who have to be talked into going to law school say not have
the motivational drive to suceed.

xv
InivITY:CATICM Or MINORITY _ITVAINIA
The folloving groups shall be included in the category of minority students:
a.

Chicano and Native American (including mexican-americans. orhor
Latta Americans. hworican theism ane tattoos)

B.

Slacks

C.

*Signe (including Chines.. Japanese. Bemoans. Taiwanese,
Philippines, and Polynesians)

The question of identity of individual students or applicants shall be made by the minority
affairs Committee oft a case by ease buts.
V

*MIMIC STANDARDS
There should Se no change in tag existing ruies which deny preferential advancement to
nimority studests. The Task Porno was stroeely OM:Jaen eo any "two-trace system whereby
minority students might have different course requirements, different grading systeMe.
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different advancement stasdarda or different graduation roquiresonts.

LecrY bohana opted that minority stndente often have great difficulty xpresing themeelves.
It was detsralried that %hie is a problem which afSlicts many students end that the answer
lies in greeter emphasis upon developing writing skills.
The Task forte reviewed the existing 'yet= whereby the Grading and adwanosmemt committee
grants sane stedsats tns right to repast where it is determined that the student hod
Serious prObleme Malik trovented him frOM doing satisfactory work Mid where it appears that
he will likely summed if allowed to repeat. It was noted %hit a larger percentage Of
!minority Students have been allot/ill to repeat than is the case with nes.sitserities because

of a mower wr gaawore incidence of outside interference with school work whit* has been
experientmd by minority students, and the feet that
member of minority students are
scademically less preps:id for law school and therefore do net respond to Or corriprsheed
law school tudy se quickly es most nowssinority students. It vim anted that Minority
students do net and Should not have the Opportunity to repeat as
Metter Of rieht and that
in their eta* as with all students. the declaims Sheila be heseu on the individual case.
It is recemmended that the existing policy regardiug refost loOrh be continued. Jed110 decal&
felt thee the opportunity to repeat aheeld be Stnerally avnilable to minerity students so
long as it did not involve financial assistance for repeat worn. The entire Teen Force
&greed that there Was no basis for allowing repeat work where a student had demonstrated
himself to be unable to perform to the standards of the school.

Oen Carper xplained that tutorial *Isis nee hed been expanded to include certain second
Year courses. This venerated considerable discussion.
Members of the Task Force expressed
concern that tutorial assistance wilily degenerated into spoon feeding with the likely
result that the studeW did not do his own work and suffered as a
Student and
faOulty members of the Ti,sk Force feel most failures among minority students result from
lick of studying.
It was concluded that the first year tutoring should be continued with consideration being
given tO including or expanding training in written expression. It was also conuluded that
there should be
assistance beyond the co eeeee required In first yeas day with
the possible exception of Constitutional taw. as to Constitutional Law. the Members of
ths Task Force were divided.

VI
RN:RUSTING
The Task Torre examined past activities in the area of recruiting minority students. The
alumni members of the Task Torte expressed serious reservations concerning the time which
Minority students have expended in this area questioning how they could'aucceed in law school
with sums competing activities.
The effectiveness of past student recruiting efforts was
also questioned by a number of Task roses mennase.
Clarence Brown hated that the school ham been overlooking a great pool of recruiter, in
Che minority attorneys Ot the State. ke eeeee d that there were
number of college Students
and others who sought his advice on law school and that he felt this wes a common experience
for minority pro eeeee onels.
The mOtbers cone eeeee in his suggestion thet minority sttorneys
in our area and throughout the state be apprised of our program and encouraged to direct
students to us.
It is recommended that minority recruiting should be planned and organised by the edminietratic
as a part of its normal recrultins activities.
Emphasis On minority recruiting shOold be giver
to Northern californi astounds with additional emphsais upon
i ing members of minority
groups who are out of school end working in the Northern California area. A minority student
or Minority graduate should accoepany the CkOol recruiters when possible to Northern Cali..
tenni& coleuses which have substantial minority student populations. students on the Talk
Tore* felt that while a minority alumni could help. there Is a real need for minority students
in eeeee Sting.

The names and add ssssss of minority students contacted by the School should be supplied to
minority student groups at the school so that they may follow up on these contacts if they will

3S1
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STUMM OPGAPIOTIOM temUChanIt
The stratus* of Ulateity 'Modest organisations or even the *iettace of tech orgaaisations
it not Steelltial tm the impltmentatico Of the recommendations of the Taek Form. accordingly,
110 reCenmendatione retarding ouch orgeniestiome are made. It vas assumed by the Task Porte
that minority Student organisations would be recognise4 in the future whom they qualify for
suca recognition toter eh* procedures which are being established for recognising of all
student groups.

SIN

tut=

WITIZII MVOS*? 1100V

Mere was constderable disoussion of the attitudes and opinions ot an-Oiserity students
and Othere is the school with respect to the einority program. It was noted by Dennis
melon that there vas
great deal of eisinformation and misunderstseding in the student
bony as a whole concerning minority affairs end that this produced a bad situation.
:he Task Force reommends that existing activities of the mioority program and proposed
changes which are recOmmended herein should be widely disseminated in the school old that
discussion and suggestions should be encouraged Era all comeerote persons.
Sz

FOPOSIS ANDIMISSIVRIMISITT natio*
ln many Of its decisions, particularly the eatinition of minorities who would be servieed
by this proem, the Task Fero* fased the elastics ol tale pespotes tad goals of tbe alacrity
'sotto& at Mcdattege. St was the feeling of the Moberg that the PrUnrY MIMS* obeele be
to increase the flew late the practice of law of atteassys who are idestified with sad will
hopefully serve endior provide ltacterabip sad enantragetent to ninority groups in the
liberal Mulatto, vbieb *Om Suffer froe the lack ot legal rsprotentatise within their
ranks. By distinction. Wm purpose of the program iS net to provide opportunities er
nos tO individual students in an attempt to compeesator for the deprivations which
easy may haws outland in the past.
With these thoughts in mind, Asians 4ire includad in the program not because the typical
Wan in our Society is neceeekrily culturally deprived, but because tbe Allan aelanity
mods ears legal repro aaaaa tion in its ovn ranks than is currently available.

special admissios should therefore no be denied to
minority student who comes from an
'advamagee background. This indivic.al cii stilt help fulfill the opal of having more
attorneys fro. his ethnic group.
The Task Force feels that second rate legal education vOUid not only tail to fulfill the
goals of the program, but would be initical to those gmaie. The minority ocemuoities do
not mid weak attorneysO they do not need law school graduates wits coact meet the stameards
for admission to practice. giving degrees to thoss who ass not edeguately pretend to eater
practice and servo their clients in a capstant saner is to be avoided.
for these reasons.
every precaution suit b* exerCised to mak* certain that there is neither
de Jur nor a de
facto lessoning of academic tandards or requirements for minority students.
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APPENDIX 4
GUIDELINES FOX THE
MINORITY ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
AT UNIVERS/TY OF TEE PACIFIC
McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW
I

PROGRAM GOALS

The goals and objectives of the Minority Academic Assistance
Program (hereinafter MAAP) shall be:

II

A

Preventing or ameliorating isolation and the effects of
isolation of minority law students through such means as
the provision of academic assistance.

B.

Supporting and assisting appropriate student organizations in acclimatizing minority students at McGeorge.

C.

Providing academic assistance as a means of eradicating
the effects of past educational disadvantage of some law
students.

PEDAGOGICAL APPROACHES
The strategies of MAAP shall be to provide eligible students
on a regular basis throughout the school year with academic

counseling and information which shall include but not be
limited to:
A.

Methods of preparing for classroom participation;

B.

Outlining and study techniques;

C.

Effective analysis of
writing.

legal problems and examination

Toward accomplishing these purposes, MAAP shall actively seek

input from and maintain a relationship with the chartered
ethnic minority organizations in order effectively to meet the
academir needs of their respective members.

In

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
A.

Student Participant:,

Students who participate in the MAAP shall either be:
1.

Students who are members of an ethnic minority
group (as defined by the American Bar Association)
without reference to entering credentials or
grades,

33
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(a)

Who voluntarily request academic assistance,
or

Who are the recipients of outreach after first
quarter (semester) grades, or at other times,
to receive additional academie assistanCe
*---.:)indicated by a demonstrated need for further
assistance; or,
(b)

2.

Students who are educationally-disadvantaged as
determined by a review of the student's academic
record.

B.

ariadmacjianiatinga
Student Academic Assistants will be appointed by the
Director on the basis of:

Iv

1.

Demonstrated academic prowess;

2.

Commitment to the goals of MAAP;

3.

Teaching ability, and

4.

Availability to serve as either a Session Leader or
as a one-on-one tutor, or both.

DUTIES OF DIRECTOR, STUDENT COORDINATOR, FACULTY kDVISOR,
LEGAL WRITING ASSOCIATE AND SESSION LEADERS
A.

aura=
1.

The Director, who is appointed by the Dean,
responsible

for

all

aspects

of

the

is

Program,

exercises authority necessary to promulgate and
Guidelines
sustain the Program within these
annually and reports to the Doan of the School of
Law.

appoints

a

Student

2.

Director
The
Coordinator.

3.

With the assistance of the Legal writing Associate
and the Student Coordinator, the Director;

annually

a.

Schedules academic sessions;

b.

Acquires

from the Registrar, modifies and
keeps current the master list of students
eligible for participation in NAAP, reviews
attendance rosters and conducts periodic
review of the academic progress of eligible
students;

2
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c.

ReCrUite and engages academic session-leaders
and faculty-member volunteers to provide ths
participants with academic
assistance
in
various settings;

d.

supplemental
Authorises
and
coordinates
individual assistance when needed;

e.

Arthorites compensation to academic assistants

and the Student COordinator at the rate set
for faculty research assistants,

B.

f.

Conducts evaluations of the program on a
regular basis, assembling data solicited from
participants, and seeking input from the
ethnic, on-campus chartered student organisations;

q.

Schedules
between
meetings
the
periodic
Faculty Advisor, Legal Writing Associate,
Student Coordinator and Director, including a
planning session no later than the first week
of classes each par; and,

h.

From time to time, may supplement the pregvam
with additional, needed elements.

$tudent Coordinator
1.

The Student Coordinator assists the Director and
the Legal Writing Associate with all aspects of the
administration of the Program.

2.

C.

The
for
and
the

Student Coordinator has primary responsibility
maintaining a liaison relationship between MAAll
the chartered, ethnic student organizations on
campus.

Fecultv Advisor
1.

in consultation with the Dean of the School of Law,
the Associate Dean, the Director and the individual
faculty member involved, the Chair of the Minority

Affairs Coemittee shall appoint, each Spring for
the subsequent year, one or more members of that
Faculty Committee to serve MAAY as
Faculty
Advisor(s). That Committee member will be relieved
by the Chair from certain other Committee responsibilities in light of his or her service to MAAP.
2.

Each Faculty Advisor will ler.: upport to the MAAY
Program by engaging in one or mov.e of the following
activities:

3
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a.

Conducting occasional MAAP academic sessions

on one or more diverse topics, which may
include (but certainly not be limited to):
techniques of study and preparation for class,
for
strategies
time,
efficient uses
of
presentation and participation in class, the
dynamic! of study groups, uses and abuses of

study aids, ways to conduot periodic rview
and summaries of legal sUbjeet-matter in
preparation for lawschool and bar exams, and
styles and strategies for taking examinations
(essay, multiple-choice and performance);
b.

Maintaining office hours for access by MAAP
particiints--individually and in very small
groups--to discuss any of the above;

c.

Advising academic mssion leaders to desist
them in their preparation for group sessions;
and,

d.

feedback and
advice to the Director with respect to all
Providing planning assistance,
aspects of MAAP.

D.

Leoek writine Associate
1.

Each year, in the context of appointing and assigning the faculty responsible for teaching the
mcGeorge first-year course in legal writing, given
availability of adequate resources, the Allsociate
Dean should designate an individual from that group
of faculty members as MAAP Legal Writing Associate.
That Writing Associate is granted a certain amount
teaching
regular
release-time
from
of
responsibilities (or fewer students or sections) to
The Legal
devote that time specifically to MAAP.
writing Associate:
a.

Assists the complement of the MAA0 staff with
planning.

b.

first-year
for
sessions
Conducts
group
students, early during the year, focused upon
those skills needed tor successful law study
(e.g., case-briefing, note-taking, outlining);

c.

sufficient
Maintains
appointment, specifically
to provide adequate access
for discussion of academic
and,

4
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for
availability
committed to mAAP,
to its participants
matters of concern;

:
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d.

E.

Helps to monitor the Program and provides the
with
Director
feedback
toward
overall
evaluation of the Program's effectiveness.

Academic Session Leaders
1.

Where

session

the

lender

is

a member of

the

faculty, the Director or NAAP Coordinator shall
organise a schedule for the sessions,
after
consulting with the faculty member, as to the place
and time of the Acadenic Session.
An audiotape

version of the session will be available to thos
eligible participants who cannot attend the
scheduled session.
Such tapes will also be
to
available
non-minority
who
students
ere
interested.
2.

where the session leader is a student, that student
shall be selected by the Director in consultation
with the Student Coordinator.
a.

Each student leader shall be responsible for
implementing the purposes of the program.
Each student leader will be assigned a class
or classes tor which the student will be the
academic session leader. The responsibilities
of the student leader shall be:
(1)

During the Fall
(a)

Meet with faculty members of the
class or classes for which student
will be leading academic sessions.

Kt this time the student should
become familiar with the academic
plans of the faculty.
(b)

Meet with the NAAP students in the
student loader's assigned class.
The purpose of these meetings is to
provide MAP studnts with academic
support.
(Review, case-briefing,
note-taking and
outlining technieces.)
Student leaders my also
discuss substantive materials with
OAP students and, when necessary,
guide NAAP students to faculty
member to clarity complicated or
unclear substantive areas.

(c)

Student leaders should be available

to imdividuals or small groups to
discuss areas presenting specific
problems.
5
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(2)
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Sprino Ouarme

tftrina gemesterl
(a)

Student leaders shall cOntinue to
provide assistanoe as stated above.
studnt leader
the
Furthermore,
should, when !acuity is unavailable,
prepare review sessions in which a
detailed analysis of a previous
quarter's (semester's) exam or exams
This shall be
shall be disowned.

the main foetus of the Winter and
Spring Quarter's (Spring Semester's)
academic sesnions.
(b)

Student

loaders

shall

meet

with

faculty members to discuss exams
prior to meetIng with XhAP students.

The purposes of these sessions are
to review and develop exam-writing
Thorefore, a detailed
techniques.
analysit of the exams is needed.
(3)

V

Each student leader shall be responsible
for reporting the number of hours worked
within each designated pvy period.

EVALUATION

Evaluations of the bimp will be periodically undertaken, and
the results will be shared with the Faculty Committee on Minority Affairs and the Dean of the School of Law.

Upon Recommendation by the
Faculty Committee on Minority
Affairs, Approved by the
Faculty--March 1, 1991

6
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McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW
1.:NIVERsITy OF THE PACIFIC 3200 Fifth Avenuv, Saernmenm, CnIltornIs 05817
wimmoomwromLNLNass

TO,

ALL ID, 111, 20, 211 AND 3E NAAP PARTICIPANTS
CCA

Professors Landsberg, Rohwer, Hendrick, Davies,
Levine, Miller; D. Wiese; Asst. Dean Chaim

?ROMs

GINGER ORTIZ, KAAP STUDENT COOPJINATOR

DATE;

JANUARY 22, 1991

RR:

WINTER QUARTER TUTORIALS

Winter Quarter MAAP tutorials will be hold on Saturday, January 26;
Sunday, January 27; Saturday, February 2; Sunday, February 3; and
Monday, February 4. The sessions will generally cover substantive

materials covered thus far this quarter.
many session leaders
prefer that students cote with partial outlines or some study
preparation and have questions ready.
Again, it is our hope that all eligible NAAP participants will take
advangage of these tutorial sessions, which will be as follows:

Session

nal

latiambiscl

ROA

taiga

liturda. Jan. 24
Constitutional Law
All Sections
(See att. handout)

10:30 - 12130

0

Landsberg

1:30 - 3:00

0

Rohwer

3t00 - 5:00

0

Hendrick

Torts (All Sections)

9100 - 11;00

G

Davies

Civil Procedure
(Ail Sections)

1:00 - 3,00

0

O. Wiese

a

miller

a

Levine

Contracts
(All Sections)

lunday.,iasa_22
Property
(All Sections)

MILILIMI3

landarAJNau_l
Criminal Law
1,00
(Killer, Morris-Collin)

3100

laligiUnkea
enamel Law
(lAnDs, Carter)

Soo
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APPENDIX 6

McGEORGE SCHOOL

miLAW'

NMI

SUMMER
STUDENTS who undertake the three or
more years of study leading to a law degree

make substantial intellectual, emotional,
and financial commitments. Yet, among
the thousands of men and women who
each year apply to the nation's law schools,

SUMMER

most have only a °grapevine" knowledge
of what it means to study law. Similarly,
prospective students often have only fragmentary information on the many options

available to those who pursue a legal
career.

McGEORGE
SCHOOL OF LAW
UNIVERSITY
OF THE PACIFIC

UOP McGeorge School of Law's Sum.
mer Pre-Law Program provides an opportunity to sample the law school experience
under the tutelage of law school professors
on a law school campus. In addition, group
sessions and individual contacts with faculty members and law students enable participants to learn more about the profession
and the wide variety of jobs that lawyers
do.

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

)
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COSTS

Tuition tor the Summer Pre-Law Program apoximates the per unit cost for Summer Session courses

at the University of the Pacific. Included in tuition
is optional participation in group sessions and on.

SUMMER

campus social activities plannect for the Program'S

students Course:am cost about $50.

SIX WEEKS: jUNE/IULY
McGEORCE SCHOOL OF LAW
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
"Selecting a career is one or the ultimate acts of self.
definition. The profession one chooses is not only a

Fully furnished studio apartments are available
for students who wish on-campus accommcdatans. Since apartment units are equipped with
kitchens and f000 service is also available at the
Student Center, students are free to plan and varY
their eating arrangements. menus at the Student
Center are varied, anti prices are reasonable,

,tatement about oneself but also something or a

Total cost for tuition. books, and on-campus

rseasure of the direction of one's potential contribution to the life of others .. To select tne right career
is to open the door to opportunity on the most exciting of lives and the most foyouS oi experiences
- Professor Rennard Strkkland
University of Tulsa School of Law

housing for the six-sveek oenoo is in the S1000
51300 range. Costs for a particular Summer program are detailed in a separate brochure available
in February of eacn year.

THE SUMMER PRE-LAW PROGRAM provides an
opportunity to experience the study of law and gain
information about a legal career. During six eeks

of broad exposure to law and legal process. students can explore their interests in eventual law
school enrollment or intensify already existing determinations to undertake law studies. most partici-

HOUSING
Studio apartments with kitchen and bath facilities
are available on-campus for Pre-Law students.
Apartments will be furnished with linens. pillows.
towels, cooking utensils, dishes. and similar household Items, Once-a-week change ot linen is provided. Washing, drying, and ironing facilities are
available In the building. Of course, all apartments
are air-conditioned.

pants are undergraduates: some are graduates
INFORMATION AND APPLICATION REQUESTS

considering professional study.

Some studenis may find they are immediately
"taken" with the law school experience. Others
may decide that law school and a legal career are
not for them. The goal at McGeorge is to help stu-

Specific information regarding dates, costs, and
faculty Is available during February of each year
for the next summer's program. Requests should

dents make more intormed career judgments, in an
evaluation of the program, one student wrote:
"I was very pleased by the program and thankful
for the availability of the professors for student/professor chats. The law school environment in itself
was truly a valuable experience. I learned so much
lust talking to law students in the library that helped
me to determine if I want to pursue law school, and i

lane Kelso, Director
Summer Pre-law Program
UOP McGeorge School ol Law
3200 Fifth Avenue

do."
Another student said

be sent to:

Sacramento, CA 95117

For telephone inquiries. call (916) 739-7105.

Since the Frotrant Is designed to give insights
that will aid with career decisions, no rigid admitsion standards have bee.: formulated. However,
the number of class spaces is limited so early &poll-

it's a little overwhelming and different from any-

thing I've done before, but knowing what will be
expected in class has certainly changed what rm
going to do with My remaining time in college,"

3:' 1

cation is adviuble.
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OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
Guidance

Since guidance is a major goal of the Pre-Law
Program. afternoon group sessions are scheduled
to discuss such topics as law school admission Procedures. the Law School Admission Test. financial

aid. legal careers, job opportunities, specialization, alternative uses of a legal education. and a
..arietv of socio-legai topics. Individual counseling,
assistance with library work. and help with class

For those not familiar with northern California, San
Francisco is about 90 miles west of Sacramento.
and Lake Tahoe is a similar distance to the east. The
Napa Valley. California's wMe countr y. is nearby as
Is the region known as the Delta. Yosemite is a Ph
hour drive south. Thus. Sacramento. easily accessible by car, bus, or plane. Is a convenient center from
which to explore other parts of notthern California.

Oreparation ,s available from members of the
Pre-Law faculty.

Writing Skills
Students looking toward a legal career are exhorted
to master writing skills. Often, however, a student is

not sure how to evaluate his or her own skills or
how to go about improving them. Professor Robert
Chaim of the McGeorge faculty. a Doctor of Arts
in Language and Linguistics and an expert in the
language of the law. conducts optional afternoon
sessions rn legal writing ano is available to Pre-Law
student , for diagnostic counseling on writing skills.
LSAT

For those planning to take the summer administra-

tion oi the Law School Aomission Test tLsAn, it
might be of interest to note tnat McGeorge is a test
center. Further. several afternoon sessions provide
information aoout and experience with test items
for those who plan to take the test at a later time.
Recreation
Although classes, class preparation, and guidance
activities make a busy schedule. there is time for

relaxing and socializing. The McGeorge campus
includes a swimming pool. basketball court, sauna
and exercise room, and various other recreational
facilities. The Student Center houses a Pub. Complete with popcorn and dart board.
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THE COURSES
Law schools teach concepts and ways of approaching issues so that future lawyers will be
able to deal with the currently unimaginable questions of the twenty-first century. Legal
education's distinctive contribution to teaching is the Socratic method with all of its Infinite
variations, depending upon the styles, approaches, biases, and eccentricities of law school
professors. As Professor Strickland wrote in an edition of the Pre-Law Handbook:
'The Socratic method assumes the student is tie architect who will build the conceptual structure from the cases and other material. In the laboratory of the student's mind the
data must become concept. Thus, the student must flounder and struggle either to bring
order to the data or to determine that order does not exist. Students do much of the talking in
class, however uninformed, unprepared, ur puzzled they may be.
-What does the teacher contribute to this process? The professor can be relied upon to
provide the questions occasionally answers, but always quesuons."
In an experience paralleling that of beginning law students. Pre-Law students will begin
to acquire a new vocabulary and a new way of thinking about facts, issues, problems. and
solutions. Reflecting on his six-weeks experience, one student wrote:
-1 was amazed at how exciting the legal process is - each case presenting new facts,
issues and judges. The material was challenging especially when ( considered whether or

not I hod a firm grip on it. Most often nor
Admittedly, six weeks is too short a time to gather the full flavor of a legal education.
However, it is sufficient time for a good taste. When asked to comment on the most significant thing learned from classes, one student responded:

'Case synthesist drawing rules from the facts and issues and applying those rules to
hypothetical fact patterns, with the understanding that there is no necessarily right answer to

many questions in law.'
SCHEDULE Of COURSES: Classes are scheduled during the morning hours. Monday
through Friday. Usually, each class session meets for an hour ant' forty-five minutes.
During his provocative series of lettures to beginning law
students, Professor Karl N. Llewellyn, a truly great master of law, asifed: 'What, then, is this
THE ADVERSARIAL PROCESS:

law business about? It is about the fact that our society is hone/combed with disputes.
Disputes actual and potential; disputes to be settled and disputes to be prevented; both
appealing to law, both making up the business of law,"
The Adversarial Process introduces students to dispute-settling mechanisms within our

legal system with emphasis on judicial opinions as reflections of concepts of justice.
Beginning with a general over-view of the role, nature, and sources of law in the United
States today, students move quickly toward discussion of major legal ideas, legal
reasoning, and legal processes characteristic of the adversary system.

OTHER COURSES: While the substantive conxnt of other courses offered during each
year's Program varies from summer to summer, the additioral courses are structured to
provide one traditional class experience and one clinical (i.e.. practice skills) experience.
Thus, students are introduced to both the theoretical and practical aspects of professional
training. A supplementary brochure available in February of each year describes the course
offerings for the following summer's Program.
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CREDITS
Pre-La)% students earn six semester hours of undergraduate credit from the University oi
the Pacific upon successtul completion of the Program. Grades received in the courses are
iecordeo on othcial Universit oi the Pacific transcripts. Credits may be transferable toward
an undergraduate degree at the student's unoergraauate Institution, and students should
cnecri with appropriate college offices and counselors about transfer procedures. Since
me courses are undergraduate in nature. credit earned neither qualifies for credit at nor
guarantees admission to any law school.

COUNSELING AND OPTIONAL SESSIONS
dual counseling and afiernoon group sessions are an integral part of McGeorge s
:.uromer Pre-Law Program. One recent Pre.Law 'graduate" wrote:
"he continual contact svith :acuity members and their obvious willingness to help and

pve suggestions guidance. and information aoout law schools in general was a great
lesource. I now have some very definite directions about law school, directions I'd lacked
previously."
in addition to individual counseling, group sessions cover such topics as general character.
istics of law schools in the United States; the admissions process and preparing applications;
financial aid w'nile in law school; career opportunities and job placement. In the opinion of
past pre.law students, the optional sessions on legal writing have been an outstanding part of
the Program. Also, sessions are scheduled to consider the Law School Admission Test
LSAT) with the opportunity to "take" an LSAT under test conditions. One student noted;
-Though /don't find LSAT intriguing. I do appreciate very much my greater awareness of
what it will entail, and I think that the LSATaiternoon sessions were an essential and valuable

part of the program.'
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Students in the Prkaw Pmpans spend considerable time
the classroom. They spend Wen more time preparing

kir classes studying and "Wen" WM in the Library
,:tr preparation MU in the
COM& - discussing
cases with tliffttlitts irotifid the pool, o.'er luncn, or in
itudv groups.

Prf-law Md.! 3 have otsonal contact with the Simmer
PreLaw Program fatuity members to discuss the many
MeVs ol the legal profession. They will alfo be +bleb:.
discover other dimensions of legal training ay observing
the work oi the Clinical Programs arid the myriad of other

activities which make law school an intense, buly, and
exciting place.
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"UOP McGeorge School o (Law Is located on a 20.acre
campus in Sacramento, Calikrnia. This separate and
complete law school campus provides a unique livingand-learning erwironment. The Student Center has a spacious dining room (shown abovei, Book Store, recreation
arca with pool tables and TV plus a Pub.
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Pre,:aw swdenb become wquaired with the Pie a a
case. making um of McGeorge's widely acclaimed
'Courtroom OlthFUture Thoy alto NO 0,0pm:roma'
the -Law Ofrice of the fume located in the Cent,. lot
,;dvanced Study es, 1.11w and Policy,
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APPENDIX 7

OPPORTUNITIES FOR

nE595,

MINORITY
STUDENTS
AT MCGEORGE

MeGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
3200 rim Amu. Ilacruseato. CA 95117
Toleptone (916) 739-7191
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ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE
Tutorial assistance is available to mincnity students
through McGeorge's Minority Academie Assistance

Program (MAAP). This Program features weekly
sessions that cover a variety of topics germane to law
study. Early dozing each academic year, initial sessions focus upon methods of briefing cases and preps-

ration for dome. Substantive review sessions pro-

At the admission threshold to UOP McGeorge School

of Law all applications from members of minority
groups receive clout attention and careful evaluation

to identify potential for law study at McGeorge.
Applications are reviewed initially by the regular
Admissions Committee and may be forwarded to the
Minoeity Admissions Adv isory Committee for recom-

vide assistance M organizing; and summarisins study
materials, and writing workshops help to hone thou
sldlla required by law school examinations. The
MAAP program is directed by a faculty administrator
and coordinated by a senior student assistant. Session' throughout the year are led by members of the
full-time faculty and by advanced students who have

excelled in their coursiwork. Individualized usislance is also extended to minority students who may
require additional help.

mendation. That Comnuttee includes in its voting
membership representatives from each of our minority student groups.

P
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL AID

scholarships that are awarded upon recommendation
of the Mooney Admissions Advisory Committee.

The'Faculty Committee on Scholarship and Financial
Aid and the Office of Financial Aid administer one oi
the strongest programs of financial aid among Amencan law schools. Programs include Work Study,
Guaranteed Student Loans (GSU, Perkins Loans (for-

The Patricia Robetts Harris Fellowship Program is
federally-funded and provides a number of Fellowships annually to Black- and Hispanic-American students at McGeorge. Harris Fellows currently receive

merly NIXI). Supplementary Loans for Students
(SLR and the Law School Access Loan (LAI.). For

pends, predicated upon need, for each of the three

advanced students. McGeorge Academic Achievement Scholarships and Tuition Assistance grants are
also available.

Several scholarship programs specifically target
minority students. Mr George's Legal Education
Endowment Fund (LEEF) provides several first-year

full-tuition scholarships plus generous living W.
years of legal education.

Each of the three minority student organizations

sponsor endowed scholarships for advanced students. In addition, advanced students are eligible to
apply to Community Legal Services, McGeorge's on-

campus clinical law office, for significant financial
support through IOLTA Scholarships.

39S
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CO-CURRICULAR Se

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
A roster of 22 chartered student organizations enhances student life at the School of Law. SpecielInterest organizations range from the Business Law
Forum to the Environmental Law Forum to the Pacific
International Law Society. McGeorge chapters of the
Asian-Anierican Law Students Association. the Black
Law Students Association and Latino Law Students
Association are among the most active of all student
organizations on the campus and are very supportive

of their memberships. Each invites direct inquiries
from applicants.

Other co-curricular activities include The Pacific
Law Journal. The Owens Project and Thi Transnattonal

Lawyer, all offering opportunities for independent
research, writing, editing and publication. Partidpation in client counseling mock trial, and moot court
competition teams refine oral and written advocacy
skills, and McGeorge teams have achieved substantial
a . ess in statewide, national and international competitions.

ADMISSION TO PRACTICE
St PLACES/MT
Minority graduates of UOP McGeorge School of Law
hsve enjoyed a strong passage rate on the California
and Mire bar examinations. Records of the Office of

Career Development confirm that opportunities for

legal employment for minority graduates of
McGeorge are good. Among recent minority graduates, some are employed in the private sector, in large
firms and small; many have undertaken judicial clerk-

ship', from the municipal to the state supreme court
level; others have affiliated themselves with industry
in such areas as real estate and high technology; and
still others have chosen careers In public eervice in the

offices of district attorneys and public defenders.
Through activities of their student organizations,
minority students mike contact with alumni and
members of the bench and bar who can provide career
guidance.
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McGEORGE GRADUATES

Samuel L Jackson '77D,
Deputy City Attorney, Sac-

rairiento"If your objective
in attending law school is to
become an outstanding and
successful practitioner, I know

of no better Institution tn the
U.S. than McGeorge at which
to undertake your studies."

Anthony M. Oropeza
'720, Attorney at Law
"Under the stewardship of its
Dean. Gordon Schaber.
McGeorge has embarked on a

fine tradition of academic ex-

cellence, available to those
truly dedimed to their educa-

tional pursuit regardleu of
color, origin, or creed."

Hon. Gary Ransom '740,
Superior Court of Sacra"If yoi.
utento County
dream is to become a lawyer,
you Mould pursue it. I strongly
suggest that you do as I did and
1

attend McGeorge School of
UM."

William

P. Yee, '75E,
Research Attorney, Sacramento Municipal Court Dis-

trict-111.1ov.! educatice and
training I received at MeGeorp
was well received in the legal
community Of great help was
the legal expertence I gained at

the Office of the Sacramento
County Counsel through the
Work Study Program.'

4i 4
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RINICKIRCES
For further Information. contact.

UO? McGeorge School of Law
3200 Fifth Avenel
Sealusents, CA 93617

Admissions Offka
(catalog and appbcation requests)
(916) 7397105

Minority Recruitment Coordinator and
Perim Roberts Hams Fellowship Duector

Militant Dean kw Studerep
(916) 7191177
C4fice of Fissional Aid
(916) 739.7158

Housing Office
(916) 731-7119

Asian.Amantan Law %dash Monahan
c/o Office of Student Strvicss
0161 739-7137 (memages)

Black Law Students Association
c/o Office of Student Servkes
(9161739.7)37 (medusas)

Latino Law Studcius Assc..ation
c/ o Office of Student Serrkes
016) 739.7137 (messages)

Council on Logal Education Opportunity (CLEO)
1800 M Street, N.W., Suite 290. North Lobby
Was)ington, D.0 20036 (202) 783-4840
Law School Admission Council/
Law School Admission Swims
(Fee LSAT apply-nacos)

Sox 2000 Newtown, PA 11940
(225)961.1001

4
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APPENDIX 10

iMcGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 3R00 Firth Ay VII UV. Sacramento. California QUIT
DM= OW. PI %Wolin

riMinaLLY-TUKOZD MISOUTI fiLLOWMPS aT MONOGR
PATRICIA PAWN maims PILL0MSSIP Pa0Gium
outing the summer of 1577, the Department of Wealth, Sducatioa and Military
announced that Compass had enacted a program designed to increase the flow of
It was
underrepresented eimori.ies into graduate and profeesi0eal schools.
In Itga
dubbed the Graduate sad Professional Opportunities Program, or WIMP.
the Program was rearmed the Patricia &aborts Barrie Poilveship Program.
Under the Barris Program, graduate and DenftadiaGai schools OAT ter, and, it
successful, receive Itilowshipe that they, in turn, award tominority applicants.
Sack Fellowship pays the majority of tuition (the balance of which is paid by the
school) and a monthly cash stipend that is paid to ftbe Mellow to anew living
expenses. Stirends are allocatsd according to fimancial need.

mamma School of Law haa designatod its *target Troupe to be SlavonicPmericans and Slack MieriCanil. Ithas maimed &total of twentyvsix reilowships
Over tat of thaw who hats graduated have talon and passed the
sinae 1577.

California State SW examination. all have engaged La the prentime OI law, and
mie retureod to Law wheel to earn the advanced deems of Matter cd Laws (LL.M.)
Of those OUrraitly practicing La Califoraia, toe is with
Pe0T
in Taxatiem.
large firm Lc San Francisco's financial district, another is with a smaller firm
in one of the outlying bay mantis., and a third has ent up a rather summesfui
solo practice in tha greater Los Angeles erea. One of the Fellows waS offered
Tye havs served as the Chairman of
a position with the U.S. attrumway General.
the McGeorge Most Court Szecutive Board, and still smother cosseted with the
Philip C. Jump International Law Moot Court Intramural Team. Three of the
rellows have distinguished themselves by sorvIng Judicial Clerkship's two with
the califernia Supeeme Mut and another with the U.S. District Court far the
Salters District of California.

Fellow, are funded on a three-year baais, conditicoad upon
The Fellows
reallocation by Congress and satisfactory aoatimaio performance.
pursue the usual oourte of study at the Univarsity of the Pacific, McGeorge
School of Law, in the full..time Day Division, which leads to Om Juris Doctor
Degree. During the I5110-111 academic yeer, each Yellow is receiving a stipend of
up to 5$20.00 for meth month In reeideboe. tallow@ atteeding summer sesSiOA
receive the stipend on a 12.4moeth basis.
The barrio

While thems is so guarantee that McGann@ will retosive new fellowships to sward
strong
for the 151142 academic year, our notary of Repasts indicatas
will learn of its award
likelihood that we will. It Le estimated that
Students
applying
for
consideration
an
this
tor 111111-112 during May of IOU.
contingency basis may have their application fee waived upom request by the
Direotor.
for further leaf:Wattled, telephone Siebert Chaim. assistant Dean for Students and
Director, Patricia Roberts Rarris rellowship Program, at (016) 735-7177.

(12/10M)
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GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS FOR MINORITIES

IN LAW
AT

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW
rFULL TUITION PLUS STIPEND
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND ANIMATIONS,
PLEASE CONTACT:

Robed Chaim, Director
Graduate and Professional Opportunity Program
UniversIty of the Pacific McGeorge School of Law
3200 Fifth Avenue
Sacramento, California 95817
(916) 739.7117

403

THE FELLOWSHIPS ARE FUNDED UNDER TIIE
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
PROGRAM, TITLE IX OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION
ACT OF 1966, AS AMENDED. THE PURPOSE OF Ti IE
PROGRAM IS TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF
MINORITY STUDENTS INTO THE STUDY AND
PRA CTICE OF LAW. TARGET GROUPS ARE
CHh":ANOS AND BLACKS.

v7immt
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MUM A CMULEK
curricuJus vitae

MOS
8690 Ilk Ridge May
AlkOrove, CA 95624
(916) 685-6231

3200 fifth Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95817
(916) 739-7177
AVOCATION
Doctor of Arts
May, 1980

University of the Pacific:, Graduate School
Stockton, California
Specialisation in linguistics, semiotics,

rhetoric, xpository writing
(Comprehensive OXIMIS completed May, 1977)

Teaching
credential, 1971

California Public Secondary Schools
University of eke Pacific, School of Education

Bachelor of Arts
Philosophy, 1970

Sacramento State Colleg
Minors Inglish

1981-Premont

Assiaeant Doan for Students, McGeorge School of Law
(1981-)
Affirmative Ration Officer
(1979-)
Minority ReOrultment Coordinator
(197$-)
Institutional Director, Patricia
Roberts Barris Fellowship Program
(1978-)
Member, Minority Affairs Committee
(1981-)
Director, Minority Academic Assistance
Program (MAP)
(1989-91)
Chair, Rd Boo faculty Coomittes
To Revise MAAP
(1980-)
member, Financial Aid Committee
(1980-)
Member, Sonora and Awards Committee
(1978-)
Intarnational Services Officer,
INS *Designated School Official"
and *Responsible Officer*
(1987-)
Coordinator, Alcohol and SUbOtAnCO
Abuse Programs
(1981-)
Faculty Advisor, Latino (formerly,
La Rasa) Law Students Aseociation

11PIRIBIC31

.

1977.4:-.osent

1972-1977

Lecturer in the Language of the Low, McGeorge School of Law
Consultant to individual students: remedial written
expression
Conduct writing workshops and tutorial programs
"Plain Bnglish for Lawyers,* a seminar for advanced
students offered every memester
Consultant on plain English to faculty,
Pacific Law Journal, law firms and
governmental agencies

nothing Aesiatant, !astrn and Instructor
(While an Arta. Candidate at University of the Pacific)
Courseu taught independently (with *Instructor"
faculty rank)
expository Writing, seven semesters
Linguistics, au upper-divisioo grammar theory
course required for credential candidates
Classical Tragedy
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Page Two

WSITTVG, =IMO AND PDS= SPISAKING
"Lessons for the Unschooled." Review of Good's Mightier Than eh. Sword and
1 The Scribes Journal of Lgal Writtng (1990) 159-165.

Williale Styl.

"Writers' Reference Shelfs Lawyer, School Thyee/f," 9 Prosecutor's Brief, 12
(Winter 1986).
'Legal Zducation in the United States of America, chapter in The COeparative Law
yearbook (elv.ier, The Netherlands), 1962, a s'/spool= issue devoted to legal
education aroUnd the world. Reprinted am "Legal Salutation." chapter in The U.S.
zegat Syetem (Martinue MIMI!! Publishers, The Vague, 1982). (With Professor
Claude D. echwer).

"A Model for the Analysis of the Language of LlwyOrs," 33 Journal of Legal

Ws:Cation 120-140 (1983).

"Doing Traditional txaminations fortiori-traditional Instruction inneasoning and
Writing," Annual Meeting of Section on Legal Reis earch, Reasoning and Writing,
Association of aserican Law SC:tools (San Antonio, Taxan, 1951).

"Fiandling Student Writings In the Classroom.

the Workshop, and the Office
American Law Schools

Conference," Legal Writing Workshop, Association of
(Louisville, Kentucky, 1980).

Judge, 63rd Annual Multiple District Foul, Final Speakers contest, Lions club
International, Sacramento, June 2, 1990.

Draftsmen and altos', miscellaneous law school publications (catalog news-,
lettere, grant proposals, etc.)
Ifditor in Chief, Stauffer Legal Research Series (1978-)
113101118111P1

Board of Advisors, at. Hope Academy (Disadvantaged Youth
Organisation)
Scholarship Goemittee, Sacramento Country Day School
amerlcan Dar Association (Associate)
Section on Legal gducation and Admissions to the Bar
Association of American Law Schools
Section on Legal. Reasoning, Research and Writing
Section on Student Services
Committee To Draft "Statement of Student Services
Administrators Good Practices"
Ilk Grove Unified School District Currienluo Advisory committee
Ilk Grove COmestnity Planning Advisory
vice Chair
Centro Legal Hispanic Community Service award
Scholarship Coemitte.
University of San Fernan:o curriculum Advisory committee
(Designing a Pre-law curriculum)

(1990-)
(1988)

(1978-)
(1977-)
(1989-)
(1990-)

(1988-89)
(1986-88)
(1986-87)
(1966-89)
(1919-80)

Bones
Outstanding Young Men of America
Outstanding Service Award, La Rasa Law Stu ants Association
Meritorious Service Award, Asian-American ,aw
Students Association
Mho's Who in the Vest
Who's Who In the world
Wirarrotork

mirth Date - October 25, 1947
Married, no dePendsoto
Interests - tennis, gardening, cabinetmaking

ha,
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(1983)
(1988)
(1986.
1987)
(1989-)
(1990-)

t
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) McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW

.

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC 320o Firth Avvnut tiatmmemo. CalifornIM

easy,
ITtN PIM, IN M NI wire.

(916) 739-7177

DRAFT
October

1990

,

Charles H. Miller, Ph.D.
Office of Postsecondary Education
Division of Higher Education
Incentive Programs
U.S. Dept:Mont of Education
(Room 3022, E0E-3)
400 Maryland Avenue, SW.
Washington D.C. 20202-5251
Dear Dr. Miller:
We seise this %.pportunity to offer comment Ln vigorous
opposition to the competitive priority that the Secretary of
Education proposes to extend "to those applications for the
Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowships Program for Graduate and
Professional Study Fellowships (hereinafter the "PRH Program')

proposing to award fellowships only to students pursuing a program
of study leading to a Ph.D. degree." Our opposition is predicated
upon Several objections to the "Notice of r-oposed priority* (PR
Doc. 90-22939 Filed 9-27-903, which are art :ulated and developed
below.
1.

TUE SECRETARY'S PROPOSED GISMO,' COMPETITIVE PRIORITY WOULD
CONTRADICT TOM LETTER AND TEE SPIRIT OF CONGRESSIONAL INTENT
AS MANIFESTED UNDER TITLE II, PART S OF THE NIGHER EDUCATION
ACT OP 1965, AS AMENDED.

Any modification of

the PPM Program,

made through the

administrative, regulatory process which would alter the essential

charactur of th contemplated 'target groups," would frustrate
Section 921. (a) Purpose, under Part IS of
Congressional intent.
the Higher Education Act, in pertinent part, states:

A
!

,
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"It is the purpose of this part to provide ... grants ... to
graduate and professional students
(20 USC
1134d)
(emphasis added).

The Secretary's proposed priority Is designed to increase the
number of fellowships to students pursuing the Ph.D.
While the

American community of legal education does not take issue with the
proposition that the Ph.D. shortage projected over the next twenty
five years is a matter of national concern, we are compelled to
point out that such an increase (of awards to Ph.D. candidates)
would necessarily diminish the number of awards that might be made
available to Juria Doctor (J.D.) candidates with the Clear
potential
of
completely
precluding
J.D.
candidates
from
participation in the Program.
During FY 1990, only 31 of 218 of the new Plitt fellowships (or
14.3%) were awarded to J.D. candidates. The award of a five point
competitive preference to proposals emanating from Ph.D. applicants
has the clear potential of reducing the number of awards to J.D.
candidates to tem While a statistical analysis is obviated by
the fact that no summary of the proposal-scoring results has ever
been published, the fact that a score of 90 or above was required
to receive an award during FY 1990 conveys a fairly clear sense of

the impact that the gratuitous award of five additional points
would haves this proposed priority has the clear potential of
contradicting Congressional intent.
2.

TIE SECRETARY'S PROPOSED SYSTEM or COMPETITIVE PRIORITY IS
REDUNDANT IN TEE CONTEXT OF TEE CURRENT REGULATIONS.

Under current regulations, a very specific system for scoring
proposals is provided for. On a 100-point scale, ten points each
are available for 'evidence of underrepresentation* and 'evidence
of national need' [CFR 649.12 (f) and (g)). Twenty percent of the
proposals is therefore currently adjudged based upon the very
criteria that the Secretary proposer to use for the automatic award
of five additional points.
We therefore respectfully submit that this proposed system of
'competitive priority is redundant in the context of the
current
adjudication process.
3.

TEE SECRETARY'S PROPOSED SYSTEM OP COMPETITIVE PRIORITY HAS
THE CLEAR POTENTIAL OP SUBVERTING TUE PROPOSAL ADOUDICATION
PROCESS AND DESTROY/NG THE INSTITUTIONAL INCENTIVES CURRENTLY
A PART OP PRH.

In hie undated 'Dear Applicant° letter (which was a part of
the 1989 PAH Program application package), Richard L.

Fairly,
Director of Higher Education Program Services of the Department
of
Education, stated:
"A proposal will be judged only on that
information which Is documented' [emphasis in the original).
gratuitous award of five additioaal points to a certain class Tt.,
of
applicants would be diametrically
theory and in
practiceto the tradit$onal process ofopposedin
the submission and unbiaqed
evaluation of competitive proposals. Beyond being patently unfair
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to all but one class of applicants, such a "competitive priority'
ot

five points mandated

by

the Secretary would subvert the

competitive precess, particularly where ail successful proposals
have fallen within a ten point margin.
The implementation of such a proposal would therefore have the
concomitant effect of diminishing or completely destroying the
incentive that the PRE Program currently provides for institutions
to develop better and better programs that share the goals of PRO.
Our interest in the PRE Program is deep and our opposition to

the proposed priority system is strong.

We therefore place

ourselves at the disposal of the U.S. Department of Education for
any furLher assistance that we might provide.
Very sincerely yours,

Robert A. Chaim
Resistant Dean and
PRE .institutional Director

:S
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WA3MINGTON, D.C. 20038

Statement of

JOSE R. GARCIA-PEDROSA
on behalf of the
AMER/CAN BAR ASSOCIATION
before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
of the

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
on the subject of

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
June 13, 1991

(202) 331.2200
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Jose R. Garcia-Pedrosa, Chairperson of the Section of
Legal Education of the American Bar Association.

I submit this

statement on behalf of the Association at the request of our
President, John J. Curtin, Jr., to express our support for
reauthorization of three programs which are critical to
professional legal education as part of the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act of 1965 (Pub. L. 89-329), under your
consideration.

A number of the programs in the Higher

Education Act are of great importance to griduate and
professional education, and some of those programs are of
particAlar importance to minority groups who have been
traditionally underrepresalated in graduate and professional
education.

The Higher Education Act has helped to assure

access and choice for all Americans with regard to
opportunities for higher education, and it is the hope of the
American Bar Association that the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act will renew the federal commitment to these
programs.

The American Bar Association, along with others involved in
higher education, has become increasingly concerned at the
erosion of federal student aid in recent years at the
undergraduate as well as graduate level.

This means that low

income and disadvantaged.studente are either overburdened with
educational debts or are foregoing a college education

410
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altogether.

This adverse effect on education at the

undergraduate level and increasing indebtedness are a further

disincentive to the pursuit of graduate and professional
education, especially for low-income and minority students who
are significantly underrepresented in these areas.

Even for

those who do enroll in a program of graduate or professional
education, the retention rate for low-income and minority
students is lower than that for other students, in large part
because of financial problems they are experiencing.

Finally,

we are also concerned that the increasingly high debt burden
accumulated by most graduate and professional students who do
complete the program has a substantial effect on the choice of
jobs that they take upon graduation, with fewer and fewer
graduates being financially able to accept public service and
public interest jobs.

On behalf of the American Bar

Association, we express our strong hope that the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act will be the
opportunity for addressing these concerns.

Summary of Recommendations:

We support retention and reasonable increases in the
authorization levels of two small but important programs now in

Title IX -- the Assistance for Training in the Legal Profession
Program, administered by the Council on Legal Education
Opportunity, and the Clinical Legal Experience Program.

We

also support an amendment to clarify that the ATLP Program is
intended to assist individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds,

405
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including students from minority groups underrepresented in the
legal profession; that the program be national in character;

and that potential grantees be representative of both the legal
profession and the legal education community.

Last, we support

reasonable increases in Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship
authorization levels and assurances that the two priorities
currently in the legislation remain the only priorities in the
award of these fellowships.

Assistance for Training in the Legal Profession Program (ATLP).

This program --Title IX, Graduate Programs, Part D "Fellowships for Other Purposes" -- has been administered since
its inception over twenty years ago by the Council on Legal
Education Opportunity, or CLEO.

It is a modest program that

has had a significant impact on the number of persons from
disadvantaged backgrounds, particularly minorities, receiving a
legal education.

Without this program, many minority students

who today are practicing law might not have enrolled in law
school and, even if they had enrolled, might not have
graduated.

We urge the expansion of this program.

The Council on Legal Education Opportunity has been a major
factor in the dramatic rise in the number of persons from
disadvantaged backgrounels, particularly minorities, receiving a
legal education.

OUr Association joined with other concerned

organisations representing legal education in 1968 to create
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CLEO as a means of addressing the problem of the

underrepresentation in the legal profession of minorities and
other disadvantaged persons.

In 1970 federal appropriations

supporting tha program began.

The program was incorporated

into Title IX of the Higher Education Act in 1972.

Since its

inception the program has sought to identify such persons and
encourage them to apply to law school; to provide special
pre-law school training to assist their entry into law school
and their performance once enrolled; and to aid them
financially while there.

When the program began in 1968, only 11 of the nation's lawyers
were members of minority groups.

That figure has grown to more

than 4%, and the figure continues to rise as the number of
minorities entering law school increases each year.

The

percentage of minorities in the first-year class at the
nation's law schools this year is 16%, up from 14% last year.

Minorities now make up 14% of the law school student body
nationally, up from 12.6% last year.

ATLP through CLEO has provided the opportunity for over 5000
students to attend law school.

But beyond the students it has

aided directly, the program has served to encourage law schools
to increase their own efforts to ensure that all segments of
society will be adequately represented in their student bodies
and, ultimately, in the legal profession.
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In 1986 ATLP was reauthorized to continue in existence through
1991, with authorization ceilings of $5 million for FY 87 and
"such sums as may be necessary" thereafter.

As has been the

case in most of the past decade, a zero appropriation has been
recommended by the Administration for CLEO for FY92.

Additionally, the Department of Education has sought to alter
the proiram's standards in ways which would prevent

participation by many disadvantaged students and to change the
administration of the program in ways we believe will be
counter-productive.

We strongly support continuation of the ATLP program and
continuation of its administration by CLEO, or, if not CLEO, a
comparable organization -- one that is national in scope and is
operating under a Board of Directors that includes
representatives of established, national legal education and
legal profession associations.

The ATLP program through CLEO has throughout its existence
served as a cooperative effort of our nation's legal
organizations and law schools.

Today, the ABA, the Association

of American Law Schools, the Law School Admission Council, the
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Hispanic National Bar Association, the National Bar Association
and the National Asian-Pacific American Bar Association work
together with over 100 participating law schools to recruit

CLEO fellows, to conduct summer institutes to prepare students
for law school, and to support CLEO fellows throughout their
law school experience.

Indeed, CLEO is unique in that it is

the only cooperative venture in which all of the major legal
organizations participate.

The stability of CLEO has been a critical factor in its
programmatic success.

This stability has allowed CLEO to

develop a reputation as an effective prelaw preparatory
organization, which, in partnership with the legal educational

community, has consistently achieved the Congressional goal of
increasing legal education opportunity for disadvantaged and
minority students.

CLEO has proven to be a cost-tffective and

efficient mechanism for administering the ATLP program since
its inception.

It continues to serve well the goal of Congress

and our society to address the underrepresentation of minority
and disadvantaged students entering the legal profession.
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We believe the ATLP Program was developed for and is intended
to assist individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds, including
students from minority group underrepresented in the legal
profession.

This is a long-standing position of the American

Bar Association and is consistent with both 23 years of
practice under the ATLP program and with Standard 212 of the

ABA Standards for the Approval of Law Schools, calling for a
"commitment to providing full opportunities for the study of
law and entry into the profession by qualified members of
groups (notably racial and ethnic minorities) which have been
victims of discrimination in various forms."

We urge you to

amend the statute to clarify (and specify) this intent as part
of the reauthorization process.

The Law School Clinical Experience program.

Title IX, Part E of the Act provides funds to law schools to
permit students to gain experience as professionals.

Clinical

programs give students hands-on experience in interviewing,
counseling, drafting, negotiation, and pretrial and trial
procedure; permit them to develop a sense of professional
responsibility and an understanding rdr and appreciation for

competence in client representation, and often furnish an

essential public service by providing legal ervices for the
poor.

They assist students to provide high quality legal

services to the public upon graduation, and, as such, are an
invaluable part of the student's training.

4;
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Clinical programs complement and reinforce the theory that is
learned in the classroom.

Such programs, however, necessarily

involve close supervision and review of the students by law
professors and practicing lawyers, and the student-teacher
ratio must be far lower than in conventional classroom teaching
arrangements.

Currently, 543 faculty members nationwide are

devoting all their time to clinical professional skills
programs.

There are 1864 full-time faculty teaching

professional skills with at least part of their time, and there
are 1866 part-time faculty teaching professional skills.

While

the law schools have diverted funds from other educational
activities to experiment with and improve upon clinical

experience programs, they are finding it increasingly difficult
to support further expansion and improvement of these programs.

We believe the Clinical Experience program has demonstrated
clearly its effectiveness and should continue and be expanded.

We believe further that they should not be limited to
"innovative" programs but extended to continuing programs.

The Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship Program.

This program has been an important source of grants to aid
minority and disadvantaged students to attend law school.

The

American Bar Association has since the 1960's been concerned
with the very small number of minority law school faculty.

417
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There will continue to be a very limited pool from which to
select faculty members unless minorities are assisted to attend
law school.

An increased minority presence in law school

provides educational benefits for all students by increasing
understanding of minority groups and by increasing effective
communication across racial and ethnic lines.

The reasons for

emphasizing the importance of increasing representation of

minorities in law school student bodies apply with even more
force to increasing the number of minority teachers in the law
schools.

A minority teacher brings a presence and a

perspective for which their is no substitute and is an
important end in itself.

This authorizing statute currently contains two priorities:
for individuals who plan to pursue a career in public service,

and for individuals from traditionally underrepresented gro.ps
undertaking graduate or professional study.

The Secretary of

Education has proposed adding a third priority which would
effectively limit eligibility to those individuals pursuing a
doctorate in mathematics or science.

We strongly believe

continued support is needed to encourage entry into law
teaching.

We urge that the statute prohibit the Secretary of

Education from establishing other competitive preference
priorities that would undermine these two objectives.

41S
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In closing, on behalf of the American Bar Association we wish
to state our appreciation for the the careful and deliberate
attention the Subcommittee is giving to the reauthorization
process.

We appreciate the opportunity to offer our remarks

regarding these graduate programs and to state the concerns we

hope w.11 be addressed as the reauthorization process goes
forward this year.
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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1991
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:46 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.
Members present: Representatives Ford, Hayes, Payne, Andrews,
Reed, Roemer, and Armey.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director; Jack Jennings,
education counsel; Maureen Long, legislative associate; Gloria

Gray-Watson, administrative assistant; Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority education counsel; and Rose Di Napoli, minority professional
staff member.
Chairman FORD. I am pleased to convene the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education for the 24th of our scheduled 46 hearings
on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. We have just
passed the halfway mark.

This morning we will hear from the administration and the

higher education community on three critical parts of the Higher
Education Act: the TRIO programs; the SSIG, or State Student Incentive Grant program; and the Veterans Education Outreach Program.
The subcommittee scheduled this hearing for this morning to coincide with the National Council of Education Opportunities Asso-

ciation Annual Leadership Conference. NCEOA. has been very

active in the support of the TRIO programs over their life.
TRIO's name is misleading, because it refers to six programs, not
three, authorized to address the needs of economically and educationally disadvantaged students by outreach and support services,
to assist students in attaining postsecondary education.

I might note that that comes about as a result of the fact that
TRIO wasn't an education program when it started. It was started
in the Office of Economic Opportunity by cur friend Sargent Shriver, and we lived with it for long enough so that as new categories
and new programs were added to it, it continued to carry the name
TRIO, which serves it well, so I see no reason to amend any statute
to change that. But it sometimes confuses people when they find
three and say, "Now I've got it," and we tell them, "No, you've got
to look for three rk.ore."
(413)
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Currently, these programs receive $333.8 million in Federal

funds and assist about 589,000 students to prepare for undergraduate and graduate education. They also provide special support services for students in postsecondary education institutions.
The State Student Incentive Grant program, currently funded at
$63.5 million, provides an incentive for States to support needbased fmancial assistance programs. An SSIG grant is matched at
least dollar for dollar by the States. The Veterans Education Outreach Program, funded at $2.7 million, provides tutoring and counseling services for veterans pursuing postsecondary education.
I am pleased that John Childers, the Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Higher Education programs at the Department of Education, is

here to present the administration's views on these programs. I

look forward to the testimony of all of our witnesses this morning.
Without objection, the prepared statements of the witnesses will
be inserted in the record in full immediately following their oral
testimony.
First, Mr. Childers, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Higher Education Programs, U.S. Department of Education. You may proceed
in any way you feel most comfortable.
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN B. CHILDERS, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. CHIMERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is an
honor to be here to appear before you and the other members of

the committee this morning.
Today we are discussing the access and retention programs of the
Higher Education Act. Since the first of these programs, Upward
Bound, was authorized over a quarter century ago, the key role of
the Department's access and retention programs has continued to
expand. They have done a great deal to assure that low-income and
disadvantaged students receive the preparation and financial support to enter postsecondary education and to complete it.
Today I am going to be making proposals on behalf of the admin-

istration to improve and forge new linkages in these TRIO programs. Currently, there are six access and retention programs

funded as part of TRIO. The four largest of the programs, Upward
Bound, Talent Search, Student Support Services, and Educational
Opportunity CAmters, are now serving more than 570,000 students
at more than 1,500 projects at more than 1,000 colleges, universities and nonprofit organizations.

The TRIO programs account for more than 47 percent of the

budget administered by the Office of Higher Education Programs.
The Department's current efforts to enhance access aad retention
focus on both the secondary level and the postsecondary level. At
the secondary level, Upward Bound and Talent Search provide tutorial and academic support to students in secondary school, plus
Talent Search now serves students in grades seven and eight.

Mr. Chairman, I would just like to note that the talent search
initiative to serve students down through the seventh and eighth
grades, as well, is starting this year for the first time. All grantees
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in Talent Search have to have a isan to serve students down
through the seventh grade level.

Upward Bound also offers a summer residential component,

during which students receive more intensive academic and counseling services and, for college bound students, get an early idea of
what a university offers. I would also like to note that, getting underway this summer, are 29 intensive math and science Upward
Bound projects. It is a start this year. We intend to have approxi-

mately 70 Upward Bound special math-science institutes next

summer and hope for further growth in the future.
At the postsecondary level, the Student Support Services Program currently provides funds to 704 colleges and universities to

provide tutorial, counseling, and other support services to over

160,000 low-income, disadvantaged or first-generation college students.

Again, this year, in another initiative in the Student Support

Services Program, we offered additional funds to all 2 year grantees in the Student Support Services Program, if they wanted it, to
help them create articulation agreements with 4 year institutions
to help and encourage students to go on. About 220 of our 284 2
year institution grantees have asked for and received additional
funds to do just that.
The Department remains strongly committed to the continuation
of our efforts to assure access and retention as our budget requests
show. However, the administration does have some new proposals
to shape the program in these vital programs of access and retention.

The administration propmes creating a new Title I of the Higher
Education Act, access and retention programs to address the educational needs of low-income and disadvantaged students. Part A of
Title I would establish a Precollege Outreach Program to provide
support for outreach services to individuals from low-income and
disadvantaged backgrounds to assist them in completing their secondary education and to enter and complete a postsecondary program of study.
This Precollege Outreach Program would replace, by consolidating, the current Upward Bound, Talent Search, Educational Opportunity CA:liter, and the SCUP, School, College, and University Partnership programs. Its formulation would involve formula-based
grants to the States. The State in turn would make the competitive
awards to institutions of higher education.
The administration feels that this approach has several advantages: One, distribution of funds. Since program funds would be allocated to the States on the basis of the number of disadvantaged
students, as determined on the Chapter I formula, funds would be
focused on those States with large concentrations of needy youth.
The current programs have no mechanism to geographically distribute funds based on need.

Also, the program would re luire States to direct program support to schools serving communities with the greatest concentrations of low-income individuals. We feel this proposal would also
allow greater institutional flexibility in designing proposals targeted to the population of need in the area and improve the targeting
of resources to those individuals.
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My statement contains a number of services that the Precollege
Outreach Program would be allowed to undertake. They are in my
statement, and I will just leave them for the statement.
The proposed consolidated program would allow institutions to
provide, under one program, any combination of the services currently allowed under current programs. The Department would no
longer prescribe exact configurations of programs and services; instead, institutions could design programs tailored to meet the specific needs of their participants.
It would also enable the staff of the Department, which is limited, to devote more time to this program, and consolidation would
help us for departmental administration as well. We feel that this
outreach program would make a significant contribution to implementing the America 2000 strategies.
At the postsecondary level, we propose continuation of the Student Support Services Program with some modifications. This pro-

gram would continue to make grants to eligible institutions of

higher education to provide support for individuals pursuing programs of postsecondary education. Students served would be firstgeneration college students or students who are from low-income or
disadvantaged backgrounds. Again, there is a list of services in my
testimony that Student Support Services Programs would be able
to provide.
However, the Department is proposing a legislative change in the

Student Support Services Program to change the current situation
in which priority consideration is given to applicants who have
prior experience in conducting a Student Support Services Program. A school that is already in the program get extra points.
After all these years, these schools should be willing to compete
with other elipble institutions on an equal basis for Federal funds.
Instead, the administration is proposing to give priority to institutions with the lowest educational and general expenditure per student. This change would allow the Secretary to target funds on institutions that have the greatest need for these services.
We feel that these proposala in the TRIO programs can make an

important contribution to the national effort to reduce college
dropout rates and to enhance the opportunities of low-income, chsadvantmed, and first-generation college students.
Mr. Mairman, very briefly, the administration is also proposing
to combine the Ronald McNair Poetbaccalaureate Program or the
Minority Participation in Graduate Education Program. I testified

on this last Thursday 'in the graduate programs testimony, and I
will just leave it at that right now, but would be happy to answer
any questions on that, if there were any this week.
The administration proposals would also eliminate the State Student Incentive Grant program, SEG. The SSIG program provides
grants to States to assist them in providing need4lased grants and
work-study assistance to eligible postsecondary students.

When this program was first authorized, few except the largest
States had programs of fmancial assistance for postsecondary students. Now all States offer these programs, and we estimate that
42 States considerably overmatched the Federal contribution in
1989-90; 39 of these Statee provided at least 160 percent more as-
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sistance than required by the programs' matching provisions.
Clearly, the program has achieved its purpose.

Finally, as part of our proposals for reauthorization, we would
discontinue several programs whose functions would be met by the
new program. These include the Veterans Educational Opportunity
Program, VEOP. Veterans are eligible for services provided by the
new Precollege Outreach Program and the Student Support Services Program, as well as programs offered by other agencies.

We would also incorporate the activities of '. 'tle I, Part D, the

Student Literacy Corps, into the innovative projects for community
services and student financial assistance that is part of Title X of
our proposed legislation.
Mr. Chairman, in brief, those are the administration's proposals

in the access and retention area. Of course, I would be happy to
discuss this with you further later in the hearing.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hon. John B. Childers followsl
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Department of Education
Statement by
John B. Childers
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for
Higher Education Programs

before the

House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
on

Reauthorization of the Postsecondary Eduuation
Access and Retention Programs
June 18, 1991
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

as pleased to appear before this Committee today to
discuss the Department's recommendations for reauthorizing the
postsecondary access and retention programs of the Higher
Education Act.

Since the first of these programs, Upward Sound,

was authorized over a quarter century ago, the key role of the
Department's access and retention programs has continued to
expand.

They have done their best in many places to assure that

low-income and disadvantaged students receive the preparation and
financial support to enter postsecondary education and the
tutorial and other support services necessary to succeed once
they have enrolled.

Now it is time to take the lessons learned
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in these programs, move tham.into the mainstream of the

elementary and secondary education system, and forge new, more
broadly applicable links to higher education.

Currently, there are six access and retention programs
funded as part of the TRIO legislation.

The four largest of the

programs, Upward Bound, Talent Search, Student Support Services,

and Educational Opportunity Centers, are now serving 573,770
students at more than 1000 colleges, universities, and non-profit
organizations throughout the United States.

The current ED

access and retention programs account for more than 47% of the
total budget in the Office of Higher Education Programs.

Our

proposals for the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
would streamline the current programs and provide for greater
flexibility for and innovation by grantees.

Why must we continue Federal support fcL access and
retention programs?

The answer is clear.

Educational

opportunity is an easy position to espouse but a difficult one to
implement.

The number of at-risk low-income and disadvantaged

students has not diminished since these programs were initially
authorized.

These students face enormous hurdles in their

efforts to achieve the American dream of a postsecondary
education.

The Department's current efforts to enhance access and
retention focus on both the secondary level and the postsecondary
level.

At the secondary level, Upward Bound and Talent Search

provide tutorial and academic support to students in secondary
2
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school; plus Talent Search now serves students in grades 7 and 8.
These programs also provide their clients with specific
information about college admissions and with answers to their
all-important questions about the availability of student
financial assistance.

Upward Bound also offers a summer

residential component during whidh students receive more
intensive academic and counseling services and, for college-based
programs, get an early idea of the resources and advantages a
university offers.

Educational Opportunity Centers (E0Cs)

provide basically the same services, but they include large
numbers of non-traditional students among their clients.

These

non-traditional students include adults who have never completed
a high school program, college stop-outs, and drop-outs.
Students of high school age are also served by rncs if comparable
services are unavailable locally through the Talent Search
Program.

At the postsecondary level, the Student Support Services
Program currently provides funds to 704 colleges and universities
to provide tutorial, counseling, and other support services to
163,141 low-income, disadvantaged or first-generation college
students.

Many of these students are former Upward Bound or

Talent Search students, or were assisted in their college entry
by the staff of an Educational Opportunity Center.

During the

first two years of study when they are at greatest risk of
dropping out, the Student Support Services Program works with
these students to increase their study and academic skills, to
3
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assure that financial aid apPlications are available and
submitted on time, and to provide the other support they need,
within program guidelines, to complete their programs of study.
The Department remains strongly Committed to the
continuation of its efforts to assure access and retention.
However, we believe our efforts in the future should be shaped by
the experiences we have had with the current programs.

Our

responsibility iS to maximize the impact of these experiences on
access and retention for many who need it.

We have developed

specific proposals that we think will accomplish that goal.
We propose creating a new Title I of the HEA, Access and
Retention Programs, to address the educational needs,of lowincome and disadvantaged students.

These students' numbers are

increasing at a time when the job market is demanding better
educational preparation.

Part A of Title / establishes a Precollege Outreach Program
to provide support for outreach services to individuals from lowincome and disadvantaged backgrounds to assist them in
successfully completing their secondary education and to enter
and complete a postsecondary program of study.

This new

Precollege Outreach Program replaces the efforts now
unproductively fragmented among the Upward Bound, Talent Search,
Educational Opportunity Center, and the School, College and
It combines important elements

University Partnership Programs.

of the TRIO programming into a program of formula-based grants to
the States; the States in turn would make competitive awards to
4
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institutions of higher education and non-profit organizations
that link directly to the elementary and secondary systems.

This

State formula grant approach has several advantages:

o Since program funds would be allocated to the States on
the basis of each State's share of Chapter I (Compensatory
Education) funding, States with large concentrations of needy
youth would receive the l&rgest allocations.

The current

programs have no mechanise to geographically distribute funding
toward the neediest populations.

o In awarding program funds to applicant institutions and
organizations within each State, the State would be required to
direct program support to schools serving communities with the
greatest concentrations of low-income individuals.

o States have better knowledge of unique local needs and
would be better able than the Federal Government to coordinate
project services with State and local programs serving the same
disadvantaged populations -- thus maximizing the effective use of
public resources at all levels.

This approach would also-o allow greater institutional and local flexibility and
creativity in designing programs and providing services, and
o improve targeting of resources to the neediest
populations.

This streamlined Pre-College outreach program would allow
institutions to provide the following services:

5
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(1) programs to identify qualified individuals with

potential for postsecondary education and to encourage such
individuals to complete secondary school, or obtain a recognized
equivalent of a high school diploma, and to undertake
postsecondary education;
(2) programs designed to encourage persons who have not

completed their education at the secondary or postsecondary
level, but who have the ability to complete such programs, to
reenter such programs;
(3) instruction in reading, writing, study skills,
mathematics, and other subjects;
(4) personal counseling;

(5) academic advice and assistance in course selection;
(6) tutorial services;

(7) exposure to cultural events, academic programs, and

other activities not usually available to disadvantaged
individuals;

(8) activities designed to acquaint project participants

with the range of career options available to them;
(9) summer residential and nonresidential academic programs

for 9th through 12th grade students, including stipends of $40
per month during the academic year and $60 per month in the
summer;

(10) programs and activities that are specially designed for

students with limited English proficiency;

6
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(11) motivational speakers to build students' aspirations;

and information with respect to financial and academic
assistance; and to provide assistance in applying for college
admission and financial assistance.

The proposed consolidated program would allow institutions
to provide under one program any combination of the servicis
allowed under the current prcgram.

Significantly, the Department

will no longer prescribe the eXact configuration of programs and
services.

Instead, institutions and non-profit organisations are

free to design programs tailored to meet the specific needs of

their participants and to offer any of these services they feel
are appropriate for that purpose.

This will permit a degree of

creativity and flexibility long overdue in the federal access
programs.

We expect that the innovations that will follow will

enhance the opportunities of the students served and generate

ffective program models that can be made available to all to
ensure the effective delivery of these services.
The new access and retention programs also make a
significant contribution to implementing the AMERICA 2000
strategies, particularly Track r - For Today's Students: Better
and More Accountable Schools and Track /II - For the Rest of Us
(Yesterday's Students/Today's Work Force): A Nation of Students.
A key part of Track I is the development of World Class
Standards and American Achievement Tests for five core subjects.
These tests may be adopted by the schools to assess the knowledge
and skills of their students.

Two of the core subjectsEnglish
7
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(which includes reading and writing skills) and mathematics--are

listed among the subjects in which the Precollege Outreach
grantees may offer instruction to their student participants.

We

expect an observable correlation between this instruction and the
students

performance on the American Achievement Tests.

The Precollege Outreach Program should also be a major
factor in helping achieve National education Goal #2 which states
that "by the year 2000, the high school graduation rate will
increase to 90 percent."

Many current dropouts come from the

group that will be targeted to receive services umer the
Precollege Outreach Program-individuals from low-income or
educationally disadvantaged backgrounds who, if they matriculate,
would be first-generation college students.
The Precollege Outreach Program will also serve individuals

who are over 19 years old, who may or may not have graduated from
high school, are part of today's work force, and, to achieve

their full potential and compete successfully in the work place,
need to "go back to school", an integral component of Track III.

We propose continuation of the Student Support Services
This program would continue to

Program with some modifications.

make grants to eligible institutions of higher education to
provide support for individuals pursuing programs of
postsecondary education who are first-generation college students
or who are from low-income or disadvantaged backgrounds.
services institutions could provide include:

8
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(1) instruction in reading, writing, study skills,

Mathematics, and other subjects necessary for success in a
postsecondary institution;
(2) personal counseling;

(3) academic advice and assistance in course selection;
(4) tutorial services and counseling, including peer
counseling;
(5) exposure to cultural events and academic programs not

usually available to disadvantaged students;
(6) activities designed to acquaint students participating
in the project with the range of available career options;
(7) activities designed to assist students participating in

the project in securing admission and financial assistance for
enrollment in graduate and professional programs;
(8) activities designed to assist students currently

enrolled in two-year institutions in securing admission and
financial assistance for enrollment in a four-year program of

postsecondary education; and
(9) programs and activities described in paragraphs (I)
through (8) that are specially designed for students of limited
English proficiency.

However, the Department is proposing legislative Changes in
the current requirement that the Secretary give priority
consideration to applicant institutions that have prior
experience in conducting a Student Support Services Program.
After all these years, these sthools Should complete with other
9
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ligible institutions for Federal funds apart from preferential
treatment.

Instead me want to give priority to institutions with

the lowest educational and general expenditure per student.

This

reasonable change will allow the Secretary to target funds on
institutions that have the greatest need for these services.
We feel that, revised as we propose, this program can be a
much 'Acre important contributor to the national effort to reduce

college drop-out rates and to enhance the opportunities of lowincome, disadvantaged, and first-generation college students.

We

wish to continue our effort to make it grow and succeed.
We also propose to expand the Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program by cosbining with it the
Minority Participation in Graduate Education Program under a new
Ronald E. McNair Graduate Outreach Program.

This new program

will provide students from economically and culturally
disadvantaged backgrounds with effective preparation for graduate
and doctoral study by means of summer internships, seminars, and
other activities.

By consolidating the two current programs, we

would avoid the duplication of services that currently exists
between the programs and improve our ability to provide
disadvantaged students with effective preparation for graduate
study.

This proposal is in line with our general objective of

simplifying delivery of services and reducing the administrative
burden for participating institutions of higher education.
Our proposals would also eliminate the State Student

Incentive Grant Program (SEM).

The WIG program provides grants
10
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to States to assist them in providing need-based grants and workstudy assistance to eligible postsecondary students.

When this

program was first authorized, few except the largest States had
programs of financial assistance for postsecondary students. Now,
all States offer these programs, and we estimate that 42 States
considerably overmatched the federal contribution to their
programs in 1989/90.

Thirty-nine of these States provided at

least 160 percent more need-based grant assistance than was
required by the program's matching provision.

Clearly, the

program has achieved its purposes and the States are adequately
performing this task now.

I would also point out that our

proposal to expand the maximum grant under the Pell Grant Program
to $3700 more than compensates for any loss of funds under SSIG.
In total, aid available under our student aid proposals would
increase by $1.3 billion to $19.7 billion despite the elimination
of this small program.

Finally, as part of our prorosals for reanthorization, we
would discontinue several programs whose functions would be met
by the new programs.

These include the Veterans Educational

Opportunity Program.

Veterans are eligible for services provided

by the new Precollege Outreach Program and the Student Support
Services Program; eliminating the VEOP program actually increases
the availability of services to them while lessening the burden
on institutions, which now must submit separate grant
applications and administer separate programs for grants ranging
in size from $1000 to $10,000.

We would also incorporate the
11
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activities of the Title I, Part D, Student Literacy Corps into
the Innovative Projects for Community Services and Student
Financial Assistance Program that is part of Title X of our
proposed legislation.

I would be pleased to discuss our proposals in more detail
and to answer any of your questions.
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Chairman FORD. Thank you.

I want to apologize to the members of the committee. In my anxi-

ety to get to the panel, I did not recognize members for opening
statements. I will do so at this time.

Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I had the occasion during a field hearing up in Providence to

review the operations of the Rhode Island Educational Opportunity

Center, and I was particularly impressed with the work they are
doing, particularly among the nontraditional students, adults who
are seeking higher education.

This center in Providence serves 4,000 people annually, many
who are unemployed or on welfare and looking for the training

they need to get into the work force. The average cost is about $125
per client, so that is a cost-efficient operation. There are some remarkable success stories.

One individual that the committee had a chance to meet was
Jody Sciamocco, who was a 19-year-old mother of two children
when she arrived at the EOC in Providence. She was a high school
dropout, single parent, with two children, on welfare. Through the
outreach programs of the EOC, shP 'as able to go and receive a
nursing degree. Now she is the d.... .tor of nursing at a 120-bed
long-term care facility. And, even more impressively, she has recently started her own business providing nursing services for el.

derly people on a visiting nurse basis.
So, in a few short years, thanks to TRIO and her own initiative,
she went from a welfare mother to a home-owning, tax-paying citizen, earning over $60,000 a year, and that's a remarkable success
story. It might not represent all of the clients of TRIO, but it represents the kinds of opportunities we have to provide in our country.
I am concerned that we keep this program viable and strong and
active. So I am very closely monitoring the proposals by the administration. Indeed, when Secretary Alexander was here previously, I
asked him if he would ensure that we would have a TRIO program

that would strongly respond to the nontraditional adult students
who are making up more of our educational pipeline and not being
well served. So I am very interested in Mr. Childers' comments,
end I hope to follow up with questions.
I am very enthusiastic about the TRIO program and want to support it. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Mr. Roemer.
Mr. ROEMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to associate myself with the articulate comments by
my colleague from Rhode Island and indicate my strong support for

TRIO, Talent Search and the Upward Bound programs that Dr.

Roland Smith has worked so assiduously on in the Third District of

Indiana at the University of Notre Dame. I would like to extend
the committee's warm welcome to Dr. Smith, as well, who is a
third generation Washingtonian. Dr Smith is assistant to the President of Notre Dame, who testified before the committee 2 weeks
ago, talking about the importance of being involved in the local
community.
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I would Just say that we need to make sure that this is a very
viable, independent, and strong program. I hope that you will
present the committee with expert testimony today, not only about
personal experiences with the TRIO program, but also giving us

your frank, candid appraisals and advice on whether or not this
program should be consolidated as the administration has proposed.

Las*, I would just like to say that Eddie and Victor from the
Upward Bound program in South Bend introduced themselves to
me this morning. I would like to welcome them to Washington, as
well, and tell them that one of the reasons I support this program
is that it gives young people the opportunity to dream about and
hope for, and not just wish for a college education, these programs
provide the information to make those dreams come true, and to
not only prepare students for college but help them succeed once
they get there.
I am a big supporter of this program and commend the Chairman for conducting this hearing as well.
Chairman Foam. Thank you.
Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANJREWS. Nothing, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Foal). Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief. I realize that time is of the essence.

I do want to say, I know we are here today to review three programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965. Just to enumerate
them, the TRIO program, State Student Incentive Grants, and Vet-

erans Education Outreach. I have had an opportunity to read a
little bit about each propam and, unlike the President, ceitainly
want to support full fun&ing for each.

I have had a special interest in the TRIO program, and I share

the opinions expressed by two colleagues who preceded me. I have
seen firsthand what this program has done and continues to do for
poor and minority students in my First Congressional District in
icago. I have met and visited with program directors, from the
Ada S. McKinley Program in Chicago to Chicago State University,
as well as the University of Chicago.
Talent Search, Upward Bound, as well as the four additional programs which help students overcome social, cultural, and class barriers to higher education continue to be crucially important to the
access issue. At a time when we slowly are losing ground, as it con-

cerns minority participation and retention in higher education,
programs such as TRIO, as well as others we will review today, are
key.

So I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for convening this hearing, and,
as time permitsbecause, as you well know, as Chairman of the

full committee, we also have a hearing this morning on elementary
and secondary education, so I do have to spend a little time there,
since I am a part of both committees. But, to the extent that time
will permit, I would be glad to stay here throughout the testimony.
Chairman Fon). Thank you.
The panel should know that we are, at the moment, competing
for the Secretary of Education, who is explaining little issues like
"Choice" before the Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Educa-
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tion Subcommittee. We will probably lose half of the people we
have here now, Arnold, because that's a lot sexier than what we
are going to be talking about.
Arnold Mitchem.

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD L. MITCHEM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY ASSOCIATIONS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. MrrcHEht. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is always
a delight to be with you.
I am testifying on behalf of the National Council of Educational

Opportunity Associa tions. It should be noted that my views and
opinions reflect a process that was developed by the organization
and includes comments and feelings of my community across the
land.

I would also like to point out, Mr. Chairman, that it was 10 years

ago that this committee made the point that the TRIO programs
were an integral part of the Federal strategy in terms of advancing

postsecondary opportunities. I think, practically speaking, the point

that the committee was making then was that, in addition to the
financial bathers, there were other barriers that prevented and inhibited access and retention. I think this committee understood
that at the time and not everyone did. However, it is a different
picture today.
As you know, the Advisory Committee on Student Financial As-

sistance in their report has come out and pointed to these other
barriers, and we need to address them. There are a number of
them, and I won't go throup all of them, because you know them
as well as I, but it is a formidable challenge.
As you made the point in a speech that you gave in January, we
do know, as we look at high ability, low-income students and we
compare them to high-ability, high-income students, there is a real
disparity in their participation in postsecondary opportunities.
So that presents a real challenge for all of us, and particularly so
when we talk about the TRIO programs, because we have discov-

ered, in the last 12 months, that as we talk about TRIO-eligible
population, the TRIO-eligible population is nearly half of all of
today's high school freshman. So we are talking about a large
group of people who need the kind of attention and services that
these programs provide.

Let me at this point just give you a quick sense of how the

NCOA would suggest to the committee that we go about trying to
resolve some of these very troubling issues. First, I would like to
say, with all deference to my colleague, that we do indeed oppose
the block grant. We don't feel that these programs should be reconfigured in that sense.
On the other hand, I would like to take this opportunity to applaud the administration for taking a lead in retooling the TRIO
programs in recent years and, very specifically, the early intervention piece with Taimt Search, the math-science initiative that Mr.
Childers referred to a moment ago, and also in implementing the
transfer initiative in Student Support Services. We would urge the
administration to continue these efforts.
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In the case of early inthrvention, we are proposing that we move
it down a notch, that instead of 12-year-olds, seventh grade, we are

suggestinf we go to 11-year-olds in sixth grade. We feel that we
have a wnole range of the middle school experience and we could
do a better job if indeed we were able to do that.
I suppose, if there was one word that would characterize the bulk
of NCOA's recommendations, it would be accountability, account,
ability, accountability. Let me elaborate just quickly. With respect

to the community that I represent, we want more accountability
for ourselves. We are arguing and urging that there be a core curriculum in Upward Bound that would 'include math and science
and language.

Also, in terms ofAur Student Support Services Programs, we
want a more defined purpose. We want to be held accountable for
transfer rates. We want to be held accountable for retention. We
want to be held accountable for graduation. And, by implication,
the institutions that host us should also be held accountable for
these things.
In addition to our E0Cs and Talent Search Programs, we want a
list of permissible servicee. We have experience now, 25 years. We
have some sense of the professional community, the kinds of specific activities that ought to go on in these program', and they ought
to be listed, and we are prepared to carry these things out.
Finally, in this rward, in terms of melting ourselves accountable,
we want ongoing evaluation. We applaud the administration's lead
in proposing funds for evaluation in the last 2 years, and we have
supported those recommendations. We want this to continue. And
we would like to include in that rubric of evaluation, we would like
to include a proposal that was put forth by the late Congressman
Silvio Conte where he, too, had a particular evaluation initiative
that he thought was important to include in the TRIO mix, and we
also support that.
Secondly, we want greater accountability for colleges. Here we
get into a very sensitive issue, but I think it is important that it be
reraised. We are proposing that there be a requirement that learning disabled students in Student Support Services meet the TRIO
eligibility criteria; that is, first-generation and low-income. At
present, the Department of Education has physically handicapped
to include learning disabled students, and that is creating a problem.

Let me give you an example: In one midwestern university, a
member of this subcommittee has jurisdiction over that particular
university, in the 1982-88 school year, they served a total of 78 Student Support Services students. At that time, of those 78, 16 were
learning disabled. In 1990-92, that same project is serving 175 Student Support Services students, and 119 are learning disabled. I
would remind the committee that many of these learning disabled
students, if not the bulk of these learning disabled students, are
not low-income nor first,seneration students.
So my point I. that absent a strong commitment on the part of
the university to low-income students, learning disabled students
are likey to continue to displace low-income and first-generation
',ants are a protected group
students, because learning disabled
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under Section 504; whereas, low-income and first-generation students are not protected and thus get squeezed out.
The second thing I would like to point out, in terms of accountability as it relates to institutions, is that we are urging that there
be a minimum grant of $300,000 for each TRIO project. It is our

view that colleges must have sufficient funds to hire and retain
staff able to win credibility in an academic community in order to
better serve their students, more effective advocates for their students. Also, we have to keep in mind that the TRIO programs lost
funds in the 1980s. In fact, we estimate that at the present level
they lost about 20 percent.

The third area of accountability applies to the Department of
Education. In our view, in short, the Department of Education
must be held more accountable for the policies and procedure it
utilizes to administer TRIO programs. Coupled with that, as I see
it, is Congress joining with the administration to provide more ad-

ministrative resources to the Department of Education. That is

part of the problem, based on our analysis.
For example, in fiscal year 1977, the TRIO appropriation was $85
million. The Department of Education had a staff of 55 administer-

.

ing the programs. In fiscal year 1991, the TRIO appropriation is
$333 million, and the Department of Education only has 28 administrators with the program.
In addition to this, in terms of holding the Department more accountable as it relates to policies and procedures, we are urging
timely notification of funding. We are recommending that funding
for both new and continuing applications occur 10 months in advance.

We are in a terrible situation this morning, Mr. Chairman, at
least a quarter of our Talent Search programs whose grants expired on May 31, based on my knowledge, have not yet been notified. That means that you have programs sitting there and people
don't know whether they have jobs or not. It is a very untenable
situation. It is an outrageous situation and not the kind of situation that promotes quality and reflects, in my view, the spirit of
this committee.

We need better procedures for resolution of audits between

grantees and the Department of Education. There have been some
problems in that regard.

Finally, we are saying that we need some lengthening of the
grant cycle, one, to reduce the administrative burden on grantees
and also to follow cohorts. It takes at least 4 or 5 years to graduate
from college, 4 years for Upward Bound. Right now we are on a 3
year cycle; we are saying it ought to be a 5 year cycle. Also, it
would have the other effect of reducing the administrative workload, in terms of administration, which would help there, as well.
With that, Mr. Chairman, let me close. Thank you very much for
this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Arnold L. Mitchem followsl
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Arnold
Mitchem and I am Executive Director of the National Council of
Educational Opportunity Associations (NCE0A).

The NCEOA is an

organization which represents counselors, instructors and
administrators working in educational opportunity programs
nationally and also represents those institutions with a
particular commitment to delivering outreach and supportive
services to low-income and first-generation students.

I very

much appreciate the opportunity to come before you today to
discuss the recommendations of the NCEOA regarding the
reauthorization of the Special Programs for Students from
Disadvantaged Backgrounds, commonly referred to as the TRIO
programs which comprise Subpart 4 of Part A of Title IV of the
Higher Education Act of 1965.

The NCEOA developed these recommendations over a six month
period devoted to gathering input on various legislative options
from counselors, instructors and administrators working in TRIO
programs.

These recommendations were accepted by our full board

after consideration of input received in a series of regional
hearings and forums held in various sections of the country.
TRIO consists of six programs which have been authorized at
various times from 1965-1986.

T4ent Search, the first TRIO

program included in the Higher Education Act, was originally
viewed as a companion program to the Educational Opportunity
Grant (now Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant) program.
Recognizing the fact that many of the talented, needy young
people for whom EOG was intended were not then entering
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colleges and universities, the Congress authorized the Talent

Search program to seek out these students, to encourage them, and
to assist them in enrolling in college.
The sixth TRIO program, the Ronald E. McNair PostBaccalaureate Achievement program, was first authorized in 1986.
McNair, the only program within the Department of Education
named after a black male, is designed to motivate and prepare
exceptional low-income and first-generation students, and other
students from underrepresented groups, for doctoral study and
particularly for college teaching.

THE TRIO PROGRAMS AND THE TRIO-EL/GIB= POPULATION ARE CENTRAL To
THLS_REAUTHORIZATION
In a widely quoted speech which you gave, Mr. Chairman,
before beginning these hearings you indicated:
The guiding principle of this reauthorization of Title
IV will be enhancing postsecondary educational
opportunities for Americans. We know that high
ability/law income students are significantly less
likely to continue their education beyond high school
than high ability/high income students. For example, a
recent report notes that "a student from a high income
backgrodnd has an eight to thirteen times greater
chance of having a baccalaureate degree by age 24 than
does a student from a law family income background.'
. Therefore one overriding principle must be to
e merge from this reauthorization with a Title xi/ that
more effectively provides access to postsecondary
e ducation for those with the talent and the ability to
The purpose of Title IV is not to
benefit from it.
support institutions, administrators, lenders, student
The
loan agencies, secondary markets or services.
purpose of Title IV is to expand educational
opportunities, and the programs and delivery systems
must be measured in terms of their effectiveness in
meeting that objective.
.
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Mr. Ford, the study to which you referred I believe, was
completed by Thomas Mortenson of American College Testing. It
indicated that individuals in the highest income quartile have a
55% chance of earning a baccalaureate by the time they are 24
while young people in the third quartile have only a 26% chance;
in the second quartile a 13% chance and in the lowest quartile
only a 6% chance.

Equally distressing is information which confirms the views
held by most Subcommittee members and recently confirmed by a
reexamination of Hiah School and Beyond data by Educational
Testing Services.

The differential in college access and comple-

tion is not related to ability but to economic advantage and the
social and cultural factors related to economics.

Fully half of

America's highest ability high school seniors do not graduate
from college within seven years of high school graduation.

WHO IS TRIO ELIGIBLE?
Prior to 1880, the eligibility criteria for each of the TRIO
programs varied considerably.

Upward Bound eligibility, for

example, was limited by strict income criteria;

Student Support

Services, on the other hand, had very broad, descriptive
eligibility criteria.

In an attempt to bring uniformity to the Subpart while
allowing necessary variations required by program operations,
prior to the 1980 reauthorize'

the TRIO community recommended

to the Congress that for each TRIO program, two-thirds of all
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individuals served would be required to be (1) low-income, i.e.,
from a family with a taxable income below 150% of the poverty
level (the TRIO income table is included as an appendix to this
testimony); and (2) a first-generation college student, that is
from a family where neither parent had attained a baccalaureate.
It is important to note that the TRIO eligibility criteria,
oda_ I

I

school freshmen.

According to 1988 Census figures, 29,926,300

young people who are in-school and between the ages 12 and 24
meet both the low-income and first-generation criteria.

(In

order to introduce some measure of control for students dropping
out of high school, NCEOA examined the percentages of TRIO
eligible young people at the ninth grade level rather than among
high school seniors.)

This means that approximately 48% of high school freshmen
are TR/0 eligible.

This includes approximately 36% of white high

school freshmen and approximately 66% of black high school
freshmen.

Looking at the data another way, using Bich School and

Beyond data, if one takes the entire TRIO eligible population,

approximately 67% of those eligible are white, 21% of those
eligible are black, 9% of those eligible are Hispanic, 1% of
those eligible are Asian and 1% are American Indian.

These are

the same individuals in the lower half of the income distribution in this country who Mortenson found presently have less than
a 10% chance of completing a baccalaureate by the time they are
24.
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CONTINUED STRENGTHENING AND IMPROVEMENT /N THE TRIO PROGRAMS
As you know, the Administration is recommending a radical
restructuring of the TRIO programs.

While the two TR/0 programs

providing services to students enrolled in college--Student
Support Services and the Ronald E. McNair Post-baccalaureate
Achievement Program--would continue to operate as federal grant
programs administered by the Department of Education, our precollege programs--Upward Bound, Talent Search, and Educational
Opportunity Centers would be eliminated.

These pre-college

efforts would be replaced by a formula driven state block grant
program.

States would then make grants to colleges and

universities to deliver services designed to increase access and
preparation for college.

The type and intensity of services

would be determined at the local level.

If this were 1965 and not 1991, there might be greater merit
in a thorough discussion of the Administration proposal.

But

this is not 1965, and we presently have twenty-five years
experience in developing and improving federal models to
increase access and retention of low-income and first-generation
students.

No one has suggested that TRIO models are not effect-

ive in providing access to low-income and first-generation youth
and adults.
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In fact, in recent years, TRIO programs have enjoyed strong
support from both the Administration and the Congress.

(In

Fiscal 1991, for xample, the Administration recommended an 11%
increase for the TRIO programs, and the Congress authorised a 38%
increase.

For fiscal 1992, the Administration has recommended a

15% increase.)

NCEOA strongly believes that the best theory and

the best program designs are developed in the crucible of
experience.

At this juncture, when access and retention of low-

income and minority students are recognized as such critical
national problems, the Administration has offered no rationale
sufficient to provide a reason for destroying a network of
successful programs, enjoying widespread bi-partisan support,
recognized and respected on their campuses and in their
communities, in favor of an untried model.

At the same time, the experience of TRIO professionals in
delivering supportive services provides a basis for suggesting a
number of improvements in program design.

The Bush Administra-

tion has, in fact, taken the lead in re-tooling TRIO program
design, utilizing the programs to address critical national
needs.

The Administration has, for example, transformed the

Talent Search model so that this fall each of the 210 Talent
Search programs will be providing counseling, information,
mentoring, tutoring and other types of support to junior high
school students and their parents.

Previously, although the

legislation permitted such a program design, funding limitations
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resulted in almost all Talent Search programs concentrating their
services on juniors and seniors in high school.
It is also this Pdministration which has sought to utilize
Upward Bound as a vehicle for addressing the severe shortage of
low-income and minority students prepared for careers in
mathematics and science.

This summer 29 regional Upward Bound

Mathematics and Science programs will, for the first time,

provide intensive instruction in these disciplines to selected
students; next summer the number of such programs will be more
than doubled.

It is also this Administration which has sought to refine
the mission of Student Support Services projects in junior and
community colleges--focusing their efforts on increasing
transfer rates to four year institutions by awarding supplemental
grants for this purpose.

Of course the NCEOA has suggestions how

the implementation of each of these initiatives might be improved
and we are working with Mr. Childers and his staff to assure
their success.

NCEOA recommendations, growing out of the experience of TRIO
penctitioners, designed to improve TRIO program design and
.mhance their effectiveness include:
1)
Extending Talent Search services into the
middle schools by allowing Talent Search programs
to begin serving participants who have completed;
the fifth grade. As the Subcommittee has noted, if
we are to encourage and enable more low-income
youth and adults to prepare for college, we must
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begin arlier. Talent Search is the most comprehensive vehicle available for such middle school
intervention.

Encouraging coordination, where possible,
among TRIO programs on a yiven campus and of TRIO
programs and state or institutionally funded support programs that serve low-income and firstgeneration students; and
2)

Conducting on-going evaluations of the TRIO
programs and disseminating the results of these
evaluations widely, so as to improve program
practice.
3)

NCEOA also supports the idea introduced by Silvio Conte
shortly before his death in HR 795 which would provide another

mechanism to validify and disseminate good program practices
among TRIO programs.

STRENGTHENING THE ACCOUNTABILITY OF ALL PARTIES TO THE SUCCESS
OF LOW-INCOME AND FIRST-GENERATION STUDENTS ON OUR_CAMPUSE$
The Mortenson study referenced earlier in my testimony
confirms evidence that I am sure has been shared with you in your
hearings throughout the country.

Serious problems continue to

exist in assuring low-income students a realistic opportunity
both to enter college and to graduate from college once they are
admitted.

Many parties share responsibility for this fact and a

second set of NCEOA recommendations are designed to increase
accountability for the success of low-income, first-generation
students.
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After serious self-examination, the TRIO community has
concluded that TRIO programs must increase the rigor of their own
programs.

For that reason, NCEOA is recommending a required core

curricula in Upward Bound as well a statement of purpose in the
Student Support Services authority whidh would provide a basis
for holding Student Support Services projects responsible for
retention, graduation and transfer rates of the students they
enroll.

Additionally, listings of permissible services are

suggested for the Educational Opportunity Center and Talent
Search authorities, not only to bring greater uniformity to the
Subpart, but also to formalise the professional consensus of our
community with respect to what services need to be delivered by
these programs in order to provide low-income, first-generation
youth and adluzs an optimal opportunity to reach their potential
through education.

COLLEGES AND UNIVZWITIES MUST BEHELD MORE ACCOUNTABLE FOR TIM
$UCCESS OF LOW-INCOME AND FIRST-GENERATION STUDENTS
The NCEOA recommendation which was the center of the
greatest controversy within the TR/0 community would require
that learning disabled students enrolled in Student Support
Services programs meet either the low-income or the firstgeneration criteria.

Presently physically disabled students are

eligible for Student Support Services without regard to either
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criteria.

The Department of Education has defined physically

handicapped to include learning disabled students and this latter
group appears to be the fastest growing population of students
within Student Support Services.

Unfortunately, the Department of Education has not compiled
the performance reports submitted by TRIO projects since the
early eighties.

However, as we sought input in preparation for

the reauthorization, NCEOA noted a number of instances where
upper income learning disabled students were displacing lowincome and first-generation students in Student Support Services.
Absent a very strong commitment to the success of low-income
students on campuses, such displacement is encouraged,

for dis-

abled students are a protected group under Section 504, where
low-income, first-generation students enjoy no such protection.
Another NCEOA recommendation, that which establishes a
minimum $300,000 base grant for each TR/0 program is also
designed to increase campus accountability for student success.
Unless programs are given sufficient funds to hire and retain
staff able to win credibility in an academic community and serve
as effective advocates for students, Student Support Services
funding cannot be used to hold campus leaders responsible for
retention of low-income students.

Until this year, the

Department of Education has favored a practice of increasing the
number of TRIO programs lather than increasing the capacity of
individual programs to deliver efficient and effective service.
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As an example, during the last decade in absolute dollar terms
the TRIO appropriations increased by 113%, from $156.5 million to
$333.8 million.

However, the GAO notes when the TRIO appropri-

ation is adjusted for inflation the programs as a whole lost 9%
of their purchasing power and individual projects--due to funding
practices within the Department--saw the value of their grants
drop 23%.

Again, unless institutions receive adequate funds to

prepare and support disadvantaged students, they cannot be held
accountable for the successful administration of these funds.
For this reason, the base grant is very key to the future success
of TRIO programs.

THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION MUST ALSO BE HELD MORE ACCOUNTABLE
yoR THE PoLICIEs AND PROCEDURES WHICH IT UTILIZES TO ADMINISTER
TRIO PROGRAMS.

Just as programs for low-income students must often fight
for status, recognition and adequate staffing on individual
campuses, so, too, must TRIO programs fight for reasonable
administrative procedures and adequate staffing from the
Department of Education.

For example, staffing within the

Division of Student Services in the Department which bears
principle responsibility for the administration of TRIO programs
is woefully inadequate.

As the following table shows, despite

consistent increases in funding, staffing has not increased to
allow adequate oversight and appropriate administration of these
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funds.

Such staffing shortages continue to exist

pite the

fact that the Appropriations Committees have recog....ied this need

and approved funding for ubstantially increased staffing in the
Office of Postsecondary Programs for this purpose.

TRIO STAFFING DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Approoriation

Division Staff

Fiscal 1977

$85 million

55 persons

Fiscal 1980

$150.2 million

37 persons

Fiscal 1991

$333.8 million

28 persons

The specific recommendations have been put forward by NCEOA
to assure that the Department adequately and appropriately
carries out the charge of administering the TRIO programs. These
include:

A notification time-table which remedies the lack
1)
of timely notification of regarding funding. For
example, institutions and agencies which had Talent
Search grants ending May 30 have still hot officially
been notified of continued funding;
Procedures are outlined--the same made available
in elementary and secondary education programs--for the
resolution of audits and other disputes between a
grantee and the Department of Education. In our view
the present system does not provide adequate safeguards
to institutions and agencies receiving TRIO funds;
2)

NCEOA recommends mandating the awarding of TRIO
grants in rank order determined by the peer review
process (as adjusted by prior experience); and
3)

2rt
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4) In order to reduce the workload within the Division
of Student Services, and to lessen the administrative burden on
grantees, NCEOA recommends lengthening the grant cycle for TRIO
programs from three to five years.
In conclusion, in the view of the TRIO community as
represented by the NCEOA, the recommendations which I have
briefly discussed and which have formally been submitted to the
Subcommittee, will further improve the TRIO programs and enable
them to more efficiently and effectively deliver outreach and
supportive services to low-income and first-generation students.
In making these recommendations, we were, however, very
aware of and troubled by the extent of unmet need for early
awareness and other intervention services within our communities.
Certainly NCEOA intends to continue to work with the Appropriations Committees to assure continued expansion of TRIO funding
and increase the number of TRIO programs funded.

NCEOA also sees

it as an important part of our mission to work with colleges,
universities and community-based agencies to encourage greater
interest in and capacity for sponsoring TRIO programs on campuses
and in communitied throughout the country.

Certainly we believe the provision of supportive services-like the provision of student financial assistance--is a joint
federal, state and institutional responsibility.

41)0
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high
responsibility for encouraging our young people to have
postsecondary
aspirations and for assisting them to prepare for
For this reason, we
education must be assumed by each of us.
mechanism which would
gave considerable thought to proposing a
communities for
mobilize the resources of all segments of our
Dr. Roland Smith of Notre Dame will present
designed to achieve
NCEOA's proposal for a Super-Pell" which is
this purpose.

this end.

I appreciate the

opportunity to testify before you today and

might have.
would be pleased to answer any questions you
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Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Dr.. Roland Smith.
STATEMENT OF ROLAND B. SMITH, JR., EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
TO THE PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, SOUTH
BEND, INDIANA

Mr. Sham. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure for me
to appear before the subcommittee this morning.
Since you have in your hand my statement, I will just concentrate my remarks, my brief remarks, this morning on some reflections that I have on my years of experience in TRIO. I want to talk
a little about what we cali the Super-Pell idea.

I want to go back to why I got into TRIO. Essentially, I was a
manpower planner for youth programs in the City of South Bend
and very much frustrated with what I was seeing with regard to
young people seeking employment and the lack of skills that they
had. And, in my frustration, I realized that I wanted to do something that involved providing some skills and educational opportunity for these young people.
I got involved in Upward Bound first as a community volunteer.
Within a year, I found myself having left the city government to
work at Notre Dame in the Upward Bound program. It didn't 'take
me long to realize that in Upward Bound we were recruiting students at the 10th and 11th grade at that point, and that was simply
too late.
So the concept of early intervention is not a new one for me and
for many people who are involved in TRIO programs. In fact, one
of the things that I did early on in my experience there was to do a

study of students who had come into Upward Bound, along with
those that we perhaps were not able to serve.
What I found was that many of the students had fairly good
backgrounds at the elementary level. Somewhere around the sixth
grade, seventh grade, the bottom appe:ared to drop out, academically, for many of these young people.
So there was something happening there that I noticed some
time ago. I felt that we needed to do something much earlier than
the 10th and 11th grade. So we started some initiatives. We ex-

panded our Upward Bound program to a Talent Search program

and created the Center for Educational Opportunity at Notre
Dame.

It was clear to me that the importance of the programs involved
several factors: one, they provide motivation; two, they provide academic skills; and, three, information, additional information about

careers and opportunities. The other element of the programs is
that they provide personal contact. These elements, I think, are
crucial.

When we talk about expanding the concept of TRIO into what
we are calling the Super-Pell grant, which really is an additional
early intervention program, much like the "I Have a Dream" concept, I think there are two crucial elements to the Super-Pell grant
that you have in the statement before you. It is a vehicle to build
on what we have learned in TRIO programs, and it has some critical points.
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One is that it motivates the community and rallies community
resources in a way that we probably have not been able to do
before. Second, it provides tangible motivation and a carrot, if you
will, for the young people being served. I think it is important that
we look at the concept of these students needing a vision. Many
students have really lost the vision of the future for themselves,
and, if they had an opportunity for assurances in some financial
aid early on, if they meet some specific criteria, then I think we
would see some real progress.

I would like to turn now to South Bend as a community. South
Bend, in this area, is a very proud community, and it is a community that is unwilling to ignore its problems and some of the issues
that it is facing within the area.
We had, last January, an education summit for the community
where we brought together business, educators, agencies, parents,
about NO individuals, for a day and one-half at the University of
Notre Dame to discuss our vision for education in that community.
Early intervention was one of those, but one of the other issues was
that there was no clear sense of how we might accomplish that.
What kind of stimulant could we have for the students?
I see the Super-Pell program as one that involves community
agencies, United Way agencies, various social groups, and other
community groups to get them actively involved, to give them some
concrete ways to get involved in these programs.
I would like to just simply conclude my comments and say that

to rely on a personal narrative. When I was growing upas Congressman Roemer mentioned, I'm a native Washingtonianwhen I
was growing up here in the District, my parents were telling me
that they were saving up for my college education. I had no idea
what that meant, but I knew that I had better start thinking about
it, if they are sacrificing and saving some money. So that created a
vision for me.

However, it wasn't so much the amount of money, because in
fact the money that they spent years saving was used up in my
freshman year, the important lesson I learned was that it created a
vision of opportunity for me, and it allowed me to have the insight
and the resources and the will and the vision to continue on and
finish my education even though they had no more resources to
assist me.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I will conclude my oral remarks and
be available for any questions that you might have.
[The prepared statement of Roland B. Smith, Jr. follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Mr. Roemer, Members of the Subcommittee, my
name is Roland Smith and / am Executive Assistant to the
President at the University of Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana.
Prior to assuming this position, / served for twelve years

in

various capacities and finally as Director of the University's
Center for Educational Opportunity which administers two TRIO
programs on campus--Talent Search and Upward Bound.

I am

pleased to be here today to testify on behalf of the National
Council of Educational Opportunity Associations

(NCEOA).

As Dr. Mitchem mentioned, the TRIO community must continually come to grips with the shortage of resources available to
address the needs of low-income and first-generation students.

We agree with many members of the Subcommittee who have concluded
that work with TRIO eligible young people must begin at the

earliest possible age if such students are to have a realistic
opportunity to aspire to, prepare for and succeed in college.
Mr. Sawyer has introduced legislation which would promote
the delivery of earlier and better information regarding postsecondary education and the availability of aid to finance
college.

Mrs. Lowey has introduced the Liberty Scholarship bill

which is also designed to assure intervention and support for
low-income students beginning at the elementary level.

NCEOA has

supported both of these initiatives.

However, NCEOA is concerned that even with authorization of
these initiatives and substantial increases in TRIO funding, the
majority of young people in the bottom half of the nation's

:4,01.
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income distribution will not be guided toward and supported in
their pursuit of postseoncdary education.
In earlier testimony before this Subcommittee, Paula Martin,

Executive Director of the East Harlem College and Career
Counseling Program related her experiences in implementing a
model to provide Talent Search services to junior high school
students in East Harlem.

She noted that her Talent Search

project was currently only able to serve 60 junior high school
students in a target area witq more than 3,200 eligible students.
In the area served by the Notre Dame Talent Search program there
are over 4,500 eligible middle school and junior high school
studentst we are able to serve only 135.

Ms. Martin's

experience, and Notre Dame's experience, is repeated in thousands
of communities across the country.

Many, including those in TRIO, are impressed with the Eugene
Lang, "I Have a Dream" model.

We, too, understand the importance

of providing a guarantee of financial aid for college and tying
this guarantee to participation in an early intervention program.
The purpose of this NCEOA proposal, which for want of a better
name we are referring to as "Super-Pell", is to put the "I Have A
Dream" model within the reach of any community in the nation-low-income, working class, middle class.

In brief, the purpose of the Super-Pell program would be
to encourage the development of an infra-structure to provide
personalized, culturally releveant information and motivational

G
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activities to Pell-eligible young people and their parents, to
encourage these youth to prepare for and pursue a postsecondary
education.

The Sumer-Pell Idea
Pell-eligible individuals who met the requirements of a
certified early intervention program would be eligible for a
Super-Pell.

Certified intervention programs would include Talent

Search early intervention programs, early intervention programs
operated by trhe state such as Liberty Scholarship programs; and
other early intervention programs certified by the Governor.
In order to qualify for a Super-Pell, students would be
required to be Pell-eligible.

NCEOA is proposing that the amount

of the Super-Pell grant be tied to Pell eligibility, for example
25% of regular Pell eligibility.

With current funding, the

maximum Super-Pell grant would be $575 per year.

With a $4,500

Pell maximum, the.maximum Super-Pell would be $1,125.

Minimum

requirements for certification of an early intervention program
would be included in the law.

NCEOA is suggesting that to be certifiable by a Governor,
intervention programs must provide services to students such as
tutoring, academic advising, mentoring and counseling.

Services

must be provided for at least two hours each week, outside of
regular classroom hours.

Meetings of participating students

must be scheduled at least bi-weekly. NCEOA is also suggesting

4iL),
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that students would be required to participate in the certified
intervention program for at least three yearn between sixth grade
and tenth grade in order to qualify for a Super-Pell.

Who Might Provide Super-Pell Services?
Most providers of intervention services qualifvina_students
to receive Super-Pell grants would_receive no federal or state
funds.

They would in fact be the thousands of points of light to

which the President rightly refers--businesses, PTA's, churches,
boy scout troops, girls clubs and other voluntary organizations,
student groups such as those mobilized in Notre Dame's Center for
Social Concerns, individuals, alumni groups, any group of
organized individuals united in their concern for "other people's
childr,.."

What the Super-Pell program would do is focus these

indivual and group efforts on enabling the young people with
whom they work to realize their full potential through
postsecondary education.

Hopefully, such a program would

significantly reduce the chances of any young person entering or
completing high school without the knowledge that federal aid,
and other aid, is available to him to support college
enrollment.

The Nuts and Bolts of A Super-Pell Early Intervention Program
Rather than attempt to describe how the Super-Pell program
might operate nationally, let me share with you how I see it

4 f; 3
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operating in South Bend, the community with which I am most
familiar.

For purposes of discussion, I want to focus on how the

Super-Pell program would provide black males such as myself, who
have had benefit of significant opportunities,

with a vehicle for

sharing similar opportunities with future generations of black
males.

Certainly individuals feel responsibility to different
groups of youth and one of the most attractive aspects of the
super Pell idea is that it allows individuals to provide very
concrete benefits to young people about whom they are concerned.
For example, unions might sponsor programs for the children of
members; churches for parishioners; PTA's for students in their
schools; neighborhood centers for neighborhood youth.

South Bend and Black Youth in South Bend
Located in the northern part of Indiana with a population
slightly over 100,000, South Bend has been known historically as
the home of Studebaker and other manufacturing industries.

In

recent years with the general decline of the area's industry,
Notre Dame has emerged as the largest employer.

While in recent

years, many of the jobs lost with the earlier decline in
manufacturing have been replaced, these new jobs are, in many
instances, lower paying.

Moreover, many young people graduating

from South Bend's schools today cannot compete for the higher
skilled jobs now available requiring postsecondary education.
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Black males in the South Bend area face problems not unlike
those of their peers nationally.

In South Bend over 25% of black

males are growing up in single parent homes; fewer than 4% are

nrolled in college preparatory courses; over 25% are
disciplined each year by in-school or out of school suspension;
fewer than 3% of black males are maintaining a 3.0 grade point
average or higher in high school and over 65% have grade point
average below 2.0.

And nationally,

--over one-third of young black males grow up in homes
with no father present;
- -nearly 40% of all black 16 to 19 year olds are

unemployed (compared to 18.3% nationally for this age
group;

- -black males represent 43% of the federal and state

prisoner population in the United States even though
they represented only 6% of the population.

As has

been widely quoted, there are more black males in jail
than there are in college.

possible Providers of Super-Pell Services in South Beng
In South Bend, I believe, numerous community groups might be
mobilized to provide Super-Pall programs.
testimony, I have identified a sample:
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1.

United Way Affiliated Agencies
- -YMCA Urban Youth Services
- -the Urban League
- -Hansel Neighborhood Center
- -La Casa de 'misted

2.

School-Parent Sponsored After School Programs

3.

University Sponsored Groups
- -Upward Bound and Talent Search
*--Project Mass Com: Minorities in Communications
- -the Center for Social Concerns (which, among
other things, mobiltzed the efforts of over 1,200
Notre Dame students to volunteer annually in
social services programs);
- -Notre Dame alumni groups

4.

Business and Business-related Organizations
- -Individual Businesses
- -the Community Education Roundtable
- -the Private Industry Council
- -the Youth Services Bureau

S.

Fraternal and Professional Groups
- -Fraternities and Sororities
- -voluntary groups such as, Leaders and Positive
Role Models, Concerned Black Men

RAMOUrees that Would Be Required
In order to assure that the Super-Pell program has the
greatest possible.impact I believe four things are necessary:
First, Mr. Sawyers bill providing training for community
workers, counselors and others working with youth is
absolutely critical. If the intervention programs
delivering Super-Pell services are to be credible, the
volunteers staffing them must be able to provide accurate
and complete information. These individuals must be
provided training and information to assure that end.
Secondly, the TRIO pro-college programs, especially Talent
Search, must be strengthened. For the Super-Pell idea to
work most effectively, volunteer efforts must have a fully
staffed, on-going program to turn to for information and
assistance. The presently operating Talent Search programs
can provide such a resource.
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Third, the Administration must mobilize the business
community and other voluntary organizations behind the
Super-Pell program. Post-secondary access and retention
must be seen as a critical national education goal.
Fourth,

colleges and universities including Notre Dame must
fully commit themselves to the Super-Pell program. They must
be willing to mobilize students, faculty and staff, and
alumni in providing the mentoriLj, tutoring and counseling
necessary for certified Early Intervention programs.
In no way should my remarks today be taken to undercut the
importance of full funding of the Pell Grant Program.

The NCEOA

Board voted unanimously to support a Pell Grant entitlement which
would bring the maximum grant to the $4,500 level.

What the

Super-Pell program is intended to do is supplementary.

Its goal

is to mobilize community resources and promote community
awareness so that all of our young people become convinced that
they have a realistic opportunity to attend college, so that all
of our young people have information available to them at an
early age which protects their options regarding postsecondary
education, and so all of our young people are supported as they
pursue their full.potential.

/ realize that our presentation does not include a great
deal of operational details regarding the Super-Pell program.

If

the concept appears workable, we in NCEOA would be pleased to
work with Members of the Committee and those in higher education
to develop specific legislative language.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you today and
would be pleased to answer any questions you might have.
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Francis Hynes.
STATEMENT OF FRANCIS J. HYNES, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSO-

CIATION OF STATE SCHOLARSHIP AND GRANT PROGRAMS,
ALBANY, NEW YORK

Mr. HYNES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am Frank Hynes, vice president for grants and scholarships at
the New York State Higher Education Services Corporation. I am
here today as president of the National Association of State Scholarship and Grant Programs, NASSGP.

Our association is an organization or representatives of the

agency of each State and territory which is responsible for adminis-

tering student financial aid programs. Last year, the agencies together provided over $2.15 billion in student financial aid to over
1.7 million students. Our member States and territories administer
payments for several Federal student aid programs including the
SSIG program, Douglas Scholarships and Byrd Scholarships.

I am here today to testify on behalf of the State Student Incentive Grant program. The &SIG program was established in 1972,
and its stated purpose is to make incentive grants available to the
States to assist them in providing grants to eligible students attending institutions of higher education and grants to eligible students for campus-based community service work-learning study.
Some of the virtues of the SSIG program include the following: It

requires a 50 percent funding match from States, thus providing
students with at least $2 in financial aid for every $1 in Federal

funding. In doing so, it stretches Federal dollars further proportionately than any of the other Title IV programs. It targets aid to students with substantial financial need.
It requires States to maintain or increase their share of the fund-

ing match through the 3 year maintenance of effort statutory requirement. It allows community service programs to be developed
by States using up to 20 percent of their SSIG allotment. It provides for a simplified distribution of Federal aid through State-coordinated student aid forms and award processes.
Supporters of SSIG believe that it continues to be an effective
Federal-state partnership, which provides the most needy students
with grants for their higher education. A Spring 1991 survey by
NAS.%P found that SSIG is an important supplement to available
aid, allowing student choice and driving State funds.
Some highlights from the study are as follows: 92 percent of the
States administering the SSIG program indicated that its elimination would affect their State need-based programs. There was virtually no difference in the response by size of State. About 25 percent
of the States reported that elimination of the SSIG program would
mean the elimination of their State grant program as well.
The leveraging effect of Federal funds is quite strong within the

SSIG prwam. This factor was confirmed last year in the survey

by NASWP which showed that 75 percent of the States responding
would increase their State funding if Federal funding were provid-

ed above $75 million. They all expected the State legislatures
would fund new money to match the increased Federal funding.
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The presence of the State Student Incentive Grant Program is a
continuing incentive to the States to improve the ability of needy
students to attend postsecondary education. States who have responded to the incentive provided by SSIG may not be able to sustain a program without it. Many people that I have spoken with,
who have initially criticized the SSIG program for having overstayed its welcome, seem astonished to learn that there is also a
maintenance of effort requirement which must be met.
Early I described the $2 in financial aid for every $1 in Federal
investment, which is the minimum for SSIG participation, but in
actuality the program drives much more. In fact, when you look at
State expenditure figures and how they have changed over time,
since SSIG has been in existence, you would find that the multiplier effect is more like 10 or 15 to 1. Simply put, it is more cost-effective than any other grant program.

If $50 million more is put into the Pell grant program, $50 million more in fmancial aid goes to students. If $50 million is put into
the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, $59 million in
additional financial aid goes to students. However, if you put $50
million into the SSIG program, you get at least $100 million more
in financial aid for students.
On April 8, 1991, NASSGP provided the subcommittee with specific recommendations for enhancing and improving the SSIG program. Several of the recommendations are similar to those provided by a 15-member SSIG coalition which was headed by the American Council on Education.
The principal two NASSGP recommendations are: authorization
levels for &SIG funding should be increased to $100 million per

year. I should point out that this funding level would not eveu

bring SSIG's purchasing power back to the levels it was at in 1980.
The maximum allowable grant in the SSIG program should be increased from the current $2,500 to $5,000 per year to recognize the
increases in grants that have been provided by State programs.
NASSGP is also supportive of the recommendation provided by
the American Council on Education, on behalf of other education
associations, which calls for $100 million in SSIG authorization for

the current program and a new authorization of $85 million t
serve as funding for a pilot early intervention program to be administered by State agencies that now administer SSIG.

I believe there is general agreement that the SSIG program

works well in providing access and choice to hundreds of thousands

of Americans coast to coast. Funding for the current program
should be expanded and sustained, and the excellent administra-

tive framework provided within the SSIG statute could be used to
pilot test other promising concepts such as early intervention.
The SSIG program is serving over 260,000 students per year in a
tried and true fashion and should not be eliminated.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify on

behalf of the National As,:,..-lation of State Scholarship and Grant
Programs.
[The prepared statement of Francis J. Hynes followsl
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Good morning. My name is Francis J. Hynes, Vice-President,
Grants and Scholarships at the New York State Higher Education
Services Corporation (NYSHESC).
I
am here today as President of
the National Association of State Scholarship and Grant Programs
(NASSGP).
Our association is an organization of representatives
of the agency in each state and territory which is responsible
for administering student financial aid programs. Last year, the
agencies represented by NASSCP provided over $2.15 billion in
student financial aid to over 1.7 million students.

Our member states and territories administer payments for
several federal student aid programs, including the State Student
Incentive Grant (SSIG) program, Douglas Scholarships and Byrd
Scholarships.
I
am here today to testify on behalf of NASSGP in
support of the State Student Incentive Grent Program.
As we enter another reauthorization era, several major
concerns are presenting themselves as challerges for the 2990's
and the millennium beyond. The face of America is changing,
particularly its youth. Over the next 30 years, it is estimated
that the number of children aged 1-17 living in our country will
grow by 17% to over 73 million. Changes in the composition of
that school-aged population, and the social problems associated
with them, could cause a dramatic increase in the number of
educationally underprepared workers for the next several decades.
For example, it is projected that:
From 1989-2020, the number of children living in
poverty is expected to increase 37%, to over 20
million.

The number of children not living with both parents is
likewise expected to increase by 30%, to over'21
million.
The number of children living with undereducated
mothers will grow by 56%, over 21 million.
All three of these indicators - poverty, single parents, and
poorly educated mothers - are statistical correlates with
expected low educational achievement by children. Thus, a
growing number of school children will need extra help to make it
to college over the next 30 years if traditional patterns
continue. The availability of financial assistance, and the
grent/loen mix of that assistence could play a major role in
providing the needed extra help.
It has been disturbing to us to see the grants/loan mix in
student financial aid shift radically during the 1980's. For
example, between 1980-81, and 1988-89, federal funding for all
postsecondary student aid grant programs fell 3S% in terms cf
constant dollars. During that same time period, college cost
increases averaged 18-56% depending on the sector (again, in
constant dollars). Whereas, in 2980-81, the average Pell grant
-
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equaled 13% of the average private university cost, by 1988 it
had declined to 9% of these costs.
To adjust for these reductions, stet* and institutional
grant funding rose dramatically. From 1980-81 to 1988-89, state
grant aid increased by 47% and institutional aid grew by 79%, in
But, the ability of these sectors to,continue
constant dollars.
to replace dwindling federal grant dollars is diminishing as many
And,
states are facing enormous budget deficit problems.
institutions are under tremendous pressure to lower the rate of
increased tuition charges. If a new federal commitment to
postsecondary student grant funding is not secured through this
reauthorization, it would appear that access by low income
students, particularly disadvantaged students, will continuli to
decline. This would seem to be less than an optimal way 'to, meet
the forecasted demographics.
1111-61.11.titat21111M111.1Y.S_QI.Illt_ELMELI

One program that could play an expended role in meeting the
needs of the college age youth of today and tomorrow is the State
Student Incentive Grant Program. This program was established in
the educational amendments of 1972 and its purpose is found in
Section 415A of the Higher Education Act as follows:
"It is the purpose of this subpart to make incentive grants
available to the states to assist them in providing grants to
eligible students attending institutions of higher education and
grants to eligible students for campus-based community service
work learning study."
Some of the virtues of the SSIG program include the
following:
P

It requires A 50% funding match from states, thus
providing students with at least $2 in financial aid
In doing so,
for every one dollar in federal funding.
it stretches federal dollars further proportionately
than any of the oth.:r Title IV grant programs;
It targets aid to students with "substantial financial
need";
It requires states to maintain or increase their state
funding match through the "three year maintenance of
effort" statutory requirement, even at times when
federal appropriations for the program are declining.
This requirement assured continued state funding, even
for the "overmatch" states;
It allows community service programs to be developed by
states using up to 20% of their SSI0 allotment;

-
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It provides for a simplified distribution of federal
aid through state coordinated student aid forms and
award processes.

The SSIO program, which allows the use of state grant
program legislative rules and regulations, appears to respond
better than other Title IV grant programs to the concerns that
were highlighted in the Congressional Appropriations Committee
report which accompanied the FY'90 budget.
In spite of its success, the SSIG progiam has been
historically underfunded.
Between 1980 and 1990, funding for the
program was reduced from $77 million to $59.3 million, and the
purchasing power of the program over the decade was cut in onehalf.
In addition, the Administration's budget request over the
past 10 years haa called for the elimination of the S510 program,
arguirg that the purpose of the program has been accomplished.
TY view evidently overlooks the fact that eight states and
tories receive at least 40% of their grant dollars from
SS1C, and face the real prospect of losing their entire grant

program if MG funding is withdrawn.
Supporters of SSIG believe that it continues to be an
effective federal/state partnership which provides the most needy
students with grants for their higher education.
National
service bills considered by Congress in 1990 recognized SSIC RR a
program with the ability to utilize a multiplicity of state
programs, leverage federal and state dollars, and thereby achieve
national goals.
A Spring, 1991 survey by NASSGP found that SSIG is still an
important supplement to available aid, allowing student choice
and driving state monies.
Some highlights from the Study are as
follows;
Ninety-two percent of the states administering the SSIC
program indicated that its elimination would affect
their state need-based grant program.
There was
virtually no difference in response by site of sta,e.
Roughly 25% of the states reported that elimination of
SSIC would mean the elimination of their state grant
program as well.
Typical of the written-in comments we received by survey
respondents was the following:
"We have continually tried to increase state
appropriations in our grant program, h',4t- have

-
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much success.
If federal funding for SSIG would be eliminated.
believe it would be years before those funds could be picked up
by our state."

I

Conversely, the survey also asked what impact the 7%
increase in SSIG funding that occurred between FY'90 and FY'91
had on the state. Some highlights are as follows:
Even in these dire economic times, nearly one-half of
the states reported that their state student grant
program realized additional student awards.
Despite budget problems, one out of every five states
reported that their state legislature had increased
state funding for their student grant programs.
Several written-in comments for the survey suggested that
federal funding in the SSIG program acted as a signal to the
state legislatures as how to provide funds for student grants.
If SSIG appropriations were increased, it was more likely that
state legislatures would add money to their state grant program.
Conversely, downward trend in $SIG funding resulted in downward
pressure by state legislatures. Thus, it appears that the
leveraging effect of federal funds is quite strong within the
nsIc program. This fact was confirmed in a 1990 survey by NASSOP
of its members which showed that 75% of responding states
reported that if fedelal SSIG funding were increased above $75
million, they expected their state legislatures would find new
money to match the increased funding.
I think you can agree from the survey responses that the
presence of the State Student Incentive Grant Program is A
a2ntinuing incentive for improving the ability of needy people to
attend postsecondary education. States who have responded to the
incentive provided by SSIG may not be able to sustain it without
Many people that I nave spoken with who have initially
it.
criticized the SSIG pray:am for having overstayed its welcome,
and not inspired states to increase their funding, seem
astonished to learn that there is a maintenance of effort
requirement which must be met. In fact, because of a severe
recession in one of out meliber states, it may not be able to
receive SSIG funds this year because its legislature could not
come up with the funding.
Earlier, I described the $2.00 in financial aid for every
$1.00 in federal investment which is the minimum for SSIG
participation, but in actuality, the program drives much more
In fact, when you look at the state expenditure
than that.
figures and how they have changed over time since SSIG has been
in existence, you would find that the multiplier effect is more
Simply put, it is more cost-effective than
like 10 or 15 to one.
In a simple example,
any other competing Title IV grant program.
if you put $50 million more into the Pell Grant Program, you get
$50 million more in financial aid for students. If you put $50
- 5 -
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million into the SEOC program, you get $59 million in additional
financial aid for students. However, if you put $50 million into
the SSIO program you get at least $100 million more in financial
Some might say it is the best deal in town!
aid for students.
Just recently we learned that one reason for the lack of
appropriations support for SSIC was due to the fact that the
states were "too efficient" in drawing down the federal funds
early in the fiscal year, resulting in a "spend out rate" which
The problem
is greater than for any other Title IV program.
appears to be a regulatory inconsistency which permits such
drawdowns. We are working with the Education Department to
correct this "problem." And, I am coordinating a voluntary
slow-down of SSIG funds drawdown through WASSOP.
On April A, 1991, NASSCP provided this subcommittee
specific recommendations for enhancing and improving the SSIG
Several of them are similar to the recommendations
program.
15-member educational association SSIG coalition
provided by
The
which was headed by the American Council on Education.
NASSGP recommendations include;
1.

The Higher Education Act should be modified so as to
renew emphasis on grants over loans by discouraging
Stafford loan and prohibiting SLS loan borrowing by
first year undergraduate students and enhancing SSIG
By using the SSIG
and Pell grant amounts for them.
program to implement auch a concept, federal costs
could be limited.

2.

Authorization levels for SSIG funding should be
increased to $100 million per year, and increased by
an at least appropriate measure of inflation'in
I should point out that this
subsequent years.
funding level recommendation would not even bring
SSIG's purchasing power back to the levels it was at
It is indeed a modest increase.
in 1980.

3.

During years when federal funding for the SSIG program
declines from the prior year, participating states
should be relieved of three-year maintenance of effort
requirement now found in Section 415C(b)(8) of the
States that are barely
federal Higher Education Act.
able to meet the 50% matching requirement of $SIG
have, in fact, been required to provide more than 50%
of their SSIG allotment during years when federal
This seems, on the
funding declined for the program.
surface, unfair and inequitable.

4.

The maximum allowable grant in the SSIG program, AS
specified in Section 41SC(b)(2) should be increased
from the current $2,500 to $5,000 per year to
recognize the increases in awards that have been
provided by state grant programs.
- 6 -
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5.

To ncourage new state aid expenditures, Section
415C(b)(8) should be revised to say, "Except that for
years in which more than $7!, million is appropriated,
states shall receive more than that amount designated
in Section 4153 only if total state appropriations for
ell need-based grants exceed the prior three years'
This recommendation would establish a twoaverage.
tiered SSIG funding allotment, and states would be
able to enjoy the second tier of enhanced funding only
if their total state appropriation for grant aid were
increased.

NASSOP is also supportive of the recommendation provided by
the American Council on Education on behalf of 15 other
educational associations which calls for $100 million in SS1G
authorization for the current broaram. and a new authorization of
4db million to serve as Lunging tor a pilot earty intervention
program to be administered by the state agencies that noW
administer the SSIG program. We are excited about the potential
of this recommendation, and look forward to assisting in the
implementation and assessment of the pilot program so that the
best working parts of it can be incorporated into a full-scale
One such model to consider is found in H.R.
national program.
2350, the National Liberty Scholarship and Partnership Act whir:h
was introduced by Congresswoman Nita Lowey, a member of this
Subcommittee, on May 15, 1991.
In conclusion, I commend to you the NASSOP recommendations
I believe there
for the State Student Incentive Orant Program.
is general agreement within the educational community in
(1) the program works
Washington, D.C. and nationwide, that:
well in providing access and choice to hundreds of thousands of
(2) funding fer the current program
Americans coast to coast;
should be expanded and sustained; and, (3) the excellent
administrative framework provided within the SSIG statute be used
to pilot test other promising concepts such RS early intervention
We urge you to consider such options AS ones which
programs.
will supplement. and net supplant the current SSIC program as it
is serving over 260,000 students per year in a tried and true
fashion, and should not zle replaced by a program concept that is
yet untested nationally.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify en behalf of the
National Association cf State Scholarship and Crant Programa.
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Ronald Atwell.
STATEMENT OF RONALD ATWELL, VETERANS COORDINATOR,
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, ORLANDO, FLORIDA, AND
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF VETERANS' PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATORS

Mr. ATWELL. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, on
behalf of the National Association of Veterans' Program Administrators, I want to thank you for the opportunity to share our position and recommendations on the Veterans Education Outreach
Program grant.
The Veterans Cost of Instruction Program was conceived to address the needs of Vietnam veterans. The grant was to supplement
the cost of establishing an Clic* of Veterans Affairs and to provide
for outreach renruitment, counseling, and retention programs for
veterans. Special emphasis was placed on disabled and educationally disadvantaged veterans.
The VEIP program evolved into the Veterans Education Outreach Program or VEOP. This program still focuses on Vietnam,
disabled, and educationally disadvantaged veterans. It does, howev-

er, recognize that post-Vietnam era veterans also benefit from
these services.

To illustrate this, in 1990, this last year, the Department of Education published a report recognizing 37 exemplary VEOP programs throughout the Nation. These programs included outreach
activities, special counseling services, support groups and veterans

clubs, special academic skill-building programs, and tutorial assist-

ance. As president of NAVPA, I can assure you that there are
many more schools with equally laudatory programs.
The important point is that these programs were developed and

maintained with appropriated VEOP grant funds, which I might

add are approximately one-eighth of the VEOP monies called for in
the grants. As you might well expect, to fund an Office of Veterans

Affairs and the programs and services that they offer requires a
significant commitment from colleges and universities. NAVPA's
concern is V tat without this commitment from Congress to support
the VEOP grant, these programs and services might be lost.
The Department of Education believes that VEOP has served its
purpose and veterans can be mainstreamed into the educational in-

stitutions. We in NAVPA do not agree. The U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs projections reveal that the number of students re-

ceiving education benefits is expected to climb to more than
600,000 by the year 1993.

Further projections have been made by the Department of Defense which suggest the release of an additional 500,000 service
members over the next 5 years. Most of these individuals will need
education. However, statistics prove that the people who are now
eligible for the veterans education benefits are not entering school.
VA statistics indicate that something like 23 to 25 percent of the
eligibles are using benefits, and those that do use the benefits, 60
percent of those start within the first 2 years.

"
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So outreach is still definitely needed. As an example, there is a
major thrust today to have a concurrent program of application for
college along with enlistment into the Army. The program is called
CONAP, and the sole purpose of CONAP was designed to increase
the utilization rate of the GI Bill.
The programs funded by VEOP do make a difference. During Operation Desert Storm, the veterans coordinators assisted veterans
and Reserve and National Guard members who had to drop out of

school to enter active duty. This assistance included everything
from being the single point for information on withdrawals, grades,
refunds, to establishing support groups for friends and family.
Now that the war is over and these students are returning, veter-

an coordinators are working on their behalf to resolve grade and
other admission, academic, and financial problems. I would suggest

that as we get further and further into the return of these veterans, we are going to find out that they, too, suffer from many of
the same problems that the Vietnam veterans suffered from.
In conclusion, the VEOP program is maturing past the Vietnam
era in which it was conceived. There is a need to continue the program but at a higher funding level that is seen in today's budget.

However, the VEOP program, even at its present funding level,
provides an incentive and a statement of Federal concern which
encourages colleges and universities to maintain visible offices of
veterans affairs.
A new generation of veterans have arrived on campus, but they

still require one-on-one, up-front counseling and support during
their academic careers. The VEOP program needs to be maintained
to assist these new veterans.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to speak today.
[The prepared statement of Ronald Atwell follows:]
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The National Association of Veterans Prograe

Administrators is an organisation representing over 500
institutions of higher learning froe throughout our country.

Member institutions are among those which currently serve
veterans and their dependents using educational benefits

under the emu US Departsent of Veterans Affairs (VA)
programs.

(See attachment A)

US Department of Veterans Affairs projections reveal
that the nueber of trainees under the various Chapters of the

CI Sill is expected to climb from the 442,000 individuals in
training during 1987 to sore than 535,000 in 1990.

This

represents au increase of 21% over 1987.

QUILLItata-AilLitstiisali
Further projections have been sade by the Department of
Defense which suggest tbe release of an additional 100,000
troops per year over the next five years.

Statistics

indicate that veterans are most likely to enter an

educational program within two years from the date of their
release.

The recent Desert Storm activities have made

veterans of many of our reservists.

The VIOP progras is

needed today!

We have all listened to the cosmercials which tell our
young people to "be all that they can be" and we pee the
youthful collegiates using their GI Bill benefits on TV.

As

a nrtion, we have legislated, promoted and sold this program
to the half a aillion users of the 01 Dills.
1

s

Our nation has
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specific responsibility to help these individUals to
actually enter training and realize the education that we
have promised them.

History of the VCIP/VEQL
ELSILLLILL

The Veterans Cost of Instruction Payments (VCIP) Program
was conceived to address the needs of returning Vietnam and
Vietnam-era veterans.

Veterans needed assistance in entering

an educational setting, in securing their often delayed
benefits from the Veterans Administration and to start and
The VCIP

continue the use of their educItional benefits.

program was desinged to focus on the needs of disabled
veterans.

The program based its payments on the nubmer of

veterans who were receving GI Bill payments and it allowed an
additional amount for those who were disabled

recognizing

that they may need special assistance to assure that they
The program was historically

were allowed equal access.

underfunded, but still had a dramatic impact on the
availabiltiy of on-campus programs.

The VCIP Program evolved into the Veterans Education
Outreach Program (VEOP).

Payment for this program is based

on the number of honorably discharged veterans enrolled at
participating institutions.

A higher allowance is paid for

disabled veterans, and an even higter rate was allowed for
veterans training under Chapt.sr 34 or Chap..er 31.

Unfortunately, the concept of an 'additional allowance" for
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disabled veterans was lost due to the language of the
legislation which established the VEOP.
DISARPOINTING RATE OF USAGE OF
G/ BILLS

The GI Bill has a 40 year history of excellence.

Today,

the Montgomery GI Bill is an incentive for young people to
serve in the arse

forces, and the Army boasts that over 90%

of the enlisteas participate in the program.

However, of the

people who are now eligible to use this program, it is
acknowledged that the usage rates for these benefits are a
disappointment.

There is a major thrust today to encourage

the concurrent application for college with enlistment in the
Army to improve the rate of GI Bill utilization.
The VCIP and the VEOP programs have served and continue
to serve their purpose, but the lag in usage speaks to the
fact that the work of outreach is far from complete.

The GI

Bills have been credited with returning up to 10 times the
investment made by the public in these programs in additional
tax revenues generated by those who benefited by the GI
Bills.

/t has repeatedly been credited with being one of our

nation's best investments.

The return on that investment can

only be realized if the program is used.
The military's projected reduction in force coupled with
the needs of the soldiers returning from the Persian Gulf War
speak to the need to continue and upgrade the current VEOP
program.

47-527 0 - 91 - 16
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Our young veterans have taken several years out of their
lives to stand ready to defend our country.

We are proud of

our soldiers who served in the recent war in the Persian Gulf
as well as all those who stood ready to serve both before and
during that conflict.

As our talented young people stand

ready to serve, the tine that they lose is a tine when their
peers have continued in school, and in that arena, their
colleagues have forged ahead.

During that same time, educational institutions have
"enhanced" their entrance requirements.

The Veterans

education Outreach Program is a public policy which is
designed to assist veterans in recovering from the
disadvantages which were imposed on th'em by virtue of their
service to our country.

The VEOP program is needed to help

restore veterans to eligibility for entrance to and success
in higher education.

;mall Federal Investment Yeilds
Large Program Returns
The VEOP program is a very small investment on the part
of the Federal government for which we receive a very large
return.

-nstitutions have responded in a positive and

affirmative way despite of the low level of funding.

Funds

are used for training of staff and to provide specific
services to veterans.

The average grant is about $6,000 to

the approximately 500 participating institutions.

3
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small investment of *2.63 million, the ins'Atutions provide a
visible Office of Veterans Affairs staffed by a knowledgable
veterans coordinator.

Usually, the veterans certification

function, outreach and retention is provided through this
office.

The small grants under this program' provide a large

incentive to retain the expertise of a veterans coordinator.
Why is this expertise needed on campus?

The US

Department of Veterans Affairs has bten struggling for many
years with an overpayment problem.

Properly trained and

dedicated certifying officials are the first line of defense
in minimizing overpayments.

The same holds true for the

prevention of school liability.

The VA holds institutions

liable for overpayments which are received bi students when
untimely or inaccurate certification play_ a role.

The

presence of a knowledgable certifying official minimizes this
problem.

The VEOP program encourages outreach and counsLling for
those training under veterans programs and helps students to
deal wit)

the bureaucricies which play a role in their

receipt of VA educational benefits.

Today's veteran must

comply with the policies of the Department of Defense, the US
Department of Veterans Affairs and the Educational
institution itself.

When the DoD and the VA began

imi.lementation of the Reaerviats G/ Bill, college veterans

programs responded in direct support for the DoD's Chapter
106 program.

There were many implementation problems, and

the offices which are funded by VEOP grants served as a point

44
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of focus for all these students - even though the VEOP
funding formula does not presently include this segment in
its prograil counts.

VA Education - A Commlew System
The rules and regulations of Title 38 which relate to
the Veterans Educational programs are extremely complex and
restrictive.

To insure correct administration of these

benefits, it is imperative that qualified coordinators are
retained and trained.

The VEOP program has served as an

incentive for this process at over 500 institutions.
/he Mandate for "Umfront"

It was recognized by the Commission to Assess Veterans

AdiAistration Policy (PL 99-576), and then by the Congress
in several pieces of legislation, that servlcemembers and
veterans required specific counseling regarding their
educational benefits and responsibilities.

The Commission

visualized "one-on-one" counseling for the student as they
entered training.

Congress imposed and unspecified

counseling requirement.

The US Department of Veterans

Affairs responded with pamphlets and an annual letter of
responsibility.

The Department of Defense responded with an

enhancement to their outbriefings.

The fact still remains

that these students still require what the Commission
recommended, one-on-one counseling regarding their VA
benefits and their special requirements in an educational
setting.

'The Campus based VEOP programs provide

las type of
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service to those students.

The VEOP funded ffice can

provide visible and viable service at convenient times and
places for students.

The campus VEOP office is in the best

position possible to help students understand their
responsibility to the DoD, the VA and the educational
institution - all participating in a partnership.
6 Desonstrstion of the Federal
Committment

Visible and viable Offices of Veterans Affairs would
disappear from campuses without the incentive provided by
VEOP or a similar program.

The involvement of the federal

government tells the institution that this is a national
priority - this is important.

Without this message, it is

likely that qualified coordinators would be moved to other
programs, and that veterans affrirs would be reduced to a
simple certification function.

Not A Duplication of Services
The VEOP does not duplicate other federal efforts.

VEOP

is specifically directed to the needs of veterans in an
education setting.

These needs center around awareness oE VA

programs, assistance in re-entering the educational
environment and assistani 3 in starting and keeping VA

benefits running.

The VA has specifically stated that they

will not do outreach in education programs.

Ihe VA cannot

certify attendance for schools, they are not designed to work
on problem resolution with the DoD, they are not near enough

to the students to work on debt avoidance and debt

45,6
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prevention.

Given the complexity of laws and agencies

relating to VA benefits payments, they are not in a position
to "tie it all together".
Veterans need a distinct program.

Unlike any of the

preceding GI Bills, students served by today's veterans
programs must work with the Department of Defense, the
Department of Veterans Affairs and the Institution of Higher
Learning.

Certification and the program approval process are

complex.

The requirements of all three bureaucracies must be

set to insure the benefit payments that were promised to
them.

Often, the missions of these three segments are in

conflict.

Because of their military experience, this group
self-identifies - they are VETERANS.

It is difficult to have

then identify themselves as "Re-entry" or "displaced" and to
receive services from these programs.

Unlike other students, veterans are keenly aware that
they are ENTITLED to an earned benefit.

They made an

investment in the GI Bill with direct payments or pay
reductions.
won'

They realize that it is not financial aid - they

take no for an answer and tend to be Autspoken.

A

viable veterans program helps to reduce incidents of
misplaced hostilities.
rite Role of the DePartment of

Educatiom

The Department of Edm:ation is the right place for this
nrogram.

The US Department of Veterans Affairs has made it

s
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clear that it intends to not do outreach, citing that it is
already over-burdened.

To place the program under their

direction would be incestuous.

It must be placed outside of

the control of the VA because of the temptation to decrease
"outreach" to save program dollars.

By keeping this program

in the Department of Education, a balance is created which
prevents this problem.

The ImPact of the VEOP Protram
The Veterans Fducation Outreach Program makes a
difference.

At institutions across the country, there are

many cases where students could not have entered and
continued training without the intervention of the VEOP
office.

One California Vietnam veteran, suffering from Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder had worked on hts degree off and on
for over 5 years.

He was two classes sho-t of graduation.

He was having great difficulty facing those last two classes.

The coordinator and a VA work-study staff ember literally
held his hand, helped to adjust course requirements tc meet
his needs, and gave him a safe haven on campus.

He

graduated, then went on to complete a Masters Degree program
and has become very active in the community.
Yet another veteran was discharged early with a medical
disability.

She was not eligible for benefits thou.th she had

her pay reduced for the Montgomery GI Bill.

The VEOP

program director brought this inequity to the attention of
the House Veterans Affairs Committee, and legislation was
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passed which allowed veterans benefits equal to the number of
months served.

Then, with the coordination of assistance

from the County Veterans Service Office, the veteran received
a disability rating from the VA and now is.training under the
VA's vocational rehabilition program.

She has indicated many

times that she thought that she had no eligibility for any VA
programs.

Because .of the veterans program funded by VEOP,

ahe is able to pursue a degree and become a contributing
member of our society.

Another common situation would be admissions
requirements passing by the servicelember while they are on
active duty.

The Veterans Affairs program can help these

individuals access exceptional admission programs or specific
remediation.

These types of stories are generated daily in our
veterans offices.

When multiplied by the number of

participating institutions, it becomes very clear that the
VEOP programs have a significant impact on the lives of
veteran students throughout the country.

WHERE SHOULD THE VEOP GO FROM HERE?

The VEOP program continues to be effective and
meaningful. Emphasis needs to be placed on its transition
from being a program that served Vietnam era veterans, to

a

program which serves all persons who are potential users of
any of the GI Bills.

The need still exists to inform

4S
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veterans of their benefits, give students access to

one-on-one educational counseling and to assist our veterans
in the effective use of these meaningful benefits.
$imDlification of the Countin&
Process

When the VCIP program was transformed into VEOP, it was
thought that counting honorably discharged veterans would be
a simple, effective means of gauging program size for the
grant distribution process.
and cumbersome.

In fact, it has been difficult

It is often difficult to obtain discharge

documents, there has been confusion on what is required to be
auditable and it is a count which is not usually maintained
by the institution.

One option would be to count the number of students
presently using VA educational benefits.

This count would

more accurately reflect the number of students directly
served at an educational institution.

Because of its

simplicity, it would be highly auditable.

This is a

statistic which educational institutions already use and
would not require an additional counting process.
Since the program has never been fully funded - the
funding formula is a relative number.

Because VEOP is an

outreach program, we must continue to recognize that the
actual nubmer of veterans served is much higher than the
number of students actually enrolled in the institution.
Counting GI Bill recipients is equally valid to counting
honorably discharged veterans.

Consideration could also be
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given to supporting services for our standi'ng reservists and
.perhaps to the children of deceased and disabled veterans,

making the program consistent with the VA's Title 36
programs.

isw Approach - ConAt
Realising that enhanced usage of the GI Bill will occur
if military enlistees have a concrete plan to attend college
upon their release fres active duty, the Servicesen's
Opportunity College has unveiled the Concurrent Adsissions
Program.

ThiS progras encourages participating institutions

to "admit" students to college as they enlist for silitary
service.

The institution suet then maintain outreach

contacts with these students and provide advising and
counseling during their military service.

This places an

additional financial burden on the educational institution
for which no funding is available.

The IMP program could be

modified to allow this type of service to active duty
servicemembers.

Present law allows only service to veterans.

funding Levjas.

We have experienced deterioration in all of the
Department of Education programs which were designed to serve
veterans.

We, as veteran service providers are faced with a

situation which is somewhat analogous in time to a period
immediately following the Veitnam War.

The Department of

Veterans Affairs has conservatively projected that 350,000
veterans will receive training under the GI Bill in 1991 and
that the number will rise to over 600,000 by 1996.

'
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Educational institutions have downscaled their programs
because of the low numbers of trainees.

If the VA's

projections are correct, we are sadly unprepared to meet the
educational and career needs of our nation's veterans in the
next decade.

Strong consideration should be given to funding

the VEOP Program at a higher rate.

CONCLUSION

The VEOP program is maturing past the Vietnam era in
which it was conceived.

There is a need to continue the

program, but at a higher level than is seen in today's
budget.

The VEOP program, even at it's present level of

funding, provides an incentive and a statement of federal
concern which encourages participating colleges and
universities to maintain visible Offices of Veterans Affairs.
It is likely that without this support, these programs and
their expertise would vanish.

A new era of veterans have arrived on campus.
still require one-on-one, upfront counseling.

They

The VEOP

program needs to be updated to address their specific needs.
Charging these programs with assistance to active duty
personnel is an important step.

Streamlining the counting process to count GI Bill
recipients under all the Title 38 programs as the basis of
fund distribution would reduce campus workloads.
NAVPA appreciates this opportunity to present these
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views before this committee.

Our orsanization would be

pleast to provide this committee with any additional
information which may be rquested.
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Chairman FORD. Well, we have poor Mr. Childers delivering the
administration's message again. He has delivered several messages

and survived, so he has proved that we are not like the ancient
Greeks.

We do it in reverse. Mr. Atwell, he wants to abolish your program. What do you say to the reasons the administration gives in
its statement for abolishing your program?
Mr. ATWELL. I have not seen the formal recommendations in
writing, so I have not had the opportunity, but my understanding

is that they feel that--

Chairman FORD. Hold it. Mr. Childers, can you tell him quickly
what the rationale for abolishing the program is?
Mr. CHILDERS. It is a small program. There are other larger programs that provide similar type services: the Student Support Serv-

ices programs on over 700 campuses, the Veterans Department
itself provides programs and services, the military branches themselves provide exit counseling and make sure that outgoing veterans are aware of educational opportunities and the uses to which
they can put their funds.
It is a question of our goals are the same, but the thought is
there are better ways to do it.
Chairman FORD. Now, Mr. Atwell.

Thank you, Mr. Childers.
Mr. ATWELL. I would like to go back to what my comment was
before. The VACongress has recognized the need for counseling.
There are programs that have been established by the military

with the Department of Labor-Chairman FORD. Just a moment. The Veterans Committee has
recognizedI want to make it clear, as a GI Bill college student, I
have no prejudice against veterans programs. I am very grateful
for them. But they are veterans programs. There was a reason at
the time that we enacted this little program that you are now involved in. It was that we were having a terrible time convincing
the body politic around here that we should provide Vietnam veterans anything close to the kind of opportunities that we had from
World 'War II and the Korean War.

The public and the body politic was unwilling to treat Vietnam
veterans the same as we were treated. And we had other student
aid programs. We said if they are going to have to get out there
and compete with everybody who didn't have their life interrupted
by going to Vietnam, we ought to give them some extra help. And
really what we were trying to help them get was not veterans educational programs, was it?
Mr. ATWELL. No, sir.

Chairman FORD. It was the same kind of education programs
that TRIO is trying to find for their people. We have just created a
new category of people who ought to be helped to get the other programs.
In the meantime, since the all-volunteer armed forces, we are
giving out contracts for education benefits like they are going out
of style as incentives for people to enlist, as incentives for people to
stay in. We even make contracts to educate their children in the
event they already have their own educational goals attained. And
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we have all these other things that have happened in the meantime.
Now, how do we quarrel with the administration when we say

that its reason for being no longer exists?
Mr. ATWELL. Mr. Ford, I-Chairman FORD. You just mentioned, for example, what a wonderful opportunity was presented to your people to work with the

reservists returning from Desert Storm. Where in the world did

you get a commission from us to fool with Desert Storm? Now, this
is no disrespect to anybody in Desert Storm, but there is an already
existing structure to take care of their problems, both because they
are veterans and also because they continue to be reservists or
guardsmen when they come back.
Why would you be over there meddling in the Veterans Administration and the military's backyard with this program which was
designed to make sure that before their benefits finally came into
being Vietnam veterans would get something? This happened to be

one of the committees that thought that Vietnam veterans should
be treated like other veterans. Now, everybody will tell you today
that that was common in this town, but everybody who was in
town in the 1960s knows it wasn't common.
Nobody liked the way they were fighting their war. They didn't

fight it the way we fought our war, and "To hell with them," was
the attitude. And we created some of these things because it was
the only place they could get a sympathetic hearing. Now, if it was
more money, I would really get upset, but it is only a thimble full
of money that is keeping this going.
But I am going to be disagreeing with the administration enough
this year; I have real difficulty answering their criticism of a continuation of a program that has no visible evidence of need. Can
you give me one?
Mr. ATWELL. Well, Mr. Ford, I'd like to, but, apparently, my view

on--

Chairman FORD. Am I wrong in suggesting that you were never
intended to be ladling out veterans benefits as such?
Mr. ATWELL. No. It is just that the two go hand in hand. When

we talk about retention and keeping a veteran in school, I think
financial aid, that part of it, is an important aspect of it. Obviously,
if the person is not receiving their education benefits, that is a concern of the veterans office Just as if the person needs counseling

for--

Chairman FORD. Ah. When I went in the service, there was no GI
Bill. While I was in the service, Congress passed something that got
to be known RS the GI Bill. But when a young person in my district
goes into the enrvice now, they sign a contract in advance with the

military for education benefits. They don't go in and then have a
program occur while they were absent that they have got tc. be told
about and coaxed. That's a part of the quid pro quo for them putting their body on the line.
Now, how do you fit into that kind of a veterans benefit? What
do we need yourI'm not picking on you individuallywhat do we
need this program for at this point?
Mr. ATWELL. Well, the outreach is the major issue that we are
most concerned with, the lack of usage. We don't know why the
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people are not using the benefits, but we know that they are not,

and we are concerned that--

Chairman FoRD. The lack of usage of what benefits?
Mr. ATWELL. The education benefits.
Chairman FORD. Well, that's not your job. You were supposed to
get out there and help a group of people who weren't being affected. Now you are spending your time with people who have contrac-

tual obligations going in that spell out what their benefits and

rights are. And I think I'm just going to have to look more sympathetically at the administration. I need something to give them
anyhow, and maybe your program is the thing.
But I will give you all the time you want to tell the committee
why we need this program, consistent with its reason for being.
I promised at the very beginning of this reauthorization that I
would not fight for anything just because I helped to write it, and
we have been doing it that way. And bigger programs than yours,
if we are going to be consistent and intellectually honest about
that, are going to bite the dust. But I want every program that the
administration tells us we don't need to justify themselves.
Now, Mr. Hynes, you tell me how you respond to Mr. Childers'
message about abolishing SSIG.
Mr. HYNES. Certainly, Mr. Chairman. I noted the three points
that were presented this morning, and the first two I believe are
equally valid as arguments for continuing the SSIG program. The
first one that was mentioned is that when the program was established, SSIG was established, only a few States had programs, and
now every State and six of the territories have student financial
aid programs.
That is a testimony to the success of the SSIG program, and we
believe that it continues to be a continuing incentive. It was not a
one-time incentive. There is no mention of seed money being provided for States to establish a program. It's an ongoing incentive.
The second item that was mentioned was that States now so
much overmatch the SSIG contribution. That is true with many
States but not all Stetes. Some States are matched at 50/50, and in
some of those States we believe that the programs are likely to fold
completely. Not only would those students lose the 50 percent of
the funding provided through SSIG, but it is likely that the 50 percent provided by the States would fold and we would be back with
fewer programs and some States not having student financial aid
programs.
The third comment was that SSIG has achieved its purpose. It
has achieved a purpose, and the purpose was to establish programs
in each State, and it continues to do that each year and provides
its purpose, provides grants students each year that students receive grants through the SSIG program.
It is a continuing incentive, in our view, and its elimination now
would eliminate ;;;rants to students, $63 million. There are 260,000
students whose grants are partially funded by SSIG, not all would
lose their grants, many would. C,ertainly, many more students
would lose partial grants.
Chairman FORD. I found the reasoning of the administration very
interesting but not very persuasive on this one. There is a parallel.
When we reauthorized vocational education the last time, the
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people at OMB, who obviously ai e behind these proposals, even the

one attacking his program, said, since the amount of money that
the Federal Ctovernment provides for vocational education represents such a small percentage of the total, we can abolish Federal
funding for vocational education. It will have no effect
People from all over the country came in and told us that this,
the oldest, continuous game in town of Federal encouragement for
States to make a greater effort in vocational education was absolutely essential. Even though it was only providing 7 percent of the
total dollars, if you pulled it out, the State money was going to
wither away too.
Let me ask you, Mr. Hynesyou are New York State?
Mr. HYNES. "Yes, I am.

Chairman Fox°. How much does New York get from the Federal
Government under this program?
Mr. HYNES. This year it will be just over $5 million.
Chairman FORD. Doesn't that mean that the New York budget
people recognize going in that there is $5 million that they have to
spend or they are going to lose it?
Mr. HYNES. Each year I make a presentation, and it is specifically written in our presentation to the legislature and the Governor
regarding our estimate of what we will receive under the SSIG program. Yes, they do recognize that we are funded and, in addition,
not only that the money must be provided to match that, but that
thea is a 3 year maintenance of effort.
New York had a program in existence when SSIG was estab-

lished. It was very generously funded at the time at around $90
million. That serves as a base. We have to meet that effort. In addition, we have t..) meet the 3 year average for the previous 3 years,

the average that New York State has provided to students, we
must maintain that maintenance of effort. And that is alsoI be-

lieve they are fully aware of that requirement also.
Chairman FORD. You are a State that overmatches the Federal
money?
Mr. Hv :as. Yes, we do.

Chairman FORD. Would you continue to overmatch if there was
no Federal money?
Mr. HYNES. We would continue our State program. A portion of

it, equal to the SSIG program, would either be abolished, there
would be fewer grants, or all the grants that are matched with the
Federal funds could be reduced. That would be a decision for the
legislature, but it has happened in the past, and it could happen

under this program too.
Chairman FORD. You are speaking here for a hational group.
Mr. HYNES. That's correct.

Chairman FORD. In how many States is the Federal money significant enough to continue to be a reason why they have to appropriate their own money to stay in the game?
Mr. HYNES. There are about 14 or 15 States, about 8 of those, it
represents about 50 percent, where over 40 percent of their grant
money. eo there are about 8 States that could potentially lost the
entire grant program if the Federal portion were withdrawn and
the legislature no longer provided the funds to meet that.
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Chairman FORD. How many States do not have an SSIG program

because they don't match the Federal money that would be available to them?
Mr. HYNES. All States have an SSIG program, all 50. This past
year, there was one State that faced a problem with coming up

with their maintenance of effort requirement. I understand, in

recent months, that that has been resolved. There was another pro-

gram, a year ago, where their State situation seemed to require
that they might not appropriate funds, and they faced a loss of

theirs. But, currently, all 50 States have SSIG programs.
Chairman FORD. Well, one of the strong pieces that the adminis-

tration recommendation has in it is the same thing that I just offered Mr. Atwell. I would offer you the opportunity to tell the com-

mittee why the administration is wrong when they say this program has served its purpose, and we don't need it anymore, to

dwell specifically on what the consequences of eliminating the program might be that are inimicable with the best interests with the
postsecondary education experiment supported by the Federal Government.
Within a reasonable amount of time, you can have as much time

as you want, but I think you have to answer that question. We
cannot, in good faith, say we are going to look at all these programs and then say no every time the administration tells us that

one has served its purpose. They don't generally expect that all of
these proposals are going to be passed, because my gut suspicion is
that this wasn't written or initiated in the Department of Education; it was initiated in OMB, and OMB never saw a Federal education program they liked, no matter which administration is in.
So that's where we really have the problem.
Mr. Mitchem, you didn't, obviously, have the privilege of seeing
the administration's proposals for this kind of a block grant approach to TRIO beforehand. I wonder if we could ask you and your
organization, on behalf of the other members of the committee, to
critique that proposal more specifically.

I have a little trouble with the supporting language that says
what we really want to doit's familiar language; goes back to the
Nixon yearswhat we really want to do is put this money down
where local judgments will be substituted for national judgments,
because, after all, they know which part of the population in which
part of the State needs the program most.
On the other hand, as I am talking, the Secretary of Education is
upstairs, I am reliably informed, telling another subcommittee of
this committee that we need national standards, national testing,
and a national direction to quality in education, or we're never
going to get there.

There is something a little bit inconsistent about the upstairs/
downstairs approach to what our future education philosophy

should be. I know of no group that has a better grasp of the historical perspectives and the reasons why this program has stayed alive

and grown than yours, and I would ask you to give us some response, on behalf of your organization, to the suggestion that this
program will somehow be enhanced by transferring the overall
policy to a locally-driven policy; in other words, a policy that will
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be more responsive to the people currently making the most noise
in any given State.
That suggests how we go to TRIO in the first place.
Mr. Mrreingm. It sure does, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. The people who look like me were making the
most noise and casting the most votes, and the people who look like
you weren't. So we had to have TRIO.
Mr. MITCHEM. Thank you. You said it.

Chairman FORD. And that's really what it comes down to. We are
kind of suspicious, some of us, about what happens if you turn lose
of a national commitment. Our recent experience here with trying
to enact a watered down civil rights bill makes some of us a chary.
And I want you and the administration to be more specific for the
members of this committee before we bail out on any national commitment we have made to poor or disadvantaged people.

You remember all the trouble we had whenI'll blame both of
us, both first-generation college students heretame up with this
concept of first generation. There were people in the civil rights
movement who said we were trying to change the rules.
Mr. MITCHEM. That's right.

Chairman FORD. Until they began to look at the numbers, and

they discovered what we knew, that whether you are black or
white, you are disadvantaged if you have nobody to tell you that
there is a place called "college" that you can aspire to. And we
came up with this concept of first-generation; it wasn't easy to sell.

It seems to have worked as a screening deviceand they are all

screening devices.

So I am not sure that in every State they would be willing to do
first generation considerations or to pay the same attention that

the national program does. You might add any comments you have
as criticisms of the administration of the program from the administration.

And, Mr. Childers, as we follow up with the administration

we're not saying, you made your shot, now we're going to shoot you
down. You can fire back when we get something from them, too.
Mr. MITCHEM. We will be happy to prepare a statement, an analysis, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Childers, in the administration's proposal to take, as I understand it, four of the TRIO programs and put them into a block; is
that correct?
Mr. CHILDERS. Yes, sir, that's correct.

Mr. ANDREWS. What level or authorization is the administration
recommending for the new block grant progrum, and how does that
compare to the present level of authorization for the four separate
TRIO programs?
Mr. CHILDERS. We are proposing an increase, Congressman, in

that consolidated program for next year, and we would propose
that we go to a level of $253 million in these precollege outreach

programs, from the current level of about $207 million. In general,
the administration is suggesting an increase of over $50 million in
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the TRIO programs, the most of it would bethe bulk of it would

be for these precollege access programs.
Mr. ANDREWS. Can you estimate for us how many more students
and families would be served by this increase?

Mr. Cilium& The best estimate isit's hard to estimatewe es-

timate about the same number of students.
Mr. ANDREWS. There would be a $46 million increase but the
same number of students?

Mr. CHIumts. About 400,000 to 500,000 students.
Mr. ANDREWS. But you wouldn't be anticipating an increase in
the number of students helped by this?
Mr. CHILDERS. I reallyI am fumbling a little bit here, Congress-

rir n. I don't have a hard estimate for you on that at the moment.

Mr. ANDREWS. I wouldn't expect you to have a hard estimate of
it, but if the Department could, in the future, provide us with a estimate, I think the committee would appreciate that.
Mr. CHILDERS. We would be happy to.

Mr. ANDREWS. The reason I asked the question, it gets to more

than just a narrow, technical point, there is a track record of the
service that thebe four programs can provide and what we can rea-

sonably expect they will provide when we put a dollar into the program.

Despite some of the intuitive attractiveness of the flexibility

ideas behind block grant, one concern I would have is, how do we
know who will be served and how many people will be served by an
idea which has no track record and has no history? Can I have a

level of assurance or confidence that, by spending $46 million
rnore, that there will be better quality of service to more people,

and, if so, what is the basis for that confidence?
Mr. CHIMERS. Well, one of the reasons for this, Congressman, is

to attempt to target funds to where the really needy populations
are. The historical pattern of the TRIO grants in these programs is
just that, an historical pattern. Schools that have been in for a
number of years have an advantage in competitions, and our
awards do not very well reflect population shifts within this country.

For example, in the Educational Opportunity Centers program,
we have 40 of those imograms altogether across the country, three
of them are in Georgia, three of them Tennessee.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many in New Jersey?

Mr. CHILDERS. But inI will certainly get you that in just one
second.

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Payne and I think that's a very crucial question.

Mr. CHILDERS. But just to take another State at random, Michigan only has one Educational Opportunity Center. Pennsylvania
only has ori. New York only has one. And two very large States
have none, Illinois, and the largest State of all, California. And
that is just because, obviously, the populations there that need assistance are there, but they haNe trouble competing.
It is true in other programs, as well, Congressman. So one of our
thoughts about these areas is to try and figure out, working with a
committee, better ways to distribute TRIO funds to where the disadvantaged, needy populations really are.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Now, do I understand that one of the aspects of
this proposal is that the State by State allocation of the block grant
woulci be tracked on the Chapter 1 funding, so that if a State has 3

percent of the Chapter 1 students in the country, it would get 3

percent of the TRIO money?
Mr. CHIMERS. Yes, the funds would be calculated on the same

basis as funds are calculated for distribution under Chapter 1;

that's correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the present experience? Is there a significant disparity between the location of Chapter 1 funds and the allocation of TRIO money? I mean, the model suggests that you are
correcting a present maldistribution. Is there such a maldistribution?
Mr. CHIMERS. I think the TRIO programs havethe way they

distribute funds bears no necessary relationship at all to the

number of disadvantaged students that are there to be served, as
my little example on E0Cs was attempting to illustrate.

Mr. ANDREWS. Right. I understand that they would bear no necessary relationship, but do they bear an actual relationship? What
is the present experience? Because it seems to me one of the core
points of your argument is that the present system does not adequately target TRIO funds. Well, if we at.. going to use Chapter 1

allocation as a test of that argument, does it or doesn't it at

present?
Mr. CHILDEas. Well, I am not any expert on Chapter 1, which is
beyond my experience and work in the Department, but it does attempt to provide funds on the basis of the population in that area.
The TRIO programs, Congressman, basically respond to a grantee's
proposal to provide services to a group of people in the area, but it

many not bear any real relationship to the overall needs of the
State or the locality.
Chairman FORD. Would the gentleman yield at that point?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman FORD. The Chapter 1 formula doesn't figure out how
much money Michigan gets and how much Illinois gets. It figures
out how much the respective counties within each State get and
then cumulates them, and that becomes the State share. Because
Chapter 1 doesn't distribute the money to the State; Chapter 1 distributes the money down to the local school district. You don't propose to use the Chapter 1 formula beyond a number that is developed by cumulating the eligibility of the respective counties in Illinois; is that it?
Mr. CHIumas. That's right. It's by States.
Chairman FORD. Well you're doing it backwards. You are taking
a program that identifies people where they are educated in a local
elementary school, on the presumption that people attend an elementary school someplace near where they live. The correlation between low income and compensatory education under Chapter 1 is
an assumption that a high concentration of low income will predict
a relatively high concentration of children needing supplemental

education. That may or may not be true, but it is by and large
true, and it is the best formula we could come up with.
But, as we told the Department on talking about a portable pro-

gram based on Chapter 1 for their "Choice" program, it doesn't
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work that way. We don't identify individual children. TRIO identifies individual potential students and then works with them; does
it not?
Mr. CHILDERS. Yes.

Chairman FoaD. We put a Chapter 1 program in a school, and
then your child and mine and the welfare mother's child are all
eligible for the same remedial reading course, if they attend that
school and they aren't reading at whatever is determined to be the

cutoff point, 2 years behind their peer group, or whatever.
That's not how TRIO works, and you are trying to marry two different kinds of things together here. There is no magic in the for-

mula of Title I. Everybody tries to keep using the formula. But

Title I does not identify individuals; it only identifies school attendance areas, and it only identifies them actually at a national level
down to the county.
And then when you get into the county that most of my district

is in, with the City of Detroit, you have 34 school districts who
fight it out amongst themselves about how they divide up the
county money. But the money still goes to a building to create a
program, which may or may not be accessible to children, depending on whether they attend school in that building. It doesn't iden-

tify children with a need, an educational need. That is up to the

local people to use their resources for the people they determine to
have the greatest need.

So I think the gentleman from New Jersey is pursuing some-

thing very valid, that a simply sort of application of the Title I formula doesn't, on its face, make a whole lot of sense, because you

are trying to do something entirely different, and you are not

trying to find the same population.
Mr. CMLDERS. I would point out, Mr. Chairman, that that is correct. The distribution of funds would be calculated. The grantees
under the administration's proposal would still be, as you pointed
out is the pattern of TRIO, we would still be identifying individual
students to work with, that they were serving. The funding flows
would obviously be different.
Chairman FORD. Where do you wash your hands in the i?rocess?
At what point, when you pass the money out, who do you give it to
and then walk away and say, "It's not my job?" The Governor? The
State superintendent of public instruction? The State legislature?
Who is going to decide where the TRIO funds go after they get into
the State, if you don't use the Title I formula all the way?
Mr. CHILDERs. The administration's bill lists a number of assur-

ances that the Secretary would require from the States to assure
that the funds would be targeted to low-income, educationally disadvantaged individuals. Obviously, there are a lot of details that
would have to be worked out as to precisely what those assurances
would be and the absolute mechanisms of the programs.
But it basically is the funds to the States, and the States compet-

ing then to institutions of higher education and other nonprofit
groups.

Chairman FORD. Then the Governor or Michigan, who has just
announced he is going to dump some 600,000 people off of public
assistance, could follow that up with an announcement, "To make

that up, I'm going to put all the TRIO money in Detroit." That
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doesn't make any sense, because one program may be serving a dif-

ferent population than the other program. And trading dollars
around really doesn't get us to any kind of defensible education
policy.

TRIO is working. It is working well. It has built, against considerable resistance in its early days, confidence with everybody. Even
the Reagan administration came to like TRIO. Didn't they increase

your money? Now, if you could sell people like that that it was
working, why do you want to monkey with it?

Mr. CHILDERS. 1Ve 11, we are very committed to similar goals, Mr.

Chairman. As you know, this administration, as well, has suggested
more funds be put into these programs. We are very committed to
these purposes. It is an ever-growing need in this country. I think
our goals are precisely the same. What we are talking about today
is the best way to achieve these goals that you and I and Mr. Mitchem and the other people in this room have.
Chairman FORD. Thank you. I appreciate the gentleman's yielding. I am sorry for taking so much time.
Mr. ANDREWS. No. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

If I may just build on that last question from the Chairman a bit,
here is the concern that I have about the use of the Chapter 1 formula as a basis for the State by State allocation.
In my State, New Jersey, I assume that a Chapter 1 allocation
would serve us relatively well. We have a number of large and

medium-sized cities that have a lot of Chapter 1 districts that
would be receiving that kind of assistance. And I assume that a pot
of money would go to New Jersey.
My concern and then my question would be this: We also have
pockets of rural poverty throughout our State, very small communities where young people who would be excellent candidates for

this kind of program live, who are very remote from the inner

cities of our State. I guess the concern that I have is that someone
at the State level, be it the Governor or the commissioner of education, might choose to allocate the TRIO block grant money in such
a way that the needs of those young people in the smaller rural
communities might be overlooked.

So it would be a case where, sure, as a measure of statewide
need, the formula serves us quite well, but, once you get down to
the State level, what kinds of assurances or safeguards are there
that this is going to be a well-targeted, rational, competitive process and not one where you are simply giving either an education

bureaucrat or a politician at the State level another patronage

goody to distribute? What is going to assure us that this is going to
go to the people who need it?
Mr. CHILDERS. Yes, sir. First, let me just say your assumption is
correct that New Jersey would be a net gainer under this proposal
because of your population.
Mr. ANDREWS. Right.

Mr. CHIMERS. But any State desiring to apply under this program, there is a provision in the administration's bill that the retary will require that a State's application must contain a plan
for conducting the competition and awt. -ds to all eligible entities
within the State. So there remains the secretarial approval of the
State's plan for competing these awards.
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I think that would help go to your concern about forgetting some
parts of the State.
Mr. ANDREWS. Okay.

I was very interested in Dr. Smith's idea about the Super.Pell
grant. And, if I understand it correctly, Dr. Smith, the idea is that
we would have a higher level of potential scholarship aid for students who participated in outreach programs, making them more
likely to be successful students, that there would be a motivating
tool. Is that a fair description of the idea?
Mr. &MI. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Childers, would the administration's proposal
be broad and flexible enough to permit a Super-Pell type idea to be

incorporated in someone's State plan? If New Jersey decided it

wanted,W do what Dr. Smith proposes, would it be permitted to do
so under the administration's propsal?
Mt. CHILDERS. Well, we have taken a different tack on that, Congiessman. We have proposed something which has also been called,

in some ways, a Super-Pell, which is based on achievement and
would have additional funds to be proposed to grant extra Pell
funds to students based on achievement as well as the bulk of those
funds which would be need-based. We haven't actually talked about
putting it specifically into this proposal, but we do agree that there

is a place for incentives to encourage people to aspire and to
achieve.

Mr. ANDREWS. But isn't it consistent, conceptually, with what
you are trying to do here to go to the States and say that they .may
invoke this Super-Pell concept? I mean, is there anything inconsistent with that?
Mr. CHILDERS. No.

Mr. ANDREWS. Okay. The final question I have is about the SSIG

concept, which perhaps Mr. Hynes can also help us with this, and
that is, one of the arguments the administration, as I understand
it, makes is that we will have no net decrease, and in fact we will
have a net increase in the aid that is available to students by eliminating SSIG because of the offsetting increase in Pell money, the
more than offsetting increase in Pell money.
So rather than pour Federal money into this match program, we
will just put more money into Pell, and the volume of absolute dollars of student aid will be greater; is that right, Mr. Childers?
Mr. CHIMERS. We're talking about more grant aid. The question
is, in what form does it go. That's correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. I have a concern, then, given your administration
proposal for the redefinition of who is eligible for Pell that there
are going to be some people caught in the switches from this. Is it
correct that the administration is establishing the cutoff for Pell at
$10,000 family income?
Mr. CHILDERS. Congressman, I'm sorry. That is literally the other

side of the house in the Department, and I just don't know, precisely.

Mr. ANDREWS. I may be wrong. That was my recollection from
some earlier testimony.
Mr. Hynes, my understanding is that would cut out some people
who are presently the beneficiaries of SSIG money, would it not?
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Mr. HINES. Yes, that's correct, Mr. 03ngressman. The SSIG program, the needs analysis used by the States, in most cases, is that
determined by the State rather than under the Federal programs.
Mr. ANDREWS. Here is my concern: Let's assume that we have a
young man or young woman in my State who works fora single
parent making $18,500 a year. It is possible that under New Jersey's mode of analysis, under its SSIG program, that young man or
young woman may be eligible for SSIG money. It is my understanding that under the administration's Pell grant proposal, he or
she isn't.

So this is notwhen the administration says that really this is
just a matter of where rour aid is going to come from, it's not a

matter of who gets the aid, I don't think that's accurate, is it?
Mr. HYNES. Well, your analysis is correct that under the New
Jersey program the student would receive up to $2,500 under SSIG

and nothing under Pell. For those who are eligible for both, of
course, one of the items that we would like to emphasize in SSIG is
that the student that does receive a Pell grant is also likely, highly

likely, to be the recipient of an SSIG award, and that increasing
Pell by $50, or $100, or $200 does not make up for the potential

$2,500 that he or she may have received under SSIG.
Mr. ANDREWS. My only concern, and I will close with this, is that
it is a reasonable and fair debate over whether or not the administration's idea to redirect more Pell money to the very, very lowest
among the income groups to the exclusion of everyone else, it is a
reasonable and fair debate for us to talk about that.

But I think that in the context of the &SIG proposal, we should
understand that that is one of the ideas at stake here, that it is not

correct, as I understand it, to say that elimination of SSIG is

simply a reclassifying or reaccountilig of where the money comes
from. Whether it is right or wrong, I just think we need to discuss
it in the framework of that question.
Thank you very much.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Payne.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I am sorry that I missed the
testimony, and therefore it makes it a little difficult to follow the
trend of what was discussed. But I just have a couple of quick questions, probably to Mr. Childers.
The Educational Opportunity Centers are part of the TRIO pro-

gram and evidently are supposed to identify low-income students
and provide information about available postsecondary schools. I

hear from many of the public schools in my district that there

seems to be, even though these Educational Opportunity Centers
are supposed to be active, it seems that the students primarily hear
about proprietary schools that seem to be pretty aggressive in the
area. This is an inner city type area.
And, also, probably the most visible in the schools, talking to students about opportunities, are the Armed Services. They have more
people unleashed on the high school seniors than anyone, you
know, the "Be all you can be" sort of thing, which disturbs me.
What is your assessment of how effective these EOCs are, and
are they funded enough to compete with the service? The service
tends to come in and get the best of the urban high school boys or
girls. They tend to have more people there than the regular coun-
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selors. They seem to have better advertisements. They seem to do a

better job. And it is unfortunate that, to many students, the military tends to be the only alternative that they have. They don't
have to take a loan out. They may get some benefits once they
finish their tour of duty.
Or course, you know, people were not expecting the Desert
Storm-Desert Shield thing, but how are these centers working and
why do these other two groups tend to have so much more firepower, so to speak?
Mr. Cknumns. Well, one problem in New Jersey, Congressman,

with competition is that, unfortunately, there are no Educational
Opportunity Centers in the State of New Jersey. So the competition with the military services is a little unfair. But, in general, I
do feel that they do provide outreach services. Their purpose is to
reach out to and encourage people to come back into education who

may not have finished their secondary education or to go on to
postsecondary education.

The E0Cs, as opposed to some of the other programs, are not as
intensive in the nature of services delivered but are more of a con-

tact basis, helping students that may be on a one- or two-time
basks, just providing with information about postsecondary opportunities, or information un how to fill out financial aid applications.

But it is trueI noted the distribution patterns of E0Cs beforeas

opposed to the military, they are not in all communities, and they
do not serve populations in all States.
Mr. PAYNE. In your proposal, you are talking about a block

grant, therefore it is going to be up to the indivinual States to

decide which of the programs they are interested in? How will the
TRIO fare? I missed the testimony, as I mentioned, but there is a
proposal to put four of the TRIO programs into a block grant?
Mr. Cinumns. Yes. On access programs, the proposal is to consolidate four of them, and grantees themselves would have the flexibility to target the populations they particularly wanted to serve.

And it could indeed be the population that the E0Cs serve right
now.

If I might, just going back for a moment to a question Congressman Andrews asked, one of the problems in knowing exactly what
the cost per project would be or exactly how many people would be

served would be, under this flexible approach, a grantee could

decide to focus on one type of population rather than another.
And, in our own experience right now, Cmgressman, the per-stu-

dent cost, for example, in the Upward Bound program, is much
more expensive than in the EOC program. So if they went for an
Upward Bound type concept, it might take more money per student. But that is a problem with an estimation at this point.
But, Congressman Payne, it would be our thought that, under
the consolidated program, whatever particular population is identi-

fied as having the need in that area, the grantee could have the
flexibility to really target their focus on that particular population

group.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you. I had another concern actually regarding

Title III. There is, I thinkand I don't have my notes with me

but Title III deals with strengthening institutions that have large
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numbers of disadvantaged youngsters, in my district, is that a part
of Title III?
Mr. CHILDERS. Yes, that is the Title III programs of the Depart-

ment. There are three major parts: the strengthening institutions
portion of that, Part A; Part B is a specific program for the historically black colleges and universities; and then there is a Part C,
which is the endowment portion of the Title III program.

But, in general, those programs are designed to focus and

strengthen institutions that are serving large proportions of disadvantaged students, who are scholarship recipients, and which institutions also have low educational and general expenditure levels.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward again, next month, to bringing the
administration's message to this committee on Title III in more
detail.
Mr. PAYNE. One of the reasons I brought it up is because several
institutions in my area of North Jersey indicate that they have attempted to get some funding under Tit le III and have been totally
left outI mean, they just get an immediate response as soon as

their application goes in, so they are almost at the point where

they don't even apply any more, because there seems to be no dollars available.
We have some private colleges, Bloomfield College, for example,
that may have probably 50 percent minority students. It happens
to be an all-white town. It's a commuting school. The kids come
from Newark and East Orange. They just happen to have an aggressive program for inner city kids and are shut out. I mean, they
probably provide, between that and Essex County College, in my
town, they probably provide for as many students as all the historically black colleges in the country for New Jersey students with
just those two institutions.

But they are totally cut out of Title III and some of the other
programs. Not that I'm trying to pit, as I'm afraid that this block
grant stuff pits, you know, do you want scientists, or do you want
to get lawyers? I dislike this throwing everybody in one pot, and
you have to battle for it, and you find that people who are normally allies tend to be adversaries and going after each other for the
dollar.
In my opinion, these block grants are supposed to give flexibility

to the institution, but I think it's like, saying are you for the WIC
program, for prenatal care, or senior citizens' Meclicare? So what
are you going to do have a battle, between the elderly and the newborn. Well, this throwing everything into one pot, againbecause I
would assume that eventually then they are going to kind of cut
the pot, and then it's even going to be more difficult, although you
said there is an increase for this fiscal year coming up.
Those are some concerns that we have heard surfaced in my

area.
Mr. CHIMERS. Congressman, it is a concern. In the Title III program, Part A, which the schools you are referring to would be applying under, is one of the most competitive programs administered

in the Office of Higher Education Programs in the Department.
There are about 1,100 eligible institutions in the United States, of
which approximately 500 applied for Title III assistance this past
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year. We were only able to fund about one in five of those applications because of the number applying.

And it's one of the highest failure ratios, if you will, of unsuc-

cessful applicants of any program we have in the Department. And
it's a highly desired program. It's highly important for these insti-

tutions. And I'm just afraid that we literally just are not able to

fund the quality applications that we do receive.
It's a little different in Part B for the historically black colleges

and universities. There are about 100 of them, and they all get
funded through a formula basis. But in Part A, for the other institutions which may be educating large numbers of minority students, as you pointed out, we do have a very low success rate for
applicants.

I can certainly understand. I would be discouraged, if I had put
in what I thought was a good application several years running,
and it failed each year. But our success rate is only about 20 percent.

Mr. PAYNE. Then I suppose next week, when you come back to

tell Chairman Ford about this Title III, you will be bringing in
good news about how you are going to increase the funding for it?
Mr. CHILDERS. Yes, sir.

Mr. PAYNE. All right. Great. Terrific. Thank you. I have no further questions.
Chairman FORD. He is going to bring you Food news about increasing the funding for Part B for the historically black colleges.

That's the politically acceptable position to take in both political
parties around this place. He is not going to encourage you with
any idea that the kind of college that is in your district, with a majority of black students, or the kind of college in my district, with a
majority of black students, is going to get penny one. That's the difference.

I invite you to take that fight up, if you want. I tried 5 years ago
and almost had my head handed to me. I couldn't get a single vote
on this committee, not a single vote, to give priority to Title I, because it was thought it might be taking something from the historically black colleges. It took me a long time to get back on a talking
basis with my friends at Howard.
So if you want to go down that route, you can try it, but I would
advise against it.
Mr. PAYNE. Well, I think the answer is, it's just that they are not
funding it to the right level. But that's something that you certainly can't discuss, not when you get to education. Military, okay; de-

fense, the F-22, the new F-18they have even put a new one on
that is the F-i8. I don't think you have heard about that fighter
plane yet. I mean, it's more expensive than the F-22 that won't be
ready for 9 more years. They have this new one that's going to
make the F-22 obsolete.

I mean, there are billions of dollars, including $49 billion start
up costs. And we talk about a couple hundred million dollars for

some students all over the United State % and they tell you,

"You've got to be out of your mind. You can't get that money. We
don't have it."

The B-2--I went out thereI was mentioning the other day

and sat in that B-2 bomber. Two people sat in the thing. There
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wasn't enough room. The thing cost $800 million. They said it may
go up to a billion. They said they could put a third person in, but
they'Nre got to make sure it didn't weigh too much. It makes no
sense. Where are we going as a Nation with B-2s and F-22s and
now the F-18s, and they cost billions and billions? I mean, we talk
about billions with those numbers like we're talking about dollars.
It's just crazy. It makes no sense. Believe me, we are going out of
the work! backwards.
Chairman FORD. Thank you, gentlemen.
I would like to thank the members of the panel for their prepara-

tion for today and their cooperation with us, and solicit you to respond more specifically to these proposals precisely because they
aren't the big ticket items. They will get lost in the shuffle if we
don't get very specific about what we ought to do with them, and
the earlier the better.
I thank you for your help.
Before I adjourn the committee, I would like to observe that this
morning we have had as guests a number of students who are here
from the TRIO program at a leadership conference. And I would
have expected you to get a little bit more excited than you did this
morning. Maybe we are training you too well. You are lot more
polite than I was at your age if I had heard the kinds of things that
these people were talking about at the table.
The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, subject to the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF VETERANS PROGRAM ADMINISTRATORS
July 18, 1991

The Honorable Hr. William D. Ford
Rouse Education and Labor Committee
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. Ford;

This letter is in response to questions you raised concerning the Veterans
Education Outreach Program (VEOP) grant during hearings of the Sub-Committee
on Post-Secondary Education. At that hearing you indicated that you were
inclined to support the Department of Education's (DOE) position that the VEOP
grant was no longer needed, but were willing to listen to NAVPA's position.
The VROP grant wss originally known as the Veterans Cost of Instruction
Program (VCIP), and was conceived to address the needs of returning Vietnam
and Vietnamrvra veterans. Veterans needed assistance in entering an
educational setting, along with counseling and other retention efforts to
assist them in reaching their educational goals. Additionally, VCIP placed
special emphasis on the needs of disabled and educationally disadvantaged
veterans.

VCIP evolved into the VEOP program in 1985 when it was expanded to include all
This evolution
veterans, including both Vietnam and post Vietnam veterans.
recognized that all veterans benefited greatly by the services funded by VEOP.
They base this
The DOE has stated that the VEOP grant is no longer needed.
recommendaticm on two premises. First, they contend that veteran outreach
activities by colleges and university are no longer needel since the
Department of Defense (DOD) provides information through beparation and
transition programs, and because the Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA) has
increased its counseling and outreach services. Second, they contend that
services such as counseling and tutorial assistance provided for through VEOP
are available through other programs.

It is true that the ilitary services provide more information on educational
benefit opportunities through such programs as the Transitional Assistance
Program. It is also true that the DVA is increasing its resources for
Vocational Rehabilitation counseling and is providing information on veterans
benefits, including educational benefits, to recently discharged veterans.
However, at a recent workshop sponsored by the DOE concerning the downsizing
of the military, it was noted that while the DOD and DVA outreach activities
are necessary, "there (isl a lack of strong advocacy for post-secondary
education that bridges DOD and DVA encouraging transitioning servicemembers to
take advantage of their educational opportunities and use higher education to
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help find careers in civilian life with prospects for advancement and personal
success." The VEOP grant provides the funds to support the kinds of outreach
activities that fill that gap. With the anticipated drawdown of over five
hundred thousand servicemembers over the next five years, the need for
aggressive, coordinated outreach is paramount.
In an e-a of increased
enrollments, tightening academic budgets, and higher admission standards,
veterans need and deserve advocates at education institutions to assist in
their return to the education environment.
The second argument offered by DOE is that services such as counseling and
tutorial assistance are available through other programs.
Given that the
average VEOP award is less than $6000. few, if any, schools have counseling or
tutorial programs inplace solely for veterans. What the VEOP grant money does
provide is the seed money for schools to fund an office of Veterans Affairs.
This office, in addition to accomplishing outreach activities, acts as a
resource and referral agent to coordinate the various campus and community
resources to assist veterans to resolve academic, financial, and personal
problems which distract them from reaching their educational goals.
The size
and level of this assistance is directly proportional to the size of the
veteran population and the VEOP grant. The value of these services was
demonstrated during the recent Desert Storm activation.
Veterans, many of
whom were students, were recalled by the thousands to active duty in support
of this operation. Veteran's Coordinators assisted veterans who had to drop
out of school by being the single point of information on withdrawals, grades,
refunds, and re-admission information. Schools also established support groups
for veterans, friends, and families. And, as is obvious from the news media,
the storm is not over, and who knows when the next storm will arise.
In closing let me say that the VEOP grant still has an important place in the
education process of veterans. While it may be true that the DOD and DVA does
rightly play a major role in the veterans education process, the recruiting
and educating of veterans is still in the hands of educational institutions.
VEOP funds may not support an extensive veteran outreach, counseling, or
tutorial assistance program at any college or university, but by continuing
the VEOP grant program, Congress will send an important signal to schools that
their support of veterans and veterans programs is important. The DOE cannot
be allowed to remove the veteran from its list of prioritim, regardless of
how low, in terms of dollars, that priority has become.
I appreciate the opportunity to respond to your questions, and I request that
this letter be made part of the official record of the hearing as part of my
written testimony.
Si

rely,

/

/A

onald H. Atwell
President
RIM/bg
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NASSGP

Nib* Aseacistlen cli 8t. tkIssismiiP snd Grant Program

July 30, 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
Chair
Committee on Education and ',abor
U.S. House of Representatives
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 10515-2215
Dear Congressman Fords

I very much appreciated the opportunity last month to
present testimony before the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education regarding the reauthorisation of the federal Higher
Education Act. At that time, you asked that I send any
additional material which might be available to refute the
Administration's recommendation that the State Student Incentive
Grant program not be reauthorized.
copy of the °Report on the Survey of the
Enclosed is
National Association of State Scholarship and Grant Programs
(NASSGP) Members to Determine the Impact of Funding Options for
the State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) Program.° Of those
responding to the survey, 921 or 44 states indicated that the
elimination of MG would have a negative effect upon their state
need-based program. Of these, 11 states indicated that the loss
of SSIG funds would mean the elimination of the state program as
well. On the other hand, nearly half of those responding
indicated that funding for their state grant program actually
increased when MG funding was increased in fiscal year 1991.
The recommendation for eliminating SSIG seems to rest
Both were advanced by the U.S.
principally on twc arguments.
Department of Education at the June hearings
1.

The SSIG program has achieved its goal in providing
incentive to states to establish programs, and

2.

States are vastly overmatching the federal funds and,
therefore, the federal SSIG program is not necessary.
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The SSIG program has indeed provided an incentive for
states to establish and to fund state student financial aid
programs. Each state now hags such a program. If the goal of
SSIG were only to encourage states to establish a program, it
could indeed be vieWed as having been successful.
However, as
the enclosed survey indicates, at least 41 states mill no longer
have a program should SSIG be eliminated.
It would seem to be a
reasonable reading of the original intent Of SSIG that it was
intended to provide a continuing incentive to the states not only
to match the federal funding but indeed as resources allowed, to
over match such funding. Section 415A of the Higher Education
Act does not refer to the purpose of SS/G as being an incentive
for states to establish programs but rather that the purpost is
"... to make incentive grants available to the states to assist
them in providing grants to eligible students..."
I can assure you that no state viewed the SSIG funding as
additional money to establish a program. On the contrary, states
view the SSIG program as providing an incentive each year to
continue the state's funding of a program.

The argument that because some states vastly overmatch SSIG
funding the federal funds would not be missed is also contrary to
what we actually found in asking the states what would happen to
their state funding.
It is true that a few states do vastly
overmatch the federal funds. It should be noted, however, that
the "maintenance-of-effort" requirement under the SSIG program
mandates that ststes provide more than just matching funds in
order to continue to be eligible to receive SSIG funding.
For
1990-91, the maintenance-of-effort requirement resulted in states
appropriating over $656 million in state student financial aid.
For the 1991-92 school year, it is estimated that the
maintenance-of-effort requireh,ent will result in over $785
million being spent from state funds.
The elimination of SSIG and the subsequent elimination of
any maintenance-of-effort requirement would in fact release the
states from having to maintain this level of funding. Of course,
we would all hope that the states would continue to provide the
funds.
However, in view of the pressure on states at this time,
this level of funding for student financial aid may only be
continued if there is a requirement such as the SSIG requirement
in order to obtain the SSIG funds.
Reauthorizing the SSIG program and maintaining federal
funding for the program would continue to achieve the goal of
assisting states in providing student financial aid to students.
Recent data from the U.S. Department of Education confirms that
SSIG is serving a needy population. For 1989-90, the median
income of SSIG recipients was $13,933, or roughly $4,000 less
than the median income of SEOG recipients. No other federal
student financial aid program is structured in such a way that it
could make up for the funding that would be lost to students were
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Report on the Survey of the Nation"/ Altociation
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Members to Determine the Impact of Fundina Option"
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Prepared by

Kristen Osterlitz, William Sell, and Charles G. Treadwell
New York State Higher Education Services Corporation (NYSHESC)
for the

National Association of State Scholarship and Grant Programs
Frank J. Hynes, President
c/o New York State Higher Education Services Corporation
99 Washington Avenue
12255
Albany, N.Y.
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Results of NASSGP Survey on the Impact
of SSIG FUndillfl_LevAla

I. Bigkaraatnd
In March, 1991, the National Association of State
Scholarship and Grant Programs (NASSGP) initiated a survey of its
membership to better understand the impact that funding
fluctuations within the State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG)
program would have in each participating state and territory.
The SSIG program is authorized by Section 415 of the federal
Higher Education Act.
The survey was conducted by the New York State Higher
Odrcation Services Corporation (NYSHESC) and responses were
Ltweived from 1 48 of the 57 ;tees and territories that receive
Responding agenuies' SSIG funding represented 91%
;SIG fundirm.
of the 1990-91 SSIG appropriation, and thus can be considered
representative of the larger population of all participating
states and territories.
II. Summary

The survey examined agency response to two questions:
(1)
How would the President's proposed elimination of SSIG funding
affect your state's student grant program?; and (2) How did the
7.3% increase in SSIG funding provided by the Congress for FY'91
affect your state student grant program?
A. IERA.g.t_Of SSIG Pipuram ElkoinAtim

President Bush in his FY'92 budget request, called for the
elimination of the SSIG program. When asked if the SSIG program
termination would affect their state syent grant program, the
NASSGP membership responded as follows:
o
QyAr..ail. 44 statel_lara_indicktIMLthatthe_elilidp_ation
of the_slig_PrIgarAM_WP.Midlifgct their state need-based arRIII
There was virtually no difference in response by size
program.
of state.

The following states and territories did not respond to the
Alaska, Hawaii, Nevada, Americtin Samoa, Guam, Northern
Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, Trust Tcrritory, and the Virgin
1.

survey:

Islands.

2. For analysis purposes, respondents were divided into two
groups, large and small states, with those using over $3 million
in SSIG funds in 1989-90 being designated as "large" (20 states)
and the remainder categorized as "small" (28 states).

-

1

-
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o

Rmigblv 25 % of those 44 states reported_that the

Luminkti2EL9Lisicz_ssalcimAn_tke_gliminatila_p_Liksix_ state
grant proaram As wela.
B.

These states were mostly small.

fiamaiL_csainAnts_jay_a_simndanto Reaardina SS1G Elimination

"We have severe budget problems. The Governor's budget for
state grant programs for the 91-93 biennium contains
approximately a $1.9 million reduction from anticipated available
This will result in a reduction of 2,280 awards during
revenues.
the biennium in a program that is already underfunded and does
The loss of SSIG funding on
not meet the needs of all who apply.
top of this reduction will have a severe impact on our students."

"We have continually tried to increase appropriations to the
If federal funding
SSIG program but have not hod much success.
would be eliminated, I believe it would be years before those
funds could be picked up by the state."
C. Impact of 7,3% SSIG Funding Inulioffi Expezienced_in
FY191.

The Congress increased FY'91 SSIC funding to $63.5 million
When asked how the increase affected their state
student grant program, the NASSGP membership responded as
(+7.3%).

follows:

o Sven in these_dire economic times, nearly one-half 144Y)
of the states reported that their state atudent_arant proaram
realized additional iatudent awards. The large states were more
likely to increase awards, with one state adding 1,200 awards.
Despite wide-spread budaet nroblems. one out_of every
o
five states_reported that thejr_g_tate_iegiejatur_e_hfigUngmassi
The large states
mIAIILfUnding for their student ortult proarame.
were more able to increase funds: 35% of them increased funds, as
compared to 9% of the small states.
o gmly_lt 5_tt_g_g_ups2Klmi_tial_t_thikjncrea5e had no
siarlificagt_impact_on_theis_atate_strAntproarams. The small
states were slightly overrepresented here, comprising 10 of the
16.

o Several states reported that thly_wsre in the miAstsl_A
pevere rscession. and could only incrgase arant fund1na_I9...the
extant required for thl_maintenancemof-effort for SSIG_fundina.

D. Bamole Comments_bv_Respondents Reaardina SSIg_Increase
"We are still expecting a 2.5% cut in our Tuition
Grant/State Scholarship allocation due to serioun budget
constraints at the state legislature."

-2-
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"Increased federal funding was recognized, and legislative
desire to increase funding exists; however, budget constraints
will likely result in no increase in state funds."

"Ou, state's student grant program is an entitlement needbased program and to the extent that additional SSIG funds are
available, matching additional funds are also made available."
"The increase will be allocated to the state's newest
statewide grant program for low-incom students."

For more information, contact Charles Treadwell, Chair of
the NASSGP Federal Relations Committee, 518-474-1549.
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"Increased federal funding was recognized, and legislative
desire to increase funding exists; however, budget constraints
w4:1 likely result in no increase in state funds."

"Our stat's student grant program is an entitlement needbased program and to the extent that additional SSIG funds are
available, matching additional funds are also made available."
"The increase will be allocated to the state's newest
statewide grant program for low-income students."

For more information, contact Charles Treadwell, Chair of
the HASSOP laderal Relations Committee, 518-474-1549.
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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1991
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Hayes, Sawyer, An-

drews, Jefferson, Reed, Klug, and Gunderson.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff iirector; Jack Jennings,
education counsel; Maureen Long, legis!ative associate; Gloria
Gray-Watson, administrative assistant; Rose Di Napoli, minority

staff director; and Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority education counseL
Chairman FORD. The hearing will be convened on this the 28th
in our series of 46 hearings on the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act.
Today is the first of two hearings on the campus-based student
financial assistance programs, SEOG, College Work-Study, and Perkins Loans. Campus-based student assistance is distributed directly
to the postsecondary institutions to provide assistance to needy students.
The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program is
currently funded at $520 million and serves about 835,000 students.
This Federal contribution provides $584 million in student assist-

ance because the grants are distributed under an 85/15 Federal/
institutional match.
The College Work-Study program proNrides employment, typically
on campus, for 827,000 students. $594 million in Federal funding
pays for 70 percent of the students' salaries.

The Perkins Loan program is the oldest student assistance program in the Higher Education Act. It was originally the National
Defense Student Loan program ceeated by the 19593 National Defense Education Act. This is a revolving loan fund.
New Federal capital contributions of $156 million in this current
year are joined with institutional revolving funds made up of the
repayment of past loans to generate an annual loan volume of
about $860 million for this year. 3300 participating institutions will
make low-interest loans to about 688,000 students in the coming
academic year. The interest rate for this program is 5 percent
during the student's repayment period.
(513)
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I look forward to hearing from our witnesses on their recommendations and suggestions for reform and improvement of these student assistance programs.
Before we recognize the panel, Mr. Klug.
Mr. Kum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to thank you
again r:r this opportunity this morning to look into campus-based
student aid programs.
I want to take a minute, if I can, to we' 'ome a constituent of
mine, Rhonda Norsetter. Rhonda and I first lnet last year at a student aid conference in Oconomowoc, when I was first starting to
learn the program, and she is a long time resident of Madison and
a long time associate of the University of Wisconsin.
She received her bachelor's and her master's degree at Madison
and has held a number of positions of responsibility in the University's Office of Student Financial Services for close to 15 years, although, this summer she is playing hooky on an interim program
at the University of Virginia down in Charlottesville, where it is
hot for those who live in Wisconsin.
In her most recent capacity as associate director of student financial services, she has played a key role in administering a $75-million student financial aid package, for which she processes more
than 30,000 applications a year, which should really come as no
surprise since the University of Wisconsin-Madison is the third
largest campus in the country.
The campus-based programs which are the subject of today's

hearings are an especially sipificant part of the financial aid

package and financial aid services at the University of Wisconsin.
In fact, we have the largest Perkins Loan program in the Nation. I

am sure she can give us a much better sense today of how it all
works.

So I look forward to all of the panelists and particularly to
Rhonda, who I know will give us a great deal of insight and do the
kind of fine job that I know that the chancellor always says she
does.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I just want to thank you for this hearing on campus-based student loan programs. They are a good Yederal investment. They
have been used creatively and well by campuses all across the
country, and I am grateful for the support that these hearings
imply.
Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I just want to welcome the witnesses and I look forward to their
testimony. Thank you again for having the 28th in a series of 46
hearings. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. There is a motive to this that may be emerging
now. We are gradually, one by one, wearing down the members of
the committee so only me and thee will end up writing the bill.
We have with us this morning Michael Farrell, Acting Assistant
Secretary for the Office of Postsecondary Education in the Department of Education; Alicia Ybarra, project coordinator, recruitment
and retention of people of color in higher education, United States
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Student Association; Dr. Frank Mertz, president, Fairleigh-Dickinson University, Teaneck, New Jersey; Rhonda Norsetter, associate
director, Office of Student Financial Services, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Wisconsin; and Rene Champagne, president, rrr Educational Services, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana.
I would observe that Mr. Farrell has probably spent more time
as a seatmate with the United States Student Association testifying
than any of his predecessors at the Department. We hope that you
are rubbing off on each other during this process, and everybody's
contribution will be improved accordingly.
Without objection, the prepared statements of the witnesses will
be inserted in full in the record immediately following the point at
which they make their oral comments. You may proceed in the
order in which I recognized you.
Mr. Farrell first.
STATEMENTS OF MICHAEL FARRELL, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR THE OFFICE OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC; ALICIA
YBARRA, PROJECT COORDINATOR, RECRUITMENT AND RETEN-

TION OF PEOPLE OF COLOR IN HIGHER EDUCATION, UNITED
STATES STUDENT ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC; FRANCIS J.
MERTZ, PRESIDENT, FAIRLEIGH-DICKINSON UNIVERSITY, TEANECK, NEW JERSEY; RHONDA NORSETTER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES, UNIVERSITY
OF WISCONSIN-MADISON, MADISON, WISCONSIN; AND RENE
CHAMPAGNE, PRESIDENT, ITT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, INC.,
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Mr. FARRELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
am pleased to be here today to discuss the Department's proposals

for reauthorizing the campusbased and income-contingent loan

programs.
The campus-based programs, Supplement Educational Opportuni-

ty Grants, Work-Study, and Perkins Loans, include the Federal
Government oldest student financial aid programs. A number of
our proposals will streamline the institution's administrative
burden.

Unlike the Pell Grant and Guaranteed Student Loan programs,
institutions are principally responsible for the decisions regarding
awards to students in the campus-based programs. They have wide
latitude to direct campus-based funds to students with financial
need whom they are most interested in enrolling.
We have previously presented several of our simplification proposals. These include a single need analysis formula. I think our
campus-based proposal must be viewed as part of the whole higher
education reauthorization proposal that we have made, which is
overall more money for student aid in this budget than last, considerably higher amounts for Pell Grants, higher for Stafford Loans.
Part of the increase for those programs comes from more money in
our proposal; the other part from increasing the emphasis of Federal money for Pell and Stafford and away from campus-based programs.
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We ask the schools to increase their commitment to these programs. We call for an equal partnership between schools and the
Federal Government in the SEOG and Work-Study programs by increasing the institutional share to 50 percent. The magnitude of
benefits to schools is such that requiring them to provide additional program funding is appropriate.
The reduction in funding, from the Federal standpoint, permits
more funds to be directed to provide the Pell Grant program with
additional funds, and that program, of course, is targeted to students with the greatest financial need.
We propose repeal of two aspects of the Work-Study program:
first, the provision that allows employment by for-profit institutions and organizations, including proprietary schools. I think forprofit organizations are at their best when they are handling their
own money; that is, when they get the maximum out of every
dollar.
We propose to eliminate the special rules pertaining to communi-

ty service learning employment, since less than 1 percent of the
participating schools utilize that provision. Under our proposal,
community service jobs would in fact remain a key element, they

would simply be subject to the same 50/50 share as other jobs.
Several of our proposals reflect accountability efforts and default
reduction. We also propose to repeal the authority for Federal cap-

ital contributions to institutional Perkins Loan funds. Collections
from prior loans would provide new loans to students. New Perkins
borrowers would be charged 8 percent interest on their loans,
making the Stafford and Perkins programs consistent and returning greater amounts to the revolving funds.
We propose two changes to the fledgling ICL program to facilitate institutional access and broaden institutional choice for postsecondary students. The first would make graduate and professional students eligible to borrow. The terms of the ICL program are
well suited to graduate students, since they are often better able to
predict their future earnings potential.
The second change removes the current 10 institutional limit on
participation and would broaden it to a consortia of institutions.
The purpose of that is really to give a better chance for this program to prove its feasibility.
I will be happy to respond to any questions or comments that
any of you may have at the appropriate time. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Michael Farrell follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to appear before this Committee today to
present and discuss the Department's proposals for reauthorizing
the campus-based and Income Contingent Loan programs. These
programs are important components of the Administration's plan
for reauthorizing the Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA). The
campus-based programs -- Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants (SEOG), Work-Study (WS) and Perkins Loans -- include the
Federal government's oldest student financial aid programs; the
Income Contingent Loan program (ICL) is its newest.
A number of our reauthorization proposals for the campusbased programs are intended to lesseo institutions,
administrative burden associated with campus-level management of
these programs. Unlike the Pell Grant and Guaranteed Student
Loan programs, institutions are principally responsible for the
decisions regarding awards to students in the campus-based
programs.
Institutions have wide latitude to direct campus-based
funds to students (with financial need) Whom they are most
interested in enrolling. We have previously presented several of
our simplification proposals, including a single need analysis
formula and revised independent student definition, that affect
all the student aid programs. We are proposing additional
simplification measures for the campus-based programs.
Our reauthorization proposal calls for an equal partnership
between schools and the Federal government in the SEOG and WS
programs by increasing the institutional share in both programs
to 50 percent. Clearly, the Congress recognizes the additional
benefits provided to institutions by the campus-based nature of
the SEOG and WS programs, since the HEA requires institutions to
fund a portion of the awards they make to students in these
programs. We think the magnitude of these benefits to schools is
such that requiring them to provide additional program funding is
1
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appropriate. The reduction in Federal funding is necessary
permit more funds to be directed to provide increases in the Pell
Grant program, which is more targeted on students with the

greatest amount of financial need.

Through WS, the Federal government supports a student
workforce.at participating institutions through subsidized
employmeni. Students use the opportunity to earn funds. Some
research has shown that many students who work part-time during
the school term demonstrate higher rates of persistence than
students who do not.

We are proposing to repeal two aspects of the WS program.
First, we would eliminate the provision that allows employment of
WS students by for-profit organizations, including proprietary
schools. This would end a Federal subsidy for profit-making
businesses that is unnecessary since many students are able to

find unsubsidized, part-time employment in the private sector.
Proprietary school students could still participate in WS, but
could not be employed by the proprietary institution itself.
Thus, Federal funds would not be used to improve the
profitability (through decreased labor costs) of for-profit
entities.

Second, we propose to eliminate the special rules pertaining
For
to community service learning employment under this program.
institutions
to
example, current law attempts to encourage
increase student involvement in community servicE-related
activities by authorizing an institutional matching requirement
of only 10 percent for wages paid to students employed in these
areas, which is more favorable to institutions than the regular
30 percent share. We have no evidence that schools do not employ
WS students in community service learning jobs. However, less
than one percent of the WS participating schools utilize this
provision for a reduced institutional share of wages. This
2
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provision makes program management more difficult for many
institutions and reduces both the Federal aid available to other
students and the number of students who can receive WS
assistance.
Under our proposal, community service jobs would
still be permitted, but program administration for schools would
be simplified, since all student earnings would be one-half
Federal and one-nalf institutional funds.
Under current law, institutions may also utilize a portion
of their WS allocations to support Job Location and Development
(JLD) activities for their students. Yet schools are permitted
to contribute as little as 20 percent of the total cost of these
activities. Our proposal to require a dollar-for-dollar
institutional share of program costs would extend to all
components of the WS program, including JLD.
We are also proposing to amend current law to reduce the
amount of subsidized compensation in excess of financial need
that a student can earn from WS employment. The WS program is
the exception to the rule that a student's Title IV award cannot
exceed his or her financial need. Some administrrtive flexibility
with respect to overawards is appropriate in this program since
the amount of an individual WS award depends on the number of
hours the student works.

Current law permits students to earn up
to $200 in excess of their financial need from WS supported
employment. A $200 limit, which is about 20 percent of the
average annual WS earnings, is too high.
We propose to reduce
the allowable excess to $100.
Several of our proposals for the Perkins Loan and ICL
programs reflect our accountability efforts and default reduction
initiative.

For example, we would require institutions to check
the credit histories of all prospective borrowers age 21 and
over, and borrowers with poor credit histories would need a
credit worthy co-signer. Also, borrowers would be required to
3
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provide their driver's license number and other skip-tracing
information at the time of application and during the exit
interview to assist in the collection effort if the borrower were
to default.

We are proposing to repeal the authority for Federal capital
contributions to institutional Perkins Loan funds. Collections
from prioi loans would provide new loans to students in the
Compared to the other student
absence of new Federal capital.
loan programs, Perkins Loans provide substantial and unne-essary
Federal interest subsidies to student borrowers. The Perkins
Loan program duplicates the objectives of the less subsidized
Stafford Loan program, and our proposed amendments to that
program, particularly higher loan limits, would ensure that
students have adequate access to loans. New Perkins borrowers
would be charged eight percent interest on their loans, making
the Stafford and Perkins programs consistent and returning
greater amounts to the revolving funds.
Perkins Loan cancellation benefits in exchange for a period
of service in a specified field would be discontinued for new
loans made after the 1991-92 academic year. There is little

evidence that loan cancellations attract individuals to fields
that they would not otherwise have chosen. Instead, cancellation
payments provide a windfall benefit to those already intending to
pursue a given field.

We are proposing two important changes to the ICL program in
order to facilitate institutional accesi and broaden
institutional choice for postsecondary students. The first would
make graduate and professional students eligible to borrow.
Graduate students need additional financial aid opportunities
since many of them may have already reached the borrowing limits
under loan programs currently available to them, and some student
Also, the
aid programs are limited to undergraduate students.
4
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terms.and conditions of the ICL program are especially wellsuited to graduate students since they often are able to predict
their future earning potential more accurately than
undergraduates.
The second proposed change would remove the current 10institution limit on participation and permit consortia of
institutions to participate. The purpose of the ICL program -- to
demonstrate the feasibility of a loan program that features
repayments based on a borrower's post-graduation income -- cannot
be accomplished without examining a representative cross-section
of postsecondary institutions. A small sample of 10 institutions
cannot adequately demonstrate the value and feasibility of the

program for an institutional community that varies widely by
geographic location, school size, type and control, and
characteristics and incomes of students.
We believe that a more
varied and expanded sample can help us better evaluate the
feasibility of a loan program based on a borrower's postgraduation income.
Finally, enhanced access to these loans is an important
element in the overall effort to reduce defaults.
This program
avoids the repayment burden problems associated with traditional
short-term, equal-installment payment schedules.

the
Also,
flexible income-sensitive repayment plans avoid discouraging
students from pursuing careers in low-paying fields.

I will be happy to respond to any questions or comments that
you may have.
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Chairman FORD. MS. Ybarra.

Ms. YBARRA. I would like thank the Chairman and the members

of the subcommittee for this opportunity to testify on the three
Federal campus-based student aid programs.

Again, I am Alicia Ybarra. I am the coordinator of the United
States Student Association's Recruitment and Retention of People
of Color in Higher Education project. It is a grass roots organizing

project that works with the American Council on FAucation's

Office of Minority Concerns to establish a resource center for students who are interested in working on recruitment and retention
issues on their campuses.
At a time when decreasing numbers of low- and middle-income

students of color are persisting in higher education, a renewed

commitment to proven student aid programs, including the
campus-based ones, is crucial.

I would like to first point out that without Federal financial aid I
would not have been able to go to college. I was born in East Los
Angeles, and you could say that I am a first-generation college student as well as a first-generation fourth-grader. My mother had to
discontinue her formal education at first grade and my father at
third grade. My parents could not have afforded to send me to college.

So, armed with Pell Grants, Supplemental Educational Opportu-

nity Grants, College Work-Study, Perkins Loans, institutional
granth and loans, savings from working year-round, and $8,000
worth of debt, I was able to go and graduate from Stanford last
year.

Students of color in particular have been hurt by loan and grant
imbalance. USSA believes that College Work-Study and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants must continue to be vital
alternatives to high loan indebtedness for needy students. If lowincome students must take out any loans for their postsecondary
education, they should be Perkins Loans, because that is the most
manageable student loan program.
First, USSA recommends that funding for SEOG programs be increased to $604 million to restore the program back to 1980 inflation-adjusted levels. An increase in SEOG funding, along with a
Pell Grant entitlement, would significantly improve the loan/grant
imbalance and ensure that the neediest students need not borrow.
Funding for SEOG, the value of average awards, and the number
of recipients have all declined in real terms since 1980. These cut-

backs in the SEOG program have sent America's students and
youth back to the banks for more loans. I personally was able to
avoid taking out a Stafford Loan until my last year when my Pell
Grant and SEOG were significantly cut.
USSA supports ACE's recommendation to set a uniform 25 percent campus match for all three of the campus-based programs and
to permit institutions to transfer up to 25 percent of SEOG, CWS,
and Perkins funds among the programs. USSA also supports a pro-

pwal by the National Education Association to extend eligibility

for SEOG to first-year graduate studenth.
The only Federal assistance currently available to needy gradu-

ate students is a limited number of fellowships and Work-Study.
This limited assistance is forcing graduate students to extend the
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number of years it takes to complete their studies and is hurting
our efforts to achieve the equal participation of women and people

of color in all graduate fields of study.
Second, USSA believes that the College Work-Study program is
crucial. Not only do work-study jobs have the potential of providing
disadvantaged students with important work and career skills, they
also stand between needy students and yet another loan. At many

schools, work-study jobs provide higher wages than other jobs,
while at other institutions they are the only jobs accessible to students.

My college work-study experience has been mostly positive. It
would have been difficult to find a part-time job with a comparable
wage at Stanford, which is located in a relatively small and isolat-

ed community. The skills I learned from my work-study job at

Stanford's Career Planning and Placement Center were invaluable.
By setting up internship opportunities for other students, I developed professional skills and computer expertise. I found an internship for myself, and I was able to help other students of color find
out about such opportunities. These are skills that I had not developed before coming to Stanford and ones that my work-study job
gave me.

The 28.5 percent cut in funding for Work-Study has meant that
increasing numbers of needy students are not given work-study
jobs or adequate awards. Thus, USSA recommends that the fund-

ing for Work-Study be increased to $899 million to restore the program back to 1980 levels.

Moreover, despite the Higher Education Act's requiring that

CWS jobs should complement students' academic and career goals,
there are no recent evaluations of the contents of work-study jobs.
The most recent evaluation of the CWS program was conducted in

the 1970s and found that only 15 percent of the recipients that

were surveyed were placed in what could be considered academically-related jobs. Hence, USSA recommends that the Department of

Education be mandated to conduct a study on the relevance of

CWS jobs to students' academic and career interests.
Third, USSA supports expanding the community service component of the College Work-Study program. Currently, a postsecondary institution may use a portion of its CWS funds for job location
and development centers and for community service learning programs. USSA supports efforts to provide work-study students the

opportunity to serve the communities, especially those involving
early intervention efforts that benefit other youth.
Hence, we urge the subcommittee to seriously consider ideas
such as that of Representative Machtley of providing work-study
students the opportunity to serve as mentors for disadvantaged

youth.

Washington State's use of State student incentive grants and
State work-study money provides an excellent example of how
work-study jobs can provide needy students the ability to, one,

work a part of their way through college; two, serve the community; and, three, serve as tutors and role models for local youth.
For example, some of Washington State's work-study students
are doing outreach and providing information on college opportuni-

ties and financial aid to Latino and Native American youth and
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their families in the Yakima Valley, through the College Opportunities Mentorship Program.

Hence, USSA, as one of the 30 organizations that constitute
Youth Service America's working group on youth service policy,
supports the setting aside of 10 percent of CWS funds for community service jobs, as long as the currently appropriated levels are
matched.

The Perkins Loan program is the most manageable student loan
for needy students, since they have a low interest rate of 5 percent

that doesn't accrue during enrollment, less delays, and a nine-

month grace period. Yet actual funding for the progr,.m has plummeted by 76.5 percent, and the average Perkins Loan award has
declined by about 10.8 percent. So USSA recommends investing
$300 million in Perkins Loans. In addition, skyrocketing college
costs require an increase in the maximum loan limits.
In terms of all three programs, USSA also supports ACE's proposal to allocate additional campus-based funds based on the persistence of first-year students, as well as NEA's proposal to ensure
that part-time students have access to campus-based student aid.
USSA also supports a number of changes in the congressional
methodology needs analysis system to ensure that needy students
receive the amount of campus-based aid they really need. USSA
will submit testimony next month that will explain our recommendations for need analysis.
In conclusion, USSA believ t. s that the three campus-based programs play an important role in the Federal Government's commitment to equalizing access to higher education. Any further cuts in
the campus-based programs would send countless students to banks
for more loans.

At a time when institutions are imposing mid-year tuition in-

creases and States are facing huge budget cuts, the partnership be-

tween schools and the Federal Government, found in the three

campus-based programs, as well as between States and the Federal
Government in the SSIG program, is an even more important tool

in our struggle to ensure that all students, regardless of income,
have access to postsecondary education.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify today, and I will answer
any questions you might have.
[The prepared statement of Alicia Ybarra follows:]
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I would like to thank the Chairman and the members of the subcommittee for
this opportunity to testify on the throe federal campus-based student aid programs:
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEX), College Work-Study (CWS),
and Pakins Loans, I am Alicia Ybarra, and a 1990 graduate of Stanford University and
past beneficiary of all three of then programs. I am also the coordinator of the
United States Student Association's (USSA) Recruitment and Menden of People of
Calarin legiseriducation project. USSA is the country. oldest and largest national
student orpnintion, representing mom than 35 million students, The Recruitment
and Retention Project is a graservots orpnizing project that involves students in
improving the persistence of students of color. With the help of the American
Council on Educition's Office of Mirwrity Concerns, USSA has been ale to establish a
resource center for students who are interested in working on recruitment and
retention issues on their campus. At at time when decreasing numbers of low- and
middle-income students of color are entering and persisting in higher education, a
renewed commitment by this Conroes to pro.. 1 student aid programs is crucial.
Among the programs we should invest in ai.
campus-based programs,
Before I explain the details of USSA's recommendations for the campus-based
programs, I would like to point out that there is no way that I could have afforded to
go to coller without the assistance of federal student aid, I was born in East Los
Angeles and am a tint-generation college student. You could also say that I was a first-

generation fourth-pder: my mother had to discontinue her formal schooling after
the first grade, and my father affer the third grade. My parents could not afford to
send me to roller; to armed with Pell Grants, Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants, Colley Work-Study, Perkins Loans, grants and loans irtim Stanford, savings
from woridngyearround, and St000 worth of debt, I was able to go to and graduate
from Stanford lut year.
I am lucky that my debt burden is considerably less than most of my peers: the
most recent figures show that the average student graduated from public institutions

in 1986 with ARO worth ads& and from private schools with NAV meth ea&
Even more troubling I. the fact that even the lowest-income students have been
forced to hollow to finance a postsecondary education. One illustration of this is the
fact that 60% of financial aid recipients in four-year public schools must resort to loans
to pay for their higher education. That the balance between loans and grants in the
federal financial aid commitment has been skewed toward high loan indebtedness -
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even for the lowest-income students - has been well-documented and argued before%

this subcommittee You have also heard how this imbalance has tremendous
consequences on students ability to enter and persist in postsecondary education.

This is particularly true for students of color. LISSA believes that Co Rep Work-Study
ina Supplemental EducationalOpportunity Grants havebeen _and must continue to

should be Perkins Loans. the most managable and theleastpunitive student Ian

plagarai

applemmilkbandignalappenmaityrinalaiD2)
The HOG prow= will provide grants to estimated 8351:00 needy
undergraduate students in 1991-92; the average award is expected to be ;700. By

tarpting SEOG to the neediest students - priority is given to "students with
excuptional need" and "students who receive Pell Grante (Title IV, Subpart 2, Sec.
413C(cX2XA)) - many low-income students are given the pent usistance that has been

proven to be crucial to their ability to stay in and graduate from postsecondary

institutions.
USSA recommends that authorized funding for fire SMOG Form be

hummed to $604 million to mime the popm bock to MO inflation-odinotod
An increase in SEOG funding along with a Pell Grant entitlement - would
significantly improve the loan/yant balance, and ensure that the neediest etudents

need not borrow. Deepite the importance of such &Meknes, flinging forSELE.hu

."1
2Craxarkseinastabaraistudeatilleilinail2CdantAnimppti According
*Sr
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to the College Board, the neap inflation-adjusted award fell by 2.4% from 6701 in
1980-81 to UN in 1988419. Likewise, the number of SEM recipients declined from
717,030 to 561,000, even though tottl undergraduate enrollment, the number of needy

students, and the costs of attendance inatust during this period.
USSA believes that then cutbacks in the SEOG proyam and the

adminittration's proposal to cut funding for the program by 33% over tut year's levels
have sent and would send America's students and youths back to the banks for more
loans, I personalty was able to avoid taking out a Stafford Loan until my lut year

when my Pell Grant and SEOG were significantly cut. Up to that point, I was able to
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pt by with a combinetion of *vim, Work-Study, institutionally-provided loans and
gents, Perkins Loam and federal grants.

USSA owns ibe Anorket Coundl on Ildocation and other awl:diens'
recaremendation to est a =dons 29% campus math Well three of the campusband pregame (instead of the current match of 5% for 9E0G, V% for College WorkStudy, and 10% for Perkins Loans), and to remit institutions to Muir op 111 214 ot
SMOG, CWS and Nokias fonds mons tbe pagans This increase in the campus
match - along with an increased inveetment from this Congress - would expand the
access of needy students to these importint programs.

USSA also swim the pored by the Mond Ildocation Amocittion to
adend slistaity for SMOG to finerar !Mute etudes*. The only federal assistance
currently available to needy graduate studtnts is a limited number of fellowships and
Wort-Study. Aside from pooitions as Research Assistants or Teaching Assistants,
there is virtually no financing alternatives besides loans. As a number of experts and
a graduate student testified before this subcommittee on June 13th1 this limited
assistance is forcing graduate students to extend the number of years it takes to
complete their studies, and is hurting our efforts to achieve the @gut' participation of
women and people of color in all graduate fields of study. Institutions should have
the flexibility to use tome of this grant assistance for needy graduate students.

The College Work-Study program I. providing an estimated 80,000 lowincome students with part-time employment on campus, in non-profit or community
:wrote* prove= and in private, for-profit businesses. USSA believes that the College
Work-Study Form is crudal: not only do Work-Study lobs have the potential of
providingdisadvantepd students with important work and career skills, they also

stenibeinesuottAdenkenglkenollitricon. By providing a weekly paycheck,
needy students can budpt their money and cover their educational and living costs.
At many schools, Work-Study lobs provide higher wages than other lobo; while at
other institutions, they are the only jobs accessible to students. All too often offcampus jobs are not available or are difficult to access. This is true from Stanford
University to Eastern Michigan University. Lastly, the Higher Education Act requires
that Work-Study fobs, 'to the maximum extent practicshle, complement and reinforce
the educational program or vocational pls of each student receiving assistance
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under this pert" ritle IV, Part C, Sec. 443(IsX7)j,

My experience with the College Work-Study program has been for the most
part a positive one.. I appreciated receiving a paycheck every two weeks; having had
no prior experience in managing money, it helped me learn to budget my money and
ensure that my educational and liVing costs were covered. It would have been
difficult to find a part-time job with comparable wages at Stanford University, which is
located in a relatively small and isolated community, My Work-Study employen
were also very flexible, allowing me to modify my schedule during finals and
midterms. Moreover, the skills I learned from my Work-Study job at Stanfoni's
Career Planning and Placement Center were invaluable. By setting up internship
opportunities for other studente, I developed professional skills and computer
expertise, found an internship for myself at the District Attorney's office, and helped
other students of color find out about such opportunities. These are skills that I had

not developed before coming to Stanford and ones that my Work-Study job gave me,

However, my experience hu been much more positive than many other
students. Under the Higher Education Act, CWS is not suppose to result in the
displacement of regular full-time workers. However, despite the matching funding
requirement, College Work-Study is not creating jobs, it is subsidizing institutions,
CWS funds should either create new jobs or leverage an increued wage for the
student. CWS students are supposed to be paid at lust the federal minimum wage
(1320 per hour in 1990 and $425 per hour in 1991 and thereafter). However, data on
average hourly eemings and average hours of work per week are not available.
However, we know that the inflation-adjusted value of College Work-Study awards to
itudents and the number of CWS recipients fell in the 1980's at the same time thatthe
Mitt aftliendinstatrudeing. Total federal funding for CWS (Wink by 28,570
between FY 1910 and 1990 (source: College Board).

These cutbacks mean that increasing numbers of needy students are not given
Work-Study jobs, especially during their junior and senior years. For many students,
the twenty-hour a week limit for their Work-Study jote means that they simply
cannot make enough money to cover their costs. In my cue, I often had to
supplement my Work-Study job with an additional job. In the case of the Eastern
Michigan University student who testified before this subcommittee in March, cuts in
the program meant that he never received a large Work-Study award. In fact it would
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run out before the end of the gamester, so he would have to scrounge around for odd
jobs, eat food given to him by Mends, and even donate plasma for money to get him

through the end of the semester.
Moreover, despite the Higher Education Act's requirement that CWS jobs
should, as much es possible, complement etudents' academic and career pls, there
are no recent evaluations of the eanlmile of Work-Study jobs. Hence we simply d21111.1
I
lIt
44
wh /1/i t 11
relgesifoilieit esedemiLITSIall.$0111L However, USSA believes that the majority of
Work-Study jobs have nothing to do with stUdents' academic or professional interests.
For example, an evaluation of the CWS program in the 1970's - the most recent that
we know of - found that 63% of Work-Study students were employed in clerical
positions and in jobs such as security guards, food service worker', or maintenance

f
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workers. ONO 1596 olds recipient, that war e sursved wimp/sox in what would be
consialmod acadenskeRrodsted fobs (such as research and teaching usistantships).
Thus, LISSA reccennumde that authorized funding focCallep Work-Stalyto

inacesed to VA million to mime the pug= bock to MD inflation-adjusted los&
This would allow institutions to increase the CWS minimum wage, a neceseity in
light of skyrocketing collet') cods and shortfalls in ttudent aid program.. Under no
circumstances should the subminimum wage be imposed on CWS recipients.

Second, UNA reememmade that dm Department et Sturation be mestAted to
conduct a @Wyatt the Mom= of CWS jobs to students' mademk and caner
infuses& We believe that it should be of this subcommittee's concern that we have
no ides to what extent one pavielon of the Higher Education Act is being followed,
eepecially since this prevision would pi a long wey in developing the kind of work
form our county so desperately needs. The Department should examine to what
extent Work-Study students are employed in academic-, career-, or community
service-related jobs.

Third, USSA supports the recommendation put forth by the National
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators fording the current stipuktion
peohlitingCWS employment subsidization for etudente whose employment income
is mom than $200 rater than &dread. This $200 threshold has not been changed
since 1976 and should be adjusted upward to WO to reflect today's economic
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circumstances.

Fourth, USSA =MOM expanding the community service component cd the

Cotter Week-Study ppm to include meeeledy intervention efforts. Currently, a
postsecondary institution has the option of using up to 10% of their CWS allocation or
$30,000 - whichever is less - to establish or expand Job Location and Dsvelopment
Centers (ILDC) which ht ip students find jobs off-campus that are related to their
academic or career interests, Nearly 500 institutions receive federal assistance in

developing these programs. In addition, institutions have the option of using up to
10% of their CWS funds or $20,000 - whichever I. less - to develop Community
Service Laming Progamt (CSLP) that give Work-Study students ja opporiunitiei
that provide "tangible community services for or on behalf of low-income individuals
or families` (Title IV, Part C, Sec. 447(bX1XA)1, These servicso include health cam,

child care, literacy training, social services, and crime prevention. Most recent data
show that there were 46 institutions with established Community Service Learning
Programs. Institutions with CSLPs may use CWS allocations for these programs to
pay 90% of students' salaries.
USSA supports efforts to utilize CWS funds to provide Work-Study students
opportunities to terve their communities, especially thoee involving early
intervention efforts that benefit other youth. We have found that eo many students
of color extend themselves to serve u mentors and tutors to local youth even without

compensation. This provide' perfect opportunity to combine two goals of Copts:
(a) encouraging college students to participate in community service, and (b) creating
early intervention prognyme 6or local youth, Hence, we urge this subcommittee to
seriously consider ideas such as that of Representative Machtley's idea (found in H.R.
1144, *The Education Partnership Act of 1991) to use CWS funds to provide WorkStudy etudente with the opportunity to serve as mentors for disadvantaged
elementary and secondary students,

We would like to point out that Washington Slate use dSlate Student
incentive Grant (SSIG) money to develop annnumity service week hinting student
jeks for needy students provides an excellent example of how Work-Study jobs can
provide needy students the ability to (1) work a part of their way thmugh college; (2)
serve their community; and (3) reach out to other youth to encourage them to pursue
postsecondary education opportunities. With nate Work-Study and SSIG funds,
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Washington state provides Work-Study students the opportunity to make money for
college AND:

be tuton and mentors to disadvantaged students of color through the
Minority Outreach, Remediation and Employment Program (MORE);
* do outreach and to provide information on college opportunities and
financial aid to Hispanic and Native American youth and their
families in Yakima Vall_q through the College Opportunities
Mentorship Program (COMP);
* act as tutors, residence hall militants, counselors and mentor' for a
summerbridge program for at-risk 14- and 15-year olds through the
Summer Molivation and Academic Residential Training Pmgmm
(SMART);

* act as tutors and support staff for adult literacy service providers
through the Adult Literacy Project.

Wuhington gate is an exciting example of the innovative use of federal
money to provide Work-Study jobs that maks a difference in the lives of nurant and
potential college students. USSA points out that this I. just one more reason why
students support the continuation and expansion of both the Colley, Wort-Study and
State Student Incentive Grant programs. Hence, USSA as one of XI ovnization that
constitute Youth Service Amerioes_Worldns Group on Youth Service Policy eupports
the set aside of 10% of CWS funds for community service lobo as long as currently
appropriated levels am matched.

riddidanni(fezzauly called Nlional Direct Student Loans)
The Perkins Loan program is the moot manageable student loan for needy
undergraduate, pollute and profeseional itudents, and is serving an estimated
688,000 student, in 1991-92 with an average loan of $1250, Perkins Loans have a
etatutorily determined low intrast rate of 5,0 that does not accnie during enrollment,
and a 9-month rce period. The Perkins Loan program alto provides institutions the
flexibility to package student aid awards that best meet the needs of individual
students. Using. combination of federal and institution capital contributions,
institutions administer and distribute Perkins Loans to needy students. This reduces
the delays often associated with loans granted by private lender'. Hence, LISSA
slivnglybelieves that federalvvemmenishoulckonlinue to invest In the loin
-.7-
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pimsnaLthiuLthiyaggininabl-mesfor iludanta.
In my case, while my Perkins Loans sometimes came late and after the Mari of
the quarter, my Stafford Loan alai/scam. late. As my colleagues two USSA have
alriady testified, these delays in the disbursement of loans - whether they are the
result of lender schedules or federally-mandated delayed disbursement - ati causing
enormous hardship on students and are forcing others to drop out. I had very few
problems with my Perkins Loans compared to my Stafford Loa; this was the result of
it being a campus-based pmvem and my having an excellent counselor, I do not
mean to eound unappredative of the Stafford Loan program: it provided me with the
opportunity to study oversees, However, the Perkins Loan prow= is the beet loan
provam tor needy students tor a number of reuons.
Despite the success and efficiency of the Perkins Loan program, actual
appropriations for the program has plummeted by 763% in real terms lino 1940, and
the number of recipients has increaled only slightly from 113,000 to 826,000, The

average Perkins Loan award, however, has declined by about 10" in real terms, The
administration's proposal to eliminate federal contributions to the prow= would,
according to the National Assodation of Student Financial Aid Administrator', remit
in the elimination of up to 114,000 etudento from this important program. Moreover,
continued federal contributions ars necessary to help inetitutions that have
perticipted in the prow= for only a limited time - particularly community college@
and proprietary schools - build up their Perkins Loans revolving funds.

Hence, UNA nalinnamis inisstingS300 WM= in Peking Lem to hop
pm with Maths dam 1%0, In addition, we believe that skynxksting Why caPW

mai ea Imam in the nubs= ban limits First-year undergraduate rtudents
should be Opt for a maximum of $2,625, while other undervaduates should be
eligible for up to MOO paper, and greduates up to $9,000. USSA deo cautions this
subcommittee to carefully consider the edmhdebethe's mood to check the audit
hhtecy of all Puking Loan boawwwv age 21 and oldw, and to require borrowers with
poor credit histories to obtain a credit-worthy co-signer, Won't this cause a
unneceesary and potentially long delay in a needy etudent's receipt of needed loan
money? Who will pay for the costs associated with such credit checks? USSA
believes that if a low-income student must take on a loan, s/he should have access to
the Perkins Loan program,
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Other amps to the Campo-Booed Propose
In addition to standardizing the campus match tor the three campus-based
progrems at 25%, USSA further recommends the following changes to the three
PrGYInu.
First, we support the American Council on Education's proposal to establish an
incentive for persistence and retention of students in higher education by allocating
additional careponbased fends band on the cakulded need of eligible aid applIcanW

who have completed their Int lam With the Mention rates of disadvantaged
students remaining stagnant for some groups and wortening for others, we must
reward institutions that enable their etudents to ray in school,
Second, USSA supports the National Education Association's proposal to

ensure that partilme 'turban have scan to cempobend Madan aid, If an
institutions' allotment is bated on the financial need of part-time students, then at
least 10% of its SEOG, CWS and Perkins Loan funds should be required to be tuoi for
such students, if their need is at least 10% of the total need of all students, Part-time
students constitute 433% of America's college students and should have access to
these crucial programs.
Third, USSA supports a number of changes in the Congnmeional Methodology
needs analysis Tien - along with simplification of the entire application and delivery
process - to ensure that needy students receive the amount of campus-based aid they
genuinely require to access a poetsecondary education, USSA will submit testimony
next month that will esplain with greater detail our recommendations for needanalysis. But essentially, ussA urges this subcommittee to consider

Eliminating the use of borne and firm equity in the calculation of
need for most familia;

' Eliminating the inclusion of AFDC and other federal Janet& in
determining need, and en, - 1-ng that these benefits are not cut once a
family receives Title IV sh.,-

It financial assistance;

s Establishing tUicanektligibility for maximum aid for those students
from families with proven need, such as AFX eligibility;
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* Modifying the afingion.ofingepenclanungitaLto ensure that
genuinely self-sufficient students receive such status and the level of

aid they tmly nquirc
Decreasing from 70% to SO% the portion oft duendent sitidenri
income expected to go toward college expenses [this expectation is
excessive and acts as a disincentive to workingD

* tieing a student's "estimated-yeer" rather than "bate-year" income is
used to calculate a student's expected income for the award year [the
use of base-yeer income overestimates students' earning power by
anywhere between 26% to 459,01);

Elimination of the "double countiq: of a student's savinge.
In conclusion, USSA believes that the three campus.based propms play an
important role in the federal government's commitment to equalizing access to
higher education. Any further cuts in the Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant, Colley Work-Study, and Pertins Loans programs would send counting
students to the banks for more loans. And increases in maximum loan limits is not
an adequate compensation. Low-income students should not be forced into choosing
between taking on hup loan burdens, or foregoing collep. A continuing
overreliance on loans will mein that increasing numbers of students will face
°beaded in their pursuit of higher education, while others will find their portpduation life and career chains limited by loan indebtednags. At a time when
institutions are imposing mid-year tuition increases, and states are facing huge budget
cuts, the partnership between institutions and the federal government found in the
three campus-based progams, as well as that between states and the federal
government in the State Student Incentive Grant propm, is an even more
important tool in our etrutsie to ensure that all students, reprdlees of income, have
access to a postsecondary educstion.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify today. I am pleased to answer any
questions you might have.
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Students of color are being systematically shut out of higher
education:
* Despite increases in the high school completion raves of African-American
Latino students, the number of African-Americans and Launos attending
college has decreased sharply in the past decade.

BO of all college faculty in the United States are white.
* Annually, 1100 thousand to one million college students are victims of

thnoviolence.

But our power is in our numbers,
` Higher education's pool of students is increasingly made up of youth of
color-NativeAmericans, Chicanos/Latinos, African -Americans, Asian
and Pacific Islanders.
In 25 of our largest ddee, half of the public school students are of color.

The Recndtment and Retention of People of Color in Higher Education is organng these
minibus to fight for change.
Fighting for curriculum reform. Let's put an end to Eurocentric
education.
Fighting for the recruitment and promotion of faculty ci calor.
Fighting for more financhl asistance or programs that stress
recruitment and retention of students of color.
Fighting harrammetand violence against all people of color on college
rampuses.
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College Enrollment lrends of
Native Americans
Native Amerlcans and Alaskan Nattves continue to be
extremely underrepresented In higher education,
compared with their representation in the U.S.
population. Little progress is being made In IncreasIng
thelr college enrollments,

In 1988, Nattve Americans represented only 0.7
percent of the collegiate enrollment.

Native Amerlcan men's college enrollment

is

approximately 39030.

Nattve Amerlcan women's college enrollment Is
appradmately 53,000.

53 percent of Nattve Amerlcans enrolled In hlgher
education are In community colleges
Onty 52 percent of Nattve American students attend
college full time.
11,000 Nattve American students are In Independent
Instftutions

Of Native American high school graduates who
entered college right after hlghschool onty 53.7
percent persisted foffour years.

The number of doctorates go1ng to NatNe
Amerlcans In 1989 remalned extremely small. Native
Amerlcans received 93 doctorates out of 23,172 that
were awarded to U.S. cttizens.
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FACTSHEET: Latinos in Higher Education
Squity of higher educational opportunity for all Americans, which was partly achieved by
the second half of the 1970's, has been largely lost for African-Americans, Mexican-Americans, and those from low income backgrounds during the 1980's.
IL atinos are a heterogeneous group and Mexican-Americans as a subset of the Latino
population experiences the greatest problems in higher educational preparation and participation.

The college enrollment rate for 18 to 19 year old MexicanAmerican high school graduates equalledthat of whites
in 1974, but by 1988 it stood at 22 percent below the rate

for whites.
" Between 1974 and 1988, the college entrance rate for MexicanAmericans plunged.

The college enrollment rate for other Latinos (Puerto Rican,
Cuban, etc.) which was 9 percent above the white rate in 1974,
was about 1 percent below the white rate by 1988.
Between 40% to SO% of the gains in higher educational

participation made by low-income youth have been lost
during the 1980's.
" Out of every 100 Latino youth, 55 finish high school, 4 go to
graduate school and only 2 go to graduate school.

The proportion of 18 to 24 year old low-income Latino high school
graduates enrolled in college fell by 15 percentage points,
from 50.4% in 1976 to 35.3% in 1988.
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FACT SHEET: Middle-Income African-Americans

in Higher Education

othing exemplifies the reversal, during the.1980's. of all the progress
African-Americans made in higher education than the story of middleincome African-American youth.
Dazing the su1d-1070's the proportion of middle-income
African-Americans and Latinos enrolled in college was equal

to, and in some cases Maher than. white middle income
youth.
Mut this was short lived.
M of 1905, proportionately fewer African-Americans and
Latino middle-income youth enrolled in ceiege than during
the mld-1970's.

By 1909, African-American students had about 52% of the
chance of a white student to have earned a baccalaureate
degree by age 25 to 29.
The American Council on Education did a study showing that

middltdosamatticaa-Ammicagliet
rukddigningsdatigsgliga than did low-income AfricanAmerican males.
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For more information, write or call USSA at:
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National People of Color Student Coalition
1012 14th street, N.W. Suite 207 Washington, D.C. 20005
Fax.(202)347-7273
Tel.(202)347-8772

Fact Shoot: Asian and Pacific islanders in Higmr Education
The Ado and Pacific islander mutation is comnieed of many afferent ethnic*s and lengusges. Alio and
Pacific Americos heil from a multitude of cultres end ponied religious end economic badtgounde. These
afferencee smog Alen Peak !dander soups we exacerbated by the length of time each group hes bean
sowed to the West.

Bilingual Educadon
Alien Pacific immipants week tinny lensuagn incluang Chinese (Mich co mon one ol a number of
*acts 5k. Menderin, Cantonese). Vietnamese, Lao. Khmer. Hmong, Korean. Jewess, Tagalog, Thai,
Mday, end others.

Thus. Asian Po* Amnions have a temendoue asks in bilingual educsion. Asian Pacific Americo
saxes* say tat bawd *Weston oncoureges and helpe students to lean Encash.
Racial Violence

The rade imbdance with Asian Pacific counties and economic herd times have reawakened racist violence
against Aden Pacilics, who increseingly offer verbal harassment, viridian. aeon. beatings. and Ming"
Model Minority Myth

The 'midst minority myth perpetuated by the mods *lane serious problems in the Alien Palk
communities inducing poverty, substance abuse, motel bees and domesic violence.

This myth do leede government officiele and others to believe that Asio Pacific. cis not deserve social
services, affirmative action programs end other meeetres, Aim Pacific Americans ere wild among

roil mince** in that they re accused ol being over repainted on college ONTOUOW Vet wood
income, kr Aden Pacific Menders, even when NOV educated, controls to fi ghat of pascal income kr
white males.

fcr Gemara
In 1006 et the University of Collin* Los Angeles. Mph°s were removed tom
Iliple *whim sreolhosnt to UCLA. 1111 -*op awn Inked
action. The rend was 31% drep
to the university. poor Piano s5idsnt mention rats (Alpines love a 4711 *op sot rate) and the rapid
mambo (predicted to acreage by 162.6% by the yew 2000) prints to a demo!
gowth of Califonisi
Amine for the Picini orimaft al UCLA.
Lastly, the swing aperlorlty ci this 'model minority alarms some Americo.. who ?What Asian Podia ere
'taking over." &MN Ado Pacific Americo% ere not recorded as red Americans. they we seen u a that
rather than en asset to U.S. society.
kr mon trimumlionmIts wcallISSAW:
1012 latt 31.N.W. Ste. 207

litahhitan, D.C. 20005
1212) 3414712
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Chairman Foam Mr. Mertz.
Mr. MIRTZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.

On behalf of the 14 national organizations whom I represent
today, I am pleased to come before you to talk about the campusbased programs. We in higher education view the campus-based
programs as being extremely important, not merely in the dollars
that are provided, but also m the effectiveness. We see these programs as integral and as an integral part of an effective delivery
system.

What we are here on behalf of higher education is to seek, one,
to preserve those programs; to increase the resources for needy students; and to enhance an already effective system. We have sec n

over the period of time since these programs were initiated that
the student population that they are serving has become an extremely diverse population.
We are not merely dealing any more with full-time undergraduate studenta; we are dealing with first-time students, single parents, with part-time students. Just as all of American higher educa-

tion is reflecting an extremely diverse population, so too these
campus-based programs give us an opportunity to respond to the

diversity of the campus populations.

I think you have already heard the effect and the impact that
inflation has had on these programs, and you have heard from the
Chairman himself the number of students who receive support
under SEQG, CWSP, and the Perkins Loan program. We in the
higher education community view the Pell ancl campus-based programs as complementary parts of one Federal aid system.
What we seek is increased authorization so that we will provide
the opportunity for increased assistance to our students. We see
these programs as providing an alternative to debt, an option with
respect to loans, but, most importantly, a flexibility to the institution with respect to the packaging.
In many ways, the response that the administration has given is
not merely disappointing, but it is also nonresponsive to this particular goal and desire of the higher education community. The
suggestion that we eliminate capital contributions to Perkins, the
suggestion that we reduce the SEOG and CWSP authorizations and
appropriations by 331/4 percent so that more dollars would go to
Pell does not respond to this. What we would be in effect doing is
reducing campus-based awards to 346,000 students in order to provide larger awards to 400,000 fewer students under the Pell pro-

gram.

Thus, we ask that, if we are consistent or consonant in our belief
that we should be providing aid to more and more students, that
we seek to do this in a way in which it does do it; that is, by the
preservation and enhancement of the campus-based programs that
we have.

My colleague, Alicia, just touched on one point. We in higher
education believe that there should be not only a responsibility
which we can call accountability, but we also believe that there
should be an acknowledgement of accountability.

One of the biggest single problems that we are facing in higher
education today is what I would call either attrition or persistence,
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depending on whether you view a cup as half full or half empty.
There are nway blocks to completing higher education. Those
blocks seem to arise most significantly in the low-income student.
Over 40 percent of low-income students, as contrasted to 60 percent
of high-income students, persist to 4 years of higher education or 6
years to receive the baccalaureate.
We have an awful lot of dropouts throughout higher education.

What we in the higher education community want to do is to put
an increased emphasis on persistence and retention. We feel by allocated added dollars we can provide an incentive to those institutions who have had students complete the first and second year.
We do endorse the concept of increased transfer authority so that
we would have an ability to transfer approximately 25 percent of
the SEOG, CWSP, and Perkins funds, as contrasted to the present
15 percent transfer ability.
At the same time, we also are willing, in a sense, to become partners, but not partners at the level which the administration calls
for. We do feel that the matching grant requirement can be increased, but we seek to increase it at the 25 percent level, as contrasted to the 10 percent on Perkins now, 15 percent on SEOG, and
30 percent on the Work-Study.
We oppose, wholeheartedly and uniformly, the administration's
request that the matching requirement be increased to 50 percent

as a "sign" of our good faith and partnership. Such a requirement
would become onerous and a significant burden on those institutions that are least able to support that kind of an increase.
Let me for a second speak in terms of my own institution and
maybe one of our students. Fairleigh-Dickinson University is the
largest independent university in the State of New Jersey, enrolling now approximately 12,000 students. We offer over 100 degree
programs, ranging from the associate of arts through the Ph.D. in
clinical psychology. We currently enroll one-third of those students
in master's programs in the State of New Jersey and have the
third largest enrollment in M.B.A. programs in the United States.
Over 70 percent of our full-time undergraduate students receive
aid, an average award of about $6,000, when we consider the Federal, State, and institutional shares. At the current time, the funds
that we administer at our institution exceed $21 million. Of that,
over $8 million is unfunded student aid, nearly 40 percent of the
total.

We are stretched to the limit. An effort to increase, let us say,
the partnership in CWSP to 50 percent would increase our cost,
just on that program, without any significant benefit to the stusient, by over $250,000. Right now we receive over $4 million from
the series of Federal aid programs, over $1.5 million of which is
campus-based. We see the campus-based programs as providing a
flexible way in which we can combine loans, work, and grants in a
manner that no formula program will ever allow.
Just recently it came to my attention that one of our students, a
student by the name of Kim, who had just oampleted the first 2
years of her attendance at the university, v. h. undergoing a significant financial aid problem. She is the child oi a single parent with
one other sibling. Her mother earns about $25,000 per year.
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During her first 2 years, Kim received Pell awards of about
$2300, but to help meet her educational expenses last year, Kim
took a part-time job. As a result, for 1991-92, her Pell Grant would
be reduced to $630. She was faced w;'1, the option of either, A,
dropping out of school, or, B, increasil ler work load so that she
would be able to study less, or, finally. Acreasing her loan indebtedness.

What we were able to do, through the use of the SEOG program
and the various aid components that we have, is to package the
kind of program which allows us to fulfill our goal, and that is that
a student's choice of an educational institution should be based on
academic considerations and not mere financial resources. When
Pell went down, we were able to respond with SEOG.
We ask you, in your considerations, to enhance and increase
these programs, and we would be willing to respond in any way we
can, at the appropriate time, to your questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Francis J. Mertz follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate this opportunity to complete the recommendations of the
undersigned national associations for reauthorization of the student
assistance programs of Title IV of the Higher Education Act.
On May 21 we outlined our proposals to strengthen the administration
and enhance the integrity of federal student aid programs. We presented our
recommendations for major changes in the Pell Grant program on June 4,
and for the student loan programs on June 12. Today, we offer our
suggestions for the campus-based programs.
Our objective for all of the Title IV student aid programs is to increase

the amount of grant resources available to needy students, restore the value
of their awards, and thereby reduce their dependence on loans. A major
increase in the Pell Grant maximum is the cornerstone of our
recommendations to accomplish these objectives, but it is also essential to
provide substantial increases in the campus-based programs.

lazSammlizattAist
An even more diverse population is now served by federal student aid
than when the programs were first created. It is a population that depends
greatly on aid packages fleicibly tailored to individual circumstances. They are

older, some are single parents, many are part-timesome with full-time
employment Yet the value of the campus-based programs has been seriously
eroded by inflation over the past decade: Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants (SEOG) by 14 percent, College Work-Study (CWS) by 34
percent, and Perkins Loans by 67 percent.

Undergraduate students have a documented need for over $17 billion
after expected family contributions, Pell grants, and state need-based grants are

subtracted from their cost of attendance, according to auditable data collected
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by the Education Department as part of the process of applying for campusbased aid.

Clearly, this amount of need cannot be met by an increase in Pell
Grants alone. The campus-based programs are a vital source of additional
assistance, particularly for needy students attending baccalaureate institutions.
In Academic Year 1991-92, SEOG will provide awards averaging $700 to an

estimated 835,000 students; CWS will make available part-time employment
averaging $945 for some 827,000 students; and Perkins Loans will make lowinterest 5% loans averaging $1250 to 700,000 exceptionally needy students.

Therefore, we strongly support continuation and expansion of the
campus-based student aid programs as essential supplements to the Pell Grant

program, Increased authorizations for the programs would increase the
prospect of additional assistance, .vhich would give students an alternative to
assuming greater debt and a practical option of substituting work for loans. It
would also give institutions greater flexibility in packaging assistance

according to individual needs.
In view of the evidence that substantial increases in the campus-based

programs are necessary, the Administration's recommendations provide a
disappointing non-substantive response: instead of increasing the campusbased programs, it would eliminate capital contributions to the Perkins Loan
program and reduce the authorizations for SEOG and CWS by one-third "to

permit more funds to be directed to...the Pell Grant program." Thus, the
Administration would reduce the number of campus-based awards by 346,000
in order to provide larger Pell awards for 400,000 fewer recipients.

The

Administration's proposal to end capital contributions to the Perkins Loan

program is also unfortunate. Replenishment of Perkins revolving funds
through new federal capital insures continuation of an important source of
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loans for exceptionally needy students. The program enables institutions to
package aid more effectively for such students, providing them directly with

low-interest loans (in small amounts which commercial lenders find
unprofitable) as needed in addition to grants and work opportunities.
The Problem of Retention and Completion
The availability of additional campus-based aid is also important, not
only to provide expanded educational opportunities but to increase the
prospects for successful completion of postsecondary programs. Low-income,

at-risk students tend to have many handicaps to overcome, such as lack of
academic preparedness as well as financial resources. Consequently they

persist in college and graduate at a much lower rate than their fellow students
from higher-income backgrounds. Only about 40 percent of low-income
students who enter a four-year college persist for four years or complete a BA
within six years, compared to 60 percent of high-income students. Further,

dropouts from postsecondary programs constitute half of all defaults on
Stafford loans.

Such students must not only receive increased financial aid, they must

have more information and other resources earlier in their middle school
and secondary school years to prepare them to pursue the postsecondary

programs most appropriate to their needs and interests. In addition,
postsecondary institutions must exert increasing efforts to help them
complete their education successfully.

We recommend severC substantive chanzes in the campus-based

propams to address the serious problem of low retention and completion
rates in postsecondary programs. and to improve the flexibility of the

programs to meet individual needs:
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Establish an incentive for persistence and retention in higher
education by allocating additional campus-based funds based on the calculated

need of eligible aid applicants who have completed the freshman year.
Institutions would continue to award campus-based funds to all classes
of students as they do now, but those doing a better job of retaining students

and encouraging them to complete their programs would receive a larger
allocation of any future increase in funds.
Expand authority to transfer funds among campus-based programs.
Specifically, permit institutions to transfer up to 25 percent of SEOG, CWS,

and Perkins funds among the programs. Currently only 15 percent of SEOG
and CWS funds can be transferred.
In exchange for such added flexibility to use campus-based aid, we

suegest that the institutional matching requirement could be increased in the
aggregate to a uniform 25 percent rate for all three programs (currently the
match is 10 percent for Perkins, 15 percent for SEOG, 30 percent for CWS). By

leveraging additional institutional funds, the increased match would expand
the pool of campus-based aid for needy students. However, we oppose the

Administration's recommendation to raise the matching requirement for
GEOG and CWS to 50 percent, which would place too great a strain on the

budgets of small, modestly-funded institutions.

I want to turn now to my institution, Fairleigh Dickinson University,
to illustrate for you the impact that the federal campus-based funds have on

our total financial aid program and on individual needy students.
Fairleigh Dickinson is the largest private university in New Jersey,
serviAg around 12,500 full- and part-time students of all ages. We offer

approximately 100 undergraduate and graduate degree programs, including a

number of specialized programs of study such as those in nursing, marine
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biology and the weekend Master of Business Administration (MBA) and
Master of Public Administration (MPA) programs. The average budget for a

full-time, resident undergraduate this academic year is $18,040. This includes
tuition, fees, room, board, books, supplies, transportation, and other
miscellaneous expenses.

Nearly 70 percent of our full-time, undergraduate students receive
financial aid, and the average financial aid packageincluding grants, loans,

and student employmentnow totals around $6,000. We meet the needs of
our students for financial assistance through the traditional sources: federal,
state, institutional, and private programs. But what is so striking to me is the

amount of funds the university commits yearly to student aid compared to
. the diminished level of assistance available from the federal programs.
Fairleigh Dickinson's annual student aid program is now around $21

million. We contribute over $8 millionover 33 percent of the total-from the
institutional operating budget. This is a commitment on the part of the
university that rests at the core of the institution's purposeto provide the
opportunity for a quality education to students from all backgrounds. But we

have stretched literally to our limit to provide steadily increasing levels of
institutional grant support over the last decade in the face of relatively flat
levels of federal g.ant assistance. This commitment ultimately comes at a
high price: it strains our very capacity to operate by decreasing funds available
for our academic programs, for our libraries, and for faculty salaries.

Our students receive around $4 million from the federal student aid

programsless than half of the amount provided directly by the university. Of
the $4 million in federal funds, approximately $1.5 million are provided to

our students through the campus-based programs.
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Campus-based funds are the only funds we receive from an outside
source that come with the flexibility we need to meet individual student
needs and circumstances. These programs give us the opportunity to address
a needy student's particular circumstances through a grant, a loan, work
experience, or a combination of the three. Formula-based programs such as
Pell Grants are not designed to do this. The campus-based programs are
unique: by their design, they allow us to recognize and respond to the

uniqueness of each one of our shtdents.
These programs allow us to help students like Kim. Kim is in her
junior year at Fairleigh Dickinson. She comes from a single-parent home,
with one other sibling, and her mother earned approximately $25,000 last
year. For her first two years at the university, Kim received full Pell Grants of
$2,300. However, because she took on a part-time job to supplement the
family income, she will receive only a $630 Pell Grant during the current

academic year. Kim's mother has asked her to drop to part-time status at the

university and work full-time in order to make ends meet.
Kim will receive over $10,000 in grants in 1991-92 to help her meet her
costs of $18,000. Of the $10,000, she is receiving a $630 Pell Grant, $1,200 from

SEOG, and the university is providing $4,000 in grant funds. The remaining

grant support comes from the state's Tuition Assistance Grant and
Educational Opportunity Fund. Her family is expected to contribute around
$3,100, and she will meet the remainder of her expenses with a $4,000 Stafford

loan.

In Kim's case, the university attempted to sustain her level of grant
support, despite a significant loss of funds from the Pell program. Funds from
SEOG, which we target to Pell Grant recipients with exceptional financial
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need, allowed us to meet her need without increasing the amount she w-,uld
have to borrow or work.

Thank you for this opportunity to outline the recommendations of the
higher education assodations for the campus-based programs. I would be glad
to answer any questions.
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Chairman Foal). Ms. Norsetter.
Ms. Noasarrzn. Thank you.

I am Rhonda Norsetter, and I serve as associate director of the
Office of Student Financial Services at the University of WisconsinMadison. I am also a member of the Reauthorization Task Force
for the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, NASFAA.
I am proud to recognize the Wisconsin members of this subcom-

mittee, Representatives Petri, Gunderson, and my own congressman, Mr. Klug, all of whom are strong supporters of the Federal
assistance program. And let me thank Mr. Klug for his kind words
in introducing me and for his terrific job of representing us here in
Washington. Thank you.

It is a pleasure to express the views of NASFAA and its 3,300
members on changes we believe should be made in the campusbased programs. It iB appropriate to step back and evaluate, objectively, whether or not these programs are achieving their purposes.
NASFAA believes the campus-based programs are successfully
meeting their objectives by furnishing grant, work, and low-interest loan assistance to needy students. All three should be reauthorized because of their importance in packaging a variety of programs responsive to individual student financial needs and unique
circumstances.
I would like to highlight some of NASFAA's recommendations in
eael program area, and a complete description of our recommendatk is included in our written statement.

First, the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant. The
greatest advantage of the SEOP program is that it allows institutions to be more sensitive to student needs and it reduces student
borrowing. The program acts as an effective complement to the formula-driven Pell Grant and GSL programs, allowing institutions to
aid needy students that have fallen between the cracks.
NASFAA recommends repeal of the law giving priority for Supplemental Grants to Pell Grant recipients. For example, we see
many cases where students, ineligible for a Pell Grant due to its
formula nature, have greater need than some Pell Grant recipients. This change also would help us to respond to the needs of
nontraditional students.
The lack of sufficient Federal funding, regrettably, forces institutions to choose to aid one group of students instead of another:
part-time versus full-time students; Pell versus non-Pell recipients.
All deserve support. Consequently, NASFAA recommends raising
the SEOG program authorization in stages to $800 million in fiscA
year 1996 to meet the needs of all types of students. The proposed
authorization increases our reasonable expectations for Federal appropriations, given historic funding patterns.
To increase the available pool of grant aid, NASFAA recommends tying the percentage of funds matched by institutions to the
level of Federal appropriations for the SEOG program. As appropriations rise, the institutional match would also rise. The Appropriations Committee will understand that meeting certain specified
funding marks will mandate an increased financial commitment on
the part of the institutions. We believe this change will spur greater congressional SEOG funding.
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Coupled with our recommendations for a matching requirement
tied to appropriation levels, NASFAA recommends this be a real
dollar match. Matching funds should represent a real infusion of
dollars, not simply institutional accounting entries. NASFAA also
recommends a waiver provision for institutions unable to meet this
increased match.
IAA me now turn to the College Work-Study program. Students
employed in the program participate in a wide variety of campus
and off-campus employment activities. The Madison campus attempts to provide work-study students with employment opportunities in their desired field of study or one closely related, when that
is the student's preference.

However, it has been my experience that many students we
serve like to take jobs in areas totally unrelated from their academic major to expand their knowledge and gain new working

skills. I have observed that the Work-Study program enhances student's educational experience and serves to increase student retention. The Work-Study program represents a self-help concept that
imparts a sense of participation in college financing, developing a
sense of self-esteem and responsibility.
Consequently, NASFAA recommends that the authorized level
for Work-Study be increased in steps to $850 million by fiscal year
1996. This expansion will accommodate the many students who
wish to work but can't now, since institutions do not have the Federal funds to support them.
The fmal program I wish to discuss is the Perkins Loan program.
NASFAA recommends increasing the annual Perkins Loan maxi-

mum to $8,000 for all undergraduates and the annual graduate
maximum being increased to $5,000. Our suggested amendment
allows an institution to establish lower annual and aggregate loan

limits for its students.
We suggest a 5 percent interest rate through the first 4 years of

repayment, at which time the rate would increase to 9 percent.
NA,SFAA recommends this change to encourage more timely re-

payment w.hile.still proyiding students w!th a low-interest loan. We

believe this will help increase the capitalization of the Perkins
Loan revolving funds, enabling institutions to extend loans to more
students.
We believe the nine loan deferment categories could be reduced

to three without causing any student hardship, makhig the proThe SEOG and Work-Study programs are indispensable programs that prevent many students from borrowing more than is
advisable and provide other major benefits, such as increased re
tention rates and development of student work skills. Perkins
Loans allow students to borrow with less burdensome repayments
gram easier to administer and explain to borrowers.

than the GSL programs and wi_th greater simplicity for borrowers
and institutions.
The major criticism that may be leveled at the operation of these
programs is not the fault of the programs; it is underfunding of the
programs which cannot meet the demand for program services by
stu ents and the instability and uncertainty caused by almost constant attempts to eliminate or reduce them.
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The campus-based programs have the advantage of sensitivity in
meeting student financing needs in unique circumstances. They
provide necessary and desirable institutional flexibility in partnership with the Federal Government.

In my view, if Pell Orants are the foundation, then these programs have been the cornerstones of student financial assistance
for over 25 years and have made a difference in the lives of millions of students. Their comprehensive approach to meeting need
grant, loan, and workis as successful today as it was at their inception, and, with increased funding, can be even more pivotal and
important to ensure educational opportunity in the future.
NASFAA believes Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants, College Work-Study, and Perkins should be there for the
students of the future. That decision is yours to make.
I would be pleased to answer any questions, and thank you for
the opportunity to testify. NASFAA looks forward to working with
you on behalf of students and familirz across the country.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Rhonda Norsetter follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Rhonda Norsetter and I am
Associate Director of the Office of Student Financial Services at the University of WisconsinMadison. Currently, I am alio a member of the Reauthorization Tusk Force of the National

Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA). It is indeed a pleasure to have

the opportunity to appear before you tcday to express the views of NASFAA and its nearly 3,300
members on changes that we believe should '

made in the Campus-based Programs. I am proud

to recognize the Members of this Subcommittee from Wisconsin, Representatives Petri, Ounderson,

and my own Congressman, Mr. Klug, all of whom are strong supporters of the federal student
assistance programs.

The three Campus-based ProgramsSuppiemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), College

Work-Study (CWS), and Perkins Loansare the oldest of the Title IV programs. As you prepare
for Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act (HEA) it is appropriate to step back and evaluate
objecdvely whether or not these programs are achieving their purposes. NASFAA believes the
Campus-based Programs are successfully meeting their objectives by furnishing grant, work, and

low-interest loan assistance to needy students. We believe all three should be reauthorized, because
of their importance in packaging a variety of programs sensitive to individual student financial
needs and unique circumstances. If there is a problem with these programs, student financial aid

administrators would say that the programs have not been funded at sufficient levels to provide
enough funds to meet the demand for services by students. In this regard, Chairman Ford,
NASFAA wants to acknowledge your succeasful efforts in the past and, especially, this year to fight

in Congress for increased student aid. We are very appreciative of your labor for, and commitment
to, providing educational opportunities for all Americans.

The perspective I will share with you today should help to demonstrate the effectiveness of each of
the Campus-based Programs which serve hundreds of thousands of students every year enabling

them to achieve their educational dreams and career aspirations. The University of Wisconsin-
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Madison, we believe, has the largest Perkins Loan program and we administer SEOG and CWS
Programs which are among the top ten largest programs in the nation. At the university, we know
first-hand of the practical utility that the Campus-based Programs bring to students needing help to
finance their education.

I wish to briefly describe each program and present NASFAA's

recommendations for changes and improvements in these programs that I believe the Subcommittee

should address in this Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT (SEOG) PROGRAM

The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program was authorized as part of the Higher
Education Amendments of 1972 enacted June 23, 1972, to provide grants to needy students
attending postsecondary institutions, who, for lack of financial means of their own or of their
famillea, would be unable to obtain a poetsecondaty education without the grant. Currently, funds
must be awarded first to students with exceptional financial need with priority going to those
students who are Pell Grant recipients.

Funds in this program are allocated by formula to participating schools which usc them to make
awards to undergraduate students with demonstrated financial need. Beginning with FY-91, the
federal share of student awards in the SEOG Program cannot exceed 85 percent; the remaining 15
percent of the student awards are contributed by each participating institutiom It is estimated that

the FY-9I amopriation of $520.2 million will provide awards to some 835,000 needy students
during the 1991-92 award year. In Wisconsin, using the most Weill Department of Education data

in Award Year 1988-89 the total number of recipients in the state was 30,897 students; the amount
awarded by colleges totaled $13,338,738. That year the average SEOG was $622 nationally and
$432 in Wisconsin. At the University of Wisconsin-Madison approximately 4,400 students received
an estimated $2,800,000 in SEOG grants during Academic Year 1990-91.
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Funds are allocated to institutions based on their FY45 allocation. In any year in which the

appropriation for SE00 exceeds the FY-85 level, the first 25 percent of the excess funds is
allocated as an equal percentage to all institutions. The remaining 75 percent of the excess is
allocated on the basis of institutional need.

Grants may be awarded to enrolled undergraduate students who meet the general eligibility criteria
specified by statute and regulation. The maximum annual award is 84,000, and the minimum

award is $100; both the minimum and maximum awards must be pro-rated for less than full
academic year attendance.

Institutions have discretion to use their allocations for less than half-

time students and art required to allocate a reasonable portion of their funds to such students if
they art included in the school's calculation of need.

The largest advantage of the SEOG Program, for both students and institutions, is the fact that it
allows financial aid administrators to be more sensitive to the needs of their students. The program
acts as a very viable and effective complement to the formula-driven Pell Grant and Guaranteed

Student Loan Pmgrams by allowing institutions to aid needy students that have "fallen between the
cracks." Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants are used in support of Pell Grants which
are considered the foundation upon which all financial aid packages am developed. The SECK;

helps to create some balance between gift and loan assistance which serves as a key element with
future success in helping to reduce student loan default rates. It is unfortunate that insufficient
funding prevents wider use of this program.

In recent years, however, both additional regulation and inadequate funding of the program have

limited our ability at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, as well ts that of my colleagues across
the country, to be as flexible as we would like to solve the financing problems of students with
high irmaining need. NASFAA strongly recommends repeal of the provisicn in the law that
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mandates that a student receiving a Pell Grant be given priority for a Supplemental Grant. We
make this recommendation to help students who have greater aggregate need for a SEGO than
many Pell recipients and to respond to the needs of non-traditional students such as those who

attend our institutions less than half-time.

For example, we see many cases where students, ineligible for a Pell Grant, have greater computed
need than some Pell Grant recipients.

Also, non-traditional students who aro enrolled on a less

than half-time basis and who are not eligible for a Pell Grant because of past, and perhaps future

Appropriation's bill language prohibiting their eligibility are affected negatively by this Pell Grant
first Tequirement. Further, if the Congress accepts NASFAA's recommendations to substantially

increase the maximum Pell Grant award and direct that the program be a true entitlement, then
substantial amounts of aid will be targeted on our very neediest students. That result would allow
indigent students to be served chiefly by the Pell Grant Program and, consequently, if the Pell
Grant prerequisite for SEOG funding were removed, then institutions would be able to direct SEOG
monies to students with the greatest need. Like you, student financial aid administrators too want

to ensure that our neediest students receive priority for grant funds, but sometimes, due to its
fonnula nature, Pell Grant recipients are not our neediest students. This requirement has also
resulted in some schools being cited by Education Department auditors for non-compliance, when
they have honestly awarded SEOG funds to deserving students.

Because "need" for Campus-based funds is determined on the general principle that cost minus
Family Contribution minus resources equals need, imposing other criteria for selection interferes
with this basic need equation. Further, the priority selection criteria now in effect do not allow
institution% to take into account special circumstances of individual students (use of professional

judgment to award SEOG to a non-Pell Grant recipient ahead of Pell Grant recipient% for example,
has been deemed inappropriate by the Department).
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Using another sum*, a dependent freshman paying in-state tuition rates mitt have an Family
Contribution of $700, Weed on the mhdmum coaribution requiresnat of Congressional

Methodology. A single hidepaidert fresh= paying higher out-of-state tuition rates might have an
Family Contributice of moo, based on the minimum conuibution for that model. Both
individuals would have zem Family Contritutions were it not for the minimum contributions.

Anther, the in-state student will reCeive a ate gram. whereas the out-of-state student wW not,

although bodi will receive Pell Gram. Under this seenaio, the indepaident student may have
remains need (cost mina Family Contribution mimrs resources) of far more than the dependent
student, yet the dependeth etudent will be in line for an MOO ahead of the independent student
baied solely on die Family Conalbudon figure. The inequity becomes even harder to explain if the
independent student were not eligible for a Pell Grant, for that student's remaining need would be
higher yet, and he or she would be behind other students with higher Family Contributions but who
will get Pell Grants. When you leauthorize the program, NASFAA hopes that the Subcommittee
considers allowing inetitutions mon flexibility in determining the priority for awarding SEOG hinds

so that the striders with the greatest remaining need and inn-traditional students may be served by

the proven

The inability of federal Ihnding for the SEOG program to keep pace with inflation or the rise in
student costs associated with attending a postsecondary institution has also hun institutional

flexibility in the program and denied students educational opportunities. As an example. due to
limited funds and the enormous demand for those funds, many institudons award few or no SEOG
dollars to less than half-time students because so many of their at least half-time or greater and
full-time students have unmet need. The lack of sufficient federal program ftuiding regrettably

forces institutions and financial aid administrators to choose to aid one group of students instead of

another groupeach deserving of support. Consequently. NASFAA recommends substantial
increases in the authorization for the SEOG Program. We suggest raising the authorization to $800
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minion in stages by FY96. The vowed increases in authorizations are reasonable expectations
for feieral appropriations giretrhistoric funding patterns. At the same time, NASFAA recognizes
that institutional req. nests tor SEOG fUnding far outstrip current funding for the program.

Another component of our recommendations for change in the program would be to establish
institutional matching requirements contingent on specific appropriation levels, and specifies the

source of such institutional matching funds. NASFAA recommends this change to encourage

increased total funding for the SEOG Program from both federal and institutional sources. To
increase the available pool of grant aid we recommend the triggers for institutional matching would

be 5 Fercent of such awards in the first fiscal year after adoption of these amendments, 10 percent
of such awards for any fiscal year such appropriation is equal to or greater than $650,000,000, 15

percent of such awards for any fiscal year such approplation is equal to or greater than,
$700000000, and 20 percent of such awards for any fiscal year such appropriation is equal to er
greater than S750,000,000. The Appropriations Committees will understand that meeting certain
specified fimding marks will mandate an increased financial commitment on the part of institutions

by requiring a larger matching requirement. Wc believe this change will spur greater SEOG
funding provided by the Congress.

Coupled with our recommendations for an increased matching requirement tied to appropriation

levels, NASFAA recommends this match be a "real dollar match" to increase further the amount

of grant funds to students and to reduce the reliance on loans. Matching funds should represent a
real infusion of dollars, not simply institutional accounting entries as is the situation in fur too
many cases today. Eligible sources for the match could include institutional money and

institutionally-controlled scholarships and grants as is the current practice. However. NASFAA

suggests that the use of accounting methods with federal and state scholarships, grants and tuition

waivers be eliminated for the purpose of meetin3 the required match. NASFAA also recommends a
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waiver provision granted by the Secretary for institudons that are unable to meet this increased
match.

The SEOG Program has, year after year, proven to be a very successful and essential program in
helping Wisconsin residents attend a postsecondary institution. I remain concerned, however, about
proBesals that would substantially increase the institutional matching requirement for participation in

the Csmpus-based Programssome proposals with increases as much as 50 percent. Wisconsin, like
arm' other states, is experiencing budget problems due to the poor performance of the economy.
State institutions could be put in a precarious position and risk losing the benefit of entire programs
or substantial portions if the matching raptirement were significantly increased in the near-term and
states could not meet federally Inundated obligations.

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY (CWS) PROGRAM

Next, I would like to turn my attention to the College Work-Study (CWS) Program. The CWS
Pmgram was authorized as part of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 to stimulate ani promote
the part-time employtnent of undergraduate and graduate/profeuional students who need earnings

from employment to finance their courses of study at eligible institutions. The fact that CW9 funds
can be used to aid graduatelprofessional students is a very important feature for many institutions,
but insufficient federal mpport has precluded many institutions from fully utilizing this provision of
law.

We believe *hat this is one of Ur most successful student aid programs anti should be expanded. It
utilizes the taxpayer's dollar twice. First by helping the student pay his or her college expenses
and, second, by helping the employer expand services. For example, =dents at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison receive much tx,..

service at the Student Financial Services Office because we
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are able to employ many more stuc',ut assistants than would otherwise be possible. Likewise,
community non-profit agencies can expand their services to citizens of the communities because

they are able to employ students. The program has two additional benefits in that: a) in many
cases it has been shown that students who work get better grades than Moderns who do not and
often their persistence and retention rate L higher, and b) having jobs available reduces the need for
students to rely on borrowing.

Funds are allocated by foimula to participating schools, which in turn use these dollars to create
and subsidize part-dme employmem oppommities for needy students. The FY-91 appropriation of

$594.7 million is expected to provide jobs to more than 827,000 students, with an average award of
$945, at approximately 3,900 eligible postsecondary educational schools.

In Wisconsin, using the

most recent Department of Education data in Award Year 1988-89, the total number of students
employed by Ole program in the state was 17,973; and they earned $13,762,574; the state average

amount earned was $766 in the College Work-Study Program. At the University of WisconsinMadison during Academic Year 1990-91 approximately 2,100 students earned an estimated

$2,300,000 from the CWS Program. Nationwide, nearly 70 percent of these funds go to students
with family incomes of $24,000 or less. Approximately 55 percent of the monies go to students in
public institutior .:, 4:: percent to students in private schools, and 2 percent to proprietary school
students.

Between 1968 and 1988, federal funds coveted up to 80 percent of student wages, with the
remaining 20 percent being paid by the institution, the employer, or some other cbnor. The 1986
Reauthorization Act increased the institutional matching requirement, with the fect^ral share of

compensation paid to students employed in the regular CWS Program decreasing from 80 percent in
academic year 19148-89, to 70 percent in academic year 1990-91. Thus, over three years,

institutions have increased their matching percentage from 20 percent to 30 percent of programs
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costs, while federal funding has declined or remained constant. Many of our member schools have
had difficulty in meeting this last increase. We recommend that the appropriate level for

instituticeal matching in the CWS Program should remain as it is in current law. An additional
matching ifse may remit in reductions in overall woik-study efforts as states facing the recession
and cutting their program will not be able to meet increased federal matching requitement& If this
occurs, the people most affected will be needy students who, in turn, probably will have to rely
even more heavily on loans.

Funds are allocated to institutions hued on their FY45 allocation. In any year in which the
appropriation for CWS exceeds the FY-85 level, the first 25 percent of the excess funds is allocated

u an equal percentage to all institutions. The remaining 75 percent is allocated on the basis of
institutional need.

Students employed in the program participate in a wide variety of campus and off-campus
employment activities. The University of Wisconsin-Madison attempts, whenever possible, to
provide CWS students with employment opportunities in their desired field of study or one closely
related when that is the student's preference. Therefore, in many instances, employment in the
program provides students with the opportunity to receive training and experience in their selected
course of study. However, it has been my experience that many students like to take Jobs in areas

totally unrelated from their academic major to expand their knowledge and gain new working skills.

I have observed that the College Work-Study program enhances a student's educational experience
and serves to increase student retention. College Work-Study provides opportunities for wort

experiences to a wide range of eligible students in an integrative process with students from
differing cultural backgrounds. Real-life work experiences enable the student recipient to become

more acclimated to the academic community in which they have chosen to become a pan. The
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CWS Program also represents a "self-help" concept that imparts a sense of participation in a
student's overall college financing and helps develop a sense of self-esteem and responsibility.

faudents employed in the CWS Program must meet the general criteria specified by statute and

regulation. There is no minimum or maximum CWS award amount apecified by statute. However,
in determining the amount to be awarded, the institution considers the individual student's financial

need, number of hours per week the student can work, the length of the academic program or
period of employment, the anticipated wage rate, and the amount of other assistance available to the

student. Wage rates arc a function of the duties and responsibilities of the particular job, but,
following federal law, must be at least equal to federal minimum wage standards.

NASFAA recognizes that the College Work-Study Program is one of the most successful of the
Title IV programs, assisting thousands of !tridents to work while they are in school. Consequently,
we recommend that the authorized level for CWS be increased in steps to $850,000,000 million by

fiscal year 1996. Such an expansion will accommodate not only recent anti possible future
increases in the minimum wage, but also to serve many more students who wish to work. Further,
an expansion of the authorized level in the program will accommodate increased funding for CWS
community service initiatives and the Job Location and Development Program that are currently part
of the Higher Education Act.

The law specifies that CWS employment may not be subsidized for students whose employment

income is more than $200 greater than their need. NASFAA suggests that employment income of
more than $500 in excess of need be the point at which subsidization with CWS funds is
discontinued. The $200 tolerance level has been in effect since 1976. It should be increased to
provide the flexibility needed to address student employment circumstances today.

i
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The current law snows institudons to carry-forward or carry-back 10 percent of its College WorkStudy funds. Allowing for institutional flexibility in changing demographic and financial times, this

is a valuable management tool. We recommend that this authority continue unamended.

Another component of the College Work-Study Program is the Job Location and Development

(JLD) program. Under the JLD Program, an institution may use. up to 10 percent of its federal
CWS allocation or $30,000, whichever is less. The program is designed to expand off-campus job

opponunities for ell eligible students who want Jobe, regardless of their financial need. At the
University of Wiscovsin-Madison, we have developed a JLD program and it has helped many of
our students to find pen-thne employment in the cornimmity. In fact, we project that the job
postings in our Student Job Center will generate $8.5 million in student earnings this year.
NASFAA recommends continuation of this beneficial program.

The Community Service Learning (CSL) Program is designed to develop, impmve, or expand
services for low-income individuals and families, or to solve particular problems related to the
needs of low-income individuals. It is a program of student work that provides direct and tangible

services to improve the quality of life for community residents. Students are provided with
work-leaming opportunities related to their educational or career goals. Community services may
include activities related to such fields as health care, education, welfare, social services, public
safety. crime prevention and control, child care, literacy training, housing, neighborhood
improvement, and more. Schools may use up to 10 percent of their CWS allocation for community
service learning progrems. At the University of Wisconsin-Madison, we have begun a program

under CSL that is providing summer jobs for high need students in our special FASTrack Program.

The jobs entail work with disadvantaged children in the Madison community. Although this is a
new program, it is receiving high marts from everyone involved.
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PERKINS LOAN PROGRAM

The final program I wish to discuss is the Perkins Loan Program, named after the former Chairman
of the Committee on Education and Labor Rep. Cad D. Perkins. This program is the grandfather

of all student aid programs and is authorized in Title IV part E of the Higher Education Act of
1965, but was first authorized by the National Defense Education Act of 1958.

Its aim is to

stimulate and assist in the establishment and maintenance of funds at postsecondary institutions for

the purpose of making low-interest loans to students enabling them to pursue their courses of study.

Perkins Loans provide an institution with flexibility in packaging aid awards to best meet the needs
of the students. The program is administered by institutions, thus reducing the delays often
associated with loans granted by banks or other eligible lenders. In academic year 1991-92, over

3,300 institutions will provide 688,000 borrowers with average loans of approximately $1250 based

on a total lending pool of about $859.8 million.

In Wisconsin, using the most recent Department

of Education data in Award Year 1988-89 total student borrowers numbered 19,287; colleges in the
state lent $25,304,917; and the state average amount lent was $1,312 in the Perkins Loan Program.

At the University of Wisconsin-Madison approximately 6,200 students borrowed an estimated
$8,000,000 in Perkins Loans during Academic Year 1990-91. 1 need to note that these funds come

from our institution's revolving fund which has not received a penny in Federal Capital
Contributions for years. Nationally, approximatly 64 percent of loan funds go to shicients with

family incomes of $24,000 or less.

Perkins Loan funds are a combination of federal and institutional capital contributions. The
institutional contribution equals one-ninth of the Federal Capital Contribution.

Additional capital is

generated from collections on prior loans that go into the institution's revolving fund to be relent to
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other students. Again. the 1.1nivemity of %twain-Madison has a hilly capitalized ftrkins Loan
Pfor Ith.

Pun& are allocated to instkidens lased on their FY45 allocation. In any year in which the

appropriation foe Pukka camas dte FY45 levd, the firs 23 percent of die excess ftmds is
allocated as sn %mai penxexage to all insitudans. The remaining 75 percent is allocated ce the
beds of institutional need.

The program provides loan capital from new Federal Capital Contributions and from collections

from prior borrowers to students at dx following levels: $4.500 In the case of a student who has

not ampleled two years of laccalatrede degree program $9,000 in the case of an undersraduate
studem who has completed two years of a baccalatueate degree program and $18,000 in the case
of a graduate or professional student Including all pdor Perkin, loans received.

NASFAA recommends lamming the anmal Petkins Loan maximum to $3,000 for all
undergraduates with an undergraduate aggregate maximum of $15,000, and increasing the annual
graduate maximum to $5,000, with a graduate aggregate maximum of $30,000. The total Perkins

Loall aggregate maxknum would be $45,000. NASFAA makes this recommendation in conjunction
with modifications to the Stafford and SLS program maximums. The recommended aggregate total
foe the Stafford, SLS, and Perkins loan programs would be $52,000 for undergraduates and
5113,000 for graduate students. Further, our suggested amendment allows an institution to establish

lower annual and aggregate loan limits for its students in this program. As student financial aid
administrators we believe these changes will allow needy students to borrow funds to finance their
education at more attractive interest rates and loan terms, than those Part B loan programs fostering
access to a poetsecondary education. In many cases, increasing the maximum loan amounts will

el"
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prevent students from being forced to borrow hem a arbond ban program in order to pay their
educational expesues in a given year.

The WM and conditions for students receiving Perkins loans are rs follows; The current interest
rate is 5 percent per year. No interest eccrues until the beginning of the repayment period. After
a nine-month grace period following cessation of studies, the nudent begins repayment which
normally extends up so ten years.

Deferment and cancellation provisions exist for specified

employment or service. Students who cannot afford to repay the loan according to schedule

because of some type of hardship may inquest a special deferment to assist in avoiding default.

Students who wish to borrow under the program may do so without security and without
endorsements, unless they are minors snd the signature of a minor is not legally binding under state

law. The loan may be repaid at any earlier time without penalty.

With regard to these program conditions. NASFAA makes the following recommendations: We
suggest establishment of a 5 pement interest rate during the first four years of repayment at which
time the rate would increase to 9 percent. NASFAA recommends this change to encourage more

timely repayment while still providing students with a low-interest loan. NASFAA believes that
such a modification would help increase the cspitalization the Perkins Loan revolving funds,
enabling institutions to extend loans to more students. We also suggest establishing a minimum
monthly repayment of $50.00. In conjunction with increasing the annual and aggregate loan

maximums, NASFAA believes that it is appropriate to expect these minimum repayments from such
borrowers to reduce federal costs and to strengthen loan revolving funds.

The current law allows no tolerame for an overaward in the Perkitts Loan Program. Wc
recommend permitting a $500 tolerance for StaffordiPerkins/SLS overawards.

In keeping with the
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recommended overaward provision in the College Work-Study Program, NASFAA recommends
extension of this recessary management tool to the Stafford, Perkins, and SLS programs.

The Perkins Loan Program provides another avenue of self-help for those financially needy students

who, for whatever reason, cannot participate in work-related activities or who need additional

self-help beyond work-study. By providing long-term, low-interest loans to financially needy
students, this program has offered a system of credit to those individuals who in some cases would
have difficulty securing loans from commercial lenders. Institutions using the Perkins Loan
Program rather than the higher interest rale Stafford Loan Program can mitigate the fear of

borrowing for those who have little family experience with borrowing and/or do not have an
established credit history. Further, it is clear that many students, if they borrow, because the grant

programs are inadequate to meet their needs, should borrow from the Perkins Loan Prograrn, with
more favorable terms, rather than bormwing a Guaranteed Student Loan.

Borrowing a Perkins

Loan can give students the satisfaction of knowing that they are actively playing a role in financing
their education. A Perkins borrower will build self-esteem by knowing the postsecondary institution
recognizes him or her as responsible and believes the student will repay the loan after graduation
and upon securing a job. Students can establish a good credit history by timely repayment of the
loan after graduation

These intangible benefits are an important aspect of the Perkins I.oan

Pmgram. Also, I note that Perkins Loans arc available for financially needy graduate students,
although the credit needs of undergraduate students are so large and the program has been so

underfunded in this past decade to preclude greater utilization of the program by graduate students.

Another point 1 wish to make about the Perkins Loan Program is the "risk factor." Risks always
can be identified with the c-tension of credit solely on the basis of financial need. Some students

will come froro families with no b niwing history at all and to them the concept of $10,000 of
educational indebtedwss is terribly frightening. Some students may temporarily "stop out" (leave
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school for a snort petiod of time, but return at a later date), or withdraw completely from school
never to return. Other students will go on to graduate and may be underemployed unable to meet
minimum dally subsistence requirements let alone repay a student loon. We have become painfully
aware of some of the statistics related to the history of repayment mpresented by these dtuations.

In 1988-89 the Perkins Loan default rate in Wisconsin was 4.38 percent, Ind natieraily the rate

was 6.75 percent At my own institution, as of July 1, 1990, the default rate was 3.98 percent.
Better thin 93 percent of the borrowers nationally are currently working to establish a good credit
history and the camparable rate in Wisconsin is better than 95 percent and over 96 percent at my
school. The average annual Perkins Loan made to students is $1,263 nationally and $1,312 in

Wisconsin. This level of lending falls well short of the statutory maximums for undergraduate
students.

At the University of Wisconsin, we target the student who demonstrates exceptional

financial need as the primary candidate for the Perkins Loan so that lw or she is not further
disadvantaged by surrendering hurls borrowed to meet med for origination and guarmuee fees
associated with the Stafford Loan Program.

One change in the Perkins Loan Program, NASFAA proposes for your consideration is simplifying
and reducing the number of deferments. Currently there are nine circumnances that entitle a

student to a loan deferment. We believe these could be reduced to three without causing any
hardship upon students, while making the program easier to administer and explain to borrowers.

The three deferments, we would propose are I) an in-school deferment for half-time or greater
attendance; 2) an unemployment or hardship deferment for up to two ye rs; and 3) a temporary

total disability deferment for up to three years. We believe that simplification of the deferment

process will help curb "technical defaults." In most instances, these are students who go into
default despite their good faith efforts to understand the deferment categories and obtain
deferment.
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For an individual whose loan is eligible for cancellation because he or she teaches in a Chapter I

school, NASFAA advocates extension of a borrower's eligibility for Perkins Loan cancellation for
one year after a Chapter I school loses that designation. Perkins Loan borrowers who have chosen
to serve in designated teaching areas should be able to take advantage of the program's loan
cancellation feature and should not automatically lose this advantage because his or her eligihle

school suddenly becomes ineligible. NASFAA believes this is unfair to the bormwer and
recommends a one-year transition period so that the student may prapare for repayment or seek
employment at another designated Chapter I school.

Regarding the entire issue of Perkins Loan cancellation NASFAA suggests, however, a study of the
current Perkins Loan cancellation policies to ensure that desired social results are obtained and

borrowers' decisions are influenced early in their academic careen.

The Campus-based Programs are integral components of a student's financial aid package. Though

it may be lamentable that these programs, through fiscal limhationL, arc not broadly accessible to
all eligible students, hundreds of thousands of students do benefit from the availability of each
Campus-based Pmgram. The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program and the College
Work-Study Program are indispensable programs that help to prevent many students from borrowing

more than is advisable. The Perkins Loan Program allows students to bormw from a program that
is pmven to work with less burdensome repayments than the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and

with greater simplicity for students arid institutions. The major criticism that may be leveled at the

operation of these programs is not the fault of the programs. The flaw and criticism of the
Campus-based Programs that financial aid administrators would flatly state to you is the
underfunding of these programs in this last decade and the instability caused by almost constant

attempts to eliminate or reduce the programs. For the Congress and the Administration to
appropriate and spend the necessary amounts needed to meet legitimate student financial needs
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utilizing the Campus-based Pr -igrams would be among the most important changes that can be
accomplished during this Re Authorization. While I recognize that appropriations are not in the

jurisdiction of this Subcotr.mittee, I sincerely request that any changes you makc in the
Campus-based Programs be made with the view to convince those Representatives who do make the

Budget and Approptiadots decisions that each of the Campus-based Programs works well and must
be fUnded at levels which will enhance student educational opportunity.

FURTHER CAMPUS-RASED PROGRAM ISSUES AND RELATED QUESTIONS

We wish to address further broad policies regarding the Campus-based Programs and other related
student aid questions that hal, e a direct bearing on educational opportunity and program operations.

The current law permits institudons to transfer up to 10% of funds between the SEOG and CWS
programs. NASFAA recommends this inter-program transfer authority be amended to allow
financial aid administrators the necessary discretion to transfer up to 25% funds among the SEOG,
CWS, and Perkins Loan programs to more closely meet institutional and student needs in a
particular year. Such a change in the curren, law's authority would be a valuable management tool.

NASFAA strongly recommends Campus-based funds not de-obligated or used by institudons in a

given fiscal year be reallocated to institutions according to the requirements of the Higher Education
Act. Clirrently, such monies revert to the U.S. Treasury and we believe these funds should be

available for students. There are many reasons for small amounts not being used. Among those

are the difficulty in estimating how much CWS students will earn by the end of a fiscal accounting
year, loan funds collected to late to re-lend, and funds are lost when an institution does not reapply
for funds or when a school closes. Adoption of this recommendation will allow already
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appropriated Campus-based hinds to be used for student assistance, rather than losing these monies
entirely.

As important as the Campus-based Programs tue in cleating educational oppornmities for our

citizens, we again reiterate our belief that Congress will best deal with the grant/loan imbalance and
access/pipeline issues by facing and solving the underfunding proNem in the Pell Grant Program.
NASFAA strongly urges the Congress to change the funding struChtle of the Pell Grant Program by
creating an entitlement for studerrts rather than mainta.rting the current discretionary appropriation
system. Since the Pell Grant Program's first authorization in FY 1973, the Appropriations

Committees have funded the program at its authorized maximum only three timesmost recently in
FY 1979.

In all other yurs, the program maximum has been below the policy levels set by the

authorizing committees. The Higher Education Act authorizes a Pell Grant maximum award for
Academic Year 1991-1992 of $3,100. Federal fundinp for that year allows for a maximum Pell

Grant award of $2,400a gap of $700 between the authorized amount and the appropriation. We
must remember, as we conclude this authorization period with a $2,400 maximum Pell Grant, the
appropriated maximum Pell Grant at the beginning of the authorization in Academic Year 1987-88

was $2,100. This is an increase of only $300 in flve years which is barely a 14 percent increase.
In many years since the last Reauthorization thc cost of attendance for college has risen faster than
the Consumer Price Index and appropriations for this foundation program have fallen short of what
is necessary to provide basic student access to a postsecondary education.

This fact has

necessitated increased borrowing on the part of needy students and has contributedwe believe
Fignificantly--to the default problem.

Further, if we hope to provide all of our citizens with an opportunity to obtain :he fullest measure
of education that will enable them to participate equally within our society, then it is essential that
we restructure the Pell Grant Program to ensure adequate and predictable funding from year to year.
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To help ensure this is accomplished, we would propose that the Pell Grant maximum award be
funded at $4,400 for the 1992-93 award year, and then automatically indexed to rise at least $200
each year thereafter, but not less than the Consume Price Index.

Our mason for establishing the maximum award at $4,400 is an attempt to bring it back in line
with where it was following the passage of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act of 1978. In

the first award year following that Act, the maximum Pell Grant was $1,800. Therefore, had the
maximum award been indexed in such a manner at that time, increasing it by a modest $200 per
year, we would have a $4,200 maximum award for the upcoming 1991-92 award year as opposed

to a $2,400 maximum award, and a $4,400 maximum for the 1992-93 award year Further, the

policy goal of the Pell Grant Program is that it should cover up to 60% of a student's cost-ofattendance. Our projections suggest that the average annual cost at a four-year public college in

1992-93 will be $7,400. Therefore, 60 percent of that cost would be $4,440. Further. we Pro Pose
legislation which would ensure full funding of the maximum award each year, thereby giving

assurance to current and future generations of students that they can count on the Pell Grant
Program to be the foundation program that it must be.

NASFAA has offered a need analysis "Plan for Reform" which proposes onc method for
detennining eligibility for all types of federal funds, replacing the two existing methods, and
outlines steps to simplify the applications process for many students. NASFAA wimess, Natala

Hart, recently discussed the "Plan for Reform" befor the Subcommittee and 1 encourage you to
review her testimony. We believe it is important to integrate the Pell Grant and the Congressional
Methodology which help determine Campus-based Program student eligibility. Our "Plan for

R^form" will assist in bringing simplification and equity to the federal student aid programs.
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The Campus-based Programs have the advantage of sensitivity in meeting student financing needs
and unique circumstances and provide necessary and dcsireable institutional flexibility in partnership

with the federal government.

In my view, these programs have been the cornerstone of student

financial assistance for over twenty-five years. Their comprehensive approach to meeting need--

grant, loan, and workis rs successful today as it was at their irrepdon. These programs have
made a difference in the lives of millions of students. NASFAA believes the Campus-based
Programs should be there for students of the future.

NASFAA looks frnward to working with you to ensure that student and parental financing of a
postsecondary education needs are met to pay for college with primary responsibility on the family
and student and with secondary, but essential, help from the government in Washington. I would
be pleased to answer any questions you may have and thank you lb: the opportunity to testify.
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Chairman FORD. Mr. Champagne.

Mr. CHAMPAGNE. Thank you, Chairman Ford, members of the
committee.

My name is Rene Champagne, and I am president and chief executive officer of rrr Educational Services, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of rrr Corporation. rrr Educational Services is one of the
country's largest private, postsecondary educators, operating 40
rrr technical institutes in 20 States. Almost all of our students attending our schools are pursuing bachelor or associate degree programs in technical fields.
I appear before you today representing not only the interests of
nvr technical institutes but also the members of the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools and the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools. The NAM'S and AICS campus-based
student aid proposal is a part of a comprehensive package intended
to reform anoi simplify the entire student aid system.
We believe the basic principles of the existing system should be
retained, but the number of programs should be reduced so that

there would only be one Federal guaranteed loan program, one

grant program, one work-study program, and a single discretionary
campus-based program to provvie assistance to students through
institutions.
From our perspective, there are four significant problems with
the current campus-based programs. First, access to campus-based
programses not universally available to otherwise eligible students,
because school allocations use a formula based on the institutie ns

length of particip Won in the program, thereby denying Kane

needy students frou access.
Our second concern is that campus-based program funds are not

equally available to students in different States. Attached to my

written testimony is a table which reflects the distribution of

campus-based funds by State and the amount of assistance available to students enrolled in participating institutions in each State.
Our third concern is that, despite the original intention to provide need-based assistance to students, campus-based programs
tend to focus aid on students from higher income families. Once
again, I have attached to iny written testimony a table which demonstrates that campus-based awards are awarded to dependent students from families with incomes in excess of $30,000 in a surprisingly high percentage of the awards.
Our fourth concern is that the funding of campus-based pro-

grams, and thus the average grant size of these programs, has
failed to keep pace with inflation over the last decade.

Drawing on the strengths of the current campus-based system,
NAZI'S and AICS propose that Congress reform and simplify the
programs by creating a new campus-based student fmancial aid
system titled, the "Perkins Campus-Based Program." The new Perkins Campus-Based Program would be created by reallocating the
$1.27 billion in Federal funding that supports the current campusbased system, the $64 million m the SSIG program, and the $860
million in the Perkins Loan revolving funds.
We are recommending that the Perkins Loan program and the
SEOG program be eliminated. Funds from those programs, plus the

SSIG funds, would be reallocated to institutions based on the
3 'it
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number of Pell recipients they had in the prior year. All allocated
institutional funds would be pulled into a discretionary fund at the
school. The institution would determine the use of these discretionary funds based on the needs of their students.
The need-based awards could be in the form of low-interest loans,
grants, or work-study. All aid could not exceed the cost of attendance or the maximum aid eligibility, whichever is less. Institutions
would be required to provide a 10 percent match in the first year,
20 percent in the second year, and 30 percent in the third year and
beyond.

The creation of this new Perkins Campus-Based Program would
greatly enhance the access of eligible students to these funds currently not possible in existing programs. Also, we believe the new
Perkins Campus-Based Program will significantly reduce the administrative burden of the current programs on the Department of
Education and on participating institutions. My written comments
contain a far more detailed description of our recommendations.
As I conclude my remarks, let me say that the decisions regarding the future of all student financial aid programs that lay before
this committee are difficult ones, and I commend you for the comprehensive approach that you have taken in reviewing these very
important and complex programs. I appreciate the opportunity that
you have provided to NATTS, AICS, and myself to participate in
this process.

I will be happy to answer any questions that you may have re-

garding my remarks. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Rene Champagne follows:]
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Testimony of Rene R. Champagne
President, ITT Educational Services, Inc.
Before the
House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
William D. Ford, Chairman
June 26, 1991
Washington, D.C.
Good moaning. Ny name is Rene R. Champagne and I am the
President and 'Zia Executive officer of ITT Educational
Services, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of TTT Corporation.
ITT Educational Services is one of the country's largest
private postsecondary educators, operating 40 ITT Technical
Institutes in 20 states.
Almost all of the students attending
our schools are pursuing bachelor or associate degree programs
in technical fields. Like many private career schools, many of
our students rely on access to student financial assistance -in the form of loans, grants and campus-bused funds -- to
finance their education.

I appear before you today representing not only the interests
of the ITT Technical Institutes, but also the members of the
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools (WATTS) and
the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AIM).
Together, WATTS and AICS represent more than 2,000
institutions, educating 1.5 million students in 130
career-specific fields.
The NATTS/AICS campus-based student aid proposal is part of a
comprehensive package intended to reform and simplify the
entire student aid system. We are calling for one grant
program, one loan program and one college work-study program at
the Federal level.
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Concerns Reaardina_ths_Current Camous-Based Programs
From our perspective, there are four significant problems with
the current Campus-based programs:
1.

Access to campus-based aid programs is not universally
available to otherwise eligible students because school
allocations use a formula based on an institution's
historical participation in the program thereby denying
some students from access..
According to the Department of Education, the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG) program serves the
greatest number of institutions, 4,655 which pales in
comparison to the 6,700 institutions served by the Pell
Grant program. A total of 3,900 institutions participate
in the College work-Study program, and 3,097 in the Perkins
loan program.

2.

Campus-based program funds are not equally available to
students in different states.
Attached to my written testimony is a Table which reflects
the distribution of campus-based funds by state and the
amount of assistance available to students enrolled in
The complex
participating institutions in each state.
provisions in the allocation formula have allowed schools
in states that participated earlier in the programs to
continue to be able to provide more campus-based funds to
students than thos schools that entered the programs at a
later date.

3.

Despite the ,Laginal intention to provide "need-based"
assistance to students, campus-based programs tend to focus
aid on students from higher income families.
I have attached a table to my written testimony which
demonstrates that campus-based awards are more likely to be
awarded to dependent students from families with incomes in
While we recognize it is vital for
e xcess of $0,000.
middle-income students tu have access to student financial
assistance, we question if these programs are the most
e ffective way to serve this population.

4.

The funding of campus-based programs and thus the average
grant size of these programs has failed to keep pace with
inflation over the last decade.
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Each of the three programs has lost about 18 percent of
their 1980 purchasing power. The average Perkins loan
amount has declined by $223, college Work-Study award by
$242, and Suppeemental Educational Opportunity Grant award
by $53.

HUTSIATCO Camnus-Based Lecislative Proposal
Drawing on the strength of the current campus-based system,
BATTS and AICS propose that Congress revamp, reform and
simplify the programs by creating a new campus-based student
financial aid system titled the Perkins Campus-Based program
and by enhancing the College Work-Study program.
The new Perkins Campus-Based program would be created by
reallocating the $1.27 billion in federal funding that supports
the current campus-based system, the $64 million ir the SSIG
program and the $860 million in the Perkins Loan revolving
funds.

We are recommending that the Perkins Loan program and SEOG
program be eliminated. Funds from those programs plus the
8810
funds would be reallocated to institutions based on the number
of Pell recipients they had in the prior year. All allocated
institutional funds would be pooled into a discretionary fund
at the school. The institution would determine the
use of
these discretionary funds based on the needs of their
students.
The aid awards could be in the form of low-interest
loans, grants or work-study. All aid could not exceed the cost
of attendance or the maximum aid eligibility, whichever is
less.
Institutions would be required to provide a 10 percent
match in the first year, 20 percent in the second yea.- and 30
percent in the third year and beyond.

The creation of this new Perkins Campus-Based program would
greatly enhance the access of eligible students to these funds
currently not possible. Also, we believe the new Perkins
Campus-Based program will significantly reduce the
administrative burdens of the current peograms at the
Department of Education and at participating institutions.
The decisions regarding the future of all student financial aid
programs that lay before this Committee are difficult ones and
I commend you for the comprehensive tpproach that you have
taken in reviewing these very important and complex programs.
I appreciate the opportunity that you have provided to
NATTS/AICS and myself to participate in this process. I will
be happy to answer any questions that you may hAve regarding ry
remarks.
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The proposed programmatic changes are described in detail below:
A.

Perkins Campus-Based (PCB) Program
1.

Establish a new program that allocates funds to
institutions to be used for grants, loans, or
A significant portion of the funding
work-study.
tor this program would come from the current
campus-based programs plus WIG.

2.

Institutions currently holding Perkins Loan
revolving funds would be required to transfer
these funds into the Perkins campus-based program.

3.

The appropriations level for the Perkins
campus-based program will be equal to 4 percent
of the Pell Grant program appropriations.

4.

The annual institutional allocation would be
based on the number of Pell recipients in the
prior year.

5.

Institutions must provide a 10 percent match of
the first year, 20 percent in the second year and
30 percent in the third year and beyond before
the institution is permitted to draw down the
Perkins campus-based funds.

6.

B.

The institution would determine the use of the
All aid could
funds (grant, loan, work-study).
not exceed the cost of attendance or the maximum
aid aligibility, whichever is less.

College Work-Study (sec.441)

The work-study program is the only Title IV program
that can contribute to a student's educational program
while providing financial assistance. Many students
have successfully used part-time mployment as a means
of defraying educational costs and gaining valuable
employment experience. Studies have shown that
participation in work-study programs actually
increases student retention.
1.

Retain the general structure of the College
Work-Study program, but expand institutional
participation, including the ability of a student
or an institution to choose to participate in
this program.
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Eliminate current conditional guarantees and
allocate federal contributions based on
cumulative institutional need NS reflected by the
number and type of Pell Grant recipients.

3.

Maintain current institutional matching
requirements at 30 percent for on-campus
employment and off-campus, non-profit employment,
the employer match at 50 percent for off-campus,
for-profit employment, and 10 percent for
community service-related employment.

4.

Reinstate the requirement that any employment
offered to a student will, to the maximum extent
practicable, complement and reinforce the
educational goals of the student's academic
program.

5.

C.

Permit students, regardless of the type of
institution they attend, to participate in
off-campus educationally relevant work-study jobs
and community service-related activities.

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG)
1.

Eliminate the SEOG program and transfer future
SEOG funds into the Pell Grant program, the
Perkins campus-based discretionary fund and other
student assistance programs.

Given that the law currently requires that SEOG
recipients be "exceptionally needy," it appears
redundant to duplicate the objectives of the Pell
Grant program with an institutionally-based grant
program. Large economies of scale would result from
the elimination of the SEW program.
D.

Perkins Loans
1.

Eliminate the Perkins Loan program, retain the
corpus of the capital in the revolving funds in
the Perkins campus-based program.

Loans made under the existing Perkins program could be
delivered through that proposed private capital
Stafford Loan program since the Stafford Loan program
loan maximums will be modified significantly. These
low interest loans, administered by the institution,
have served an important role but have long since been
eclipsed by the Stafford Loan program. Permit
institutions to continue to make low-interest loans
under the Perkins Campus-Based program.

1
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Table 1.1
Perkins Loan
Selected Historical Statistics
Fiscal Years 1980 - 1989

Fiscal
Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988(est)
1989(proj.)

Loans to
Students
}

Number of
Borrowers

Average Loan
{in dollars}

$ 693,520
580,188
596,839
682,027
677,216
703,000
763,475
805,190
873,700
884,300

813,372
684,067
674,901
718,588
697,176
700,925
715,779
673,549
692,064
826,471

$ 853
848

{

$000

884
949
971
1,003
1,067
1,195
1,262
1,070
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Number of
Participating
Institutions
3,330
3,335
3,337
3,338
3,348
3,342
3,325
3,306
3,213
3,097

. ,x41q

Table 1.2
College Work Study
Selected Historical Statistics
Fiscal Years 1980 - 1989

Fiscal
Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988(est.)
1989(Pr0j.)

Total Funds
Earned
(
$000
)

Number of
Recipients

Average
Amount
Earned ($)

Number of
Participating
/nstitutions

660,161
624,000
614,861
683,453
645,052
656,000
629,234
635,073
625,400
780,300

819,093
739,346
720,097
771,796
735,456
728,398
689,812
685,505
672,692
835,000

$ 806
844
854
886
877
901
912
926
931
935

3,135
3,200
3,300
3,392
3,471
3,557
3,600
4,052
3,956
3,901

$
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Table 1.3
SEOG
Selected Historical Statistics
Fiscal Years 1980 - 1989

Fiscal
Year

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988(est.)
1989(proj.)

)

Number of
Recipients

Average Loan
{in dollars}

Number of
Participating
Institutions

$ 367,817
361,523
342,664
360,997
373,647
410,000
399,539
418,827
422,500
442,400

716,522
658,893
640,650
648,582
652,014
685,961
631,226
635,326
678,847
633,000

$ 513
549
535
557
573
598
633
659
621
700

3,723
3,750
4,200
4,224
4,319
4,445
4,536
4,616
4,675
4,655

Expenditures
{

$000
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Table 1.4
Perkins, College Work Study and SEOG
Allocations by State
Fiscal Year 1989

State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

Perkins

CWS

SEOG

Total

$2,359,732
82,753
2,416,827
1,477,440
19,712,410
2,778,629
2,080,732
373,536
1,491,244
4,913,098
2,624,422
499,702
778,933
7,938,446
4,546,764
3,466,257
2,276,914
2,535,748
2,986,926
1,541,006
2,791,681
7,813,910
7,656,391
3,672,611
2,329,112
4,295,020

$11,745,748
461,056
6,919,696
6,251,127
53,094,603
7,323,475
6,955,924
1,334,066
4,788,586
18,386,795
12,202,304
1,908,658
1,898,494
24,284,784
11,194,104
8,162,805
5,897,240
9,362,665
11,349,449
6,636,706
9,154,760
34,453,078
19,455,527
13,745,754
9,643,429
12,327,887

$6,709,908
394,301
5,852,004
2,930,718
42,418,242
5,494,439
5,859,213
1,028,590
3,151,697
13,228,013
6,982,662
1,323,907
1,358,504
19,045,993
8,783,035
6,191,640
4,311,925
4,528,810
5,590,521
5,882,605
6,819,999
23,223,517
16,184,451
11,234,265
5,631.9?1
7,791,039

$20,815,388
938,110
15,188,527
10,659,285
115,225,255
15,596,543
14,895,869
2,736,192
9,431,527
36,527,906
21,809,388
3,732,267
4,035,931
51,269,223
24,523,903
17,820,702
12,486,079
16,427,223
19,926,896
14,060,317
18,766,440
65,490,505
41,296,369
28,652,630
17,604,462
24,414,946
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$104.17
33.08
58.92
126.07
65.71
83.72
89.91
71.52
119.25
70.85
94.51
71.37
88.28
74.41
91.54
110.57
81.69
102.75
113.20
293.52
75.34
153.51
79.80
117.09
155.97
93.31

t

+

+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

Table 1.4

Perkins, College Work Study and SEOG
Allocations by State
Fiscal Year 1989

State

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Guam
Misc Pacific Islands
Virgin Islands
Total

Perkins

CWS

SEOG

Total

847,672
1,843,166
298,096
1,425,895
3,898,549
760,946
14,696,817
4,352,300
782,610
7,087,893
2,741,265
3,233,696
9,296,764
2,427,767
1,386,962
1,771,751
955,621
2,950,045
9,789,194
2,083,454
1,055,1.1
3,471,906
3,641,691
1,509,916
4,879,427
370,734
284

2,671,841
4,017,951
1,000,220
4,954,321
12,756,076
5,367,982
51,461,130
14,878,097
2,659,147
23,797,500
7,422,411
9,854,119
31,790,982
13,847,060
4,966,370
8,868,446
3,642,474
10,780,537
33,423,643
3,504,260
4,602,049
12,081,688
11,808,858
5,237,521
13,124,103
708,891
468,132
288,188
54,632

1,140,554
2,857,572
653,024
3,714,501
9,458,012
2,780,642
35,838,446
10,172,681
2,364,243
16,955,390
4,810,850
8,341,275
25,945,249
7,238,332
4,171,430
5,299,136
2,512,551
7,220,902
21,211,720
2,554,122
4,218,896
8,093,779
10,266,179
3,138,535
13,356,414
609,818
49,432
31,014
32,064

4,660,067
8,718,689
1,961,340
10,094,717
26,112,637
8,909,570
101,996,393
29,403,078
5,806,000
47,840,783
14,974,526
21,429,090
67,032,995
23,513,159
10,544,762
15,939,333
7,110,646
20,951,484
64,424,557
8,141,836
9,876,058
23,647,373
-5,716,728
9,885,972
31,359,944
1,689,443
517,564
319,202
86,980

$182,999,778

$608,997,349

0

0

$436,999,682 $1,228,996,809
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130.27
83.34
40.17
182.43
86.28
112.14
101.25
88.42
151.62
88.31
84.93
137.23
116.80
151.95
140.90
107.88
226.02
101.51
76.04
75.71
286.54
73.62
101.61
122.99
109.95
63.66
135.52
132.34
35.20

+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

Ave $93.06

+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
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Table 2

Distribution of Campus-Based Program Awards by /ncome
%

Income
(undergraduate
dependent)

of total amount by income
perkins

01

SEOQ

Total

$05,999
6,000 -11,999
12,000-17,999
18,000-23,999
24,000-29,999
over 30,000

5.5%
6.8
9.2
9.9
8,9
16.2

8.9%
9.9
10.8
10.3
8.9
15.7

8.7%
10.7
13.1
12.8
10.2
12.3

7.4%
8.8
10.6

Independent
undergraduate

26.2%

26.9%

32.3%

27.8%

Graduate

17.3%

8.6%

100.0%

100.0%

100.1%

100.0%

Total

10.7
9.2
15.2

Dollars awarded
($ millions)

$844.0

$780.0

$442.0

(May not total 100 percent of rounding).
*Graduate students are not eligible.
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Chairman Foltz'. Before I start with the questions, I would like
the record to show, once again, Mr. Farrell, I'm getting to feel like
a forgotten pen pal here. On April 25, I wrote to the Secretary, told
him that we would soon be considering undertaking a complete

review of the student aid programs as a part of reauthorization,

and particularly the campus-based programs.

I referred to his testimony before the Senate committee which
alerted us that somebody had done some work on it. I assured him

that I accepted that there must be a significant amount of high
quality analytic work that had been done by the Department on
direct loan options in proposals, because of his testimony over
there, and asked him to share that with us. Now, that's April 25.
I was told by his assistant, Mr. Danzansky, last week, after I was

with the SecretaryI think it was Thursday morningas he was
leaving town, his instructions to Mr. Danzansky were, "Call the

Chairman and tell him we are going to answer his letter." So

would you I ell Mr. Danzansky this is another letter that he and I
didn't talk about that I don't have an answer to; otherwise, I would
be asking this panel some very direct questions about what is going
on with the direct student loan program.
Mr. Champagne, In' tell me what it is.
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. IT!' is a corporation, a multinational corporation, of about $21 billion in size, worldwide in nature, made up of
many different types of business, ranging from communications to
defense, services businesses like the Hartford Insurance Company,
the Sheraton Hotels, and, of course, my unit, which deals with education.
We are the only Fortune 500 corporation in the United States ac-

tively involved in running schools, trying to make a difference to
the educational format that we have in this country.
Chairman Fan. Well, we frequently hear, sometimes even from
people in the Department, the description "fly-by-night" proprietary schools. I suppose the board of directors of ITT would take it
as something of a slight, if they even noticed it, if they heard that
somebody here was calling them fly-by-night. You are the ITT;
right?
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. That's correct.

Chairman FORD. The biggest gorilla on the block in many businesses, aren't you?
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. Yes, sir.

Chairman FORD. Now, how do you react to the suggestion from
the administration that your schools should not have access to Col-

lege Work-Study, that "you act better when you are using your

ewn money,"
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. I think that is a very unfortunate proposal on

the part of the administration, because it would penalize students,
and not necessarily In. I see no reason for distinguishing the type
of student based on the type of institution they choose to attend.
As a matter of fact, I look at it quite the opposite way. We provide a substantial amount of money in the form of taxes that my
company pays every year. My own personal company runs schools.
We pay taxes every single year. It seems to me, if we don't have
the opportunity for our students to have access to funds that are
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supported by taxes, then we are somehow not getting the representation for the money that we are in fact paying.
I think it is discriminatory and somewhat elitist to segregate stu-

dents out by attending tax-paying schools rather than non-taxpaying schools

Chairman FORD. One of the things that I suggested earlier in the
year when I sought to get the attention of the education commurn .
ty, was the possibility of converting the contribution by the Federal
Government to the direct student loan program into increased Pell
Grants.
Are any of you prepared to react to such a proposal? In looking
around to find out how do you increase grant money, it wouldn't do
much good if we took SEOG money and put it into Pell. We would
just be mixing it around. But when we look at the borrowing by
the lowest income of all of the students, at least statistically, if our
problem really is that we shouldn't be lending so much money to
poor kids, we ought to be giving them more grant money, why not
take the capital out of the direct student loan program and turn it
into grants?
Mr. MERTZ. Mr. Chairman, if I may respectfully, maybe if not
disagree make on a nuance on it.
Chairman FORD. I want you to respond. I'm not asking you to
agree. It's not my idea.
Mr. MERTZ. I would disagree. I would disagree with the concept
of doing away with the Perkins contribution and converting it into
higher dollars in the Pell program. I think that what we have the
ability to do, with the Perkins, with NDSL, what we have the ability to do is to target borrowing to have it at a cost-effective rate, at
lower dollars and control the package much more through the
campus-based design of a package, and that we can affect more students than we could if we merely throw it into a larger Pell Grant.
Chairman FORD. While you are thinking about that question,
think about the second question raised by Mr. Champagne that a
quick glance at the distribution of campus-based money would indicate that, on the face of it, it doesn't make any rational sense as a
decent or fair or equitable distribution of funds across the country.
I think that I know why we are in that position, but I would like

to hear from people there that react. What relevance does that

have?
Ms. NoRsErrER. I'd like to comment on that, Mr. Chairman. The

funds that are going to the institutions that are receiving in the
campus-based program are spending them on needy students. I

think of my own institution where there are many, many more students who could use the campus-based programs that we administer, despite the fact that we have among the largest campus-based
programs in the country.
So long as needy students are being served by this program, the
distribution issue, I think, is far more an underfunding problem;
that, if there were sufficient funds in the campus-based program,
students across the Nation would be served.
Chairman FORD. Anybody else want to respond?
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. Yes, if I may. I would add that it seems to me,

if the campus-based programs are truly going to be aimed at needy
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students, then a complete reformation of the distribution pattern
has to be effected, because, quite frankly, it is not there now.

How can we possibly tell ourselves that dependent students,

coming from families with incomes over $30,000, ought to be getting significant percentages of these campus-based programs, if in

fact they are intended to go to exceptionally needy students? It
doesn't seem to me though middle income people are indeed
squeezed. It seems to me, even though most of my students in my
schools are middle income, by the way, it seems to me that isn't
really meeting the test of need the way it is intended to.
Now, if we choose to change that defmition of need, perhaps we

ought to look at that. But it seems to me there are other ways of

accomplishing

Chairman F'ORD. You do understand that heretofore, unless we
are prepared to make a quite radical change, this money is not distributea on the basis of individual students or the characteristics of
those students.
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. I agree.

Chairman Faso. It is based upon the activity of institutions. And
from the beginning until 1985, the amount of money that went to
an institution depended on how much work the institution was
willing to put in in getting a grant.
In 1985, we froze the ball game a little bit and said, "We'll protect all of you with what you've already got coming to you, because
of goad grantsmanship, with a grandfather clause, but hereafter
there will be a formula, a one-fourth, three-fourths formula. Threefourths of the weight to be given to where the money goes is based
on relative need of the students in attendance at that institution
and at all other institutions across the country."
So the idea of any kind of formula distribution is relatively new.
We may have to change that formula, if it is still producing a lopsided situation.

Not the least embarrassing of your chart is to show me that
Michiganwhere I got more press than I wanted 2 weeks ago, by
accusing the people of my State to be cheapskates when it came to
financing public education. Unfortunately, a young lady writing
her very first education article for the Detroit Free Press missed
the fact that I said that during a conversation with the president of
the University of Michigan, who was pointing out to me that the
tuition at the University of Michigan provided more money to run
the school than the State et' Michigan did, and that the Federal aid
that we give the University of Michigan, both through student aid
and research money, exceeds the amount of money that the taxpay-

ers of Michigan are paying to run it.
He has been heard to observe that he now is operating the largest private university in the country. That is how a private university is supposed to do it. In that context, I said, "Gee, we here in
Michigan are real cheapskates when it comes to financing higher
education." That had to be too good a line to pass up and made the
front page of the Free Press. I am getting lots of my Christmas
cards early, suggeC ing what I ought to do with my big mouth that
called them cheapskates, that, after all, we're paying too much
taxes.
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I don't want them to see this chart and see that the average for
campus-based programs around the country is $93, but it is only
$70-something in Michigan. That the Chairman can't even get the
national average into his State could be embarrassing. So I will try
to make sure that newspaper people who write about this phenomena will not print your chart uncritically, because there is an explanation for that.
You look at a State like Massachusetts, they must have the
champion grant writers in the world And then you look at the
Virgin Islands, and what do they get? Thirty-five dollars, because
they weren't in the game early. They have only been in the game a
very short time. There are a lot of factors that explain the apparent discrepancies in the chart.
Alicia, I fully understand, because it is not the first time that we
have heard it, your suggestion that Work-Study ought to be retaibored so that it is targeted, if not exclusively, almost exclusively to
curricular-related employment.
I would like you and the other people in your organization to do
a term paper for us. I want you to take a look at the coop program
that it is in law. We provide about $18 million a year, not to students, but to institutions, in which we provide that money for the

very purpose of getting the institutions to find curricular-related
jobs for their students. That has a different purpose than WorkStudy, which is purely to put dollars in your jeans to pay your
bills, to eat.

I want you to look at those two programs and give us your recommendation on how consistent we would be, or inconsistent, if
you prefer to take that view of it, if we continue to support one
program that encourages institutions to do curricular-based job
searching and another program that gives money to institutions to
put people to work just working.
Also, I would like you to respond to what Ms. Norsetter said
about a job that may not appear to be curricular-related, such as, I
guess, being a cashier in a bookstore, at least it teaches you how to
make change, and not everybody who goes to college knows how to
make change. I don't know what you can do in life without learning something, good or bad, and I'm not so sure that we want to
forget what Work-Study is for.
Work-Study was not intended to make nice careers for people or
even make pleasant jobs for people. It was just to find a way to get

some money, coupled with some institutional money, into the
pocket of students, and not big money, but helpful money.
The schools that seem to work the hardest at finding work-study
are the schools that have very high populations of low-income chil-

dren. The community colleges in the South regard this as a tremendous program, because it also becomes a subsidy to them to get
their maintenance done, and run their bookstores, and do the other
things.

I would like you to look at those two programs and what they
are each intended to do, and, from the student's perspective, tell us
if we should continue going in these two directions, abandon one or
the other, or combine them in some way. You don't have to do that
today, but I would like to have that from you.
Dr. Mertz.
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Mr. Wan. Mr. Chairman, as Alicia begins her study, maybe I

can add to her agenda. I think that some of the studies have shown
that there is another effect, in addition to putting dollars into persons' jeans, and that is that you do achieve a more effective retention rate by oroviding jobs for students on campus.
We have round, particularly with low-income students, the jobs

that we provide in the summer before an individual comes on

campus after acceptance and registration have provided something
that is greater than any orientation program we ever could provide. I think there have been studies that transcend the anecdotal
that show that there are other effects that come from Work-Study
in addition to providing dollars.
And there is also a sense of commitment.
Chairman Foam If you are volunteering your 14 organizations to
be resource people for the National Student Association, I will, on
their behalf, accept.
Mr. Mzirrz. And, on their behalf, I make that voluntary-Chairman Foam Alicia, go get them.
Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Actually, I appreciitte the length of the Chairman's questions, because it has given me time to review all your statements so I can
pursue this with, hopefully, a little bit better perspective.

The first question is a general one, and I am struck as I go
through the statementsand I appreciate the encouragement for
increased funding for these campus-based programsbut I was
struck in particular by your statement, President Mertz, because
you conclude, on page 6 of your testimony, by saying, "In Kim's

case, the university attemptecl to sustain her level of grant support
despite a significant loss of funds from the Pell program."
Yet, at the beginning of your statement, you criticize the administration for putting more money into Pell at the expense of other
programs. That's exactly the Catch 22 we're all in. You are in; we
are in. We have to decide, policy-wise here, where do we want to
go?

We've got X amount of dollars for higher ed, and I think, based
on the Labor-HHS appropriation, it's going to be more than last
year, but I don't think there is anybody in this room who would
suggest that it's sufficient to meet all of our needs. So we've got to
answer that basic difficult question of how much do we increase
the Pell Grant, and at what expense do we do that to other programs such as campus-based?
I would like some clarification.

Mr. MEwrz. I found that, while you may have created what
would have been an apparent dichotomy, the present program

allows for the response. A. program which would increase the dollars in Pell but make 400,000 fewer awards is not going to allow us
to respond to the Kims of this world.
In other words, I can live with, we in higher education can live
with those changes, though we would like to see more funding, but
we know there can't be at a given time. But what you have provided is a mechanism wherein we can fine tune that th.op in, let's say,
Kim's aid from $2,300 to $630. Kim didn't get hurt. And what we
are recognizing here is that the only program is not Pell, and we
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cannot work on the premise that Pell is the only program for fi-

nancial aid in this country.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Are you suggestingI am going to come to you

in just a secondare you suggesting that we ought to increase the
total appropriation for Pell, 13ut we ought not raise the maximum

amount of the grant, that we help more people?
Mr. MERTZ. No, I didn't say that at all. I said you should not do
away with SEOG.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Oh, I understand that. But as you suggest,
SEOG is now Pell driven. And Ms. Norsetter, you indicate in your
statement that we ought to quit that Pell-driven SEOG criteria. So
do you want to expand on that?
MS. NORSETTER. I want to comment on that, but first if J could

give you my view of the example that Dr. Mertz provided was that

what he demonstrated was the importance of the flexibility that
the SEOG program provides for campus administrators.

It was the Pell-driven formula that caused this student's Pell

Grant to drop from one year to the next because of her earnings in
the prior year. What was good about it is that it demonstrated the
fact that the SEOG program, which is there for the campuses to

determine, in a flexible fashion, how to help students, that program was there to make up the difference when that Pell dropped.
What we have to be careful about is not to take away the capability of the local financial aid administrator to respond to unique

and individual circumstances. SEOG provides that capability. Pell,
with its formula-driven, centrally-managed features does not, idespite the fact that it is the foundation of the aid programs.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I am a strong supporter of the concept of
campus-based. Every time I meet with you financial aid administrators I am told about how you do not have the ability to respond
to unique situations that have fallen through the cracks.
I am struck, however, that when I sit here and look at the details
of Work-Study, which I, frankly, am in favor of but I think has lost
an aggressive constituency out there over the past few years, when
I look at the criteria for SEOG or Perkins, I really wonder if we
shouldn't truly develop a financial aid block grant to institutions, if
we could resolve the formula concept of this.
I am not sure there is merit in three different programs. We
ought to give you the money. We ought to require you to match
whatever you do, and we ought to take it from there. Does that
make sense, or no?
Ms. NORSET*ER. I, for one, prefer the unique features of each of

the three, and I think that si important to maintain. And I fear
that there would be a loss in the students served if it was collapsed
into a block grant. I like the unique features that each of those represent, and I think they are important to us.
Mr. GUNDERSON. The one frustration I have in this whole higher

education reauthorization Is the colleges of America have become

the ardent traditionalists of all time. They don't want to change

anything. I mean, why don't you all get radical and really come up
with some new, diverse ways in which :e can maximize our bang
for the buck, in terms of dollars to assisting students? Wouldn't
that be fun and creative?
Ms. Noitairrrint. I'm a sixties kid.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. So am I.

Ms. Nosscrreat. I am in a profession that enables me to help students and make a difference, and I have been doing it effectively
for 23 years. I like the job I've been doing. I like what I've been
accomplishing, and I want to keep doing it. I think that the programs that we have enable us to do that.
Mr. GUNDERSON. All right. Let's move on.

[Laughter.]
Mr. GUNDERSON. You are a traditionalist; I hate to say it.

Let's move on to the issue--

Ms. YBARRA. May I say something?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure. Go ahead, Alicia.

Ms. YsAilitA. I just also wanted to say that I know it does sound
traditionalist, but it is a relief, when you go to your financial aid
counselor, and that person has the flexibility and latitude to channel aid to you because of the unique features of each of those three
programs. And if we want to get radical, we could make programs
of entitlement.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Well, no. That's an issue we can talk about, but

if you think it's great to have three programs, wouldn't it be even
better if you had seven, because your student financial aid administrator had convinced your State lwislature to provide some additional funding, and you had created a business education partnership on another program, and, all of a sudden, rather than these
three programs, there were seven different options that you and
your financial aid administrator could utilize to deal with your
unique needs.

I mean, isn't that better than these three? There has to be some

merit in diversity.

Ms. YBARRA. There has to be what?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Some merit in diversity of options.
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. Congressman.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Yes.

Mr. CHAMPAGNE. In essence, what you are recomn..ending, and

your statement is, is what I gave in my testimony. In effect, what
INUITS and AICS is saying is, take the three programs, literally
combine them into one discretionary fund, and allow the institution to determine how that money ought to be awarded, either in
low-interest loans, or in grants, or in College Work-Study, whatever
happens to meet the needs of the students in the best way.
So, in effect, we have disbanded the traditionalist argument you
have been hearing, and we have come up with a radical approach
that disbands all three and creates this new discretionary fund.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I had not completed it through your testimony,

but I appreciate that very much.

What I want to ask each of youthose of you who sit in this

room day in and day out know that I have one particular constituency I think we have to respond to this time, that is the nontraditional studentwhat recommendations do you make regarding the
campus-based programs which will maximize our ability to serve
the nontraditional student?
Ms. NORniTER. If I may speak to that, the campus-based programs, we recommend that they continue to be available to less
than half-time students, which is a group of people, the majority of
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Ithich are nontraditional students. And I think by having those
programs available to assist those students goes a long way to ad-

dressing the needs of nontraditional students.
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. If I may_ address that, once again, in our proposal from NAM'S and AICS, we attack that particular issue head
on. In fact, campus-based program% as they are currently allocated
to institutions do not address the needs of nontraditional students.

In fact, institutions that educate nontraditional students don't
often have access to the very funds that are required on the
campus-based programs. And we are suggesting that the entire al-

location system be rethought so that the money in fact can be
funded to those institutions truly serving nontraditional students

and not the more traditional kind of student that the programs
currently are being award based around at the moment.
So I think, if our proposal were to be adopted, you would see a
shift away from the traditional universities and colleges that are
using the money and back into the colleges, universities, and private career schools that are in fact dealing with the nontraditional
student that you speak of.
Mr. MEwrz. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Yes.

Mr. MERTZ. I'm not a product of the sixties; I predate that.
Maybe what was nontraditional to someone of my vintage is radically different than what is nontraditional today. But I think the
kind of student we are seeing, the fact that maybe in my university
over 40 percent of the entering freshman class in Honwhite, where
all are coming from families where nobody had a college degree,
where most of those families are single-parent, these are, in a very
real sense, nontraditional.
I think that the nontraditional student transcends merely the
student who is attending X number of credits. It is the background,
what it took to get that student there, and what it takes to keep
that student in school. I think that by a combination of programs
see, I think what we are talking about is a mosaic. We are not talking about one picture that highlights the room but a series of programs that, blended together, allow us to do.
I can take students that no community college in New Jersey
will take and in 6 years have them out with a baccalaureate
degree, students who had 200 board scores, because we are applying nontraeAional approaches to those students. So I am not, for
one, turned on by the phrase unless it needs explanation.
Give us the appropriate funding and the flexibility, and we will
be accountable and achieve the goals. These programs are working.
Increased funding will allow them to work better. Acknowledgement of the responsible leadership on the campus will allow us to
be creative as we approach students. We need not abandqn what
has worked.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I'm not sure that flexibility and creativity are
maximized under the present programs. I'd like to give you a little
more creativity and little bit more flexibility awl would like to
suggest to youand I think you agree with me, based on your description of the six-year student, that that minority, single-parent
head of household student is not about to be taking a full-time
credit load, and we need to respond to that individual's needs in a
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very different way than we do under the present student financial
aid programs.
Mr. MERTz. Absolutely.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Foam. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. You sound like you're talking about my college
career. My entire time, from 1963 through 1971, was engaged in

putting together a variety of different kinds of financial support
mechanisms, starting with my father for my first year of college
and relying totally on myself and the assistance that I could get
through my university, through the next 7 or 8 years.
The whole range of demands that Mr. Gunderson has been talking about has really been multiplied in the course of the last 20
years. The numbers of students that we need to educate, the range
of backgrounds from which they come, the options that they have
in meeting their personal needs and in fueling the economic fires
of communities and whole regions are as diverse as the Nation
itaelf.

In my case, I began at a municipal college of 7,500, which, in the
course of the last 25 years, has become a State university of 31,000,
and in a community in which one out of seven people in the course
of any given week is a student at some level at that university.
That creates a community of nearly a quarter of a million with a
very high percentage of people who are taking advantage of an extraordinary education opportunity. The average age for these students is approaching 30. The full range of educational opportunity,

from community college through a wide omge of doctoral programs, reflects an industrial Midwest community in transition,
from heavy manufacturing to command and control and research
and development, and all the things that go with it, and really
make that university a core of the economic fires of Akron, Ohio.
In that sense, I fully appreciate the need for flexibility.
There are inevitably more students of need than the dollars that
we have available can serve. So without that targeted flexibility

emphasis perhapa on "target"then the needs of those students
might well not have been served.

I say that only because on the two ends of the table I hear an
argument, and I think is enormously important, about that ability
to give the fullest range of consideration to what the individual
needs of' the students at that university might be.
I am struck by some similarityif I could find it againwell, in
which, Mr. Farrell, you suggested that what you really wanted to
do was to lessen the administrative burden on the universities.
"Lessens the" yes, here it is. "A number of our reauthorization
proposals for the campus-based programs are intended to lessen institutions' administrative burden associated with campus level
management of these programs."
Mr. Champagne, you said almost the same thing. "We believe
the new Perkins Campus-Based Program," as you describe, "will
significantly reduce the administrative burdens of the current programs at the Department of Education and participating institutions."
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I hear everybody in the middle of the table saying, "Please don't
eliminate our burdens quite as much as you propose to." Yet, on
the outside of the table you say, "We just want to give you more
flexibility." And at the inside of the table you say, "We love that
flexibility, but let's not overdo it."
Mr. MERTZ. You know, you ease my burden when you give me
less money.

Mr. SAWYER. Yes.

Mr. MERTZ. That kind of easing I don't want.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, let me just conclude by saying, what I am

really trying to do is to provoke a focused conversation, for the
next few minutes, on precisely that topic.
Go ahead, Dr. Mertz.

Mr. MERTZ. No, I justI think what the Chairman was calling
for was part of the study that outlined what this quote, unquote,
administrative burden was that has been prominent. But I think
that we aren't complaining that much about the burden. We can
administer the programs. Sure, we would like things cleaned up.
But I think the trade-off--and I think that's what we are weighingwe're weighing trade-offs on simplicity, administrative ease,
and we're willing to accept that for the attempt to try to make
what we're doing more artful through the way in which we administer the program.

I think those are values, and I would err for the burden of ad-

ministration to have the opportunity to package a Kim rather than
have a formula grant do it for me, or not do it.
Mr. SAWYER. MS. Norsetter.

MS. NORSETTER. If I could comment, in this instance, I wouldn't
describe the flexibility of the campus-based programs as administrative burden at all. I would describe it as providing me the capability to do my job. It's my job to be helpful, and those programs
enable me to do that.
There are lots of other areas where we do have administrative
burden, because the things that we are asked to do have seemingly
no relationship to students. This is an example where we can be
helpful. It's extremely important that we have this capability. And,
again, it's not an administrative burden: it's me doing my job.
Mr. SAWYER. Others? Mr. Farrell.

Mr. FARRELL. Our simplification propospF *end to fall in areas
such as the single need analysis formula,
I think most of the
education family seems to be in favor of. If 1 look at our student
aid program as it exists today, it is a very diverse one that provides

a variety of mechanisms to deliver aid to the student, who is the
focus of this program and is what the program is all about.
Our proposal this year is one that I think you haveas you sug-

gested, periodically you look at programs and you review them, and

perhaps you adjust some of the ways that you manage them and
the way you deliver the services.

That simply is what the administration's proposal is doing this

time. We're recognizing a tight budget discipline. We're recognizing
that we think that Pell Grants provide an effective method for de-

livering yen, valuable aid to the most disadvantaged students. So
we've called for a significant increase in Pell Grants and, as a
6ifi
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matter of fact, in the overall Federal commitment to student aid,
when all parts of the program are considered.
Within that framework of the total student aid program, which

we're telking about increasing, we're providing a major shift

toward Pell Grants, and we're asking the institutions, the colleges
and the universities, to step in and direct more of their resources
to the campus-based programs, a 60/50 share, so to speak.
I recognize that colleges and universities have budget problems,
but so does the Federal Government, and so do State governments.
We all have budget disciplines to be mindful of, and I thiak all
we're trying to do is, within all of that framework of tight budgets,
figure out die best way to deliver the most to the students. Our
is aimed that way, and this provides a framework for evpro
ery y to discuss how this next reauthorization will structure the
student aid programs.
-

Mr. CHAMPAGNE. C.ongressman, if I may make a remark on your

question, it seems to us that, when you have three separate Federal
programs, each carries its own bureaucracy by the very nature of
the fact that they're run independently. By creating a discretionary fund, combining the monies from all three, such that an institution can then reallocate the awards out as required by the needy
students, we begin to simplify the administration of those particular programs.
Each one of them is very useful, very desirable, and very necessary. The unfortunate thing is, there aren't enough dollars to go
around for all of the students who require the funds. By pooling

them into one discretionary fund controlled by the institution, it
seems to me that the school then can begin to apply the money in
the most effective way and perhaps serve more students than they
could by applyiiw three individual programs.
Mr. SAWYER. That, however, is not the same thing as we're hearing_from the other end of the table.
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. Oh, I agree.

Mr. SAWYER. There is always a tension, I don't care what level of

government it is, when one party says, "Send more money; send
fewer strings." It is a goal devoutly to be desired by those on the
receiving end and something to be concerned about by those on the
sending end, no miter what level that may be.
Mr. blEirrz. Accountability is one thing. I think we have that responsibility, and we never want to yield that, nor you should ever
let us yield that. But I think you hit something before when you
talked about target.
Mr. SAWYER. Yes.

Mr. MERTZ. I think that discretionary fund is not appealing to a
funder. I think targeting allows for accountability. And I think, if
you look at some of the programs that we had, particularly, let's
say, maternal and child health, where we went to block funding, it
loses its attractiveness to the funder.
So I would argue that, yes, we have bureaucracy, but, again, I
have purpose and function. And as I fulfill that and show you how

I am achieving the goals and purpose of that program, you are
more likely to fund me, rather than saying, "I spent this discretionary money." I think, in the long run, in driving the program, in
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fulfilling national goals and providing for accountability, that targeted yet flexible programs are the way to go.
Mr. SAWYER. Let me just say in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, that I

am not sure that in meeting, to the fullest degree possible, the

needs of those who are most needy that we serve the broadest goals
of an entire population whose needs for educational services reflect
that of an entire society.
It is a balance to be struck, but the real concern is that need so
overwhelms the broadei goals of educational purpose that we're

not able to meet them. Simply sending dollars without requirements leaves institutions in an extraordinarily difficult position of
serving a very narrow spectrum of the community that is their cliei tele.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Foal). Keep in mind, what we have here is an apparent disagreement at the table. I would like to observe that most of
the administration's education proposals this year call for more
Federal direction rather than less, even Federal direction of local
funds, setting up new kinds of schools, doing all sorts of things, setting up new kinds of governors' panels, and so on.
Then, on the other hand, we are hearing a very familiar, to some
of us, refrain about block-granting funds.
Mr. Champagne, do you know what happens to every group of
programs that this committee block grants? They disappear. That
has been a budgeting gimmick around this place for years as a way
to cut down on the appropriations. There will not be money being
appropriated in an amount equal to the sum of the parts; there will
be an amount of money which you will have to divide and presumably take care of. The result is that on every campus you would
have people making a different decision about what the important
national goal was.

The administration hasn't convinced me yet, but they have me
thinking about their approach of national goals. You can't have national goals and no-strings-attached pots of money going out there
at the same time.
So I would like you to think about this as we go through the rest

of the day. I think Mr. Mertz put his finger on it when he said

funders don't like to fund something if they don't know where it is
going. We have already had experience with that.
We are considering, for example, reinventing the wheel to get
back to something that block-granting took out during the Nixon
Administration. High school counselors disarpeared after we block
granted them in with everybody else. And now everybody is coming
in and telling us, "One of the problems we have is that students
are not informed early enough about these programs, because there
aren't enough counselors who are well enough trained to do it."
We are going to go back and reinvent something that we put in
in the sixties, block granted in the seventies, and saw it disappear
without us even knowing it was happening. So not everybody is
anxious to embrace that concept again. As a businessman, it may
appeal to you that simplistically you would say, you take three bureaucracies and turn them into one.
I'd like to put your mind at ease by telling you that it's now apparentand the present occupants of the seats like Mr. Farrell's in
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the Department will not quarrel with thisthat for 10 years you
might as well not have had any bureaucracy, because they haven't
done a thing to run these programs. Very frankly, they just

haven't been doing their jobs. And we have a promise from the new
people that they are going to do their jobs and that it's going to be
different.
But this is certainly an area where no one should quarrel about
interference from the bureaucracy, because the bureaucracy has,
maybe intentionally or unintentionally, adopted a policy of benign
neglect a long time ago, and that's elle way we've been running
them.
Mr. Klug.
Mr. KLUG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to follow up on something in Ms. Norsetter's testimony
about the proposal to increase loan rates from 5 to 9 percent as a
way to recapitalize the fund. And walk me through this since I'm
not an expert on this.
At the University of Wisconsin, for instance, have you received
new Federal funds for the capital pool for Perkins in recent years?
MS. NORSETTER. Not a nickel.
Mr. Kura. What were the levels, and when did they cut off, if
you will?
MS. NORSETTER. I'd have to get back to you on that. I don't recall.
It has been some time that we have been functioning, fully functioning, on a revolving account.

Mr. Kum. Dr. Mertz, is that your same experience?
Mr. MERTZ. I think we're getting right now approximately

$100,000 is all we get.

Mr. KLUG. When did that start to diminish? Just a time frame,
the last 5 years, the last 10 years?
Mr. MERTZ. Five. The last 5 years.
Mr. Kum. So you have a pool of money out there, and, even at

the University of Wisconsin, if you have a 95 percent rate of
return, if it's a 5 percent default rate, or other universities, that
pool is obviously shrinking by some factor. Is that money being replenished, or is that money that has disappeared?

I mean, as your poolif you don't have any more capital out
there, and if you started with $100, next year, as you kind of factor
this along, you're going to start to lose the available money that's

out there, because there is a certain default rate involved.
Is the State making up that difference, or is that money disappearing and students can no longer borrow against it?
Ms. NORSETTER. Because the former students at the University of
Wisconsin are repaying their loans so well, the revolving account is
in fairly good shape, and so the degree to which it is declining is
modest. However, it seems to us that it would be nice, from our
campus perspective, if there would be a way for us to receive some
FCC, despite the fact our revolving account is working at full capacity..

I am pleased to see that the Perkins Loan program is functioning
in Madison the way it was conceived to function. It was intended to
eventually become a revolving account, and that is exactly what is
happening on our campus.
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Mr. KLUG. What is the experience across the country, as you look
at other universities, are they in much worse shapv than we are in
terms of that revolving fund?
Ms. NoRswrrirs. I would say that we're definitely a model.
Mr. KLUG. Well, that's in part to pat you on the back ble Ilse to
ask how critical it is at other places.
Mr. Farrell.
Mr: FARRELL. I could comment that of the institutions that participate in the Perkins Loan program, the most recent figures that
I have seen indicate that approximately 400 of the schools still

have their revolving fund at their original level, and there has
been some erosion in the rest. Part of that predates 1972 actions,
which were cancellations that were notloans that were not reimbursed, and then the other part of it ties to defaults.
Mr. KLUG. Now, if there are 400 that are in good shape, how
many are there that am in trouble? Four hundred out of what universe?

Mr. FARRELL. Universe of 3300, or something like that.
Mr. KLUG. Now, nobody on the panel may be aware of this pro-

posal, but let me run it past you anyway. Congressman Petri, who
is my ^ollealgue from Wisconsin, has suggested that student loans
be hitched, if you will, to student's income, so, as they get out of
school and proceed through the work force, they are able to pay
back at higher rates. When they first start out, obviously, they pay
at reduced rates.
Have any of you seen that plan, and can any of you comment on
it?

Mr. MERTZ. Is this the Equity in America investment, that type

loan? It's an income-contingent--

Mr. KLUG. Right. Any reaction from the panel at all?
Mr. FARRELL. I have looked at that, and I would say that the as-

signment that I was given from the Secretary when I arrived on
April 8 was to put a major concentration on fixing the existing
system, and, while I'm at that, evaluate alternatives that would deliver the product better to the student. And his proposals are part
of that. There are some very interesting elements to that, and basically I've been told to look at everythingand not rule anything out.
Chairman FORD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KLUG. Absolutely.

Chairman FORD. We gave authority in the last reauthorization
for a number of institutions to engage in an experiment, selected
by the Department of Education, on income-contingent repayment.
One would assume, after 5 years, that we would know whether it
works or not, but my staff tells me that we don't know whether it
works or not, that we don't have any numbers on what has happened to the 10 institutions that tried income-contingent repayment.

Maybe Mr. Farrell knows when we might know whether the experiment worked, because I would be reluctant to expand that idea
if we found out the experiment didn't work, and almost as reluctant to expand it if we don't know what happened after 5 years of
an experiment.
Mr. FARRELL. Mr. Chairman, that program, of course, is refer-

enced in our proposals today. The experiment hasn't worked all
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that well, but I'm told it's because of the limits placed on the

number of institutions that were participating, and that's why our
people are proposing to expand that to a consortia of institutions to
give the experiment a better chance to be evaluated and judged.
But I will say that, along with that, I would be happy to prepare
some material and send it up to you, giving you some information
about what we have seen with the 10-institution program.
Mr. KLUG. Back to my question, Dr. Mertz, or Ms. Norsetter, or
Mr. Champagne, any reaction at all to the plan?
Ms. YBARRA. May I answer?
Mr. KLUG. Or Alicia, as well.
Ms. YBARR A. Our concerns with those experiments would be tilit

interest is not accrued during enrollment or during the grace

period a:tcl that the interest be subsidized, progressively subsidized.
Mr. KLUG. That's all I have.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. Mr. Farrell, I just want to get a point straight. You
indicated that this year's budget sees record level of student aid. It

seems to me that part of that is an accounting procedure which

recognizes the potential defaults that are inherent in the system,
so that the increase is not an absolute increase. Is that a fair statement that much of the absolute dollars are simply an accounting
recognition of the potential defaults?
Mr. FARRELL. While the change in accounting for this year has
some effect on the budget figures that you look at, if I look at the
actual aid available to students, delivered to students, from both
the standpoint of Federal dollars allocated as well as the expanding
effect that you have with some of the loan programs, there is still a
significant increase of aid available to students.
Mr. REED. In absolute terms an increase, but relative to previous
levels, 10 years ago or more, or even more recently, we are stillI
think the written testimony of Ms. Ybarra indicates that there has
been a precipitous decline from the real dollar commitment we are
making to loans and to the vali9us programs. Is that correct, in
real dollar terms?
Mr. FARRELL. There is a decline in real dollars. We recognize
that, and that's why, within the tight budget d!gripline that we all
have to work with, we are allocating more money to Pell Grants
and overall are calling for a significant overall increase in aid to
students.
Mr. REED. One further question: With respect to the some of the
prop mials which the other witnesses have presented urging a 25

perct nt uniform contribution among all programs.
Mr. FARRELL. Right.
Mr. REED. What is your position with respect to that proposal?
Let me just understand, first, the administration's proposal is a 50
percent match for all programs now?
Mr. FARRELL. Right. Yes, sir.
Mr. REED. Would you like to comment upon their 25 percent
counterproposal?
Mr. FARRELL. We like the sound of 50/50.
Mr. REED. That is rather a startling change, going from a 10 per-

cent match in certain programs, such as the 1)erkins program. It
seems, at the same time, that you are talking about expanding dol-
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lars and putting more dollars in, in absolute but not in real terms.
It seems that you are asking the strapped institutions to come up
with more money, which would suggest, if they have to pay more to
participate, then some might not participate at all or as much as
they did in the past.
So is this one of those things where you are, on one hand, you
are giving, and on the other hand you are taking quite significantly?

Mr. FARRELL. Well, I don't think so. First of all, within the perspective of tight budgets that everybody has to confront, collejes
and universities, State governments, and the Federal Government,
then we all have to look for ways to more effectively deliver our
services and our dollars. That's what we are attempting to do with
our proposal.
I was interested to see that figures that are released, for example, by the College Board and other organizations that evaluate the
level of institutional awards made by colleges and universities are
very, very sizeable figures. For example, for 1989 and 1990, the indication was institutionally-awarded aid to postsecondary students

approached $6 billion.

So, again, it is, I think, an issue of how do we allocate the relatively scarce resources that we have, and that is what the debate is
about.
Mr. Maim. But it seems to go only one way.
Mr. REED. May I continue? Excuse me, Doctor. May I just follow
up, and then we will open it up to everybody.
Do you have any analysis which would suggest how much of a
fall-off there would be in participation by schools if the rate goes

from 10 percent to 60 percent in certain programs? Or, another
way to ask the question, how did you come to the 50 percent figure;
is there any analytical basis, or it simply sounded good?

Mr. FARRELL No, not just because it sounded good. I can provide
the committee with some of the analytical work that was done. It
wasn't just a figure picked out of the atr.
I would say that, again, within the framework of the scarce dollars, we feel that, considering the amount of institutional aid that
colleges and universities are making today, we are basically asking
them to make the same kind of tough decisions that the Federal
Government and the State governments have to make on how they
direct their dollars and how they more effectively deliver the product to the ultimate recipient, which is the students.

Mr. REED. Well, Dr. Mertz looks like he makes lots of tough deciahead.
Mr. MERTZ. I find it sounds like a one-way street. In terms of our

sions every day, and he wants to say something. So, Dr. Mertz, go

aid right now out of our own institution, it is over twice what we
are receiving from all Federal programs, irrespective of campusbased. And if you are asking me to go from 10 percent to 50 percent, or 30 percent to 50 percent, you are doing one of two things,
either reducing the amount of the F'ederal share I'm getting, or you
are reducing the amount of aid that I have available.
It seems to be a matter of tight resources, but the only one who
is being asked to give more into making student aid available is the
institution, and I find that izi the difficulty.
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It seems to be there is almost a simplistic approach that all we
have to do is be more efficient in our delivery of systems. It is an
unsubstantiated claim that we are not delivering. And the idea is

that we have to learn how to live within tight budgets. Well, I
think we are and we have, and we have shown we are committed
to education by the amount that we are generating in increased resources.

Next year's budget does not result in an increase on the Federal
side for student aid. It is essentially a keep-even or freeze budget,
which means you are less.
Ms. YR/4mA. May I respond?
Mr. REM. Ms. Ybarra.
Ms. YEARRA. Also, when schools are forced to come up with more

money, what usually happens is that they are forced to raise their
tuition, and that keeps happening over and over. And what is going
to happen is that eventually only the very, very wealthy and the
very, very, very needy are going to be able to go t.) school.
Mr. Rim Any other comments with respect to this issue?
Ms. NoRsErrirs. I just wanted to comment that there is a variety
of capabilities across the Nation of institutions' ability to provide
assistance in the fashion we are talking about; State-supported
community colleges, lots of different institutions. And to assume
that there can be some sort of fix with 50 percent across the board

I think is-

Mr. RUM Yes. One possible consequence is that now schools
have aid money that they can use in a more flexible way; this
money is going to be effectively restricted if it has to go towards
attracting Federal dollars. So many programs which might not be
income-driven, which might reflect even academic merit, would the
programs be compromised in a way, Doctor?
Ms. NORBILTITR. You bet.

Mr. Miran. Yes.

Mr. REIM Let me justI have one other sort of technical point,
Mr. Farrell. I also have a missing pen pal issue I would like to address, and this is a parochial concern, but of great concern to me.
I wrote to the Secretan, in May with respect to the particular
problem we have in Rhode Island of closed credit unions and student financial aid in which those assets are still technically being
counted. I asked the Secretary to help; he indicated he would. We
are doing it on a case-by- case basis, but this is such a tremendous
problem.

I understand that the letter has found its way to your office. I

wonder if you have a response. I certainly would like a prompt response and prompt assistance, not just a response. Could you comment on that, Mr. Farrell?
Mr. FARRELL. Yes, sir. I am aware that you are quite concerned
about that problem. I reviewed the material that has been gathered in response to your inquiry. I have asked our general counsel
to have another look at it. The essence of it is that the statute governing the formula for student aid is so tightly written that it basically provides the Department with no latitude to change the formula.
But, recognizing the problem that you are confronting and the
interest that you have in it, I have asked our counsel to have an-
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other loot( to see if there are any areas where there could be some
flexibility. This will move very quickly to you now, your response,
and then we would also be happy to work with you and your staff
in some of the areas where there may be some flexibility.
Mr. REID. Thank you, Mr. Farrell.
Getting back to the general topic, just the comments, the concluding comments of the panel, one problem we see consistently
here, and I think Ms. Ybarra pointed it out, is that we are seeing a
diminishing capability for middle-income people to go to school. It

seems to meand this is a little bit of thinking out loudthat
some of the programs, the Work-Study programs, the Perkins
loans, those that are more discretionary may in some respects

assist this community of students.
To go ahead, as the administration proposes, and fundamentally
rearrange these programs might have an adverse effect on those
middle-income students. Could I have the panel's comments wit/.
respect to that line of thought?
Ms. YBARRA. I just want to say quickly that College Work-Stu iy
really, really helps people in the middle income, because they are
the ones that are formd to take out the most amount of loans, and
they really appreciate being able to do College Work-Study instead
of taking out the third or fourth loan.
Mr. Mssn. I agree with you that it would hurt the discretion. If

you go back to I think it was the Middle Income Assistance Act,

which was, what, in 1978

Mr. Rom. Nineteen seventy-eight.
Mr. MBRTZ. [continuing] when we were using at that point, I
guess, approximately $25,000 as a middle-income figure, I think if
you were to extrapolate that up to right now, we would be talking

us

about $49,000. I tMik it is precisely the student in that area that
this kind of discretion would allow
Mr. REED. At your institution, Doctor, do you use this in a way to
reach that population, consciously?
Mr. MEiriz. Yes, and also with our own funds. That's where we
are, quote, unquote, redistributing, in that level.
Mr. Ram Right. Ma'am.
Ms. NoasirrrEa. One of NASFAA's recommendations is to remove

the requirement that an SEOG recipient be a Pell recipient first.
And I think one of the positive features of that recommendation
would be just what you are taking about, to some degree, that
there would be the flexibility to assist students from a broader
income range.
Mr. REED. Mr. Champagne.
Mr. CHAMPAGNE. I guess I would throw caution to trying to accommodate middle-income students through campuspro-

grams and, more specifically, College Work-Study, singularly. I
think that the student fmancial aid system, in total, needs to be
looked at. In fact, we have put forth a proposal to the committee
add: vssing all of the elements of the student fmancial aid program,
which would address both middle-income students' needs as well as
lower-income students' needs.

To pick out a specific program and try to address it to one of
those groups, and, more specifically, the middle-income, may be
very difficult to accommodate. But I think there is a way, within
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the framework of the proposal that we have submitted to the committee, to address the needs of middle-income as well as needy at
the same time.
Mr. REED. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. I think I should observe for Ms. Norsetter that

there was a specific reason why that linkage was made, and that
was that we hadI would like to assume conscious-drivenmanagers of expensive private schools in the East who came forward to
tell us, don't pay any attention to these numbers about how much
of their own resources private schools are putting into poor and
needy students, because what we are doing is trading dollars here,
and we aren't really doing that much more for poor and needy students; we're just doing it in a different nay.
That linkage was intended as a way to make sure that at least
the Federal dollars were driven at the poor and needy students,
and then they would have to acknowledge that the less needy children of alumni were getting a big share of the campus-based program.
I don't know how you could expect anybody in a private school to
explain to the parents of students who are paying the full shot that
they are subsidizing, through their payment of tuition, the needy

students in that school. They are willing to accept the fact that as
taxpayers they have: snme obligation to them, but they are not
often willing to accept the idea that as tuition-payers they ought to
be paying somebody tise's tuition. That's our job, they say.
I see Mr. Mertz, since he is from a private college, I think I
might beI'm not trying to dance on you. Yours wasn't one of the
schools we heard from. One of them was a very prominent school
in Mr. Sununu's State that likes to talk about doing everything
without taxes.
But there was a reason for doing this, and nobody has come forward with any alternative way in which we can get truth in packaging: How much of the alleged institutional aid going to poor kids
is really institutional aid going to poor kids and what are they
doing with the rest?
Ms. NORSETTER. May I respond?

Chairman FORD. I want to observe for Mr. Farrell, in responding
to Mr. Reed's request, and it is May 14 that he wrote to the Secretary, if you look at Section 479(a) of the existing Act, as we amended it in 1986, you wilt see that we intended, at least with the programs that are talked about here, that Ms. Norsetter and her colleagues around the country would have discretion to ignore these
frozen assets as family assets under the uniform methodology prescribed in Section 479.
We had intended that to apply across the board. Unfortunately,
the Appropriations Committee puts a tag on it so you can't do it
with Pell Grant money. You have to consider that money as an

asset for Pell purposes, but you don't have to consider it for

campus-based programsor the Stafford Loan program.
As I understood Mr. Reed's letter, he simply wanted the Secretary to reassure people across the country that you had, as a student aid officer, the authority to do this. I assume that is what they
are asking their general counsel. If the general counsel is having
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trouble, we just gave you the statutory language. We will give you
the report to back it up. He does have the authority to do it, ancl if
he would just say so, Mr. Reed's problem might be solved long
before we get this legislation passed.
Mr. Jefferson.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to, if I may, begin by following up on what Mr. Reed
started. I come out of a background of having worked in a State
legislature when, hinge got pretty tight with money, Mr. Chairman, around the time that oil and gas went down in price. We had
had a tradition of funding local government out of State government. We spent a lot of money on the State government on local
needs. As the money got tighter, of course, we started talking about
partnerships and shifting the money.

Frankly, the same people down on the local level were suffering
and had a problem meeting the obligation we were putting upon
them, but we nonetheless balanced our budget that way, and we
were able to go home to report that we had done that and done
that well, when in fact we had simply played a shell game with the
folks back home.

Now, I don't suggest that this is a shell game, but I point up the
fact that by talking about a partnership and shifting around responsibility doesn't expand the amount of money that is available
to be dealt with and creates perhaps some ripple effects that I want
to ask you about.
I think you said, in response to one of Mr. Reed's questions, that
an analysis had been prepared by someone in your Department, by
you or someone connected with you, respecting this partnership
limit of 50/50. I want to know if you had a hand in preparing that

analysis?
Mr. FARRELL. I did not.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Who prepared that analysis for your Department?
Mr. FARRELL. Well, it would have been prepared within the
Office of Postsecondary Education.
Mr. JEFFERSON. And you have had a chance to review it, Mr. Farrell?
Mr. FARREJ '.. No, I have not.
Mr. JEFFERSON. So you aren't able to answer any specific questions about it, then, I would take it, since you haven't reviewei it?
Mr. FARRELL. I'd certainly be happy to try and answer a question
that you've got.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Well, you're go:41g to be guessing, I guess, if you
haven't seen it or reviewed it, but I'm going to ask you one anyhow
and see how we do.

We have been complaining in this committee about the cost of
higher education, how it is going up more and more. I wanted to
know, if you had had a look at this thing, whether or not the analysis showed that there might be an additional effect that might
drive the cost of a college education up for the average person attending. It seems to me there may be some ripple effect here.
The only way that schools are going to meet what they need to
ff they are going to have to come up with more money, I know for
public schools, I know in my State, they are going to have to go
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back and raise tuition. They are not going to be able to get a lot
more money from State government, if any at all, to meet any of
these needs. They are going to put it on the students and on the
families.

It is going to end up with the cost of college being higher, it just
appears to me. Would you agree with that or would you not, based
on what you know about the analysis that you have?
Mr.

FARRELL.

I guess what I would say is that within the re-

sources that we're proposing to direct to students this year, we're
talking about a significant iLicrease over the previous year, and
we're talking about, within that framework of a larger allocation
to student aid, we're talking about making more money available

to the lowest income brackets. So that is the main theme and

thrust of what it is that we're doing.
I think, anytime that you make any changes in how you do anything, there can be ripple effects. I can't say with certainty that it',
would have the effect that you suggested.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Well, let me ask you this: As a part of this analy-

sis that was done, do you know if any attention was paid to the
ability of States to fund this 50/50 partnership?

Well, of courseyou mean from the standpoint of
the publicly-supported-Mr. JEFFERSON. Yes, the public institutions we're talking about
Mr.

now.

FARRELL.

part of it.
a pretty essential question? We are making an assumption, leaping into the darkness, if
we don't have some feeling about that, don't you think? I'll leave
that as a rhetorical question.
I wish you would, if I might ask you this, to provide the committeeif I may ask this, Mr. Chairman, it may be something you
askedthe analysis that was done by whichever outfit in the Department that did it, that supports this 50/50 proposition, that
Mr.
Mr.

FARRELL. I don't know that that was
JEFFERSON. Don't you think that is

gives us reasons as to why this is a good idea.
Chairman FORD. The Assistant Secretary volunteered that he
would give the committee that.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Okay.

Chairman FORD. The Secretary will receive a letter this afternoon or tomorrow asking for it, and it will go on our long list of
unrequited pen pal solicitations, and we will continue to ask for answers to these things.
I have no question that they leave this table with the full intention of giving us this, but when they get over in that maze something happens. In one in3tance, I offered the gentleman the other
day, if he's having trouble finding the backup for the direct student
loan program, my staff can tell him which file drawer it's in over
there. Nobody wants to find it, apparently. It was 2 months since
we asked for it.
I think I've made it clear to them over there that I'm not either

an advocate or an absolute enemy of that idea, but there are so
many organizations that have now jumped on the little red wagon
that the administration floated down Main Street back early in the
year that we have to at least pay some attention to it and look at
what they had in mind.
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And we are really serious, not trying to pick on the Secretary in
any way at all. We know that there is a jumble over there, but we
are about the businPss of writing this legislation for the rest of this
decade, and we could make some colossal mistakes if we don't have
the cooperation of the Department in seeing what really is going
on.
Mr. FARRELL. May I comment?

Chairman Foam Yes.
Mr. FARRELL. The Secretary is very aware that you want this

material for important purposes. I think he has calmed the momentary flutter of nerves that occurred with the idea of sending
the backup material. He has calmed the flutter of nerves that occurred with some of the staff people. So that package is together

and will--

Chairman FORD. We are not trying to indict anybody over there.
Mr. FARRELL. I know that. That material is together. He wants
you to have it, and you will receive it very shortly. If you like, I'll
bring it down myself.
Chairman FORD. Thank you for raising the issue.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, we are going to have to
go and vote, I guess.
Chairman F^RD. Would you geutlemen like to come back?
Mr. JEFFERSON. I would. In your submission today, Mr. Chairman, in your letter, could you please ask about the ripple effect
this might have on the cost of going to college. I suspect it is going
to end up with States not being able to fund it, with schools having

to raise tuition, and with the costs going up in every institution,
particularly in private cases where you don't even have an option
of getting State money. So I think that's a real issue we ought to
look into.

Chairman Foam We will extend the gentleman's question
through the Chair to the Secretary. We will go and vote and come
back in a minute.
Mr. HAYES. Could I just say, Mr. Chairman, my schedule would
not permit me to come back, but I would like the privilege of submitting at least three or four questions directed towards the access
issue, which is so important to kids.
Chairman Font Well, then, could we let this panel go and agree
that whatever questions you gentlemen have you will give them to
the staff and we will send them to each of the members of the
panel you wanted to ask?
ME, HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman FORD. Without objection, then, that is what we will do.
We will ask you to respond. The answers with the questions will be
printed contemporaneous with today's record, as if they were asked
and answered here.
The committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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Mr. Chairman, I am Kate Wilson, Associate Bursar at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Prior to working at MIT, I was a financial aid

administrator at public universities in California for 15 years. I am currently
Chair of the Legislative Committee for the Coalition of Higher Education
Assistance Organizations (COHEAO). My cotnments today reflect the

reauthorization perspectives of COHEAO on the Perkins Loan program.

The Perkins Loan program is the current iteration of the National Defense
Student Loan program originally authorized in 1958. As such, it is the oldest
of the federally suppLfted student aid programs and, in my view, one of the
most successful. The loans are available in amounts up to $9,000 for a
bachelor's degree and up to $18,000 for a graduate or professional degree.

Nationally approximately 83 percent of undergraduate, dependent Perkins
Loan borrowers come from families With incomes of $30,000 or below.

Approximately 25 percent of these borrowers come from families with
incomes below $18,000.

The national Perkins Loan default rate, as calculated by the Department of
Education, is approximately 8.02 percent.

Currently, over 3,000 institutions participate in the Perkins Loan program,
awarding over 800,000 loans, with an annual dollar value of approximately

$880 million. Institutions manage these loans directly and may involve loan
servicers and loan collection agencies in the process.
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Institutions of higher education value the Perkins Loan program because it
provides unique flexibility in creating financial aid policies and awards which
best meet the needs of students. Institutions are able to target Perkins Loan
funds to low income students. In addition, the program provides a low-cost,
renewable source of aid since the funds awarded include borrower

repayments, institutional contributions, and federal funds. And, since
institutions have control over the collection of these loans, default rates are
lower.

Mr. Chairman, let me now turn briefly to the Perkins Loan program at MIT.

Students are admitted to MIT based on their excellence with no consideration
of their family's ability to contribute toward the expenses of their education.

This long standing tradition of need-blind admissions means that MIT
guarantees to meet the financial need of all eligible students through loans,

grants and employment.
MIT has a demonstrated commitment to diversity in our student population,
and Title IV programs (loan, grant and work) support that diversity.
Recently, President Charles Vest stated, "A proud part of MITs tTadition has

been that it has attracted an unusually large number of students from
financially modest backgrounds, often the first of their families to attend a

university."
MITs undergraduate population includes 34 percent women and
approximately 13 percent underrepresented minorities. Fifty-seven percent of
our undergraduates receive financial aid, and this year will borrow more than
$9 million. This $9 million includes $3 million in Perkins Loans, $5 million
2
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in Stafford Loans, and $1 million in MITs Technology Loan Program. At
MIT the average Perkins Loan for 1990-91 was $1,300, which is equal to the

national average. Our Perkins Loan Default Rate for 1990 was 1.18%.

Now, I would like to review several of the COHEAO legislative

recommendations presented in the reauthorization proposal.

The COHEAO Legislative Committee developed our recommendations

through a year long process which involved individuals from public and
private institutions, loan servicers, and collection agencies. The
reauthorization proposals were reviewed and approved by membership and
the Steering Committee.

(1) Expansion of the Perkins Loan Program

To provide a greater number of loans to students, we recommend that certain
Perkins Loan funds be reallocated to the program rather than being returned
to the U.S. Treasury. Those funds include defaulted loans assigned to the
Department of Education, funds recaptured from dosed schools, unclaimed

cancellation reimbursements and funds recapatred pursuant to audit
findings. Such funds could be placed in a National Revolving Fund and be
reallocated to institutions.

(2) Simplification of Deferments
The 11 separate deferment categories for deferring a Perkins Loan are overly

complex. They are confusing to borrowers and difficult to administer. We
recommend that deferments be simplified and limited to two types: in-school

and hardship.
3
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(3) Compromise
COHEAO recommends that institutions or delegated collection agencies be

permitted to compromise on defaulted Perkins Loans, a practice which is

permitted under the Guaranteed Student Loan program and the Department
of Education. Extending this authority to institutions would enhance Perkins
Loan collections.

L4LcimoitmlwahRogng
Perkins Loan regulations require borrowers to be reported to credit bureaus
when a loan becomes 120 days past due. To enhance collection efforts, to

reduce defaults, and to provide all creditors with a more accurate picture of a
borrower's debt level, we recommend that Perkins Loans be reported to credit

bureaus at the time the loan is disbursed to the student.
In conclusion, I emphasize that continuation of the Perkins Loan Program is

essential. The importance of these loans to students at MIT and throughout
the country cannot be stated too strongly. The program is a valuable resource

in providing educational opportunity.
Mr. Chairman, we thank you for this opportunity to be here today and
welcome your questions.
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SUMMARY OP COMO REAUTHORIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS
COHEAO supports the expansion of the Perkins Loan Program as
a low-cost borrowing option for eligible students. COHEAO believes
that grant assistance is the financial aid of choice for low income
students and supports efforts to increase funding for Pell Grants,
the SEOG program, the SSIG program and College Work Study.
Specific amendments to Title IV proposed by COHEAO include:
1.
Institutions should report Perkins Loans to national credit
bureaus within the period for which the loan was made. In general,

COHEAO supports uniformity of practice regarding credit bureau
reporting practices for Perkins and Guaranteed Student Loans.
2.

COHEAO recommends simplification of Perkins Loan deferments

to conform with the GSL program.
In both instances COHEAO
recommends limiting deferments to two categories:
in-school

periods and forbearance.

3.
COHEAO recommends that the requirement that third party
collection agencies place monies collected on behalf of schools in
interest-bearing accounts be deleted from current regulations.
The appropriate time for funds to be place in interest bearing
-accounts is when credit bureaus return proceeds to the institution.

4.

/nstitutions should be permitted to compromise on defaulted
Perkins Loans to encourage borrower repayment.
5.

COHEAO recommends that any appropriated Perkins Loan funds

currently required to be returned to the Treasury, instead be place
in a National Revolving Fund and reallocated to institutions.
6.
COHEAO recommends that the Department be permitted to capture
unexpended Perkins Loan funds which an institution has failed to
award to eligible students within two years after the funds were
received by the institution.

7.

Required use of IRS skip-tracing services should be made

optional for institutions.
8.

The Department of Education procedures for audits should be
substantially revised.
9.

The Department of Education procedures for
should be substantially revised.
10.

program reviews

Sec. 488 of the Higher Education Act should be revised to

include Perkins Funds as eligible for transfer among campus-based

'
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accounts,

and the percentage of funds transferable should be

incrased to 25 percent.
Perkins loan limits should be increased to an annual
undergraduate maximum of $3,0007 an undergraduate cumulative
maximum of $15,0001 and a graduate and professional student
11..

borrower maximum of $25,000.
Aq administrative cost allowance of $10 per Guaranteed Student
Loen shbuld be paid to participating institutions by the Department
of educetion.
12.
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Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I am Kathy
Sackman, a Registered Nurse in the State of California and VicePresident of the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees (AFSCME).

As co-chairperson of the United Nurses of America, I speak
to you Loday on behalf of over 40,000 nurses and over 60,000
nurse aides represented by AFSCME.

America is facing a life-threatening shortage of registered
nurses, the largest professional component of the health care
delivery system.

Since 1983, unfilled nursing positions have more than
doubled, leaving more than 200,000 vacancies nationwide.

Hospitals across the county have been forced to close emergency
rooms, :eschedule surgery, limit patient admissions and eliminate
desperately needed beds due to an inability to find enough
qualified nurses to provide adequate staffillg.

AFSCME's nurses work in nursing homes, home health agencies
and public hospitals around the country.

It is these facilities

that are today experiencing a critical shortage of nursing
personnel.

The Commission on the National Nursing Shortage,

which issued their final report this month, has documented the
potentially crippling shortages of nurses in long term care
facilities and home health care agencies.

627
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In a nurse staffing survey completed last year by the

National Association of Public Hospitals, 44 public hospitals in
various cities across the country reported that they had 2,875
vacancies in approved, budgeted nursing positions in 1990.
Public hospitals in Chicago, Los Angeles, New York City, Seattle,
Dallas and New Orleans, among others report significant problems
in recruiting and retaining nurses at all levels.

Chronic problems associated with the nursing profession,
including low pay, compressed salary ranges, poor professional
image and low job satisfaction, contribute to this critical
shortage.

While there has been some cyclical remission of

shortfalls of nurses, the need is still acute in medically
underserved areas: not only public hospitals, but rural health
clinics, migrant health centers, Indian health service centers
and Native Hawaiian health centers as well.

AFSCME supports amending the Higher Education Act of 1965 to
permit loan forgiveness for individuals in training as nurses if
they enter into an agreement with the Secretary to serve as a
nurse in one of these medically underserved facilities.

This

provision would be similar to the loan forgiveness program
currently available to some teachers.

623
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The nost of both teaching and nursing education is often out
of reach

.r minority and, other economically disadvantaged,

potential students.

For nursing, this is particularly ironic

since many potential students live in inner city areas with
serious nursing shortages.

Providing affordable and accessible

nursing educations through this Act would both help more

minorities achieve professional positions and alleviate the
health care crisis among the minority populations.

The inclusion of nurses in this bill would be restricted to
those who are to serve in geographic areas of need, and who are
themselves

economic need.

This would limit the number of

nursing ste......ts to who the program applies and insure that their

services are precisely targeted to areas of most need of their
services.

This Act concerns professional education, and, as such, is,

an appropriate place to establish this limited project.

The

ability of the educational system to respOnd to national need,
through the assistance of the Federal government, is the
cornerstone of this Act.

As we are all aware, our health care system is in crisis.
In areas such as infant mortality, the United States nas dropped
below all other industrialized nations.

Further, the expanding

impact of AIDS, drugs, violence, longevity and technology

29
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increases the need for professional patient care from registered
nurses.

We believe making loan forgiveness available to nursing

students would be an important step in addressing our crisis in
health care.

I thank you for the opportunity to testify this morning and
would be happy to answer any questions you may have.

,
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Mr. Chairman and Members of die-Subcommittee, I am David M. Richards, D.O., President

of the Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine, in Fort Worth. I also am Chairman of the
Board of Governors of the American Association of Colleges of Osteopathic Medicine (or
AACOM) which represents our 15 colleges and their 6,615 medical students. I am pleased

to testify before you today on Title IV loan programs used by health profezs'rms students,
and more specifically on the Perkins Loan Program, which is the focus of this hearing.

We believe the package of recommendations we present to you today will help fulfill the
nation's need for more primary care physicians in underserved areas. Our recommendations

are also designed to increase the accessibility of medical education for minority and
disadvantaged students.

Osteopathic medicine has a special preventive medicine orientation. From the inception of

the osteopathic profession nearly 100 years ago, we have placed special emphasis on
community-based family practice and on the primary care model in training our medical
students.

Health promotion and disease prevention are integral to osteopathic medical

education.

The commitment to these concepts has resulted in a population of trained

osteopathic physicians ready and willing to practice in rural settings, in underserved areas,

in the relatively low paying practice of primary care.

h would be a severe loss to this nation if family practice in remote, some would say
undesirable, areas were suddenly to disappear. Though such practice is one of our major
strengths,

I

am concerned that this may be happening, albeit gradually, in osteopathic

"
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medicine. One way to help reverie the threatened decline in this vitally important practice

area is to bolster Federal health professions loan programs.

Mr. Chairman, you have stated that reauthorization of the Higher Education Act is the most

important education issue before the 102nd Congress. Thi is a key objective for AACOM,
as well.

Our students are dependent on these grants and subsidized loans.

Financial

assistance in most cases is indispensable to their ability to attend our schools. To convey to

you the absolutely critical need to modify the loan programs used by our students, it

is

necessary for me to describe for you a profile -- or paint a picture, if you will -- of the
students, and of the schools of osteopathic medicine they attend:

o

Our students are likely to be from families with moderate incomes. Forty-eight
percent of them have family incomes below $40,000.

o

Ninety-six percent of our students are in debt when they graduate. Their average
indebtedness is over $71,000. It's even higher for minority students -- an enrollment

area in which we have seen a 100% increase in our freshman over the last 4 years.

o

Fifty-eight percent of osteopathic physicians are in primary care practice, but only
41% of 1990 seniors indicated primary care as their practice preference.

o

While osteopathic physicians represent only 5.1% of all physicians (M.D. and D.O.)

2
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nationwide, they account jai 15.3% of all physicians practicing in small communities
of 10,000 or less.

o

A majority of the nation's colleges of osteopathic medicine

9 of 15

are private

and receive no State support or subsidy, necessarily increasing the cost of education

to the student.

a

The ratio of applicants for enrollment in colleges of osteopathic medicine to available

slots is 2,6 to 1, a figure exceeding that of allopathic schools of medicine. And
applications rose by 22% last year.

Reduced to a capsule statement, the foregoing figures and percefitages show that our
students have to spend more for their medical education, on average, than do other health
professionals; that they often come from families with modest incomes, and must incur more

debt than other students; that they practice where the need is greatest -- three times as often
as physicians in general; but their attraction to primary care is diminishing because of their
heavy debt load.

We feel very strongly that the students who fit this profile are a most precious resource.
Title IV programs are most useful in our schools' and students' efforts to provide the types

of graduates most needed today. If our graduates do not get to practice primary care in
underserved areas, even greater gaps in service delivery to these populations inevitably will

3
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develop.

The flight from primary care reflects a harsh economic reality. Grants and subsidized loans

are not keeping pace with the cost of attending medical school. At the same time, the debt
load is increasing as the availability of low cost loans disappears. What alternative does the
student have but to practice medicine in a specialty field that is more lucrative than primary

care? The heavy debt burden must be paid off somehow.

The cost of attendance at most of our unsubsidized private community-based schools often

exceeds the amount available from all current Federally guaranteed loans. For example, at
one representative private college of osteopathic medicine, the recommended budget for a
single senior this fall will be about $37,500, including $17,850 in tuition. Under the current

Department of Education borrowing maximums, a Stafford loan Would provide $7,500,
Supplemental Loans to Students (SLS) would allow $4000, Perkins might provide about
$2,000, Health Professions Student Loan (HPSL) might contribute $2,000. Even if the SLS

loan amount is increased to $10,000 as the Administration is proposing, the unmet need

would amount to $19,000, or higher.

The maximum available each year under the

unsubsidized Health Education Assistance Loan (HEAL) program is $20,000. Consequently,

our students have little alternative but to borrow from outside loan programs at higher
inter....F1 rates, increasing the risk that they will be forced into other subspecialties due to
higher indebtedness.

If we are to limit the threatened erosion of primary care practice in rural and other
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undeserved areas, the Congress 'itiust take bold and immediate action to strengthen our
student loan programs. In this connection, AACOM has several recommendations:

Eum, we recommend an increase in the aggregate, maximum Perkins loan amount from
$18,000 to at least $22,000. At the same time, the current 5% interest rate on such loans

should be retained. Eighty-four percent of our students borrow under the Stafford loan
program, and do so at or near the maximum of $7,500. Perkins funds, on the other hand,
are so very limited and the allocation formula is so varied, that only 34 percent of students
in 1989-90 at osteopathic medical schools with Perkins programs were able to obtain Perkins
loans. It is our analysis that the average aggregate borrowing under Perkins at graduation

is much less than even the current $18,000 limit

about $5,000 - $8,000.

&sand, we urge the Congress to increase overall funding for the Perkins loan program to

increase its availability to more disadvantaged students. Such action will enable many
students to take advantage of a low cost source of financial assistance, and thus reduce the
pressure to go into a higher paying medical subspecialty. It is clear that the ethic inculcated

in students of osteopathic medicine to enter community-based primary care would be
embraced by more students if they have the means to do so.

Third, Congress should provide that the 10% institutional capital requirement under the
Perkins program be waived if a school can meet four criteria we describe below: Under the

complicated Perkins allocation formula, the Department of Education determines each

5
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school's loanable amount. AACOM believes the Department of Education should conduct
a review to determine whether the current Perkins institutional allocation approach reflects
true student needs.

For example, students at the nine private colleges of osteopathic

medicine have much higher educational costs than those at a State medical allopathic school

in the same State. The lack of a comparable State subsidy increases the financial need of
a student enrolled at a private college of osteopathic medicine.

The Perkins program provides a 90% Federal capital contribution. A ten percent match is
not a major hurdle for many State medical schools because they receive significant subsidies
already.

Private allopathic medical schools with large endowments, or those with cross-

subsidies from faculty medical spedalty practices, also can easily come up with the 10%
match. Except in three States, there are no State appropriations for otir nine private schools
that help equalize student access to financing medical education. The Federal loan formulas

distinctly disadvantage the osteopathic medical student in need. We believe adjustments in

the allocation and capital contribution formulas are necessary if the Perkins program is to
meet the needs of osteopathic medical students.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that a health professions schools should have the Perkins 10%
institutional contribution waived if it: (1) can demonstrate the need for higher tuition based

on lack of comparable revenue from endowments, faculty practice income, and State
appropriations; (2) has high percentages of low income/disadvantaged/minority students (as

defined by the Secretary); (3) has had an historical and current emphasis in primary care,

6
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health promotion and disease prei,ention, or other emphasis deemed a national priority (as

determined by the Secretary); and (4) has a very low default rate (to be dermed by the
Secretary). This approach is generally consistent with the Minority Faculty Loan Repayment

Program enacted by Congress last year.

Additionally, Mr. Chairman, AACOM urges, as part as its Title IV package of
recommendations, that the Stafford loan limits be increased to $10,000 per year, and that
the SLS maximum be raised to $15,000 per year. These changes would greatly enhance the

ability of the low and moderate income student to finance his or her medical education.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, it is unrealistic to expect recent medical graduates to begin

repayment of their federal loans two years after they graduate. these new physicians
receive very little income initially, particularly in the primary care field. By increasing the
current two year deferment to at least three years, Congress would enable more of them to

practice in underserved areas, and in primary care.

The recommendations we urge upon this Committee today would considerably benefit
students of osteopathic medicine. More important, however, these changes would improve

access to quality primary care in many rural communities and other underserved areas.

Thank you for affording AACOM the opportunity to appear before you today. I shall be
pleased to answer any questions you may have.

7
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my name is Shawn
Landres. This fall, I will be a sophomore at Columbia University. Three
months ago, I coordinated a visit to Washington for members of the
Columbia College Student Council and had the opportunity to discuss our
concerns with some of you;1 I am pleased to share my thoughts today in a

more formal setting. At this time, however, while I am speaking on my
own behalf, and on behalf of middle-income students nationwide, I am not
acting in any official capacity, and my opinions are not necessarily those of
the Columbia College Student Council, nor of the Columbia student body.
I would like to talk with you about what the College Work-Study

.

program means to so many students at Columbia and all over the United

States. Perhaps today's hot news stories are Pell Grants and Guaranteed
Student Loans, but if one of you were to talk to any student on financial aid

at Columbia, the first program you would hear about would probably be his
or her Work-Study job. You'd probably hear that the student's allocation
was too small or about to be cut

more likely, both. But Work-Study is the

one financial aid program that affects students on a day-to-day basis.
Before I describe potential innovations in the Work-Study program, I
would like to tell you about a Columbia student who has used his WorkStudy experience to benefit not only himself; but also his community. Greg

will be a junior in Columbia's School of Engineering and Applied Science.

Thanks to Work-Study, he spent this past year working in the plasma

physics laboratory. At a student forum earlier this year, he said that this
job is the most important part of his financial aid package

because it

minimizes his rapidly growing debt burden and, more importantly,
1The recommendations of the deleption may be found in Appendix I.
2
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because he has been able to apply his classroom learning experiences to

real-life situations in the lab. And Greg is not using his new-found
knowledge just for self-advancement; this summer, he has put his skills to
use for the Environmental Protection Agency. Because of the College WorkStudy program, Greg is providing American taxpayers with a generous

return on their investment in him.
Greg is but one of the many students at Columbia who have put their
skills to work for their school and their community. During the 1989..90
school year, over 1,400 undergraduates earned an average of $1,500 each.

Another thousand graduate students earned approximately $3,800 each.2
On campus, many students worked on research projects, in performing

and visual arts productions, and for administrative officers. Off-campus,
they earned over hall a million dollars working for such diverse community
organizations as the New York City Urban Corps, Bank Street College, the
Municipal Art Society, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, the New York City
Public Development Corporation, the New York City Division of Human

Rights, the Rainforest Alliance, the Riverside Adult Learning Center, and
St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital. Any cuts in federal Work-Study funding
would have an immediate and deleterious effect on the ability of these

organizations to serve their community; for example, the already highlyimpacted Urban Corps relies heavily on the $520,000 it uses each year to
staff vital projects in New York City's public service agencies with student
interns from Columbia's School of Social Work. Work-Study also provides

2Additional data concerning the distribution of Work-Study funds at Columbia may be
found in Appendix II.
3
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vital support for teaching and research assistants, who are essential to the
functioning of most colleges and universities.3

As you can see from the data in Appendix II, financial aid officers at
Columbia have been able to use the College Work-Study program as a

successfid alternative to loans and their accompanying debt burden; during
the 1989-90 school year, the typical Columbia student earned approximately

two and a half times the national average.4 Work-Study remains the only

financial aid program which both minimises post-graduate debt and
benefita the student and his or her community.

The program's greatest advantage, however, remains unknown to
moat people. Recent research has demonstrated that of all the financial aid
options available to students, only participation in the College Work-Study

program can be linked to persistence.3 Much more than for grants, there is
substantial evidence that College Work-Study may keep students in school.3
3Studenta in the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

universit/e teaching and research assistants

who comprise most of the

traditionally have the highest average

Work-Study earninas. The typical GSAS student earned $5,480 in 10119-00.
4During the 1989-90 school year, the average Columbia student earned $2,454 in WorkStudy dollars, compared with the national average of $935. Program Summary Book for
1988.1989 (Office o( Postsecondary Education, Department of Education, 1990), 544.
5"At the federal student aid program Wel, perhaps the key W effective support for
persistence will come from one ot the more under-utilised programs College Work-

Study (CWS). If Tinto's and Astan's belief that integration and campus involvement
are keys to persistence, work-study and self-help efibrta on campus should receive greater
prominence. The assumption here is that the broader the number of connections the student
has to the campus, the more likely the student is to become part of that community, adopt its

values, and transfer loyalties from other competing environments that decrees, the
likelihood of persistence." Oscar F. Porter, "Where Do W. Go From Here: Looking
Beyond Student Aid and Access to Persistence," in Changing Dinsenaiona in Student
Financial Aid (National Institut* of Independent Colleges and Universities), 20.
elkfortenson's research (191110) strongly indicates that for low-income families the
expectation of substantial debt is enough to keep students from opting for college at all.
...There is little, if anything, in the literature on persistence that indicates an effect for
granta alone beyond their role in financial support. Yet, the literature is rife with reports
about the importance of the first year ce two to completion of a degree and the nscessiV to
snake a personal connedion between the student and the institution to increase persistence.
Employing College Work-Study as major component of student aid is at least as blely as
front-loading granta to enhance persistence. In combination with grant support that is
4
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Why? Because, as I said earlier, it is the one program that involves students
on a day-to-day basis in the life of their school and their community.
Students who work where they study gain a personal link to their

surroundings, a sense of belonging, a sense of commitment. No other aid

program can do that.
What, then, should be done for College Work-Study during this

reauthorization process?

The existing program requires some adjustments:
First, authorization levels should reflect the importance of the
program. It is unconscionable that real funding for CWS dropped 19%
between 1980 and 1990.7 Work-Study is an effective alternative to loans for

all students, and is the only non-loan program available to many students
from middle-income families. Cuts and freezes continue to disenfranchise
more students every year.
Second, the Job Location and Development programs, as well as the

Community Service-Learning program, should be streamlined in order to
benefit students and the communities in which they live, especially during

the current economic downturn. Carefully targeted Work-Study dollars can
infuse depressed or underfunded programs and organizations with new
life.

Third, the recommendations of the higher education community for
a uniform Campus-Based Program fund-matching level of 25% and a

guaranteed to continue throughout the undergraduate years, the effect of CWS on
persistence should be significant." Mid, 19-21.
%she statistic I. drawn from Trends in Student Aid: ;980 to 1990 (New York: College
Entrance Examination Board, 1990), as reprintod in Update from Washington: A Report
from the Washington Office of the Colkge B ird. February 1991, 4.
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tranefer authority level of 25% should be adopted. This would simplify the

process and allow institutions greater flexibility in meeting need.
The Congress should also consider new applications for Work-Study:

First, the Congress should provide incentives for skills training in
occupations of highest national need.8 A new Twenty-First Century Skills
Development Program could encourage students to seek training and

employment in areas where they can contribute the most to the
competitiveness of the American economy.
Second, the Congress should consider the use of additional WorkStudy incentives for continuing students, many of whom are single

parents, with young children, who must give up fitll-time work in order to
return to school. A special program could be established which would
provide livable incomes for the families of continuing students while they

pursue their studies.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the Congress should
examine the specific financial needs of students from middle-income
families. The College Work-Study program and an effective income-

contingent loan program, such as the IDEA plan proposed in H.R. 2336,
could form a new core of financial aid for studenta whose annual need runs
from $2,000 to ;12,000. A combination of Work-Study and IDEA could reduce

currently devastating debt burdens to manageable levels while
simultaneously encouraging community responsibility.

15"A key determinant of the flexibility of the economy is the quality of its work force.

Education raises skill levels that increase Job performance and productivity. Welleducated workers have the bask skills necessary to adapt to the changing demands of a
dynamic economy and are able to compete with their peers in other nations." Economic
Report of the President (Washington, DC: GPO, 1991), 121.
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College Work-Study is one of the unsung heroes of Title N. All too-

often overshadowed by higher-profile and more controversial programs, it
enters the 1990s in great danger of being cut back drastically and

disastrously. It is my hope, Mr. Chairman and members of the
Subcommittee, that you come away from this hearing with a renewed sense
of commitment to innovation and expansion in the College Work-Study

program and, more importantly, with a renewed desire for positive and
creative change to ensure that every student in need will have what it takes
not only to get into college, but also to stay there until graduation.
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Backgrotmd

A Overview.
While we strongly advocate a vastly expanded student aid system, we
are mindful of the economic realities facing the nation; rather than
pressing for unattainable goals or giving up all hope, we are seeking
creative, but most importantly, productive solutions to what is truly a
national dilemma
assuring students access to higher education and
providing them with sufficient support to keep them in school until
graduation.

B. Access and Choice.
The focus of our efforts is the middle-income student, for whom student aid has moved not from dream to reality, but just the reverse. The 1978
Middle Income Student Assistance Act (MISAA) provided that a student
whose family income was $25,000 (approximately $50,000 in 1991 dollars)
was eligible for a minhnum Pell Grant. Today, according to Department of
Education statistics, only 5% of Pell Grants go to students whose 1991-dollar

eShawn Landres, Sarah Wolman, and Jack Hidary, Rtcornnwndatione for the

ReaWhorization of the Risher Education Act of 1966 (New York: Columbia College Student
Council, 1991).
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income is only $30,000. Clearly, we must find a way to restore equity among
students of all levels of income and need.

C. Retention.
Retention will be key in addressing the middle-income dilemma.
More middle-income students drop out than graduate they simply
cannot meet the costs. Although we commend prior programs for
emphasizing access, we feel that the problem of retention must be given the
attention it deserves.

Recommendations

A. Administration and Need Analysis.
Establish a single and simple need analysis form for all federal, state,
and institutional programs. Develop the appropriate technology for
financial aid information to be shared easily by all aid providers.
Establish new legislation which would allow the Department of Education
to tailor regulations and guidelines to the needs of specific types of

institutions.
Adjust the need analysis formulae for Stafford and Perkins Loans so that
families may exempt the value of their home or farm from consideration as
assets for the purposes of determining eligibility. This will allow many
middle-income students, whose home values far exceed their family
income, to qualify for low-interest loans.

B. Pell Grant Program.
Raise the maximum grant to $4,000 $2,500 for living expenses and 25%
of tuition up to $1500. Determine individual grants by subtracting the expected family contribution (EFC) from this amount.

9
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Establish an automatic yearly adjustment for the Pell Grant program
based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
Increase eligibility in line with the original intent of the MISAA.

C. Campus-based Programs: Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants
(SEOG), College Work-Study (CWS), and Perkins Loans.
Improve retention levels by providing bonus campus-based dollars
according to the number of returning students who are eligible for aid.

Expand the College Work-Study program so that it might become a more
viable alternative to loans and debt. Allow all students to participate in
summer work-study by removing the word local" from the definition of
"community services" in the Job Location and Development Program and
in the Community Program. This will allow students to participate in
summer work-study programs even if they live in different states from the
one in which they attend college, and will provide additional flexibility for
financial aid administrators to meet individual need.

Eliminate the preference that SEOG recipients also be Pell Recipients.
This will allow increased institutional flexibility in meeting need.
Follow the recommendation of the American Council on Education to
"expand the authority of institutions to transfer funds among campusbased programs; specifically, allow them to transfer up to 25 percent of
SEOG, CWS, and Perkins funds among the programs. In exchange for
such added flexibility to use campus-based aid, the institutional matching
requirement would be increased in the aggregate by setting a uniform 25
percent rate for all three programs." The added institutional flexibility
would allow administrators to respond to individual needs even more
accurately. The administration's proposal, a 60% matching requirement,
would be an undue burden; some schools can barely make the 30% match.

Increase authorization and appropriations for all campus-based
programs.
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Increase Stafford and Perkins loan limits to $3,500 for first-year students
and $6,000 for all subsequent undergraduate years. Provide for regular increases in these limits based on CPI adjustments.

Exempt institutions with low default rates from the requirement that
schools improve Perkins Loan collections by 10% over the previous year in
order to qualify for new capital funds. This regulation discriminates
against those schools which have the most effectively managed programs.

E. Alternative Loan Financing Programs.
Explore the possibilities of establishing industry-financed field-specific
loans for upper division undergraduates. For example, AT&T, MCI, and
U.S. Sprint might create a loan pool for needy students majoring in
Electrical Engineering, Telecommunications, Computer Science, et alia.
Provide suitable tax incentives to encourage such programs. Lenders would
further benefit in that loan recipients, by nature of their majors, would be
likely to work for them.

Establish loan deferment and loan forgiveness programs for graduates
entering teaching, public and community service, and 501(cX3) non-profit
organi za tions .
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Appendix II
College Work-Study at CAumbia University, 1885-1890, Cumeut Dolkus

Undergraduate Students

'Year

Number of
Students

Total Earnings

1985-86

1,456

1,825,300.99

,1986.87

1,423

2,022,225.47
2,197,613.63
2,195,750
_2,131,459

1987-88

1,422

,1988-89"

1,423

_ 1989-90'

1,422

Average

Earnings Per
Student
,1,253.64
1,421.10
1,545.44
1,543
1,498

Graduate Students

ear

um r 0

0

Students
1985.86

1,205

1986-87

,1,242

_1987-88

1,271

1988-89'

1,154

1989-90'

1,043

armngs

verage

Earnings Per
Student
,3,702,324.33
4,022,344.35
4,262,368.77
4,107,482

3,238.60
3,353.56
,3,559

3,917,016

3,756

3,072.47

All Students

Year

Number of
Students

Total Earnings

1985-86

2 661

5 527 625.32

2 077.27

1986-87

2,655

6,044,569.82

2,276.67

1987-88

2,693

2,398.81

1983-89"

2,577

6,459,982.40
6,303,232

1989-90'

2,465

6,048,475

2 454

Average

Earnings Per
,Student

2,446
-

' For the 1988-89 and 1989-90 school years, undergraduate and graduate data from the
School of General Studies were combined in university records. For these two years, School
of General Studies data art counted as undergraduate earnings.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee my name is Bob
I am the Director of Student Employment at Princeton
Cunningham.
University and the Federal Relations Chair for the National
Association of Student Employment Administrators. I am here
today representing that association and its 656 members including
private and public two and four year colleges and proprietary
professionals who are
institutions. Our membership consists of
of
obtaining meaningful
dedicated to helping students find ways
their
education.
employment that will help finance
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you
Mr. Chairman and the Members of the subcommittee for your
commitment to education and for your past support without which
many of our current programs would not exist and many students
would never have an opportunity to attend college.
My purpose in being here today is to discuss College Work
Study, the only Title IV program that reinforces the American
work ethic, contributes to a student's educational program,
provides valuable job skills, influences future career decisions,
has no default problem, and reduces
providing valuable financial
fundamental part in arranging
campus we find both students and
parents expecting the aid package to contain employment and that
students are eager to assume the responsibility of working to

improves student retention,
student indebtedness, while
It serves as a
assistance.
financial aid packages. On

help pay for their education.
The analogy that scholarships, loans and a job represent the
three legged stool which supports the financial aid programs is a
the work leg is
relevant one. Our concern, however, is that
its
ability
to be
being splintered and may lose some of
supportive.
Over the years various components have been added to College
work Study without added resources. Sone examples are: the Job

Location and Development Program, the Job Location and
Development community Service Program, and the community Service
Our concern, then, is that other volunteer
Learning Program.
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programs or community programs may also be considered.
Our membership feels strongly that community service
initiatives are meaningful and worthwhile.

However, under the
current system there are not one, but three different College
Work Study segments earmarked for community service.

This
duplication serves to dilute otherwise meaningful goals and
results.

If a single community service program could be

identified that combines the current guidelines and intent of the
three programs, it would simplify the administration process and
improve effectiveness monetarily and operationally in responding
to community service needs. The members of the National
Association of Student Employment Administrators would bo happy
to assume the responsibility for such a program, without any
further administrative cost to the federal government. 14y own
opinion is that it would be cheaper for the federal government to
run one program instead of three.
Second, I'd like to point out that a change in the current
College Work Study 70%-30% (Federal to institutional) match to
50%-50% would have adverse effects on institutional work
programs. Currently, many institutions provide work
opportunities for middle income students funded beyond the
College Work Study Program from institutional dollars. I have
been advised by a large majority of my membership that the only
avenue open to them, if they had to increase their contribution
to College Work Study, would be to take the money from these
institutional programs and cut luck on student jobs overall.

The

net effect would be a loss of work opportunities for students
from middle income families who struggle to pay college expenses
as much as their lower income classmates.
Other institutions
feel they would be forced to eliminate College Work Study from
their aid package, ii the 70%-30% rate changes.

The April 1, 1991 increase in minimum wage from $3.35 to
$4.25 rr..presents a 27% increase in wages.

Although the increase
was warranted, it has forced institutions to dig deeper into
their resources to maintain the status-quo and has provided yet
another demand on very limited resources.
Any further drain will
simply mean that some students will be denied work opportunities,
page 2
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even though they are clearly dependent upon employment to help
finance their education.
The minimum wage increase does not assist the ability of
campuses to meet the financial needs of students because they

will have to work fewer hours due to budget constraints. Because
of these constraints, students would receive no monetary relief
and their unmet need would continue to increase. In those cases
where campuses attempt to address students with unmet needs by
allowing them to work the same number of hours, without an
adequate increase in authorization and appropriation levels,
fewer grants and work opportunities to help less needy middle
income students would be availeble.
Our schools have responded to tight budgets over the last
few years by being innovative in developing new work programa for

students on and off campus and we will continue this effort as
riscal constraints prevail. However, we do request that the
College Work Study Program receive increased authorization levels
to meet the demand of increased federal minimum wage.
Earlier I spoke about the value that the student
professional community puts on community service programs and
suggested that combining the three existing programs would save
dollars, improve efficiency, and increase participation in
community service initiatives. This is the most effective way to
ensure that the community service learning programs become an
integral part of the work-study program at the campus level and
that students have adequate opportunities to work in community
service jobs.
The admdnistration's reauthorization proposal to move
community service learning to the 1000 Points of Light concept
adds another level of complexity to these initiatives and takes

the program from the hands of student employment professionals
who have a proven track record of effectively helping students
perform community services.
An example of this was demonstrated a few years ago when our
membership responded quickly and responsibly to the need to be
creative with a new program called the Job Location and
find
Development Program. This program allows institutions to
page 3
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jobs on and off campus for aid and non aid students who need to
work.

In eight years the pvogram grew from 144 to 602

participating schools, student participation rose form 13,681 to
315,597, and earnings in that period went from $22,000,000 to
over $500,000,000.

We are well on our way to taking community
aervice programa on that same upwar progression now that a
majority of the initial development has been completed.
To
transfer this program to another area would be a mistake.

In addition, monies have already been identified for this
purpose and no further dollars are required.
The money is
currently available under the reallocation of Work-Study funds.
Current legislation provides that 25% of all excess funds be
reallocated to the development of the Community Service Learning
Program (CSLP), and 75% to assuring academic quality, adequate
supervision, and collaboration with public and private nonprofit
agencies in developing the CSLP work experiences.
Unfortunately, a drafting glitch, as a result of an amendment
in the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 1986, has
rendered the literal reading of the 75% provision meaningless.
Therefore, the Department of Education bets ignored this part of

the legislation and has reallocated 75% of the excess in the same
manner as funds are reallocated under the Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grant (SEOG) Program.

The National Association of Student Employment
Administrators recommended amendment straight forwardly
reallocatas 100% of excess funds to the program, without
differentiating between activities.
At the request of Chairman Ford and Mr. coleman NASEA
provided the subcommittee with suggested amendments pertinent to
the College Work Study Program. The following is an abbreviated
version of those suggestions:
1)

Change the name of the program from "Work-Study
Programs" to "Federal College Work Opportunity
Programs."
The name "College Work-study" suggests to many
students that they can either work or study for an
hourly wage.
As first used the term meant that needy
page 4
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students could participate in a program that allowed
them to go directly from the classroom to a job that

was sensitive to their class schedule and that would
allow them to earn money to apply toward their college
education. Unfortunately, this concept has eroded into
a false sense of work or study and has led students to
take the work aspect of the program too :ightly. No
matter how strenuously the regulations are stressed,
the term "work-study" is misleading.
The new name has the additional benefit of clearly
delineating that the program is provided by the Federal

2)

govrnment and with mainly Federal funds.
Increase authorisation levels for the college workstudy Program to meet the demands of the increased
Federal minimum wage.
As of April 1, 1991, the minimum wage increased to
$4.25 an hour, a 27 percent increase over the $3.35

minimum wage in effect when the authorisation levels
weriset in the 1986 Higher Zducation Act. The
requested authorization mirrors the percentage increase
in minimum wage. The minimum wage increase, along with
increased levels of expenditures for Job Location and
Development Programs and various community service
programs under the college work-study legislation,
threatens the ability of canpuses to meet the
financial needs of students. Without an adequate
increase in the authorization (and eventually
appropriation) levels, students will have to work fewer
hours, because of budget constraints of campuses while
their unmet need will continue to increase; thereby,
receiving no monetary relief through the increased
hourly wage. Also, in cases where campuses attempt to
address those student with unmet needs, fewer grants to
students would be available thus eliminating the less
needy (middle-class) students from the work-study
programs.
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3)

Reallocate all excess funds to the Community Service
Learning Program.

The current legislation provides that 25% of all
excess funds be reallocated to the development of the
Community Service Learning Program (CSLP), and 75% to
assuring academic quality, adequate supervision, and
collaboration with public and private nonprofit
agencies in developing the CSLP work experiences.
As previously mentioned, the drafting glitch which
occurred in an amendment to the Immigration Reform and
Control Act (IRCA) of 1986 rendered the literal reading
of the 75% provision meaningless. As a result the

NpartMOnt of Education has ignored the original intent
of this legislation. We, therefore, recommend an
amendment which straight forwardly reallocates all
excess funds to the CSLP, without differentiating
4)

between activities.
Eliminate the limitation on the amount an institution

can use for Community Service Learning Programs.
The current legislation allows institutions to use
only 10% of theit College Work Study funds for the
This ties the program to both limited and
unstable funding from year to year because of changes
CSLP.

in the funds available to campuses on a year-to-year
It also discourages participation by both
basis.
Institutions that are
employers and institutions.
committed to maintaining student and employer
participation in CSLP need to be able to ensure
continuity in funding and should have the flexibility
to do so.
5)

Increase the $200 earnings overaward tolerance to_t300
and make it applicable to all students receiving
college work-study, including those who also receive
student loans under Part B.

With the increase in minimum wage and
institutional budgets since 1986, a $200 overaward now
can be reached within one pay period. This does not
page 6
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a low adequate time for readjustment of work schedules.
A $300 allowance -- approximately the same percentage
increase as has occurred in the minimum wage -- would
provide the needed time.
In addition to increasing the overaward, this
amendment also corrects a misinterpretation by the
Department of Education of the provisions of the 1989

That Act provided
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act.
with
loans under Part
that any overawards to students,
B, would be used toward payment of the loans. The
Congress did not intend for this provision to override
the overaward allowance for CWS, but it has been
interpreted as doing so. (See also the conforming

6)

amendment to section 4280.)
Allow institutions to earmark succeeding fiscal year
allocations for wages earned after the end of the
current academic year, but prior to the beginAing of
the succeeding fiscal year.
Many students begin summer work-study prior to
July 1, the beginning of the fiscal year, but after the

They therefore earn
funds during one fiscal year which are not payable
academic year ends in May or June.

until the succeeding fiscal year.
The statute allows the Secretary to make "carry
back" grants from the anticipated succeeding fiscal
year's appropriations, but institutions can not use the
succeeding year's appropriations to pay for prior year
incur enormous
earnings. As a result, institutions
accounting and tracking problems.
They ars forced to retain, rather than use, a

portion of the current fiscal year funds in case they
If the
are needed to cover summer work expenses.
not
needed,
it is
monies are retained, but subsequently

7)

too late to return them to be reallocated and they
revert to the U.S. Treasury. This amounts to several
million dollars in returned funds eath year.
Increase the Federal share for the Job Location and
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Development (JLD) Program from $30,_000 to $50,000 and
separate the .11,D Program from the Community Service-

Learning JLD Proaram.

Most institutions already match more than 50
percent of the $30,000; a tribute to the program's
success.

An increase would encourage even more

participation by institutions and employers and provide
work opportunities for students.
8)

Merge the existing_ community service learning program

and the community service learning job location and
development _Program into one program.
One program with identical funding formulae and
sources and administrative allowances would be less
complex administratively and would encourage greater
participation by colleges and universities. This is
the surest way to ensure that community service

learning programs become an integral part of the workstudy program at the campus level and that students
have adequate opportunities to work in community
service jobs.
I would like to thank the committee for the opportunity to
provide testimony on the work components of the Title IV program.
If I can be of assistance in responding to questions or helping
the committee by utilizing our association's resources I would be
pleased to do so.
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